
"On the Air"
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Timer for the
darkroom. P. 34
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Interconnection
Going multi-user
on a budget.
P. 104
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Do it in 8-part
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Kid Power
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nor too young - to
learn. P. 204
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6809 PROCESSING POWER!
only $199.95

,---The Percom SBCI9™: A "10" By Any Measure.~
Available with either the new, powerful 6809 j.tP or an optional 68{)0-software-compatible
6802, here are 10 beautiful reasons why the Percom SBC/9™ is not just another runner-up
MPU/Single-Board-Computer card.
o SS-50 bus direct, plug-in-compatible upgrade €)

MPU. Requires no modification of the system
bus, I/O or memory.

@ Full-capability stand-alone single-board compu-
ter. Accommodates a 6809 microprocessor or op-
tional 6802 microprocessor without modifica-
tion.

@ On-card 1 K ROM monitor "auto-links" to optional
second 1 K PROM - if installed. Second PROM
may be used to easily extend or modify the prim-
ary monitor command set.e Eight-bit parallel port is multi-address extension of
system bus. Accommodates an exceptional vari-
ety of peripheral devices ranging from game pad-
dies and keyboards to memory management
modules. Connector is optional.

Plug the SBC/9™ into your SS-50
system bus, and just that easily
you've upgraded to the new super-
fast super-powerful 6809 MPU with
such programming amenities as 10
addressing modes, 16-bit instruc-
tions, auto-incrementJauto-decre-
ment and position-independent
code. Plus, you now have extended
addressing capability, and opera-
tion under control of PSYMONTM,
the most powerful and flexibile 1K
ROM 6809 operating system yet
written.

Serial port includes a full-range selectable bit rate
generator. Optional subminiature 'D' connector
provides RS-232 compatibility.

(!) Extendable addressing via SS-50 bus baud lines
to 1 Mbyte. Extendable addressing to 16 Mbytes
or more through the parallel "super port."

fj Includes 1 Kbyte of static RAM.
(l) All on-card I/O is fully decoded so that adjacent

memory space may be used.

€> ROM circuit may be jumper-wired for single- or
triple-voltage 2716 EPROM.

® On-card power regulators simplify power supply
design by minimizing regulation demands.

Percom SYstem MONitor
PSYMONTM provides the usual
ROM monitor functions in 1 Kbyte. It
is easily extended and customized
because its unique "look-ahead"
program structure first searches an
alternate command table. The ta-
ble, if present, may be used to rede-
fine or extend PSYMON'sTM com-
mand set.

And with PSYMONTM, I/O is easily
directed to any peripheral device-
even a disk system - through a
Device Control Block table located

Products are available at Percom dealers nationwide. Call t:oll-free,
1-800-527-1592, for t:he address of your nearest: dealer, or t:o
order direct:. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

™ trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc.

in memory. This allows you to leave
the details of I/O software to the
separate I/O device drivers.

A PSYMONTM ROM is included
free with the purchase of an
SBC/9™. The Users Manual in-
cludes a source listing.

The 1 Kbyte ROM monitor for the
SBC/9™ 6802 option includes a
primary set of typical 6800-
compatible monitor commands. As
for PSYMONTM, the commands are
easily extended or modified.

PERCOM OATA COMPANY. INC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLAND. TEXAS 75042

(214) 272-3421 ILlE~IJ()M1



The Honor Graduate
There's been a lot of talk lately

a bout intelligent terminals with
small systems capability. And, it's
always the same. The systems
which make the grade in perfor-
mance usually flunk the test in
price. At least that was the case
until the SuperB rain graduated with
the hi g h est PPR (Price/ Perfor-
mance Ratio) in the history of the
industry.

For less than $3,000*, SuperBrain
users get exceptional performance
for just a fraction of what they'd
expect to pay. Standard features in-
clude: two dual-density mini-flop-
pies with 320K bytes of disk storage,
up to 64K of RAM to handle even
the most sophisticated programs,
a C P / M Disk Operating System
with a high-powered text editor, as-
*Quantity one. Dealer inquiries invited.

sembler and debugger. And, with
SuperBrain's S-100 bus adapter, you
can even add a 10 megabyte disk!

More than an intelligent terminal,
the SuperBrain outperforms many
other systems costing three to five
times as much. Endowed with a
hefty amount of available software
(BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL), the
SuperBrain is ready to take on your
toughest assignment. You name it!
Genera I Ledger, Accounts Receiv-
able, Payroll, Inventory or Word Pro-
cessing ... the SuperBrain handles
a II of them with ease.

Your operators will p ra i se the
SuperBrain's good looks. A full
ASCII keyboard with a numeric key-
pad and function keys. A non-glare,
dynamically focused, twelve inch
screen. All in an attractive desktop
unit weighing less than a standard

office typewriter. Sophisticated
users will acclaim SuperBrain's twin
Z-80 processors which transfer data
to the screen at 38 kilobaud! Inter-
facing a printer or modem is no
problem using SuperBrain's RS-
232C communications port. But best
of all, you won't need a PhD in com-
puter repair to maintain the Super-
Brain. Its single board design makes
servicing a snap!

So don't be fooled by all the fresh-
man students in the small systems
business. Insist on this year's honor
graduate ... the SuperBrain.

~~~flEC5JJ~ SYSrEMS®
2300 Broad River Road, Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798-9100 TWX: 810-666-2115



At Intersystems,
'trump" is an Instruction.

Not a way of life.
(O~when you're ready for IEEE S-tOOl will your

computer be ready for you?)

We're about to be gadflies again.
While everyone's been busy

trying to convince you that large
buses housed in strong metal
boxes wi II guarantee versati Iity
and ward off obsolescence, we've
been busy with something better.
Solving the real problem with the
first line of computer products
built from the ground up to con-
form to the new IEEE S-100 Bus
Standard. Offering you extra ver-
satility in 8-bit applications today.
And a full 16 bits tomorrow.

We call our new line Series
WMAnd even if you don't need the
full 24-bit address for up to 16
megabytes (!) of memory right
now, they're something to think
about. Because of all the perform-

ance, flexibility and economy
they offer. Whether you're looking
at a new mainframe, expanding
your present one or upgrading
your system with an eye to the
future. (Series II boards are com-
patible with most existing S-100
systems and all IEEES-100 Stan-
dard cards as other manufacturers
get around to building them.)

Consider some of the fea-
tures: Reliable operation to 4MHz
and beyond. Full compatibility
with 8- and 16-bit CPUs, pe-
ripherals and other devices. Eight
levels of prioritized interrupts. Up
to 16 individually-addressable
DMA devices, with IEEEStandard
overlapped operation. User-selec-
table functions addressed by DIP-
switch or jumpers, eliminating sol-
dering. And that's just for openers.

The best part is that all this
heady stuff is available now! In
our advanced processor-a full
IEEE Bus Master featuring Memory
MapTMaddressing to a full mega-
byte. Our fast, flexible 16K Static
RAM and 64K Dynamic RAM
boards. An incredibly versatile and

economical 2-serial, 4-parallel
Multiple 1/0 board. 8-bit .A/D-DI A
converter. Our Double-Density
High-Speed Disk Controller. And
what is undoubtedly the most flex-
ible front panel in the business.
Everything you need for a com-
plete IEEES-100 system. Available
separately, or all together in our
new DPS-1 Mainframe!

Whatever your needs, why
dump your money into obsolete
products labelled "IEEE timing
compatible" or other words peo-
ple use to make up for a lack of
product. See the future now, at
your Intersystems dealer or calli
write for our new catalog. We'll
tell you all about Series II and the
new IEEE S-100 Bus we helped
pioneer. Because it doesn't make
sense to buy yesterday's products
when tomorrow's are already here.

DDD~<eD~~JY~~<eDDD~™

Ithaca Intersystems Inc.,
1650 Hanshaw Road/P.O. Box 91,

Ithaca, NY 14850
607-257-0190/TWX: 510 2554346
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PUBLISHERS REMARKS
Wayne Green

Back in the July 1979 issue, I wrote about
some of the problems we'd been having with
our Prime 300 minicomputer. We invested in
the system so we would have in-house comput-
ing to handle the subscribers' labels and renew-
als, payroll, bookkeeping, reader service re-
quests, and keep track of potential advertisers,
potential subscribers and the article inventory.
Now it looks as though the approximately
$250,000 we spent for the system has been a
complete waste.
Despite my writing to Prime several times,

calling them and even mentioning the problems
in the magazine, Prime has been unresponsive.
I talked with Prime representatives about this
at NCC, and though they promised action,
nothing has happened yet. I am getting the im-
pression that once they sell a system they care
less what happens to the customer.

In the July editorial I reported that we got
about 20 percent of what I was led to expect out
of the Prime. We gave up on using it for sub-
scriptions, payroll, bookkeeping, article rec-
ords, ad records and potential subscriber rec-
ords. We were using it for reader service re-
quests, but those are so far behind as a result of .----------------- ••••-----,.-------":':"",."'::"'-------::" .•••-1
the Prime's breaking down repeatedly that we 1--- --- --------...;;. - ----- ------1
have moved that function to a service bureau.
About the only job left for it was keeping a

mailing list for our "Microcomputing Industry
Newsletter." When that simple chore held up
the mailing of this publication for three weeks,
wemoved it to a TRS-80 and had little more for
the Prime to do. We had also been trying to
handle the daily orders for books and Instant
Software, but that, too, got a month behind 1---------------------:-------- ....---------1
and was moved to a Midwest Scientific micro-
computer.
These days we are doing most of our in-

house computing on either the Midwest system
or our TRS-80 systems. The service contract on
the Prime is over $750 per month, and you can
buy a lot ofTRS-80s in a year for that. We have
fewer breakdowns with the TRS-80 systems
than with the Prime.

I don't know what experience others are hav-
ingwith the Prime. Someone must be happy be-
cause Prime keeps building new buildings and
growing. Sales in 1979were over $150 million,
and the growth rate was over 50 percent in the
last year. Surely all of Prime's customers can't
be as disappointed as we have been with the
performance we expected from the Prime.
The original idea, as discussed with Prime,

was to buy the system they said we needed and
have it programmed for publishing-house use.
We then intended to sell Prime systems, OEM,
to other publishers, figuring that we might be
able to sell and program 50 systems or more a

Primal Scream
year. Now we're looking around for a way to
dump our Prime 300because it can't handle the
work required even by a relatively small pub-
lishing house.

Job Opportunities

Two nearby colleges are still looking for
computerists with formal educational back-
grounds for their microcomputer schools. Con-
tact Dean Coles, Franklin Pierce College,
Rindge NH 03461, or Dean Jones, Nathaniel
Hawthorne College, Antrim NH 03440. Here's
an opportunity for you to help set up a com-
puter department and train the people who will
become the future chief executives in the grow-
ing microcomputer field.
Positions are open in our publishing and

software departments. We need book editors,
editors for both Kilobaud and "80" maga-
zines, marketing people, sales-oriented people,
hams to help test new equipment and hardware
and software people for Instant Software.
We're looking for people who have leadership

,

qualities to move up to middle and top manage-
ment.
Send a letter telling us what you have done,

what you can do for us and what we can do for
you to Al Thulander, Microcomputing, Peter-
borough NH 03458. Not only will we expand
the magazine and book-department staffs, we
plan to publish three new magazines, all of
which will need full staffs.

Mailing Schedule Changed

The mailing schedule for Kilobaud Micro-
computing has been changed a few days to
bring the cover date more in line with the date
of receipt of the magazine. The publication of
three magazines a month forced us to shift
around our production, printing and mailing
schedules so that one magazine could go to
press every ten days. 73goes to press first each
month, followed byKilobaud Microcomputing
and 80Microcomputing. With 150-to 250-page
magazines coming out every ten days, everyone
is kept busy.

Sherry Smythe

OUTPUT FROM ISI
Instant Software has released its first disk

programs and sent samples to the ISI reps
around the world. Most programs will continue
to be released on cassettes, though, even if they
willbe used with disk systems. This makes sense
when you consider that cassettes are lessexpen-
sive than disks.

Cassette tapes are less likely to be damaged in
shipment or on display than disks. They are less
likely to be accidentally influenced by stray
magnetic fields, and they take up less space.
Disk packages make sense when the price of the
program is high enough so the cost difference
between cassettes and disks is a small matter.

ISI disk programs are packaged in a three-
ring binder and generally have more documen-
tation than the cassette packages. The first disk
release is an energy audit program, which
should interest realtors since laws that could
prohibit the sale of a building without such an

audit are under consideration. This package
will also be useful for energy-conservation
consultants.

Asian Trip

For about $2000you can sign up for the com-
ing IEEE tour of consumer electronics shows in
Japan, Taiwan, Korea and Hong Kong. This
trip will start about the first of October and be
back in three weeks. It takes you to four elec-
tronics shows where you will be able to meet
businessmen interested in importing your prod-
ucts, and the prices are right. If you want to go,
please drop me a line and I'll get you full infor-
mation. Wayne is working on a special trip to
add short visits to Macao and even China, if
possible.

•
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Robert W. Baker

PEI-POURRJ
Tape Drive with a Counter

Someone finally did it. There is now a cas-
sette drive with a counter available for the PET
at a reasonable price. The D&R S2545 cassette
system is supplied by D&R Creative Systems,
PO Box 402B, St. Clair Shores MI 48080, and
sells for $83 plus $3 shipping and handling. The
cassette system consists of a self-contained,
epoxy-potted interface module and a Sanyo
M2545A recorder.
The module plugs into the cassette port at the

rear of the PET and fits flat against the back
panel. Because of the module's size, it cannot
be used with the cassette interface inside the
PET. The recorder is specially modified to
sense when the recorder buttons are pressed
and operates identically to the PET cassette
drives with full program control. Even with the
slight modification, the cassette recorder is still
fully warranted by Sanyo.
Four cables from the interface module con-

nect to the recorder REM, EAR, MIC and
SENSE connectors; the latter is mounted inside
the unused battery compartment. In order to
connect the SENSE line connector, you 'must
remove the battery compartment cover from
the Sanyo recorder.
The D&R cassette system provides two meth-

ods of program location. Using the digital
counter, programs can index and quickly relo-
cate with their beginning and ending counter
values. Also, the D&R system can locate pro-
grams audibly using the fast-forward cuing
features of the Sanyo recorder. While the re-
corder is in the Play mode, depress the Fast
Forward button and you can hear the programs
pass by the recording head at the fast-forward
cuing speed. You can clearly detect the
10-second leader at the start of each program.
In testing a D&R cassette system on my

PETs, I found no compatibility problems when
switching tapes between the D&R cassette and
three different Commodore C2N drives.But
D&R does warn of possible incompatibilities
due to head alignments of the Commodore
drives since Commodore changed its cassette
unit three times after the PET was introduced. I
also found no problems with special settings of

the volume and tone controls-you merely turn
both clockwise all the way and let the D&R in-
terface do its job.
The only disadvantage of the D&R cassette

system is that you can't connect the MIC and
EAR cables to the recorder at the same time.
Whenever you switch between reading or writ-
ing a tape, you must switch the cables to the
Sanyo recorder. This slight inconvenience is a
small price to pay when you consider the digital
counter and fast-forward cuing features pro-
vided. Also, you can still use the Sanyo re-
corder as a standard recorder with built -in mi-
crophone and automatic level control.

Programming Tips

Ever save a machine-language program on
tape and forget what memory locations it uses?
Try this simple trick on systems with the new
ROMs. Place the tape in the cassette drive and
type OPEN I instead of LOAD. This will read
the file header but will not load the program in-
to memory. Now type SYS 64785 to enter the
machine-language monitor, followed by M
027A,0290 to display the first 24 bytes of the
tape buffer. The format of the data found in
the buffer is shown in Example I.

Locations 027B-027E indicate the starting
and ending addresses for any program file. Re-
member that the addresses are in 6502 address
format, low byte first followed by the high
byte. All values are in hexadecimal.
Here's a simple programming trick for any-

one with a printer to allow selectable output for
either the printer or the display. Instead of hav-
ing separate print statements for both the
printer and the display, try this. After deter-

Byte I
Bytes2/3
Bytes4/5
Bytes6+

027A
027B-7C

027D-7E

027F-

File type(01= program)
Program starting address
Program ending address
File name

Example I.

OPEN 5,4
OPEN 5,3

opens a logical file (#5) for output to the printer (device #4)
opensa logical file (#5)for output to thedisplay (device#3)

Now simply code all PRINT statements that are to be selectable as printed or displayed as:

PRINT#5," text "

and all output will automatically switch as selected without any additional print statements, flag testing, etc. Any normal
PRINT statements will still always appear on the display screen as usual.

Example 2.
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mmmg whether the user wants printed or
display output, open a logical file for the ap-
propriate device (see Example 2).

fees, routine maintenance and repairs, in-
surance, number of miles driven, gas expenses
and the approximate resale value.
The Household Finance package can be

valuable in establishing and maintaining an ef-
fective home budget. However, the chore of re-
cording every expenditure and income may be
overburdening if you use tape data files. If you
have disk drives available you can modify the
program to use disk data files instead of tape.
This enhances the excellent features already
provided by these programs while drastically
reducing the time to read or write data files.

In the January issue I mentioned the joystick
interfaces available from Creative Software.
The dual joystick interface connects two Atari
joysticks and sells for $45 with two demo pro-
grams and documentation. The joysticks are
not included and cost an additional $15 each if
you don't already have an Atari video game.
The interface consists of a sealed, 1x 2 x 3

inch plastic box. A user port connector is
mounted on one side and two subminiature D
connectors for the joysticks are mounted on the
opposite side. The interface plugs into the PET
user port, and either or both joysticks are
plugged into the appropriate connectors.
The interface is compatible with all Cursor

magazine programs that use joysticks for con-
trol. However, the user port connector is not
"keyed," so you must plug it in right side up.
Be careful not to exert any downward pressure
on the interface box to avoid damaging the
PET main logic board.
Since most games using joysticks also pro-

vide sound effects, I was surprised not to find
any connector provided for sound output. You
can remedy this by adding a miniature phone
connector wired to the CB2 and ground lines of
the user port connector. There is plenty of
room in the interface box for adding this con-
nector and a dropping resistor or miniature
switch.

A Fairchild joystick sells for $35 and comes
wired directly to a user port connector ready to
use. The connector is not keyed, but the top
side is identified by a label. The wiring connec-
tions are protected on the back of the connec-
tor. Multiple actions are possible with the Fair-
child joystick.

Both joystick interfaces come with a simple
write-up describing their installation and pro-
gramming. Additional programs are available
that allow using either interface or the numeric
keypad for motion control. They sell for $10
each and include:

Breakout-the standard game with paddle-
size options.
Road Race-a good 2-player road-race game

with three separate racetracks (requires dual
joysticks).

Seawolf-a shooting-gallery-type game; you
try to sink various ships.
Tag-a 2-player game (requires dual joy-

sticks).
Sketchpad and Maze-sketchpad allows

drawing graphics with the joystick; Maze tests
your maneuverability through a maze.

All programs run on any model PET. Several
are written in machine language or have ma-
chine-language routines for faster graphics mo-
tion and control.

TIS Workbooks

TIS Workbooks are valuable for newcomers
to the PET. There are currently six volumes in
the series covering the PET in detail with exam-
ples, sample programs and short exercises.
Spaces are provided within the text to record
notes and routines.
Since the books were written for the original

8K PET, errata sheets are now included for the
newROMs and the 16K/32K machines. The in-
dividual volumes sell for $3.95 to $4.95 each;
the entire set is $19.95, plus shipping, from
Total Information Services, PO Box 921, Los
Alamos NM 87544.

Workbook i-Getting Started with Your
PET, written primarily for people with little
computer programming experience. It tries to
provide enough information to allow the reader
to input, run, save and load programs. It intro-
duces the fundamentals of PET BASIC: calcu-
lator and program modes, data input and out-
put, data representation and program storage
on cassette.
One obvious error appears on pages 6-4 and

6-5. Several examples determine the amount of
memory space used by different BASIC vari-
ables. Since arrays are used, the manual incor-
rectly states that floating-point variables take
five bytes, integers take two and strings take
three. This is only true for elements within an
array. Individual variables are always seven
bytes regardless of the variable type. Using a
single integer variable (BOlo)uses the same space
as a single floating-point variable (B). In fact,
you can actually waste space by using the extra
percent signs whenever the variable name is
used in the program.

Workbook 2-PET String and Array Han-
dling describes the features and limitations of
arrays and subscripted variables. It covers
string operations and related string functions in
detail. Problem exercises help you better under-
stand strings and arrays, while the index gives a
detailed description of the various PET' 'char-
acter sets."
One word of caution for those with an older

8K PET and the original ROM set: pages 4-5
and 4-6of this volume do not warn of the illegal
use of a zero length in the LEFT$ and RIGHT$
string functions. This will result in an error on
the old ROM set. The newer PETs and the
upgrade ROM for the 8K PET now allow zero
lengths in these functions without causing an
error.

Workbook 3-PET Graphicscovers the cur-
sor-control characters, character sets, low- and
high-density plotting, bar graphs, sketching
and reverse video. The index includes complete
listings for several programs developed in
pieces throughout the workbook.

Workbook 4-PET Cassettereviews loading
and saving program files and discusses all
aspects of data file handling. It covers the
OPEN and CLOSE commands along with
transferring string and numeric data to and
from tape data files. Status checking is also in-
cluded with two application programs and in-
formation on cassette performance.

Creative Software Products

Creative Software, PO Box 4030, Mountain
ViewCA 94040, has programs available for the
PET at reasonable prices. They include House-
hold Finance and Utility packages as well as
various joystick-interface games. Most of these
.programs will run on any model PET, but
check each program to make sure it will run on
your system. All the programs are well written
and provide an excellent user interface to help
people unfamiliar with the programs.
The Household Finance package sells for $20

and consists of two programs designed to
record and analyze household expenditures and
income. Part I inputs and lists budget items
while creating a record on cassette tape of all
items entered. Part II sums the data tapes
created using part I and presents overall pat-
terns of spending.
Part I allows inputting data for a newmonth,

or updating and adding data to a previously
recorded month. You enter the date, amount,
category code, payment method (or check
number) and any brief description for each
item to be recorded. Item descriptions are
limited to 29 characters and cannot contain
commas. To classify each item, sixteen cate-
gory codes are available: Auto, Mortgage,
Clothes, Entertainment, Education, Food,
Gifts, Household, Income, Taxes, Medical, In-
surance, Savings, Utilities, Vacation, Miscel-
laneous. If you have over 100 items in a month
or run out of memory, you can use more than
one tape for any month.

Part II then reads the data files created by
part I and prints a table of the totals for each
category. A nice feature of this program is a
graphic display of a spending profile that shows
what percentage was spent in each category.
Other options allow displaying various cate-
gory totals or adding additional data from
other months.

The Household Utility packages are $15 each
for three programs on a tape. The first package
includes a program to help compare the trade-
offs between buying a house and renting an
apartment. It takes into account such items as
inflation, property taxes and tax deductions.
Another program on this tape computes vari-
ous loan calculations to find monthly pay-
ments, length of a loan and how much you can
afford to borrow with a monthly payment
limit.
The second Household Utility package is

more useful. It includes a Compound Interest
program to solve savings-account investment
problems concerning the future value of an ac-
count. An Amortization program calculates
the usual costs associated with a mortgage loan.
It displays the current amount paid to interest
and principal as well as the total amount paid in
interest and the remaining balance on the loan.
The last program calculates the cost per mile of
driving an automobile. The program takes into
account the purchase price of the car, licensing (continuedon page i8)
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icroQuote
Your personal computer becomes

a window on Wall Street.
,/////111111111 1\\\\\\\\\\\ .\.

MicroNET, the personal computer service of
CompuServe, now offers MicroQuote, a compre-
hensive securities information system.

With MicroQuote you can gain information from
a data bank of over 32,000 stocks, bonds and op-
tions from the New York, American, OTC and major
regional markets plus Chicago options. MicroQuote
contains price and volume data from January, 1974
with cumulative adjustment factors and dividend
information from January, 1968.

You can determine indicated annual dividends,
earnings per share, shares outstanding, BETA fac-
tors, open interest on options and amount outstand-
ing on debt issues. MicroQuote can provide issue
histories on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and
even performs certain statistical analyses on the
data. It's a vital tool for any investor.

It's just part of the MicroNET service
MicroNET also allows error-free downloading of
software via the new software exchange and execu-
tive programs (now available for the TRS-80;ro Apple
II® and CP/M® systems). It also provides electronic

•.••Reader Service-see page 258

mail service and can be accessed with a 300 baud
modem via local phone calls in more than 175 U.S.
cities. Write for full details on how your microcom-
puter can control one of the nation's largest and
most sophisticated time-sharing computer centers
for about 8 cents a minute!

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation
Apple" is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Regional distributors and local dealers wanted.
Inquire to Dept. R

Software authors: MicroNET seeks to license quality
programs for software exchange. Write to
Dept. S

=:'lIIIicruNET;==
Mail 10: Dept: K ,.....147

CompuServe Personal Computing Divrsron
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220
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NEW PRODUCTS
Lowercase for Apple II

Reviewed by Art Little, ISI staff

Now you can add uppercase/lowercase ca-
pability to your Apple II with the newly re-
leased Keyboard Expandor. Unlike other
products that use such keys as ESCAPE or
CONTROL to indicate case, this hardware/
software modification actually allows you to
use the SHIFT keys, just as on a conventional
typewri ter.

The hardware change to the Apple II is a
simple one-wire modification requiring a sin-
gle solder point. The software modification is
a totally transparent machine-language rou-
tine that augments the capabilities of the
monitor while avoiding its uppercase conver-
sion code. This routine permits the use of all
Apple II characters and editing functions of
the monitor as well as a capitals lock and shift
lock. The software occupies only 1/4K and
can be used on any size system; there are no
system constraints with this product.

It is compatible with general display tech-
niques, such as Paymar's LCA or Apple's
contributed high resolution character genera-
tor, that display ASCII correctly. An Inverse
mode option is included for those who do not
already have a display method for uppercase/
lowercase. The Keyboard Expandor is also
totally compatible with DOS, allowing the
use of uppercase/lowercase in TEXT files,
PRINT and REM statements within BASIC
programs and DOS file names, as well as in
Immediate mode. Full documentation of
both the hardware and software modifica-
tion, as well as a floppy disk containing

Apple JJ light pen at work.

Edited by Dennis Brisson

AES Computer's 20 Port Serial Interface.

copies of the routines, is included with the
package. Price is $20.

C & H Micro, PO Box 249, Clifton Park
NY 12056. Reader Service number 477.

Light Pen for Apple II

A self-contained light pen that plugs direct-
ly into the Apple has been released by the 3-G
Company, Rt. 3, Box 28a, Gaston OR 97119.
The 3-G Light Pen makes it possible to by-
pass the Apple's keyboard and interact di-
rectly with the information displayed on the
CRT screen. The light pen adds versatility to
most graphics programs and makes possible
unique games.

The user can make a selection from a menu
displayed on the screen by using the light pen.
This type of interaction makes it easy for the
non-computer-oriented person to use an ap-
plications program. Another use of the pen is
in educational programs as a teaching aid or a
game for a young child.

The 3-G Light Pen is completely assembled
and ready to plug into the Apple game paddle
port. A demonstration game cassette, sample
program and complete programming instruc-
tions are included with the pen. Price is
$32.95, plus $1.50 for postage and handling;
$6 for foreign orders. Reader Service number
480.

Serial Interfaces

AES Computers, 118 S. Loara, Anaheim
CA 92802, has introduced 2 y, and 4 Y2 Port
Serial Interfaces, which provide two or four
serial communication controllers, respective-
ly. A flexible interface bus to the host com-

puter can be adapted to various microproces-
sors with plug-in modules and adapter cables
for TRS-80, Apple II, Exorciser, S-IOO,
Multibus, STD Bus and others. The self-con-
tained unit will operate 8080, Z-80, 6800 and
6502 in memory-mapped or I/O-mapped en-
vironments. Using the 8251A serial control-
lers, the interface supports synchronous com-
munication modes to 64K baud and asyn-
chronous communication modes to 19.2K
baud. All aspects of the communication
mode for each channel are software program-
mable.

The serial interface permits rapid imple-
mentation of advanced serial communication
techniques for small computers. By providing
two RS-232C interfaces and one isolated cur-
rent-loop interface, the 2 y, Port ($395) unit
quickly expands small computers to build
multiterminal or multiprocessor systems suit-
able for business, scientific and engineering
applications. The 4 y, Port ($695) supports
four RS-232C interfaces and two current-
loop interfaces. Reader Service number 478.

Studio II Conversion Package

The Studio II conversion package is de-
signed to allow the owner of an RCA Studio
II video game to convert his game unit into a
simple microcomputer. The package consists
of a PROM card, a RAM card, a backplane
card, all the instructions necessary to install
and operate the unit and six issues of the
Studio II user's newsletter, MicroStudio
News.

The backplane plugs into the Studio II
game cartridge slot, and the PROM and
RAM cards plug into the backplane. The four
connectors on the backplane are mounted but
not soldered. The PROM card and RAM
card are completely assembled (except for



two 2114 RAM ICs) and tested. Two signals
must be brought out from the Studio 11 for
the RAM card. The package provides 1560
bytes of RAM and 512 bytes of ROM and in-
cludes the pre-programmed PROM contain-
ing the Monitor program. Price is $160.

ARESCO, PO Box 1142, Columbia MD
21044. Reader Service number 489.

Disk Protection

The C S S N BACKUP subsystem is a com-
plete hardware/software package for the pro-
tection of disk-stored data. The off-line stor-
age medium is a 13.4 megabytes capacity
magnetic tape cartridge, making BACKUP
ideal for use with high-capacity Winchester
disks. BACKUP also offers the advantage of
file-by-file backup, which allows you to re-
store just those files which were lost, rather
than the entire disk.

BACKUP comes in a rack-mounted unit
with a Z-80A/S-IOO-compatible interface
board, a DEI cartridge tape drive and a
CP/M-compatible software utility, featuring
the file-by-file SAVE and RESTORE com-
mands. Price is $2995.

C S S N, 120 Boylston St., 4th Floor, Bos-
ton MA 02116. Reader Service number 493.

TRS-80 Speech-Recognition System

Now TRS-80 users can program their com-
puters to respond to spoken words with the
TRS-80 Voxbox, a speech-recognition system
from Radio Shack, 1300 One Tandy Center,
Fort Worth TX 76102. Words or phrases may
be used to enter data, control and instruct the
TRS-80 without having to type on the key-
board. The Voxbox can be programmed with
up to 32 words. The user decides what words
are to be used, and what they do (the action
caused or data provided) is written into the
program.

The Vox box should correctly recognize 85-
95 percent of the words used, provided the
user speaks clearly and distinctly. However,
Radio Shack recommends that the unit be
used primarily for entertainment and experi-
mentation. The unit requires Level 11 16K
RAM and cassette recorder. A machine-lan-
guage "driver" program and three demon-
stration programs, owner's manual and a
push-to-talk dynamic microphone are sup-
plied with the unit. Price is $169.95. Reader
Service number 475.

AIM-65 Card File

The MTU K-I005A-A Card File integrates
the AIM-65 computer, keyboard and a series
of expansion boards into one compact, por-
table unit, complete with motherboard. Draw-
ing no power, the unbuffered motherboard
utilizes the AIM bus structure to carry expan-
sion connector signals to up to four addition-
al boards. A fifth undedicated position is
provided for a board not on the bus.

The card file features a U-shaped black an-
odized aluminum frame measuring 15y, x II y,
x 4 y, inches (exclusive of AIM). To keep the
expansion bus noise-free, the motherboard is
a double-sided printed circuit board with
groundplane. Price is $95, including mother-
board and user manual. An applications
motherboard ($29) is optional. Other card
files are offered for the PET, KIM-I and
SYM-I computers.

Micro Technology Unlimited, PO Box
4596, Manchester NH 03108. Reader Service
number 476.

Apple Carrying Case

A rugged, custom-designed Apple comput-
er system carrying case is now available from
Computer Textile, Inc., 10960 Wilshire
Blvd., Suite 1504, Los Angeles CA 90024.

I

Micro Tech's card file for the AIM-65.

Radio Shack's TRS-80 Voxbox.

The case contains room for an Apple, 9 inch
Sanyo monitor, two disk drives, power strip,
two boxes of diskettes and manuals.

The case is finished in black vinyl with met-
al-reinforced corners. The interior is lined
with protective foam rubber covered with
black velveteen for a professional appear-
ance. The carrying case includes a built-in
shelf over the Apple for the monitor and disk
drives so the system may be operated in the
case, which measures 30 x 21 y, x 103;' inches
and weighs approximately 12 pounds. Price is
$199. Reader Service number 487.

IC Tester

The 7310 Interrogator tests all standard
and custom 5 V digital integrated circuits,
7-segment LEDs and even small circuit
boards with up to 24 leads or test points. The
unit is driven from a single eight-line output
port of a host computer and can exercise and
test either individuallCs or groups of ICs in a
system under test.

Entro 7310 Interrogator lC Tester.
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NEW SOFTWARE

Individual ICs are tested in the on-board
14-, 16- and 24-leaded ZIF (zero-insertion-
force) sockets. Nonstandard sockets and/or
worst-case output loads connect through the
26-lead output expansion connector. Active
loads on all test pins assure thorough testing
of devices with Tri-state or open collector
outputs. A separate power bus allows option-
al manipulation and monitoring of the device
under test for special or worst-case condi-
tions.
Test complete and fail test LEDs, as well as

start test button on the Interrogator, are ideal
for use in production line or incoming inspec-
tion modes. The 7310 Interrogator operates

with any computer containing at least 1024
bytes of RAM memory and eight TTL output
lines. Price is $249, including testing manual.
Entro, 1171 Borregas, Sunnyvale CA

94086. Reader Service number 481.

Switching and Monitoring Units

Giltronix, Inc., 450 San Antonio Ave.,
Suite 44, Palo Alto CA 94306, introduces a
new family of switching and monitoring units
for interfacing, configuring and monitoring
computers, terminals, printers and modems,

as well as other devices complying with the
RS-232 and the IEEE 488 specifications:
.The GRS 232-P24 switches 24 pins. Pin 25
of the 25-pin EIA connector is not switched.
• The GRS 232-S24 switches 24 pins. Pin I of
the 25-pin EIA connector is not switched but
is common to all four EIA connectors.
• The GRS 232-2P24 is similar to the P24 but
contains two units in the same housing. It will
allow switching of five devices.
• The GRS 232-2S24 is similar to the S24 but
contains two units in the same housing.

Each unit consists of a standard three-way
switching system and an optional interface
monitor. Reader Service number 486.

Edited by Dennis Brisson

Program for Businessmen

How can a computer serve your business?
Heath Company, Benton Harbor MI 49022,
can help you answer this question with its lat-
est program, "Computer Concepts for Small
Business," designed to give the small busi-
nessman the information and understanding
needed to evaluate how a computer can bene-
fit his business.
The program includes three audio cas-

settes, which guide the reader through the
text material, highlighting important points

and making this program more than just a
textbook reading experience. The 160-page il-
lustrated workbook describes the types of
memory in a computer, compares the capa-
bilities of different types of storage media
and lIOs and discusses the types of software
and the tasks they can be designed to perform
in a typical small business.
The program also covers the types of per-

sonnel needed to run a computer and de-
scribes the advantages of time-sharing vs ser-
vice bureau vs owning. It compares the types
of computers and how to select the one that
best serves your needs. It even tells you how
to select the right dealer to buy your com-

Heath's program to evaluate computers in business.

puter from. Price is $49.95. Reader Service
number 479.

EPROM Programmer Software
for PET

Optimal Technology, Inc., Blue Wood
127, Earlysville VA 22936, announces
EPROM Programmer software for the PET
using OT's Model EP-2A-79 EPROM Pro-
grammer. Software, supplied on cassette, in-
cludes routines for checking if the EPROM is
erased, programming, verifying program-
ming and reading the contents of the
EPROM into memory. The programmer con-
nects to the PET via the user lIO port. The
program is self-prompting. Software sup-
ports the programming of a variety of
EPROMs, including the 2708, 2716, TMS
2716, 2732 and the new Motorola 8K x 8
MCM68764 EPROM. Price is $19.95. Reader
Service number 485.

CP 1M BASEX Compiler

BASEX interactive compiler and loader
programs include extensions to allow full use
of all CP/M operating system facilities and
include commands to save and load complete
files and list disk directories. BASEX, a new
intermediate-level language for microcom-
puters that combines some of the best fea-
tures of both BASic and EXecutable ma-
chine-language code, allows you to enter, list,
edit and run your program without the help
of any auxiliarv programs such as editors or
linkage editors. Programs run up to 20 times
faster than similar BASIC programs. Also,
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the BASEX run-time routines are only 2K
bytes long, and thus typically require approx-
imately 6K bytes less memory than similar
programs that are run with an 8K BASIC in-
terpreter.

Most BASEX commands and features re-
semble their counterparts in BASIC. In addi-
tion, BASEX allows variable names of any
length, block memory searches, block mem-
ory transfers and named subroutines that can
pass multiple arguments to and from the call-
ing program. The $43 price includes manual,
CP/M addendum and 8 inch CP/M disk.
Interactive Microware, Inc., PO Box 771,

State College PA 16801. Reader Service num-
ber 497.

Apple II Time Calculations

Almanac, a new Apple II program with
functions related to time, the calendar and
general astronomy, should interest those in-
volved in time calculations-general users,
businessmen, amateur astronomers, short-
wave radio listeners and time travelers. Func-
tions include:
• Calendar calculations that include printing
calendar pages for any month specified-even
prior to the Gregorian calendar reform-cal-
culation of day of week and day of year for
any date and calculation of date of Easter.
• Sidereal time, including a software sidereal
clock for calculating star time.
• Sunrise and sunset calculations.
• Calculation of phases of the moon and the
dates and times of solar and lunar eclipses.
• Solar system model showing the relative
positions of the planets for any date and illus-
trating the rotation of the planets around the
sun, while displaying the time in hundredths
of a year.
• A real-time clock that shows the time in
time zones around the world.
The program requires at least 32K RAM,

Disk II and Applesoft II in ROM. Price is
$29.95 for disk.
Williamsville Publishing Company, PO

Box 250, Fredonia NY 14063. Reader Service
number 496.

Apple II Information System

Infotree is an interactive information stor-
age and retrieval program written in UCSD
Pascal for the Apple II. It allows you to store
and recall information and organize it in any
manner desired. All data stored by Infotree is
referenced by a key, a string of up to 18char-
acters. Up to 18 lines of text can be associated
with any key. In addition, any key can own a
list of sub-keys, allowing you to separate data
into different logical groups to any level de-
sired, as any sub-key can own its own list of
sub-keys. Infotree is capable of storing 4380
records on a single diskette.
To run the system press the first letter of

the command desired. Infotree fills in the rest
and then asks for the key(s) it needs to exe-

cute the command. Pressing -+ recalls the
keys used in the last command one at a time.
Infotree also automatically formats the keys
as they are typed in. Typical applications in-
clude the storage of personal information,
mailing lists, phone number directories, ap-
pointments scheduling and memos. Price, in-
cluding user's manual and tutorial, is $39.95.

Siro-Tech, 6 Main Street, Ogdensburg NY
13669. Reader Service number 482.

Statistical Package

Microstat is an advanced statistical pack-
age that uses special algorithms designed to
minimize errors introduced into many statis-
tical calculations using large numbers. De-
signed for serious scientific, research and
business applications, it utilizes a data man-
agement subsystem (DMS) to control, edit
and modify all files that are used as data in-
put into the system.

Designed for use on 8-bit computers, Mi-
crostat features eight probability distribu-
tions, eleven non-parametric tests, chi-
square, one- and two-way ANOVA, hypothe-
sis tests (mean and proportions), simple and
multiple regression, time series (including ex-
ponential smoothing) and data plots. The
package is for use with the North Star Disk
Operating System and BASIC, one or two
drives. Price is $200;'if purchased separately,
manual costs $10.
Ecosoft, PO Box 68602, Indianapolis IN

46260. Reader Service number 484.

Data Management System

ICDMS is a new data management system
from International Cybernetics, 8 Mary Dr.,
RR 7, Bloomington IL 61701. This menu-
driven program allows you to define up to ten
numeric or alphanumeric fields for file rec-
ords. Record functions include: ADD,
CHANGE, DELETE, SORT, SAVE, LOAD
and LIST, with many of the functions operat-
ing on one, all or a range of records in the
file. Field functions allow you to SUM nu-
meric fields or SEARCH for any two to 256
character combinations. In addition, INTEL-
LIGENT SUM combines the search and sum
functions to sum numeric fields in records
meeting search qualifications.
The program is available for the Heath

H-89 and Radio Shack TRS-80. Price is $49.
Reader Service number 495.

Real Estate Program

Property Analysis System (PAS), for both
residential and income property, analyzes the
effects of financing, income, expenses, depre-
ciation, taxes and inflation on the return on
investment for nine years. PAS produces a
three-page analysis consisting of initial condi-

tions and a nine-year projection of property
value, liabilities, equity, gross income, ex-
penses, net spendable income and the cash
and percentage return on investment before
and after taxes. The five-program system
written in Micropolis BASIC requires 48K
bytes of memory and a CRT with cursor con-
trol. It comes initialized for a Hazeltine 1500
CRT and a Centronics 779 printer. Price is
$195.
Investment Analysis Systems, PO Box 282,

Palos Verdes Est. CA 90274. Reader Service
number 492.

More Software

Series 8000 Medical and Dental Management
Systems Upgrade-from Univair, Inc., 10327
Lambert IntI. Airport, St. Louis MO 63145.
New features include optional default of cur-
rent date for all tickets and reports, carriage-
return defaults for all editing functions, pa-
tient's name displayed when entering tickets
and payments and combined ticket and load-
ing routines. Designed for the TRS-80 Model
II and most 32K CP/M disk -based micro-
computers. Price is $495. Reader Service
number 488.
Disk Fix-a general-purpose disk utility for
Mits/Pertec disks that allows any sector of an
unmounted diskette to be examined, edited
and/or rewritten. Requires 8080 mainframe
with 32K, a Mits/Pertee floppy' disk drive,
CRT and Mits/Pertee disk extended BASIC.
Price is $95. Software Store Ltd.', 706 Chip-
pewa Square, Marquette MI 49855. Reader
Service number 498.

Temple of Apshai-a solo fantasy adventure
game for the Apple that lets the player lead
an alter ego on an adventure into a labyrinth
of over 200 caverns and chambers, all graph-
ically illustrated in color. The degree of diffi-
culty may be adjusted. Price is $24.95 for cas-
sette and $29.95 for disk. Both versions re-
quire 48K and Applesoft. Automated Simula-
tions, PO Box 4232, Mountain View CA
94040. Reader Service number 490.

TRS-80 Business Programs-Pro Forma (fore-
casted) Cash-Flow Budget program plans a
company's cash needs for up to 12 periods.
Price is $125. Lease vs Purchase program
evaluates the benefits of leasing as opposed to
purchasing an asset, in light of the newest tax
laws. Price is $100. Management Systems
Software, Inc., 5200 Brittany Drive, #1006,
St. Petersburg FL 33715. Reader Service
number 491.

Extended Memory Multi-User Software-
EFAMOS is a new multitasking DOS for
8080, 8085 and Z-80 microcomputers that
supports multitasking and multi-users with
memory mapping. Up to 3 megabytes of
memory can be available to users through
32K memory banks. EFAMOS with BASIC
compiler, assemblers, utilities and word-pro-
cessing software is available to OEMs and
dealers. MVT Microcomputer System, Inc.,
9241 Reseda Boulevard, Suite 203, North-
ridge CA 91324. Reader Service number 494.
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BCDK REVIEWS
6502 Assembly Language
Programming
Lance A. Leventhal
Osborne/McGraw-Hill
Berkeley CA, 1979
Softcover, $9.95

A text on assembly-language programming
for microprocessors may address several dis-
tinct audiences. Commercial users require
training manuals for engineers, both those new
to microcomputer design and those seeking an
introduction to a new processor. Hobbyists
learn assembly language out of curiosity, and
to squeeze additional performance from their
computers. Personal and business computer
owners, using appliance computers, and the
growing number of scientists and engineers in-
corporating personal-type computers into
larger systems may be forced to use assembly
language to implement functions not provided
by the system's designers. The interests and
technical background of these groups differ
greatly, and are gradually being reflected in the
growing supply of textbooks and manuals.
Leventhal's 6502 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming, following the format and compre-
hensive approach of the Introduction toMicro-
computers series also published by Osborne/
McGraw-Hill, succeeds in addressing all these
audiences within the space of a single volume.
Leventhal adopts a clear, unadorned style that
instructs the reader in understanding micropro-
cessor jargon without relying on that jargon.
The book avoids excessive abbreviations and
acronyms, but the reader will find definitions
and examples of their use sufficient to make
him comfortable in reading both hobby jour-
nals and trade magazines.
This is a large book, almost 600 pages. Ex-

tensive sections are printed in boldface letters,
clearly and usefully distinguishing basic infor-
mation from discussion of technical details.
The novice may omit lightface sections with-
out losing continuity, while the advanced
reader may use these sections as a key, skip-
ping material with which he is already
familiar. Abundant figures, tables and il-
lustrations amplify and summarize difficult
points; Leventhal uses figures for instruction,
not decoration, and includes few superfluous
figures even though an illustration adorns al-
most every page of the text.
The coverage of the text is exceptionally

complete. The first two chapters discuss the
definition of assembly language, problems for
which it may be suitable and the syntax of
common assemblers. The standard MOS

~,. Technology assembler syntax is used through-
out the book. Chapter 3 discusses each opera-
tion in detail and includes valuable overviews

of the entire instruction set and of the various
addressing modes available to the program-
mer. The use of indirect addressing, often a
confusing topic, is succinctly discussed.
Chapter 3 alone is over 100pages, but prudent
pagination and bold page headings simplify
rapid location of individual discussions for
later reference.
Succeeding chapters treat specific program-

ming techniques and program structures.
Loops, string handling, arithmetic routines
and the use of tables and list structures are
among the topics receiving special considera-
tion. Each chapter includes several specific ex-
amples, tested by the author, and concludes
with problems extending the worked exam-
ples. These problems are suitable for class-
room instruction or for independent work and
might make the book especially attractive to
teachers. Flowcharts, listings and sample data
are provided for each example, and the addi-
tional references cited in these chapters form a
convenient introduction to the literature
through mid-1979.
Chapter 11 extends the discussion to input

and output devices. Again, the discussion ex-
ceeds 100 pages and includes numerous exam-
ples. Simple but useful devices, including
LEDs, 7-segment displays and keyboards,
form a foundation, and Leventhal considers
their use at great length. The important LSI
support devices commonly used with 6502 mi-
croprocessors, including parallel, serial and
multiple function devices, are discussed at
length. The emphasis throughout is on soft-
ware aspects of system design; hardware dis-
cussion is kept to a minimum.
The concluding chapters treat the important

questions of program design and organization
with sophistication. Leventhal includes an ex-
cellent discussion of the advantages and the
costs of modular and structured program de-
sign, and of top-down development pro-
cedures. His treatment of documentations sets
a standard which (unfortunately) fewmanufac-
turers match, but which should permit pro-
grams to be used and effectively maintained for
years to come. In a concluding chapter Leven-
thal illustrates this design regimen by discussing
two moderately complex projects, implement-
ing a digital stopwatch and a thermometer.

Despite its dimensions, 6502Assembly Lan-
guage Programming suffers from some omis-
sions. There is almost no discussion of the ap-
plicability of the 6502 to various tasks, or com-
parison of this processor with other available
processors. The 6502 appears to be especially
well suited for certain tasks, as witnessed by the
greater speed of most 6502 BASIC interpreters
compared with, say, their 8080 rivals; when
may tilt! designer expect to take au vantage uf
this speed? Similarly, Leventhal provides little
guidance to the designer who doubts the feasi-

bility of using a 6502 in his design; although the
discussions of program redesign to conserve
time and memory are excellent, little is done to
prevent the costly attempt to implement impos-
sibly high-speed or complex algorithms.
Finally, Leventhal's attempt to rigorously

separate hardware from software strikes this
reviewer as inherently artificial, even though
excellent discussions of hardware considera-
tions are available elsewhere. Placing small or
moderate amounts of logic in hardware or soft-
ware often has a great impact on the design of
software systems; programmers should be en-
couraged to consider implementing functions
in hardware as well as to take logical functions
over into the program. Although this is not very
relevant to the personal computer/business
computer audience, the commercial designer
should know when to ask his engineering staff
to modify the hardware design, if possible, in
order to make his own task simpler and more
reliable.

6502 Assembly Language Programming is
relatively free from typographical errors. It
does not expect extensive technical background
on the part of its readers, although the novice
might be advised to follow the author's advice
and obtain a copy of the first volume of Adam
Osborne's An Introduction toMicroprocessors
(Osborne/McGraw-Hill, Berkeley CA). Few
programmers and system designers will fail to
find new and useful information in this book;
many will find it a useful permanent reference.

Mark Bernstein
Cambridge MA

8080/8085 Software Design-Book 2
Titus, Larsen, Titus
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
Indianapolis IN
Softcover, 348 pp., $9.95

Having read and learned a great deal from
808018085Software Design (seeMicrocomput-
ing, September 1979, p. 12), I was pleased to
see that it was only an introduction to software
design for the 8080 and the 8085. In the preface
to 808018085 Software Design-Book 2, the
authors state that, while not required, the first
volume is an excellent reference for the second
volume. I urge purchasing the books as a set.
The second volume makes numerous references
to the first.
With the multitude of high-level languages

available to the microcomputer user, why
should you buy a book written at assembly-lan-
guage level? The main theme of the two books,
especially the second, is software design.
Chapters 4 through 10 qualify the book as a
computer-science source book. Should you de-
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Now! North Star
Application Software!
North Star now offers application
software for use on the HORIZON!
Now you have one reliable source
for both hardware and software
needs! The first packages avail-
able are:

NorthWord-
NorthWord is a simple-to-operate
word processing system designed
for use with the popular North Star
HORIZON. NorthWord enables you
to increase office efficiency and cut
document typing time and cost.
NorthWord incorporates the most
sought-after word processing fea-
tures: easy editing, on-screen text
formatting, simultaneous document
printing, and much more. NorthWord
can be integrated with other North
Star software packages to produce
customized letters, labels and
reports quickly and efficiently.

MailManager-
-Mail Manager enables you to com-
pile and maintain complete organ-
ized mailing lists. Lists are easily
accessible and can be compiled
with a great deal of flexibility. Entries,
corrections and deletions are easily
made. The North Star MailManager
can print your list on individual enve-
lopes, on mailing labels, or in com-
pact summary form.

InfoManager-
InfoManager is a powerful list-
oriented, data management system.
It will accept up to 50 categories of
information for each record and has
the ability to select and sort before
printing. The North Star InfoManager
has power and flexibility for many
applications: product inquiry, in-
ventory, customer/client records,
calendar reminders, and as an easy
way to fill in often-used forms.

GeneralLedger-
General Ledger and Financial
Reporting, two programs in one,
maintains general ledger accounts
based on such input as checks,
bank deposits and journal entries,
and uses the information in the
general ledger to produce custom-
ized financial statements and
financial reports.

NorthWord is the central building
block for all the North Star applica-
tion software to follow. Packages
now being tested include other
accounting and professional appli-
cation packages. For more informa-
tion or a demonstration, contact
your local North Star dealer.

NorthSlo?f
North Star Computers, Inc.
1440 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 527-6950
TWX/Telex 910-366-7001



sire to write your own I/O drivers, interrupt
service routines, system monitor or debuggers,
you can do so with the information from
chapters 1 through 3.
Chapter 1deals with serial communications,

both hardware- and software-based. A discus-
sion of serial data formats precedes the hard-
ware discussion, which centers around two
serial communication devices: the universal
asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART)
and the universal synchronous/asynchronous
receiver/transmitter (USART).
Chapter 2 covers interrupts-what they are,

the different types, how to use them, how to
prioritize them and why to avoid them. For the
intrepid user of interrupts, chapter 3 gives both
software and hardware applications.
Chapter 4 has a concise discussion of data

structures, which any programmer who wants
to do data manipulation should read. This
chapter is the first of four that deal with data
structures and how they are accessed.
Chapter 5 expands upon the theory of chap-

ter 4 by illustrating search subroutines with
numerous examples. Chapter 6 deals with sort-
ing numeric values and alphanumeric strings.
Two methods are used: the straight insertion
sort and the exchange (bubble) sort. Look-up
tables are the subject of chapter 7.

Chapter 8 by itself is worth the purchase
price of the book. It deals with command de-
coders for both fixed-length and variable-
length commands. Copy the variable-length
command decoder for your system monitor,
and you won't have to worry about writing
another command-decoder program.
System monitors are covered in chapter 9,

and the last chapter covers breakpoints and de-
buggers.
Two appendices are included. Appendix A is

a reprint of the Mostek MK5009P data sheet,
and appendix B contains some final thoughts
on microcomputer interfacing.

Some final thoughts on the book. In the pref-
ace, the authors stated that a goal of the book

was to provide detailed descriptions of how the
programs work. In my opinion, they succeeded
very well-the book could be considered either
a computer-science book for programmers in-
terested in the theory of data structures or an
assembly-language programming book for
8080/8085 programmers who want to copy
programs from the book and have them work.
Every program I have used from either book
has worked perfectly (hand-assembly errors
aside). I recommend that all 8080/8085 pro-
grammers buy the book. I make the same
recommendation to programmers using other
microprocessors who desire a better under-
standing of data manipulation. You willbe able
to understand how the programs operate even
without a detailed knowledge of the 8080 in-
struction set.

J. C. Hassall
Blacksburg VA

On Line
D. H. Beetle, Publisher
24695 Santa Cruz Hwy., Los Gatos CA

Touted as the "only nationwide classified
advertising newsletter devoted entirely to the
computer hobby," On Line is an unusual pub-
lication. Published 17.3925 times per year
(every third Friday), On Line is a 4O-page"buy
and sell forum for the computer hobbyist" that
is into its fourth year of life. Printed in a 6 x 9
inch pulp format, On Line contains individual
and commercial advertisements, mostly full
width, right-justified and easy to read. There is
also some display-ad material from major na-
tional vendors (Lifeboat Associates, Percom,
Electrolabs, Electronic Systems).

One of the features that makes On Line un-
usual is its advertisements. You'll find unex-
pected items: an index to computer magazine
articles, speedy but reasonably priced PROM

programming, lots of special-interest newslet-
ters, programs seldom, if ever, seen before, mi-
crocomputing books, how to "take full advan-
tage of your phone line," hobbyist sources for
continuous forms and other supplies, swap-
meet announcements and a computer-assisted
Bible-study course.
Other distinguishing On Line features are in

policy and format. At the policy level, the pub-
lisher distinguishes between commercial and
hobbyist advertisements: a hobbyist ad for one
issue costs $1.50 per 80-character line, and a
commercial ad costs $3.50 per line. These rates
are for subscribers (nonsubscribers pay a buck
more per line) and go down if your ad runs in
more than one issue.

On Line provides free advertising space to
"people offering useful informationlfixes/
programs/reference lists or cards available free
or for $1 or less" and to "people offering to
serve as a focus for local club or nonbusiness-
related users group ads announcing meetings/
nonprofit events."
A full page is devoted to computer club meet-

ing schedules-probably the most readable
(but not complete) listing available. About 100
clubs are listed. Format features include each
page vertically indexed by ad number and
horizontally indexed by column number (1-80)
plus page number, date, volume and issue num-
bers. Each issue gives a schedule of upcoming
issueswith" ads due by" and when they will ap-
pear.
A few shortcomings exist. The advertise-

ments are not classified (the publisher does in-
dicate this will be rectified). A few advertise-
ments are so brief that they're hard to under-
stand. For the most part though, On Line is a
publication that seeks to promote the hobby
computer world. It is even priced for hobbyists:
four issues cost $1, 18issues are $3.75 and 36 is-
sues are $7, all mailed first class.

Douglas Haden
Socorro NM

COMPUTER CLINIC
I am an Englishman living in Argentina. I

own an Apple II System (48K, two floppy-disk
units). If anyone would like to correspond, I
would be pleased (sort of an "Apple out on a
limb!").

P. V. Korrison
Murature 228

Punta A1ta 8109
Republica Argentina

A project of mine requires a special display,
one that probably does not exist.
Can anyone recommend some companies

that might be able to make one for me? I need
360 evenly spaced, independently selectable

LEOs arranged in a circle not larger than three
inches in diameter, and since only one light will
be on at any time, TTL logic will be used to
drive the thing. My breadboarding has reached,
what seems to be, a permanent "wait state."

Joseph A. Lindo
Box 1714

APO New York 09109

We had a small house fire. Destroyed were
the schematics for a Wave Mate III Z-80micro-
computer system. In writing Wave Mate, I
found they had gone out of business. Does
anyone know where I might purchase a set of
schematics? Where do you get software for a

system that is no longer manufactured?
G. Johnson

Winhall Craft Distributor
PO Box 9-A

Bondville VT 05340

I am restoring a Raytheon 703minicomputer
to use as my personal computer for engineering
design and simulation studies. I am looking for
readers who are current users or knowledgeable
about the machine and will share information.

Rudolf F. Wrobel
12725West 55th Terrace

Shawnee KS 66216
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LElTERS TO THE EDITOR
Praise

It is rare for me to write to a magazine with
either praise or complaint, but I am long over-
due. I have the complete run of Kilobaud/Mi-
crocomputing, and I receive Byte, Interface
Age and 68 Micro.

I must praise the articles by Peter Stark.
They are the best things I have seen in any ofthe
magazines to date. I am one of those "comput-
er experimenters" who are becoming less and
less heard from. My system is an SWTP 680012
with 20K, Percom disk, CT-64 and printer.
Peter's articles have been the biggest help I have
received, starting with Kilobaud K1assroom
and now his SWTP system notes ... great! It
is rare to find an author who is.easy to read and
has such a good grasp' of his material. He has
saved me from some dead ends and costly mis-
takes. I have recently renewed my subscription.
One reason is Peter's articles; the other reason
is your treatment of the 6800. You publish the
best journal for us small-systems people.

Dennis Doonan
Racine WI

CP/M and You,
and You, and You

Because of the volume of mail, both pro and
con, author Thom Hogan received on "CP/M
and You" (February 1980,p. 183), he has writ-
ten this all-inclusive reply==Editors.

Many computer users felt strongly enough
about my article, "CP/M and You," to write
me or Microcomputing about it. Half of you
wrote to express your thanks for the article,
while the other half wrote strongly degrading
both my writing and my opinions about CP /M.

I have yet to meet the person who has picked
up the CP/M manuals and figured out the sys-
tem in one reading. I was not even close. For
those of you who question my motivation and
my knowledge: I work full time managing one
of the Midwest's most successful computer
stores. My motivation for writing the article
was to put to rest the notion that computer
users will tolerate sloppy or unintelligible
documentation or mental gymnastics necessary
for use of software. CP/M is indeed the best
operating system currently available for most
computers. At the same time, I have had to
teach well over 100 customers how to use it.
Does that make any sense?

Why should you have everything provided
by Digital Research on your diskette? Because
most users can't get the programs off. I know
that sounds facetious, but it is mostly true. I

have actually seen people hand a "non-com-
puter type" a CP/M diskette and a set of
manuals and laugh. Seventy percent of the sales
at our store are business systems. Ninety per-
cent of those sales are for systems that use
CP/M or a derivative. After fighting it, we
finally gave up. Now we spend upwards of one
man-week carefully creating all of the diskettes
any business will need. The first thing we do is
erase the unnecessary programs ..

Program developers need to have all the utili-
ty programs available on-line. I don't know if
you have noticed, but diskette wear increases
with handling-and I generally have about six
hours of programming a day to look forward
to. I also will not tolerate a system that requires
a ten-page listing just to find which diskette has
the utility I'm looking for.

Using CP/M with one disk drive. I don't
know why so many of you picked up on this
point that I made in the article. I've come to the
conclusion that one disk drive is not feasible
under any operating system I have yet to see. I
know you can use DDT to copy a program
from one diskette to another using a single-
drive CP /M system. This is not explained in the
manuals, and I point that out on the second
page of the article.

Why do I harp about I/O drivers when they
come configured? They don't always come
configured the way you want them. I wrote the
article over a year ago, and a lot has changed
since then. However, those of you who have
bought Electric Pencil and a Diablo printer
know that you can't run EP right away. You
must change the I/O drivers to look for the
Diablo's keyboard, even if it doesn't have one!
That's why I made a point about I/O drivers.

My bottom line still stands. In fact, if any-
thing, I now stand by it even more strongly:
• You must have two drives to use CP/M or
any other DOS effectively.
• 48K is a necessity. For those of you who took
me to task about this, take a look at the list of
software you suggested as being available for
use on CP/M: Structured Systems Group (re-
quires 48K, two drives), Serendipity (requires
48K, two drives for large data files), Wordstar
(strongly suggests 48K, two drives). The
Pascals that are available generally take 56K. If
you wish to use Digital Research's fine
DESPOOL for simultaneous print, you'd bet-
ter have some extra free space, also.
• You need at least y, megabyte of disk
storage.

• Expect to be confused. Digital Research
wrote the manuals for system developers, not
end-users. I'm in the process of writing a small
booklet, which we will provide all users of our
CP/M-based software and which we will pro-
vide with CP/M-equipped hardware.
• If the software you need isn't available under
CP/M, don't expect it to be here tomorrow.
Too many people are buying CP/M just to be
"software compatible" and not because they
need it. I currently have the capabilities of
transferring any ASCII stream from one of the
machines we sell to any other, and I don't need
a software bus in that case.

If anyone has differing viewpoints on
CP/M, I'd love to hear them. I like CP/M as
an operating system. I dislike people buying
things they don't need or won't figure out how
to use. As a computer-store manager, I enjoy
the challenge of trying to find the right equip-
ment for the right customer.

Thom Hogan
Basically Speaking

719 Anna Lee Lane
Bloomington IN 47401

"NA VPROG" Right Up There

Congratulations to Leland Young for his ar-
ticle, "NAVPROG," in the February 1980 is-
sue. In converting the program for use on my
TRS-80, I have discovered one bug. Under cer-
tain conditions, the flight plan will give an in-
correct magnetic heading (MH). We don't want
any pilots getting lost! (See Example I.)

As a commercial pilot with a major U.S.
airline, I find that "NA VPROG" provides an
insight into how our airline's computerized
flight plans must be derived.

Paul Sturpe
First Officer, USAIR

Coraopolis PA

Elegant Elf EPROMmer

Many thanks for the article by Robert Cotter
in the February 1980 issue describing an elegant
2708 programmer for the Elf II ("The Elf
EPROMmer"). We built one on a d by avi inch
card that plugs into the 44-pin connector on a

Example 1.

Change Line 1600 to read: IF X>160 THEN X2 ;X:X ;360-X
Change Line 1660 to read: IF X2>180 THEN 0(1) =W4 + X1:GOTO 16.80
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Super Elf board. The Super Elf 4K expansion
board contains an output port that we attached
to the EPROM board with a l6-pin DIP con-
nector.

Instead of the 67 instructions required by Elf
II, the Super Elf output port uses 63 instruc-
tions, and this substitution should be made in
the program. We chose to input the NOand Nl
lines to an unused gate on the 7400, invert the
output with 1I6th of the 7406(a pull-up resistor
is required) and substitute the resulting signal
for N2. However, it should be sufficient to
substitute N I for the N2 shown in Fig. I of the
article.

Fig. 1 contains a typographical error. The A9
input pin on the EPROM socket is incorrectly
marked 24; it should be 22.

David Moews, Paul Moews
Storrs cr

DD*

Please consider yourselves to have been
flogged with a wet towel. For shame! Your use
of the phrase "Due to a computer error ... "
on page 18 of the February 1980 issue of a
magazine widely read in the computer industry
addresses your audience in a recognizable fash-
ion ... somewhat like waving a reg flag in
front of a bull.

*Pair0' Ds. We werejust poking a little ironic
fun at the "wave the reg flag at the bull" ap-
proach. Concerning the towel-flogging, we're a
little worried ... we liked it.-Editors.

and typing because ROM instead of DATA is
read. Programs that use a lot of scrolling to
clear the screen can wind up with an overall sav-
ing in memory. I'm memory conscious because
I haven't expanded from the original 4K
... actually 3327 usable bytes.
OSI makes a fantastic machine, but docu-

mentation is nil. A book could be published
about the goodies people have found by acci-
dent. Also, if anyone could figure out how to
use the existing polled keyboard routine (with
changes) to read the keyboard without stopping
if no key were down, I could proceed Withmy
long-desired CW sending program.

Robert D. Garrett
Decatur AL

Necessary Evil

Allan Flippin's article in the March issue on
assembly-language benchmarks was super. I
appreciate the enormous effort that went into
it. I must, however, contest, or at least qualify,
some of his observations and conclusions.
For lack of a better method, benchmarking

may be a necessary evil in rating processors.
However, the real proof is performance in a
real application where program length is on the
order of IKor more. In a real application, most
of the processors tested will be hard-pressed to
equal the memory utilization of either the 6502
or 1802, even though in the benchmarks they
are rated only seven and eight. Since the ar-
chitecture and instruction sets of both of these,
particularly the 1802, depart significantly from

the 8080 norm, even the most ardent afi-
cionados often grossly underutilize their
power.
Although Mr. Flippin allows the 9900 to

have registers in memory space, he doesn't
mention that with its indirect addressing
capability the 6502 effectively has up to 128
pairs of registers in memory that can be used as
address pointers. The 8080 has the lone HL
register, which becomes a serious bottleneck.
Although 8080 memory reference instructions
are only one byte long, the load-immediate
takes three bytes, resulting in a total of four
bytes. The 6502's memory references require
two-byte instructions, but these register
pointers can be table-loaded into zero page,
with negligible load overhead, and left there in-
definitely.

In short, the 6502and 1802do much better in
memory utilization in real applications than the
benchmarks indicate because both take advan-
tage of clever programming techniques unique
to their architecture which don't come into use
in benchmark-level programs.
By knowing and understanding your proces-

sor's architecture and instruction set, and ap-
plying techniques to take advantage of its
strong points, you can expect performance bet-
ter than indicated by the benchmar ks in real
world applications.

Gene Zumchak
Buffalo NY

Please type all letters to the editor
in uppercase and lowercase letters,
and double-space the typing.
Thank you.

Challenging the Thought Processes

The OSI Challenger II article by Richard
Lary in the February 1980 issue of Microcom-
puting started me thinking about a problem I
gave up on several times. The code given by
Lary for quick screen clear has appeared in sev-
eral publications, but the article stated that the
routine was in ROM and could be located any-
where in memory without change. Nobody told
me that before!

I finally located the code starting at 65036
and ending at 65061 (it had two extra bytes for
some reason). I have never been able to add two
numbers in machine language, but I was able to
devise a way to transfer the existing routine to
RAM, add the RTS and do the other necessary
POKEs to make it go. The basic code is shown
in Example 2. Line two PEEKs at one byte of
ROM, calls it "y" and POKEs it back into
RAM at a fixed distance (60967 bytes) away.
The advantage is a saving of memory space

30000 POKE 133,228; POKE 134,15; POKE 11,229;
POKE 12,15; POKE 4095,96

30010 FOR M =65036 TO 65061; Y= PEEK(M); POKE
M - 60967,Y; NEXT

Example 2.
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PET-POURRI
(from page 8)

Since this volume was written for the older
8KPET, the errata sheet is extensive because of
the original problems with data file handling.
The newer models and those with the ROM up-
grades no longer have to turn on the cassette
motor to manually create wider gaps between
tape records. The operating system has been
corrected to automatically fix this annoying
problem. However, this volume should be valu-
able in understanding the use and implementa-
tion of data files under program control.

Workbook 5-PET Miscellaneous covers
unrelated features and functions not covered in
the other volumes. The errata sheet for this
volume does not give the new values for the ma-
terial on pages 5-4 to 5-9. The primary floating-
point accumulator is now located at locations
94 to 99 (decimal).

Workbook 6-PET Control and Logic
Statements describes testing and branching,
subroutine use and logic operations. It provides
more overall information on how to write a
BASIC program.
Please address all correspondence directly to

Robert Baker, 15 Windsor Drive, Atco NJ
08004.

CONTEST
The winner of the $500 prize in our "best ar-

ticle of the year" contest is R. M. Law and
D. C. Mitchell's "A Text Formatter in
BASIC" from the May 1979 issue. Many
thanks to all who voted. Our regular "best arti-
cle of the month" contest has been discon-
tinued. Perhaps we'll do it again in the future.
Congratulations to R. M. and D. C.!



A Few Extraordinary Products for Your 6800/6809 Computer
From Percom
" 13

Low Cost
Mini-Disk Storage
in the Size You Want

cuit, buffered control lines and other
mature design concepts· ROM
DOS included with SS-50 bus ver-
sion - optional DOSs for EXOR-
ciser* bus· extra PROM sockets ~
on-board> EXORciser* bus version
has 1K-byte RAM· supported byex-
tended disk operating systems; as-
semblers and other program de-
velopment/debugging aids; BASIC,
FORTRAN, Pascal and SPLIM lan-
guages; and, business application
programs. EXORciser* Bus LFO-400EXTM -BOOEXTM Systems

~

Percom mini-disk systems start as
low as $599.95, ready to plug in and
run. You can't get better quality or a
broader selection of disk software
from any other microcomputer disk
system manufacturer -at any price!

Features: 1-, 2- and 3-d rive systems
in 40- and 77-track versions store
102K- to 591 K-bytes of random ac-
cess data on-line • controllers in-
clude explicit clock/data separation
circuit, motor inactivity time-out cir-

,,15 Upgrade to 6809 Computing Power

This 6809 upgrade adapter may be used on the SWTP6800
and most other 6800/6802 MPUcards. Supplied assembled
and tested, it costs only $69.95 with user instructions. The
original system may be restored by merely unplugging the
adapter and a wire-jumpered DIP header, and re-inserting
the original components. Also available for your upgrade
computer is PSYMONTM,the PercomSYstemMONitor for the
Percom 6809 single-board computer. PSYMONTMon 2716
ROM costs only $69.95 - PSYMONTMis also available on
minidiskette, with source and object files, from the Percom
Users Group.

'M trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc.
, trademark of the Motorola Corporation.
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Full Feature Prototyping PC Boards
Percom SS-50and I/O bus prototyping 50-pin ribbon connectors on top edge,
cards include all of the features needed 10-pin Molex connector on side edge
for easy, straightforward prototyping. - costs only $24.95.• I/O bus card is
Use wire wrap, wiring pencil or solder 1-1/4" higher than SWTP I/O card, ac-
wiring. Features: tin-lead plating over 2 commodates 34-pin ribbon connector
oz. copper wets quickly, solders easily- and 12-pin Molex connector on top
provision for power regulators and dis- edge - costs only $14.95 •Both card
tributed capacitor bypassing • SS-50 designs accept 14-, 16-, 24- and 40-pin
bus card accommodates 34- and DIP sockets.

The Electric WindowTM: Instant, Real-Time Video Display Control
This VDC card resides completely in main memory so that control is
accomplished instantly by direct MPU access to the on-board 2K
character-store memory and the display control registers. Price is only
$249.95. Features: Programmable CRT controller chip provides ex-
traordinary capability for software control of functions such as number
of characters per line,
number of lines dis-
played, highlighting and
interlaced or non-
interlaced scan· in-
cludes ASCII 128-unit
character generator
which generates 7-dot
by 12-dot characters -
lower case letters have
descenders • provision
for optional ROM for
special characters/
symbols· comprehen-
sive manual includes full
listing of WINDEXTM, the
Electric Window™ driver
program - WINDEXTM
is also available on
minidiskette through the
Percom Users Group,

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, tNC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLAND, TEXAS 75042

(214) 272-3421

Products are available at Percom dealers nationwide. Call toll-free.
1-800-527-1592. for the address of your nearest dealer. or to
order direct.

I •
-~---------- - - ------- ------- ------ --------- --- - ---
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"Percom Sells More
Microcomputer Disk
Systems Than Any

Other Peripherals
Manufacturer.

I'd like to
show you

h "w y.

"Percom has been manufacturing mini-disk storage systems for microcomputers since 1977
when we introduced the 35-track, single-drive LFD-400TM.Now we produce 1-, 2- and 3-drive

systems in 40- and 77 -track versions, a multi-density MEGABASE™ system and a host
of accessories and software.
"Volume not only means experience in critical production and testing operations, it also
means we can offer superior design features, extra testing and qualified backup support at
very competitive prices.
"I know of no other microcomputer disk system manufacturer who even begins to offer

the broad spectrum of disk equipment and programs available from Percom."
"So before you buy a mini-disk system for your 6800, 6809 or TRS-80* computer, take a

good look at what the people at Percom have to offer." Harold Mauch
President, Percom Data Company

Percom disk systems start at only $388.00. Disk systems and other
quality Perconi products are available at computer dealers nationwide.
Call toll-free, 1-800-527-1592, for the locations of dealers in your
area, or to order direct. .....17

[[E~[](JMl
PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLAND, TEXAS 75042

(214) 272·3421

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
TM trademarkof PercomDataCompany,Inc. 'trademarkof TandyRadioShackCorporationwhichhasno relationshipto PercomDataCompany.
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"From an efficient lK-byte control system DOS
to high level languages such as FORTRAN

and Pascal, no other
microcomputer disk
systems manufacturer

provides the range and
quality of development
and application programs
available from Percom."

/

!

"., ..,,,,.
"Connie is running a 'cats eye' test on a mini-disk

drive to check radial track alignment. Drive motor-
speed timing and sensor alignment tests have already

been performed. Disk formatting and format
verification tests are next. These

measurements are part of the
100% testing every single

unit receives."

"Whether you call about a
shipping date or ask a tough
technical question, you get a
competent courteous answer.
Outstanding customer service

is a hallmark of Percom."

"Richard's making final
changes to a disk controller

which will allow Percom drives to
be used with yet another computer.

We're constantly developing and
introducing new products that extend
and enhance the value of

Percom
systems."

~
"Slipping a circuit board through the eye of a needle would
be easier than slipping a cold solder joint past Beverly. These

are four-drive LFD-400/800 disk system controllers
she's inspecting."

". Reader Servioe=eee page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 21



Broadcasting
with a

Microcomputer
The folks at WKYB decided to computerize their program log with a TRS-BO.

Don Hastings
Box 366
Hemingway SC 29554

Ihad just invited the computer
salesman out of my office

never to return until he agreed
to speak English, my kind! I felt
a computer was what we needed
at the radio station, but how
was I to select one (and a pro-
gram) when these guys all in-
sisted on talking RAMs, ROMs,
bits, bytes and bauds! Twenty
to forty thousand dollars was
simply too much money to play
around with on something we
were not certain would do the
job for us. Obviously, if I were to
make an intelligent choice, I
had to have some idea of just
what I was buying. Then I no-
ticed the Radio Shack TRS-80.

We bought it just for our own
education and to get some idea

of what was involved in using a
computer. We knew it was lim-
ited but felt it at least would
help us understand the basics.

hands-on experience.
We watched cannon balls

shoot off castles, Snoopy yell
at the Red Baron (courtesy of

computer must be able to un-
derstand where each item on
the log is to go and be able to
remember all the information

to communicate with computer
salesmen!

Maybe we would even be able Kilobaud) and the computer about each commercial account

Getting Hooked

The TRS-80 instruction man-
ual is a jewel. With only the
ability to read and minimal pa-
tience, anyone should be able
to operate this computer using
that instruction manual. It held
our attention better than a best-
seller for three days. Best of all,
it gave us confidence in ap-
proaching that keyboard. The
exercises were downright fun,
and the author's invitation to
modify them on our own was a
challenge we could not resist.
We wondered why it had all
seemed so complicated before.
There just isn't anything like

Hard at it viewing a completed log.
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guess any number we picked.
We wrote all the cute little
games all other beginners prob-
ably do and learned how to
compress, abbreviate and
cheat.

OK, we became hooked on
microcomputers. Even the
secretaries were wagering at
Blackjack! The mystique of the
computer had been lifted and
we felt there was little that
smart micro couldn't do. Then
we learned the limit of 4K mem-
ory. We had never experienced
a "sorry" before and stared in
disbelief at that soon-to-be-
hated notation. The prescribed
cure was 16K, the limit of the
TRS-80 in Level I.

Programming the Program Log

With 16K, the world suddenly
seemed enormous, and we be-
gan considering actually doing
a broadcast log on the little gi-
ant. A broadcast log is the heart
of all daily broadcast opera-
tions. It contains every pro-
gram, newscast, public service
announcement and commercial
to be aired each day. It must
meet strict FCC regulations
and thus is prepared with great
care. It is called the program
log, and just like a computer
program, it establishes the
order of events for things to
happen.

To make a program log, the

-account number, product
code, commercial length, num-
ber to be aired that day, what
times they can be aired and
what priority each account has
in choice of air-time. Then the
computer must schedule each
account only in those spaces
allotted for commercials,
which means it must remember
where these positions are lo-
cated, what is allowed in each,
how much time is available in
each position and if a compet-
ing account is already occupy-
ing part of that space.

Suddenly, 16K and only one
array didn't seem like very
much. We considered reconsid-
ering. There were so many little
decisions we had always taken
for granted. The prospect of
programming a computer to do
it all seemed overwhelming. In
short, we panicked.

Then, something from the in-
struction manual gave us hope
... the use of subroutines. All
those little decisions could be
programmed using subroutines!
Now, I know most experienced
programmers would say, "Dum-
my, of course you use subrou-
tines." But for us beginners the
use of subroutines helped us to
see the light at the end of the
tunnel.

Subroutines automatically
meant we had to break the job
down into smaller parts and



tackle each one individually.
We no longer were fighting the
enormous job of a complete
program log, but only a small
part of it at a time. Without a
doubt, the use of subroutines is
what made this job possible in
only 16K of memory. Also with-
out a doubt, being able to tackle
the overall program in small
pieces saved our sanity.

The next best piece of advice
the manual gave us V'las to leave
open lines for later additions.
Since we were inexperienced,
we began leaving 20 lines be-
tween statements and 1000 be-
tween separate elements of the
program. What a blessing that
turned out to be!

We wrote our programs on
notebook paper before entering
them into the computer, but our
inexperience showed up quick-
ly when whole routines began
crashing because of wrong pro-
cedures. Until we learned bet-
ter, we found it easier to write
directly into the computer and
run samples as often as possi-
ble. Again, there is nothing like
hands-on experience to find out
what won't work.

We quickly learned to write
the display routines first. Not
only did it solidify exactly what
previous routines must accom-
plish, it also provided us with a
quick visual check of how we
were doing. We spotted many
errors early because we had the
routines written to display the
results.

It took us three months,
working nights and weekends,
to complete the first working
program. We fit it into that little
Level I 16K TRS-80, which cost
less than $1000. It saved the
company thousands of dollars
by cutting almost in half the
time it now takes to do a broad-
cast log. As an added plus, it
provided us with a log that is
more consistent day to day
since it makes decisions exact-
ly as directed without errors
produced by colds, flu, loss of
sleep or other foibles in the hu-
man makeup. We gained an ex-
perience with computers that
will be most helpful in making
an intelligent decision on fu-
ture computer needs. There's
no doubt that our experiment

a success.
We have used the TRS-80 at

this station since July 1978 and
added a little more to our pro-
gram, compressed a little more
and, with our growth in ex-
perience, now have a versatile
program doing almost twice as
much as the original. Naturally,
with Level I and only 16K, there
are some limitations.

The Program

In order to obtain a printout,
the program listing is a Level \I
conversion. Originally, for this
program to run in 16K, we had to
take advantage of every abbre-
viation allowed in Level I. With
the refinements we have added,
this factor is not as critical.

Li nes 100 to 180 set to zero all
arrays that comprise the broad-
cast day as entered in Line 110.
Since we are a day-timer (operat-
ing from sunrise to sunset) our
broadcast day will vary from
month to month. We did not use
military time because most of
our operators were unfamiliar
with it, and we decided facing a
computer (even a micro) for the
first time was trauma enough.
There is no such compromise in
the new Level \I program being
completed.

Since we operate on a clear
channel, we not only must leave
the air between local sunset and
sunrise to make way for the
clear-channel station, we must
also operate at half power in the
early morning and evening.
Lines 200 and 210 place a spe-
cial tape to play at the time of
power changeover to provide
low-level modulation for the
change.

We have each hour divided in-
to a maximum of twelve com-
mercial "breaks" with no more
than four events to be sched-
uled in anyone break. Thus,
each hour has the capability of
48 scheduled events. We spread
the twelve breaks evenly around
the hour, one every five minutes.
It is seldom we use all of these
positions, but it provides the
capability of placing an event
almost precisely when we would
like it to air. (See Fig. 1.)

Lines 300 to 370 automatical-
ly enter our newscasts into the
log positions they will occupy

with a microcomputer has been based upon the spread of those

positions as described above.
Thus, the first newscast posi-
tion is set at 633 (6 AM, position
33), and we move through the log
each hour from there.

Lines 400 to 440 allow us to
set aside any portion of an hour
or the entire hour for special pro-
grams. These might be reli-
gious, public affairs, etc., where

either no commercial matter is
to be allowed or the program
has been sold to specific spon-
sors and the computer is being
told to keep its cotton-picking
hands off that time!

Lines 600 to 680 schedule
special announcement and
jingle tapes, which play during
periods when we are completely

The computer displays the spread of an individual account.

Selection of displays and additional routines after completing a
log.

Commercial minutes logged each hour in a completed log.
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Fig. 1. Provision for 12 "breaks" per hour, four
positions per break.

automated on the air. Lines 800
to 900add weather and headline
sponsors to the log, and add
their commercial time to the
totals for each hour.

Lines 1000to 1220provide the
capability of logging an event
either at a precise time on the
log or within a specified time
period. This routine even has a
nice little display to inform the
operator there are no avail-
abilities in the time periods re-
quested. We debated on includ-
ing that display for fear the

operator would beat the ma-
chine to death.

Lines 2000 to 2070 are the en-
try points for all other accounts
not sponsoring special pro-
grams or specifying time peri-
ods for their commercials.
These accounts will be spread
throughout the broadcast day.

Lines 3000 to 4360 are the
workhorse of the whole pro-
gram. This routine makes the
decisions what to do with all the
commercials that have been fed
into. the computer's general ac-
counts. Things considered dur-
ing the logging process include
the spread of the commercials
throughout the day, product

Program listing.

10 REI-I** IoIRlTTENBy' OONHASTINGS, 6178
11 RE~l *. LAST lJPOATE12178
20 X=500
3~ fi\f.)=0:X=X+il1l1: IF ,<2100 GOT01e
ltIf. (,LSPI\iiHTABd8), "5 TOP TAP E":'r'=UI~
ue F'HIIT"SET Lw"G05UB9OOO:F=1I:G=',: PRINT"ClEAR1NG" X=1
120 FORL=li TO D+48 fi(U=0 NE'"TL: li=D+1oo: IF D(=E GOT0120
150 FORfi=X TO X+94:A(fi)=0.:NEXTAX=X+100: IF X<2OO GOT0150
1~ FORfi=911095: H(A+l00)=5: NEXTA:A(1oo)=0 :H(200)=6: X=549
170 FORC=X TO ,X+24}A(O=0NEXTC
100 X=X+loo IF X<:lOO GOT0176
260 CL5: PRHiT" POWERCHAlfuE"
210 1NF'UT"fll'l ", XA(X)=95INF'UT"PM ", X:A(X+1200)=95
lOO CLSf'RIIWLOGGING NEWS":PRIIH:X=633
316 FO.t=,: TO (Xt7): IF L+7Xi GOT0356
320 IF L(F· X=X+l00GOT0316
:;:'11 H(L )=100: NE,TL: "1=INHXil00)*100: A(M)=120: IFX(1033 ,=X+1OO: GOT0310
}46 X=X+2oo:GOT0310
356 INF'UT"ENTER UNSPONSORHi", L IF L=0 GOT0410
360 INPUT"Ai'i -, X: IF X=0 L=L+1200
}65 ,I=INHLil00)*l00: A(M)=0
370 L=l1+33: fj(L;=0: A(L +1)=0:A(L +2)~: GOT0350
410 CLSPRIIH"F'ROGRfiI-lS" :GOSUB9OOf1:IF Li=6 GOT0500
420 FORL=D+l TO 0.48: IF(L>=U)*(L(=Y+l) fi(U=l00
430 NEXTL [)=[)+loo: IF D<V GOT042B
440 GOT0410
500 A(849i=91. fi(8~,0)=92: A(851)=93: R(852)=94. A(649)=95: R(549)=%
610 CLSf'RilWRUTOMRTlON":GOSUBgeOO:IF U=6GOT08oo
620 L=D+8:GOSUB700:L=D+ 32: GOSUB700
625 L=D+12 :60508700: L=D+24 :GOSUB700
630 L=[>+36: GOS087oo•L=D+40 :G0SU8700
640 L=[i+20 :GOSUB730:L=D+44 :GOSUB73&
6:oB L=D+4:GOS08750:L=[>+28GOSUB7SiJ
Wi L=D+16: IF (UU)'(L(V)«fi(U=0) fi(U=92
670 li=D+l00: IF L+8(V GOT0620
680 GOT0610
7[1t! IF '.UU)'(L(V)*(R(L +4)Ol00)'(fi(U=0) A(U=93
710 RETURN
7:<0 IF (l)U)'(L(V)'(A(U=0) A(L)=94
740 RETURN
750 IF (UU)*(L('nHR(U=0) R(U=91
760 RETURN
300 X=l: A=9\j: Q=853
810 CL5PRIIH"WEATt1ER FLIGHT ",X GOSUB9200:IF A(A)=0 GOT0920
85U ON X GOTOOOl,870, 880, 89\j, 900, 910, 920
86t! L=764:T=EOO8OSlIt:~GOT0810
870 L=728 T=E00:G0508960:GOT0810
880 L=Bfl4 : T=1300 GOSUB960:GOT0810
3:l0 L=U28: T=1OO0G05UB960:GOT0940
9\j0 L=716, T=1:<\.10:G05U8960: GOT0940
910 L=B16: T=1000 GOSUB9~: GOT01OOO
920 X=X+1: IF X(5 GOT0810
916 IF x)6 GOT0100[1
940 CLS: PRINT"HEADLINE FLIGHT ", ,-4 :G05089200 : IF fi(A)=0 Gowne
950 GOT0850

:lE,[1 IF L(J L=L+10i1
970 IF(UT)+(UG) X=X+l:A(Q)=AQ=Q+l:fi=fi-1:RETURN
980 IF A(U0100 A(L)=R
990 H=INT (Lil00)*100: fiUf)=R(rn+fI(A+1oo) :L=L +100:GOT096t!
1006 Q=859
1001 CLSPRIIWSPECIAL LOGGiNG":G05UB9200: IF ,,,fi)=6 GOT01010
1002 WPUT"HOlJR ", U: INF'UT'1'J1 ", X: IF X=0 U=U+1200
1003 INPUT"POSITION ",L:I11f'UT"CORRECT ",X:IF X~ 8OT01002
1064 fi(LI)=R(u)+A(fi+l00) :L=L +U:A(Q)=f;' filL )=fi Y=Q+lfi=fi-l, GOT01001
1010 RESTORET=0 CL~. f'RI NT"SF'EL.IFIE[J TH1ES" PRINT: PRINT"ACCOUNT#", A
102~ INPUT"CODE ,.,", A(B): IF A(A)=0 8OT02010
1030 INPUT"LENGTH" ",A(A+1lIll) INPUT"SPOTS ",fHIi.2iJ(1)
10i:5 PRlHTINPUT"('ORRECT ",X:IF :N' ',OT01010
1[140 .~=fi(A) :G05UB9300
1050 IF fi(Q)oa ll=Q+l GOTOI050
1055 A(li)=fi
1080 CLSPRINT"ACCOUNT #";A," - SPOTS LEFT ",A(A+2iJ(1)GO~,U890[10
1070 PRINT: INPLlT"SF'OTS'; W iF W)fi(fi+200) GOT01~
1000 READ S:L=5+[ittU=T+1: IF T=B GOi011,.;)
1085 IF L(U L=L+106
1090 IF(A(UGO)*(L(V) L=L+100: GOT01090
1100 Z=A(A+100;: iF L>V (;0101080
1105 IF 11=0X=fi(L +3): Z=Z+H(X+1l1(') iF A(X)=fi(fi) G0101150
1110 IF M<=l X=A(L +2): Z=Z+fi(X+WO) IF f;'.X)=fi(fi) GOT01150
1115 IF W=2 X=fi(L +1) Z=Z+fi(X+l00) IF A(X)=filfi) GOT01150
1117 IF M=2 X=fHL -2):2=2+fi(X+100)
111& IF ~1)=1 X=fhL -1): 2=2+A(>:+1oo)
1ii9 IF 2>92 'jOT01150
1120 C=lNT(L!:il10i'i00. A'.C)=fi(C)+fi(fi+100)
1125 A(l)=A: W=W-lfi(A+200)=A(A+200)-1. iF fi(8+2oo)=0 GOT01190
1130 IF WOO G0101150
1140 CLS: RESTORET=0: GOTOI06l:1
1156 L=L+1&1 GOT01090
1160 PRINT:PRINT"L"~flBLE TO LOG",W:iNPUT"OTHER THE. fiVAI LflEU: "'X
1180 I?ESTDRET=0:IF X=1 GOT011il60 '
119\j fi=A-i: GOT010li3
1200 IF fi(X)=fi(fii L=L+I00:GOT01890
1210 Z=Z+fI(X+l00) IF 2>92 L=L+100:GOT01090
1220 RETURN
2(110 CL5 PRINT"'jEtH:AL RCW.JNTS": fi=1 :f'RINT
2020 PRINT"ACCOUNT #", f;GOS089400CL5: IF fi\fi+:;(U;I)OO fi=A+IGOT02020
2025 B=ii: A=l : )\=1
2030 CLS:PRWT"VERIFiCiHION" :PRINT
26411 PRINT" # CODE", "LENGTH", "SPOTS", "PRIORiT','"
2[150 PRHlTfi," -. fi(fi), fi(A+l00), fi(A+200), fi(fi+;oo}
2052 1F fi(fi)=0 GOT02060
i&55 H=ti+i: iF FKX+9 IjUjOilj!:,u
2080 PRlIH INPlIT"CORRECT", 2: IF 2=0 CLS: INPUT"ACCOLINT#", A: GOSlIB94oo: GOT02030
207u X=X+9: IF A'.fiiC>iI GOT02030
3000 Cl5:PRIIH"LOAOING":fi=1:C=1
3,@1IjX=ii(A) IF ;':(>C GOT03100
)l2[1 8OSUE:9:l00.'·I=Q
303ii IF ,1'1(11)=0fi(t1;=fi 8010]100
3040 M=M+1iF 11(Q+24 GOT030:;0
i050 M=849 Q=i'I:GOT0303ii
3100 fi=fi+l: IF fi(B GOTO:<:Ol['
311'l H=LC=(:+1iF (.(15 PRHIT"CODE", CGOT(,:1010
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separation from competing ac-
counts, maximum time allowed
in anyone commercial break
and maximum commercial time
allowed in anyone hour.

Finally, we come to the dis-
play routines that are selected
in lines 5000to 5080. Because of
memory limitations we original-
ly had only the first three
displays, but as we learned to
condense and improve our pro-
gram we were able to add three
additional display routines. All
of these display routines are
contained in lines 5090 to 9410
along with the subroutines for
account entries and various
decision-making elements of

the total program.

Older and Less Dumb

Currently we are in the pro-
cess of completing a completely
revised program for Level II.
When I look back on the amount
of memory consumed in our
earlier Levell programs and how
we have been able to condense
them over the months, it is quite
evident how quickly anyone can
acquire programming knowl-
edge. At least, I like to think of it
as symbolic of our growth, but it
really shows how dumb we had
to be. That means we aren't
necessarily more intelligent
now, just less dumb .•

4600 CLS. 5=8 :P=l : i=1
41)10 H=eJ=549
4020 PRINT"LOGGWG CAROUSEL";5+H;" PRIORIW";P
40~ FORR=J TO ]+24: IF R=J+24 OOT04:>40
40:>5 RESTORE:T=0:K=0: IF A(R)=6 (;(,T04:35
4640 X=f1(R): IF(H,,;+200)(1)Hfi(X+3C";IOP)+OOB)GOT04:;}:,
4045 C=A(X+20e)C=IIHI1810 .IF (.(1 C=l
40se L=INHF/l00)*100:K=K+1: IF 1013 OOT043:>5
4fl60 DATA 1,25,E.4L17,45,5,29,21,9,37,31,45
4880 READ YL=L+V+H:T=T+l:IF T=12 RESTORE:T=0
4090 IF L(F L=L+l00:ooT04ll90
4100 IF UG ooT04050
4105 IF A(U00 L=L+100: ooT04100
4110 il=0:Z=tl(XUF UG OOT04050
4115 K=INT<L/100)*100: IF A(I'I)+A(X+100»l800 ooT043~
4120 IF A(X+l00)=~ ooT041~
4125 IF A(L+4)=100 L=L+l00:ooT04100
41~ 0=1: IF H=3 GOT04160
4140 U=A(L +0): Q=Il+A(u+100): IF Z=tl@ ooT041~
4150 0=0+1: IF O+H{4 ooT04141)
4160 O=llF H=0 OOT04198
4178 U=f1(L-0): il=Q+A(u+l00):!F Z=tl@ ooT043~
4188 0=0+1 IF H-O)=0 GOT04170
4190 IF 5=1 GOT042~
4200 IF 1l+f1(X+100)(15 ooT043~
4210 IF Q+f1(X+100)91 ooT043~
4220 GOT04300
4230 IF Il+A(A+100»121 GOT0433e
4300 A(U=X: A(X+200)=tl(X+200)-1: A(I'I)=tl(I'I)+A(X+100)
4310 PRINT"ACCOUNT';X; " AT';L:IF A(X+200)(=0 ooT043:>5
43}e L=L+(C*100) :6OT04100
4315 IF 1=0 6OT06:lOO
4336 HEXTR
4340 H=H+l: J=J+l00: IF H<4 GOT04020
4350 IF S=0 PRINT"VERIFVING" :5=1 ooT04819
4360 IF P<3 5=0 1'=1'+1:6OT04010
se10 CL5PRINT"IoIHAT IS \'OUR PLEfISlI(E"
5020 PRINT:PRINT"1. ACCOUNTLIST" :PRINT"2. Cff<OUSEL LIlA[)ING"
se~ PRINT"l COMPLETEDLOO" :PRINT'4. ACCOUNTLOOGING'
5640 PRINT'S. ATTEMPTRE-LOffiING' :PRINT"6. LOO tlfl..VSIS"
507e PRINT INPUT"CHOICE"; ,
5083 ON X GOT05200,8810, 7010, 509Il, 6000, 5500
5e90 PRINTlNPUT"WHICH ACWJNT "; X:A=0: IF X=0 ooT05010
5100 CLS:PRINT"fUOUNT ,";XT=INT<F/100mOO
5110 FORZ=1T04ll: IF A(T+Z)=X W=T+<Z/. 85) :A$='AI!' :ooT05140
5120 HEXTZ:T=T+100:IF T(G 6OT05116
5130 PRINTH; "LOGGED":GOT05090
5140 W=INT<W): IF 1.[>1:lOOW=W-1200A$="P!'I"
5150 PRlNT"LOGGED AT ";W;' ';A$:A=H+1:GOT05120
5200 CLS PRIIWAC(;OUNT coot: LENGTH SPOTS'
5210 F(~A=X TO (X+12): PRINTTAB(3), H; TAB(12), A(A); TAB(21), A(A+l00);
52."\) PRINTTAB(33), fi(A+200):)F A(A)()0 NEXTA
52~ PRINT INPUT"CONTlNlIE ';Z:IF<Z=1)*(A(A)00) X=X+13GOT052OO
5241) 6OT05010
ssse CLS:PRINT"HOUR', "MII-UTES', "HCtJR", ·'MINUTES"
5510 FORI'I=50e TO 1200 STEP 100
5520 PRINTM,A(IV/6<),11+800,A(M+800)/60:HEXT M

•• t 113·' ••• ", ..
•• 2 11.·.•· ••• .-..-. as·" .-49 .-..., a-u .., •••.., 6U-21 ..,:$ 641 :1
.=, 618:: 23 a::6S 642:1
.:9 61'::1 631::1 643=1
.=11 QJ:, Q2::51 644 = I

.=12 621:: • 633: I 6Ci:: 7
611:: 14 e=1 614 =t 646 .,m-, 623a 21 a·" 6l7::lS
612-' ••• -.. MB='

?.

6 AM log page with accounts paged. Numbers 601-648 are log posi-
tions, not times.

55~ PRINT: INPUT"CONTINlIE" ; X:6OT05010
6000 CLS:S=l
6010 PRlNTINPUT"ACCWln I"; fi:J=549: IF fi=0 GOT051l10
6030 F(~R=J TO J+23: IF A(R)=fi A(R)=0:GOT06100
6040 NEXTRJ=J+l00: IF J(85{j ooT06030
6050 IHPUT"UNABLE TO L(CATE - WILL VOOADD '; X IF X=0 GOT06e1.0
6<l6e 605UB9400: B=A+1: GOT06110
6100 PRIIH"LOCATEE) IN CAROUSEL-. INT(R/l00)
6110 lNPUT"M(IIfE TO "; J: J=(hl00)+49: IF J=0 GOT06010
6120 FORR=J TO ]+2:< IF A(R)=O A(R)=fi 6OT06200
6130 HE,TR .P~WTPRlNT"UNH8LE" 6Ol(i£,110
6200 CiS: PRlNT"LOO fiDJUSTMENT" X=IIH(F/100)*100 P=f1(A+300)
6210 F(~L=X+l TO X+4S.IF A(U=fi 8([,)=0 f1(fi+,:lllJl=fi',A+200)+180T(i£,24(;
6220 HE,TL X=,+l00: IF X<G 6OT06210
6230 1=0 :H=INT d/l00)-5 PRINT"LOGGING"; fi(fi+200), "SPOTS" GOT04035
6240 ~=IIH(L/lOB)*100:A(M)=fhliH1'A+100): GOT06220
b300 PRlNTfi(A+200);'· REMAlNING';6OT06010
(B10 PRINT INf'UT"HCtlR;; T T=INT< Ti100,'llj(,
7028 INPUT"AM ";X:CL5IF X=0 T=1+1200
7e~ U=1 Y=H W=25 Z=37
7040 F'RlNTT+U; ";:0;, A\i+U), TtV, "="; Ii\ It'y'} , Tii-I.; "="'-, H( T+W), T+f .. ";,;", RCi+:)
7ese U=U+1.V='1+j w=W+1.Z=Z+l IF'.U=5.)t'.U=9)PRINT
"{(,55 IF U<E IJOTOi040
?1l60 PRINT.INPlIT"CONTINlJE ";XCLSIF ~=O GOT05010
7070 T=T+l00 IF DG GOT05010
7083 T=INHTll00)*100:G0T07@)
7090 GOTOMB
8310 X=5:R=549:5=1
8320 CL~r , PRUW CAR (I U 5 E L ';; r;PRINT
80:(0 P~IN1S;·· = -. f1,R), 5+12;" = -. R(R+12)
8040 5=5+1 R=R+lIF S=E ooT080E.0
8050 GOT080:;0
8060 R=R-12: R=R+l00 5=1: X=,+l
8(171) f·RlNT: INPUT"C(INTI NUE ;'; Z IF(Z=l>HX<9I6OT08('20
8B80 GOT05010
9000 PF:INT.lNPliT"ENTER BEGINNING TIliE: "; U IF U=0 RETlF:N
,,('10 WPlIT"IS THIE AN ;'; X IF X=(, U=U+1200
9Kil INPUT"ENTER EI-ID1NGTlI-IL ", V
90:<e INPUT"IS TlIiE AN ";X:IF X=0 \'=Y+l~:OO
9(l40 D=INT(u/100)*100:U=(D+llt(U-D.". 8
9050 E=lNHV/l00hl00:V=E+(V-Ei* 8
91160 PRWf.P':JNT"FIRST POSITION = ";UPRINT"LfiST POSlTlON = ;;.''1
9')7'" f"PltH INPUT"CORRECT"; X IF ;<=0 CLS:6OT09000
:i0€:0 RETURN
9200 PRHH:PRINT"ACCOUNT #";AiNPlIT··COI)E ·';fi(fD.IF A(l1)=0 RETURN
9210 IHPUT"LENGTH. -. I1(A+l00): PRINT: INPUT"CORRECT"; Z: IF Z=iJ CL5 GOT092f,e
92.20 RETURN
9300 Q=749:M=2
9210 IF(X=2)+(X=3!t():=5)H:<=10) Q=649:11=1
9320 IF(X=l)+(X=13) Q=549:M=0
9B0 RETlIR~
9400 PRINT INPUT"Co()E
9410 INPUT··5POTS

INPUT·'LENGTH -: fi<.f;t1['O)
';; A(!i+:(80; RETURN
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Automatic Selection
of Plotting Limits

Program that determines optimum limits for graphics and charts.

William D. Johnston
1808 Pomona Drive
Las Cruces NM 88001

The presentation of data in
graphic form has many ad-

vantages over the tabular print-
outs that have been standard to
the computer field for many
years. Plots show trends in data
and give an overall picture of the
process or event being graphed.
In most cases, the plot is not in-
tended to replace the tabular
listing; rather, it is a useful
supplement that permits the
user to observe patterns, ten-
dencies, changes and so forth.
To a great extent this frees the
analyst from the tedious and
time-consuming chore of ex-
amining large lists of numerical
data.

Nevertheless, if we are to
profit from its benefits, the
graphical presentation must in
some way be referenced to the
data. The usual way we do this
is by numerically annotating the
axes of the plot in a manner that
will enable us to tell at a glance
the approximate value of the
data at any point. We don't need
to know the exact value; we can
always go back to the printout
for that. But we do need a
reasonable system of reference.

For example, we might have a
plot whose x-axls is ten inches
long, representing, say, an
elapsed time from 0 to 100
seconds. Logically, we would
label the axis from 0 to 100 in
increments of ten seconds (i.e.,
0,10,20,30 ... 100). See Fig. 1.

But what if we were only in-
terested in the data from 71 to 88
seconds? We could plot the
data using the same scale of an-
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notation (0 to 100), but in that
case most of the plot would be
blank, while the data we were
interested in would be crammed
into less than two inches of
length near the end.

Clearly, the best solution is to
label one end of the axis 70, the
other end 90 and the inter-
mediate points (i.e., the one-inch
intervals) in steps of 2. The plot
annotation points would then
appear as 70, 72, 74 ... 90 (Fig.
2). This expanded plot would fill
most of the page and would still
be easy to read.

The process must be repeat-
ed every time a plot is produced
if we are to always optimize the
presentation. The job becomes
more difficult, however, when
the raw limits that we start out
with are of values for which op-
timum round limits are not easi-
ly estimated by "eyeball"
techniques. As the total number
of plots increases, the burden of
selecting appropriate limits in-
creases correspondingly.

This was the situation that
confronted a large-scale data
processing operation for which I
designed and implemented a
production graphics system
some years ago. At its peak the
system generates in excess of
30,000 plots per month (more
than a thousand plots a day,
seven days a week) and 4000 per
month during slack periods. Ob-
viously, it wasn't practical to
hire a whole crew of people just
to eyeball data and select plot-
ting limits.

Consequently, I incorporated
into the system a small subrou-
tine whose funciton is to ex-
amine the raw minimum and
maximum values of the data for
each axis. Then, based on the
given lengths of the axes, it re-
turns optimized round limits and

increments. The plots are
thereby spread out over as
much of the page as possible,
and the numerical annotation is
easy to interpret.

Other parts of the graphics
software package write the
numerical annotation (as well as
all titles and other written
legends) directly onto the plots.
These graphs are in every
respect complete the moment
they come off the plotter, and
they are inserted directly into
printed reports.

Few computer operations
have a volume of graphics pro-
duction that anywhere near ap-
proaches that of the system
described above, but even the
smallest hobby and business
systems can make use of its
features. Of course, fully op-
timized plotting limits rnay not
be suitable in every instance; it
may be desirable in some cases
to sacrifice optimization for
standardization. These few
cases notwithstanding, the user
frequently finds it valuable to
generate a set of fully optimized
test plots before deciding on a
standard layout.

The Round Limits Subroutine

Listing 1 is a BASIC version of
the Round Limits subroutine
used in the production graphics
system described above. (The
original program was a FOR-
TRAN subroutine written in
1969, which, in turn, was a
modified version of an assem-
bly-language routine that I wrote
in 1966.) The BASIC proqrarn is
designed as a subroutine and is
extremely easy to use. It con-
sists of only about 60 ex-
ecutable statements and re-
quires only a few milliseconds
of execution time.

Full instructions on the use of

the subroutine are given by the
remarks contained within the
program, but briefly the pro-
cedure is as follows: The raw
minimum and maximum values,
as well as the length of the axis,
are supplied by the main pro-
gram. This is done by setting A 1,
B1 and L, respectively, equal to
those values. A GOSUB 8000 is
executed, and upon return from
the subroutine the round
minimum, round maximum and
round increment will be found in
variables A, Band C, respec-
tively. The foregoing procedure
is repeated for each axis of the
plot for which round limits are
desired.

Note that for the purposes of
this subroutine the words
"minimum" and "maximum"
simply refer to the numerical
values at the two extremities of
a given axis. There are, in fact,
no restrictions on their values,
and either may be algebraically
greater or less than the other
and may be either positive or
negative.

The method by which you ini-
tially obtain the raw minimum
and maximum values is deter-
mined by the nature of the
operation that is generating the
data to be plotted. If, for exam-
ple, the data is being written on-
to a file for later use by the
graphics software, it is a simple
matter to detect the minimum
and maximum values of each
parameter as it is generated or
written out. The actual method
must suit the circumstances, of
course, but in any case it is a
process that must be completed
before the Round Limits routine
is called.

The length of the axis may be
in any units, where the units of
length refer to the intervals at
which the numerical annotation



10 20 9030 40 . 50 70 80

Fig. 1. If an axis of a plot is ten units long and is to represent an elapsed time from 0 to 100 seconds, it is a
simple matter to annotate the axis in a manner that is easy to read.

82 8684 88

Fig. 2. Suppose that even though all of the same data as described in Fig. 1 is available to us, we are ac-
tually interested in displaying only the portion that lies between 71 and 88 seconds. Assuming that we
use the same length axis, the most readable presentation is obtained by annotating the axis from 70 to
90 in increments of 2.

is to appear. For example, plots
are frequently drawn on a grid
with one-inch spacing between
major divisions, and the
numerical annotation is placed
at these same intervals. In such
cases you would simply specify
the axis length in inches.

Another common situation is
to generate a plot on a video
display where the grid has no
direct relationship to conven-
tional units such as inches or
centimeters. (Indeed, the under-
lying software is in all prob-
ability concerned with pixels

selection of the minimum and
maximum values, but in the
selection of the appropriate in-
crement per unit of axis length.
An examination of Listing 1 will
disclose that the increment is
computed first, and then the
minimum and maximum values
are allowed to fall into place on
the basis of the computed round
increment and the given axis
length. The value of the raw
increment is factored into a frac-
tional part (called the mantissa)
and a power of ten (the char-
acteristic). The mantissa is

and bit patterns, rather than rounded up to some convenient
lengths.) Suppose that a grid on standard value and then recom-
such a display is divided into
five equal intervals, and that the
numerical annotation is to ap-
pear at each of these intervals.
These arbitrary (but equal) inter-
vals become our units of
measure, so the length there-
fore has a value of 5.

Though it is customary to ar-
range plot axes so that their
lengths are integral multiples of
the basic units of measurement,
the Round Limits subroutine

bined with the characteristic to
arrive at the computed round
increment.

The decision as to just what is
a "convenient standard value"
for the mantissa is purely sub-
jective. Most people would
agree that a mantissa of 1,
yielding increments of 1, 10,100,
1000,etc. (or .1, .01, .001, etc.), is
convenient. The same is true for
a mantissa of 5 (for increments
of 5, 50, 500, etc., .5, .05, .005,

does not require that this be etc.). But what about a mantissa
done. For example, you could
declare an axis length of 6.3
inches. The returned round
values, A and B, would corre-
spond to the two extremities of
the axis (i.e., ° and 6.3 inches),
and the value C would be the
round increment between each
whole one-inch interval. The
value of the axis at the far end
(at 6.3 inches) would not be a
round number (unless by coin-
cidence), but the annotation at
every whole interval from °
through 6 inches will be round.

Specific Implementation
Considerations

The key to a successful round

of 6, which yields increments of
6, 60, 600, etc. (or .6, .06, .006,
etc.)? Is an axis labeled from 120
to 540 in steps of 60 (see Fig. 3)
satisfactory for your purposes?

This Round Limits routine
contains a table of standard in-
crement mantissas (lines 8690
and 8700) that may be changed
to suit your needs. As given in
Listing 1, the table contains 12
different values, and that is the
form that has been satisfactory
for most of my applications.

Having a large number of en-
tries in the table ensures that
the data will be spread out as

much as possible along each
axis of the plot. On the other

limits routine lies not in the hand, it introduces mantissas

that may not be visually appeal-
ing on your plots. If this is the
case for you, change the table
so that it includes only the
values 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0.
You will also need to change
both the dimension of S and the

100
value of M to 5 (to correspond to
the number of entries in the
table) at lines 8530 and 8560.

You can actually use any (and
as many) values you care to in
the table. The only restrictions
are that the values must be
positive, must be listed in order
of increasing magnitude, and
the last entry in the table must
be equal to exactly ten times the
value of the first entry. As
pointed out above, the dimen-
sion of S and the value of M
must be equal to the number of
entries in the table.

At lines 9150, 9280 and 9450
the * * operator has been used to
signify exponentiation. If your
interpreter does not accept the
double asterisk, replace it with

90

120 240 540300 360180 420 480

Fig. 3. The use of certain values in the table of standard increment
mantissas may produce plot annotation values that are not appeal-
ing to all people. In this example, a seven-unit axis is labeled from
120 to 540 in steps of 60. Some people may find this perfectly
readable, while others may not like it at all. The values within the
table may be changed to suit your needs.

JPC PRODUCTS FOR

High Perfonnance Cassette Interface
• FAST - 4800 Baud Loads4K in 8 Seconds!
• RELIABLE - Error Rate LessThan 1 in 10' Bytes.
• CONVENIENT - Plugs Directly Into The SWTPC.
• PLUS - A Fully Buffered 8 Bit Output Port Provided.
• LOW COST - $59.95For Complete Kit

• OPTIONAL - CFM/3 File Manager.
Manual & Listing $19.95
(For CassetteAdd) $ 6.95

TERMS: CASH. MC or VISA; Shipping & Handling $3.00

6800 COMPUTERS

Order Phone (505) 294-4623
P.O. Box 5615
Albuquerque, N.M. 87185
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the appropriate symbol (usually
t) in these three lines.

A base 10 logarithm is com-
puted in line 9080. The inter-
preter that I use has a base 10
log function (called LGT), so I
made use of it in order to obtain
the greatest possible accuracy
in the result. If your set of library
functions doesn't include this

one (and many don't), replace
line 9080 with the following:
9080 LET p; LOG(C2)fLOG(10.0)

This is not the most efficient
way to compute a base 10 log,
but on most of the systems that
don't have the LGT function it
will give the most accurate
results.

Incidentally, there is a good

reason for being concerned
about accuracy here. Recall the
earlier example where data run-
ning from 0 to 100 is plotted
along a lO-inch axis. In this case
the "raw" minimum, maximum
and increment are already in an
optimum form. Therefore, if
these values are supplied to the
Round Limits routine, it should

Raw minimum ::: 555.7

Raw maximum ::: 2260.0

Leng th '" 10 uni ts

I I I I I I I L L I I
400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

Fig.4a..
Rawminimum::: -1278.0 return exactly the same values.
Raw maximum ::: 608.5 If the log isn't computed ac-
r.eng th > 6 units curately-for example, if you

get 1.9999 ... instead of 2 for
I I I I log 10(1OO)-the routine will

-1600 -1200 -800 -400 0 400 800 compute new round values with
Fig.4b. wider separation between the

minimum and maximum values.
Raw minimum ;; 0.0035 The SGN function, used at
Raw maximum == 0.0122 lines 9110 and 9580, is a stan-
Length :: 5 units dard item on almost all BASIC

I I I I I
interpreters. For those few who

0.0025 0.0050 0.0075 0.0100 0.0125 0.0150 do not have it, the following
changes need to be imple-

Fig.4c. mented. First, delete line 9110

Raw minimum ;; 303.66

Raw maximum '" -899.9

Leng cb > 8 units

I I I I
400 200 0 -200 -400 -600 -800 -1000 -1200

Fig.4d.

Raw minimum = 10 and replace it with the following
Raw maximum ::: 20

Leng ch > 5 units three lines:
9101 LET N ; INT(ABS(P))
9102 GO TO 9150

I I I 9110 LET N; INT(P)
10 12 14 16 18 20 Then delete line 9580 and insert

Fig.4e. the following four lines:

Raw minimum ::: -242.9

Raw maximum ::: -211.6

Leng ch > 8 units

L
-245 -240 -235 -230 -225 -220 -215 -210 -205

Fig. 4f.

Figs. 4a-4f. Several examples are shown to illustrate the results that can be obtained with the Round
Limits routine. In each case a raw minimum, raw maximum and an axis length are listed. If these figures
are supplied to the Round Limits routine, it will return the optimized round limits and increment. The
sample annotated axis in each illustration shows how these round figures would appear on a finished
plot. Compare these samples to the appearance a plot would have if the raw minimum and maximum
values were used direct/yo
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9580 IF I>;O.OTHEN 9583
9581 LET I ; ·INT(ABS(I))
9582 GO TO 9610
9583 LET I ; INT(I)

There should be no further
system-dependent changes
needed beyond those discussed
here. In fact, most people will
probably need to make only the
changes regarding the exponen-
tiation operator and the log
function. You can save a con-
siderable amount of storage
space by deleting the remark
statements when you imple-
ment the subroutine, but if you
do so, keep a copy of this article,
including Listing 1, on file for
future reference.

Figs. 4a through 4f show
some typical examples of use of
the Round Limits routine. In
each case a raw minimum, raw
maximum and an axis length are
listed. If these values are sup-
plied to the Round Limits sub-
routine, it will return the opti-
mized round limits and incre-
ment. A sample annotated axis
is illustrated to show what the
figures would look like on a
finished plot.

Summary

The use of computer graphics
is becoming increasingly
widespread as more and more
businesses and hobbyists
recognize its advantages. The
ideal automated graphics
system permits the user to pro-
cess and display large quan-
tities of data with a minimum of
operator intervention. Those
features that increase the ease
of interpretation of data, while
simultaneously decreasing the
user's workload, are important
elements in a complete
graphics system.

The implementation of the
Round Limits routine represents
a significant step toward
achievement of that goal with
only a negligible expenditure in
program storage and execution
time. No system is too small to
profit from its benefits .•

Reference
William, D. Johnston, "Com-
puter Graphics in a Production
Environment," Transactions of
the Twenty-Third Conference of
Mathematicians, NASA-Langley
Research Center, May 11, 1977.



8000 REM
8010 REM
8020 REM
8030 REM8040 REM8050 REM
80bO REM
8070 REM
8080 REM
8090 REM
8100 REM
8110 REM
8120 REM
8130 REM
8140 REM
8150 REM
8160 REM
8170 REM
8180 REM
8190 REM
8200 REM
8210 REM
8220 REM
8230 REM
8240 REM8250 REM
8260 REM
8270 REM
8280 REM
8290 REM
8300 REM
8310 REM
8320 REM
8330 REM
8340 REM
8350 REM
8360 REM
8370 REM
8380 REM
8390 REM
8400 REM
8410 REM
8420 REM
8430 REM
8440 REM
8450 REM8460 REM
8470 REM
8480 REM
8490 REM
8500 REM
8510 REM
8520 REM
8530
8540 REM
8550 REM
8560
8570 REM
8580 REM
8590 REM
8600 REM
8610 REM
8&20 REM
8&30 REM
8&40 REM
8&50 REM
8&&0 REM
8670
8680
8690
8700
8710
8720
8730 REM
8740
8750
87&0 REM
8170 REM
8780 REM
8790 REM
8800 REM
8810 REM
8820 REM
8830
8840 REM
8850 REM
88&0 REM
8!l70 REM
8880 REM
8890 REM
8900 REM
8910
8920
8930
8940
8950
8960
8970 REM
8980 R(M
8990 REM
9000 REM
9010 REM
9020 REM
9030

Listing 1. Round Limits subroutine.

ROUND LIMITS ROUTINE FOR GRAPHICS.
WILLIAM D. JOHNSTON APRIL, 1979

THIS ROUTINE GENERATES OPTIMIZED ROUND LIMITS
AND INCREMEMTS FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES, BASED ON
GIVEN RAW MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES AND A
PREDETERMINED AXIS LENGTH.
FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS ROUTINE, 'MINIMUM'
AND 'MAXIMUM' SIMPLY REFER TO THE NUMERICAL
VALUES AT THE TWO EXTREMITIES OF A GIVEN AXIS.
THERE ARE NO RESTRICTIONS ON THEIR VALUES' AND
EITHER MAY BE ALGEBRAICLY GREATER OR LESS THAN
THE OTHER.
THE ROUTINE IS DESIGNED FOR APPLICATIONS WHERE
THE NUMERICAL ANNOTATION ON THE PLOT IS TO BE
PLACED AT INTEGRAL MULTIPLES OF THE BASIC
UNITS OF AXIS LENGTH (INCHES, CENTIMETERS'
ETC.) •

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS MUST BE DEFINED
BEFORE THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED:

Al IS THE RAW GIVEN 'MINIMUM' SUPPLIED BY
THE CALLING ROUTINE.

B1 IS THE RAW GIVEN 'MAXIMUM' SUPPLIED BY
THE CALLING ROUTINE.

L IS THE GIVEN LENGTH, IN ANY UNITS OF
MEASURE' SUPPLIED bY THE CALLING
ROUTINE.

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE COMPUTED'BY THIS
SUBROUTINE;

A IS THE COMPUTED ROUND 'MINIMUM' VALUE.
B IS THE COMPUTED ROUND 'MAXIMUM' VALUE.

IS THE cOMPUTED ROUND INCREMENT (PER
UNIT OF AXIS LENGTH).

DIM S(12)
THE VALUE OF M MUST BE EQUAL TO THE DIMENSION
OF S.

LET M = 12
THE TABLE OF STANDARD INCREMENT MANTISSAS IS
READ INTO THE ARRAY S. IT MAY CONTAIN ANY
NUMBER OF STANDARD INCREMENTS (AS LONG AS S IS
DIMENSIONED BY THAT SAME NUMBER). AND MAY
CONTAIN ANY DESIRED VALUES FOR THESE INCRE-
MENTS. HOWEVER, THE INCREMENTS IN THE TABLE
MUST BE LISTED IN ORDER OF INCREASING VALUE'
ANO THE LAST ENTRY IN THE TABLE MUST BE EQUAL
TO TEN TIMES THE VALUE OF THE FIRST ENTRY IN
THE TABLE·

FoR I = 1 TO 12
READ S(I)
DATA 1.0, 1.5' 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4-,0' 5.0. 6.0' 7.0
DATA 8.0, 9.0. 10.0
NEXT I
RESTORE

SAVE THE GIVEN MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES.
LET A2 = Al
LET B2 = B1

COMPUTE THE RANGE BETWEEN THE GIVEN MINIMUM
AND GIVEN MAXIMUM VALUES. THE SIGN OF THE
COMPUTEU RANGE WILL INDICATE DIRECTION.
(POSITIVE INDICATES THAT Al IS LESS THAN 81.
NEGATIVE INDICATES THE OPPOSITE).

LET R = B2 - A2
IF THE GIVEN MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES WERE
EQUAL TO EACH OTHER, OR IF THE GIVEN AXIS
LENGTH WAS NOT GREATER THAN ZERO, THEN SET
ALL COMPUTED VALUES TO ZERO AND RETURN TO THE
CALLING PROGRAM, AS NOTHING CAN 8E DONE.

IF R = 0.0 THEN 8930
IF L ) 0.0 THEN 9030
LET A = 0.0
LET 8 = 0.0
LET C = 0.0
RETuRN

COMPUTE TH~ ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE GIVEN INCRE-
MENT. THIS IS THE RAW INCREMENT AS COMPUTED
FROM THE GIVEN MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES' AND
THE LENGTH OF THE AXIS.

LET C2 = ABS(R/L)

""Reader Service-see page 258

Traditional
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THE BEST SOFTWARE AND
THE BEST GVARANTEE!

GENERAL LEDGER II. Includes such outstanding features as
custom chart of accounts, comprehensive printouts, double entry/auto-
matic error checking, simple data entry in either general or special journal
mode, account-verification, new account facility,balance reporting, audit
trail, common- form statements, & variances from budget or previous
period. Stock No. 125.1. Requires Microsoft Basic. $250. Manual only,
$25.
GENERAL LEDGER. to General Ledger IIabove, except that
it does not include as many features. Stock No. 115.1. Requires B.H.
Basic. $195. Manual only, $15.
MAILING LISTS. three mailing list packages all provide for
custom identification of the discreet items to be recorded about each
entry, provide for a flexible print format, for selective printing, and for
printing of form letters.
Stock No. 114.1MAILIST. Requires RH. Basic. Sorts on any fieldof your
choice. Number of names limited to those that may be contained in
memory. $30.
Stock No. 116.1 MAXILIST. Requires RH. Basic. Handles much larger
lists since all available disk capacity may be utilized. List is maintained in
alphabetic order. $30.
Stock No. 127.1 MAILPRO. Requires Microsoft Basic. Combines
the features of 114.1 and 116.1 above. Requires 6.75K of memory for the
longest program, plus space for MBASIC, HDOS, and an index to your
data. Minimum of 44K memory recommended. $50.
PERSONAL USE. Program package includes personal budget, interest,
menu, and shopper programs.
Stock No. 111.1 Requires B.H. Basic. $30.
Stock No. 112.1. Requires Microsoft Basic. Faster with greater precision
on financial programs. $30.

All items include the programs already recorded on diskette, user's
manual, and program listings. Purchase of accounting program manuals
may be applied toward later purchase of the programs. All programs
may be used with Heathkit H8/H17 or H89 systems or Zenith Z89
systems using the HDOS operating system. Allprices include shipping to
U.S. locations. All items are in stock for immediate shipment.

FOR FAST SHIPMENT OF PROGRAMS OR FOR MORE
INFORMATION, JUST USE THE COUPON BELOW.

SYSTEMS
CORPORA liON

P.O. BOX 490156 • ATLANTA, GA. 30349------------------------o SEND MORE INFORMATION
STOCK # DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Total Enclosed

Name _
Street _

9040 REM
9050 REM
9060 REM
9070 REM
9080
9090
9100
9110
9120 REM
9130 REM
9140 REM9150 LET F = C2 / 10.0ooN
9160 REM
9170 REM9180 REM
9190 REM
9200 REM
9210
9220
9230 REM
9240 REM
9250 REM
9260 REM
9270 REM
9280
9290
9300
9310
9320 REM
9330
9340
9350
93609370 REM
9380 REM
9390
9400 REM
9410 REM
9420 REM
9430 REM
9440 REM
9450
9460 REM
9470 REM
9480 REM
9490 REM9500 REM
9510 REM
9520 REM
9530 REM
9540 REM
9550 REM
9560 REM
9570
9580
9590 REM
9600 REM
9610
9620
9630
9640
9650
9660
9670
9680
9690
9700
9710
9720
9730
9740
9750 REM
9760 REM
9170 REM
9780 REM
9790 REM
9800 REM
9810 REM
9820 REM
9830 REM
9840 REM
9850 REM
9860 REM
9870 REM
9880 REM
9890 REM
9900 REM
9910 REM
9920 REM
9930 REM
9940 REM
9950 REM
9960 REM
9970
9980
9990
10000
10010
10020 REM
10030 REM
10040 REM
10050 REM
100&0
10070
10080
10090
10100
10110

COMPUTE THE POWER (THE CHARACTERISTIC) OF THE
GIvEN INCREMENT.

LET P = LGT(C2)
IF P >= 0·0 THEN 9110
LET P = P - 1.0
LET N = SGN(P) 0 INT(ABS(P))

COMPUTE THE MANTISSA OF THE GIVEN INCREMENT.

FIND THE FIRST STANDARD INCREMENT MANTISSA
IN THE TABLE W~ICH IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER
THAN THE COMPUTED RAW MANTISSA.

FOR J = 1 TO M
IF F > S(J) THEN 9310

COMBINE THE TABLE VALUE MANTISSA AND THE
COMPUTED CHARACTERISTIc TO GET THE
COMPUTED ROUND INCREMENT.

LET C = S(J)
LET K = J
GO TO 9!)70
NEXT J

* (10.0uN)

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
STOP

'ABORT MOST PROBABLE CAUSE IS AN ERROR'
IN THE TABLE OF STANDARD'
INCREMENT MANTISSAS.'

LET K = K + 1
COMBINE THE TABLE VALUE MANTISSA AND THE
COMPUTED CHARACTERISTIC TO GET THE COMPUTED
ROUND INCREMENT.

LET C = S(K) • (10·0••N)
THE STATEMENTS FROM HERE THROUGH LINE NUMBER
9740 SELECT A NEW MINIMUM VALUE WHICH IS AN
INTEGRAL MULTIPLE OF THE ROUND INCREMENT, AND
IS THE FIRST SUCH VALUE EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN
THE GIVEN MINIMUM (OR THE FIRST VALUE GREATER
THAN THE GIVEN MINIMUM IF THE GIVEN MINIMUM IS
GREATER THAN THE GIVEN MAXIMUM). THE SIGN OF
THE INCREMENT IS CHANGED WHEN NECESSARY. TO
SHOW PROPER DIRECTION.

LET
LET

= A2 / C
= SGN(I) • INT(ABS(I))

LET = I
LET A = T * CLET D = ABS«A - A2) / R)
IF A2 < 0·0 THEN 9700
IF R > 0.0 THEN 9970
IF D <= 0.0001 THEN 9680
LET A = A + C
LET C = -C
GO TO 9970
IF R > 0.0 THEN 9730
LET C = -C
GO TO 9970
IF D <= 0.0001 THEN 9970
LET A = A - C

THE STATEMENTS FROM HERE THROUGH LINE NUMBER
10090 SELECT A NEW MAXIMUM VALUE WHICH IS AN
INTEGRAL MULTIPLE OF THE ROUND INCREMENT. AND
IS THE FIRST SUCH VALUE GREATER THAN THE GIVEN
MAXIMUM (OR THE FIRST VALUE LESS THAN THE
GIVEN MAXIMUM IF THE GIVEN MAXIMUM IS LESS
THAN THE GIVEN MINIMUM).
IN A FEW CASES, THE PROCEDURE WILL RESULT IN
ROUND MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES WHICH DO NOT
INCLUDE TH~ GIVEN MAXIMUM VALUE. IN SUCH
INSTANCES. TRANSFER IS MADE TO LINE 9390 TO
SELECT THE NEXT HIGHEST STANDARD INCREMENT
MANTISSA' AND THE PROCESS IS REPEATED wITH A
NEw ROUND INCREMENT TO GET THE NEW ROUND
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES. IF THE TABLE OF
STANDARD INCREMENT MANTISSAS HAS BEEN
EXHAUSTED' THE CHARACTERISTIC IS INCREASED BY
l' AND THE SCAN OF STANDARD INCREMENTS STARTS
OVER AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TABLE.

LET
IF
IF
IF
IF

T2 = A + (C * L)
R < 0.0 THEN 10080
T2 >= B2 THEN 10090
ABS«B2 - T2) / R) <=
K < M THEN 9390

THEN 100900.0001

RAISE THE CHARACTERISTIC BY 1 AND GO BACK TO
RECOMPUTE A NEw ROUND INCREMENT.

LET N = N + 1
GO TO 9150
IF T2 > B2
LET B = T2
RETURN
END

THEN 10000



More from Osborne/McGraw-Hili
Osborne/ McGraw-Hili
means documented software

NOW AVAILABLE
OSBORNE/McGraw-Hili's popular business
software series in CBASIC-2!

Thoroughly tested, reliable programs with
complete source listings, our Payroll with Cost
Accounting, Accounts Payable and Accounts
Receivable and General Ledger tell you how to
begin; how to make changes; how to turn your
computer into a productive part of your
business. Printed in a loose-leafformat, easily
inserted into your own binder, you can add to
the book as you add to the programs.

Dealers:
These programs are also available on disk for various
systems from independent dealers. Call or write for
our dealer list.

ZSO-6S00-S0S0A/SOSS-6S02
Assembly Language

The books are also available in Wang BASIC.

Programming Primers for the
most popular Microcomputers

COMING in JULY and COMING SOON6809Z8000
These Assembly Language Programming books view assem-
bly language as a means of programming a microcomputer
system. Each book explains assembly language program-
ming, describes the functions of assemblers and assembly in-
structions, and discusses basic software development con-
cepts. A special section on structured programming rounds
out the discussion of programming examples, which range
from simple memory load loops to complete rudimentary
design projects. Each book includes comprehensive coverage
of the particular assembly language, and presents a large
number of fully debugged, practical programming examples
written in the language of interest.

The 8086 Book
This June, Osborne/McGraw-Hili will release the first of a
new series,The 8086 Book by Russell Rector. A handbook for
all 8086 users, this book includes basic 8086 programming in-
structions, a thorough analysis of the 8086 instruction set,
and detailed hardware and interfacing guides that reveal the
full power of the 8086 multiprocessing capabilities. Check
the box in the order form below to be sent The 8086 Book
order information.

Order Form
Shipping: (Shipping for large orders to be arranged)

Title Quantity Price Amount 0 All foreign order $4.00 per book for airmail
0 $0.75 per book 4th class in the U.S. (allow 3·4 weeks)

8080A/8085 ALP $12.50 0 $1.25 per book UPS in the U.S. (allow 10 days)
0 $2.50 per book speqial rush shipment by air in the U.S.

Z80 ALP $12.50 For faster shipment or credit card, phone (415) 548-2805

6800 ALP $12.50
Name:

6502 ALP ~12.50
Address:

Payroll with Cost Accounting. - CBASIC ~2000 City: State:
Accounts Payable/Receivable - CBASIC ~20.00

ZIP: Phone:
General Ledger - CBASIC ;20.00

Tax - Calif. residents only Tax ~ OSBORNE/McGraw-Hili6%/6'h% BART v-149
Shipping

Please notify me when: TOTAL 630 Bancroft Way, Oept. K·3 ~'J;o The 8086 Book o Z8000 ALP o 6809 ALP is available.
Please send me business software information package for: Berkeley, Califcrnia 94710 .1n io end user o dealer. (415) 548-2805· TWX 910-366-7277
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Disk Addition
Add a floppy disk to Motorola's MicroChroma 68 color graphics kit.

Harold A. Mauch
Percam Data Ca., Inc.
211 N. Kirby
Garland TX 75042

Motorola developed the MicroChroma
68 kit as an evaluation tool for their

6847 color graphics video display gener-
ator, but the MicroChroma 68 is much more
than just a color graphics demonstrator. It
is a versatile 6800 computing system com-
plete with Kansas City Standard cassette
interface, a 2K ROM operating system
(TVBUG) and provision for up to 15K of
RAM (6K for color display, 8K for user pro-
grams and 1K for system use).

Since MicroChroma connects directly to
any color television set, all you need to com-
plete the system are an inexpensive key-
board, a cassette recorder and a power sup-
ply. For more information about TVBUG and
the MicroChroma kit, refer to Tim Ahrens'
article in the June 1979 issue of Kilabaud
Microcamputing ("TVBUG," p. 48).

After you get the MicroChroma kit run-
ning, you can add a mini-disk system.

The EXORcisor Bus

The MicroChroma circuit card is de-
signed to plug into and get power from Mo-
torola's 86-pin EXORcisor bus, which is dif-
ferent than the S-100 and SS-50 buses
found in hobby computers. However, it is
the standard bus for most 6800-based in-
dustrial computing equipment. The EXOR-
cisor bus has not been widely accepted by
home computerists until recently because

the modules cost more than corresponding
hobby bus modules.

In addition to Motorola, there are several
manufacturers that produce memory and
various 1/0 modules (cards) for the EXOR-
cisor bus. For instance, Percom Data now
produces a 64K dynamic memory and a
mini-disk system for the EXORcisor.

The Percom Mini·Disk

The Percom EXORcisor bus-compatible
mini-disk (LFD-400EX) controller contains
all of the ROM and RAM needed to support
the disk operating system. This eliminates
any burden on the memory resources of the
MicroChroma.

Much of the 6800 disk software Percom
developed for the EXORcisor and SS-50 bus
computers is easily adapted for use with
the MicroChroma and TVBUG. The adapta-
tion usually amounts to little more than
changing subroutine vectors to match the
routines in TVBUG.

Connecting the Parts

Although the MicroChroma card plugs in-
to the EXORcisor bus, the only connection
it makes to the bus is for + 5 volt power and
ground. It is necessary to buffer the ad-
dress and data bus signals and connect
them to the appropriate contacts on the
EXORcisor bus connector. The applications
booklet supplied with the MicroChroma kit
provides all of the necessary information
for connecting the kit to the EXORcisor bus.
The buffer ICs may be mounted in the wire-
wrap area just above the bus connector.

MicroChroma can accommodate more
RAM memory than most other evaluation
kits; however, you may eventually want to
add even more memory. Motorola, Creative
Micro Systems and Percom Data manufac-
ture memory cards for the EXORcisor bus.

In the system pictured we added our own
memory and disabled the RAM memory on
the MicroChroma card by removing the
74LS138 RAM selector chip (U22). Again,
the MicroChroma applications booklet pro-
vides much useful information for adding
and configuring additional memory.

The various circuit cards may be con-
nected together by mounting and intercon-
necting several 0.156 inch 86-pin connec-
tors. A more convenient connection is pos-
sible with the Percom 5-slot motherboard or
the Motorola 5- or 10-slot Micro module card
cage. We use the Motorola Micro module
power supply; however, any of the low-cost
open-frame power supplies that deliver 5
volts at 4-6 Amps and ± 12 volts at 1 Amp
should be more than adequate.

Motorola recommends a modified Cherry
keyboard; we use an inexpensive George
Risk keyboard. Actually, any ASCII key-
board that generates a low-active strobe
that is maintained as long as a key is de-
pressed should work well. Keyboards that
generate a short strobe pulse when a key is
depressed are unsatisfactory because the
keyboard scanning routine in TVBUG may
miss the strobe pulse.

Where to Get the Parts

You can purchase the M icroChroma kit
from nearly any Motorola distributor; how-
ever,the kit only contains the LSI devices
and the PC card. Austin Electronics also
sells the MicroChroma kit. In addition, they
have a kit of all the extra parts needed to
complete the kit.

The Percom products are available di-
rectly from Percom Data Co., Inc. When or-
dering, be sure to mention you intend to use
the mini-disk with TVBUG.

Creative Micro Systems (CMS) manufac-
tures a broad line of EXORcisor bus-com-
patible memory cards and 1/0 modules. The
entire CMS line is available from Advanced
Computer Products (PO Box 17329, Irvine
CA 92713) .•

Percam's system far the MicraChroma 68.



clearly readable printouts
clearly remarkable price

The $625* Heathkit H14 Printer.You'll pay hundreds
more for a printer with its features.

Where else can you buy a microprocessor-
based printer with the H14's features and
copy quality for under a thousand dollars?

The Heathkit H14 prints up to 165 charac-
ters per second, one full line every two
seconds.

You get:
• Standard 96-character ASCII set - UPPER

and lower case.
• Operator or software selectable line

width: 132, 96 and 80 characters per
line.

• Compatibility with any computer having
RS-232C or 20 MA current loop serial
interface with handshaking.

• Sprocket paper feed, with adjustable
spacing, keeps paper moving smoothly.

• "Paper out" and "paper jammed" sig-
nals prevent loss of data.

5 x 7 dot matrix and finest quality impact
printhead give you clear, easy-to-read
images.

All functions are microprocessor-con-
trolled for reliable performance and more
efficient use of your computer.

• Selectable baud rates from 110 to 4800.
• Convenience of standard fan-fold paper,

2.5 to 9.5 inches wide.
• Chrome wire rack keeps paper neat.

Price includes connecting cables, paper
rack and ribbon. Just add paper and you're
ready to run. And service on the H14 is
close by at any of 55 Heathkit Electronic
Centers throughout the U.S.
Complete details on the remarkable H14
are in the newest, free Heathkit Catalog.
Send for yours today or pick one up at your
Heathkit Electronic Center.

"W
. hatever YOllr co

prll)ter;s at) mpllter tho
exc II ' IS' ••at) e em co

excellem vallie." mplemet)t
- Creative C

omp t'- 1I II)g Mag .aZlI)e

FREECATALOG See th.e complete line of
Heathkit Computer Products,

including printers, video terminals, floppy disk sys-
tems and software, in the new, 104-page Heathkit Cat-
alog. It describes nearly 400 exciting kits for your

home, work or pleasure - all at build-it-yourself sav-
ings. Send for yours today or pick one up at your
Heathkit Electronic Centert where Heathkit Products
are displayed, sold and serviced. See your white pages
for center nearest you.

*In kit form, f.O.B. Benton Harbor, MI. Also available completely assembledat $895 f.O.B. Benton Harbor, MI. Pricesare subject to change without notice.
[Units of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation

Heathkit®
Heath Company, Dept. 351-654, Benton Harbor, MJ 49022

f/236
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Robert M. Morgan
3449 Brunswick Rd.
Lexington KY 40503

An H in th arkro m

There may be some techniques for using the H8 panel monitor, via BASIC, that you haven't
even contemplated. If such is the case, you're going to read about them in this article.

As part of preparing
"Heath's H8 Is a Winner!"

(Kilobaud No. 20, p. 70), I had to
submit some black and white
photos. While assembling my
darkroom equipment, I once
again experienced an old
yearning shared by all photo
printers-a darkroom clock to
count on ... and see ... and
hear while exposing, develop-
ing, stopping and fixing.

While I was in this wishful
mood, my eyes fell upon my
H8's keypad and LED array, and
I knew my timer wasn't far
away. After a few minutes of
BASIC work, the timer was
done, negatives printed and
package on its way.

Keypad Input

As a prologue to describing
the timer program, a few com-
ments are in order about
BASIC's ability to communi-
cate with front-panel facilities.
Heath's Extended BASIC is nor-
mally configured for operator
input from the console (Heath
H9, ADM 3A, etc.). However, an
alternate input facility is
BASIC's PAD function. If Ex-
tended BASIC were loaded, and
you were to enter 'PRINT
PAOlO), BASIC would lock up
until you pressed one of the
keys on the keypad-then the
value entered would be dis-
played on the console, and

would be followed by the •
prompt character. See Fig. 1 for
an example of this.
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Try the routine in Fig. 2 to dis-
cover what number is assigned
to each key-remember that
should you enter a CONTROL-C
to break out of the routine,
BASIC will still wait for the key
entry on line 10 prior to servic-
ing the CONTROL-C (as with
most Heath software products,
BASIC accepts all console in-
put as interrupts, and in this
case the CONTROL-C is held
until the PAD function is com-

pleted by pressing any key on
the keypad). The assignments
are shown in Fig. 3.

BASIC uses PAM8's (Heath
Panel Monitor) routine for read-
ing the keypad, so each entry is
debounced and followed with a
"click" in the front-panel
speaker.

LED Output

Heath has thoughtfully pro-
vided a BASIC function called

08 D ·5~5"El·,u '-I
" .....•--; ...8.,' H" ':', '7 '" !2!L. . . __.. . .

B ,,.D ,,,U,,5..,C <4,L-
>4·R .6H ,,,p !>oF '609,",5
,,,,4 ,."CJ "'// '9'/ ,.,·d ",.0

,,,,,22"-L "'f' f mf/ w/ .2·3
,.,7 £43 /'" 238

IS4

Table 1. LED segments displayed from several decimal values.

SEG to return a numeric value
appropriate to displaying a
zero-through-nine digit on one
of the 7-segment LEOs. Func-
tion SEG will not accept nega-
tive arguments, and arguments
greater than nine will generally
result in the digit 8 being dis-
played. SEG will accept a
floating-point argument and
will truncate it down to the next
integer.

Try using SEG with the pro-
gram in Fig. 4. Line 10 turns on
a bit in PAM8, which allows a
user program to write into the
LEOs with the POKE function.
After a value is input by line 20
and its SEG value displayed,
the SEG value is POKEd in loca-
tion 040.013 (decimal 8203),
which is the high-order address
LED (left-most LED). Either the
command-form or statement-
form CNTRL 2,0 will once again
blank the LEOs; this is their nor-
mal mode when BASIC is ex-
ecuting.

To view all possible LED seg-
ment combinations, enter and
execute the program in Fig. 5.
Lines 20-40 blank out the LEOs,
and a FOR loop is entered.
After the current value of loop
index "I" is displayed in the
left-most LED, the index is de-
coded into hundred-ten-unlt
values that are displayed on the
three right-most LEOs.

Because of line 130 the loop
will pause until the space bar
on the console is pressed (with-
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* PRINT PAD to)
10 •• D

KEY
PRESSED

Fig. 1. Simple keypad test.

out the pause, each combina-
tion is displayed less than 0.1
second). As you continue to ex-
amine these patterns, you'll
find many to be nonsense and a
few that may be useful in future
applications. Table 1 illustrates
some that may be of interest.

Fig. 6 identifies the decimal
value required to turn on each
segment in an lED if POKEdto
the correct address in the
CNTRl 2,1 mode. These values
can be placed in an array
(S(1)= 253,S(2)= 251,S(3)= 247
... ) and combined by the AND
function to form any desired
segment combination. For ex-
ample, the letter "J" could be
displayed by J = S(2)AND
S(3)ANDS(4)ANDS(5) followed
by POKE8203,J.

Speaker

Heath's Panel Monitor
(PAM8), everpresent in the first
1K of ROM and a few bytes of
RAM, includes in its treasure of
goodies a subroutine called
HORNat 002.140.When execut-
ed, it will turn on the 1000 Hz
panel speaker for x millisec-
onds, where x is the current
value in register (A) times 2. To
use in BASIC, configure Ex-
tended BASICwith some space
at the top of your RAM for a
USRroutine, load the routine to
be memory resident with
BASIC, and set Extended
BASIC's USR pointer to the
start of your routine.

Assuming you have 16K of
RAM and you've left 1K at the
top for USR routines when you
did your BASIC configuration
(SYSGEN), the six-byte USR
function in Fig. 7a will allow
BASIC access to the speaker.
Since these six bytes can be
easily represented in decimal,
as shown in Fig. 7b, the USR
function can be loaded by a
simple POKEto the correct ad-
dress (134.000 = decimal
23552). The POKE is also suit-
able for configuring BASIC to
point to 134.000 as the USR
function (do this with POKE

10 PRINT PAD(O)
20 GOTO 10

Fig. 2. Pressing keys will
confirm values.

Fig. 3. Key assignments.

17268,92).
A couple of observations on

USRfunctions: Although Heath
doesn't step you through their
use in the H8 Software Refer-
ence Manual, there is a wealth
of hints that can be dug out
regarding useof internal BASIC
routines. Also, since BASICcan
be dynamically reconfigured to
change the pointer to the USR
function through POKEs to
17267 and 17268, several USR

10 CNTRL 2,1
20 INPUT I
30 PRINT SEG(I)
40 POKE 8203,SEG(I)
50 GOTO 20

Fig. 4. Test of SEG function.

10 CNTRL 2,1
20 FOR 1=0 TO 8
30 POKE 8203+1,255
40 NEXT I
50 FOR 1=0 TO 255
60 POKE 8203,1
70 H=INT(I/l00)
80 POKE 8209,SEG(H)
90 T=INT((I-H*100)/10)
100 POKE 8210,SEG(T)
110 U=INT(I-H*100-T*10)
120 POKE 8211,SEG(U)
130 PAUSE
140 NEXT I

Fig. 5. LED combination pro-
gram.

functions can be in high mem-
ory and the appropriate one
selected by correct loading of
the USRpointer.

The Timer

The Program listing com-
bines these three features of
the H8 (keypad input, lED out-
put and speaker) with PAM's

Program listing.

COM NAN D L 0 0 P

253

191Il® CD ®]51
"!l 254 II

Fig. 6. LED segments and
values.

10 REN PHOTO THIER USING H-S LED'S, KEYPAD, AND FRONT-PANEL SPEAKER_
20 REN
30 REN FOLLOWING LOADS A USR ROUTINE TO CLICK FRONT-PANEL SPEAKER
40 POKE 17268,92
50 DATA 62,1,205,96,2,201
60 P9=23552
70 FOR 1=0 TO 5
so READ Ii
90 POKE P9+I, Ii
100 NEXT I
120 REN P9 SET TO POINT TO ~IEMORY LOCATION THAT SETS 'CLICK' LENGTH.
130 P9=P9+1
140 DIM M(3),Q(3,9)
150 FOR 1=0 TO 9
160 Q(l,I)=SEG(I)
170 Q(3,I)=SEG(I)
180 NEXT I
190 DATA 1,115,72,96,50,36,4,113,0,32
200 FOR 1=0 TO 9:READ Q(2,I):NEXT I
210 CNTRL 2,1
220 REN "A" POINTS TO FIRST LED, AND "C" TO HIGH-ORDER BYTE OF CLOCK.
230 A=8203
240 C=8220
250 REN BLANK-OUT DIGITS
260 GOSUB 5000
1000 RE~I ======================================================
1010 RE}I
1020 RE}! ======================================================
1030 REN "+" COHHAND (VALUE 10) = EXECUTE COUNT
101,0 REN "/" COilllAND (VALUE 13) = EXECUTE UPDATE
1050 Xl=PAD(O)
1060 IF Xl=10 THEN GOSUB 3000
1070 IF Xl=13 THEN GOSUB 2000
1080 IF (Xl=10 OR Xl= 13) THEN 1050
1090 REN == ERROR - SOUND BELL AND TRY AGAIN
1100 PRINT CHR$(7);
1110 GOTO 1050
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2000 REM ======================================================
2010 REM SUBROUTINE TO UPDATE COUNTER
2020 REM 3 DIGITS REQUIRED ••••• LAST MUST BE '5' OR '0'
2030 REM BLANK DISPLAY
2040 GO SUB 5000
2050 REM GET THREE NUMBERS FROM KEYPAD AND STORE IN ARRAY "M"
:::060REH IN ORDER 3,2,1
2070 X=PAD(O)
2080 IF X(10 THEN 2130
2090 REM ERROR: VALUE MUST BE 0 TO 9
2100 PRINT CHR$(7);
2120 GOTO 2070
2130 Q=Q(3,X)
2140 H(3)=X:POKE A,Q
2160 X=PAD(O)
2180 IF X(10 THEN 2230
2200 PRINT CHR$(7);
2220 GOTO 2160
2230 Q=Q(2,X)
2240 H(2)=X:POKE A+l,Q
2260 X=PAD(O)
2280 IF (X=O OR X=5) THEN 2330
2300 PRINT CHR$(7);
2320 GOTO 2260
2330 Q=Q(1,X)
2340 M(l)=X:POKE A+2,Q
2360 Zl=M(1):Z2=M(2):Z3=M(3)
2999 RETURN
3000 RE}! ======================================================
3010 REM COUNTS DOWN DIGITS IN ARRAY "H"
3100 SET COUNTER TO ZERO
3120 POKE C,O: POKE C-1,0
3140 Z=l: GOTO 3180
3145 REM TINER LOOP:
3150 GOSUB 6000
3180 X=PEEK(C)
3200 IF X<>Z THEN 3180
3205 U2=USR(U2)
3210 Z=Z+1: IF Z)255 THEN Z=Z-256
3215 M(1)=N(1)-5
3220 IF N( 1)=0 THEN 3150
3225 N(1)=5
3280 M(2)=N(2)-1
:J300 IF H(2)=0 THEN 3150
3320 M(2)=9
3340 N(3)=N(3)-1
3360 IF N( 3)=0 THEN 3150
3380 POKE P9,20:U2=USR(U2)
3390 N(1)=Zl:N(2)=Z2:N(3)=Z3
3410 GOSUD 6000
3420 POKE P9,1
3999 RETURN
5000 REM ======================================================
5010 REM BLANK OUT LED'S
5020 FOR I=A TO A+8
5030 POKE 1,255
5040 NEXT I
5999 RETURN
6000 ==========================================================
6010 RIDI UPDATE DIGITS
6020 I=A
6030 FOR Q=3 TO 1 STEP -1
6040 POKE I,Q(Q,N(Q))
6050 I=I+1
6060 NEXT Q
6999 RETURN
9999 END
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interrupt-driven clock to pro-
vide a timer that is easy to use
in the dark, and quite re-
peatable.

Repeatability rather than ab-
solute accuracy is stressed; for
both black and white and color,
most darkroom workers estab-
lish procedures based on con-
ditions that they know can be
obtained for each session. For
example, I a/ways make my
contact sheets with the film
plane of the enlarger 24 inches
above the easel, lens set for
f3.5 and in focus, negative car-
rier empty, RC paper, 3'12 sec-
onds exposure and developer
at about 750 F-this works
every time.

My approach on the timer
program was to use the high-
order byte of the 16-bit clock.
Its least Significant bit is in-
cremented by an interrupt every
2 ms, so the least significant bit
in the high-order byte (the ninth
bit in the 16-bit register) is in-
cremented every 0.512 sec-
onds. This provides crystal-
controlled repeatability at 2.4
percent absolute accuracy, so
a 60-second countdown will
really take 61.44 seconds ...
but it will do it every time!

BASIC just doesn't process
fast enough to use the low-
order byte. To prove thi~ for
yourself, execute the following
series of repetitive PEEKs at
the low-order byte: FOR I = 1 to
1000: PRINT PEEK(8219);:NEXT
I. You'll get numbers like 74 89
104122140158175194212231
249 11 27 and so on, if you're
running your console at 4800
baud-the spread will be great-
er if your console is slower.

Now substitute 8220 in the
PEEK and reexecute; at 600
baud you'll see six to ten dupli-
cations of the high-order byte
before it is incremented (at
9600 baud, 16 to 23 duplica-
tions). It should be clear that
the low-order byte cannot be
processed with BASIC.

In lines 10-100 of the timer
program the USR routine is
loaded and BASIC configured
for USR with the POKE to 17268
(134.164). P9 is set to modify the
second byte in the MVI instruc-
tion (via a POKE), which loads
register (A) with the time the
horn is to be turned on.



In lines 140-200 a matrix Q is
defined. Its first and third rows
are used to store the appropri-
ate values to display integers
on the LEOs. Since the timer's
range is 99.5 to 00.0, the second
row of Q includes data from line
190 to display integers with
decimal points. After the LED
write bit is turned on, and
pointers to the LED's RAM and
the clock are established, we
enter the command loop.

The program is set up so that
as soon as you enter RUN, you
can turn off the CRT console.
All program functions are con-
trolled by the keypad. Line 1050
reads a keypad value, which is
subsequently tested. Should
the value be in error, the con-
sole BELL is sounded, if the
console is on, and the program
waits for a correct entry-
either upper-right or lower-right
keys.

The UPDATE function should
be first selected to place a

value in the counter array "M."
Upon entry into UPDATE at line
2000, the display is blanked via
subroutine 5000, and three key
entries are processed. Should
they be in error (i.e., not be
values 0-9 for the first two, or 0
or 5 for last), the BELL will
sound (if the console is on) and
that digit will not display on the
LED panel; otherwise the se-
lected digit will display. After
the third correct key entry,
three scalers that save the
digits will be updated (Z1, Z2,
Z3) and control returned to the
command loop.

Upon entry to COUNTER, the
clock bytes are zeroed to maxi-
mize accuracy of the first half
second, and the target ("Z") for
comparison to the high-order
byte set to 1. The high-order
clock byte is then tested until it
equals the target, which is a
delay of 512 ms. When they are
equal the speaker is "clicked"
(useful if the printer is "dodg-

134.000
13/1.002
134.005

076 001
315 1110 002
311

HVI A,OOlQ
CALL HORN
nET

Fig. 7a. USRprogram to interface with speaker.

Octal: 076, 001, 315, 140, 002, 311
Decimal: 62, 1, 205, 96, 2 201

Fig. 7b. Decimal values for POKEing.

ing" or "burning" the print) and
the target incremented.

The low- to high-order values
in the counter array are decre-
mented, as required, and the
display updated via subroutine
6000. The timer loop is reen-
tered at line 3180. When the
"tens" member of the counter
array goes negative, time is up
and the subroutine is exited
after sounding a 10 ms beep on
the speaker.

What's Missing

Direct control of the enlarger
and safelight would be an ob-
vious enhancement. Announce-
ment by Mullen Computer
Boards of an H8 Relay/Opto-
Isolator Control Board should
make this possible. Although I
have no experience with the
Mullen board, I believe the pro-
gram modifications shown in
Fig. 8 should provide the re-
quired control. These modifica-

tions assume that a 2 to port
144. would activate relays to
turn on the safelight and off the
enlarger while a 1 to port 144.
would turn off the safelight and
on the enlarger.

Another enhancement: To
stop the count while it is count-
ing, add line 3190-IF PIN(240)
<> 255 THEN 3380. Pressing
any key on the keypad will
cancel the count.

Wrap·up

You've reviewed how some
H8 PAM facilities are available
to the BASIC programmer.
Whether you are counting,
clocking, displaying error or
record numbers, or alpha mes-
sages such as 140,222,222,198,
222,254,254,254,254 (Error- ---),
or warning a data-entry opera-
tor with a speaker click, beep,
or howl-these facilities are
available for the creative
designer .•

270 OUT 100,2
1035 REM "*" CONI-lAND(VALUE 10) = EXECU'rE FOCUS
1065 IF X1=12 THEN GOSun '1000
1080 IF (X1=10 OR X1=12 Oil Xl=13) THEN 1050
3130 OUT 100,1
3370 OUT 100,2
11000 REJlI =======================================
4010 REN FOCUS SUBROUTINE
1,020 OUT 100,1
1:030 REJlI liAIT FOR ANY KEYPAD EgTRY TO GO BACK.
11040 X=PAD(O)
4050 OUT 100,2
11999 RETURN

Fig. 8. Probable mods to add to Mullen Relay Board.

SOFTWARE DESIGN OR
LEARNING HOW TO MAKE YOUR

MICROCOMPUTER WORK FOR YOU
Four new books In the famous Blacksburg Series address a major limita-
tion in the application of microcomputers to Industrial. business, and
personal data acquisition and device control task-

MASTERING ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING

They Include detailed, hands-on experiments.

l·80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING toe
INTERFACING. BOOK 2
by Nichols, Nichols. & Rony, 494 p, Book No. 21610 $12.95. Covers In-
terfacing of the Z-BO with PIO and CTe chips.
B0801B085 SOFTWARE DESIGN, BOOK 2
by Titus, Larsen, and Titus, 348 p, Book No. 21615 $9.95. Covers asyn-
chronous serial communications, interrupts, data structures, searching,
sorting, look-up tables. command decoders, system monitors, break-
points, and debuggers.

TRS-80 INTERFACING
FROM THE FAMOUS BLACKSBURG SERIES
Learn how to Interface peripheral de-
vices to all Level II TRS·80s for data
acquisition or reduction, home energy
management, other real-world tasks.
190·page text teaches programming in
BASIC for device address decoders, In-
put and output ports, synchronization
signals. Hardware and software given
for AID and DIA converters, programma·
ble Interface chips, data loggers, a traf-
fic light controller, a digital logic tester.
18 hands-on experIments.

TRS·80 Interfacing, Dr. Jon Titus.
Book No. 21633 $8.95 plus $1.00
shipping and handling. VA resl-
dents add 4% tax, VISA and MAS·
TER CHARGE OK. GROUP TECH·
NOLOGY, LTD., P.O. Box 87B,
Check, VA 24072 (703) 651·3153. v 195

SPECIAL-Add $2.00 for Parts List and
Instructions lor the TRS·SO breadboard
needed for the Interfacing.
Write for list of other Blacksburg Series
books.

S
y Ber In, 21 p, Book No. 21654 $8.95. Covers CMOS characteristics,

TTL equivalents, and interfacing with other logic families and chips.

Send Check, M.D., VISA, or Master Charge order to:

Group TaehnoJo':II, Ltd.
P.O. Bo" 87B v 194
Ch."Ir, VA :1407:1

703·651·3153
Add $1.00 shipping and handling for one book, $.50 for each additional
book.
Virginia residents add 4 % sales tax.
Write for descriptive brochure on more than 30 boob in The Blacksburg
Series .

f~~~~:g.'f
Comp(jter~

FUN! Eas,/ st.il~
RUSH COUPON FOR ~

..dl FREE FACTS
~ GP.~r:-"'SPARETIME ~fu'

Send loday 10 OAR· E3,"•••••••••••••••••
3110 Fullon Ave.. Sacramenlo CA 95821 v 134

STREET

CITY

STATE ZIP
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TIS-SO
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS.

. OIlE STEP IEYOND.
If you thought the TRS-80™ microcomputer was just a

toy, think again. These TBS-80 software systems will turn that
computer into a powerful data processor.

IIVFORMATIOIV SYSTEM by Dale Kubler is simply the best
in-memory, data base manager on the market. It allows you to

create files with up to ten fields per record, up to 40 characters
per field and 200 characters total per record. Data from the key-
board is entered directly onto a screen display of one entire file.
Once entered, you can sort or search your entire data base by

any category and have the information desired displayed on the
screen. INFORMATIOIV SYSTEM provides a thorough editing
mode allowing changes by line without rewriting an entire file.

This program allows you to program your own printouts to almost
any form you desire for line or serial printers. Screen prints from

anywhere in the program are also available IIVFORMATION
SYSTEM creates either disk or cassette files depending upon

the version you use. From mail lists to recipes, this program is the
ideal small system information manager. The price for this program,

32K up disk is $34.50. For systems 16K up tape it's $24.50.
DATA MANAGER by Dale Kubler starts out where INFORMA-

TION SYSTEM leaves off. Requiring 32K and one disk, it accepts up
to ten user-defined fields with up to forty characters per field and
255 characters per record. As with all TBSsoftware, data entry
and editing is professional and simple to use. What makes this

program stand apart from "in-mem" data managers is that it uses up
to four disks on line as memory, or as much as 320K of memory
storage. Because disk sorts take more time than in-mem sorts,

DATA MANAGER enables the user to create and maintain up to
5 "key" sort files for quick access of data. A utility program

is provided to calcula(e the number of records possible since
the amount of records you can maintain is dependent on a

number of variables. This program also supports the upper/
lower case modification, and printouts can be programmed

to almost any format and sent to line or serial printer.
Background printing is provided enabling the computer to

search and print at the same time. If you already have INFOR-
MATION SYSTEM, DATA MAIVAGER will accept those files.

A necessity for organized people, this program sells for $49.50.
BUSIIVESS MAIL SYSTEM by Dale Kubler is designed

for large-scale business users. Requiring 32K, two disks and
printer, this program will store up to 150,00(}names in a single

file spread out over multiple disks. Each data disk holds 500 names.
After data entry, BMS automatically sorts the data by zip code

and alphabetical order within the zip code. The program tells you
when and which data disk to insert, expanding your files automati-

cally until you've reached 300 disks. Data is input directly onto
formatted screen display with the option to use Company Name/
Attention instead of Last Name/First Name. Three numeric and

one alpha code fields are provided to help you use the search
and printout mode. BUSIIVESS MAIL SYSTEM allows you to
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program the number and spacing of your labels.
With more features than can be described

here, this high-powered program sells for $125.00.
TEXT MERGE is the program that puts it all together. If you

have the ELECTRIC PENCIL from Michael Shrayer, 32K and one
disk drive, then this program is a must. It will merge your data

base from any of the above programs with an Electric Pencil file.
For example, when you write a letter that is going to several hun-
dred people, you can "code" it by entering a field name from the
above programs in place of the actual information. Then, when

TEXT MERGE is run, it will print out your Pencil file and substitute
the "code" with the actual data. In other words, you can print out
1,000 personalized letters without stopping the computer. This
program will also enable you to selectively search out only the

records from your data base that you wish to use. Also included
is the ability to set left, right, top and bottom margins, set page

numbers anywhere on the page, and print out right justified if you
so choose. TEXT MERGE will turn your computer into a powerful

data processor and it sells on disk for $49.50.
TBS has other incredible software for Tandy's microcom-

puter. Intent on making it a powerful tool, we have large scale
business accounting systems, general accounting systems,

system utilities and the Library 100. Wehave the only
DISK HEAD CLEAIVER (for APPLE too!) and GRAIV MASTER

DISKETTES, the best on the market.
TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and we build systems, not

just software. The above products are available now, nationwide.
Visit your local Computer Dealer or Associate Radio Shack Store

and demand the best, demand TBS. For more information, contact
us through the numbers below.

I. ;,~'"~'!!!,GA"!f,



TBS-SO
GENERAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS.

ONE STEP BEYOND.
Your TRS-80™ microcomputer is not a toy. These TBS-80 general

accounting systems aptly demonstrate the power of your computer.
ANAL YSIS PAD by Del Jones is the epitome of first-class

programming in business applications. Requiring 48K, and one disk
with a printer recommended, this columnar calculator gives the user
tremendous flexibility in data entry, enabling the user to create 30
or more columns and rows. Enter your own column and row labels.
Enter your data by row or column or directly onto screen display

via edit mode. Move, swap, delete, and add rows or columns. Create
new pads by stripping relevant data from old files. Younever have
to key in data twice. But, more important than the powerful data

manipulation provided, add, subtract, multiply and divide one column
by another and put results in another column. Perform up to six
calculations on one column and even define one column to be a
constant. The calculation routine you create can be saved and

reused. Print out the entire pad in four column segments to line or
serial printer. ANAL YSIS PAD was originally advertised for 32K

tape at $32.50. Since then, it has been totally rewritten and
expanded to its present 48K disk only form and sells for $49.50.
It is easily worth twice as much. Youhave to see it to believe it.
CHECK REGISTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM, adapted for

the TRS-80 by Dale Kubler and originally written by OE Dial, is the
most comprehensive check-balancing program written. Requiring

32K, two disks and printer, this program does much more than just
balance and reconcile your checkbook. It enables you to define up
to 60 account names and will generate monthly summaries of all
accounts with monthly and year-to-date totals. Single-entry input

allows the user to disperse one transaction over several accounts and
to make a 64-character note on each transaction. Checks can be

printed out after data has been entered. Aside from the Statement of
Accounts, CRAS also generates the following reports: Check Regis-
ter for any Month, Notes to Check Register, Income/Expense Distri-

bution, Statement of Selected Accounts, Bank Reconcile Statement
and Suspense File. The Suspense file is an extra feature where

you can make notes to yourself for any month in the year. CRAS
will make both you and your account happy and it sells for $49.50.

CHECKBOOK /I by Alan Meyers is the finest program of its
kind yet published. With superb graphic screen displays, it does
everything necessary to keep your checkbook balanced. Data is
input directly into a five-column screen display with a field for

alpha or numeric codes. Editing is done easily for changes in any
or all columns. CHECKBOOK /I will accurately balance and recon-

cile your checkbook, handling balances up to $1,000,000. Your
balance brought forward is always in memory. Outstanding checks

are listed and easily saved. Youcan also search for an entry by any
field except amount, and all checks with matching entries will be
displayed and totaled. A numeric sort routine is included. Screen
prints can be made to a line printer from almost any point in the
program. In addition, the 32-48K version can write files to disk.
This, and the 16K version, are included on the same tape. For

$18.50, CHECKBOOK /I is the bottom line in personal checkbook

programs. A disk version of this program is available for $28.50.
BUDGET /I (not yet released) by Alan Meyers, takes off where
CHECKBOOK II ends. Written exclusively for either disk or tape

based computers, this program enables the user to set up 20 account
names with four character codes for each, that correspond to the

codes used in Checkbook II. Each account can be tagged income or
expense and whether it is fixed or not. Set your monthly budget and

balance it. Disperse your cash account over the other accounts.
Checkbook II data is brought in and summarized by account and

compared to amount budgeted. Year-to-date totals are included in
monthly summary. Year Summary gives monthly and year totals for
each account at a glance. Forecast feature enables user to enter

rate of inflation and income increase to see financial standing
after 12 months. Review enables user to go back and look at

months previously summarized. Flashy graphics and much more. For
16K and 32K tape, BUDGET /I sells for $24.50. For 32K up disk,
$34.50. If you have CHECKBOOK II, you will want this program.

TBS has other incredible software for Tandy's microcom-
puter. Intent on making it a powerful tool, we have large scale

business accounting systems, data processing systems,
system utilities, and the Library 100. We have the only

DISK HEAD CLEANER (for APPLE too!) and GRAN MASTER
DISKETTES, the best on the market.

TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and we build systems, not
just software. The above products are available now, nationwide.
Visit your local Computer Dealer or Associate Radio Shack Store

and demand the best, demand TBS. For more information,
contact us through the numbers below

fM TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation
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E x pan d Your H8
..

Expand your Heath H8, use it in the darkroom ... or both.

Larry Spani
William Seely
Syntext Data
PO Box 24
Monmouth OR 97361

disk controller board, two serial
boards and four 8K memory
boards. The 16K board was not
yet available (we weren't even
aware that they had one
planned), but by the time it was
available, we were sorry we did
not have the foresight to see it
coming.

This brought us to the prob-
lem at hand: only 32K of memory
and no room for expansion. One
alternative would have been to
replace three of the 8K boards

Ifyour H8 motherboard is full
and there are additional

boards you have your eye on,
then read on.

We purchased our H8 system
in December 1977 and quickly
filled up all of the available
slots, including the CPU board,

CABINET
Refer to your H8 assembly manual. Order the Items shown in the Parts List under
Chassis Assembly with the exception of the following:
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS Speaker
SHEET METAL PARTS Circuit board mounting bracket (2)

Circuit board support clamp
PRINTED MATERIAL Do not order any of these Items
MISCELLANEOUS PCB connectors (2)

Nut Starter
IC Lifter
Solder Wick
Window
3·Ring Binder
Set of 5 Tabs
System Software

PC BOARD
Parts Needed (1)6" x 6" double sided copper board

(2)25·pln connector (Heath PIN 432·947)
(2)25"pln 90 degree header strips
(3)20·pln IC sockets
(3)74LS241
(1) + 5 Volt regulator (7805)
(1)2.2 uF tantalum capacitor (20 V)
(1) .01 uF capacitor (100V)
(3)1.2k Ohm 'I•.Wall resistors (10%)

MISCELLANEOUS
Parts Needed 2'h' # 14 wire pair

z-orn Molex Connector
18" so-ccoouctor ribbon cable
2 25·hole connector shells (Heath PIN 432·948)
50 spring clips (Heat~ PIN 432·666)

Table 1. Parts list.
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with 16K boards. This would
have been both costly and left
us with three less-than-useless
8K boards. Expanding the
motherboard seemed a more
logical approach.

We checked with the Heath
computer technicians and
found there were no plans in the
works for expanding the H8 and
probably never would be. One of
the popular board manufactur-
ers had also mentioned the
possibility of an expansion
board for the H8, but after
writing to them we found that
they, too, had no immediate
plans.

If we wanted this expansion,
we would have to do it our-
selves; so we did. For approx-
imately $180, we designed our
own expansion interface, and
we are pleased with the results.
If you are in a similar situation,

or if you just want the option of
having the room for future board
releases, then this article is for
you.

Description
The expansion interface con-

sists of a printed circuit board,
expansion cabinet and an inter-
connecting cable (Photo 1).The
expansion unit was designed
primarily to accommodate
memory boards (8K and/or 16K)
only. When you are finished, you
can move memory from the H8
to the expansion unit with am-
pie room in the H8 for all other
boards. Because of this, we
found that it was not necessary
to design the expansion PC
board to accommodate all
Heath boards. Due to their vari-
ety, this would have been much
more involved.

We strongly suggest that you

Photo 1. The interconnecting cable tying the two units into one.



Photo 2. H8 system with expansion unit.

read through the entire article
and assess your situation be-
fore proceeding with anyone
part of th is project.

The cabinet consists almost
totally of Heath parts, for
several reasons. The most prom-
inent is cost. After pricing an ap-
propriate enclosure and power
supply, we found that those two
items alone were equal to the
cost of a complete H8 in parts,
minus the CPU, front panel
boards and a few other miscella-
neous parts. There were also the
problems of design (critical) and
appearance. By sticking with
the H8, we were able to solve all
of those problems with a
minimum of effort and cash.

A complete list referencing all
needed parts is shown in Table
1.You may already have some of
the items; you might purchase
the others locally at a reduced
cost, but be careful not to com-
promise quality for a few cents.
If you do not have a price list of
the parts for the H8, write or call
Heath for one.

The double-sided printed cir-
cuit board is 6 x 6 inches. This
board costs approximately $30
to make, but it may be less for
you if you already have develop-
ing and etching materials.

The cabinet will take most of
the time needed to complete
this project, as there are modifi-
cations to make in addition to
assembling the cabinet.

Circuit Description

The circuit is a concise buffer-
ing unit composed of three non-
inverting octal bufferlline drive
ICs (74LS241).Two of the ICs are

used to buffer the 16 address
lines, and the remaining IC buf-
fers the memory write, 1/0 write,
memory read, 1/0 read, phase ID2
clock, reset and M1 (see Fig. 1).

Keep in mind that the 50-pin
bus begins its count with 0, not
1. References to ICs will be giv-
en with the pin IN number first,
followed by the corresponding
pin OUT number, using the for-
mat IC3 (4-16).

IC1 and IC2 buffer the ad-
dress lines as the signals move
across the board. The address
lines are buffered as shown in
Table 2. If you use wire wrap
rather than a printed circuit
board, AO-A7 may be accom-
modated by one IC, and A8-A15
by the other. This will reduce the
amount of wire crossover.

IC3 buffers the remaining
signals as shown in Table 3. All
other lines are unbuffered and
are either carried by the foil pat-
tern or by jumper.

The remaining pins are com-
mon on all three ICs and are
assigned as shown in Table 4.
The H8 and the expansion unit
each have three voltage sup-
plies. While the + 8 volt supplies
are connected by a #14 wire pair
(described later), the remaining
two supplies (+ 18and -18) are
interconnected between the two
units via the foil pattern on the
PC board.

The PC Board

The PC board (Photo 2) is
relatively easy to make. The pat-
terns for each side of the board
are shown in Fig. 2. There are
numerous books and articles to
aid you in making PC boards.

AO through A3 IC2.(11·9).(13· 7).(15·5).(17-3)

A4 through A7 IC1.(11·9).(13·7).(15-5).(17·3)

A8 lhrough All IC 1.(2-18).(4-16).(6·14).(8·12)

A12 through A 15 IC2.(2·18).)(4·16).(6·14).(8-12)

Table 2.

(17·3) RESET (15·5) MEMORY READ

(13·7) 1/0 READ (11·9) MEMORY WRITE

(2·18) PHASE 02 (4-16) 1/0 WRITE

(8-12) Ml (6-14) NOT USED

Table 3.

Once the PC board is etched
and drilled, test all of the pat-
terns on the board for continu-
ity. It is much easier to correct a
foil pattern problem now than
later. Once you are sure the
board is sound, the parts can be
added.

Solder the three IC sockets in-
to place. Next, insert and solder
in the two Heath connector
shells (PIN 432-947) at S1. Then
insert the two 25-pin 90·degree
header strips into S2 and solder
those into place. Connect jump-
ers in the locations shown in
Table 5.

Solder in a .01 uF capacitor at
C2 and a 2.2 uF tantalum ca-
pacitor at C1. Install 1.2k Ohm
resistors at R1, R2 and R3. In-
stall the 7805, + 5 volt regulator
into its location at the high end
of S1. Jumper remaining holes

in the board to the other side by
inserting small lengths of wire
through the board and soldering
on both sides. Cut off all excess
lead lengths. Recheck your work
for poor solder connections, sol-
der bridges, etc. A continuity
check ensures proper installa-
tion of all parts. Insert the three
74LS241s intotheir sockets, and
be sure pin 1 is in the proper
place. This completes the PC
board.

The Enclosure

Once you have all of the parts,
put the expansion cabinet
together using your H8 as-
sembly manual for guidance.
Three modifications must be
made. Two involve wiring
changes, and the.third is a modi-
fication in the cabinet.

Since the H8 and the expan-

Photo 3. PC board for expansion unit.
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Pin 10 is grounded and is tied to ground.
Pin 20 is connected to the + 5 volt supply.
Pin 1 is an inverting control gate used to control the operation of four of the in-

ternal buffering. circuits in each IC. This pin is tied to ground.
Pin 19 is a non-inverting control gate used to activate the remaining four inter-

nal buffering circuits in each IC. This pin is tied to the + 5 volts at Pin 20
through a 1.2k Ohm resistor.

Table 4.

(A) IC3 PIN 18 to (A) S2 PIN 22
(W) IC3 PIN 16 to (W) S2 PIN 21
(M) IC3 PIN 12 to (M) S2 PIN 19
(R) 51 PIN 20 to (R) S2 PIN 20
(D) S1 PIN 27 to (D) S2 PIN 27
(P) S1 PIN 47 to (P) S2 PIN 47

Table 5.

slon unit must have power ap-
plied at the same time, it will be
necessary to change the ac
power switch wiring as follows
(these steps follow the as-.
sembly instructions in your H8
manual; also refer to Fig. 3):

Do not connect a wire be-
tween lug 1 of the power switch
and lug 2 of the fuseholder.

Do not connect the black line
cord lead to lug 1 of' the ac
socket; instead, connect it
directiy to lug 1 of the power
switch.

Do connect a wire between
lug 2of the power switch and lug
1of the fuseholder.

Later in the assembly manual
you are instructed to connect a
lead from one of the switches
located in the ac shield to lug 2
of the power switch; instead,
connect this lead directly to lug
2 of the fuseholder.

When the project is complete,
plug the H8 directly into the ac
socket of the expansion unit,
and the H8 power switch must
be in the on position permanent-
ly.When you turn the expansion
unit on, both units will have
power applied at precisely the
same moment.

The other wiring modification
involves tying the two units' + 8
volt power supplies together for
consistency in operation. To do
this, use a #14wire pair to con-
nect the terminals of the 77,000
UFcapacitors of each unit (+ to
+, - to -). Two and one-half
teet of wire will be sufficient to
reach between the two capaci-
tors using the sxlstlnq cable
openings in the rear of each
unit. We also put a Molex con-
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nectar in the middle of the wire
pair for easeof disconnection of
the two units if it ever becomes
necessary.

The third modification in-
volves cutting two slotted open-
ings - one in the right side panel
of the expansion unit and the
other in the left side panel of the
H8. The interconnecting cable
will pass through these open-
ings. Each slot is directly in line
with P3of the motherboard and
has the same angle. It will be
necessary to remove all boards
in the H8 to do this, and the
motherboard in the expansion
unit must not be in place.

Drill two holes in each of the
two side panels. The top hole is
measured 1 inch down from the
top and 4'12 inches in from the
front edge of the side panel (re-
fer to Fig. 4).The second hole is
both 4'12 inches down from the
top and 4'12 inches in from the
front edge. Use a small bit to
drill pilot holes, then redrill the
holes with a % inch bit. Once
this is done, use a stralqht edge
to draw two lines between the
outer edges of the holes. Use a
coping saw with a fine-toothed
saw blade to cut out the area
between the holes. The side
panels are made of plastic and
cut easily. If necessary, use a
fine file to even any rough spots
when you are finished cutting.
The reason for cutting these

slots is that the interconnecting
cable must not beover 18inches
long, or buffering problems will
occur. If you do not wish to cut
into the side panels, you can go
over the top of them, but" this
still means you have to niche
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WANT TO BE KING OF THE HILL?
TREAT YOURSELF ROYALLY WITH GIMIX UNIQUEAND INCOMPARABLE

.BOARDS: AND SYSTEMS ... DIP-switch Versatility for use with
both SS50 (6800) and SS50C (6809) Systems (SWTP. etc.)

32K STATIC RAM BOARDS
Designed for use with: * Existing SS50 Systems* SS50C Extended Address Systems

• Assembled
• Burned In

• Tested

16K $328.12

24K $438.14
32K $548.15
16K and 24K Versions are
socketed for 32K and re-
quire only additional
2114's for expansion.

FEATURES: •Write protect either of two 16K sections
• Decoding for 4 Extended Address Lines (allows • Low power consumption - uses 2114L low
memory decoding up to 1 megabyte) power RAMS - (2 amps typical for 32K)

• DIP-switch to set extendedaddressing or disable it • Fully Socketed
• 4 separate 8K blocks, addressable to any 8K • Gold Bus Connectors
boundary by DIP-switch • Guaranteed 2MHz operation

• Each 8K block may be individually disabled

FACTORY PRIME
STATIC RAMS

2114L 450 ns $5.90 200 ns $6.90

4044450 ns $5.90 250 ns . . $6.90
ADO $5.00 HANDLING ON ORDERSUNDER $200.00

THE UNIQUE GIMIX
80 x 24 VIDEO BOARD* Upper and Lower Case with Descenders* Contiguous 8x 10 Character Cells* Hardware Scrolling* X - Y Addressable Hardware Cursor

It is the ONL Y Video Board that
gives you Software Control of:
o A programmable RAM Character Generator plus

2 EPROM Character Generators (128 char. ea.).
o Selecting 256 Displayable Characters from 384

available.
o Normal or inverse video, full or reduced intensity,

or combinations of these by both ASCII Code and
Bit 8.

o GHOSTability - multiple boards at the same ad-
dress.

Fully decodedl occupies only 2K of address space
Fully socketea - Gold bus connectors.
Assembled, Burned-in, and Tested at 2MHz.

Deluxe Version. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $458.76
Without RAM Character Generator. $398.74
Other Video Boards from. $198.71

1.0. BOARDS
NEW!! 50 PIN 8 PORTRS-232

SERIAL BOARD
* With SS50C extended addressing (can be disabled)
* DIP-switch selectable Baud Rates for e?ch Port
* Occupies 16 bytes of address space
* Dip switch addressable to any 16 byte boundary
* Any 2 of IRQ, NMI or FIRQ can be used
* RS-232 handshaking for each port (CTS, RTS, DCD)

...................... $288.40
* With optional on Board Baud Rate Generator

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $318.46
ALSO AVA!LABL~

50 Pin 8 port Parallel $198.45
30 Pin 2 Port Parallel. . $ 88.42
30 Pin 1 Port Serial (RS 232 or ?OMA, current loop)

..................... $ 88.41
Cable Sets for above ea. $ 18.~5

EXPORT NOTES:

THE
CLASSY
CHASSIS
o Ferro-resonant Power Supply

o Heavyweight Aluminum Cabinet with fan
and provisions for two 5" disk drives.

o 6800/6809 Mother Board, fifteen 50 pin and 8
DIP-switch addressable 30 pin slots - Gold
Plated Pins. Fully decoded .

o Baud Rate Generator on Mother Board .. $828.19
32K SYSTEM Incomparable Features at a Comparable Price! $1,594.59
Includes: Chassis, 6800 CPU, 32K RAM Board, Choice of 110 Card.

16K Version ofaboye $1,374.49
Phone, write, or see your dealer for details and
prices on our broad range of Boards and Systems
for the SS50/SS50C bus and our AC Power
Control Products for all computers.For 50Hz 230V C.V. POWER SUPPLY Add $30.00

80 x 24 VIDEO BOARDS ~ Specify Format (No Added Charge)
On Orders under $250.00 for a Single Board, or Chips, please Add
$30.00 Handling and we will ship Air Mail Prepaid.
On all other orders we will ship via Emery Air FrieghtColiect, and we will
charge no handling. All orders must be prepaid in U.S. Funds. Please
note that foreign checks have been taking about eight weeks for collec-
tion, so we would advise wiring money or checks drawn on a bank ac-
count in the U.S. Our bank is the Continental Illinois National Bank of
Chicago, account #73-32033. Visa or Master Charge also accepted.
GIMIX'" and GHOST'" are Registered Trademarks of GIMIX !NC.

v' Reader Service-see page 258

rit\ c:~m1~~~;
~ Quality Electronic products since 1975.

1137 WEST 37th PLACE, CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 927·5510 • TWX 910·221·40S5
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out the tops of the panels to
allow the covers to fit. Unfor-
tunately, the cable is not long
enough to use the existing cable
openings in the rear of each
unit. We found the slotted-open-
ings technique best, but what-
ever method you choose is fine,
as long as the cable length does
not exceed the maximum 18
inches.

Next, cut a 50-conductor rib-
bon cable to the appropriate
length; 14 inches is plenty if you
have cut the slots. You can sep-
arate the cable into two 25-wire
cables for ease of handling. On
one end, solder a spring clip to
each of the 50 wires. Then fas-
ten the wires into two 25-pin
female connector shells. On the
other end, separate the individ-
ual wires about 1Y2 inches, and

strip the insulation back on
each wire no more than 1/8 inch.

Position the expansion unit
motherboard with the foil side
up and solder a wire of the cable
to each of the 50 pins at P3.No
bare wire can be exposed; do
not melt the insulation. Slide the
ribbon cable through the slotted
opening in the expansion unit
and fasten the motherboard into
place.

If you choose not to cut the
slots in the panels, put two
25-pin female connector shells
on this end of the cable also.
You can then slide these con-
nectors onto P3 of the expan-
sion unit motherboard after it is
fastened into place. If you go
this route, don't forget to order
the extra connector shells and
spring clips. With that, the en-

closure is complete.

Installation

Installation is simple. Make
sure the #14 wire pair that ties
the two + 8 volt supplies is con-
nected. Plug the H8 into the ac
socket of the expansion unit
and place the H8 power switch
in the on position, where it will
remain permanently. Make sure
the expansion unit is off.

Insert the expansion PC
board onto P3of the H8mother-
board. Move the lowest ad-
dressed memory board onto a
slot of the expansion unit moth-
erboard. One end of the inter-
connecting cable should al-
ready be connected to the ex-
pansion unit. Route the cable
through both slots and insert
the connector shell end onto the

TO SLIDE SWITCH
IN AC SHIELD

Fig. 3. Wiring aid for ac
modification in expansion unit.

header strips of the expansion
PCboard. Donot twist the cable
around.
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component Side

Fig. 2a. Component (top) side of PC board layout.
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46 WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR COMPUTER SENDNOMONEY!We'lilnvoiceyouon10-DAY
FREETRIAL. ALL BOOKS 1OO'~GUARANTEED.

& MICROPROCESSOR KNOW HOWl You must be s~tisf~edor return the books and
-. we'll cancel the mvorce.
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telephone to correct the few
hardware problems we have
had. The assembly documenta-
tion for all kits Is outstanding,
as are the user's manuals.

Heath has done well In sup-
plying software, considering
how few companies provide any
outside support for this system.
However, Lifeboat Associates
(Suite 505,2248 Broadway, New
York NY 10024) recently re-
leased a version of CP/M for the
Heath. Apparently this versatile
operating system will support
high-level language compliers.
Lifeboat has already released a
version of COBOL to operate
with their CP/M.

The Heath System is a plea-
sure to own, and with the ad-
dition of the expansion unit, you
can make it more so.•

no problems at all and were run-
ning the system with a full 56K
before we knew It.

If anyone of the three LEOs
do not light, a problem exists.
Turn the expansion unit off and
remove the expansion PC board
from the H8. The relatively sim-
ple design of this board should
make the problem easy to lo-
cate. Check for solder bridges
and unsoldered connections and
test all parts and connections
for continuity. If everything is
OK, you may have a bad
74LS241. Locate the problem,
then check the fuse in each unit
before re-testing. One of them
may have blown during the Ini-
tial test.

As a final test, bootstrap the
system and run a commonly
used BASIC program that re-
sides on disk. This will fully test
the communications between
the two units. We experienced

Conclusion

Our unit has been in opera-
tion for months. Now we wonder
how we got along with only 32K.

To complete the expansion
unit, we put a translucent red
cover over the rectangular hole
(such as is on the H8) and an
opaque black cover over the
keypad hole. We are also plan-
ning to add an LED digital clock
to be located behind the red
cover to be used for timings.

Overall, we think the Heath
H8 system Is excellent. Heath
supports its equipment. The
technicians at the Heath com-
puter lab can provide us with
.sufficient assistance over the

SIDE P.lNEL

Fig. 4. Mechanical diagram for
slotted openings in Sidepanels.

Turn the expansion unit on. If
the ION, RUN and PWR LEOS
come on and you hear the famil-
iar beep, the board is working
and the two units are communi-
cating. This Is the reason you
use the lowest-addressed mem-
ory board for the test, since the
computer cannot access any
memory if It cannot communi-
cate with the first 8K board.
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[LjJMICRO BUSINESS WORLD

[!!]M~~[L(Q)~[D)~~ ;;;1-1660
IDS 440 IMPACT PRINTER
The Paper Tiger
This low-cost printer has the capability
and versatility of printers twice its
price. Ideal for use with small computer
systems. Our price $1050.

8" (box of (0) 3740/1 sgl side/sgl density $ 4.50
8" (box of (0) 3740/10 sgl side/db! density 6.95

5" (box of 5) 104/1 soft sector of 107/1 10 sectors
or 105/1 16 sectors 4.50

DYSAN
DISKETTES
The CADILLAC 01
the Floppy Disks

at these low prices

EPSON TX-80 DOT MATRIX PRINTER
64 Graphic characters. 7x 5 dot matrix
(7 (6 In graphic) double width charac
ters. TRACTOR and FRICTION feed
models with interface and cable for
PET, APPLE, RS232 available at
OUR low prices.

APPLE SOFTWARE: VISICAL - the financial problem solving software $125.
TRS·aO SOFTWARE: MICROSOFT ADVENTURE -The sophisticated fantasy/logic

game ... Our low price ... $27.
WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF SOFTWARE FOR MOST OF THE MICRO COMPUTERS

MEMORY: 16K 4116 RAM for the TRS'80, APPLE II, PET, ZENITH and
other computers. set of 8 411S's25();ns or better $65:00

•..•248 Phone (213)' 371-1660

MICRO
BUSINESSWORLD
15818 Hawthorne Blvd.
• Lawndale, CA 90260

PrIces subject to change without notice.
VISA and MASTER CHARGE WELCOME. Allow 2
weeks for cashiers check to clear, 4 weeks for
personal checks. Add 2% for shipping and hand-
ling. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. (Sorry.
no C.O.D.)
Copyright 1980 •MICRO Business WORLD

VERBATIM® ATHANA® GEORGIA MAGNETICS®

noppy DiskeHes for
ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM
8 " Floppies only $32~.

HUNDRED LOTS

10 for $3.65 ea. • 50 for $3.40 ea.

We reserve the right to ship either 01 the name brands that we carry.

51/~'Mini-floppies only $2~~
HUNDRED LOTS

10 for $3.10 ea. • 50 for $2.85 ea.

SPECIFY SIZE, TYPE, & COMPUTER
5'1." Soft Sector, 10 Sector, 16 Sector-8" IBM Compatible. Hard Sector

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HRS. TO ORDER
800-824-7888
OPERATOR 814
CALIFORNIA 800-852-7777

or
C.O.D.

DC SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
POST OFFICE BOX 503
SAN BRUNO, CALIF. 94066

FORINFORMATION415-348-2387

0/ Reader Service-see page 258

Designed for your

TRS-80 VISA

The Photopoint ~.l&.htPen
"a whole new concept in computer applications"
• All you have to do is Point to Play!
• 6 programs included-3 on tape.
• Complete Info sheet on how to write your own

programs.
• Plugs directly into your TRS-80 system (Levell!)
• Works with DOS too!
• Voids no Radio Shack warranties!!
• Over 500 sold ...
Imagine, direct interaction with the video display.
Now you can eliminate the often confusing
keyboard from your real time
programs.
Order Your Phot op oint Today

Micro Matrix •...66
P.O. Box 938
Pacifica, CA 94044
The only light pen approved by:
Quality Softwareilnstant SoftlSoftside MI\).

• HIghe!lt J)OMlble q~.Hty48Ox512><8 dlgltalllideo
Image presently available on the market
Input cap.bAlty from TV camera or other sources
Variety of aynchron~tlon choices
2 selectable llideo AID conversion clreults
Choice of 1. 2. 4. 8. 16 or 32 bib per pixel
32K·byte Image memory on the basic system
32. 64. 128 & 256K byte system capacity
Ughtpeo Input
Photographic trigger control Input
Software selectable system parameters
Interfaces for TRS-SO and other processors
Comprehensive line of accessories. monitors and
support software

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

DIGITAL GRAPHIC SYSTEMS i ••••243

441 California Ave.•Palo Alto, CA 94306 415/494-6088
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The New Hp·41C

Is it a calculator or a computer? Read on and see what you think.

Gregory R. G/au
PO Box 1627
Prescott AZ 86302

What's a review of a calculator doing in
a computer magazine?

While the new Hewlett-Packard HP-41C
Is a hand-held calculator, It shares many of
the same features of Its larger brother, the
microcomputer. In fact, you might say the
new HP-41C Is a micro/mini/macro hand-
held computer!

Features
The Hp·41C ($295) can handle all the

operations you'd expect In a small calcula-
tor (sine, cosine, tangent, radians, pi,
square root), but it can also use and display
alphanumeric strings. You can store and re-
call strings and even compare them.

It Is fully programmable and has con-
tinuous memory, which means your pro-
gram Information and data are saved when
the calculator Is turned off. This allows you
to use the alphanumeric display capability
to ask for Input (SALES ?) and to label out-
put (PROFIT;;; %). This hand-held unit, like
a microcomputer, can talk back to you. The
HP-41C will produce ten different beep
tones under software control.

The HP·41C also continuously stores
three catalogs of Information. The first lists
by name the programs you have stored In
memory, so you always know exactly what
programs of your own are available to you
at anyone time. The second catalog lists
the programs contained in any appllcetlon
module you have plugged into the unit. This
catalog will read out 0 when you don't have
a module working with the unit. The third
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catalog lists all the operations the HP-41C
can perform ... all 130 of them.

The calculator also works with a list of er-
ror messages, which helps in debugging
your programs. You can step through a pro-
gram line-by-line In either direction. The
calculator also has a weak-battery Indicator
(the four "N" batteries will last about a
year).

The HP-41C automatically inserts blank
program lines Into your program as you
write it, similar to writing on a small corn-
puter in BASIC and skipping lines by tens to
leave room for more program lines. If you've
left out any lines, you can insert them into
the program; the rest of your program will
be bumped down the appropriate number of
spaces. Likewise, when you've put extra
lines Into the program, you can delete them,
and the rest of the program memory will be
moved up.

Besides this full editing control, once
you've completed your program, you can
execute a PACK function, which removes
all the extra lines and makes the program
run faster.

Space·Saving Techniques
The HP.41C doesn't use a GOSUB tunc-

tlon; instead, you use an execute command,
for example, XEQ 30. Then, at whatever line
your subroutine starts, you write LBL 30
(label 30).

So, as your program grows (and they all
seem to), the line starting your subroutine
might be bumped down over and over until,
for Instance, it ends up at line 45. Line 45
would then read 45 LBL 30. When the sub-
routine is called for (XEQ30), it doesn't go to
line 30, but to LBL 30. Your programs can
grow without having to change all your sub-

routine numbers and locations.
Using the HP-41C, you assign a name to

every program (HEAT, NET, SALES). At the
end of that program, you Insert an END
statement to let the unit know that the pro-
gram ends at that point In memory. You can
then follow In memory with another pro-
gram (assuming you have the memory
space) headed by the program name.

You can then call up any program by
name and run It. Contrast this to the old pro-
grammable calculator technology that al-
lowed you to Input only one program at a
time Into the unit. Now, you can have as
many programs In memory as you have
room for and execute them Individually.

Although the programs are Isolated from
each other, the subroutines are not. This
means you can access any subroutine from
any program.

You can Imagine the extra space and
time you gain because of this feature. You
could, for example, store five financial pro-
grams you regularly use. While they all
might handle a different task, perhaps
they'd use a common subroutine, which
you could place In any of the programs and
access and execute It from any of the
others.

If one of your programs does go outside
of Itself to get to a subroutine, It might take
a second or two for it to search and find It.
But the next time you run the program, the
HP-41C will remember where that subrou-
tine was and spend no time searching for It!

You can also isolate a subroutine inside a
program (have your program search only in
the current program for the subrouttne). The
Hp·41C will execute up toslx levels of sub-
routines.

Memory space and program space are



The HP-41C-more than a calculator.

shared. When it's first turned on, the cal-
culator has 17 registers for data (or alpha-
numeric) storage and 46 registers for pro-
gram information (which can handle up to
300 lines). You can change this ratio at any
time (even while you're programming).
There also are additional plug-in modules
available, so you could-with four modules
hooked up to the HP-41C-end up with five
times the original capacity for storage
and/or program memory.

To use the alphanumeric capability of the
HP-41C, you have to push the ALPHA
switch on the calculator. This allows you to
talk to the unit by using the letters (which
are also printed on the keyboard) of the
alphabet.

You can also use the ALPHA mode to ex-
ecute functions not listed on the keyboard.
The standard keyboard shows 58 functions,
but the HP-41C can perform 130 different
functions.

To make the calculator stop briefly in a
running program-to display data or the re-
sult of some calculation-you must exe-
cute this function, since there's no PAUSE
function on the keyboard.

First, you must push the XEQ key (exe-
cute). Then, you must push the ALPHA key
to allow you to talk to the HP-41C using the
letters of the alphabet. Then, key in PSE (the
code for PAUSE). Finally, hit the ALPHA key
once again to remove the calculator from
ALPHA mode.

All this sounds much more complicated
than it really is. If you were to put a PAUSE

'" Reader Service-see page 258

command into a program, your keystrokes
would be XEQ ALPHA PSE ALPHA-not
really complex at all. You can perform any
function on the HP-41C by executing (XEQ)
it.

Hewlett-Packard has carried this one
step further by adding a user mode to the
HP-41C. This allows you to reassign any cal-
culator function to any key.

For example, you might want to replace a
seldom used function (cosine) with another
function (PAUSE, for instance). To do so
you'd simply put the calculator into the user
mode, push the COS key ... and it would
automatically put a PAUSE into your pro-
gram. HP even gives you two overlays and
some stickers to put on them so that you
can keep track of user-assigned keys. It's
convenient to be able to execute a function
or operation with just a couple of key-
strokes-better than keying in the function
alphabetically. But I found that the user
mode is most valuable during program exe-
cution.

For example, if you have five programs
stored-HEAT, SOLAR, PROFIT, TIME and
NET-and each performs a task you need
to handle every day, the continuous
memory of the HP-41C keeps your pro-
grams ready to go whenever you want them.

To run a program, you must push XEQ,
then the ALPHA key, then key in the pro-
gram name and then the ALPHA key again.
While this example only requires a few key-
strokes (XEQ, ALPHA, HEAT, ALPHA), if you
run a program ten times-each time input-
ting different data-you would quickly wear
out your key-pushing finger.

Hewlett-Packard has made it possible to
assign a program to any key. Once you've
assigned a program to a key (the same way
you assigned PAUSE to the COS key), you
can run things much faster. Instead of
pushing, for example, XEQ, ALPHA,
SOLAR, ALPHA to run the SOLAR program
(eight keystrokes), you can simply push one
key.

However, the function you "assign over"
is not lost. If you assigned the HEAT pro-
gram, for instance, to the 1/x key, the HEAT
program will run when you push the 1/x key
while the calculator is in the user mode (the
USER switch has been pushed). But if you
hit that USER switch again-to put the cal-
culator back where you started-the 1/x
function will again become available. And
the HP-41C remembers your assigned keys
while it's turned off!

So, in effect, you could completely cus-
tomize the calculator to make instantly
available those functions you use all the
time. In short, you can design the calculator
yourself!

Extras

Available options include a printer ($350),

a card reader ($195) to store program and
data information and extra memory mod-
ules ($45). Hewlett-Packard is working on a
wand to plug into the HP-41C to read
printed bar codes directly into program

memory.
Although a limited amount of software-

most of it from the older HP67/97 software
-is available, more is on the way ... de-
signed just for the special capabilities of
the HP-41C, both in the form of application
books ($12.50) and plug-in modules ($45).
The new calculator comes with a detailed
instruction book (267 pages).

Conclusion

Like everything else, the HP-41C is
limited. You only get one readout at a time;
while on a small computer you can fill the
video screen with data. It also lacks the
speed of a microcomputer.

One salesman told me that the HP-41C,
with four memory modules plugged in, had
about 4K of usable capacity. Not bad for
something you can hold in your hand and
carry home with you, out on the job or on a
plane trip. It sure beats lugging around a
bulky microcomputer.

It won't do everything a small computer
will-and it wasn't intended to-but it
comes close .•

Si59.95
OSl30RNE
l3USINESS

SOFTWARE
General Ledger -$ 59.95
Accounts Payable f,.
Accounts Receivable
Payroll f,. Job Cost
All Three-Complete -$159.95

format - S' single density CP/M diskette
requires CP/M & CBASIC· 2

manuals - $20. each

VANDATAv113
17541 stone avenue n.• seattle. waShington 98133

(206) 542-8370
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PACKAGE ONE INCLUDES: GRAPHIC-
TREK "2000" ~ This full graphics," real
time game is full of fast, exciting action!
EXPloding photon t orped oe's and phasers
filt the screen! You must actually navigate
the enterprise to doclc with the giant space
stations as well as to avoid klingon
torpedoes! Has shields, galactic memory
readout, damage reports,· long range
sensors, etc! Has 3 levels for beginning,
average, or expert players! * INVAS,rON
WORG - Time: 3099, Place: Earth's Solar
SYstem Mission: As qener al of Earth's
forces, your job is to stop the Wqrg
Invasion -and destroy their outposts on
Mar~. Venus, Saturn, Neptune, etc! Earth's
Forces: Androids - Space Fighters -
Lazer Cannon - Neutrino Blaster s! Worg
Forces: Robots - Saucers - Disintegrators
- Proton Destroyers! Multi level game lets
you advance to a more complicated game
as you get better! * STAR WARS -
Manuever your space fighter deep into the
nucleus of the Death Star! Drop your
bomb, then escape via the only exit. "This
graphics game is really fun! May the force
be with you! * SPACE TARGET -
Shoot at enemy Ships with your missiles.
If they eject in a parachute, capture them
- or if you're cruel, destroy them! Full
graphics, real time game! * SAUCERS -
This fast action graphics game has a time
limit! Can YOu be the commander to win
the distinguished cross! Requires split
second timing to win! Watch out!

ONLY $12.95

PACKAGE· FIVE INCLUDES: SUPE~
HORSE RACE - Make your bets just like
at the real racetrack! 8 horses race in this
spectacular graphic display! UP to 9
people can play! Uses real odds but has
that element of chance you see in real life!
Keeps track of everyone's wtnntncs and
losses. This is one of the few computer
simulations that can actually get a room of
people cheering! * MAZE MOUSE - The
mouse with a mind! The comou ter
generates random mazes of whatever size
you specify, then searches for a way out!
The second time, he'll always go fastest
route! A true display of artificial intelli-
gence! Full graphics, mazes & mouses! *
AMOEBA KILLER - You command a
one man submarine that has been
shrunken to the size of bacteria in this
exciting graphic adventure! Injected into
the president's btooos tream, your mission
is to .destr oy the dead tv amoeba infection
ravaging his bo dy! * LOGIC - This
popular qame is based on Mastermind but
utilizes tactics that make it more exciting
and cha!1e'nging - has 2 levels of play to
make it fun for everyone. * SUBMARIN-
ER - Shoot torpedoes at the enemy ships
to get points. Fast action graphics, arcade
type game is exciting and fun for
everybody!

ONLY $12.95

PACKAGE TWO INCLUDES: CHECK-
ERS 2.1 - Finally! A ch ec'kers program
that will challenge evervone : Expert as
well as amateur! Uses 3-pl"y tree search to
find best possible move. Picks randomly
between equal moves to assure you of
never having identical games. * POKER
FACE - The computer uses p syc'hol oqy as
well as logic to try and beat you at poker.
Cards are displayed using TRS-80's full
graphics. Computer raises, calls, and
sometimes even folds! Great practice for
your Saturday night poker match! (Plays 5
card draw). * PSYCHIC - Tell the
computer a little about yourself and he'll
predict things about you, you won't
believe! A real mind bender! Great
amusement for parties. * TANGLE MAN-
IA - Try and force your opponent into an
immobile posi tl on . But watch out, they're
qoin q the same to you! This graphics game
is for 2 people and has been used to end
stuotd arguments .. (And occastonanv starts
the ml) * WORD SCRAMBLE - This
game is for two or more people. One
person inputs a word to the computer
while the others look away. The computer
scrambles the word, then keeps track of
wr onq guesses. .

ONLY $12.95

TRY - This program lets you choose the
subject as well as the mood of the poem
you want. You give TRS-80 certain nouns
or names, then the rnood, and it does the
res : ! It has a IOOO-word + vocabulary of
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs! *
ELECTRIC ARTIST - Manual: draw,
erase, move as well as, Auto: draw, erase
an o move. Uses graphics bits not bytes.
Saves drawing on tape or disk! * GALAC-
TIC BATTLE - The Swineus enemy have
long range onasers but cannot travel at
warp speed! You can, but only have short
range chasers! Can you blitzkrieg the
enemy without getting destroyed! Full
graphics - real time! * WORD MANIA-
Can you guess the computer's words using
your human intuitive and logical abilities?
You'll need to, to beat the computer! *
AIR COMMAND - Battle the Kamikaze
pilots. Requires split second timing. This is
a FAST action arcade game. '

ONLY $12.95

LJpgrade your "slow" TRS-80 to a
SUPER FAST MACHINE!! (2.66
MHZ) over 50% FASTER! Some of
the features:

Auto turn-off during cassette or
disk access. (This means NO lost
programs EVER!) (Turns back on
automatically too!) MANUAL con-
trol. (Unit may be turned on or off
at any ti me. Yes even dur ing
program execution!) Keyboard
indicator light "blinks" when mi-
cro-speed is on. Stops blinking
when off! Don't wait for SARGON
liar any other program!!! Comes
with easy to follow instructions.
(Some soldering required.I OR take
to your local computer store or
TV-Appliance Center for quick
installation. (5-'10 minutes!!) Works
with any model, TRS-80.

ON LY $24.95 complete

Simple hook up: Just plug cassette
remote jack into unit.

EASILY CONTROLLED FROM
BASIC:

OUT 255,4 = on
OUT 255,0 = off

MICRO-BEEP make games more
fun asvve ll as provide useful sound
output for professional applica-
tions!

Works with Any Model I TRS-80

ON LY $9.95 complete

This Z-80 machine language program uses
full graphics! Over 100 generations per
minute make it truly animated! You make
your starting pattern, the computer does
the rest! Program can be stopped and
changes made! Watch it grow! * SPACE
LANDER' - This full graphics simulator
lets you pick what Planet, asteroid or
moon you wish to land on! Has 3 skill
levels that make it fun for everyone. *
GREED II - Multi-level game is fun and
challenging! Beat the computer at this dice
game using your knowledge of odds and
luck! Computer keeps track of his
winnings and yours. Quick fast action.
This game is not easy! * THE PHARAOH
- Rule the ancient city of Alexandria!
Buy or sell land. Keep your people from
revolting! Stop the rampaging rats. Re-
quires a true political personality to
become good! * ROBOT HUNTER - A
group orreneaeoe robots have escaped and
are spotted in an old ghost town on Mars!
Your job as "Robot Hunter" is to destroy
the pirate machines before they kill any
more settlers! Exciting! Challenging! Full
graphics!

ONLY $12.95

PACKAGE SEVEN INCLUDES: BACK·
GAMMON 5.0 - 2 different skill levels
make this game a challenge to average -or
advanced players FAST (15 second avg)
Looks for best possible move to beat you!
FANTASTIC GRAPHICS. Plays doubles
and uses international rules * SPEED
READING Increases your reading
speed. Also checks for comprehension of
material. Great for teenagers and adults to
improve reading skilis * PT 109 - Drop
depth charges on moving subs; Lower
depths get higher potn ts in this tast action
graphics game; * VAHTZEE - Play Yaht-
zee with the computer; This popular game
is even more fun and challenging against a
TRS-80! * WALL STREET' - Can you
turn your $50.000 into a million dollars?
That's the object of this great game
Simulates an actual stock market!

ONLY $12.95

PACKAGE SIX INCLUDES: 20 HOME
FINANCIAL PROGRAMS - Figures am-
ortization, annuities, description rates,
interest tables, earned interest on savings
and much, much more. These programs
will get used again and again. A must for
the conscientious, inflation minded per-
son.

ONLY $12.95

•....•12

Exceptional Products through Research & Imagination

Send Check, Money Order or Bank Card No. orders to:

SIMUTEK
P.O. Box 35298
Tucson, AZ 85740

PleaseAdd 2.50
Per Order For

Postage& Handling

24 HOUR (7 days) HOTLINE
(602) 882·3948
(C.O.D. $3 extra)

Same Day Shipment on Bank Cards,
Money Orders & C.O.D.

All Tape Programs Require a Minimum of 16K Level 2
PackagesAvailable on Diskette (32K System) $4.25 Extra

3 or More Packages Get 10% Discount
Dealer Inquiries Invited

TR IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

Master
Charge

Visa



* Personal Checks
* Payables Checks
* Payroll Checks
* Combination Checks
* Statements
* Invoices
* Small Minimum Orders
* Fast Delivery

~Checks
~To·Go v58

" Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp.

""Registered Trademark of Retail Sciences, Inc.

8384 Hercules St., La Mesa, CA 92041, (714) 460-4975

CONTROL SYSTEM

Remotecontrolthrough your existing housewiring Control
lights andapplianceswith your BASICprograms Schedule
the coffee pol. TV. radio, wake-up lighting, bathroom
heater, porch lights, etc. with the ease of a carefully
thoughtout schedulerprogram.Ourultrasonictransmitter
connectswith your AUXplug. andallows your computer
to control the increasinglypopular.high quality, BSRX-lO
control system. made by BSR(USA) LTO. Our system
contains everything your computer needsto control up Requires16K Level II. . , .. $149.00
to 16 of the switch models listed below.Try the system
for 14 days and, if not completely satisfied, return it BSRApplianceModule,LampModule,or Wall
undamagedfor a prompt refund. Switch each$14 95

HC-PTR2System includes the BSRUltrasonicCommand Buzzer Alarm ~ for a programmablealarm
Console,our transmitter. relocatablemachine language clock I Plugs into ApplianceModule, operates
handler, BASICdemo program, and user manual. Also on housecurrent .. , , . . . . .. " $14.95
the Timing and Scheduleprogram.which gives a screen All softwareis on cassette. Deduct S3IJ if you already have

display of day, date, and time in large characters and ~~M~~;ttgr~~c;i~~nm90nga~~nosfo~~·r~~~~et.r~nii~:t:6rus.and
a system for easily setting up and updating a large we wrll reparr rt free of cilarge unless abuse is apparent.
schedule of repeating ana special switching events. Thereafter an S8 flatfee must berncluded. The fee may be

Provisions are included for fast save and reload of ~~~r~ge~~rr~rt~~t~~~~~~t~~~ ~'ll'R~V~~\rCfoovided with a

the schedule. Arizona residents add 5% for tax.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: Foreign orders add 10%.

SOFTRONICS COMPUTER SERVICES
O. BOX 1465 • MESA, ARIZONA 85201 v60

'TRS-SO is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

"Reader Service=see page 258

• 175 entries/twelve catagories per
month or year.

• Month-tq-dqte, year-to-date
summaries.

• ClasSifies tax deductible
expendit(Jres.

• Balances ond reconciles checkbook,
etc.

A household necessity! Includes 30 page
manual. PRICI: $39.95
OMNIBUS BANKING & FINANCIAL PAK, A
program designed to did buslnesse~and
consumers in long or short range finan-
ciol planning. .

• Examines investments, savings and
annuities; mortgages and loans;
depreciation qnd amortization
schedules and much more,

A must for the capitol conscious person!
.. PRICE: $59.95
APPLEII TeXTPROCESSINGSYSTEM,A true
text editor and assembler. Create and

integer, Apipl~~so.ft-~.arld.As:sernbliY...1
language oroommsi

•..Cumbersome line numbers are no
. longer needed,

• Basic programs Can be converted
into text files, edited; then converted
back.

• Uses01156 standard 65020pcode
mnemonics, plus 6 additional nseudo
opcodes.

Includes 43 page manual.
PRI~E: $55.00

GAME DISK

TRy YOUR LUCK! Slots, roulette, craps and
blackjack. (All odds listed),

DIET,' Individually charts a total weight loss
program and schedule,

BIORHYTHM,Separate critical day listing
with graph.

LONGEVITY, Based on medical statistics.
How long wilt you live? UnCanny!

Requires Applesoft, PRICE: $39;95

I II and Applesoft are tr.Odemark,_ MeNISA
of Apple Computers Inc. ~!1:1

- v61 ~

O-.g.-tal 2670 Cherry Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Marketing (415) 938-2880
Dealer i
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Data Communication
Error Measurement

This 8080 machine-language program checks for errors in data-transmission systems.

Terry A. Conboy
1231 Crestview Drive
San Carlos CA 94070

One of the more fascinating
aspects of computing is

data communications. Exten-
sive networks link together com-
mercial computers with satellite
processors, remote terminals
and even other large machines.
The promise of electronic mail
cannot be realized without an
intricate web of data commun-
ication channels.

Computer hobbyists are only
just beginning to see the po-
tential of communication with
the machines of other enthusi-
asts for bulletin boards, com-
puter game competition, ex-
panded processing capabilities
and other imaginative uses.

Common to all users of data
communication, whether com-
mercial or hobbyist, is the need
to maintain the reliability of the
transmission channels and data
communications equipment.
Developers of modems must be
able to verify the performance of
their designs in some quan-
titative way. The technique pre-
sented here will allow the hobby
computer user to make the
measurements necessary to
perform both of these functions.

There is a large variety of
commercial test equipment
available to check data com-
munications links. Almost all of
the units carry price tags larger
than the total investment by an
average hobbyist. Fortunately,
there is a relatively simple way
to generate sequences of bits

52 Microcomputing, May 1980

that can be inspected by a
digital circuit or computer to fer-
ret out errors caused by noise,
distortion, interference or other
mischief in the transmission
path.

My first thought was to build
a simple version of a stand-
alone test box with the capabil-
ity of sending and checking a
stream of bits for errors in trans-
mission. Having almost com-
pleted the design of this error-
rate test box, I figured that it
would be worthwhile to parallel
the development of the hard-
ware with a program for my com-
puter system to perform the
same function. It didn't take
long to realize that the software
solution was far easier to ac-
complish, and I soon completely
forgot about the hardware ap-
proach.

Error-Checking Methods

Several approaches could be
taken to measure the error per-
formance of a data communica-
tions system. Use of a cyclic
redundancy check (CRG) is not
specific enough. It lets you
know that there is an error in a
block transmission, but there
could easily be more than one.

A parity bit for each character
could be generated and in-
spected. This has a few prob-
lems. Multiple errors can easily
cancel out. If the transmission
channel is really in bad shape,
such as is often the case on HF
radio circuits, characters may
be missed entirely, along with
the parity bit that is supposed to
check them. Certain codes,
such as the five-level code (Mur-

ray), do not provide for parity
bits at all.

The "quick brown fox" that
has been jumping over lazy dogs
for many decades could be used
to spot erroneous characters.
Again, multiple errors per char-
acter could not be easily de-
tected. It would also seem that
synchronization at the receiving
end could be a problem with the
fox test sequence.

Alternating characters con-
taining reversing bit patterns,
such as the R-Y test used in five
level, would allow bit error
checking, but could fail to pin-
point errors that occur when
other characters are trans-
mitted.

By far the most common
method, and the one with the
fewest negative points, is the
use of a pseudorandom binary
sequence (PRBS). The PRBS can
be generated and checked in
hardware or software. It al-
lows an accurate count of er-
rors at the receiving end. Be-
cause of the variety of patterns
of bits created, any sensitivity of
the data communication equip-
ment to particular patterns will
be stimulated.

Generating a PRBS

The first item to consider is
the method used to generate a
PRBS. The usual approach is to
use a long shift register with
multiple feedback taps. The
feedback taps are added
modulo 2, and the result is
stuffed back into the input of the
shift register. This is shown for a
four-stage shift register in Fig. 1.

There is no mystery to modulo

2 arithmetic. The result of a
modulo 2 addition is obtained by
adding the numbers in the nor-
mal fashion and then dividing by
2. The remainder is the sum mod
2. In a binary numbering system,
this is really a snap. Just add all
of the single bits (one-digit
binary numbers) and ignore the
carry. For adding only two bits,
this is identical to the exclusive
OR function. Still another way of
generating the mod 2 sum is to
take the odd parity of the bits to
be added. If there are an odd
number of 1s, the result is equal
to 1. If there are an even number
of 1s, the answer is O.

For the four-stage shift
register shown, there are fifteen
different states. You might ex-
pect there would be sixteen,
which is the number of different
combinations of four bits. Un-
fortunately, when all of the
registers contain 0, the PRBS
generator will latch up, since the
feedback will always be O.
Whether the sequence is gen-
erated in software or hardware,
this all 0 condition must be
checked for to avoid initializa-
tion problems.

In general, the number of

states that can occur until the
sequence repeats is (2n -1), if
the proper taps are chosen for
the (n) stages. Table 1 indicates
the posltions of the taps and the
sequence length for shift regis-
ters up to sixteen stages. There
are other combinations of taps
that will produce maximal-length
sequences, but those given in-
volve the minimum number of
taps. "Pseudorandom Se-
quences and Arrays" (F. Jessie
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Fig. 1. A four-stage pseudorandom binary sequence generator. The
contents of the registers change state on one edge of the clock. In
this case, the modulo 2 summer could be replaced by an exclusive
OR gate.

MacWilliams and Neil J.A.
Sloane, Proceedings of the IEEE,
December 1976, p, 1715)gives a
complete discussion of PRSS
generators and an extensive
bibliography.

Checking for Errors
Although the sequences gen-

erated by the feedback shift reg-
Isters can be extremely long,
they are also very predictable.
This Is what makes them useful
for error checking. My first reac-
tion to the concept made me
wonder If It was necessary for
the error detection logic to scan
the entire sequence before the
detector could "find Its place."

Fortunately, this Isn't the
case. The detector circuit must
only receive a number of correct
bits equal to the number of
stages In the PRSS generator
before It can predict exactly
which binary value the next bit
should be. If there is a disagree-
ment, the new bit Is in error.

An error detector for a PRSS
generated by a four-bit shift
register Is shown in Fig. 2. The
error detector must have the
same number of stages as the
generator. It must also have the
same configuration of feedback
taps. The difference between
the generator and the error de-
tector Is that there is no actual
feedback in the detector. The
modulo 2 sum of the feedback
taps is merely compared to the
bit, which will be shifted into the
register next. This should be the
same bit that was shifted into
the generator shift register sev-
eral time states previously.

The exclusive OR gate func-
tions as a data comparator. If
the incoming bit differs from the
sum of the taps, the XOR gate
output will go to a 1, Indicating
an error.

Remember that the detector
shift register must be full of cor-
rect bits before an erroneous bit
can be detected. Complications
arise when the bad bit is shifted
into the shift register on the
following clock pulses. Even-
tually this bit gets to the taps
and causes an incorrect sum to
be formed. The result is that the
new Incoming bit Is declared to
be wrong even though it Is ac-
tually right. For Isolated bit er-
rors, there will be an error noted
for each tap, plus the one for the
first time It Is found. In the case
of the four-stage detector in Fig.
2, there will be three errors
counted for each bad bit re-
ceived.

This becomes further com-
plicated If the errors occur in
bursts. You can Imagine what
will happen if another error
comes along just at the same
time a previous error is in posi-
tion at the taps. Two wrongs
seem to make a right. In practice
this will cause the error total to
be Slightly smaller than you
would have expected. Unless
the data communications chan-
nel that you are monitoring is
really rotten, the underestimate
of errors won't be large.

Use in Asynchronous Systems

What we have been consider-
ing is an oversimplified data
transmission system. There has

been no mention of the source
of the clocks for the two shift
registers. Obviously, the clock
at the transmitting end sets the
baud rate for the system. The
clock at the receiving end must
be magically regenerated from

port.
At the transmitting end, the

desired number of the least sig-
nificant bits of the PRSS shift
register are parallel loaded into
the UART for transmission. The
UART handles the addition of

the transitions of the incoming the overhead bits required for
bits or must be sent in some
other devious fashion from the
transmitting end, perhaps by a
separate channel. Regeneration
of the received clock is a normal
function in a synchronous data
transmission arrangement, but
not many hobbyists are using
synchronous systems. For that
reason, we'll restrict our atten-
tion to asynchronous schemes.

At first glance, using an asyn-
chronous transmission system
might seem to present some
problems. What do you do about
the required start bit, parity bit
(if used) and stop bit(s)? For-
tunately, normal methods of
sending serial data take care of
ali of these details. A device
such as a UART (universal asyn-
chronous receiver-transmitter)
is typically used in a serial 110

INPUT

CLOCK

transmission. At the receiving
end, it takes care of character-
by-character synchronization
and removes all of the added
bits. The parallel output of the
UART Is then shifted into the er-
ror detector one bit at a time.
This can be done at any conve-
nient rate as long as It Is fast
enough to be completed before
the next character arrives.

Put another way, we pretend
that groups of bits from the
PRSS make up the Information
bits of asynchronous char-
acters. We end up sending the
bit sequence a bunch at a time
without mixing up the original
order.

A note of caution is worth
mentioning: even though the se-
quence of bits from the shift
register at the sending end is

OrlNM
0000
0000
0000

Fig. 2. A four-stage PRBS error-checking cir-
cuit. There Is no actual feedback as In the gen-
erator. The modulo 2 sum of the taps is com-
pared with the incoming bit by the exclusive
ORgate. An output of 1Indicates an error. Here
again, the summer could be an exclusive OR
gate.
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Table 1. Required feedback taps and
resulting pseudorandom binary sequence
length for shift registers from two to 16
stages.

Numberot Feedback Taps Sequence
Stages On Registers Length

2 1,0 3
3 1.0 7
4 1,0 15
5 2,0 31

1,0 63
1,0 127

8 6,5,1,0 255
9 4,0 511
10 3,0 1023
11 2,0 2047
12 7,4,3,0 4095
13 4,3,1,0 8191
14 12,11,1,0 16383
15 1,0 32767
16 5,3,2,0 65535
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0004
0005
0008
OOOB
0000
OOOF
0012
0014
0016
0018
001B
001C
001D
001E
00 IF
0020
0022
0025
0028
0029
002A
002D
002F
0032
0033
0034
0037
0038
0039
0036
003C
003F
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
004A
004D
004F
0051
0054
0055
0057
0059
005B
005E
0060
0062
0065
0067
0068
0069
006A
006B
006D
006E
006F
0070
0071
0073
0074
0077
0079
007A
0078
007C
007D
007E
007F
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0087

I\F
32 05 01
CD 08 00
DB 03
E6 02
CA 25 00
DB 02
E6 7F
FE 03
C2 20 00
Fl
El
Dl
Cl
C9
FE 20
CC D8 00
2A 06 01
7C
B5
CC D8 00
OE 07
21\08 01
7C
B5
C2 38 00
23
7D
E6 03
7C
EA 41 00
F6 80
IF
67
7D
IF
6F
OD
C2 38 00
22 08 01
DB 01
E6
CA 4D 00
70
03 00
OE 07
06 00
2A OA 01
DB 01
E6 02
CA OB 00
DB 00
00
00
OF
57
E6 80
SF
B4
67
7D
E6 03
B3
EA 7C 00
3E 01
80
27
47
7C
IF
67
7D
IF
6F
7A
OD
C2 69 00
22 OA 01

OK

CHSEND

CONTRL

XRA A

STA TX",CNT
CALL RESET
IN KBSTAT
ANI 02H
JZ C!;CNT
IN KBDATA
ANI 7FH
CPI 03H
JNZ CONT
POP PSW
POP H
POP D
POP B
RET
CPI 20fl
CZ RESET
LHLD CHCNT
MOV A,B
ORA L
CZ RESET
~lVI C,07H
LHLD TSR
MOV A,I!
ORA L
JNZ OK
INX H
MOV A,L
ANI 0311
MOV A,H
JPE FEZ
ORI 80H
RAR
MOV B,A
MOV A,L
RAR
MOV L,A
DCR C
JNZ OK
SHLD TSR
IN MDSTAT
ANI OlR
JZ CHSEIlD
MOV A,L
OUT MODEM
MVI C,07H
MVI B,OOH
LHLD RSR
IN MDSTAT
ANI 02f!
JZ CONTRL
IN MODEM
NOP
NOP
RRC
MOV D,A
ANI 80H
MOV E,A
ORA H
MOV H,A
MOV A,L
ANI 03H
ORA E
JPE GOOD
l-1VI A,OIH
ADD 13
OM
/lOV B,A
!10V A,II
RAR
MOV H,A
MOV A,L
RAR
MOV L,A
MOV A,D
DCR C
JNZ AGN
SHLD RSR

CONT

CKCNT

FBZ

AGN

GOOD

Zero Text Counter

Get Keyboard Status
Bit 1 = Data Available
If no data, bypass decoding
Get Keyboard Data
Ignore any Parity Bit
Is it "CONTROL-elf?
No, continue pr oqr arn
Yes, return registers

and exit ...
Is it a "SPACE"?
Yes, reset Error & Char Counters
Get Character Counter from RAM

Is Counter zero?
Yes, reset Error & Char Counters
Set up no. of Information Bits
Get Transmit Shift Reg from RAM

Shift Reg contents all zeroes?
Ho, do nothing
Yes, bump register to unlatch

Select Feedback Taps

If Parity Even, Feedback is zero
If Odd, set Feedba.ck to one
Shift Feedback into higher bits

Transfers shift out via Carry
Shift lower order bits

Decrement Info Bit Counter
Loop until all bits shifted
Keep Shift Reg contents in RA~
Get Modem UART Transmit Status
Bit 0 = Transmit Buffer Empty
Wait until empty
Get 10\,1order bits of Shift Reg
Send the new Character formed
Set up no. of infor@ation bits
Clear Char Error Counter
Get Rcvr Shift Reg contents
Get Modem UART Receive Status
Bit 1 = Receive Data Available
Go to pgm beg inning if no char
Get new Received Character
Room to output the character
to your front panel .•.

Rotate LSB to MSB
Save rotated character
Mask off all but MSB
Save incoming bit
Combine w/MSD of Rev Shift Reg

Get LSD of Rev Shift Reg
Select Feedback Taps
Combine with incoming bit
If Parity even, Bit is correct
If odd, set A to 01
and add to Char Error Count
~ OCD

Shift higher order bits

Shift lower order bits

Restore rotated Rcvd Character

Repeat until all bits checked
Restore Rev Shift Reg in RAM
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ter pair are moved back to RAM,
and the required least sig·
nificant bits are sent as a serial
character. Actually, eight bits
are sent to the UART, and the
way it is configured determines
how manyblts will be used in
the character sent.

In the receiving section of the
program, the least significant
bit of the received character, the
bit to be checked, is moved Into
the most significant bit of the E
register. After the two least
significant bits of the shift
register contents are isolated by
masking, the E register is ORed
with the accumulator to leave an
elght·bit number with only three
active bits. These three bits rep-
resent the two feedback taps
and the incoming bit that Is
being checked. If the parity of
the accumulator contents is
even, the bit is good. If the parity
Is odd, the received bit is bad
and the error count for that char-
acter is incremented (in BCD).

After each bit is checked, the
receiving shift register, con-
tained in the HL register, is
shifted. The checking and shift-
ing are repeated until all of the
information bits are checked.
Then the error total is updated.

The error count is output as
"BER/10t4 = XXXX." This Is a

cryptic way of saying that the bit
error rateper 104 bits is XXXX. In
actuality, 10,000 bits were not
really checked. Remember that
each error going through the reo
ceiving shift register produces
three counts. For this reason,
only 3333 bits need to be
checked. For ASCII characters
with seven information bits, this
represents 476 characters. In
hexadecimal this is 1DC.This Is
the value to which the character
count is reset for each measure-
ment cycle.

To run the program, you must
call it from your operating sys-
tem or another program. The
program saves all of the 8080
registers and restores them
when the test program Is ter-
minated. The only assumption
made by the program is that the
stack pointer has been properly
initialized. Space for at least 14
bytes on the stack must be
available.

Pressing the space bar on
your keyboard during execution
will reset the error total and lnl-
tiate a new measuring cycle.
This is useful to clear the count
after the data path has been ln-
terrupted. This includes any
time that the program is called,
since the receiving register will
take two or three characters to

Port Direction Function of Port Status Bit Information
00 Out Data to Modem
00 In Data from Modem
01 In Status of Port 00 be-output Buffer Ernpty.b t-lnput Data Ready
02 In Data from Keyboard
03 In Status of Port 02 b1-Keyboard Data Ready

Table 2. Input/output port assignments used in the program. Use
of status bits is indicated.

properly synchronize with the ln-
coming PRBS.

Note that the program will
continue to send characters as
long as It Is executing. The error
count will be output only during
times that characters are being
received. If the program is to be
used for receive-only measure-
ments, such as in half-duplex
data systems or tape applica-
tions, the transmit serial output
can be Ignored.

To terminate the operation of
the test program, type "Control·
C" (the end-of-text character).
The routine will "pop" all of the
original contents of the 8080
registers and will return to the
calling program.

Program Modifications

It Is extremely unlikely that
the program as listed will run on
anybody's system but mine. My
system is Z-80 based and has

two RS·232C serial 110 ports.
One of them is used to Interface
a serial keyboard. The other Is
used to connect to a modem or
other communications device.
The measurement of error rate
Is displayed via a DMA video ln-
terface using a standard driver
routine that Is part of my system
monitor program.

The addresses of the 110 ports
In my system and the asso-
clated status bits are given in
Table 2. Besides modifying the
110 assignments, the only other
change that should be neces-
sary Is to supply the address of
the routine that you use to send
data to your CRT. Although my
CRT Is driven by a shared-mem-
ory Interface, any output device
is usable. The output device
must be at least as fast as the
system being tested. For in·
stance, a 1200 baud CRT ter-
mlnal would do nicely If the data
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Number of mtor- Constant at Two·byte constant at 00D9-00DA for Time for a 10' bli measure-
maUon Bits Usad 002E and 0047 an equivalent measurement of about ment cycle seconds (with bps)

10' Bits 10' Bits 10' Bits 10' Bits

5 05 0043 029B lAOB FFFF. 110 (45,5)

6 06 0038 022C 15B4 0904 41 (110)

07 0030 010C 129A BA03 16 (300)

8 08 0024 01A1 1047 A2C3 3,5 (1200)

•Will give results about 1,7 percent too low, Length of measurement period Is over three hours at 45,5 bps!

Table 3, Hexadecimal constants to be changed to give proper operation with a different number of ln-
formation bits and with different measuring intervals, Approximate measurement cycle times are
given for various data rates. Constants used in program are indicated in boxes,

link being measured were run-
ning at 1200 baud or less.

In addition to modifying the
program to fit your system, you
may want to change the equlv-
alent number of bits over which
the error rate is measured. For
systems which' are virtually
error-free, a greater number of
bits should be checked to give a
higher probability of finding er-
roneous bits, Fewer bits per
measuring cycle are desirable
when system reliability is poor
or to shorten the cycle time
when making adjustments to
Improve performance.

Table 3 gives the constants
that must be changed in the pro-
gram to vary the number of bits
per measurement cycle. Values
for characters with five to eight
information bits are included.
An Indication of the cycle time is
given for some typical data
rates. The values in boxes are
those from the original program.

Applications

A common use of the program
is to send test sequences overa
lcopback. Several different ar-
rangements are shown In Fig. 4.

Note that the loopback may be
for digital signals, such as
RS-232, directly at the computer
or at the interface to the ter-
minal equipment at the other
end, or it may be for analog sig-
nals at either the sending

modem or at the far end of the
transmission path.

Some commerlcal modems
have the capability of being
looped-back at various points
under control from a remote
location. This permits maln-

tenance to be done without re-
quiring manual patching of sig·
nals. The part of the system
causing a problem can easily be
isolated with this technique,

Of course, tests between two
computers can be done if both
of the processors are executing
the program at the same time,
One advantage of this arrange-
ment Is that it permits finding
sources of errors that occur for
transmissions In one direction
only. These maybe found by
loopback tests, but you will have
trouble deciding which half of
the loop Is the culprit. Testing
between two computers is also
necessary for systems that are
half duplex by nature. Radio
channels In the HF spectrum are
normally only one direction at a
time on the same frequency and
must be tested this way,

Another possible use of error-
rate testing is to permit adjust-
ing tape Interfaces for data
recording. The PRBS is first
recorded and is then played
back to allow counting errors
that may be occurring,

RS-232c RS-232c

Final Comments

I hope that this technique for
measuring errors Is helpful to
hobby users of data communi-
cations. Even If you think my
code Is Inefficient (which is
probably the case), you should
be able to use the Ideas that are
presented, even on other pro-
cessors,

This method is another sim-
ple trick that the commercial
people take for granted. As a re-
sult, hobbyists never find out
the secrets that are "obvious" to
the pros .•

M0 VING? i;j Ifyo-;;ho;;;;o lo;,;h;;ndy,;';;'OLD ~dd;'Hh"~

~ Name I
-J
~ Address I
~ City . State_ Zip I
"<:

I
I
I

A)

COMMUNICATIONS LINK

C) ~~~~~O~ND

~LOOP8ACK

D)

o Payment enclosed Name

print NEW address here:

o Bill me later

E)
FAR - END
DiGIT"
LoopeACK

Fig. 4. Equipment arrangements for testing with the program. With
the program executing in two communicating computers, oonflg-
uratlon a can be used. Testing from one end only Is possible with
digital or analog loopbacks at various points as in b, c, d or e.

Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't
miss a single issue of Kilobaud Mic:rocomputing.
Attach old label where indicated and print new address
in space provided. Also include your mailing label
whenever you write concerning your subscription. It
helps us serve you promptly.

o Address change only
o Extend subscription
o Enter new subscription
o 1 year $18.00
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V'137
Up-Date
for the 8-100 bus

MULLEN Computer Products

"it's time has come",
the Walrus said, • New interlaced ground and

signal traces, improves perfor-
mance, reduces noise, with the
new high clock frequency
boardsTB·4

S -100 CONTROLLER BOARD
8 relay - OUTPUTS
8 opto- isolator - INPUTS

256 switch selectable addresses
Our S-100 CONTROLLER is used in laboratories, at universities, and in industry,
in hundreds of applications, and maybe the answer to your control problem.
Complete programming and operation instructions included.

"exceptionally handy"
Kit $129.

Assm/tested $179.

• New brighter display, makes
this very handy logic probe
easier to use

• New proposed IEEEbuss edge
connector label, with all the
fine quality documentation you
expect with Mullen kits

• High quality FR-4 board is
double sided with plated thru
holes and solder-masked for
easy kit assembly

• Gold on all mating connector
surfaces for better electrical
contact

• Formed connector leads for
easy scope probe attachment

• Jumper links in power lines
makes current measurement
and fusing easy

• Large "kluge" area lets you
build and test your own cir-
cuits

5-100 EXTENDER/LOGIC PROBE $59. Kit
$79. Assm/tested

PROTOTYPE BOARD
Now available. a prototyping board designed for
the Heathkit HB hobbyist.

• Full-sized FR-4 board with heat sink/mounting brackets, buss
connectors and polarizing key

• All plated thru holes .042" on .1" centers, power and ground traces

HKB-1 H8 PROTOTYPE BOARD $46. Kit

For higher power applications a 500 W AC POWER MODULE is available for $15.

PLEASE ORDER KITS BY NAME (H8 OR S-1001. SEND TO:
MULLEN COMPUTER PRODUCTS, BOX 6214, HAYWARD, CA 94544

OR PHONE 1415) 783-2866. VISA/MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED.
INCLUDE $1.50 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING. CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD TAX.

Order Direct or Contact your Local Computer Store.

V' Reader Service-see page 258

H8 EXTENDER BOARD
Our HTB-O lets H8 owners troubleshoot
their boards faster and easier. Each board
can be extended above the computer for

complete access to all
circuits and

components.

FEATURES

• Sturdy 3/32" board

• Molex 25-pin edge
connectors with
formed leads for
easy scope probe
attachment

• jumper links
in power lines
makes cur-
rent measure-
ment and
fusing easy

HTB-O H8 EXTENDER
$39. (Kit onfvl
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~-----_"'---.WEB.ASSOCIATES---- •••----- .•....

.flfIEI] TRS-80'"OWIERS flfIEI]
WEVE DONE IT AGAIN! MORE QUALITY ACCESSORIES
STARTING WITH TSHORT LVII & DOS SUPER SHORTHAND.
SAVE MORE
TIME THAN
EVER ...

Look at these new Features: TRS ~80Keyboard with decals ins/ailed.

* NOW! 41 preprogrammed LV " and DOS statement keys.
* NOW! 11 "SAVEABLE" KUSTOM keys: Ten 1().character

and one 64-character.
* NOWI Includes automatic keyboard DEBOUNCE.
* NOW! RELOCATA!3LE. Less than 1 K bytes of machine

language in low or high memory.
* NOW! Available on formatted DISKETTES for 2 or more

drives. Comes on cassette for 'LV " and single disk drives.
* Hold "SHIFT" or "CLEAR" and press desired key - entire

statement is typed on screen. Installed "CRTL" key can
substitute for "SHI FT."

* Complete decal set (see picture) included for both LV "
and DOS systems.

* Features self-entering commands. i.e., CONT; GOT010;
KUSTOM.

* Automatic Close Paren. "I" may be programmed in KUSTOM.

TSHORT + cassette w/instruction manual. . . . . $ 19.95
TSHORT + formatted DISK version + manual ..... '.. $ 24.95

TO BE RELEASED EARLY 1980:
TBASE™ - A powerfulDATA BASE MANAGER program second
to none! A $400.00 value for $ 49.95
TCHAIN™ - For LEVEL ·11 USERS - Preserve your variables and
arrays while Cl-OADing multiple programs, EDITing, or execut-
ing RUN. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 9.90

Send check or money order to: WEB ASSOCIATES V'28

. TELEPHONE ORDERS: P.O. BOX 60 KK,MONROVIA, CA 91016
(714) 559-6249

Remex RFD4000/4001
8" FlOppy DiscDrives
Double sided ...
Double density! !

$54995
RFD4001,$564.95

Offersqualityandfeaturesfoundindrivescostingmuch
more!• Singleor DoubleDensity. Double-SidedDrive. DoorLockINCLUDED
• Write·ProtectINCLUDED. 180DayWarranty. CompatiblewithShugart
8501851• LowPowerOperationensuresLONGERLIFE!!. ModelRFD4001offers
DataandSectorSeparator.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
o Single Drive Power Module, $119.950 RFD4000Manual, $5.950 Drive Cabinet, $29.95
o Dual Drive Power Module, $139.950 Interface Manual, $2.95

Remex 10008 ... If YOu've been looking
for a less expensive Aoppy dlscdrtve,
but not wanting to sacrifice quality -
this Is It!

You get both in the Remex 100081 For only $419.95 look
at what you get: • 8" Floppy Drive. Single or Double Density
• Hard or Soft Sectoring. Media Protection Feature. Single Density
Data Separator. 180 Day Factory Warranty
AVAILABLE OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
o Door Lock, $19.95 0 Connectors, $9.95
o Write-Protect. $19.95 0 Drive Cabinet. $29.95
o Interface Adapter (Remex to Shugart), $12.95

o Interface Manual, $2.95
o 10008 Technical

Manual, $5.95
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DEALER INQUIRIES INVI ED
UPS/C.O.D. - ADD $3.00
FOREIGN ORDERS:
Add 20% ($10 maximum)

SIRIUS ®@[p)~l\Jl~series. · ·
perfect add-ons for your
TRS-80*!
• Comes complete ready to plug in and run I
• 5ms track to track
• SIRIUS 80+ 1and80+2- up to

102,000 bytes
• SIRIUS 80+3 and80+4 -240K and

480K bytes

SIRIUS80+ 1 (Single.Head)$34995
SIRIUS80+2 (DualHead)$419:95'
SIRIUS80+3 (SingleHead)$439.95 SIRIUS80+4 (DualHead)$539.95

MPI 51/52 ... A Creat Reliable Mlnl·Drlvel
• Fast! 5ms track to track access
• Exclusive Pulley-Band Design
• Unique Door/Ejector Mechanism
• Reliable 1'12% Speed Stability

MPI·51 $2
(Single Head) 59.95
MPI·52 (Dwal Head) $349.95

MPI91/92 ... More
Drive For Your Money!
240Kl480KI

SIRIUS8UlSYSTEMS .-.
(615) 577-1072 .
P.O Box 9748, Knoxville, TN 37920
Phone Orders accepted 9AM·7PM (EST)

VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

MPI·91 (Single/240K) $349.95
MPI-92 (buaIl480K) $449.95

·TRS·80© Tandy Corp

V'67



HEATH ® COMPATIBLE

DG-32D 32K RAM .FEATURES:
"" Plugs into Heath" H8 Computer.
"" Ready to use. Fullyassembled, tested &.

burned in.
V Operates with existing Heath" memory.
"" Protected memory Output Buffers in the

event of Address error. .
"" Utilizes popular 4116 RAM devices.
"" Memory Address DIP switch changeable.
"" Arranged as 4 Independent 8K Blocks.
"" Low Power Consumption: Lessthan 6 watts,

typical.
"" Transparent Refresh.
"" One year guarantee.
"" Compatible with all current H8 peripherals .

D.G Electronic Developments Co.
brings you a totally compatible, fully
assembled and tested 32K RAM for
Heath" H8 computers. The DG-32D
has less than 6 watts power con-
sumption. This allows you to add a full
32K bytes of Random Access Mem-
ory without taxing or replacing your
computer's power supply. Engineer-
ed to plug-in and run without any user
modifications, the DG-32D can be

Heath" and H8 are registered trademarks of the
Heath Corporation. Beman Harbor, Michigan.

used with or without existing H8 RAM
without modification. Protection of
the memory output buffers is provld-
ed in the event of assigning two
blocks to the same address space.
The DG-32D is the ideal answer to
expansion of the Heath" H8 com-
puter. .. Low power consumption,
low price, high capacity, total engi-
neering and exacting production
methods.

BURNED IN 16K MEMORY CHIP SET
H88-H89 $89,00

ORDERING INFORMATION, DG-3ZD RAM available only from DG Electronic Developments Co .. r.o. Box
I 124, 1827 South Armstrong. Denison, Texas 75020. Check, money-order, VISA or Master Charge. Phone
orders accepted on charge orders. NO COD's. Foreign orders add 30%. Texas restdenrsedd 5%. ForVISA
or Master Charge orders call Z 14-465-7805. $479.00 freight prepaid. Allow three weeks for personal
checks to cleat banks,

[J ~ ELECTRONIC .--157-1::1 DEVELOPMENTS CD.

.' 32K RAM $419°0' ....

1st Anniversary
Sale

Thank You For
Our 1st Year

10% Discount
On All Retail Orders

Postmarked Before May 31st
That Mention This Ad.

Full Apple II
Cover $12.95
Apple II Keyboard. 9.95
Apple II Disk 3.95

Pet. .$15.95
Sorcerer 9.95

TRS-80 MODEL II
Entire Unit. . .$22.95
Keyboard Only .... 7.95

TRS·80 MODEL I
Keyboard $7.95
Cassette 4.95
Video Display 9.95'
Package Offer 19.95'
'Nole - Add $3.00 for
EXPANSION INTER .

Hazeltine.
1400, 1410, 1500, 1510,
1520,1552 $18.95

••Cloth Backed Naugalhyde Vinyl
• Waterproof & Dustproof
• Longer Life
• Improved Reliability
• Three Decorator Colors
Saddle Tan> Electra Blue • Black

So roc 10 120 ..... 18.95
Adds Terminal
980,100, etc 19.95
ADM-3 14.95
General Automation
3380 19.95
Honeywell VI P
7200 22.95
IBM 5251
Display Station ... 22.95

Data General
Keyboard .... $7.95
Data General
Video. .15.95

•TO ORDER:
Include $1.00 for

.Postage & Handling
Send Check or Money Order To

CompuCover
P.O. Box 324 Dept. A
Mary Esther, FL 32569
Phone (904) 243-5793

Centronics
·701,703 19.95 .
Centronics 730 9.95

. Centronics 779 17.95
T.I.
800,810,820,825.19.95
Trendcom 100. 200.9.95
Decwriter 1/r
36,'20,'80 19.95
Integral Data Systems
440. . ..... 12.95

TRS 80 Disk ..... $4.95
Percom Disk . .4.95
Double Disk. 7.95
Lobo Disk
51f."mini 6.95
Matchless Disk
5%" mini. . .. 6.95
Vista Disk
51f." mini. .E?95

.•..•Reader Service-see page 258

Wang Terminal
without disk .... $18.95
Wang 2221 Printerl9.95

TRS-80
line Printer I .$17.95
TRS-80
line Printer II ..... 9.95
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Dial-up Directory

Our dedicated dialer tells why the microcomputer is a practical communications device.

Frank]. Derfler, Jr.
PO Box 17283
Montgomery AL 36117

ThiS month we will describe the
practical aspects of using the

home computer as a communications
device. We will focus on one out-
standing free service and explain some
technical terms in simple form.

Time Tyranny
The U.S. has the most elaborate

communications system in the world.
Our tightly wired web of communica-
tions includes television, radio, cable
TV, private carrier systems and the
extensive telephone system. The ma-
jor inconvenience in plugging into
this system is that you have to be
ready to receive when a message of in-
terest is sent. You have to arrange
your life around the time set for the
evening news, or you will miss it. You
have to be home to receive a phone
call, or you will not get it.

Now, a cresting wave of consumer
products is helping us break free of the
time tyranny of telecommunications.
Video recorders, telephone answering
machines, portable telephones and
mini tape recorders make the mes-
sages of the communications system
available to us when we want them,
not just when the messages are being
sent. While you and your family go
out to dinner, one tape recorder can
record the evening news and another
can answer the telephone. Later, at
your leisure, you can check to see if
the communications system has any
messages for you.

This is the idea behind several dif-
ferent kinds of computer communica-
tions services available to you today.
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These services store information until
you are ready to see it. A computer
serves as a smart recorder for you,
sorting and cataloging data in its
memory for easy retrieval. The types
of inputs into the computer, the
amount of processing and the degree
of personal service available generally
separate the types of systems.

Personal hobby systems are vari-
ously called Computer Bulletin Board
Systems (eBBS), Apple Bulletin
Board Systems (ABBS), TRS-80
Forums and other similar names.
Hobby systems started out as the com-
puter equivalent of simple public
bulletin boards, where notices to in-
dividuals and the public could be
posted. They are now increasing in
the amount of personal service they
provide at no cost. They often give
regular users special sign-on notices
and allow quick sorting of messages
by categories. Some systems can also
store and transfer programs.

Commercial services available to
the home user rival any government
or private capability. The Source and
Micronet are two of these systems.
We'll review both of these in an up-
coming article.

Spotlight
Listings are always top-heavy with

California systems, but one is tops in
flexibility, creativity and reliability:
the People's Message System (714-
449-5689). Bill Blue is the main per-
son in this people's system, which has
all of the standard, and many special,
features.

The Apple II Plus that runs this sys-
tem is dwarfed by its peripherals. The
two standard 5-inch drives are aug-

mented by three 8-inch disks and in-
ternal ROMs. A clock card, D. C.
Hayes Micromodem and local printer
complete the package. This large stor-
age capacity provides lengthy "arti-
cles" for discussion and comment. It
also serves as a program upload and
download service for Apple users and
others with the right software.

If you type "GENERAL" in re-
sponse to this system's prompt, you
will be in the program mode. You can
run programs or select upload/down-
load. This option allows you to store
programs in the system for others or to
get programs for yourself. The func-
tion is designed for Apple users, but
instructions are provided for anyone
who can save files.

Bill's other special features include
Message Alert, Reverse Scan, Flag-
ging and four levels of message secu-
rity. Message Alert (command M)
checks message headers for the name
you logged in. It lists all messages
with your name in them. This is done
automatically at log-on also. Reverse
Scan lets you look at the summary of
messages from the most recent to
those first received. This is a real time-
saver! You can use a Scan (S) com-
mand to specify a message number
higher than the highest number in
file.

Flagging is done during a scan.
When you see a message you want,
just send a control R. At the end of the
scan, send an asterisk. The flagged
messages will come automatically.
The message security system deter-
mines who can read and kill specific
messages.

A special article is often placed on
the system to stimulate discussion.



Much comment was recently generat-
ed on a lengthy piece describing ex-
periments in telepathy. This activity
turns a bulletin system into a kind of
computer magazine with instant
reader response. I believe I perceive
an iceberg tip on the horizon.

The quality and features of Bill's
system pay dividends. Some of the
most knowledgeable and interesting
computer hackers frequent the
People's System.

Terms
When you use your computer to

communicate over phone lines, you
may run into some new terms that of-
ten are associated with switch or soft-
ware options. If you don't get the op-
tion right, your machine won't talk.

One important term is duplex. As a
communications system planner, I
thought full duplex meant that the
device could transmit and receive at
the same time; half duplex meant the
device could either receive or
transmit, not both, at anyone mo-
ment. This applies only for a com-
munications link such as a phone line,
radio circuit or microwave shot, but it
is not true for computer devices.

When computer designers talk
about duplex modes, they bring in
new words such as echo-back and
echo-plex. Echo means a playback of
what a computer received from a ter-
minal.

When a terminal is operating in the
full-duplex (echo-plex) mode, sent
characters go from the keyboard, out
the RS-232 port and over the trans-
mission media (channel) to a com-
puter or host device. They are then
echoed back to the terminal and
displayed on the screen. This provides
a continuous verification of the com-
munications path. Note that it is not
exactly the simultaneous operation
you think of in a full-duplex radio
link. Full duplex is the common mode
of remote operation for bulletin board
systems.
In computer terminals, half duplex

means that the character is displayed
and transmitted simultaneously. If
your terminal thinks it is in half du-
plex and your host thinks you are in
full, you will see everything you send
twice. Each character will appear
once when you strike the key and
again when it is echoed.

When both computer and remote
terminal are operating in half duplex
they are transmitting "in the blind."
The channel could be lost, but they
would keep sending. You can lose a lot

of bits that way.
Modems obey the communications

rules. Half-duplex modems have to
use handshaking to send (RS-232, pin
4) and clear to send (RS-232, pin 5)
signal between themselves and their
associated terminal or computer.
Don't worry about these signals. Full
duplex is the common mode of opera-
tion.

If you are dialing-up with other in-
dividuals, you may run into many dif-
ferent combinations of software,
hardware and modems. Software can
be particularly confusing because
some operating systems echo the
screen out the RS-232 port. Other ma-
chines echo when in BASIC, but not
at other times. It is nearly impossible
to make a chart describing all the pos-
sibilities.

As a rule, if your computer soft-

ware or hardware thinks you are in
full duplex, start out with the modem
in "FULL." If you are getting double
characters, flip your modem switch to
"HALF." Beyond that, you and the
other person will have to experiment
with different configurations until
you get one that works.

Conclusion
Electronic bulletin systems allow a

new use for your computer and an
escape from the need to be present to
communicate. The price is right, too.

I would like to hear about your
good and bad dial-up experiences.
Send paper mail (with a stamped en-
velope, if you want a reply) to PO Box
17283, Montgomery AL 36117. Send
electronic mail on the Atlanta North-
star (404-939-1520) or to TCB967 on
the Source .•

COMMENTS

The following list provides the location, phone number and other information about dial-
up computer communications systems around the country. Note that this list contains the first
PET system, the first TRS-80 MOD II and the first Canadian system, as well as creative and
practical applications. Unless otherwise shown, all systems operate 24 hours a day. Hit at least
three carriage returns to set the speed. I have checked into all of these systems, which were
verified from my list of over 120 "reported" systems.

LOCATION PHONE NO.

British Columbia
Vancouver 604-687-2640 Welcome, Canada! CBBS.

California
Orange County
Palo Alto
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara

Georgia
Atlanta

714-537-7913 Forum-80
415-493-7691 ABBS
805-682-7876 8 MI-11 PMPacific time
805-964-4115 Answers after fourth ring.

Iowa
Iowa City 319-353-6528 5 PM-8AMCentral time. Weekends 24 hours. ABBS.

Special-purpose system for medical professionals. In-
cludes medical education programs to run.

Michigan
Ypsilanti 313-484-0732 PET. Call Fred Hambrecht at 313-485-1896 (voice)

for PET software. This system often doesn't use car-
riage returns.

New Jersey
Scotch Plains 201-753-1225 Two systems of the Amateur Computer Group of NJ.

201-968-1074 This club has 1000-plus members and many special in-
terest and user groups.

New York
Endicott 607-754-5571 Runs on one North Star disk. Centered more on an in-

dividual electronic mail approach. Easy to use and
fast. A fine program!

Tennessee
615-254-9193 TRS-80 MOD II. Different software from ACS Ser-

vices.

404-939-8429 Not full time. ABBS

Nashville

Utah
Logan 801-753-6800 ABBS.
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ELECTRONIC CASH DRAWERS WIINTERFACE
FOR •••• ppk!computczr or Comodore Pet

by Computer Forum

• 5 Models to choose from
• Not a kit - just plug into 110V
outlet & plug intfc. onto
computer.

• Software controllable
• Full instructions
• Interface kit separate $50.00
TERMS: Prepaid, we pay shipping
and handling in conI. U.S.A.

Check: Allow 2 weeks extra for
personal checks.

Visa-Me: Shipped immediately.
C.O.D. UPSlTruck freight collect.
Calif. Residents add 6% sales tax.

8K P~i~~~~~~r~~~~49.95 _ Dealer inquiries invited.
* MODEL CF2 Drawer wllnterface $139.95. Drawer only $ 99.95

All steel, brown baked enamel finish w/drawer key-lock. Removable plastic
money tray, 4 coln - 3 bill compartment.
Size: 12.6" W x 16.3" Lx 3.9" H.

* MODEL CF3 Drawer wi Interface $154.95. Drawer only $114.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish with drawer key-lock. Remountable plastic
money tray, 5 coin - 5 bill compartment, bill adjustable to 4.
Size: 15.6" W x 16.6" Lx 4.4" H.

* MODEL CF4 Drawer wllnterface$169.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish, w/drawer key-lock and drawer release
key lock. Removable plastic money tray, 5 bill compartment, bill adjustable to 4.
Size: 15.6" W x 19.7" Lx 4.4" H.

* MODEL CFS. . .. Drawer wi Interface $169.95. Drawer only $129.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish w/drawer key-lock and drawer release
key-lock. Removable plastic money tray, 5 coin - 5 bill compartment, bill
adjustable to 4.
Size: 16.5" W x 17.7" Lx 4.4" H.

* MODEL CF6 Drawer wlinterface $199.95. Drawer only $159.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish, with drawer release key-lock. Removable
plastic money tray, 5 coin - 5 bill compartment, coin compartments contoured
for easy change removal.
Size: 17.3" W x 18.7" L x 4.6" H.

",,76

14052 EAST FIRESTONE BOULEVARD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670

(213) 921-2111 • (714) 739-0711
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A Quote on our new

Integrated Accounting System (lAS):
': .. an excellent value-particularly good are the error checking and
data entry procedures-documentation is good (both within the
programs and separately providedmaterials)."

Mr. E. Lindow
Director of Computer Operations
Metric Industries

Some of the IAS features include:
Custom Chart of Accounts limited only by available memory (a 32K
system will support up to 200 accounts including DOS and BASI C).
Financial reports (service or manufacturing) including Income State-
ment with current and Vear- To-Date totals, Balance Sheet and
Worksheet. Provision for "Header" and "Subsidiary" accounts. Check
register. Account balances at any time. Up to 11 DO Accounts
Receivable. AR includes read-to-mail bills. automatic aging of AR ac-
counts and posting to General Ledger. Up to 11 DO Accounts Payable
with check printing. Payroll supports up to 200 employees and permits
payment by week. bi-weekly. semi-monthly, monthly. hourly or on
salary or .!!!t combination thereof. Prints paychecks and W2 forms.
Maintains all employee data with full editing. Current. quarterly and V-
T-D employee totals. IAS includes over 3D reports and listings to give
you the information you need when you need it. Over 65 programs in
all!
Prices: General Ledger; $125.00. G.L. plus1 subsystem; $225.00; G.L.

plus 2 subsystems; $300.00; G.L. plus AR. AP and Payroll
subsystems; $350.00. Manual for IAS is $20.00 (credited
towards purchase). Please include $3.00 for First Class
postage.
IAS requires 32 K of memory. North Star Release 4 or later
DOS and BASIC and two disk drives. Printer output is
provided for. but not required. Specify video device when
ordering.""B2

Phone orders only: (317) 253-6828

P.O. Box 68602 Indianapolis. IN 46268

*WP-S502*
"a very fine word processor ...

we recommend it highly"
PEEK (65)

IIIIIIIEIIITIFII
Available now! Apple, Pet & Atari: Soon!

Featuring ...• Global search and replace with "are you
sure?" • Screen editing with "no limit" insertions •
New-page, new paragraph option; fully automatic! •
Intelligent tabbing • File merge from tape, disk, keyboard,
whatever. Up to 100 text blocks for easy form letters.
Standard keyboard operation • Cut-and-paste capability
for moving and deleting blocks of text. Fully menu driven,
you'll be typing in minutes • Default print options for
quick printing of standard material. Dot-over tab option
• Draw a line command. Dynamic left margin control •
Handles printer commands • Paragraph command •
Serial terminal versions operate with the most
inexpensive terminals.

----- OSI PRICES
C1/C2 Cassette $75 Complete operations
C1/C2 5" Disk $75 manual by novelist
C3/C2 8" 65U and 650 Charles Platt $2

combined $125
COD ACCEPTED - NY: ADD 8 0/0

Dwo Quong Fok Lok Sow
Box 4196, Grand Central Station

New York City, N.Y. 10017
(212) 6B5-2188



SUPERB RAIN COMPUTER
....................... $2735

. !<;:P!~.I!<.Ba~i~.i!l~Il!~~d) Add $160

PAPER TIGER PRINTER
Includes Graphics (New low price) .
Best quality cables for TRS·80 & Apple, In stock .

TI820 SERIAL PRINTER
Checked and tested us .

* 64K Memory

* Monitor in Prom

* Four ports
2 Serial 2 Parallel

* Two 8" double-sided,
double density floppies

* CP/M 2.2 included

* Full editing, smart CRT terminal

* Disk Controller- up to 4 M.B.

* Basic language included

* 5-100 Motherboard

Quasar Computer System

* 2 MFE double sided drives * Wood cabinet
* Teletek disk controller board * CP 1M version 2.2 & bios
* Power supply & cable * Assembled & tested

CENTRAL DATA 4MZ 64K
Dynamic Ram Bd. assembled & tested

16K - $250 32K - $350 48K - $450 64K - $549
IntegratedAccounting System G/L. A/P. A/R. P/R,INV $1500
Selector IIIData Base Management System $ 295
Wordstarby MicroProWord Processinq Svstern $ 445
CBaslc $ 109

QUASAR FLOPPY SYSTEM
* Two MFE DBL sided drives * Cable * Case & Power Supply

assembled and tested Special $1695

QUASAR 2 MEG FLOPPY

TELETEK DBL. DENSI1Y. DBL. SIDED
Disk Controller Board $ 395

(The best) Includes cable & source bios

MFE DBL. SIDED, DBL. DENSITY
Floppy disk drives (the best) . . . . . . . $ 650
Using the Teletek Controller under CP 1M, this drive will give

you almost one megabyte per disk drive
Power supply for above. . . . . . . $ 110

Special· $2095

,.,Reader SelVice-see page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 63



Mickey Gets New Ears

Electronic Systems enhances "Mickey Modem's" "hearing" with its modem board kit.

Stephen Gibson
POBox 38386
Los Angeles CA 90038

nately, two-way communication
with a computer unlike yours is
another matter. In fact, it's next
to impossible without some
common interchange method
-a "standard," if you want to
call it that. Fortunately for us
all, someone else already
had this problem, so standards
exist. .. several of them!

Nevertheless, the most uni-
versal and simplest way to get
into operation is the Bell 103

standard. See Fig. 1 for how
the Bell 103 ties two computers
together. To make the conver-
sion ultra-cheap, I wired the
Electronic Systems bare-bones
103 modem board into the
original Mickey Modem. The
price for the kit (Photo 1)was so
low ($27.50) that I bought two
modems and implemented both
originate and answer capability,
thereby ending forever my tele-
phone-interface hassles. This

Sending data or whole pro-
grams over Ma Bell's lines

is easy with Mickey Modem
(Kilobaud, November 1978, p.
52). It's the only inexpensive way
to go as long as both computers
are the same or use the same
cassette-port formats. Unfortu-

Two printed circuit modem kits and a few leftovers from the original Mickey Modem make this
originate/answer unit inexpensive and easy to build.
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"standard" Mickey appears to
be a budget way to beat the high
modem price barrier.

The modem kit can be wired
for either originate or answer
modes. If your plans are to only
talk with a time-share computer,
then you may only need an
originate modem. If you really
wanted to keep expenses down,
you cou Id use one kit and switch
the few frequency-changing
components back and forth
from originate to answer. I don't
recommend it. The extra capac-
ity from wires running every-
where will make your modem
drift allover the place! I know; I
tried.

New Circuit Description

All that's involved with the
conversion are a few simple
modifications to accommodate
the new PC board(s). While it
may be possible to use the Elec-
tronic Systems modem wholly
alone, I think the added goodies
from Mickey Modem will give
you a much better running unit
equaling those costing more
than $100.

In the clever Electronic
Systems design in Fig. 2, the
modem board tone receiver
uses an XR-2211 phase-lock-
loop IC to convert the received
frequencies to logic 1s and Os.
To transmit, a 567 phase-lock-
loop oscillator is simply shifted
in frequency by a single tran-
sistor that switches a fre-
quency-changing capacitor in
and out of the circuit. Both PLL
ICs can be wired for either



Part Calculated Actual

2125 Hz R1,R2 786 Ohms 820 Ohms
R3 3!33Ohms 390 Ohms
C1 .2 uF .15 uF

C2,C3 .1 uF .1 uF

1170 Hz R1, R2 907 Ohms 820 Ohms
R3 453 Ohms 560 Ohms
C1 .33 uF .33 uF

C2,C3 .15 uF .15 uF

Table 1. Simple notch filter circuit values.

originate or answer frequencies.
The circuit diagram to the

new standard Mickey is shown
in Fig. 3. I chose to acoustically
couple the new Mickey to the Ma
Bell system. I used a crystal
microphone element, which had
too Iowan output to drive the
PLL receiver from the line. So I
made a trip down to my obsequi-
ous Radio Shack store to get an-
other one. After some testing in
my lab, I resolved that they
didn't have a high-output micro-
phone either. Clearly, I needed
some gain ... at least enough to
drive the modem board. I ended
up using one of Mickey's LM386
ICs.

Now the microphone had
plenty of level to drive the chip.
In fact, I had so much gain that I
was able to add a couple of sim-
ple RC notch filters to the ampli-
fier output to cancel side-tone
frequencies from the modem
oscillator. The feedback from
the oscillator can sometimes
cause the demodulator PLL IC
to lock up on the modulator.

103 MODEM

ORIGINATE

1270 " LOGIC I
1070 ~ LOGIC 0

Clearly, a no-no. The notch
filters are each tuned to a mid-
way point between each of the
two frequency groups.

Of course, an active notch
filter might have been better
over this configuration. A hi
pass and low pass would work
too. But why bother with more
ICs and parts when, even with
sloppy tuning, you can get 15 to
20 db rejection, which is more
than enough? Besides, I wanted
to test out the RC notch filter
program in the January 1979
issue of 73 Magazine ("Design-
a-Notcher," p.100).

A summary of the values I
computed are in Table 1. The
nearest EIA values I used are
there too. Depending on toler-
ances, you may have to juggle
them just a bit if you wish to hit
the notch frequencies exactly.

My modem board didn't have
enough output level to work
long distances. So I used a 99Q:
500 to 8 Ohm speaker matching
transformer. I now had enough
level to send .solid copy any-

103 MODEM

PHONE LINE

ANSWER

2225 " LOGIC I
2025" LOGIC 0

Fig. 1. A Bell 103 setup. Two-way communication is possible
because separate frequencies are used to send and receive. Notice
that the higher frequency of each pair is a logic 1 (also called a
mark).

Photo 1. A nifty add-on to Mickey Modem. The Electronic Systems
103 modem kit can be wired for originate or answer frequencies.

where. That's really saying a lot
because my local phone office
is the old Hollywood exchange.
And like everything else about
Hollywood, "It was great in the
30s, but now .... "

As a final touch to make
Mickey's new ears perk up, I
wired a simple carrier-detect
LED circuit. If the modem
receives a mark frequency
(originate or answer mode),

>SV
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EI

AUDIO
IN

~

>SV
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E. 12 U3 13
DATA
OUT
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+5V>---
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>SV
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CI~

DATA
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RII
1M

CII
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X>-'+--'"N>-j~
AUDIO
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Fig. 2. Use of PLLs makes this circuit easy to tune. Reversing the
values of R10 and R11 will increase output.
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+5V

",e

1------1
I RC NOTCH FILTER DETAIL I
I SEE TABLE I FOR VALUES I

i . c l,,:J !
I IL ~

+5V

TTL
OUT

ORIGINATE
MODEM
BOARD

TTL
IN

+5V

If CARRIER
LEO

2N2222

500n II~ SPEAKER

Fig. 3. Modify your Mickey Modem to work computers thousands of miles away with this circuit. An
LM386 Ie amp boosts the input signal out of the mud to feed 103 Modem kits through noise-reducing
filters. A 99 cent transformer ensures a high level to the speaker. The 2N2222 transistor lights the LED to
indicate a carrier or mark condition.

which indicates a valid con-
nection, a single 2N2222 tran-
sistor will turn on the carrier-de-
tection lED. Pin 5 (unused) of
the XA-2211 Pll already has
this feature. I optedfor the exter-
nal transistor rather than risk
zapping the XR-2211. A three-
pole, two-position transfers op-
eration to either modem board.

Whither RS-232?

The inputs and outputs are
TIl levels. If you plan to wire
your modem directly to the com-
puter and your wires are short,
you just might get away with
TTl all the way to your main-
frame. If the connection is more
than a few feet though, you'd be
wise to use RS-232 levels. It's
difficult to interconnect two
units if one is RS-232 and the
other isn't. TIl and RS-232 don't
connect in a convenient trans-
latable form. In fact, you may
damage a TIl device if you con-
nect an RS-232 signal to it.

The reason is simple. TIl
levels amount to a logic 1 equal-
ing about 5 volts positive, while
a logic 0 is roughly 0 volts. Fine
so far. On the other hand, an
RS-232 signal logic 1 ranges
anywhere 'from - 3 to 9 volts,
and a logic 0 is + 3 to 9 volts.
They almost look backwards,
don't they?
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"ORIGINATE ANSWER"
MICKEY MODEM

+5V

less work to mount something
usually means less grief.

the modem boards are
mounted on a few stand-offs
above the speaker (see Photo 3).
The lM386 IC amp and the
notch filters are mounted on a
large Radio Shack experiment-
er's circuit board. Use shielded
wire everywhere. The super gain
of the lM386 and the sensitivity
of the phase-lock loops dictate
careful construction practice.

I used an external power sup-
ply, but you could very well
sandwich it all into one box.
Some parts shifting would be
necessary, though it's unlikely
you will construct your Mickey
Modem exactly like mine
anyway.

Construction Tips

Frequency drift can be a prob-
lem with this modem, unless

TTL IN >----1

you use top-notch capacitors,
do a good job soldering your PC
board connections and use a
regulated 5 volt supply. So often
I've marveled at the work of PC
board solder artists whose work
is fantastically beautiful be-
cause they use ever so iittle
heat. Yet they scratch their
heads in utter amazement when
they discover cold solder joints
causing their drift problems!

As for regulation, alii can say
is that zener diodes are inexpen-
sive. Even the workhorse 78051C
regulator chip price is within
reason, when you consider the
frustration you'll likely en-
counter if your modem drifts.

Direct-Connection Method

A 600/600 Ohm line trans-
former can be used (see Fig. 5)
even though the phone-line
impedance is somewhere
around 900 Ohms. Fortunately,
the few db lost don't upset
things too much. Neither does
the fact that the modulator and
demodulator present dissimilar
impedances to the network. If
you are a purist, change R12 on
the modem board to 620 Ohms
and load the input to the lM386
with 620 Ohms.

A better null is possible, but
hardly worth the effort when the
RC notch filters that follow the
amp manage to bury what little
is left of the side tone. Rx is used
to balance out the transmitted
signal from being heard by the
receiver. About 20 to 30 db re-
jection is possible with this
arrangement. You can some-
times pick up an extra db or two
when Rx is bridged with Cx,
which can range from .01 uF to
.1 LiF.

If you can't find a 600/600
Ohm transformer, try 500/500 or
1000/1000 Ohms. The mismatch
is only a few db either way. You

RS-232 LINE P----7 TTL OUT

LOGIC I - 3V

LOGIC 0 + 3V
LOGIC I : 5V
LOGIC 0 = OV ----

ANSWER
MODEM
BOARD

OUT

LOGIC 1= 5V

LOGIC 0 =OV

Fig. 4. RS-232 debunked' You can forget about those crazy ±
voltages when you use converters. If you send a logic 1 into one end
of the line, you should get a logic 1 out the other'

Fortunately, you can use a
single 1488 andlor 1489 IC to
translate either way. look at
Fig. 4. Notice that when you
send a TTl logic 1 into the 1488
line driver, you still get a TIl
logic 1 out of the 1489 receiver.
Neat, huh? .. especially since
you can 'send RS-232 signals all
over the place and not pick up a
lot of system-crashing noise.

If your computer serial 1/0
board has RS-232 levels, you'll
need to make the RS-232 conver-
sion back to TTl logic levels. Re-
member: you must make
conversion at each end of the
line. You can use the 1488/1489
ICs, or you might want to use the
Electronic Systems RS-232 con-
verter kit (see' Photo 2), which
sells for $7. I mounted' mine in
Mickey Modem on the edge of
one of the modem PC boards.

Putting it Together

The new parts easily fit into
an 1MB 1042 box with the old
Mickey Modem board. A conve-
nient feature about this box is
the sloping panel. The cushions
for Mickey's ears make a tighter
fit to the telephone handset. I
used surplus acoustical-coupler
cushions, but foam rubber
would work just as well. If you
can find an acoustical coupler
that's still intact, all the better.



For Business Systems Software
Programmers Only!!
Machine Language

ISAM
FOR

TRS-80* Models I and II
ACCESS TIME Y2 SECOND!!

This machine language [SAM ROUTINE provides file access
sophistication required to implement complex business soft-
ware, and is completely compatible with TRS-80· BASIC.

Specifications: based on 1000 record file, key length of 6,
data length of 64

Access rime-of Y2 second
Best add/delete..time of 1 second
Average add/delete time of 2 seconds
Worst case add/delete time of 5 seconds
Keys up to 25 characters
Data up to 255
Provides next highest key upon each file access.
Preset range of allowable key values, set upon file creation
up to 4 files held open concurrently.
No special utilities needed to "Reclaim" used record space.
Model I Routine occupies 5 K of user space (loads at top of
user memory)
Model II Routine occupies 6 K of user space (loads at top of
user memory)
EOF, file full, empty, key not found, INVALID key value
and all TRS DOS'" error codes supported.

TRS-80 Modell (32K + 48 K only) $160.00
TRS-80 Model II (64 K only) $170.00

Includes: All necessary documentation, file creation pro-
gram, .file inspection. program, machine language ISAM
routine and loader.

RELIABLE COMPUTER RESOURCES
415 MILLBURY STREET
WORCESTER. MA 01601

(617) 755·8134
v171

'TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy
Corporation, which has no relation to RCR tnc.,

pplC!@
Apple II or Apple II

Plus $999
With 48k $1199

(plus shipping)

Entire System: with
Apple II or Plus, 48k
RAM, Diskette with
controller $1739

(shipped free, continental U.S.)

SPECIAL! 3M or
Memorex Diskettes,
only $35/box of 10

CALL TOLL FREE!
(800) 621-5802 v254

ERICKSUN
Communications
5456 North Milwaukee Ave.
Chicaao. Illinois 60630
(312)631-5181

V" Reader SeNice-see page 258
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BPSORT $124_00
EASY TO USE AND EXTREMELY
FAST. A FILE OF TWENTY-
THOUSAND BYTES CAN BE
SORTED IN LESS THAN 10
SECONDS.
Order C.O.D. MasterChargeor
Visa from

BPS. ,-IVts.!
322 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019 v 168
Telephone: 212-765-0815

FOR OHIO
SCIENTIFIC USERS

BPSORT

Professional file access for
the TRS-80· microcomputer!
Introducing INSEQ-80™ (indexed
sequential access method-ISAM)
Finally a professional method of disk
access like those available for big
computers. Access any record in the
file based on a field defined as a key
(e.g. part number in an inventory file)
or read the file in ascending key order.

Access by the field defined as a key
is through an index maintained by
INSEQ-80.™ Average access time is
2 seconds.

INSEQ-80™ contains 4 machine
language programs that can be called
from your BASIC program via USR
functions, plus a reorganization utility
to consolidate files. Includes complete
user's manual with fully documented
example program and test files. Will
run under TRSDOS, NEWDOS, and
vros 3.0. $49.95_

• MACHINE CODE for high-speed
sorting

• BASIC language program for
establishing sort parameters

• Fiies of any length can be
sorted

• Floppies and hard disks are
supported

• Up to five keys can be specified

• Ascending and descend-
ing keys are processed
simultaneously

• "Header" records can be skipped if
present

• Reauires OS-65U

v114

ComputerCit:XM
A division of CPU Industries, Inc.
175 Main Street, Dept. K- I) Charlestown, MA
02129
To order call Toll Free 1-800-343-6522,
Massachusetts residents call 617/242-3350.
VISA [, Master Charge accepted.

*TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radle Shack division of
Tandy Corporation.
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Photo 2. The $7 RS-232 converter board from Electronic Systems.

can even use two 1doO/8 Ohm
speaker matching transformers
wired back to back! By the way,
you do know you are supposed
to tie your modem to the line via
an approved coupler, don't you?
I know it seems crazy having
your 600 Ohm matching trans-
former feeding their 600 match-
ing transformer and then the
line, but that's the law!

Tune-up Tips

Here's how to tune an
originate modem. The exact
details for an answer modem
are the same; only the fre-
quencies are reversed:

An audio oscillator, scope
and frequency counter are best
to adjust the modulator section.
To use the frequency counter,

output and read the frequency
while the modem is held at a
logic 1 (5 volts TTL or - 3 to - 9
volts for RS-232). Adjust R9 for
1270 Hz. Switch to a transmitted
logic 0 to see that you are send-
ing roughly 1070 Hz. Adjust the
size of C7 to get within 5 cycles
of 1070 Hz. You could easily
rock R9 a few cycles either way
and still have the 1270 Hz within
the range of a demodulator.

It's possible to get these fre-
quencies "right on" with little ef-
fort. Depending on the other
modem you may be talking to,
you could very well be off by as
much as 30 cycles and still have
it work. Stay within 5 cycles to
be safe though.

If you don't have a frequency
counter, you can feed the

RS - 2 3 2 !N )-2=-----'VRv-o' __ ---l-1

eRI

R4 R6

+12V

R2

+------1~-"O"_7 TTL OUT

01

R3

+12V

Circuit for Photo 2.

input and a good oscillator to
the horizontal input (see Fig. 6).
When both units are set at the
same frequency, you should see
a slanted line at about 45
degrees, depending on signal
levels, scope gain, etc. Set the
oscillator to 1270 Hz and feed a
logic 1 into the modem mod-
ulator. You might see a square
or a bu.nch of spinning circles.
These are called Lissajous
figures. Adjust R9 until the
figures stop moving; adjust for a
single circle. Notice that you
can rotate it in apparent three
dimensions.

Now gently move R9 until you
get a slanted line. This method
is as accurate as your oscillator.
Now change the oscillator fre-
quency to 1070 Hz and feed the

simply connect it to the modem modem to the scope's vertical modulator with a logic O. Adjust
the size of C7 until you see an-
other slanted line on the scope.

To adjust the demodulator
section, you simply bridge the
microphone input with the oscil-
lator set to 2225 Hz (a logic 1) at
- 30 to - 40 dbm. Adjust R6 to
light the LED or see a logic 1 on
the modem output. Switch the
oscillator to 2025 Hz and see

Photo 3. Mickey minus his ears. The microphone amp and notch
filters are mounted on the bottom. The two modem boards mount on
stand-offs above the speaker. An external power supply was used.
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that the LED goes out (logic 0).
Ideally, the transition from 1

to 0 should occur midway be-
tween 2025 Hz and 2225 Hz, or
about 2125 Hz. Jockey R6 and
the oscillator around until you
achieve a transition at about
this frequency. Then you must
verify that you still have a lcqlc 1
at 2225 Hz and a 0 at 2025 Hz.
Remember: the procedures for
an answer modem are the same,
but the send and receive fre-
quencies are reversed. Refer
back to Fig. 1 for the fre-
quencies.

The last adjustment requires
an ac multi meter with a db
scale. Check that the tone-send
level is no greter than ~ 10 dbm

LINE
TRANSFORMER

~NOp~~M~-e""'x-----'
.OI-.ip;F

TELCO
LINE

Fig. 5. Direct-connection tech-
nique using a line transformer in
a hybrid circuit. Adjust Rx to
minimize teedbec« into input.

OSCILLOSCOPE

Fig. 6. Equal frequencies from the oscillator and Mickey will display
a slant line (45°) on the scope.



IsYour Computer
HoldingYou Back?

If so... it's time you
expand your capabilities
with a Vista V-200
double density
minifloppy
disk system.
Features:
• Storage capacity ranges from 200K

bytes to 1.2 megabytes.
• All lifeboat software is

compatible with the Vista
V-200.

• The Vista Exidy 200 does
not require a S100
expansion box.

• The Vista V-200 is totally
compatible with:
Processor Technology's
SOL-20
North Star's Horizon
Exidy's Sorcerer
Ismai's 8080 systems.

• Immediate Delivery.
• 120 Day Warranty.
• The complete system is

available for as low as
$695.

random file access; context editing of programs and text;
dynamic debugging of programs; program assembly; batch
processing and much more. With your console, computer and
about 24K bytes of main memory, the V-200 gives you a com-
plete disk-oriented computer system with automatic bootstrap
loading. Just turn on the power, reset, and you're ready to run.

Each V200 Minifloppy Disk System Includes:

"" Reader Service-see page 258

• Minifloppy disk drive(s)-includes dc power regulator board, case and internal power supply.• S100bus controller card-plugs into your
computer and controls up to 3 double-density double-headed disk drives.• I/O cable-connects controller to drive(s).• System software-
Vista CP/M (VOS) Disk Operating System and BASIC-E compiler (CBASIC optional) recorded on 5%" diskettes.• Operating/instruction
manuals-complete hardwaresoftware documentation describing your V200 system.• Each 5%' , diskette holds up to 400K bytes.

",146

The Vista Computer Company 1401 Borchard Street. Santa Ana, California 92705.714/953-0523

Complete Systems Approach
If you have a Z-80/8080-based microcomputer with an S100
Bus, our V200 Minifloppy Disk System is everything you need
to expand you computer. Completely software/hardware com-
patible, the V-200 is a double density system capable of run-
ning up to 3 double-density double-headed disk drives.
The fast-access, on line storage of the V200 system gives you
instantaneous program loading and dumping; sequential and

For Further Information Call our Toll Free Number 800-854-8017
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Listing 1, A software UART terminal program for an 8080 single-
bit input,

0001
0002 SOF TWARE UA~T IMODEM PROGRAM

0003
OOO.lI 1978 STEFHEN GIBSON
0005
00 I 0 ,THIS PROGRAM I S A CHEAP ANL 01 RTY WAY

OOIS 'TO GET YOUR MonM wORKING. IT USES A
0020 'SINGLE BIT FROM "'NY 110 PORT AND DOES
002S 'SERIAL TO PARALLEL (AND BACK) CONVERSION.
0028 'THE HEX VALUES FOR BAUD R"'TES OF 110

0030 ,AND 300 ARE LISTED IN THE· TABLE. BELOW.
0035 'THE.SE RATES ARE FOR AN 8080 2"JC CLOCK
0040 ;WITH THE PROGRAM IN RAM. A HALF OR FULL

0()45 'DUPLEX SWITCH 0 P1l0N I S TIED TO PORT FE.
0050
0055 TSTAT
0060 TDATA
0065 RMASK
0070 SMASK
0075 MMASK
0080 DMASK
0085 DPORT

0090 M PORT
0092 HBAUD
0095 LBAUD
0098
0100
01 10
0115

0120
0l3()
()140
0150 LOOP
0160
0170
0180
0200 MODEM
0210

0220
()23()
0240
0250
0260
0'?70
0::>80

0290
OJOO I NHJ'!
0310
032()
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
03~0
0390
0:)95
(14or
0410 TTY

EQU

EGU
EQU
EQU
EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU
E QU
EQU

OOH
OIH
OIH
0800
OIH
0800
OFFH

02H
0056H
OOEEH

'TERMINAL STATUS PORT
; TERM I NAL DATA PORT
'IERMINAL RECEI VE MASK
,TERMINAL SEND MASK
; MODEM I/(J 81 T MPSK

'SENSE SWI TCH MASK
'SENSE SWITCH PORI
;MODEM 1,0 PORT (BIT 0)
; 300 BAUD DELAY VALUE
; 110 BAUD DELAY VALUE

'GET A 'MARK'
; SEND TO MODEM

; CK MODEM STATUS
j CK TTYVATUS
;KEEP rOI~G IT

;SET B TO 8,CL£PR C
;GET MuDFM DATA BIT
; TEST LSB
iGO CK TEPMINAL

,DEL"'Y iv a 8IT TIME
;VERIFY STPRT BIT
; TEST LSB AGAIN
; MUSl !?E NOI SE

; DELAY I BI T
'GET NEXT BI T
,; TEST LS£l
;GFl PRE.VIGUS BITS
,; ROTp1E 0 TO 7
'SAVE IN C
,; COl;NT DOWC\I 8

'GET NEXI 81 T
'OELAY I BIT TIME ONLY
; PRI ~ 1 ON TE PM I ~AL
; Go Bp('.K TO Lon p

,r,K TERMINAL ST~lUS
il!:'sl LSB

0430
0440
0450
(1470

048()

0490
OLl9S

0500
05 I o rU,LX
05PO
0530

0540
0550
0560
05700UTPT

0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
0625
0630
0640 BI TO
0650
0660
0670
0680
0690
07 00
07 10
0720
0730
0740
0750

07 55
0760
0770
0780 CHARO
0790

0800
os i o
cs so
0830
al40
cs s o
cs so DLYI
al70
0890

<BOO
00 10
C9 PO r,LY?
0930
<BoO
0050
(960
0070
0080 [LY

0090
100()
10 10
10PO
1030
1040 DONE
1050
1060

RNZ

IN 1 DA1A
C,A

DUPLX

OUIPI

,; G0 CK c-:.UDFM

,uFT DPTP BY H.
'STORF IN C
; no 1",11-: ECH(J?

;SFNf 10 f"J0DFM
;GO BACK '10 LOOP

;LlJCK Al SENSF SW
;MPSK Pl.L ~Ul SW 1~
;!S IT PL'H.EX'?
;r-;U~l BF H,c,Ll< DL:PLFX
; P,oC:K lOllY

; BIT CTR
; CLEAR A
;OUTPUT STARI BIT

'DELAY I BIT TIME
; 30

'CLOCKS
; FOR 8ALPNCE
,; GET BYTE
; OUTPUT BI T
; DELIlY 1 HI T TIME
'ROTPTE TO NEXT BIT
'16 CLOCKS
;FOR
;MORE
, 8PLANCE

; COUNT DOWN BI TS
'SEND MORE?
'SET STOP Bil

'OUTPUT STOF BIT
'FOR I BIT ONLY
, F OR I BI T ONL Y
; BACK TO TTY

'GET TERMINPL STATUS
;TEST MSB
,LOOP TILL RE"'DY
;GET BYTE fROM C
'CLEAN IT UP
'SEND TO TERMINAL
;BACK TO DUPLX OR INPUI

; SAVE P
'AND HL
'110 BAUD
;GO TO IT

; SAvE A
'AND HL
, 110 BAUr:,

; SLOW
; tUwN
; rOUBLE. HALF 811 llf"Je

'GET ~SB
; GET LSb
'PLL BI T S Z FhO
'P.DD 4 CLOCK S
,PND THIS ONE 100
'LOOP AGAII'<
; FlE.STORE. HL
; AN r: A REG
;l:cXIT TO MCJDEM.dNPU1 .•UU1Pl .•er t o

ORG
LXI
r r

05 noo:
5 PI OSOOOH

MOV
CP-LL

CPLL
R,T

IN
PNI
Rl
CALl,

BE1

UPGRT
DMASK

Listing 2, A serial-to-parallel software UART program for the TRS-80, The cassette port is used, A
resistor inside the TRS-80 must be removed before you run this program,

7DOO
o 0 O;'~
000:1.
007(l
O?67
011::1::1
o ()/I:::
0:'7:1.

/DOO
71)110 ::llOODO
lDO:] 1"':3
7DO'1 ::IE:l.C
ll)06 CD:'noo
7DO'1 ::IF:l.I:
/D 0 1';: CD33i1 Ii
7DOL CD:l.6llJ
/D:I.:I. :1.1316

7D:I.::I

MVI C .• 01
CALL 0 UTPT

CALL M 0 1»1
CALL TrY
JMP LOOP

LXI B,OBOOH
IN MPORT
,oN I MM ,oSK

RNl

CALL DLY!
IN MPORT
tlNI MMASK

RNZ

CPLL DLY2
IN MPORT
.oN I MMASK

ORA C
RRC
M OV C, A
OCR
Jf\Z
CALL
CPLL

RU

I N PUT
DLY2
CHAHO

IN
PN I

T S TAl
RM?SK

01111'10
()0 0:'.:;0

IJI)()LU _** r~~I~M.(:NAl_ 1/0 ~:'F~lJt;~<AM~~*
OOO:-?U t Vf.h:!:)lUN 1 ~ 0 1')/'1 S·CEr'Ht::.N L;l.J:::UU(~
011030

011060 ; F'Cm ,:;n-II"'L[:.X T.WU""WJ"Y CCil1J'II..IJ'HCt,·, IUN VI,'l
00070 ;l~E lR~0DO AUl)lD CASEH0TE PURl.
0001:;0 ;:1.:1. 0 BAUI) , HtJLF DUPLI:::X, NI! L 1"', NO ECHO
()OO'iO
00:1.00
00:1.:1.11
00,[/0 I...UW
OO:l.::!1) HI
OO:I'tfJ '\:1.
I) I) :I.:.iU I...BI)
() 11:1.60 Cr( r
()O:l./O I<BD
011 :1.1:10 I:"OR\,
1)0:1.90

00700
00:':1.0
O();"/O B[C:UI
00/::10
OO;!'IO
00/:::;0
OO?60
00770
OO?UO
OO?'JO
OO::iOO
00:31 0
00::1;"0
o O::l::!O
00::1'10 Ubl<L
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/I)/.!Uh
OOO?H
O,'O:l.H
LI/(~H
?67H
33H
"'[:H
Z~·~:I.H

; i:nICI< J:T H[R[
; r~~:;····?:3?0
;1:<S····Z::5Z 1
., ~.~ MS
;9 14;;)
; I:>:[>:'I':'I..'(,Y r:mrv[:!',
,KEYBOARD D~IVER
; I'WM I':'UK\, DI',::r:VER

; li~:r:('rAI...:x:2T:
,PUT ~\,ACK @ 7FF[
; i:;TDP CI...cICI<
;HOME ur'
;wru:n::
;:CL.EI~F~ !:):Ch:1:EN
;wr::<JTE

; ENTEI:( MAIN LUOF'

CH~RO

MVI
X RP
OUT
CALL
JMP
JMP
JMP
MOV
OUT
CALL
RRC
N olp
N OP
N OP
NOP

OCR
JNZ
MVI

OUT
CALL
CALL

RFT

B,8
A
MPORT
DLY2

A, C
M PORT
DLY2

B
III TO
AIOIH
M PORT
DLY2
OLY2

IN
ANI
JNZ
MOV
PNI
OUT
HET

TSTAT
SMPSK
CHPRO

"',C
07 FH
TDATP

nor less than -17 dbm with the
telephone coupled up to the
modem and phone line dialed up
to another party. Too much level
is illegal, and too little won't let
you make it into the first big
time-share computer outside of
town,

Depending on speaker effl-
ciency or coupling, you can in-
crease or decrease the send
level by adjusting the primary
taps on the transformer, A
series resistor in the primary will
also reduce the level. Don't get
carried away with high speaker
volume. A varistor in the phone
will limit the absolute level on
the line to around 0 dbrn, It also
generates odd harmonic distor-
tion if overdriven, Keep your
levels between - 10 and -17
dbm, and you'll do fine,

Direct-connection users can

[m.l
I..D

01
LD
CALL,
1...1)
C;,elLI...
CAI...L
df(

'I;
~:;I:'y UIlU IlH

A,ICH
crn
A,lFH
CI'((,
F~ESI:'1
r~ECtJ

PUSH

PU SH
LXI
JM P

fSW

H

PUSH
PU SH
LXI

DCXncx
DPD
MOV
ORP
JZ
NOP
DCX
JMP
POP
POP
RFT

PSW
H
H .•LBP-UD
H
H
H
A,H
L
CONE

[C1U

H

DLY
H
PSIi



Fig. 7. A simple, duplex modem
terminal-program flowchart.

tweak the output level by adjust-
ing the value of R11 on the
modem board. Adjust Rx for
minimum send level at the op-
posite end of the transformer.
You must, of course, make this
final adjustment while connect-
ed to the line. Stick to the above-
mentioned send levels because
the coupler arrangement has a
varistor too.

Mickey Goes On-line

You may have a separate ter-
minal or a terminal program run-
ning on your computer. If not,
you can write a simple one from
the flowchart in Fig. 7. The com-
puter checks first with the
modem port and outputs a char-
acter if present. Otherwise, it
checks your terminal andlor
loops around to check the
modem again.

You can easily tie Mickey
Modem to a serial port.
Remember to investigate for RS-
232-to-TTL compatibility. You
can't mix 'em up without some
hardware changes. If you don't
have a spare serial port, you can
tie Mickey to an unused bit on a
parallel port and run the soft-
ware UART program in Listing 1.
The program is commented and
should be easy for you to adapt
to your machine.

TRS-80 users will find the pro-
gram in Listing 2 useful. You
simply tie Mickey Modem to
your cassette port and remove
the 100 to 220 Ohm resistor sol-
dered to the cassette jack inside
on the back of the main PC
board. Of course, you can use
the TRS-80 RS-232 board in-
stead. Just be sure to observe
the RS·232-to-TTL conventions
mentioned previously .•

ID13 CD"3/D
ID16 ZlO;?OO
ID:I.'! Cln:l.O?
IDIC C'Y

00::1:";0
00::160 m:SI:T
003/0
OO::lBO
OIU'IO ;
00'10 0 I.Ibl:(7
ou-un
OO'I?O
OO"t::IO
o o ,'t't 0
I) 1l"!~S0
00'160
II O'UII
OO'tHll I'~ECV
o 11't(11)
o O:'SO0
I) 0:";:(. 0
() 0:'.'.:;::1.1
I) 1I:';::1O
u 0 ~:.:!~+0
() O~:.:j;:.;j 0

00:'.';60
o O~:.)/ 0
o O~:.:jHO
o 0 ~.:.;.i<"/ 0
()0600
Olk,lll ;WE NOW
Oll,c,;·,.o ;i~I'~E TN

C"I...I...
I...D
CALI...

I:~ET

EClI.I
Ci~I...I...
I...D
C "I... 1...
dP

Em.!
1...0
1...0

:.cN
1:(1..."

DBOUN
1,,11..., 1...0W

PURr

,I;
D[:OUN
I"II...,I...DW

F'UI<r
I<EY~:)

'I;
ec,/OOH
D,liilH
1\, (OFFH)

\.JF~ NC!J I<EY~:)
HI~)()F ~:;Ui>'lFrHING !

I.:AI...1...

TN

006'10 TNI"UT
006;;,;;0
o O()60
00670
006i:::0
01169 I) [:i~CI<
00/00
Olll:l.O
00720
I!I!/::i()
00/'10
00/:'.:0
011/60
IIO?!O
OO/UO
00/'10
OOUOO
Oil:310
001:l?0
00 U::I 0 TUDE
OOfl'lO
000:'.';0 CI"I(',NGE
0111'160
OOHll)
o OHI:III
II usvu
009UO t
lIiJ9:1.0 ;
009~'~O ,
009::liJ I<LYb
o 1I'l'tiJ
OO?:.';O
00960
OiJ9?O
OiJ';>BiJ
00';><;>0
O:l.IlOO
O:l.iJ:l.O b[ND
0:1.020
O:l.O::lO
0:1.0'10
U10~:)O
0:1.060
O:l.OlO
iJ:l.OBO u:nu
O:l.O'YO
0:1.:1.(1)
0:1.:1.:1.0
0:1.:1.;''.0
O:l.:I.::lO
O:l.:I.'tO ZI::}(U
0:1.:1.:'.';0 UUT
11:1.:1.60
0:1.:1./11
O:l.:l.BO
0:1.:1.<;>0
01/011
O:l.?:l.O
1I1??1J
OL::::W
o :l.Z'to DI:::UUN

U12:60 L)I...,(
0:1.2/0 I...UU!'"
O:l.?I:>.O
012').10
D 1:.:JU U
013:1.0
Ol3?O

DEBUUNCE ;'. M~:;
r~~:)~'~]ZMAr:~I<
~:;END IT
DONE

;I:(ESET !"'ORr
; D[UDUNCE ;.'. Mb
; F(SZ::JZ Mf.':tI:(I<
;wl'(cn::
;1...0UI::-

;~~R.cAI... TU PARALLEL
;b~r U TO I, CI_EAR I.:
;CI...I:::AI:( D
;GET I'::IT
; ~:)I"III::"r TU C:Y
IA bPACI~ [:IT WILL b~r I.:Y

i 1:([bET F·'Cmf
;I:-;I:::T I:::JT
iMClV[ TU I::Y
; NOISE:: WOULD
; so WE F~Ebl :"1

SE::T CY
AND EXLT

DI.Y
,~,(OFF'H)
BOH
rU,!.:I"IANI ..;E:
I:~IIU
I.:

L~' A
F(Eb[
I'::
Nl!lJNf'U'j"
DI...Y
DI..Y

Aye
;-T'I-'I
601--1
M,TUUE
:';1"'1-·1
CFa
F(I:::CV
D

HOH
D y>~

u(~CI<

Z,F([CV
7T'I-'1
(IF

CI'(1
(,I::

UOH
AI'"
I"II...,HJ
I::'I:.IF,T
DI...Y
U,·UH

I,)r::

NC,ZEI:m
HI...,I...UW

OUT
1,,11..,HI
1::'OI'(r
DI...Y

i\iZyJ:::J:TU
N:'
F(E:C,)

I"II...,T:I.
I...I.IU I::'
HI... , 1...1:::1)
HI...

A"H
L.
Nl.yLCJUF:'

HAVE A VAITD UYTE COMING IN AND WE
THE MIDDI...I::: DF' rHF bF·(.\C[ [:IT ••• ::;U

IDID
ID:l.1) CDA:'I7D
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Jon Lindsay
3812 N. First St.
Fresno CA 93726

New Version of BASIC
Microsoft's BASIC-80 is designed for Z-80 and 8080 microprocessors.

From Microsoft comes an upgraded disk
BASIC, BASIC-80, designed for the

8080 and Z-80 microprocessors. There are
three versions: 8K, extended and disk.

ing commercial programs, is because the
resulting object code is difficult or impossi-
ble to modify. Hence, their program is not.
as subject to plagiarism. MBASIC/BASIC-80

Though different system versions with has eliminated this one objection by in-
minor variations are available, only the cluding a new feature that protects the
CP/M disk version of BASIC-80, called saved program source code from discovery.
MBASIC, is reviewed here. For users of the Once developed, the source program can be
old (version 4.51) MBASIC disk BASIC, saved in a "protected" mode that only al-
most features of the new (version 5.03) lows it to be run, not edited or listed. Not
MBASIC/BASIC-80 will be familiar (see ,even executing the program with the old
Tables 1 and 2); but major features have version of MBASIC will reveal its secrets.
been added! These improvements should This protected mode is entered by the
please CP/M users who long for the subtle- command SAVE <program name>,P. This
ties found in a compiler such as CBASIC. apparently places a direct statement, with-

This review illuminates some less-used
functions and commands of MBASIC/
BASIC-80, and acquaints the reader with
the expanded new features of the new CP/M
version.

One interesting feature is the protect op-
tion. One possible reason that program-
mers use a compiler, especially in develop-

AUTO
CLEAR
CLOSE
CaNT
DATA
DEF FN
DEF INT/SNG/DBL/STR
DEF USR
DELETE
DIM
EDIT
END
ERASE
ERR & ERL variables
ERROR
FIELD
GET
GOSUB ...RETURN
GOTO
IF .••THEN ... ELSE
IF ••.GOTO
INPUT
INPUT#
KILL
LET
LINE INPUT
LINE INPUT#
LIST
LLIST
LOAD
LPRINT

LPRINT USING
LSET, RSET
MERGE
MID$
NI\ME
NEW
NULL
ON ERROR GOTO
ON. __GOSUB
ON ..•GOTO
OPEN
OUT
POKE
PRINT
PRINT US ING
PRINT#
PRINT USING#
PUT
READ
REM
RENUI~
RESTORE
RESUME
RUN
SAVE
STOP
5\"lAP
TRON/TROFF
WI\IT
WIDTH

Tab/e 1. Continued commands and
statements.
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out line number, at the front of the program,
thus faulting the list interpreter. Since it is
also saved in an encoded binary format, its
contents are further obscured. It cannot be
"re-SAVEd" in an ASCII format and exam-
ined. Once in the protected mode, it ap-
pears to be there permanently. This re-
quires that the original source listing or file
be maintained in the unprotected mode in
case any adjustments are necessary at a
later date.

factor in your next game or simulation. The
RND function no longer requires use of an
argument (e.g., RND(34)). If none is sup-
plied, it will assume a positive argument.
The WH ILE<expression> ... (loop state-

ments) ... WEND statement acts as a giant
conditional statement. As long as the ex-
pression is not zero, the loop statements
will continue to execute (see Example 1).
When the program encounters WEND, it re-
turns to WHILE, and the expression once
again is checked for zero. If a zero expres-
sion is found, the program resumes with the
next statement following WEND. Nesting of
the WHILE/WEND statement may occur at
any level; the programmer must remember
that each WEND will match the most recent
WHILE.

The last two new statements correct an
inconvenience with the old MBASIC. The
WRITE statement in new MBASIC outputs
data at the terminal. Written as WRITE <list
of expressions>, it is equivalent to a PRINT
command, except that it prints commas be-
tween items in the expression list. The
WRITE# command plays a more significant
role by automatically overcoming the prob-
lem of writing two or more string expres-
sions to a sequential disk file. Consider the
following:
Let A$ = "Personal"
Let B$ = "Computer"

PRINT#1,A$;B$ writes "PersonaIComput-
er" to the disk with no separation of the A$
and B$ string variables. If delimiters such
as PRINT#1,A$;" ,";B$ are used, proper
order is maintained and the separated vari-
ables may be detected by an INPUT# com-
mand. WRITE# handles the problem for you.

Some arithmetic manipulations that have
been changed will affect programming. The
conversion from floating-point to integer
values results in rounding instead of trun-
cation. Thus, C% = 4.5 results in C% = 5,
where % represents an integer variable.

The body of a FOR ... NEXT loop is
skipped if the initial value of the loop times
the sign of the step exceeds the final value
times the sign of the step (see Example 2).
The final value for the loop variable is al-
ways set before the initial value is set ...
the opposite of old MBASIC.

New MBASIC/BASIC·BOCommands

The CALL statement calls an assembly-
language subroutine at a certain address
and passes a list of arguments to the sub-
routine.

The CHAIN statement allows interaction
between the current program and another.
The program can be "merged" with another,
and all or part of the variables of the current
program can be passed on to the new pro-
gram. If only part of the variables are
passed, the COMMON statement must be
used to indicate which ones.

OPTION BASEdeclares the minimum val-
ue for array subscripts. The minimum value
defaults to zero but can be assigned to one
with the statement OPTION BASE 1.

RANDOMIZE (RND) reseeds the random
number generator. If not used, the RND
function will give the same random num-
bers sequence every time the program is ex-
ecuted. Interesting about its use is the
automatic prompt asking for a "Random
Number Seed (0-65529)" prior to executing
the statement; it might improve the chance



ABS MID$
ASC MKI$
ATN MKS$
CDBL MDSS
CHR$ OCT$
CINT PEEK
COS POS
CSNG RIGHT$
CVI,CVS,CVD RND
EOF SGN
EXP SIN
FIX SPACES
FRE SPC
HEX$ SQR
INP STRS
INSTR STRING$
INT TAB
LEFTS TAN
LEN USR
LOC VAL
LOG VARPTR
LPOS

Table 2. Continued functions.

Division by zero and overflow no longer
produce a program crash, as did old
MBASIC. Instead, "division by zero" error
message and machine infinity are printed,
and the program continues to execute.
However, if data from the errant calculation
is important, an error trap may be neces-
sary to save it or the logic of the program.

The rules for printing single-precision
and double-precision numbers have been
changed in new MBASIC. If the argument to
ON ... GOTO is out of range, an error
message results and execution halts. Old
MBASIC would probably have executed one
of the arguments.

The CLEAR statement sets the highest
memory location available for use by MBA-
SIC/BASIC-80-needed to reserve space at
the top of memory for assembly-language
programs-and for setting aside stack
space for BASIC. Unlike old MBASIC, which
required declaration of string space beyond
where a default occurred, the new BASIC al-
locates string space dynamically. If the
CLEAR statement is omitted entirely, BA-
SIC still finds room for that large word-
processing file. An error occurs only when
no free memory remains for MBASIC/BA-
SIC-80 use.

A minor inconvenience is the new way of
handling an INPUT statement. If a value has
already been assigned to a variable, you
cannot merely press RETURN to pass the
assigned value to the same INPUT variable.
It will not "fall through." A specific value
must be given for the INPUT requested or an
error message is printed. This more precise
way of dealing with this command seems
typical of the new philosophy regarding
upgrading of this BASIC.

Two editing characters have been freed
for special use with PRINT USING. The am-
persand is used for variable length string
fields, and the underscore dernarks a char-

acter in a format string. Except as noted
above, the ampersand is just another char-
acter that will no longer restart a current
line.

The WIDTH statement, when written as
Width 255, makes the line width infinite: no
carriage return is issued at the end of a
"normal line." This suggests an easy way of
developing a self-managing text editor. The
default width is still 72 characters.

BASIC wiJl now recognize variable names
up to 40 characters, as opposed to only two
in old BASIC, and these may contain em-
bedded reserved words. Because of this
expanded capability, you cannot write a
"compressed" BASIC program: ONDGOTO-
100, 200,300ELSEPRINT" Not valid":GOTO-
45, for example. Any program read from a
disk in the compressed form produces an
error. The solution is to expand the code so
that a space exists between command and
variable. A drawback is that you then lose
the memory savings of the tighter code.

The INPUT$(X) function returns a string
of X characters read from the terminal.
Related in function to the INP function, IN-
PUT$ allows entering data without echoing
characters to the video display (see Exam-
ple 3). It also conveniently handles string in-
put without requiring a RETURN key. The ar-
gllment X is the number of characters ex-
amined on input, not a port number assign-
ment. The format INPUT$(X,#Y) allows data
to be read from file #Y.

use of a convenient statement such as
ON ... GOTO. Thus, either a string or
numeric response may be made.

INSTR ([I,] X$,Y$). Seeks the first occur-
rence of string Y$ in X$. An optional offset I
sets the starting position of the search. Like
STRING$, this function operates in CPU
and returns a rapid reply in the form of a
position number showing where Y$ begins
within X$. This position number can be used
as a switch to identify the presence or
absence of a string. If one is present, the
number returned will be greater than zero.
The number can also be used with the TAB
function to mark or underline a specific por-
tlon of the main string. Without this, you are
obligated to use the much slower MID$
function.

INP(I). The first byte read from port I is
returned; thus, information from/to a port
may be detected. This can lead to an instan-
taneous response by the computer when a
key is pushed; no RETURN is needed. Con-
sider Example 6. A fairly standard terminal
configuration, status port = 0; data port = 1,
is used.

If all works correctly, pressing the E key
will cause formation of a loop in which END
PROGRAM is printed. Pressing any other
key breaks the loop, and the program starts
again. This technique might be valuable for
people not familiar with computer opera-
tion. When a prompt says PRESS Y OR N

150 SWITCH=l: REM SET TO "NOT-ZERO"
IGO WHILE SWITCH
170 INPUT "Name ",N$
180 IF N$="QUIT" THEN SWITCH=O
190 WEND
200 PRINT:PRINT "Name list is done"

Oldies but Goodies

Several little-used but interesting func-
tions are retained in new MBASIC, which,
with minor exceptions, is compatible with
the 4.51 version. Some of these functions
are rarely seen in published programs,
either because the casual programmer is
unfamiliar with them or because he is at-
tempting to make his program "universal."
Some of these functions operate at the CPU
level, so you can gain speed using them.
Consider the following:

STRING$(n,m[X$]). This function returns
a string of length n whose characters all
have ASCII code m or the first character of
X$. It prints a single character on the screen
about twice as fast as a FOR ... NEXT
loop. To test this speed, compare the pro-
grams in Example 4.

VAL(X$). This function returns the
numerical value of string X$. In Example 5,
this allows use of consistent escape or in-
terrogation commands, while permitting

Example 1. WHILE/WEND statement.

10 x=o
20 FOR Y=l TO X
30 PRINT Y
40 NEXT Y

Old MBASIC New MBASIC

RUN
1

Ok

RUN
Ok

Example 2. The FOR ... NEXT loop no
longer "falls through."

10 PRINT "Welcome - what is your PASSWORD?"
20 P$=INPUT$(3)
30 IF P$="JON" THEN PRINT "Yo u may proceed"
40 GOTO 20

Example 3. A use of INPUT$.
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A. 10 C=l
20 PRINT STRING$ (70,ASC( "-"))
30 C=C+l: IF C=21 THEN STOP
40 GOTO 20

B. 10 FOR X=l TO 20
20 FOR Y=l TO 70:PRINT "-"; : NEXT Y

30 NEXT X

100 PRINT" Account numbers --- 1"
110 PRINT "Names ------------- 2"
120 PRINT "Addresses --------- 3"
130 INPUT P$
140 IF P$="END" THEN 2000: REM RETURN TO MAIN MENU
150 IF P$="?" THEN 3000: REM GET HELP
160 ON VAL(P$) GOTO 500,700,900
170 GOTO 100

Example 4. Program A will execute at almost twice the speed of
program B.

Example 5. Both string and numeric variables can be handled by
use of the VAL statement.

and the person does, the computer be-
comes more interactive.

ERROR. Microsoft has continued with a
liberal array of error traps. These become
increasingly important as the program be-
comes more sophisticated. In Example 7, if
the equation in line 660 has a zero for the
denominator, line 650 has allowed for this
by causing a branch to line 670, where the
line number and type of error are identified.
In this manner, the proqrarn wil.1continue to
operate and handle the predicted error any
way the programmer chooses.

SWAP X,Y. This command exchanges
values of two variables. As long as they are
the same type, variables may be switched.
SWAP X,Y assigns the value of X to Y and
vice versa. It is handy in sorting routines.

DISK INPUTIOUTPUT. MBASIC/BASIC-80
supports both sequential and random files.
Programs are stored on disk by using SAVE
"filename" [,A]. Normally these programs
are saved in a compressed binary format,
which results in a savings in disk memory
and increased speed in loading. In order to
perform certain manipulations, however, it
is sometimes necessary to save a program
in ASCII format. Using the [,A] option after
the fiiename easily accomplishes this.

To load a program from disk into mem-
ory, type LOAD "filename." Though present
in memory, the program will not execute un-
less a RUN is typed or the program is load-
ed with the [,R] option after the filename.
You can also use RUN "filename" to load
and execute the program. Both commands
may be placed within a program and exe-
cuted from there. While data files can be
kept open during chaining of programs, all
variable values are reset to zero. To pre-
serve these values, the CHAIN command
must be used (see above).

To delete a file from the disk, type KILL

650 ON ERROR GOTO 670
660 Cl=«FNS (Rl)-FNS(Tl) *FNC(D) )/(FNC(Tl) *FNS(D)))
670 IF ERR=ll AND ERL=660 THEN RESUME 430

"filename." To change the file hame, type
NAME "old name" AS "newname." Both
KILL and NAME can operate on all file
types. If you desire the "protect" option,
use the [,P] option (e.g., SAVE "filename",P).

Sequential files are supposed to be easi-
er to create than random files, but once the
basic procedure is understood, both se-
quential and random filing may be easily
implemented. Sequential files are first
OPENed and data PRINT#ed onto the disk
by one of the following stateme'nts: PRINT#,
PRINT # USING, WRITE#. When the opera-
tion is completed and further disk activity is
not anticipated, the file must be CLOSEd.
To read data into memory from disk, the file
is again OPENed and read by the INPUT# or
LINE INPUT# statements. Normally it is
necessary to detect the end-of-file (EOF) to
avoid attempting to read past the file, in
which case an error results.

To increase disk 1/0 speed and manipula-
tion of data, you must use random files,
which use less memory because of the way
the files are stored in disk (packed binary
format), unlike sequential tiles (ASCII). You
can directly access specific data without
having to sequentially input and examine it.
This is, perhaps, the greatest advantage of
random file 110.

A file is OPENed, as with sequential fil-
ing, but the additional information must be
supplied to direct the computer to look
toward the random buffer. The statement
LSET (or RSET) is used for this purpose, and
a PUT# statement deposits the data into the
specified record. The file should be closed
as soon as data transfer is completed.
Reading data out from the disk into memory
is the reverse of the process. The file must
be opened and the computer FIELDed-
space is allocated for the inComing data. A
GET# statement plus record number moves

10 WAIT 0, 1, 1
20 A=INP(I): REM A = DECIMAL EQUIVALENT BYTE AT PORT 1
30 IF A>127 THEN A=A-128
40 IF A=ASC("E") THEN PRINT "END pROGRAM" :GOTO 20
50 IF A=ASC( "C" ) THEN PRINT" THIS PROGRAM WILL CONTINUE"
60 GOTO 10

Example 6. Spontaneous response is possible using INP.

Example 7. Error trap for a division by zero. Note that even if no
trap is used, the program will still execute; but any data from the
equation will be lost. Trapping helps control data flow.
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the data into the designated memory loca-
tion. This process involves more program
code than a sequential file.

A new feature of random file 110 is the
variable record size. Formerly a record size
on a disk was 128 bytes, whether or not that
many bytes had been set aside in the buffer
during the data-saving process. It was pos-
sible to utilize "dummy" variables to allow
writing in only part of the record space.
While this increased the efficiency of data
allocation, it did not change the 128-byte
record length.

Now, t h e statement OPEN "R"
,1,"ACCT",21 opens file number 1 of a file
named "ACCT" and restricts the record
space on the disk to 21 bytes. Without this
last number, the record size defaults to 128
bytes, the only record size in the old BASIC.
This simple allocation saves disk space.

Summary

Microsoft's BASIC-80 is fast and effi-
cient, and contains Significant new fea-
tures. In terms of memory, it costs the user
5858 bytes, the increased size over the
former version. The expanded functions
and enha~cements on which programmers
must rely to ease their work, however, seem
worth the increased overhead. The docu-
mentation accompanying the language is
clear and explicit. The various improve-
ments suggest a more precise BASIC,. more
structured than before. Sixteen-digit dou-
ble-precision math is allowed as well as se-
quential and random filing. Interaction be-
tween other programs via chaining should
boost the use of modular programming, in-
creasinq the throughput of larger seg-
mented programs. The "protect" mode
should encourage commercial program de-
velopment. The advantages of BASIC-80
should please any user .•



NOW
QUALITY CONTINUOUS CHECKS

100% PRINTED
IN PERSONAL QUANTITIES

PERSONAL and BUSINESS CHECKS

AVAILABLE WITH:
LOGOS

Two and Three Color Printing
200 CHECKS-$ 37.50
500 CHECKS - $ 75.00

1000 CHECKS-$125.00
ABOVE PRICES FOR PERSONAL CHECKS
(WITH BLACK PRINTING ON COLORED

BACKGROUND)

SEND: $1 for sample (refundable with order) To:
SYNERGETIC SOLUTIONS

4715 Shepherd Road v244

Mulberry, Florida 33860

_______________________ State L

COMPUTER SERVICES
B!·DIRECT - Make your Diablo and
Queme Sprint 5 print all text bi-
directionally_ Supplied on CP/M' Bin.
and North Star 5 'I; CP/M format
diskettes in relocatable format. Easy
to add to any system, Designed to
work with basic, assembly language,
or any program that'doe's not have bi-
directional capabilities',
DISK _ __ __ _. $99_95

TRANSFER-Utility to allow any two
CP/M computers to be connected
together via hard wire (baud rate
unlimited) or modem (at proper baud
rate) and transmit files in either direc-
tion. Complete software handshak-
ing and error detection with auto
retry inctuded. Supplied on CP/M S!n.
and North Star 5,/, CP/M format
diskette. Only one diskette required
to use TRANSFER.
DISK _. _ $49_95

SUB-LOGIC APPLE II"" and TRS-80
(LEVEL lIil)
FLIGHT SIMULATOR (FS1) - The
FS1 is a visual flight simulator that
gives you realistically stable aircraft
control with its accurate 3-D
graphics. Includes air speed, turn
rate, heading, alitude, radar map, oil
pressure, fuel, and enemy fighters.
16k APPLE II,
IRS·80 Cassette ($25.00) $22.50
32k DISK. . ($35.00) $31.50

8in. Verbatim Diskettes .. Box/$38.00
Sin. Verbatim Diskettes .. Box/$34.00

M.U.S.E. APPLE II
THREE MILE ISLAND·ls the
technology of a nuclear reactor too
complex to hard Ie?? Now you can
have the opportunity, to decide for
your self. withTHREE MILE ISLAND,
"arealistic simulation of a pressurized
nuclear reactor.
48k APPLE II w!DISK .. ($39.~5) $35.95

U·DRAW II·A complete graphics
package for the APPLE II. You can
create a figure and rotate, expand,
contract or move it anywhere on your
video screen with a tew : simple
keystrokes. You can construct and
annotate floor plans, arranqe fur-
niture, create architectural type draw-
ings and much more.
32k APPLE II wl[~ISK .. ($39.95)$35.95

Additional M.U.S.E.
Software includes
MICRO INFORMATION SYSTEM
48k _ ($99.95) $89.95
APPILOT EDU·DISK -
32k APPLE/DISK ..... ($39.95) $35.95
BEST OF MUSE
(32k in!.) __ ($39.95) $35.95

MEMORY MEMORY MEMORY
TMS-4116-3 memory chip sets. High
speed low power for TRS-80, Heath,
Apple II, Sorcerer and Expandoram
1&11.
16k set(8 chips) __ .. $72_00
48k set (24 chips) _ . _ $210.00

;'CP/M is a trademark of Digital
Research
••APPLE II is a trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc.

v80

Remember when orderinq please specify type and size of computer and the tor-
mat (cassette, diskette).

30 Hwy 321, N.W.
POBox 2292
Hickory, N C 28601
(704) 294 1616

PAYMENTS: CASH, CERTiFIED CHECK

M.O., C.O.D., MASTER CHARGE & VISA

SHIPMENTS: U.P.S.
PHONE HOURS: 6 P.M .. 9 P.M. EST

-rPeeaet Service-see page 2;;8
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TEXAS INSTRUMENT COMP
TI 99-4 COMPUTER
TI 810 BASIC PRINTER
TI 820 BASIC PRINTER
TI SOFTWARE

CENTRONICS PRINTERS
779,2 TRAC. FD
779-1 FRIC.FD
730-1 NEW PRNTR, PARALLEL INTERFACE
730-2, SERIAL INTERFACE
MICRO PI $.390. MICRO S1

ANADEX DP- 8,000
COMPRINT 912 PAR
COMPRINT 912, SERIAL
KIM-l W/MANUALS
SYM-l W/MANUALS
CQMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES
PET 2001-8K
PET 2001-16N,B
PET 2001-32N,B
PET 2040 DUAL FLOPPY
PET 2022 TRAC.FD PRINTER
PET 2023 FRIC.FD PRINTER

FREE SOFTWARE WITH PURCHASE
PET ($75.00 VALUE)
NORTH STAR COMPUTERS

BIG $$ SAVINGS
INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN

THE HONOR GRADUATE COMPUTER
DISPLAY TERMINALS

INTERTUBE II
HAZELTINE 1400

1410
1500
1510

MULTI-BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
28 MARLBOROUGH STREET
PORTLAND, CONN. 06480

(203) 342-2747

$ 995.
$1590.
$1990.
$SAVE

$1195.
$ 990.
$ 799.
$ 849.
$ 475.
$ 799.
$ 599.
$ 599.
$ 155.
$ 229.

$ 695.
$ 899.
$1090.
$1090.
$ 749.
$ 699.

OF CBM,

$2990.

$ 775.
$ 690.
$ 785.
$ 990.
$1149.,/87

THANK YOU!
We at Digital Marketing are deeply gratified at the tremendous
response accorded PASCAL/M' these last few months. Actually. the
success of a totally CP/M" compatible Pascal shouldn't be so sur-
prising, especially one that allows the user full access to CP/M data files
written in other languages and stored under CP/M. All I/O is fully com-
patible with the CP/M file structure, and all CP/M utilities are available
for managing Pascal programs. The Z80 version takes full pdvantage of
its extended instructions set. Steve Newberry in Dr. Dobb's Journal called
PASCAL/M "one most welcome. I think it's a real winner."

Now comes the second generation PASCAL/M with Random access
liles, long integer (32 bit, 9 digit) 'arithmetic, otherwise clause on
Case statement, and runtime debug support - a leature unique to
PASCALIM among 8080/85, Z80 implementations 01 the language.
Soon we will be releosing an 8086/88 yersion in our ongoing R&D
elfort to lully support the PASCAL/M Language on stote-of-the-ort

microcomputers. I .H-. 1.""1. 5!!l-NE-W 'Pt'"icf". -R' T

Digital Marketing ,/ 88

2l>70 Cherry Lane· Walnut Creek, CA 94596 • (415) 938,.2880

PASCAL/M
The Best of Both Worlds
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on computers, peripherals, software and other Radio ShacJ<®products.

NO ONE CAN GIVE YOU A BETTER
DEAL ON TRS·SOCOMPUTERS! !

OUR Radio Shack®Merchandise is New
and covered by Radio Shock'" War-
ranties

WE PAY Domestic U.P.S. Shipping & In-
surance on minimum orders

NO TAXES are collected on out-of-state
Shipments

TOLL FREE Order Number
OPEN 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Central Time,

Monday through Friday; 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m., Saturday

Offered Exclusively By

Pan American
Electronics

INCORPORATED

A !ladlo lIIaeN
AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER v71

1117 CONWAY MISSION, TEXAS 78572
TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER 800/531-7466

TEXAS AND MAIN TELEPHONE NUMBER 512/581-2765

&.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
EXECUPORT 300

PORTABLE TERMINAL

$695 LlMITEOQUANTITY
AT THIS PRICE

(ORIGINAL PRICE-$3300)

INEXPENSIVE, ONE-STOP
COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & MICROFILM SHOPPING!

iTi
intormation tec::t1noloQU. inc::. v' 242

56 Kearney Road. Needham,MA02194/(617)444-5702/lWX 710-325~838
• New York (212) 938-5945 • Houston, TX (713) 759-0730
• Manchester, NH (603) 668-5977 OEM Inquiries Invited

VISA

• Portable, light-weight terminal
• Operates at 10-15-30 cps
• Thermal printer

• Quiet NCR mechanism
• Built-in acoustic coupler
• Upper & lower case
• 10-key numeric pad
• Rental returns-fully tested
• 30-day on-site warranty
• Maintenance contract

available
• Carrying case
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
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adventure
international ...offers you adventures plus.

software by adventure international, all under
our label! (Dealers Inquire)
9 different Adventuresby Scoll Adams, the masterof Adventure! Including
BrandNew"Ghost Town"
For24K Apple 2 or Apple 2 Plus, 4eKApple Disk
16KTRS-eO,16KSorcerer $14.95 e•.
FORGAMES COMPUTERSPLAYWITH PEOPLE .
All followingsoftware for "TRS-eo Level2 16Konly
SPACE INVADERS ••••.••••••••.••...•....•.•.•.•.. $14.95
Sameas the ARCADEwith soundeffects too. In machinelanguage!
Galactic Empire ••.••..••••••••••••.•.•••...•.•••.. $14.95
A real time space game which you will play for hours and hoursand (NOTa
Star TrekGame!)This is the next generationof space games!
Galactic Trader .•..•..........•.••••••••••••....... $14.95
By Doug Carlston, this is a sequel to Galactic Empire. Now that you have con-
quered the Galaxy and created an Empire, you now turn merchant. Happy
Trading! If you liked Galactic Empireyou'll loveGalactic Trader!
Galactic Revolution ••.•••••••••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•••.• $14.95
Another creation by Doug Carlston. this sequel to the Fantastic Galactic
series has sound effects too!
Spilce Battles ...•.•..••••••••......• $14.95 tape, $19.95 disk
... a real time Star Trek type game
Simutek Package I •.•••....•.•.•••••••••••••••.•••• $14.95
This one is an unbelievable value with graphic Star Trek and space target,
just to name a few!
MEANWHILE, BACKON EARTH ...
Dr. Chlps ••••••.•.. , .•••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••• $14.95
This tongue-in·cheek party psychiatrist will leaveyou in stitches!
3DTIe-Tac-Toe ••..•.•••..•.•.••••••••••••••••..•••• $ 7.95
3 dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe with 3 skill levels. Takes less than a minute per
move!Rated intop ten in first IssueofBO-Software Critique! ByScoll Adams.

PLEASECHECKYOURLOCALCOMPUTERSTOREORMAIL-ORDERHOUSEFORTHESE FANTASTICSOFTWAREPACKAGES,
BY THE COMPANYTHATBROUGHTYOUADVENTUREI PRICESSUBJECTTOCHANGEWITHOUT NOTICE.

Order from Adventure International. Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750 - Visa/MC e
Call (305) 862-6917. Write for Free Flyer. fl]

"For TAS-80 Level 2 16K. (TRS-80 Trademark of Tandy Corp., Apple Trademark,

iiiiiAiPiPileiicioirPi"iSoiiriceirieiriTiffiideiimiairki'iEiXiid=YiCioir;p=')iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;~

Z-Chess 2 .......••....••••••••••..••....••..•••••• $17.95
Outpertorms micro chess, takes only 30 minutes for a full 6 play look ahead!
6 skill levels!
Back-40 .•••.••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•...•••••••.• $14.95
Rated beller than Fastgammon! Machine language Backgammon allows
doubling too!
Backgammon .•••••.•.••...•.•••••.•.•.•..••••••.• $ 7.95
Basic version with structured code and many in line comments. Takes 40 sec-
onds for a moveand is quite challenging! By Scoll Adams
LET'S GET SERIOUSFORA MOMENT...
Disk Index Manager ••••••..••..•••.••••••••....•••• $14.95
ForTRS·eO,create a data base of all yourdisk files by programnames!.Find
which disk a particular program is on fast! Search on a full program name or
by any subject. Even allows user definable classes which you can put each
program into. (such as games, business, utilities, etc.) Of all the disk direc-
tory type programs available, this one definitely has the most featuresl Will
run on 32K or 48K single or multi-drive systems with any operating systems.
Wehighly recommendthis organizer by DonMcCafrey!
Welcome USA .............•..........•...........• $ 9.95
FunFilled Educational Programby Bill Presby!
Dispatch •••••••••.•••.•.•..•...•.••...•....•....•. $ 9.95
Disk Utilities Packageby James Pally, Author ofOwl Treel Allows quick and
accuratemass file manipulationfor NEWDOSusers only.
GENERAL SOFTWAREYOUCANHANDLE ...
ZSOZap ••.....••••••..••••.••.••••••••••••••• $29.95 Disk
Out Zaps super Zap! Easily restores killed files, wrillen entirely in machine
language - fantastic!
We also carry Acorn Software! Scotch 3M Diskettes $35 Box, Quantity Dis-
counts Available! eo US, not under our label, but still available, we've got it
all! Dealers please note, we are a stocking distributor for eo US, including
RichardTaylor'sWord Challenge!

....-109

adventure
international

UP TO 25% OFF
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: Why wait 5 months for hardware from
other suppliers-get it quicker-and at lower prices NOW.

TRS 80 MODEL II
• 64 K RAM • V, MEG DISK
FIRST EXPANSION DRIVE
SECOND OR THIRD DRIVE
LINE PRINTER III Reg. $1999.00

$3899.00

899.00
600.00

NOW $ I859.00

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE
$995.00 $695.00

TRS 80 MODEL I LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

4 K LEVEL I SYSTEM $499.00 $464.10
4 K LEVEL II SYSTEM $619.00 $575.70
16 K LEVEL II SYSTEM $849.00 $789.60
EXPANSION INTERFACE (0 K Memory) $299.00 $278.10
TELEPHONE MODEM $199.00 $185.10

CENTRONICS 730
CENTRONICS 737

• 100 CPS
• LEITER QUALITY DOT MATRIX
• TRUE DESCENDERS

NEC SPINWRITER 5530 (with Tractors) 3195.00 2950.00

$950.00

YOUR OWN TRS-SO SYSTEM AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGSt---=:=:=-------ORDER NOW TOLL FREE 1 - (800) - 345-8102 __ IIIII!~~I1!1!!!~~~.~--~1"f/j~"FOR MODEL II NEW! THE SOURCE BUSINESS SOModell ;odelll
A new information and commu- Payroll $99.00 199.00
nication network to add power GENE~AL LEDGER 149.00 199.00
and utility to your micro. DATA BASE

Call or Write for details. ~y~~~~EMENT
10-MEG FIXED/REMOVEABLE HARD DISK DRIVE WITH
SOFTWARE AND CONTROLLER ONLY $6495.00

>" Reader Service-see page 258

MAY SPECIAL
Good Until May 31. 1980

MINI DISK DRIVES NOW $350
Over $135 less than Radio Shack'sl

WE ARE COMMITTED TO
THE TRS-80 and THE
TRS-80 USERS
Fully compatible with Radio
Shack's operating system
TRSOOSTMand drives. Just
plug in and runl
• One, two, three or four
drive configurations, 102k to
408k bytes.
• All systems include a patch
program to upgrade yourTRSOOSTM
to 40 tracks.
• Cases are furnished in gray to match your system.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: Why wait 5 months
for mini disk drives from other suppliers-get
better drives-Quicker-and at lower prices nowl
ORDER NOW TOLL FREE 800-346·8102
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Hashing
Revisited

Turn your names into numbers and store and retrieve them with ease.

Raymond T. Vizzone
416 Stinson Ave.
Vacaville CA 95688

Ithad been four months since I
last argued with my partner

about the merits of hashing. In
fact, I had introduced this tech-
nique to him, but was unable to
convince him that it was the
best way to store and retrieve
data on disk or in arrays. He
didn't like the disadvantages of
rehashing-collision, wasted
space and overhead. Neither did
I! I couldn't blame him for ignor-
ing me as he went back to his
sorts and binary searches. I tem-
porarily gave up.

While reading a book called
Compiler Construction for
Digital Computers by David
Gries, I came across hashing
again. At the same time, I also
discovered some similarities
existing between how Gries and
Donald Fitchhorn ("DOCU-
FORM," Kilobaud, August 1978,
p. 22) used hashing methods.
With a little more research, I was
ready to approach my partner
with confidence.

Being subtle, I told my partner
that hashing was the only way
to retrieve data quickly. That
was an absolute statement. He
ignored me. I continued, none-
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theless, and claimed hashing in-
volves no sorting or binary or se-
quentiar searches. He had heard
that song-and-dance before and
was still waiting for more ex-
planation. I emphasized that da-
ta is stored in memory sequen-
tially as it is entered, never
needing to be moved. Data is al-
ways available for quick retriev-
al with no need for rehashing.
That did it! I had him now.

Implementing HASH·IT

In explaining the hashing
method shared by both Gries
and Fitchhorn, I used pictorials
and illustrative examples. In the
beginning, I proposed a function
called HASH-IT, which would
change names (KEYS) into
numeric values called HASH-
VALUES. The process is shown
in Fig. 1. The function HASH-IT
can be any method of convert-
ing an alphanumeric KEY to an
integer numeric.

In using HASH-IT, each
HASH-VALUE produced points
into an array called the HASH
TABLE (HT). For example, a
HASH-VALUE of 3 is shown in
Fig. 2. In turn, the contents of
each element of the HASH
TABLE point to an element of
the STORAGE ARRAY (SA$),
which holds the data and their

respective KEYS (see Fig. 3).
I needed to implement two

other concepts to fully explain
the madness of this method. I
wanted a pointer to show me
where the next empty location
of the STORAGE ARRAY was.
For convenience, I called this
pointer EMPTY. I made the
STORAGE ARRAY two-dimen-
sional to facilitate a linked-list
affair. The use of this linked list
will become clear in later ex-
amples. Fig. 4 shows a general
pictorial of everything I needed
to explain this hashing method.

To demonstrate this hashing
method using Fig. 4, I used six
names to "hash-in" to the
STORAGE ARRAY. The first
name was JOHNSON, which
hashed to a numeric value of 3.
The numbered location pointed
to by EMPTY was then stored in
the HASH TABLE at location 3.
JOHNSON was stored in the
STORAGE ARRAY at the loca-
tion that EMPTY pointed to
before being incremented (see
Fig. 5). The names SMITH and

KEY
HASH VALUE

JONES hashed to values of 6
and 1, respectively. Figs. 6 and 7
show how they were handled.

Rehash

The demonstration was going

HASH TABLE (HT)

Fig. 2.

HASH-IT

Fig. 1. HASH-IT function.



«11
well, and my partner was still
with me. All three names had
hashed to different numeric
values. So far, so good. I used
the name MURPHY next and
found it hashed to a value of 3.
So had JOHNSON! This was a
collision, and I had promised I

wouldn't rehash or recalculate
the HASH VALUE in order to find
an empty element in the HASH
TABLE. So now I had to use that
second row of the STORAGE
ARRAY.

MURPHY was stored at the
next location in the STORAGE

ARRAY pointed to by EMPTY.
This location was 3, the sequen-
tial element after JONES. Nor-
mally, this value of 3 would be
stored in the HASH TABLE at
the location pointed to by the
HASH VALUE. However, in this
case, there was already a
number there, more specifically,
the pointer to JOHNSON. I
couldn't disrupt this arranqe-
ment because I would not be
able to find JOHNSON again!
So I stored the value pointed to
by EMPTY in the second row of
the STORAGE ARRAY element
containing JOHNSON.

To find MURPHY later would
first require hashing it to a value
of 3 (see Fig. 8). A look into the
HASH TABLE at location 3
would find a pointer value of
zero. The contents of the
"zeroth" element of the
STORAGE ARRAY would pro-
duce JOHNSON. JOHNSON
would not be MURPHY by any
means, so a further look would
find that the link attached to
JOHNSON pointed to the third
element of the STORAGE AR-
RAY. Further investigation
would find that MURPHY resid-
ed at this third element of the
STORAGE ARRAY, and the
search would be done.

The name DOE was next and

gave me no trouble. It quietly
hashed in and was stored as
shown in Fig. 9.

JAMES was not so easy. It,
too, hashed to a value of 3, right
in there with JOHNSON and
MURPHY. As handled before,
the links were changed, and
JAMES joined the group (see
Fig. 10).

The Program

The program listed demon-
strates the preceding pictorials
and procedures. Its design is to
provide a set of utility pro-
cedures to be used in other pro-
grams. The sections called
HASH-IT and HASH-IN corre-
spond to the figures above. I
wrote them to simulate the abil-
ity to pass and receive param-
eters between procedures. Both
procedures can be extracted
and used in other programs.

The only change to make be-
fore HASH-IN can be truly con-
sidered general is to delete lines
520 through 524 and lines 527
and 529. These were written to
facilitate the deletion ability of
the program. HASH-IT is general
and, as listed, will return a
HASH VALUE (HASHV) for a giv-
en N$ not equal to a null string
(''''). The length of the HASH
TABLE (LHT) must be given in

HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY (SA$)
HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY (SA$)

0 I

LD .:

~ LD ~
0

I
DATA

LD ~. LD I

L.

1

z

~

LD l ~ LD /

~
DATA 2

I 1

1

/

~ LlJ /

1

7

IJ3 DATA 3 3

1

LlJ 1

/

IJ """":"'LlJ L. Z

~
4 4

1 1

LD L ~ LlJ L. 7

~1 1

LlJ I

/

IJ LlJ / 7

IJ6

I 1

LD I

L.

~ LD L. 7

~
7 7 7

I 1

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
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line 2120.
HASH-IT was developed by

my partner, Mike Smith, to pro-
duce hash values from any
length keys. His method first
calculates the length of the key
N$.Then, in lines 2050-2100, the
ASCII values of every character

in N$ are cumulatively added.
Starting with the first character,
every other character of N$ is
added and stored in variable
A(O). Simultaneously, every
other character, starting with
the second character of N$, is
added and the sum stored in

variable A(1).
This forms two separate

numbers that are divided by 256,
and their remainders are saved.
The remainder from A(1) is
multiplied by 256 and added to
the remainder from A(O). The
HASH VALUE is then made

equal to this number divided by
the variable LHT-the prime
number size of the HASH
TABLE. This all takes place in
lines 2110-2120.

Uses

The program accepts and

HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY (SA$)
o I

HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY (SA$)
o I

OJ ~L
~ OJ / Z

~
0 0 0 o [JOHNSON

I

OJ ~ ~

/ Z

~
[ SMITH I

OJ I 7

~ OJ ./ ~1 I

~

L 7 IJ LJ ~3 1 [
OJ /

L ~ U I Z

~
4 [ 4 [ I

OJ L 7

~ U /

L ~5 1

1 1

U 6 1

L

1

z IJ CJJ 6 L
1

z

U

OJ L 7

~ OJ / 7

~
7 I

1
7 1 I

Fig. 5. Fig. 7.

HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY (SA$) HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY (SA$)
0 I 0 I

OJ ILJOHNSON 1

Z

~ OJ L Wj0 0 1 JOHNSON

OJ ~~Z ~ U / 7 IJI SMITH

I

OJ ~ OJ 7/

~
2 [ JONES

1

U L 1

z

~ ~ eZ

~
3 :=

OJ L 7

~ OJ ~~I I I

L

I

7

OJ / 7

~ OJ 7/

~1 1 I 1

~

/ 7

~ OJ L
z

~I [ 6

I

OJ / 7 IJ OJ L 7 IJ1 1

7

I 1

Fig. 6. Fig.8.
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stores keys called SUBJECTS.
Along with each SUBJECT, a
256-character miscellaneous
field can be stored for later
retrieval. One use of this pro-
gram is to store names and
phone numbers. The quick
retrieval process used makes it

a lot faster than your telephone
book. Another idea is to provide
an information network affair
for clubs or others organiza-
tions. When members want to
store subjects with information,
they can use the ADD com-
mand. Then when members

HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY (SA$)
o I

r SMITH r
JONES

7

1
7

D
/

1 MURPHY

Fig. 9.

HASH TABLE (HT) STORAGE ARRAY ISA$)

o

U /

I

7

~
0 0 I JOHNSON

U L. 7

IJI
SMITH

I

U L. 7

~I
JONES

I

~

/

~
I MURPHY

U / 7

~I DOE

I

U ~ 7

~~

0 ~

U / 7

~1 I
Fig. 10.

need to know further infor-
mation about any subject, a
query into the computer may
find the desired information.

Quick retrieval and large
storage capabilities make this
sort of information mill a good
application for a microcom-
puter. For a large data base, the
addition of a data-save pro-
cedure can be added. A disk file
can be substituted for the

STORAGE ARRAY also.

Conclusion

This program can be used as
is, or modified for more complex
applications. The concept of
hashing itself is in use with com-
pilers and in DOCUFORM. Its
explanation is intended to add
another method of data storage
and retrieval to a programmer's
bag of tricks .•

lIHIRLIZE
11ENU

e CLEAR: R£M

Program listing.

[>EF!HE WIGHT;. (f HflSH TABlE AND STORfI(;E ARRAI'

HASH-jT<N$, HflSV)
COLLISION FLAG
Pi NOlI POINTS INTO THE HASH TABLE.
LOOK IN HA:,H TABLE
RRE LOCATION CONTENTS EI1PTI'?
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R£H
REM : IoIRlTTEN BI' R.1 VIZZONE 1979 CR£ATIVE CONSUL TIl1G.
R£M : FOR THE APPLE I I COMPUTER (REQUIRES APPLESOFT)

4 REM
REI1
R£M
REM
R£M
REM

10 GOSI.IB 10[1: REM
20 GOSI.IB 800: REI1
30 ON SEL GOSUB 300,9[10, 1100, 3e0[1, 101)0, 700
40 IF EXIT THEN 60
5e GOTO 20
60 END
70 R£M
90 P(II(E ~2,a' pcn c,:, 20: POKE ]4 ..7 POKE ::5.,24: PRINT RETURN
1130 REI'
110 REI"
120 REI'1
125 LHT = 101: L~,R = 100. FHI
E0 Oli'l HHLHf:o. SRHLSR .. 2)
140 FOR I = e TO LSA
lS[1SAf.(i.e) = "-1"
160 . 'SAHL1) = "-1"

186 FOR I = (I TO LHT
19E1 ·HT~l)=-1
200 NEXT I
205 NLOC::: - 1: TR = -"1
220 IfF FN W-'I'~'(A) = A + 1
no RETURN
240 REI1
::00 WI
?10 REI1
:?)€1 ~:Er1
jj0 H0I1E
::,2 ~'E11 15 5At FILLEDt
}3~, I F OR < L;,A) THEil ,:40 REM 110 11":' !'IOT - com INUL
336 REI1 YES IT IS' QUIT
:m IITRB (1[1)' PRHlT "1·101 ENOUGH ROOl1 FOR All ROO. "
?58 IITRB (12): PWIT "PRESS RNY KEY TO CONTINUE"; GET At
:;:;:1 GOTO 370
:413 VTAB (5). INPUT "SUBJECT: "; Ilf
,A5 IF N$ = "" THEN :m REM IF USER QUIT THEil RETURN
:W VTAB m PRINT" INFO "
:;48 PRlllT
j5e GOSUB 90 IITRB (7)' HTRB (1) 1IIPUT" "; MISCS: TEXT
",5 ROD = 1 REM HASH-III(1I$, L Rill
360 GOSUB 400
:'-£5 TEXT . H0I1E VTAB (12): PRINT "THANK YOU"
j67 FOR I = 1 TO 5e0: NEXT I' REM WAIT TO READ THANK YOU NOTE.
,-£8 TR = TR + i: REM HlCREMENT TOTAL RECORDS VARIABLE ITR)
370 R£TlIRN
380 REI1
400 R£M
410 REM
420 REM
430 REM
440 REM
45e REM
455 REM
457 GOSUB 2\lOO: REM
460 COLLISIEN = 0: R£M
470 Pi = HASHV: REM
480 P2 = HI( Pi) REI1
485 REM

INFORMATION 11lLL

170 NEXT I

. HASH- !H(NS, ADD, RNl
: Gl YEN N$=NRME &

ADD=0 OR 1
. RETURN RN=R£CORD I



0>
N

~
O·
(3
o
o
:3
1Jc::
5'
'!=l
~
III
'<....•.
so
~

sss RETlIRN
1(100 REM'
1019 REM ..
lMl REM.
10s0 REM
1049 GOSliB900: IF NOT FN FOUIID(PfD ORR$ ; ,," THEN1070: REM IF U:,ERQUIT OR NOT FOUl-I()THENRETURN
'1041 VTAB (2}) HTR~,(1)' CAlL - S!i8
1042 GOSUB90
1047 VTAB (7) INPUT 1115C$:REII DISPLA'I 11I5C IIIFO. UPDATEWITH CURSOR

490 IF P2 < ) - 1 THEN600: REII 110 - GOCH£(;KSA$ POINTEDTO BY P2
500 IF ROO THEN5;.'0: REII YES - 00 I'tl ROO.
510 RlI; - 1: G010 659 ~~M I'ES BUT, THIS WASA RETRIVE. RlI;-l F(~: A F:EC(f:[>NOTFWNI> RETURN.
515 Fa CH£CK10 :H IF THEREAR£ RNYEMPTI'.uXATlONS IN SAf 11111>£8'1R PREVI(~JSORETE.
52e IF NOTDFLfIG THEN525
521 FOR I ; 0 TO NLOC
522 IF SA$(J,0) ; "-1" THEil 529' REM THEREIS ONE- LISE.11
524 NEXT I
52:, IILOC ; NUie + t : PEII THEREWAStYTONE- 110VETHE EIIPT\' POIl11ERDmlt!.
526 EI1P1'I ; NLOC
:127 GOTO510 1070

11'3@ PEII
1110 REII
1120 ,:EM
lE0 F:E11
1140 GOSUB900: REII
'1145 IF R$ ; "" THEN12(1fJ: REII

FIND RECORDREQUESTEI)
IF IJSEf.:(~IT OR.

529 EMPTY; I I>FLRG; DFLAG- 1 REII
530 P2 ; EMpT'r REII
540 SA$(P2,0) ; N$: REM

Usmj A f'REVIOUSLI' ()ELETEDLOCATIOU ('<[CREMENTTOiAL ! OF ()ELETEl)LOCRTlOII'·
AT LOCATIONf'OIlnED TO 81' EIIF'T'/.

STOREKEI'.
~,45SAl.(P2,2) ; MISCl-: PEII ATTACHITS MISC !fIFO
560 IF COLLISIEtI THENSA$(Pl,1); STR!- (EIIPlY) F'EM THIS I~, A CtJ..L1SlmHl[{) - CHANGEf'OIl1TERS.
57~ IF NOTCOLLI51EII THENHT<Pl) ; EMPr," REII THIS A NO COLLISlml-AW.
580 G010 E.'jIJ· REII ADD [;((1E - F:ETLIRU
590 . RE~ L((<]( IN ~i1$ F(~ A 11ATCH

1147 IF NOT HI FOIJND(RNlTHENE1)O: REII .. PECORI)NOTFOIU) lHE!' .UlIRlt
1150 VTRE:(24) HTf1B(1) PRINT "DO '101.1WISH TO DELETETHIS WFORI1ATlOII",
1160 IF Af ; "f!" THEN12')@
1170 ,i1HRN,0) ; "-1" REII
11f:0 FOR I ; 1 TO LHT: PEII'
1185 REII

GET Al
600 IF SA$(P2.(1) ; 11$THENE40 FiM
610 Pl ; P2COLLISIEN ; 1 REM
620 P2; VAl (5Al(pl, 1)) REII
6::0 GOTO485: REII
640 RN ; f'2 REII
650 ADD ; 0
66(1 RE.1URN
700 REM
710 REII
720 F:EM
no REM
740 EXIT; 1
750 RETURN
800 REM
810 REM
820 REM

A 11ATCH- F:E1l~:lt
110MATCH.SET COLLI"lOlr FLAGAND

CHECKTHE 2N[) (QU'IN OF SAl FOR IIE):T LOCATIONTO ~EP.RCH
SEA,fH AGAW.
RN 1-10>1EOUAL~,THE lOCATION IH ~,A$OF KEI' JUST AOl)EDORFOUII[)

ERASEDELETEDENWI.
CHECKDELETEDENTRYTO SEE IF..
. We, 15T IN A SERIES OF COLLISIONS IF ,,0

1190 IF HT(!)" ) RI'I THEI·I1194: REM REPLACE115 P01NTER IN HT ImH IT" COLLl~·ION POIII!ER FPi)11IT~, 21·ll' C(lU.!f11·'
1192 HTm; '!AL (SAHRN,1))
119; SAHF:N,1) ; "-1'" GOTO119o, F:EM C0I6EI)UENTL'1ERASE IT:. ;~N[)COLUMN.
1194 NEXT I
1195 DFLRG; DFLAG+ 1: F'EII HlCREIIENTDFLAG10 IIIDICATE ANOTHEREIIf'TI' LOCATIONEXIST".
1197 TR ; TR - 1 IF TR ( 0 THEil TR; - 1: '-:Ell DECREIIHI1TOTALRECORDS,NOTTO BE <-1.
1200 RETURN
201J(1 REM
2010 REM HASH-IHN$, HASHY)

GIllEN H$, RETURN
: HASHV

~'(l2e REI'I
2tI?.t1 REII
2\:140 F:EM
2042 RElI [>ESCRIE:ED!II ACC'Oi'lf'AIII'ING ARTI eLEe,,) HOllE

840 VTAB (0') PRINT "SELECTIONMENU"
8"00 IITAB (10): f'Rlfn "1. ADD fI SUBJECT"
86') 'ITAB (12)' PRINT "2. FIND A SUBJECT"
370 VTAB (14) PRINT ",. DELETEA SUBJECT"
875 '!TAB (16) PRINT "4. LI 5T ALL SUBJECT,,"
879 VTAB (18). PRINT "5 UP['ATE R SUBJECT"
SBe VTAB (20): PRINT "6. EXIT PROGRRII'" PRINT
890 PRINT" INPUT SELECTIONNUIIBEF:PLEASE

PRII-IT

2045 HASHV; 0
2047 N; LEN (Nf)
20:,0 W0) ; {lA<1J ; ~
<%0 FOR I ; 1 TO N
2070 :J; !NT «I /2 - lilT (] / 2» • 2 + 05) * "Glj (! (2)
2000 ':A; ASC ( MID! (N$,!))
2090A(J) ; AU) + A
2100 IIEXT I
2110 HASH'!= ( INT «A(0) / 256 - INT (A(O) ! 256)) • 256 + 05)' ~,GlI (A(0) / 256» + bo, * \ 1111(\Am /

2,,(, - lilT (A(1) ! 256») • 256 + 05)' "GN (Am / 256»
C126 HASHY; 1111«HRSHV ; .LHT - INT (HASH'! ,I LH1)) • LHT + . @o')' SGN (HASH'! / LHlJ
~'14e RETURN
1000 REN
3\l1B REII .: . Ll "T ALL
3\120 REM:'
303\1 ,'£11
30:l5 HOt'1E
3\140 FOR I ; 0 TO NLOC

892 GETSEL>
894 5EL; VAL (SEW
8% IF SEL < 1 ORSEL ) 6 THEN 830
89f: RETURN
9(19 REM
·916 REM RETRlYE
920 REM
930 REM
940 HOME
956 VTAB (5) INPUT "SUBJECT "; R$
955 IF R$ ; "" THEN999: REM USERQUITS
966 ADD; 9:N$; R$: GOSUB400: REM HASH- ]N(R$,6,RN)
980 IF FN FOllND(RN) THEN990
982 VTAS (12)' PRINT" I CAN'T FIND IT. PRESSANY"
983 PRINT "KEY TO GOON. ";. GET Al
984 G010 sss REM RETURN
990 VTAB (7) PRINT "1I1FO "
993 GOSLIB90: VTAB (7) HTAB (2)' PRIIH SAHRN,2) TE:,T
994 VTAB (24) F1<INT"PRESSfllf! KE'I TO GOOfl
995 GET fI$
996 VTAB (24): HTAB (1) CAlL - :::68

PRIIH ALL ELHIE!ITS OF SAl THATARE 1m EIIPT'! (JIOT -1)

3045 IF SRH]' 0) ; "-1" THEN3090
3B50 HTAB (5) F1<INTSA$(], 0)
3060 CV; PEEK (7) REII IS SCREENFULLd. E. I" CURSORAT BOTTOMOF "CREEII<'
3070 IF CV ( 21 THEN3\190 REM 110- COIl1INUE
3.075 F'PHI1 REII YES - CHECKWITH USERTO rom NUE.
36t'll PRINT "PRESSANYKE\' TO CONTINUEOF: 'Q' TO QUIT", GET Af.: IF Af· ; "(j" THEN:'110
3\185 HOllE
3\190 NEXT I
:095 PRINT
3100 PRINT "PRESSAIII' KEY TO GOON -. GETAt
3110 RETURN



TRS-80™
SYNCHRONOUS DATA

SEPARATOR FOR DISK USERS.
SDS $34.50

THE SYNCHRONOUS DATA SEPARATOR WILL
ELIMINATE 100% OF THE DISK READ ERRORS
AND SPEED UP DISK ACCESS TIME BY ELIMIN-
ATING RETRIES BY THE DISK CONTROLLER.

THE SDS PLUGS INTO THE DISK CONTROL-
LER'S SOCKET AND HAS ONLY TWO WIRES'TO
CONNECT. NO TRACES HAVE TO BE CUT. IT IS
THE MOST RELIABLE AND ACCURATE DATA
SEPARATOR AVAILABLE.

ADD $1.50 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING
CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALE TAX. SEND
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

G.P. ASSOCIATES
P.O. BOX 22822, SACRAMENTO,

CA 95822
TRS-80 IS A TRADE MARK OF TANDY CORP.

Connect your TRS-BO. Apple or ANY
other computer to the phone lines.

l)SR-330 Originate-
Auto-Answer Modem

• 0-300' Baud
• Stand Alone
• RS232
• 1 Year Warranty
• Crystal Controlled
• Bell 103/113

$339
• State of the Art LSI circuitry
• 5 stage active filters

FCC certified for direct
connection to phone lines via
standard extension phone jack

Call or write for free literature

U.S. ROBOTICS, INC.
1035 W. LAKE ST.

CHICAGO, ILL. 60607 V'" 181

(312) 733-0497

PROGRAMS
for OSI 65U V1.2

1·22·80 or later update
including:

1) OSI newsletter info incorporated into programs
2) enhancements for operators
3) useful utility and demos
4) rewrite of 'disk' manual

Send this adv. copy and a) original OSI 8" disk
with $10,00; or b) $15,00 for disk without system,

(Indiana residents add 4% sales tax)

TERMS: The buyer agrees not to sell or give the
disk or its info, to others, -
Name _

Address _

City,,_State.2ip, _

C & J Supply •..•258
Box 806, Marion, IN 46952

V' Reader Service-see page 258

LOWER CASE & GRAPH,IC
SYMBOLS GENERATOR KIT

FOR TRS-80™ CG 16 $94.50

Save more than 20%1

NORTH STAR--INTERTUBE
THINKER TOYS--MICROTEK
The smar~est computers at the smartest Jilrice.

H'ORIZON QUAD & DOUBLE DENSITY

LIST
$1999
$2399
$2765

ONLY
$1585
$1905
$2195

TRUE 2 LINE CECENDER LOWER CASE, ELECTRON-
IC SYMBOLS, THIN LINE GRAPHICS, GAME SYM-
BOLS, TEXTURED BACKGROUNDS AND MANY
MORE. DEMO CASSETTE IS INCLUDED.
FULLY. ASSEMBLED WITH DETAIL INSTRUCTION
FOR EASY INSTALLATION.
REQUIRES ELECT. PENCIL TYPE L.C. MOD OR
ORDER MEMORY AND SWITCH KIT, SMK, FOR $18.50

ADD $250 FOR S. & H, CALIF. RES. ADD6%SALETAX
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

G.P. ASSOCIATES
P.O, BOX 22822, SACRAMENTO,

•..•83 CA 95822- .

C-IO SHORT 50 Ff.

CASSETIES

Qty. Price

10 $0.75

50 $0.65

HORIZON·I-32K·D KIT
HORIZON-2-32K-D KIT

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
HORIZON-2-32K KIT QUAD $2799 $2225

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $3215 $2555
PASCAL FOR NORTH STAR ON DISK 49
POWERFUL NORTH STAR BASIC
TEl PT 212 COMPUTER 5 MHz
THINKER TOYSDISCUS/2D A&T

8000
1149

FREE
6250
949

1299
640

Premium tape and cassettes acclaimed
by thousands of repeat order microcom·
puter users. Price includes labels, cas-
sette box and shipping in U.S.A VISA
and M/C orders accepted. California
residents add sales tax. Phone (415)
968~60~ •..•,~..

MICROSETIE CO.
475 Ellis Street

, Mt. View, CA 94043

DISCUS/2+21.2 MEGABYTES A&T 1549
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM MEMORYA& T 4 MHz 64K
GODBOUT MEMORY CALL FOR PRICE

____ •..•265

TRS-80©T APE DIGITIZER
~L50AIAILA8U:. KITHOLl

CA~5ETTt REMon
0 .•.•100 _~"ITCHfOR

"NEW IMPROVED!"

INTERTUBE II SMART TERMINAL $995 $745

$54.95

MICROTEK PRINTER 750 675
ANADEX PRINTER 995 875
FLORIDA DATA PRINTER 600 CPS 4~OOCALL fOR PRICE

Super Software at Reasonable Prices

MARYELLEN WORD PROCESSOR YOUR BEST BUY $38
TEXTWRITER III $125
EZ-80TUTORIAL-LEARN MACHINE LANGUAGE $25
PDS FOR NORTH STAR- BETTER THAN CP/M $99
COMPILER FOR HORIZON-SECRET SUPERFAST com

$100

10% Off Software Prices with Computers

VERBATIM THE BEST DISKETTES BOXOF10 $29

Used by the
U.S. COQst
Guard and
V.S. Navy

'ELIMINATES CASSETTE
LOADING AND COPYING
PFl08LEMS., , EVEN
'SVSTEM" TAPES!

'MAkES TAPE P"OOR",,,,
LOAOING PI'I"'CTICAlL Y IN·
DEPENDENT OF VOLUME
CONT"OL SETTINQ!
'MAd$ PE"F't:Cf COPIES
OF AH't' TAPE OIG!TALLY
WITHOUT USING COM·
PUfEA. OIGITIZED TO EX
ACT A(PLICA OF Till•••
SIGNAL WHILE FlEMOVING
HU". NOISE ••.ND OTHER
"INO~ DROPOUTS

·A.C. POWERED NO IAT
TERIU C••.SSETTE SWITCH
ALLOWS ••••.NUAL OR CO ••·
PUTER CONTROL OF CAS·
SETTE-RECORDER

'FEED YOUR CASSETTE TO
THE TAPE DIOITtZER AND
FEED YOUR CO ••PUTER
THE EXACT OIQITAL
WAVEFOR •• THE TRS-tO
DAilE TO THE TAPE WHILE
••AKINO A COPY AT THE
SA"ETI ••E!

'THE TAPE DtOlTIlERIS
CO"PL£TELYCO ••PATII!IlE
WITH LEVEL I AND II

• -coon f)A TA "'NDI(ATOR f.ASII. Y
ENABLES SETTlN(j VOI.UME CONTROl.
f"OR GOO{) PROGRAM AN[)[)A TA LOAOS
EVERY TIME!

"GET Nil) OF YOUR TAPE BUGS TOOA Y
FOR ONI. YSS9.9SPOST AGE PAIl)
GUARANTEf.D TO rrx rOUR TAn:
PROBLF:'M.~· OR R/:"TURN IN 10-/M n" FOR

A FUI.I. Rf."f"L·ND!

24-'-, phone.!!!!!l
I70n 817-7237 ...•••

A CU·VA TA Af.PHANf."TlCH'. O. BOX 597.
U)NESTVIf.f./:", CALIIDN/VIA 9j,f.l6

WHICH COMPUTERS ARE BEST' BROCHURE. fREE
NORTH STAR DOCUMENTATION. REFUNDABLE WITH
COMPUTER $20

KIVETT DR
JAMESTOWN NC

27282
(919) 883-1105

AMERICAN
SQUARE

COMpUTERS
•..•56
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6800 Trace
and Disassemble Program

This program puts you on the trail of runaway routines.

Richard Carickhoff
812 Pulaski Dr.
Lansdale PA 19446

Did you ever write a program
that didn't work and then

spend hours, or even days, de-
bugging it? Did you ever won-
der how the program got to that
particular location? .. why
that compare instruction wasn't
working as you thought it
should? ... why that multiply
routine didn't work?

Well, I've been down that

• Program disassemble func-
tion
• Memory examine and change
function

• Register examine and change
function

The detailed explanations;
along with operating proce-
dures for each of these func-
tions, are described in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

At the start of each function
it is assumed that the last data
character printed by the termi-
nal is a colon (:), which is the
program's prompt character.
All values entered must be in

decided to write a program that
road many times myself, so I hexadecimal format.

would allow me to trace a pro- Program Trace Function

gram instruction by instruction
while, at the same time, see ex-
actly what was taking place be-
fore and after the execution of
each instruction.

The 6800 Trace and Disas-
semble program does just that.

The program trace function
will trace the user's program
one instruction at a time, while
outputting to the terminal the
location, mnemonic, operand,
contents of all MPU registers
(CC, B, A, X, SP) and the next re-

The program enables the user turn address in the stack. The
to perform the following func- trace function will do this for
tions:
• Program trace function
• Go to user's program function

84 Microcomputing, May 1980

each instruction prior to its exe-
cution .

The trace funtion can be per-

formed by typing one of the fol-
lowing two responses:

: T nnnn
or
: T nnnn, mmmm
The first response must be

terminated with a carriage re-
turn. The character T specifies
a trace function. The four hexa-
decimal digits following T spec-
ify the starting address of the
first instruction to be traced.
This response instructs the pro-
gram to trace only one instruc-
tion (see Example 1).

At this point the trace func-
tion waits for the operator to

enter a character. If the charac-
ter is any character other than
the Escape (1B hex), the in-
struction displayed will be exe-
cuted and the next instruction
will be output to the terminal
along with the contents of all
the MPU registers (see Exam-
ple 2).

The contents of the following
MPU registers are printed along
with each instructiOn:

cc-Condition code register
b-B register
a-A register
x-X register
sp-Stack pointer

Example 1.

:T0103 cc b a sp rtn
0103 JMP 0225 BF 19 FF 2242 A049 7805

Example 2.

:T0103 cc b a sp rtn
0103 JMP 0225 BF 19 FF 2242 A049 7805
0225 LDS 22 CF 19 FF 2242 A049 7805



rtn-First return address at
the top of the stack
The contents of the program

counter is the location of the in-
struction to be executed.

With the use of the trace
function, the operator can step
through his program one in-
struction at a time. The con-
tents of all the MPU registers
are always visible before and
after the execution of each in-
struction. Also, the instruction
is always printed before it is ex-
ecuted so the operator can de-
cide whether to terminate the
trace at that point (depressing
E:scape key) or to continue.

The second response to the
prompt character is used to
trace a program until the break-
point address is reached. The
first four hexadecimal digits
define the starting address of
the first instruction of the trace
sequence. The second four
hexadecimal digits following
the comma define the break-
point address. Once the last
digit is entered, the program
will immediately start tracing
the program starting at the
start address.

The output format is the
same as the single trace func-
tion except that the program
will continue outputting each
instruction until the breakpoint
address is reached. At that
point the trace function oper-
ates in the same manner as the
single trace function. That is,
depressing the Escape key ter-
minates the trace and depress-
ing any other key executes the
last instruction printed and out-
puts the next instruction. The
Escape key is also used to ter-
minate a trace sequence prior
to reaching the breakpoint ad-
dress.

Caution: The trace function
traces a program with the use
of the software interrupt (SWI).
Always terminate any trace se-
quence using the Escape key.
Using the system reset may
leave a software interrupt in the
user's program.

This method of tracing a pro-
gram is normally used to deter-
mine how a program arrived at
a particular location. If a CRT is
being used for a terminal, the
last 15 instructions executed
will still appear on the screen

(assuming the CRT has a mini-
mum of 16 lines). The rate at
which the program executes is
controlled by the output rate of
the terminal being used.

Program A shows an exam-
ple of the trace function. The
program selected is Tom Pitt-
man's 6800 Tiny BASIC. I chose
this program because it is well
known and is an interesting
program to trace. It also dem-
onstrates the visibility of a pro-
gram using the trace function.

The starting address was set
at 0103 hex, which is Tiny
BASIC's warm start address.
The breakpoint address was
set at an address that would
not be reached. This allowed
me to terminate the program at
any point during the trace.

In Program A there are sever-
al instructions that are disas-
sembled with asterisks (* * *) for
the mnemonic and ROM for the
operand. This alerts the opera-
tor that the trace function came
upon a ROM address that could
not be loaded with the software
interrupt. The trace function in
this case places the software
interrupt at the return address.
The trace function assumes that
routines in ROM are functional
and always return via the RTS
(return subroutine) instruction.

The ROM address shown in
Program A is the MIKBUG out-
put routine (EIDI). Examining
the contents of the A register
prior to executing the output
routine shows the character
being output. Also, the output
is reflected in the trace printout
as indicated by the line feed fol-
lowing the first output by Tiny
BASIC.

Trace Function Restrictions

There are only two restric-
tions on the trace function. The
first is that it will not trace a
program that uses a software
interrupt, since the software in-
terrupt interferes with the trace
function's software interrupt.
The second restriction is that
the trace function cannot be
used to trace itself.

Go to User's Program Function

This function allows the op-
erator to execute his program.
The operator may specify a
breakpoint address in order to

:T 0103,OFFF
0103 JMP 0225 Cl 19 00 2242 A070 022A
0225 LOS 22 Cl 19 00 2242 A070 022A
0227 JSR 062C C9 19 00 2242 A07F 0000
~62C LDA A *00 C9 19 00 2242 AC70 022A
062E BSR 0649 Cl 19 00 2242 A070 022A
0649 CLR OOBF Cl 19 00 2242 A07B 0630
064C Jt~P 0598 C4 19 00 2242 A07B 0630
0598 INC O~BF C4 19 00 2242 A07B 0630
059B Bt·11 05A7 CO 19 00 2242 A07B 0630
0590 STX BA CO 19 00 2242 A07B 0630059F PSH B C~ 19 00 2242 A07B 06H
05AO JSR 0109 C0 19 00 2242 A07A 1906
OU9 JMP E1D1 CO 19 00 2242 A078 05A3
E101 ,;'0'(* ROt·1
05A3 PUL B CO 19 00 2242 A07A 1906
05A4 LOX BA CO 19 00 2242 A07B 0630
05A6 RTS CO 19 00 2242 A07B 0630
0630 LOA B 0111 CO 19 00 2242 A07D 022A
0633 ASL B CO 03 00 2242 A07D 022A
0634 BEQ 063E CO 06 00 2242 A070 022A
0636 PSH B CO 06 00 2242 A07D 022A
0637 BSR 0642 CO 06 00 2242 A07C 0602
0642 CLR A CO 06 00 2242 M7A 0639
0643 TST 0111 C4 06 00 2242 A07A 0639
0646 BPL 0649 CO 06 00 2242 A07A 0639
0649 CLR 00BF CO 06 00 2242 A07A 0639
064C JMP 0598 C4 06 00 2242 A07A 0639
0598 INC 00BF C4 06 00 2242 M7A 06390598 B,"11 05A7 CO 06 00 2242 A07A 0639
0590 STX BA CO 06 0~ 2242 A07A 0639
059F PSH B CO 06 00 2242 A07A 063905AO JSR ~109 CO 06 00 2242 A079 0606
0109 JMP E101 C0 06 00 2242 A077 05A3
ElDl 1,*,', ROM
05A3 PUL B C1 06 00 2242 A079 0606
05A4 LDX SA C1 06 00 2242 A07A 0639
05A6 RTS Cl 06 00 2242 A07A 0639
%39 PUL B C1 06 00 2242 A07C 0602
063A DEC B C1 06 00 2242 A070 022A
D63B OEC B C1 05 00 2242 A070 022A
063C BNE 0636 C1 04 00 2242 A~7D 022A
0636 PSH B C1 04 00 2242 A070 022A
0637 BSR 0642 Cl 04 00 2242 A07C 0402
0642 CLR fI C1 ~4 00 2242 A07A 0639
0643 TST 0111 C4 04 O~ 2242 A07A 0639
0646 BPL 0649 CO 04 00 2242 A07A ~639
0649 CLR 00BF CO 04 00 2242 A07A 0639
064C JMP 0598 C4 04 00 2242 A07A 0639
0598 INC e0BF C4 04 00 2242 A07A 0639
059B BMI 05A7 cO 04 00 2242 A07A 0639
0590 STX ~A CO 04 00 2242 A07A 0639
059F PSH B CO 04 00 2242 A07A 0639
05A0 JSR 0109 CO 04 00 2242 A079 0406
0109 JMP ElOl C0 04 00 2242 A077 05A3
E101 ••'c ..•'( •.••• ROt~

Program A.

return to the trace program.
This function can be performed
by typing one of the following
two responses:

: G nnnn
or
: G nnnn, mmmm
The first response must be

terminated with a carriage re-
turn. The character G specifies
a Go function. The four hexa-
decimal digits following G
specify the starting address of
the program to be executed
(e.g., :Q 0103).

The only way to return to the
Trace and Disassemble pro-
gram with this response is
through the system monitor.

The second response is used
to execute a user's program

until the breakpoint address is
reached. The first four hexa-
decimal digits define the start-
ing address of the program to
be executed. The second four
hexadecimal digits following
the comma define the break-
point address. Once the last
digit is entered, the MPU will
start executing the user's pro-
gram. Once the breakpoint ad-
dress is reached, the control of
the program is returned to the
trace function (see Example 3).

The program can be traced
from this point one instruction
at a time by simply depressing
any key other than the Escape
key. The trace will operate in
the same manner as if a trace
function was being performed.
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: G 0103,022F
022F LOX #0080 C1 00 00 07A1 0000

Example 3.

If the program does not reach
the breakpoint address and the
operator wishes to return to the
trace and disassemble program,
he must perform a system reset
and return through the system
monitor. However, the software

interrupt still exists at the break-
point address.

To remove the interrupt and
replace it with the original in-
struction, the Go to User's Pro-
gram function can be executed
where the starting address is
set to the breakpoint address.
The program will immediately
return, displaying the original

instruction at the terminal. The
operator can then terminate
the trace function by depreSSing
the Escape key.

Program Disassemble Function

This function allows the op-
erator to disassemble any 6800
program including the Trace

and Disassemble program it-
self. The disassemble function
can disassemble one instruc-
tion at a time or a sequence of
instructions, while outputting
to the terminal the location, ob-
ject code, mnemonic and oper-
and for each instruction.

The disassemble function
can be performed by typing one
of the following two responses:

: D nnnn
or
: D nnnn, mmmm

: 00225

O~ 9E 22 LDS 22

Example 4.

:0 0225,0280
0225 9E 22 LOS 22
0227 BO 062C JSR 062C
022A FE 0lFE LOX 0lFE
0220 OF 2A STX 2A
022F CE 0080 LOX #0080
0232 OF C2 STX C2
0234 CE 0030 LOX #0030
0237 OF CO STX co
0239 9F 26 STS 26
0238 80 B8 8SR OlF5
~23D 80 07 BSR ~246
023F 20 FA BRA 023B
0241 8C 1066 CPX #l~66
0244 20 F3 BRA 0239
0246 CE 0117 LDX R 0117
0249 OF BC STX BC
0248 81 30 cr~P A *300240 24 56 Bce 02A5
024F 81 08 01P A #08
0251 25 91 RCS 01E4~253 48 A.SL A
0254 97 BO STA A. 80
0256 OE 8C U1X Be
0258 EE 17 LOX 17,X
025A 6E 00 JMP 0~,X025C SO 062C JSR 062C025F 86 21 LOA A #21
0261 97 C1 STA A C10263 SO 0109 JSR 0H90266 86 80 LOA. A #80
0268 97 C3 STA A C3026/1 06 2B LOA B 2B
026C 96 2A LDA. A 2A026E FO OlFF SUB B 0lFF
0271 82 01FE SRC A ClFE0274 BD 0542 JSR 05420277 96 co LOA. A C00279 27 ~F BEQ ~28A027B CE 0293 LDX #[1293027E OF 2A STX 2A0280 BO 05AO JSR 05AO

Program B. Disassemble function.

: D 0225
0225 9E 22 LDS 22
0227 BD 062C JSR 062C

Example 5.

The second four hexadecimal
digits following the comma
specify the last instruction to
be disassembled.

Once the last digit is entered,
the program will immediately
list each instruction in se-
quence until the last address is
reached. The last address spec-
ified must be on an instruction
boundary. Otherwise, the dis-
assembly will continue past the

last address. The Escape key
can be used to terminate any
list sequence.

When the last address is
reached, the disassembly will
stop. The operator can continue
the disassembly one instruc-
tion at a time by depressing any
key other than Escape. Other-
wise, the Escape key will ter-
minate the disassembly and re-
turn control back to the control

The first response must be
terminated with a carriage re-
turn. The character D specifies
a disassemble function. The
four hexadecimal digits follow-
ing D specify the starting ad-
dress of the instruction to be
disassembled (see Example 4).

At this point the disassemble
function waits for the operator
to enter a character. If the char-
acter is any character other
than an Escape, the next in-
struction in sequence will be
disassembled (see Example 5).
In doing so, the operator can
step through a disassembly of
a program one instruction at a
time.

The second response is used
to disassemble a list of instruc-
tions. The first four 'hexadeci-
mal digits specify the first in-
struction to be disassembled.

~****************************************************************************
: ~::~~:: ~~~S 16K :~~;~:: From ~:::t~~r ~:~~r~~~y~t:~mited' •• p~~::::~~~~~~~~pT~~~ ~ :

« APPLE DISC WfCONTROLLER $565.00 An Integrated data processing system, designed by a (Continental U.S. Only) 0;
« APPLE DISC ONLY $470.00 Certified Data Processor to control and report your Hawaii, Alaska, APOfFPO 0;
« APPLE 16K RAM $140.00 inventory. Menu·driven, keyed-access, built-In sorts Add 2% Shipping 0;
~ ----------------------- and back-ups. Unique reporting capability by any We ship UPS so please Include Street Address, or :
« From Apple-Jack" combination of characters within the key. Handles Phone Number. 0;

The Designer 48K Disk $24.95 up to 1000 items. Check, Money Order, VISA or Master Charge. Personal "
Hi-res graphics with the stroke of a key! X & Y Includes a Cash Register module which produces checks require 2 weeks to clear. 0;

~ coordinates using paddles. Circles, elipses, arcs, sales Slips and maintains inventory on a REAL·TIME COD shipped ONLY with 10% down payment included 0;
rectangles, lines, color windows. Save drawing on basis. with your order. :
disc!! Requires 48K Applesoft ROM, 2 disk drives, and an Mass. residents add 5% sales tax 0;

•• Super·Starbase·Gunner SO·column printer(P·1 can be used). All products subject to availability 0;
•• 48K Disk $19.95 Although system Is sett-promptlnq and virtually 0;

: 3'Dimensio~!IK~I~~~et~~aPhl::~:~lon game! Super ~~~~~a;~~·~~~~'~it~nfil:.~:~I~~~:~~rts~~~~en~~:~a~i~~ CP.U ~f~:A~Tg :
« sound effects ... 10 levels of play. Uses paddles or to access your files with your own program. UNLIMITED :
«joy·stick. Introductory price $195.00 244 West Boylston Street 0;
~ (Both require Applesoft in ROM) West Boylston, MA 01583 :
« 'We are the exclusive distributor of Apple-Jack and CPU software. For further information, please (617) 835.3428

write or call. Dealer inquiries are invited.
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New Communications/Control CPU Card
·CPU·Z·80 1K RAM
16 bit interval timer and interrupt
EPROM' 2708 standard (2716 optional)

·Serial Communications·RS·232 interface,
UART Complete MODEM capability,
programmable baud rates, etc.

•Parallell/O·16 bits in (TIL), 16 bits Out (TIL)
•Power·on and external reset

'EPROM not included
$195 assembled, tested, with warranty and cocu-
mentation.
Immediate delivery from stock! Vantage Data Products

All orders shipped prepaid 1/ 135 ~~?t~;st 200 South
Me, VISA, phone orders welcome Provo,Utah 84601
Utah residents add 4'/.% sales tax (801)377·6687

Datapoi_,!~~RTTerminals

II•Fully-Assembled - Guaranteed

#3000 $495 #3360 $545
•Add $15 packing refurbished
• Shipped FOB Washington, D.C. Terms check, M.O.
or charge.

• 9O-day guarantee • Scrolling version 3360 $595
Model 3360 speeds from 3()().4800 Baud, numeric
keypad, cursor controls, Edit, Block-Transmit. search
modes, ASCII Keyboard with codeable options.
Green phosphor, 2480 ch lines, addressable cursor;
R&232C serial interface; other speeds available. Man-
ual $10; cable kit $9.95. Datashare version 3360 $595.
Model 3000 $675. M·33 KSR Teletype $395. QUAN-
TITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. Leasing, service at
low prices.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES CO.
Box 4117, Alexandria, Va. 22303

703·683·4019 / TLX 89·623 1/ 131

WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD!! !

Find the best price you can in this
magazine on a box of 10,5 %" Verbatim
diskettes and

Subtract
50¢

(Low discount P"C8- $26.50)

THA T'S OUR PRICE

[!] fllllr.~
IllJiE!
Si(]m~E!
4636 Park Granada 159
Calabasas California
91302 [213J992-1970

1/ 134

'Offer good while supply lasts. Price includes
shipping in the U.S.except for Alaska and Hawaii.

"Reader Service-see page 258

FOR MINI-COMPUTERS

FREE S~ecial
Tnal
Offer! !

When you order 23 C-10 cassettes
featuring Precision transport
mechanism and Oigital pressure
pad. (In individual, dust-proof,
plastic boxes with labels) for a low
introductory price of $19.95, we
will send you FREE 1 C-10 cassette
for you to test. If you are not
delighted with its performance you
can return the unused 23 units for
a full refund. Please add $1.05 to
cover postage and handling. N.Y.
Res. add 7%. VISA and Master
Charge accepted .

Write for pricing on larger quantities .

Th8 d.ys of complicat8t/, unr8liabl8,
dynamic RAM ar8 gon8:

the ultrabyte memory board

$19 9. 95 (complete kit )
with 16Kmemory

Netronics consistently offers innovative products at un-
beatable prices. And here we go again -with JAWS,
the ultrabyte 64K S100 memory board.ONE CHIP DOES IT ALL
JAWS solves the problems of dynamic RAM with a
state-of-the-art chip from Intel that does it a//. Intel's
single chip 64K dynamic RAM controller eliminates
high-current logic parts ... delay lines ... massive
heat sinks ... unreliable trick circuits.REMARKABLE FEATURESOF JAWS
Look whal JAWS offers you: Hidden refresh ... fast
performance ... low power consumption ... latched
data outputs . . . 200 NS 4116 RAMs. on-board
crystal ... 8K bank selectable. . fully socketed .
solder mask on both sides of board ... designed for
8080.8085, and Z80 bus signals ... works in Explorer,
Sol. Horizon, as well as all other well-designed S100
compulers.

IGIVE YOURCOMPUTERA BIG BYTEOFMEMORY I
POWERWITHJAWS-SAVEUPTOISOON
INTRODUCTORY LIMITED-OFFERSPECIAL PRICESI

UNDECIDED? TRY A WIRED 16K JAWS IN YOUR COMPUTER ON OUR
10·0AY MOIolEY- BACK OFFER (SPECIFY YOUR COMPl/TER).-------------~--------------I CONTINENTAL U.S.A. CREDIT CARD BUYERS OUT SIDE CONNECTICUT CALL I

: CALL TOLL FREE 800·243-7428 :

im\iljRONICSn~·~~~t~~:5E~TLTDj
333 Litchfield Road, New Millord,eT 067761

Please send the items checked below: Dept. K-5
n JAWS 16K RAM kit. No. 6416, $19995.'
o JAWS 16K RAM fully assembled, tested, burned in,

No. 6416W, $229.95.*
o JAWS 32K RAM kit, No. 6432. (reg. price $329.95),

SPECIAL PRICE $299.95. *
o JAWS 32K RAM fully assembled, tested, burned in,

No. 6432W, (reg. price $369.95), SPECIAL PRICE
$339.95.*

[J JAWS 48K RAM kit, No. 6448. (reg. price $459.95),
SPECIAL PRICE $399.95. *

o JAWS 48K fully assembled, tested, burned in, No.
6448W, (reg. price $509.95), SPECIAL PRICE
$449.95.*

o JAWS 64K RAM kit, No. 6464. (reg. price $589.95),
SPECIAL PRICE $499.95. *

o JAWS 64K RAM fully assembled, tested, burned in,
No. 6464W, (reg. price $649.95), SPECIAL PRICE
$559.95.*

o Expansion kit, JAWS 16K RAM module, to expand
any of the above in 16K blocks up to 64K, No. 16EXP,
$129.95 .•
'AII prices plus S2 poslage and handling. Connecticut
residents add sales tax.

Total enclosed: S _
o Personal Check 0 Money order or Cashiers Check
o VISA 0 MASTER CHARGE(Bank No. .l
Acct. No. Exp. Date __
Signature _
Print Name _
Address _
City ~
State Zip _

l_g~il!~m!!l~:!!!!Il!~~O!! _
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Studio Magnetics Co.,lnc.

Sill V 179

83 Carlough Road

•
Bohemia, N.Y. 11716
516-589-4300

Dealer inquiries welcome v176

12" BLACK sWHITE
LOW COST VIDEO
TERMINAL
Easily interfaced with Radio Shack TRS 80

$159.00 LIST
Will sell 6 feet coaxial cable $5.00

Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
Add $5 for shipping and handling

One year
limited warranty
• Ideal for home, personal and business computer systems;
surveillance monitors. 12" diagonal video monitor. Com-
posite video input • Compatible with many computer
systems • Solid-state circuitry for a stable £, sharp pic-
ture • Video bandwidth-12 MHz ± 3 DB· Input im-
pedance-75 Ohms· Resolution-650 lines Minimum IN
Central 60% of CRT; 550 Lines Minimum beyond centralBO%
of CRT ref EJA RS·375 • Dimensions-l1.37SH high; 16.250"
wide; 11.250" deep (exclude video input con-
nector) • Weight-65 KG (14.3lbs) net

Use Maste r Charqe/Visa or send money order.

Mlcl'o Pl'oducts Unlimited
r.o, Box 1525. Arlington, TX 76010

817/461·8043

'68' MICRO
JOURNALTM

* The only ALL 6800 Com-
puter Magazine.

Foreign Orders-Add:

Air Mail $29.00Near Surface $9.50Near

1-Year $14.50 2 Years $26.00
3 Years $36.50

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY
SUBSCRIPTION

Bill my: M/C 0 - VISA 0
Card #
Expiration Date

For 0 1-Yr. 0 2 Yrs. o 3 Yrs.

Enclosed: $
Name

Street

City
State Zip ___

'68' MICRO JOURNALTM
3018 Hamill Road 1/ 132

HIXSON, TN 37343



0900 7E EO CC 7E EO CA 7E EO C8 7E EO 7E 7E El AC 7E aC90 80 27 12 84 FO B7 09 IB 81 80 27 ~4 81 C~ 26 05
a91~ E1 01 AO 42 0~ 00 00 00 OA 7E ~o 08 00 OA 0~ ~~ OCM 86 23 A7 00 08 B6 09 18 81 80 27 38 84 Fn 81 20
092~ 09 00 3~ 30 30 39 ~4 3~ 38 2~ 2~ 20 20 20 20 20 OCBO 27 32 B6 09 19 AD OC FF B6 09 1E 85 01 27 06 66
0930 2~ 49 4E 58 20 20 20 2n 20 20 2~ 20 20 2~ 20 04 OCco 09 1A BD OC FF B6 09 1S 81 60 27 08 81 AO 27 04
0940 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 8E AfJ 42 BF 09 12 0CD0 81 EO 26 09 86 2C A7 00 08 86 58 A7 00 FE ~9 17
0950 CE M E0 FF AO 14 BE 09 12 7F 09 21 CE 0R 8A SO OCEO FF 09 1C 39 4F F6 09 19 2A 01 411 OC FB 09 18 F7
0960 09 09 BD 09 OC 16 BO 09 O~ Cl 44 27 18 C1 47 27 OCFO 09 1A B9 09 17 B7 09 19 80 as 17 80 02 20 DE 36
0970 78 C1 54 27 27 C1 52 27 06 C1 4D 27 05 2~ 07 7E 0000 80 A6 32 08 80 06 08 39 44 44 44 44 84 OF 8B 30
0980 OA 11 7E OA 17 8D 09 CE BO OS A3 CE 09 22 BD 09 0010 81 39 23 02 8B 07 A7 00 39 2A 2A 2A 4E 4F 50 54
0990 09 CE OB 9C BO 09 09 BO 011 97 20 EC BO 09 CE 30 0020 41 50 54 5 a 41 49 4E 58 44 45 58 43 4C 56 53 45
09A~ B6 09 17 A7 05 B6 09 18 A7 06 BO 0B A3 CE 09 22 0030 56 43 4C 43 53 45 43 43 4C 49 53 45 49 53 42 41
09S0 86 04 B7 09 26 BO 09 09 CE 09 2F BO 09 09 8D 0A 0040 43 42 41 54 41 42 54 42 41 44 41 41 41 42 41 42
09CO BE CE ~S 9C BO 09 09 BD OA 97 BO 08 11 38 8D Oil 0050 52 41 42 48 49 42 4C 53 42 43 43 42 43 53 42 4E
0900 65 FF 09 17 BO 09 OC 81 OD 27 0il BD 0A. 59 FF ~9 C060 45 42 45 51 42 56 43 42 56 53 42 5~ 4C 42 4D 49
09EO IF 7C 09 21 39 CE OB 9C so e9 09 39 SO OA 65 FF OOle 42 47 45 42 4C 54 42 47 54 42 4C 45 54 53 58 49
09FO 09 15 30 B6 09 15 A7 05 B6 09 16 117 06 7F 09 1E 0080 4E 53 50 55 4C 44 45 53 54 58 53 50 53 48 52 54
OAOO BO 09 dC 81 00 27 09 80 OA 59 FF 09 17 SO OB 11 009~ 53 52 54 49 57 41 49 53 57 49 4E 45 47 43 4F 4D
OA.H 38 3~ FF 09 15 20 03 BO OA 65 CE 0B 9C BD 09 09 ODM 4C 53 52 52 4F 52 41 53 52 41 53 4C 52 4F 4C 44
01120 CE 09 15 SD 09 06 FE 09 15 SD 09 03 FF 09 15 80 oDBO 45 43 49 4E 43 54 53 54 43 4C 52 4A 40 50 53 55
0A 30 09 OC 81 20 27 E4 81 08 26 O~ FE 09 15 09 09 FF ODCO 42 43 40 50 53 42 43 41 4E 44 42 49 54 4C 44 41
01140 09 15 20 06 SO 0A 81 BO 0A 75 09 A7 00 A1 00 27 0000 45 4F 52 41 44 43 4F 52 41 41 44 44 43 50 52 42
0A50 C9 86 3F BD 09 OF 7E 09 56 80 0A CE ~B 9C SO 09 OOEO 53 52 4C 44 53 53 54 41 53 54 53 4A 53 52 4C 44
01160 09 FE 09 15 39 80 OC B7 09 15 80 07 B7 09 16 FE OOFO 58 53 54 58 00 01 01 01 ~O 01 00 01 00 01 o~ 01
~A7(1 09 15 39 80 09 48 48 48 48 16 80 02 1B 39 SD 09 OEOO 02 01 03 01 04 01 05 01 06 01 07 01 08 01 09 01
0"80 c~C 80 30 2B OF 81 09 2F OA 81 11 2B 07 81 .16 2E OElO OA 01 0B 01 ~C 01 00 01 oD 01 ~o 01 0~ n1 11~ 01
O~9 ~

~~
80 07 39 7E 09 56 70 09 21 27 aD FE 09 17 BC 0E2~ OE 01 OF 01 00 01 10 01 00 01 11 01 O~ 01 ~O 01

dAM IF 26 0A 7F 09 21 2~ 05 BO (19 or. 2~ ~8 B6 8~ aE3 0 00 01 no 01 12 06 00 01 13 011 14 OA 15 OA 16 0A
OAB0 09 2A. ~A. 86 8~ 08 81 1S 26 03 7E ~9 56 39 FE ~9 0E40 17 OA 18 OA 19 0A 1A OA 18 OA 1C 0A 1D OA lE 0A
OACO 12 M BD 09 03 SO 09 03 BD 09 ~3 80 09 06 08 FF OE50 IF 011 2~ 0A 21 01 22 01 23 81 23 41 24 ~1 25 01
OADO 09 15 CE 09 15 SO 09 06 FE ~9 15 08 BO 09 06 39 0E60 26 81 26 41 00 01 zt. 11 0~ 01 28 11 00 01 ~~01
OAEO BF 09 12 30 60 06 26 02 6A os 6A. 06 80 ~9 3~ EE OE70 29 01 2A 01 2g 81 00' a1 O(J 01 2C 81 2D 81 00 01
0AFO 05 FF 09 17 7E 09 AA B6 09 1E 84 3C 81 08 26 ~8 OE80 2E 81 2F 81 30 81 31 81 32 81 00 01 33 81 34 81
OB00 FE 09 19 86 09 14 A7 0~ FE 09 17 B6 09 1S A7 00 OE90 00 01 35 81 2B 41 00 01 00 01 2C 41 2D 41 00 01
OBlO 39 B6 09 lE 84 1C 26 03 8D 32 39 81 04 26 ~8 FE OEAO 2E 41 2F 41 30 41 31 41 32 41 00 01 33 41 34 41
0B20 09 19 FF 09 17 20 F1 81 08 26 04 80 53 20 E9 81 OE80 00 01 35 41 2B 02 00 01 00 01 2C 02 20 ~2 00 01
083~ oc 26 11 4F F6 09 19 30 EB (\6 A9 as 87 ~9 17 F7 OECO 2E 02 2F 02 30 02 31 02 32 02 00 01 33 02 34 02
0840 09 18 2~ 04 3d H 09 FF 09 17 20 CC FE ~9 17 ~6 PE00 36 ~E 35 02 2S 03 00 01 00 01 2C 03 20 03 00 01
0B50 on B7 09 1B 86 3F A7 dO A1 00 27 23 CE ~·9 17 80 OEE0 2E 03 2F 03 3~ 03 31 03 32 03 00 01 33 03 34 03
0860 (19 06 CE 08 92 BO 09 09 so 011 97 B6 09 lE 85 20 OEFO 36 07 35 03 37 82 38 82 39 82 00 ~1 3A 82 3B 82
OB70 27 05 FE 09 1C 2~ 03 3e EE ~R FF (\9 17 20 CD 39 0FOO 3C 82 00 01 3D 82 3E 82 3F 82 40 82 41 03 42 26
0B80 FE 09 19 A6 no B7 09 14 20 CA 0D OA ell 00 00 ~0 OF10 43 03 00 01 37 82 38 82 39 82 00 01 3A 82 3B 82
OS90 3A ~4 20 2A 2A 2A 20 20 20 52 4F 40 0[1 O~ 00 00 0F20 3C 82 44 82 3D 82 3E 82 3F 82 40 82 41 02 00 01
OSAO PO 00 04 CE 09 22 C6 1D 86 20 A7 00 08 Sf>. 26 FA OF30 43 02 45 02 37 82 38 82 39 82 00 01 3A 82 3B 82
essa 86 04 A7 00 FE 09 17 A6 00 B7 09 1B 48 CE 00 F4 OF40 3C 82 44 82 3D 82 3E 82 3F 82 40 82 41 ~2 46 2E
OBce FF 09 1C 24 03 7C 09 1C F6 09 10 18 B7 09 10 24 OF50 43 02 45 02 37 83 38 83 39 83 00 01 3A 83 3B 83
0BDO 03 7C 09 1C CE 09 22 B6 09 17 BD OC FF 86 09 18 OF60 3C 83 44 83 3D 83 3E 83 3F 83 40 83 41 ~3 46 27
OBEO SD OC FF FE 09 1C A6 00 g7 09 1C E6 01 F7 09 1E 0F70 43 03 45 03 37 42 38 42 39 42 00 01 3A 42 3B 42
OBFO C4 03 FE 09 17 A6 01 B7 09 19 A6 02 B7 09 1A 37 OF80 3C 42 00 01 3D 42 3E 42 3F 42 40 42 00 01 00 01
OC00 CE 09 27 86 09 1B SO OC FF 08 5A 27 H B6 09 19 0F9~ 47 03 ~0 01 37 42 38 42 39 42 00 01 3A 42 3B 42
aCln eo OC FF 5A 27 ~6 86 09 1A BD OC FF 33 FE 09 17 OFA0 3C 42 44 42 3D 42 3E 42 3F 42 4~ 42 00 01 00 ~1
0C20 08 SA 26 FC FF 09 17 B6 09 1C 16 CE OD 19 FF 09 0FB0 47 02 48 02 37 42 38 42 39 42 ~o 01 3il. 42 3B 42
dC3d 1C 48 24 04 7C 09 1C ~C 1B 24 03 7C 09 1e OC ~B ~FC 0 3C 42 44 42 3D 42 3E 42 3F 42 40 42 0~ 01 ~O 01
OC40 09 10 24 03 7C 09 1C B7 09 10 FE 09 1C A6 ~0 B7 OFOO 47 02 48 02 37 43 38 43 39 43 00 ~1 3A 43 3B 43
CC50 ~9 31 A6 01 B7 ~9 32 A6 02 R7 09 33 C6 2~ F7 ~9 OFE0 3C 43 44 43 3D 43 3E 43 3F 43 40 43 00 01 00 01
OC611 34 B6 0'9 lE 85 CO 27 08 2A 04 Co 41 2~ 02 C6 42 OFF0 47 03 48 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 O~ 00 00 00
OC70 F7 09 35 CE 09 37 B6 09 31 81 2A 26 08 B6 09 18 >
~C80 BC' 0C FF 20 40 B6 09 lE 85 02 27 39 P6 ~9 lS B 1

Hex listing of Trace and Disassemble program.

monitor. can be performed by typing in new value. The program will au- can be terminated by depress-
Program B shows the disas- the following response: tomatically output the next ad- ing the Escape key or entering

sembly of Tiny BASIC starting : M nnnn dress and its contents. If the an invalid hex character (see
at address 0225 hex and finish- The character M specifies a contents of memory cannot be Example 6).
ing at 0280hex. All values are in memory change function. The changed, the program will out-
hexadecimal. Branch operands four hexadecimal digits follow- put a (?) and return to the con- Register Examine

are the actual branch address. ing M specify the address to be trol monitor. and Change Function

Direct addressing instructions examined or changed. Once the If the operator wishes to This function is used to ex-
are shown with two digit oper- last digit is entered, the pro- space to the next location, he'll
ands. If a location does not con- gram will respond with the ad- just depress the space bar. The
tain a valid op code, the disas- dress and its contents: program will output the next 10-
sembler will assume it is data : ~ 0103 cation and its contents. For : M 0103

o~ 7E (space)
and output asterisks (* * *) for 01037E back spacing to the previous 10- 0104 02 (back space)
the mnemonic. The operator must now de- cation, just depress the back 0103 7E SD

cide whether to change mem- space key (08hex).The program 0104 02 (back space)
0103 SO 7E

Memory Examine ory, space to the next location, will output the previous location 0104 02 (space)
and Change Function back space to the previous 10- and its contents. The back 0105 25 (back space)

This function can be used by cation or return to the control function is useful for 0104 02 (back space)
space 0103 7E (escape)

the operator for inputting a pro- monitor. back spacing when an incorrect
gram or making changes to an If the contents of memory are value is entered. Example 6.

existing program. This function to be changed, just enter the The memory change function
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Did you read about the Dungeonmaster who became so
enchanted playing a real life version of Dungeons and
Dragons that he disappeared for a month?
You'll be able to hold on to reality just a little better when you play

the Dunionquest= computer version, the greatest of all the role-playing
fantasies.
But don't bet on it.

Sit at your computer. You're the hero. Enter the
Dunjonquest I 'Temple of Apshai" and into the
greatest fantasy adventure you've ever experienced.
The Temple has over 200 rooms and catacombs in
which lurk more than 30 kinds of monsters and
beasts ready to do you in - in real time - before you
can reach any of the 70 or so treasures waiting for the
hero. You may spend days, weeks, months ... the rest
of your life ... striking at the forces of evil, or running
from them, or calling on powers you can never com-
pletely understand. Always, always demonstrating in
varying degrees your strength, constitution, dexterity,
intelligence, intuition, the force of your ego.

Unlike chess or bridge or monopoly,
this role-playing game -like other good
role-playing games - is an experience
rather than a game: it is not played so
much as it's lived or experienced. Your
alter ego goes forth into the world of
demons and darkness, dragons and
dwarves. Your character will do what-
ever you want him (or her or it) to do.

Actual photo of screen during a Dunjonquest game.
In Room 3 in the Temple of Apshai, our hero observes ",,282
two treasures unattended by dragons, monsters or
demons ... for the moment. He is completely free of
wounds; he is not at all fatigued. He carries 44 pounds of
armor and 19 arrows in his quiver. He has already slain
five demons. Will he capture the treasures before moving
on ... or before the forces of darkness intercept him?

"The Temple ... " comes complete with a superbly
illustrated 56-page rule book and cassette program,
designed to operate with the Level II 16K TRS 80, the
PET 32K or the Apple II 48K (Applesoft) computer.
Only $24.95 complete, including shipping and
handling on orders placed within the next 30 days.
(Apple or TRS 80 disk available for $29.95).
Dunionquests "The Temple of Apshai" is guaranteed
to be the best version of Dungeons and Dragons/
Dragons and Dungeons. It's a product of the two guys
who are Automated Simulations: Jim Connelley and
Jon Freeman. Jim is a Dungeon Master, running con-
tinuous D & D campaigns. He's been a data pro-
cessing professional with Westinghouse, GTE
Sylvania, Logisticon ... an expert in computer-based
math-modeling and in simulation of complex phe-
nomena. Jon is a game player, designer and author.
He's a frequent contributor to Games magazine, his
book, "The Playboy Winner's Guide to Board
Games" is a paperback best-seller.

As we said, guaranteed: Guaranteed to be the best
version, guaranteed that you'll be happy with it.
Order now, use it for two weeks. If you don't enjoy
completely this fantasy adventure experience that
goes beyond all others, send it back to us. We'll
refund your money in full, no questions asked.

Master Charge or Visa card holders: charge "The
Temple of Apshai " to your credit card. Just call our
toll free number: (800) 824-7888, operator 861 (In
California; call operator 861 (800) 852-7777. In
Hawaii and Alaska, operator 861 (800) 824-7919) and
you can begin enjoying your Dunjonquest game in
days. Or send your check for $24.95* (or $29.95)* to

Automated
Simulations

Dept. K-A
P.o. Box 4232
Mountain View,
CA 94040

'California residents, please add 6.5% tax.
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MPU Register :R
cc A077 C1 (space)
B A078 19 FE
A A079 00 AO
XH A07A 22 (space)
XL A07B 42 (space)
PCH A07C 01 (space)
PCL A07D 03 (space)
RTNH A07E 02 (space)
RTNL A07F 2A - (space)

A080 FF (escape)
: T 0103
0103 JMP 0225 C1 FE AO 2242 A07D 022A

Exampie 7.

amine and change the contents
of the MPU registers prior to ex-
ecuting the trace or Go to
User's Program function. The
trace and Go to User's Program
functions use the return from
interrupt (RTI) instruction to re-
turn to the user's program. The
RTI instruction updates all the
MPU registers with the values
stored away in the stack.

The register examine and

change function is initiated by
entering the character Rafter
the colon. The location of the
first MPU register and its con-
tents will be printed. The exam-
ining and changing of the data
is done in the same manner as
the M function (see Example 7).

Basic M~mory Map

The 6800 Trace and Disas-
semble program resides in less

JMP $E1AC OUTPUT 2 HEX CHARS AND SPAC!=
BASIC MEMORY MAP
0900-0911 1/0 ROUTINES
0912·0949 TEMPORARY STORAGE
094A START OF PROGRAM
094A-OD18 EXECUTABLE PROGRAt-,1
OB8A-OBA2 PROMPT, INVALID CODE AND CRLF MESSAGES
OD19·0FF3 MNEMONIC AND CODE TABLES '

MiKBUG 1/0 ROUTINES

0900 JMP $EOCC OUTPUT SPACE
0903 JMP $EOCA OUTPUT 2 HEX CHARS AND SPACE
0906 JMP $EOC8 OUTPUT 4 HEX CHARS AND SPACE
0909 JMP $E07E OUTPUT MESSAGE
090C JMP $E1AC INPUT A CHAR
090F JMP $E1D1 OUTPUT A CHAR

PARAMETERS
094B-094C $A042 MIDDLE OF STACK
0954-0955 $A014 SWI VECTOR (NORMALLY $FFFA)
OA37 $08 BACKSPACE CODE
OAB7 $1B ESCAPE CODE

Table 1. Memqry map of I/O routines end parameters.

T nnnn (CR)
T nnnn, mmmm

Trace instruction at location nnnn.
Trace program starting at location
nnnn with breakpoint address set at
mmmm.
Go to user's proqrarn starting at loca-
tion nnnn.
Go to user's program starting at loca-
tion nnnn with breakpoint address
set at rnrnrnrn.
Disassemble instruction at location
nnnn.
Disassemble instruction at location
nnnn and ending at location mmmm.
Examine memory location nnnn.
Examine MPUregisters starting with
condition code.
Escape from present function and
return to control monitor.

G nnnn (CR)

G nnnn, mmmm

D nnnn (CR)

D nnnn, mmmm

M nnnn
R

(ESG)

Table 2. Summary of control functions.
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than 2K of memory. The hex
listing accompanies the article.
The program uses some of the
MIKBUG 1/0 routines. Table 1
lists 1/0 routines used, by the
program.

There are some parameters
that may have to be changed
depending on your particular
machine. The stack pointer, for
example, is initially loaded to
$A042. If this value is changed,
it should be set to at least ten
locatlons down from the top of
the stack.

The software interrupt vector
is normally stored at location
$FFFA. In my home-brew sys-
tem the software interrupt vec-
tor points to a ROM subroutine
that uses location $A014 as a
programmable software inter-
rupt vector. The Trace arid Dis-
assemble program initializes
location $A014 to the return ad-
dress of the trace function. This
address ($A014) in the program
will have to be changed to
$FFFA (if programmable) or to
whatever the proqrarnrnable
location is in YOlJr particular
machine.

The Back Space and Escape
Codes can be modified. They
are presently set to 08 hex and
1B hex, respectively.

Break Test Routine

The break test is used by the
program during a trace or dis-

assemble program function. Af-
ter each line of output the pro-
gram jumps to the break test
routine. The break test checks
for a key being depressed. If
one is not, the program returns
normally. If a key is depressed,
the character is input and
tested for the Escape Code. If
the character is not the Escape
Code, the program exits from
the. routine normally. If the
character is the Escape Code,
the program returns to the con-
trol monitor.

Any changes. to the break
test must be made within the
first three instructions. The re-
rnalnlnq four are used by other
routines within the program.
There are some spare locations
at the end of the program start-
ing at $OFF4 for modifications
to the break test (see Example
8).

Summary

The 6800 Trace and Disas-
semble program is an effective
debugging tool. It requires no
hardware changes, as long as
your system has a programma-
ble SWI vector. I've used it
many. times and so have other
6800 users. It allows you to
trace your program instruction
by instruction. You can make
changes to your program, dis-
assemble your patches and
then trace them. You can make
a listing of your proqrarn and
even the trace of your program.

If you would like to get a copy
of the listing of the program for
relocation purposes or what-
ever, just send $5 with your
name and address to:

Richard Carickhoff
812 pulaski Drive
Lansdale PA 19446

If you have any problems with
the program just send a self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to
me and I'll try to answer any
questions that you may have .•

OAA!= BREAK LDAA $8009 PIA STATUS-KEY DEPRESSED?
OAB1 BPL EXIT NO
OAB3 LDAA $8008 YES, INPUT CHAR
OAB6 CHECK CMPA #1B ESCAPE 90PE?
OAB8 BNE EXIT NO
OABA JMP CONTROL YES, RETURN TO CONTROL MONITOR
OABD EXIT RTS RETURN NORMAL

Example 8.



SURPLUS INVENTORY
NEW

$99 22 MHz
BANDWIDTH

*SOLID STATE Sylvania 12" BaW CAT, 22 MHz
video bandwidth, line resolution! ASL Model C12ACB. OEM
tabletop style without case. P4 phosphor. Inputs = separate video,
here. & vert. pos. sync pulses at nominal TTL/CMOS levels. Any
sweep rate, 10-20 KHz. 115 VAG. Simple TRS-BO hookup, add 2
Jumpers. With. full maint. manual incl. timing, schematics, TR~-80
hookup etc. Used, re-checked, v.sry clean, no burns $77. New,
checked, . , ....•.............. $99

2102 BONANZA: Prime', brand new static 1024x1 RAM.
Fairchild F-2102-FPC, 350 ne. Sold in sleeves of 25. 1-3 sleeves at
$20 ea. 4-9 sleeves at $16 ea. 10 sleeves and up at $10 persleeve,
that's prime, new 2102s at . . ,. $ .40 ea

*S100 CORE SALt:: Brand new, tested Ampex core. See article
"IT'S TIME FOR CORE" (9179 Kilobaud p. 34) whIch describes an
easily eunr Interface between this core and an S-100 machine. But
ignofe the prices In the artlclet Sale priced, including large
documentation pkg. 8K boards $99 16K boards $230. Add $4 for
schematics of core.

"'OTHER SURPLUS BARGAINS: HARD DISKS, new w/man-
. ual-$895. SHUGART SA80O-1/801 floppies w/manual, new,$425.

Full ASCII KEYBOARDS $44. TOUCHTONE DECODERS $66.

TERMS: UPS Included 48 states except disk drives. UP.S COD
add $1.25. VISA & MC add 4%. NJ add sales tax. Everything
guaranteed. Immediate shipment or Immediate refund. Phone
orders and questions are welcome.

•Write or call for run spec sheel' on .peclflc items.

ELECTRAvALUE INDUSTRIAL
P.o. BOX 157 . ~.
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950 _. .

.J

Phone orders
are welcome.

201/267-1117

PROGRAM & RUN EPROMS

The MORE '. board plugs on to a

KIM, SYM or AIM
this .union makes a potent EPROM program-
mer/runner.
FEATURI:S INCLUDE: Sockets for 3K of 2114
RAM expansion • zero force sockets for both
burn/verify and run EPROMS • includes all
EPROM persbnality keys to allow run, copy, burn
and/or verify for 2708,2716 (t 5, + 12V) and 2716,
2758, TMS 2516 (5V only) • 16 bit output port with
LED on each bit· -5 and + 26V regulated supplys •
MORE board requires only +5V and +12V at 200
ma • address any K on 8K boundries • extends

KIM'S edge connectors' P,C. board is plated
through double sided epoxy • Manual, MORE
board, all. personality k$Ys, sottware on tape (KIM
format) and listings -- $169.95 • Extra -- 2708
EPROM with software $20.00

1/"204

T.T.I. 1".0, Box 2328 Cook$ville, TN 38501
Phone: 615-526-7579

If you are an 8080 Assembly
Language programmer, VERONA
will help you write better
programs in less time. VERONA
is a terminal oriented, dic-
tionary based, user extensible
assembly language programming
utility. Use VERONA to quickly
produce programs for software
design checkina or for hardware
troubleshooting. VERONA puts
the full power of the processor
at your fingertips, giving you
an ability to interact with .
your system that you never had
before. For ISIS, CP/M, and
others. From $40.

FBE Research Company Inc. I/" 206

P.O. Box 68234· Seattie, WA 98168

"Reader Service=see page 258

Tel, 617-851-3156

A bold new concept in software
for the microcomputer, dev-
eloped by MA·STERS SOFT-
WARE COMPANY. File Drawer
. isa data base management
system allowing the user corn-
plete freedom in file deslqn, but
once designed allows for very
quick entry of new data.

TRS·80 NEEDS
FILLED

Dtsk drives with P.lS. and case etc.
MPI4Q track ([ OZ. 400 bytes) $319. 40 treck {I 02.400
bytes/side) use both sides $349. Micropolis 77 track
(f 97. [20 bytes) $495. 4-drive cable $31
10 verb disks-S in. @ S39-hard case $3 &.. $5.
Base 2 printer-(60 line/min. 72, 80. 96. 120 or 132 char.
line bl-dlrect dot matrix impact 96 char ASCII. 15 baud
rates. Centronics parallel. RS232. 20 ma &. IE££488, load
your char. set) $499. ZI( buffer. graphics. &. tractor op-
tion avail.
Centronics 779 trctr @ $950 s, 730 @ $690-cable @
HI ..
Harrts Selectric (word processing-typewriter &. printer)
$190
UPS (untnterrupttble Power Supply) prevent power drop.
surge or out? From $195.
Atert &.. Radio Shack model IIII herdwere/softwere dis-
counted.
Free flyer with hardware &.. software at IQw prices (Radio
Shack also) .
MA residents add 5% tax-F.O.B. Tewksbury=-Frelght Ex-
tra. MlC. Visa or check accepted.

Centronics & TRS·80 are reg. trademarks of
Centronics & Tandy Corp. respectively

1/"140

OMNITEK SYSTEMS
24 Marcia Jean Dr., Dept M

Tewksbury, MA 01876

MAXELL®
OR SCOTCH'" BRAND DISKS

A
P
P
L
E

...................
Some computerists pay less but may not get

Shuggart® or IBM'" approved disks.......................
T
R
S

8" SINGLE SIDE· DOUBLE DENSITY Q

Box of 10 FOR $50,00 E
8" DOUBLE SIDE· DOUBLE DENSITY N

Box of 10 FOR $65,00 :
5%" MINI - Box of 10 FOR $40.00 A

L

8
o

* * * * * * * *~ DYSAN@ DISKS
~ * * * * *5'1." Mini - Box of 5 for $25.00

* * * * * * * *
COD $1.00 Additional - Specify (8" -

Soft or Hard Sector) (5"-Soft or Hard Sector)

I
B
M

VISA-W
A
N
Q

CUSTOM
ELECTRONICS INC.

238 .EXCHANGE STREET
CHICOPEE, MASS. 01013

EST. 1960 1-413-"592·4761 I/" 141

HOURS: Tues. to Sat. - 9 to 5
·II.TII.RI···Tl/lt'·4·MATELL·

"L
T
A
I
R

D
A
T
A

FILE DRAWER ALLOWS YOU
TO_..
....create any number of

personalized filing systems
_:.buil.dor change files with ease
...look at files. quickly
...search out a line of all records
._.search for one line of informa-
tion of all files .

...sort your data by each line at
the same time

...make hard copy printouts of
data

C
R
E
M
E
N
C
o

USE THIS PROGRAM FOR
CUSTOMER LIST, REFERENCE,
LI BRARY, APPQ INTM ENT
CALENDAR, AR, AP, PAYROLL,
AND MANY, MANY MORE

P
E
T

*Manual and Source Code
(Northstar Basic) HPI $3495

*Manual and Northstar Disk
(Single Density) SPI $2995

*Manual, Source Code List and
Northstar Disk
(Single Density) HP2 $3995

LOOK SOON FOR MASTERS
SOFTWARE COMPLETE
BUSINESS SYSTEM USING
THE DATA BASE SYSTEM OF
FILE DRAWER

o Payment enclosed $ _
o Visa
o Mastercharge

1/"237

Signature _
No. ~ _

Expiration date

MASTERS SOFTWARE COMPANY
P.O. BOX 214 • SANDY, UTAH 84070
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Programming
Optimization Techniques

If you want to optimize a program, use the best approach-or don't bother,

W. A. Harrison
Computer Science Dept.
University of Missouri
Rolla MO 65401

The most important step in
coding an efficient program

is to make sure that the pro-
cedure used is the best ap-
proach to the problem. Simply
coding the best method, without
any attempt to optimize the pro-
gram, will generally result in a
more efficient program than try-
ing to optimize a second- or
third-best approach.

Optimization of a computer
program is usually done to ac-
complish one of two results: in-
creased SP!3ed or decreased
storage. In some cases, an opti-
mizing technique can take on
both aspects, and yet, others re-
quire a trade-off to be made in
terms of speed and memory.

Our discussion in this article
.shall be limited to those tech
niques that increase the execu-
tion speed of a program.

Before we decide to attempt
to optimize a program, we must
first decide if our program is
worth the effort requlr ed.
Though you should always
strive to code the most efficient
program possible, some pro-
grams are not worth the effort it
requires. An example of this 1$ a
Short program that will only be
used once or twice. On the other
hand, a large program that in-
volves a great deal of number-
crunching, and is utilized quite
often, may well be worth the ef-
fort required to optimize the
code.

One of the most obvious
methods of optimizing a com-
puter program is by minimizing
the number of operations the
machine must perform. Yet this

inefficient
00100 FOR K = 1 TO 1000
00110 B=C+R
00120 Q1 = Q(K)B
00100 NEXT K

efficient
00100 B =C + R
00110 FOR K = 1 to 1000
00120 Q1 =Q(K)IB
00130 NEXT K

Example 1.

inefficient
00100 X = LGT(1000)

efficient
00100 X=3
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Example 3.

is probably the single largest
reason for program inefficiency.
This is doubly important when
an interpreter, such as BASIC, is
used, which translates and then
executes each source language
statement as jt is encountered,
as opposed to a compiler (e.g.,
FORTR.t,>.N), which translates

the entire source program first,
and then executes the resulting
machine code.

One of the largest areas of in-
efficiency in most programs is
the placement of calculations
within loops whose outcome is
not affected by the operations
taking place within the loop. In
the program segment in Exam-
ple 1, the expression C + R is ex-
ecuted 1000 times. The result,
however, never varies. The pro-
gram segment could be coded
much more efficiently by plac-
ing the C + R calculation out-
side the loop and only calculat-

inefficient
00100 R = (C + R)IA
00110 S=(C+R)'A
00120 U=C+R-«C+R)'A)

ing it once. This will result in the
elimination of 999 unneeded
evaluations of the expression
C+R.

Likewise, any redundant ex-
pressions should be computed
once, and the result stored in a
temporary storage location to
allow the machine to avoid re-
peating the calculation. In Ex-
ample 2, the expression C + R
is calculated several times. This
seqrnent could be more effi-
ciently coded by setting the vari-
able T equal to the results of
C + R and using this value in the
computations to avoid comput-
ing the expression over and over
again.

Often, an expression whose
value never changes from run to
run will appear in a program. In
Example 3, the value of X is al-
ways 3. Rather than requiring
the machine to calculate this
value every time the program is

efficient

00100 T=C+R
00110 R=TIA
00120 S=T"A
00130 U=T-(T'A)

Example 2.

inefficient
00100 Q=(-C-100)

efficient
00100 Q =( -100-C)

Example 4.



inefficient
00100 FOR C = 1 TO 100
00110 A(C'2)=K
00120 NEXTC

efficient
00100 FOR C = 2 TO 200 STEP 2
00110 A(C) = K
00120 NEXTC

Example 5.

inefficient
00100 FOR 1=1 TO 100
00110 FOR J = 1 TO 50
00120 FOR K=1 TO 10

efficient

00100 FOR K = 1 TO 10
00110
00120

I is set to 1 1 time
J is set to 1 100 times
K is set to 1 5000 times

result: 5101 initializations

FOR J = 1 TO 50 J is set to 1 10 times
FOR 1=1 TO 100 I is set to 1 500 times

result: 511 initializations

K is set to 1 1 time

Example 6.

executed, X can be set to 3,
eliminating the computation.

A less obvious technique, yet
one that can result in a small
savings in time, is the proper
positioning of a unary operator,
such as the minus sign, pre-
ceding a variable. In Example 4,
the operator "-" acting on the
variable C requires the equiv-
alent of C*( -1}. However, this
segment could be programmed
in a more efficient way that
would eliminate the unary
operation of (-1)* (the value
-100 is a constant and does
not require a unary operation to
make it negative).

Efficiency can also be ob-
tained by making full use of the
FORINEXT increment param-
eters as shown in Example 5.
This will eliminate the compu-
tation of C*2 at every iteration
of the loop.

Often, small things can be
overlooked by the programmer,
yet they can make a significant
savings when applied enough
times. For example, every time a
FORINEXT statement is execut-
ed, the loop counter must be ini-
tialized to the beginning value
(in Example 6, each counter
must be initialized to 1 at the
beginning of the loop). By
careful arrangement of the nest-
ed loops, the number of initial-
izations may be reduced.

As we stated before, execu-
tion time is reduced when we
can reduce the amount of work
the machine must do. One very
time-consuming operation in-

volves locating and retrieving a
system library subroutine. In Ex-
ample 7, the result is the same if
a number is multiplied by itself
(squared), or if the number it is
being compared to has its
square root computed. How-
ever, it takes less time to multi-
ply two numbers together than
to compute a square root.

In our quest for efficiency, we
must also take into considera-
tion how long it takes the ma-
chine to locate and retrieve the
contents of a storage location
referenced by a variable. In the
case of a scalar (non-subscript-
ed) variable, the system must
consult a table, from which the
address of that location is
found. On the other hand, when
a subscripted variable is refer-
enced, the system must find the
starting point of the array or vec-
tor, and then using the sub-
script, calculate the address of
the storage location in question.

Because of this, when a sub-
scripted variable is referenced
several times, efficiency may be
gained by setting a scalar vari-
able equal to the subscripted
variable and using the scalar
variable for access. If this can-
not be done, access time can
still be increased by using a con-
stant as a subscript rather than
a variable (i.e., V(7) instead of
V(K)). This is because when a
variable is used as a subscript,
the contents of the location ref-
erenced by the variable must be
computed. In effect, two storage
locations must be located and

inefficient
00100 IF SQR(K) = N THEN 1000

efficient
00100 IF K = WN THEN 1000

Example 7.

inefficient more efficient most efficient

00100 M = C(K) + 8 00100 M = C(3) + 8 00100 T = C(3)
00110 N = C(K),8 · 00110M=T+8

· · ·· · ·· · ·00150 Z = C(K)12 00150 Z = C(3)12 00150 Z = TI2

Example 8.

inefficient efficient
00100 FORK=1TON 00100 A(N+1)=V
00110 IFA(K)=VTHEN 150 00110 K=O

00120 NEXT K 00120 K = K + 1
00130 PRINT "VALUE NOT FOUND" 00130 IF A(K) = V THEN 150
00140 STOP 00140 GOTO 120

00150 IF K < = N THEN 180
00160 PRINT "VALUE NOT FOUND"
00170 STOP

Example 9.

retrieved. See Example 8.
Probably the most time-

consuming operation carried
out by a computer is the deci-
sion operation. Because of this,
the use of IF statements should
be minimized whenever possi-
ble. Through commonsense pro-
gramming, you can often elim-
inate, if not the use of, at least
the execution of, a number of IF
statements (e.g., positioning the
most likely test first in order to
branch around a number of
other IF statements when test-
ing a value for a number of con-
ditions).

The programmer must also
keep in mind that the IF state-
ment is not the only operation
that requires a decision-making
operation. There are several
operations that require implicit
condition testing. An example is
the FORINEXT statement. The

counter is checked every time a
loop is executed to determine if
the iteration should continue, or
if the loop should be terminated.
Because of this, the FORINEXT
statement is not always the
most desirable method of per-
forming a loop.

In Example 9, up to 2N deci-
sions must be made to deter-
mine if the value being sought,
V, is in the array A. A more ef-
ficient method would be to
eliminate the FOR/NE,XTopera-
tion as shown in the example.
This would require only up
to N + 2 decision operations.

Of course, the amount of time
saved by utilizing the preceding
techniques may be slight, but if
they are used consistently,
especially ill those huge
number-crunchers referred to
earlier, the savings in computer
time can be considerable .•
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS_80™* MICROCOMPUTER

:L[]r:1PUTR[]~%LS~.NEF~t1i~~E
MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I & II

SOFTWARE
FOR TRS-80··

OWNERS

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING. GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
• LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
• PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
• EXTEND 16 DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS·80·· FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS

SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
• NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS·80··
• PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS·80··
• A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM··· ARITHMETIC TEACHER
• COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE

SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
• RANDOM SAMPLlNG···BAR GRAPH
• CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
• LEVEL II UPDATES···LEVEL II INDEX
• CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE
• LINE RENUMBERING
• AND CASSETTE TIPS. PROGRAM HINTS. LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE. FORTRAN MO. FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE.
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS. MERGE TWO PROGRAMS.
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTH
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED I AND

(Cassette or Disk)
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

For writing letters. text. mailing lists. ere .. with each
new suhscriptions or renewal.

LEVEL II RAM TEST
(Cassette or Disk)

Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory
locations are working properly.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ~
(Cassette or Disk) 1(1":: ~

~~~~f~~a;gement for your TRS80·· ~ ~~

(Cassette or Disk) ~
Fast action Maze Game.

• TRS '0" IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP

SEND FOR OUR NEW 48 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS80·· PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS OR SAMPLE ISSUE .

......... ............................................................................ .. .

BOl 149 New City, New York 10956

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24.

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48 ......•...

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4 .

HOUR24 ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE ...

(#1 - July 1978. #7 - January 1979. #12 - June 1979 • #18 - January 1980)
NEW SUBSCRIPTION... .. RENEWAL .

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXP. DAT'--- _

SIGNATURE _

NAME _
ADDRESS STATc...... --L.IP _

•••ADD $6!yEAR (CANADA, MEXICO) . ADD $12!YEAR AIR MAIL· OUTSIDE OF U.S.A .. CANADA & MEXICO •••
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WHAT DO
THEY SAY?

What do the reviewers say about
SWOROQUEST and OEA TH PLANET?

SWORDQUESTforthe PET
"FOlthose who want the very best "

- RecreatioflalComputing

'TheonlyiantasysimuJMionJhaveseenwithgraphicS8fldanimation"
_ Len Un(lsay, Pel Gazette

"Challenging and E~citing'
_ Kilobaud MicrocomputinQ

. Tile SWOROOUEST lever i~oncl! agam at its peak.
_ R.Zamora,Edilor,RecreationaIComputing

Youseeklhejewelsandholyswordin\hetombolnlong·dea(!wilard
SWORDQUESTcassetteandinstruclionboo~let S12.95

ESCAPE from the DEATH PLANET (with SOUND) for the PET
"ExcitingG~me"

_ Popular MeChanics

"Fantasy Games Sol/ware has done it again. an e)(citing action game with good
graphics, sOlJfld ellects and rell time progremming. Grapllics include animated
laser/ire ande~p/osions.'

- Kilobaud Microcomputing

Killer Robols and Imperial Stcrrntrocpere searcn for you. Laser pistol combat inside a
qlant space station
DEATH PLANErcassetteandinstruclionboo~lel . $12.95

Programs will (un en any SK or larger PET. Each casselle has bctn OLD ROM and NEW
ROM versions

COLOR GRAPHICS
FOR THE

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
CHALLENGER IP

OR
SUPERBOARD n

Details on modifications that will enable

you to operate in several color graphic
modes (8 colors plus black) Easy instal-
lation. Includes colored-video game for
demonstration and checkout that will run

on systems with 4K RAM. Low-cost hard-

ware not included. Send $8.65 to

T. J. Hoffman
873 Dorset Drive

Knoxville, TN 37919

v273

TRS-80
SPEEDUP BOARD
REVERSE VIDEO

SPEEDMOD- You don't have to spend $3,500 on a TRS-80
Model II to cet faster computing. Now you can speedup your
Level II TRS-80 - Disk systems included! - by up to 100%
(50% guaranteed)wijh our speedupboard. The result is more
animated graphics, shorter program run times, and generally
far greater computing power for your dollar. Changebetween
normaland faster operationby using a simpleBASICstatement.
Thecontentsof memoryare not affectedby speedchangesand
a switch is not required (a switch may be installed if manual
speed select is desired). Changesare provided for NEWDOS,
DOS2.2, and DDS2.3 that allow disk systems to run reliably
at both the normaland acceleratedrate. Buy the most versatile,
easiest to install, and most publicly recognized speed mod
on the market today.

ASSEMBLED & TESTEO $24.95
REVERSEVIDEOis finally here! If you're tired of going blurry-
eyed looking at your video display, then you are ready for
reversevideo. II provides dark black characters and graphics
on an all white screen for a much crisper and much easier to
read presentation. Change between normal and reverse by
simultaneously pressing a combination of three keys on the
keyboard.

ASSEMBLED $14.95 v211

Add 5% for postage and handling
California residents add 6% sales tax

Bill Archbold Electronics
Dept8 • P.O.Box7123 • Sacramento,CA 95826

(916) 362-3627

•.•Reader SetVice-see page 258

Apple II Software (TAKE 15% OFF LIST PRICE)
Master Catalog (Programma)-File Manager for all your
disks. Catalogs all your disks on one, easy access file. A
great filing system for all your disk based software

. $24.95.
Tranquility Base (Stoneware)-Super fast Hi-Res arcade
type lunar lander. Miss your landing and watch the LEM
explode into pieces and fly out into space. (Requires
disk, written in machine code). $24.95
FS1 Flight Simulator-3-D animation and cockpit view
with full flight instrumentation. Learn to fly a realistic
plane simulator and engage in aerial dogfights!
(Sublogic, on cassette in assembly language). $24.95
Micro League Baseball (Stoneware)-Just like the fancy
arcade baseball only better. In full color, this
unbelievably unique program actually literally talks back
to you. Hours and hours of fun. . . $24.95
Apple Invaders (Programma)- The arcade invader game
that has made millions of fans. Shoot down the advanc-
ing lines of invaders. Fast execution. H i-Res graphics. (In
machine code) Specify cassette ($15.95)
or disk ($19.95)

MIGHTY BYTE COMPUTER IN
P.O. Box 213

HO-HO-KUS, NEW JERSEY 07423
(201) 445-B256 v 205

We carry a full line of Programma & Muse Software.
Visa & Mastercard.
Add $1 shipping for each 2 programs.
Atari Systems and Mattellntellivision available for
immediate delivery.

COLOR

v180

v198

i.COM PUPRISM?
GRAPHICS FOR THE S 100 BUS. 16K OF ON
BOARD MEMORY CAN BE USED AS RAM. 2
OR 4 MHz OPERATION. HIGH RESOLUTION
(144 H. BY 192 V. PIXELS) WITH 16 COLORS
AT THE SAME TIME. NO ADDRESS JUMPS,
MAKES PROGRAMMING EASY. SOCKETS FOR
ALL I.C.'S. KIT $240 A AND T $280

Bare board with documentation $40.

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED COD WITHIN 72 HOURS
4 MHz MOD FOR S_D. SYSTEMS
EXPANDORAM $10
16 CHANNEL A-D, 8 CHANNEL D-A
FOR S"100 BUS, BARE BOARD WITH
DOCUMENTATION $ 25

J.E.S. GRAPHICS
P.O. BOX 2752

TULSA, OK. 74101
(918) 742-7104

80- GLEVEL II
and Disk Gfi-ograms

MULTIPLE REGRESSION2.0-A disk based package of
chained programs that permits model estimation using
thousands of observations. user specified transforma-
tions (write them in BASIC during execution). X-Y plots,
formatted for screen or printer + all features of Multi-
ple Regression 1.0. . $45.00
LEVELII 16K PROGRAMS
Multiple Rcgrcsston 1.0. . $29.95
Linear Programming.
0-1 Programming.

SERIAL RS232Ci 20 mA 110
• FLOPPY CONTROLLER
• 32K BYTES MEMORY

PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
• DUAL CASSETTE PORT

REAL-TIME CLOCK
• SCREEN PRINTER BUS
• ONBOARD POWER SUPPLY

SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
SOLDER MASK/SILK SCREEN

8 Hollowglen 51. l r v ine CA
714-552-8946 9271~

-- TO ORDER --
P.O. Box 16216 lr v ine CA 92713~:dr;~~~rnrs~dr6%~Q~:5n~~ng.

Master Charge 8.VISA orders now accepted

$29.95
. $29.95
. $29.95
$29.95

Stat. Pack-medium. mode. mean (avg .. harmonic.
geometric). variance. histograms. Tests (T.X2.F.) one
variable regr esston. one and two-way ANOVA .. $9.95
Differential equations-6 methods. $29.95
Queuing Statistics. . $14.95
LOWERCASEMOD-Includes excellent documentation
+ all parts (nothing else to buy), compatible with Elec-
tric Pencil. $14.95

pIe~;:~~3frO'"DI$COUNT
o COMPUTER PRODUCT$

Master Charge & Visa Accepted
(Please give card no. and expiration date)

APPLE
Apple II 16K
Micro Music Board
for Apple
OHIOSCIENTIFIC
Superboard II
CIP 4K
C1P 8K
C4P 8K
C4P MF
C8P
C8P OF
C2 OEM

TEXASINSTRUMENTS
$999. Model 810

Basic Printer
168. CENTRONICS

730-1
779-2 Tractor
Feed Printer
EpsonTx-80
Tractor Printer
COMPRINTCOMPUTER
PRINTERINTERNATIONAL
Comprint 912 S 598.
HAZELTINE
1410
1420
1500

259.
329.
359.
598.

1498.
795.

2349.
2399.

179.

COMPUTER
ACTION v183

Send for our
FREE PRICELIST

with very low prices
on disks, tapes, and
many other items for
COMPUTER HOBBYISTS
AND BUSINESS USERS

Send name &
Computer

P.O. Box 119 v183

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236

addr. to
Action
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Software for the AIM 65

Unravel some mysteries of the AIM 65's monitor subroutines.

John D. Williams
8832 Boehning Ct.
Indianapolis IN 46219

With the wide variety of
slnqle-board computers

on the market today, you might
think that the introduction of yet
another is hardly needed. But
the AIM 65 by Rockwell fills a
gap left by other single-board
computers. Its many features
provide capabilities beyond
those of the usual single-board
systems, yet it costs little more.

The AIM 65 is a versatile mi-
crocomputer. It is a 6502-based
system with ASCII keyboard, 20
column thermal printer and 20
character alphanumeric dis-
play. The basic unit includes an
8K monitorlminiassembler, two
parallel 1/0 ports and 1K of 2114
RAM. An additional 3K RAM, as-
sembler and 8K Microsoft BA-
SIC are available as on-board
options.

Though little has been written
about this system, it should be
given serious consideration by
anyone wishing to purchase a
single-board computer. The pur-
pose of this article is to briefly
discuss the hardware aspects of
the AIM 65 and then unravel a
few of the mysteries surround-
ing the use of the monitor sub-
routines in programming. I hope

it will also provide some insights
into the use of the two parallel
ports for control or interface
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applications.

Introduction

The AIM 65 has two buses:
one is an expansion bus for
adding additional memory; the
other is an application bus. Part
of this bus consists of two 8-bit
parallel 1/0 ports with four con-
trol lines. These ports are con-
trolled by a 6522 VIA.

The VIA (versatile interface
adapter) also has an 8-bit shift
register to convert data between
parallel and serial formats, inter-
rupt logic that can be polled and

two 16-bit timers that can pro-
duce a single pulse or a series of
pulses. One of the timers will be
used as the basis of the real-
time clock in the program. The
parallel ports will provide the in-
terface to the outside world.

The program was written to
read voltage from a Valhalla
True RMS Wattmeter. It will
record the changes in voltage

(G)/
THE VOLTAGE IS

VRt'lS-60HZ.
THE TINE IS
THIS PROGRAN WILL
MONITOR LINE VOLTAGEAND RECORD THECHANGES. IT WILLALSO RECORD THE TIME
OF THE CHANGES.

TO INITIALIZE THEPROGRAM, ENTER THETIME IN THIS FASHIONHR:NlN: SEC.ALLOW TWO DIGITS PER
UNIT. THEN HIT F2 TO
START THE PROGRAN ATTHE RIGHT TIME.

Listing 1. Program text.

and the time of those changes.
But its real usefulness lies in
demonstrating how you can use
several unique features of the
AIM in ways not mentioned in
the User's Manual.

Specifically, the program
uses the monitor's text editor to
store the original prompt and
subsequent statements used in
the printout. It also uses both
parallel 1/0 ports to specify what
information is wanted and then
to collect it. Finally, a real-time
clock is used with one of the
VIA's timers as its basis.

Monitor Subroutines

Listing 1 shows the text that
is used. The text editor is used
to store this section of the pro-
gram. This feature is more con-
venient than stuffing con-
secutive memory locations with
the proper ASCII codes. Simply
begin the text buffer at address
$0700. Be sure to hit return twice
after all of the text is entered.
This inserts $00 at the end of the
text to signal the end of the text.
It also stores the end text ad-
dress in locations $00E1-00E2.

You may also want to employ
one of the user-function keys to
run the program. Program JMP
0400 at location $010C and JMP
0200 at location $010F. The pro-
gram will begin running when
you hit the F1 key. The F2 key
starts the clock running and
begins the voltage-monitoring
section of the program. If the
program is to be stored on tape,
be sure to store addresses

$010C-$0112 on the tape also.
This allows the program to use
F1 and F2 after being loaded

from cassette tape.
The program in Listing 2 can

be broken into four parts. Ad-
dresses $0200-0274 initialize
the real-time clock and provide a
printer and display for the clock.
Locations $0300-033C contain
the interrupt routine for the
clock. The clock routine is
similar to the one by Marvin L.
DeJong in the March 1979 issue
of Micro. The major change is in
the clock display routine.

Locations $0400-04AD out-
put the original prompt to the

display and printer. They also
allow you to input the time at
which the main program will be
started. Locations $0500-0593
monitor the voltage and output
the change and time when the
change occurred.

In the first section ($0200-
0274), the first 18 instructions
initialize the values for the 6522
VIA timer 1 interrupts. Locations
$0215-021 C store $C342 as the
clock interrupt frequency. Loca-
tions $0226-0274 contain the
dispiay routine, which outputs
the time to the display and
printer. At location $0232 the X
register is loaded with the value
$OD. This is done because the
value of the X register deter-
mines a character's position on
the display. The actual display
of the character is accom-
plished at location $024E by JSR
E97A.

Location $E97A, an address in
the AIM 65 monitor, is the start
of a subroutine that takes an
ASCII character in the ac-
cumulator and outputs it to the
display and printer. The only
problem is that the time is



Listing 2.

~3208 A9 LDA #(:0
02(i[J BD ::'; H AG0E
021[; A9 LDA #4(1
0212 BD STR H€i08
0215 A9 LDA #42
~3217 8[) 5TR A~306
i.32iA A9 LDA :;;r"-::-
~32:1C 8D ::'; H 8065
i.321F A9 LDA #EC

0224 00 8R~:::

i.::i226 AS LDA t-U.
i.322:3 :::5 5TR ~34
[122A H::i LDA 02
i.::122C 85 _, ~~; 05
ti22E AS LDA ~':i"::.

0247 AS
(1249 29
0248 18
(124C 69
(i24E 2£i

CLC

0268 4C '!'!!....

~3277 t.H NDP
03:00 4-8 PHA
((~:0:1 t.tt I f-~C tJt1

~eGeG D0 8NE 0:3:37
0:3:135 F:3 5ED
0:3:06 1:3 CLC
03:07 A5 LDA ~3:1

tG~3D C:3 cr'lP #6[;
02:0F 90 Bee ~::i=::r3:
0311 A9 LDA #0(i

routine at $EA13 outputs a car- the timer in the VIA. When 24

riage return and line feed to the
display and printer. This is done
twice. The final instruction ex-
ecutes a jump to another sec-
tion of the program, which looks
for a change in Voltage.

The second section, from
locations $0300-033C, is the
clock. This section is used every
time an interrupt is generated by

03:15 :18 eLC
~:r::1:16AS LDA 02
~1::18 69 ADC tftll

(G1G C3
0::1E %1
(G20 A3

i.3251 E:3
~::1252 A5
(1254 FiE;

Ll)H __

LDA #~3(i
5TR l;:l::::

(1255 89
i.;:i258 23
0258 1;:; CLC

.::1:3:241::: CLC
~3J:25 AS LDA i-':,"::.

[G:[:' EA NDF'
0400 A2 LD:-O:# (He;
0402 A0 LD'r' #00
041;t4 A9 LDA #00
0406 :3[) 5TA 04F0
0409 89 LDA 0i2E,Y
04(1C C9 C!'1P #0[;
040E F0 8El [;4:1.:3
0410 20 J5R E37A
041:: E:3 IN:":
0414 (:8 IN';'
0415 4C .J!'1P 0403
041:3 20 .J5R EA1:3:
0418 A2 LD>': #0[;
041[; [::3 I Wi
041E EE INC 04F0
0421 AD ~N! t14F0
0424 (:3 Cf-W #07
0426 [10 BNE 0409
0428 A~~1LD!t #00
042A 89 LDA 07AE}Y
~342D [:9 CNP #0D
(142F F0 8Ee! .:14:33
04:1 20 J5R ETA
(14::4 E:3 If;:";

025B 69

digits are once again retrieved
from memory. It is not neces-
sary to rotate this data since the
LSN is in the proper place. It is
simply converted to ASCII in the
same manner as the other and
displayed. Between the hours,
minutes and seconds, a colon is
dlsplayed.

After the time has been dis-
To display the second number played, there is another jump to

of the pair, the original two a monitor subroutine. The sub-

~jL:IL·! 20
~)26(i ES

~34J:5 [:8 Ir{t'
~34::6 4C .]t'W [i42A
(143:9 2fi -3::.to:: 1...!!..l.":'

04J:D A2 LD;:< #00
043:F EE I NC (i4F~3
0442 RD LDA 04F0
0445 [:9 Ct'lP #€iE
0447 D0 8NE {:;42A
0449 20 J~~ E95F
(144C :3D 5TA 04F:1.
044F ze .J5~~ 1='~~F
t3452 3D 5TR 04F2
0455 20
~3458 1...~.'

.J5R E95F
04F-:-

hours are up, the clock resets
itself and continues to run. The
clock continues to keep fairly

accurate time even while other
parts of the program are being
run.

The third section, locations
$0400-04AD, outputs the orig-
inal prompt and allows the user
to input the time he wishes to
start the proqrarn. The use of the
text buffer as the source of the
prompt is accomplished by us-
ing the X register as the display
counter, the Y register as the
text buffer location counter and
$04FO as a text line counter. The
characters are loaded into the
accumulator by using absolute
indexed addressing.

stored in decimal form in the
memory.

Before the characters can be
displayed,' they must be con-
verted to the ASCII format. This
is accomplished by first storing
the two-digit number in an ad-
dress where it can be manip-
ulated. The number is rotated
right four bits so that the most
Significant nibble (MSN) is now
the least siqnificant nibble
(LSN). It is then ANDed with $OF
to save only the LSN. $30 is then
added to produce the correct
ASCII code for any decimal
number 0-9.

0464 8D 5TH ~.q;-:i

0467 2(1 J5R E35F
(146A :3[:>5TA (14F6
~:146[) A2
~)46F FH3
0471 J:E
0474 :3:3
£1475 [:0
t3477 D0
0479 BD
(i47C _.....•

047F :1U
0482 E8
0483: E:3
[14:34 E(1
0486 Df;
0488 A2
~348A 8[:;
~348D 29
~348F18
.3430 CA
13431 7[:,
(1494 3D
(;497 E;3
(1498 c;j

0499 E8
,349A E0
(149C [n)

(i49E AD
[14A1 :35
(14A:3: A[;
~34A6 85
04A:3 AD
04A8 :35
~34A[) 60
050i3 A9
.:1502 :3[;
~3505 A9
£3507 8D
£350A 82
050[: Ht1
050E A9
€1510 8D
051~: 8D
(1516 AD

LD;:-:;
#04

t:::UL
L.l.t:. Or"

8NE

HNL_l #F0
t-Lt-

5TA

#07

ADC
5TA
1 r-.;':-:,

LDA
5TA ((~:

PT5
LDA #FF
::'; H

LDA #00
5TA

LDA
5TA
5TA

0625

0519 9D 5TA 0600, X
LDA

0528 CE Ut:.L ~3625
(1528 AD LDA €1625
~352E C9 Ct'1P # (ifi

05J:E [H3
054f-: r e
>3542 t·;:;
~354J: 4[:
.3546 L;j

0546BNE

0547 l_H_--

0548 3D
054D 98
054E C0
[155(; t-t1 8EG~
~3552 A2
0554 1_-"_"

~3557 [:9
~3559 Ffi
~355B 2f1
t155E !....'-'

f)567 l..'!.. •. LD8
[i56R 2~3 .J ::,1"':: E37A

#0J:

~:::i5728[:; LDA
0575 C9 Ci'iF'
[i577 F~3 8Ei~!
~3573 2fi .J5R
£157e .t.t; I N;:-:;
057D 4[: .Jl'1Pe572

.t.HlJ.-

~:::i5B5BD LD8
[158B [:9 Ct'iP #0[::

fi59J: 4C .Jr'1P
0596 Eft NOP
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The absoiute address is the
starting address of the text. The
Y register is then added to the
absolute address to obtain the
correct address for the char-
acter to be displayed. The Y
register is then incremented to
obtain the consecutive char-
acters. A carriage return (ASCII
$00) will be found at the end of
each line.

When a CR is loaded into the
accumulator, the 'program
jumps to a subroutine that out-
puts a carriage return and line
feed to the display and printer.
The Y register is incremented to
be ready to fetch the next char-
acter. The X register is set to
zero in order that the next line of
characters appears at the prop-
er place on the display and
printer. Address $04FO is then
incremented and tested to see if
all the lines of the text have been
output. If not, the program
branches back to $042A, ready
to fetch the next line. Otherwise,
the program. looks at the
keyboard using another subrou-
tine.

At this point, the user inputs
the time he will start the pro-
gram. The clock will use this
time as its starting time. The
hour, minute and second times
are input as two-digit numbers
(eg., 01:15:30). Since each
number is in ASCII format as it is
taken from 'the keyboard, the
two numbers for each division
must be converted to decimal
form and combined into one
byte. This is done at locations
$046D-$049C.

The decimal numbers are
then loaded into the proper ad-
dresses for use by the clock. The
program then returns to the
monitor. When the time input to
the clock is reached, the user
hits F2 and the program begins
to run.
The final section ($0500-0599)

reads data from the meter and
outputs the changes to the dis-
play and printer. This is accom-
plished by using ports A and B
of the 6522 VIA. As it is presently
structured, the program will
read three digits by outputting
on port B which digit it wishes to
look at. It then reads the data on
port A. Both the digits read and
those output are in BCD format.

The first four instructions ini-
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[)TH PRO RAM WILL
ONIT LIN VOLTAGE
ND:;C' op[:, HE
HANG £., ~'~ILL
LSO CORD THE TIME
F TH CHfHGES
TO NITIALIZE THE

P~:OG~: t'1., Er'~TEF~THE
TIME N THIS FASHION

F':: t'lIr';: SEC.
ALLOW TWO DIGITS PER
UNIT THEN HIT F2 TO
START THE PROGRAM AT
THE F:I GHT T HiE
11222Q
<: 3:>11: 22' 2f1

THE TIME IS 11.~~.~~
THE \:'OL TAGE IS
046VRj'i5-6~:::iHZ.
IN~ TIME IS 11 // ~L

TH<::''-"IJL TACiE IS
~i /4 n~:)15-6~:::~HZ.
THE TIME IS ~~:.~~:~~

~.-..-." •....~~.-.-,-.: ,.....,
J. ~~J\"r:: i'~::,- t· ~.:,lH~.
THE TIME IS 11 ~~:36
THE ',/CL TAGE IS
114 \,iRt'15-6(jHZ.
THE TIME IS 11.~~.~~
i Ht. \iOL TAGE IS
:.1.:17\\i~~t'1s-6eHZ.
THE TIME IS 11: ~'~:40
THE \iOL rAGE I;
116\W:'1S-60HZ.
THE TIME IS 11.·~·~·42
THE l,/CL TAGE IS
117VF.:t'iS-6~:::iHZ.
THE TIME IS 11-22:44

Listing 3. Sample run.

what the data is. The new volt-
age is then output to the display
and printer. The clock is then
checked, and the current time is
also output. The process then
begins again.

The Simplicity of using the 1/0
ports should now be evident. All
you have to do is to select the
function of the port by loading
the proper address with ts or Os.
Even the individual bits can be in-
dependently programmed for
function. The port can then be
read by loading the accumulator
with the value found at the port's
address. Data can be output on a
port by storing the data at the
port's address. What could be
simpler than that?

This program looks at a differ-
ent digit approximately 8000
times per second. This means a
complete reading is done 44
times per line cycle. The only
drawback is that most digital
voltmeters do not update their
ouput nearly that fast. Your abili-
ty to use this program to record
voltage fluctuations or line
spikes will be limited by the
meter used for the measure-

ments.

Listing 3 is a sample run of
the program. Note that When in-
putting the time, you do not
separate the hours, minutes and
seconds by colons. These are in-
serted by the program for the
output. Although this program
was run on an AIM 65 with 4K
RAM, it is easily run in the 1K
version. The only change in-
volved is the reassigning of ad-
dresses.

Alternative Method

This program uses absolute
indexed addressing to output
text from the text buffer. The
advantage of this method is that
it takes few steps to accom-
plish. The drawback is that it
can only make use of text no
longer than 256 characters.

Listing 4 shows an alternative
method of outputting text. It
uses indirect indexed address-
ing. While it takes more steps to
accomplish the same goal, it
can address text of up to 64K
characters in length.

This particular example starts
the text address at $0200. This
information is stored at loca-
tions $AO and $A 1. Address $A2
is used as the text line counter.

Once again it is the carriage
return (ASCII $00) that is used to
detect the end of a line. The Y
register is incremented to $FF
and then added to the address
found at $OOAO and $OOA1.
$OOAO contains the low-order
byte of the text address, while
$OOA1 contains the high-order
byte. Since the address at $AO
and $A 1 can be changed, any
length text at any location can
be addressed. This method has
been used successfully to print
text over 1K in length.

This program uses many of
the unique features of the AIM
65. The text editor, parallel 1/0
ports and the wide variety of
monitor subroutines provide a
combination of features not to
be found anywhere else in the
world of single-board com-
puters. The AIM is easy to use
once the user has unlocked a
few of its secrets and is able to
make use of the monitor
subroutines and other features.
I hope that this program has
given you some new insiqhts in-
to programming the AIM 65 .•

tialize port B as an output port
and port A as an input port.
While this program initializes
the entire port as one or the
other, each individual bit can ac-
tually be selected as an input or
output. The requested digit is
output on port B by loading ad-
dress $AOOOwith the requested
digit.

The most significant digit is
chosen first. It is then compared
with the previous reading. If it is
not the same, the reading is
stored and the Y register is in-
cremented.

After the three digits have
been read, the Y register is
checked to see if any digits have
changed. If not, the process is
started again. If the data has
changed, more text is taken
from the text buffer. It explains

00€i4 85 STH H':::

0006 A9 LDA #02
00fi;3 85 STR Ai
000A AO LD!t #00
000C 81 LDR (A0)}Y
00(;E [:9 Cr'lP #0[;
~)0i€i Fi3 BEG! [1€i2F
~:::i0i2 2~j -3 ::.!"=: E97A
i3015 [:0 CPIT! #FF
~)0i 7 F~3 BEG! €i01D
00:1.9 C::; I N!T'
OO:1.Fi 4C .Jt-1P (;00[:

~)01E A5 L[)A H;':'

0020 69 A[:>C#FF
0022 85 STR A~3
~:::i024 A5 LDA Ai
0026 69 RDC #00
~3028 85 5TR A1.

~302C4[: Ji'1F' 000[:
~:::102F20 .J5R EFt1::
00::2 E6 1NC A2
£10::4 H:::! LDA A2
£10:3:6 [:9 Cr'lP #:1.0
003::3 F0 BECi (;042
'3iEA (:0 C:P'r' #FF
0\EC F0 BEO t101D
003:E C8 I N't'
002F 4CJt'!P 000C
0042 Eft NOP
004: 60 PTS
0044 EA NDP

Listing 4. Alternative method
ot text display.
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The Imagination Machine offers
more at its price than any other
personal computer on the market
today.
Consider these features: 9K RAM,
with 14KBASICin ROM,53-key
typewriter keyboard. A fine resolu-
tion picture, generated on your
television set or monitor in 8 colors!

The only computer with color,
sound, user programmability
and expandability at SS99.
A built-in, dual-track cassette tape
deck with 1500 baud rate, for APF's
digitally recorded, "saturated;'
tape programs. A built-in sound
synthesizer. And two, built-in,
game style controllers, with
joysticks and numeric keypads.
When you want to go beyond
APF'slibrary of educational, home-
and-personal management or
entertainment programs ... when
you want to create your own pro-
grams ... you can. The Imagination
Machine isprogrammable in
BASICand 6800 machine lan-
guage. The Imagination Machine

isalso expandable. Just add our
"Building Block", an optional, four-
port expansion device, and you
can hook up a printer, telephone
modem, and additional memory
cartridge or mini-floppy disk drive.
For the name of your nearest
Imagination Machine dealer call,
TOLLFREE:1-800-223-1264. (New
York residents call: (212) 758-7550)
or write: APFElectronics, Inc. 444
Madison Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10022.

S599. Manufacturer's suggested retail price.

BPFelectronics inc.

"YOUR LIFEWILL NEVER BETHE SAME!' v9



Physician:
Automate Thyself

Doctors who have computerized their accounts are saving both time and money.

Robert Charles Bauman
509 Wolcott Rd.
Wolcott CT 06716

Why would an optometrist in practice
less than 12 months need a com-

puter system in his office? If your back-
ground in computers is limited, you might
imagine that a computer system - even a
very small one - would only be necessary
to process thousands of bills or perhaps
prepare payroll checks for hundreds of
employees. After the year we have been in
practice, our office does not process thou-
sands of patient bills, nor do we have hun-
dreds of employees. But our computer is
busy every day.

Eye-opening Applications

Our microcomputer is a versatile com-
munication tool. It is an enthusiastic
spokesman for my office and optometry in
general. It tells my patients that this office
is unique, that we really care about our pa-
tients as individuals.

A microcomputer is a useful addition to
your office when it becomes too time con-
suming or expensive for your staff to send
a personalized thank-you letter to all pa-
tients seen in your office. The computer
can also send a personal recall letter to
each patient due for recheck. The few
monthly bills that our office sends out to
patients are easily handled by office staff.
But in most offices, the staff cannot send
a personal thank-you letter to all patients
seen, or a personalized recall letter to all
patients.

With recent advances in the electronics
field, a computer system that cost
$50,000-$60,000 ten years ago now costs
less than $10,000. This revolution in elec-
tronics can put the power of the computer
within reach of most practitioners. Studies

estimate that 80 percent of all microcom-
puters purchased will be used to perform
word-processing tasks. Manipulation of
the written word can allow you to compose
and edit letters, manuscripts and reports,
for example. This article was composed,
corrected and edited on my system. With
such systems, a poor typist such as myself
can still generate good-looking text at
speeds that approach or exceed those of a
typist with expert skills.

Telling our patients what we do is as im-
portant as the services we actually per-
form. Large corporations have made effec-
tive use of mass communication. Now op-
tometrists have the same capability.

A microcomputer is useful in
your office when it becomes
too expensive to send per-
sonalized letters to all pa-
tients.

In all but the largest optometric offices,
a computer does not have to store patient
records; the file cabinet can handle that. In
most offices, the computer will not keep
frame inventories, nor will it play chess.
Although a computer is capable of per-
forming these tasks, our computer is put
to other uses.

In our office the computer will generate
a thank-you letter to each patient. In this
letter a recall date of so many months is
mentioned. This establishes in the pa-
tient's mind the need for regular eye care.

The date of the last visit, as well as any
other informative information, is men-
tioned. With high postage costs today it is
not cost-effective to use a postcard for pa-
tient recall notices. This type of notifica-
tion system tells your patients that this
doctor is the same as all the others. In his
office, patients are just numbers.

For a few cents more, a computer can
generate a personal note that shouts, "My
doctor really cares!" Such letters not only
can improve recall performance but can
actually result in more referrals. Today,
computer technology can generate a letter
and address the envelope in less than 40
seconds. Such letters are indistinguish-
able from letters typed by hand, except the
computer never presses the wrong keys.

With a little more imagination, this com-
munication device can be used to even
greater advantage. Do you think your con-
tact lens patients or prospective contact
lens patients would respond to a personal
letter informing them of a new development
in the contact lens field? Those practition-
ers involved in visual training generate
scores of reports. Why not let the computer
communicate for you? Teachers, school
nurses and parents will all respond in a
positive manner to a personal report from
your office.

As professionals, we have only a limited
supply of time to share with our patients.
Automation, if properly used, can free the
doctor and staff from busywork so more
time can be spent on tasks that take judg-
ment and insight.

Purchasing a Computer System

Equipment purchased must justify its
cost by enhancing the practice and remov-
ing an element of drudgery for doctor or
staff. A microcomputer excels in both
areas. Computers, unlike people, are at
their best when performing repetitious
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tasks. Any activity that is performed on a
regular basis can be better handled by the
computer.

To make the purchase and integration of
a computer system in your office as pain-
less asposslble, do some homework. Learn
what you can reasonably expect a compu-
ter system to do. Most areas of the country
are within a few hours' drive of a retail com-
puter store that specializes in systems for
the professional practice or the small
businessman.

These stores generally have abundant
reference materials on hand. Computer
journals that are entirely devoted to the
small computer system are available.
These magazines provide an excellent
education; you may find the adver-
tisements useful. Easy-to-understand
books on the subject of microcomputers
are informative. Computer clubs are
generally willing to help the beginner avoid
costly errors.

A few general principles will make the
purchase easier. A small computer system
does not cost $1000. Although hobby com-
puters are available in that price range, a
useful system will range in cost from
$4000-$10,000 for hardware. Although the
cost of computers may fluctuate slightly in
the future, significant price reductions are
unlikely. Those waiting for a $10,000 com-
puter system to decrease in cost to $4.95
will still be waiting five years from now.

Above all, I have learned that all comput-
er equipment will need service eventually.
If cost is a major concern, much of the nec-
essary equipment can be purchased in kit
form, with significant savings. A detailed
knowledge of electronics is not necessary.
I built my system in kit form at a total cost
of $4500. Although I had built electronic
kits before, my experience in electronics
was minimal. If time is an overriding fac-
tor, then purchase assembled equipment.

What You Need

All computer systems have some com-
ponents in common. Our system's basic
computer is a small box about the size of a
stereo receiver. The cabinet holds the
memory circuits and controls all other

components of the system. Simple sys-
tems have fewer memory circuits; powerful
systems have more. Many computers,
such as mine, have made provision for
adding additional memory circuit boards
as the need arises. My system has the
ability to store 32,000 (32K) pieces of infor-
mation, or bytes. A capacity of 24,000 (24K)
bytes is about minimal.

In addition to the computer, we must
have equipment to communicate our de-
sires to the computer. Most often this is
accomplished by a keyboard terminal at-
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tached to a modified television screen.
The television-type terminal allows me

to compose a report, for example, and
make any changes or corrections on the
screen. Once satisfied, I can instruct the
computer to type the final version with 100
percent accuracy. This greatly speeds up
the process of writing letters and manu-
scripts. In addition, the letter can be filed
in the computer's memory and recalled
when desired.

Although the computer can communi-
cate with me by using the television-type
terminal, a useful system will have a
device that the computer can control to
generate written copy, or hard copy.
Although many printers are available, the
daisy-wheel type is best. This kind of
printer is fast-about 55 characters per
second can be printed. The output from
this type of printer cannot be distin-
guished from print generated on the best
electronic typewriter. Many computer
printers can also function as a standard
typewriter when not connected to the com-
puter.

In addition to the memory circuits con-
tained in the computer itself, provision has
to be made for permanent external storage
of information. This is necessary because
most computers "forget" what is in their
memory when the power is turned off. Ex-
ternal storage devices retain memory even
after the power is turned off.

Most often magnetic disks are used to
store this information. These disks resem-
ble 45 rpm records. All programs and data
files are stored on such disks, which are
then placed in a disk drive unit to be read
by the computer. This type of device also
allows for easy duplication of data disks
that store valuable information, so a
duplicate disk can be made.

Software Requirements

Up to this point I have mentioned the
equipment or hardware necessary for a
complete computer system. In order for

Automation can free the doc-
tor from busywork to spend
more time on tasks that re-
quire judgement and insight.

any computer system to perform useful
work, it must be told exactly what to do.
Hardware is not useful until software pro-
grams that tell the computer to do exactly
what is desired are acquired.

Most programs written for microcom-
puters use a simple computer language
called BASIC. Many first-time computer
users have taught themselves this pro-
gramming language. Self-study manuals
are available on the subject. Even though
Simple programs can be written by the
novice, more elaborate computer pro-
grams such as those controlling computer
billings require professional programming
assistance.

Software availability is important. More
than one doctor has purchased a com-
puter system only to find that no software
exists to perform the tasks he wants done.
Custom software is available, but quality
software is expensive. Since software
from one system may not run on another
system, computer equipment must be pur-
chased from reliable sources. Believe only
what you have actually seen demon-
strated before you make any equipment
purchases.

Good software allows even the inex-
perienced to operate a computer properly.
It leads the operator "by the nose" so er-
rors are minimal. Although I have written
all software myself, busy practitioners will
want to rely on purchased software.

Conclusion

Although a computer system is more dif-
ficult to purchase than many other types
of office equipment, the doctor who takes
the time to educate himself on the subject
or can obtain help from an individual
familiar with microcomputer systems will
find the experience painless.

If properly used, the office computer can
convert satisfied patients into enthu-
siastic patients. It can free the doctor and
staff from many chores. Put this tool to
work in your office .•
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A Cost-Effective
Multi-user Micro System

When a 16-station system was needed, this clinic developed its own-and saved a bundle.

Wayne M. Kashinsky
Dr. Raymond G. Romanczyk
Dept. of Psychology
State University of New York
at Binghamton
Binghamton NY 13901

Ineducational or clinical set-
tings, it is often desirable to

have quick access to a file con-
taining information about the
progress or treatment of an in-
dividual. There are also other
settings that require many peo-
ple to have simultaneous ac-
cess to pre-stored data. In the
past, these applications re-
quired large, time-sharing com-
puter systems, which were often
prohibitively expensive and
complex. Furthermore, the addi-

-tlon of each user terminal is a
significant expense (approxi-
mately $1000).

To meet this multi-user
need-especially in a clini-

cal/educational setting - we de-
veloped a low-cost, flexible,
16-station system. The cost of
the complete computer system,
including a printer, is less than
$5000, with each user station
costing approximately $100.
Thus, if you can keep the
amount of data needed on-line
for immediate access on two to
four floppy diskettes (under 2
megabytes), you can make use
of our implementation of a mul-
ti-user microprocessor system.

Specific Application in a
Clinical Setting

The site of our multi-user
system is the Children's Unit for
Treatment and Evaluation, an in-
tensive treatment facility for se-
verely disturbed children. It is
located within the Department
of Psychology at SUNY-Bing-
hamton. The unit provides ser-
vices to autistic, schizophrenic

and severely emotionally dis-
turbed children. At a descriptive
level, the children typically
manifest some of the following
problems: muteness, echolalia,
psychotic speech, gaze aver-
sion, social isolation (autism),
temper tantrums, aggression,
self-destructive behavior and
inappropriate social interac-
tions. Typically, the children are
also deficient in academic and
self-help skills.

The goal of the unit's program
is to provide intensive services
to help the child return to his

school system and participate
in the special-education facil-
ities available. Thus, the unit
functions as the first stage of
remediation to prepare the child
for the special-education class-
room. Therefore, the treatment
priorities stress the elimination
of aggressive, self-destructive
and tantrum behavior patterns
and the acquisition of speech
and basic language skills and of
social, self-help and play skills,
as well as readiness skills (i.e.,
prolonged attention, following
simple directions, being able to
work in both a group setting and
independently and simple dis-
criminations).

The treatment of such
children has historically been a
difficult problem. The unit has
been able to amass substantial
resources to confront these dis-
orders. As an example, the size
of the professional and parapro-
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fessional staff is such that there
are as many staff members as
children. Thus, much of the
therapeutic and educational in-
teractions are conducted on an
individualized, one-to-one basis.

Such a program requires ex-
tensive collaboration among all
staff members to ensure con-
sistency, and the amount of in-
formation collected each day on
each child for each specific ther-
apeutic and instructional pro-
gram is extensive. Indeed, it is
not unusual to record behavior
episodes on a minute-by-minute
basis and learning acquisition
information on an individual
response basis. Thus, several
hundred pieces of information
are collected on each child each
day.

In order to improve the effi-
ciency of the staff, provide them
with accurate, properly ana-
lyzed and current information
and to relieve them of certain
aspects of routine data analysis
and administrative burdens, we
implemented a multi-user micro-
computer system. Since the
physical plant of the unit is
extensive - encompassing ap-
proximately 22 rooms - it was
essential that the per terminal
cost be kept low. It was also
critical that the system be easy
to use, given the number of peo-
pie who would be utilizing the
system.

Computer Functions

Any staff member may inter-
rogate the system concerning
the current status of any child,
unless selected, confidential
aspects of the file are locked for
controlled access by senior
staff. Information on-line for
each child includes schedule ln-
formation, program history,
medical information and bar
graph displays of specific data
sets. Each data set in our spe-
cific implementation may con-
tain up to 200data points as well
as relevant text information.
Scaling of data for graph display
is done automatically or may be
overridden manually at the ter-
minal. By using data compres-
sion techniques and byte-level
addressing of disk files, you can
store over 300 such data sets
on-line on the system.

Program history contains a

description of each clinical and
educational treatment program,
its start date, end date, degree
of success and status (active or
terminated). Schedule informa-
tion contains a breakdown of
scheduled activities for each
child by the half hour for each
day of the week. Medical infor-
mation specifies important da-
ta, such as specific allergies,.
medication type and dosage and
dietary restrictions, needed on a
day-by-day basis.

The system also monitors
time of day, operating a prompt
system for schedule changes,
indicating when activities
should start and stop, typically
on the half hour. In addition, the
system can prompt the staff at
special times during the day,
such as when medication is to
be dispensed or other time-
dependent actions are to take
place. In instances of prompted
functions, the terminal utilizes a
visual display of information
plus an audio signal that as-
sociates a specific tone with
each function, so that staff need
not be initially visually oriented
to the terminal in order to be
made aware a function is en-
gaged.

In the event of an emergency,
a staff member can press the
number 9 on the keypad to sum-
mon the instant response of
support and supervisory staff.'
This engages a warble tone at
all terminals and displays a floor
plan of the unit on the screen
and a flashing asterisk (*), in-
dicating the source (see Exam-
ple 1). The alarm will continue
until it is reset from that room by
an assisting staff member. The
system logs the time and loca-
tion of the incident on a printer.

In addition, other specific
events can be automatically
logged and printed, specifying
the time, location, child involved
and specific behavior displayed.

This data-logging occurs
when a staff member indicates a
selection - via keypad - from
the menus of children and be-
havior that appear on the screen
in specific therapy rooms. The
location and child information is
stored on-line, so that each
room has a unique menu reflect-
ing the specific children pres-
ent.

----: :-.---

:-----+-----:

condition: RED eMergency in :ACADEMIC CLASSROOM
t-----t-----t-----t-----t-----t-----t-----t-----t-----+-----+

*********************:f::t.***:t:*****************:f::I:****

4= NOT HERE

+-----+-----t-----+-----------t-----+-----+-----t-----+-----+
344 346 348 350 352 354 356 358 360 362•••••••*. SUPERVISORY STAFF RESPOND IMMEDIATELY •••••••••

Example 1. Emergency display.

TIME IS - 1: 33

MESSAGE FOR STAFF - - - PLEASE RESPOND

This request is :IMPORTANT

Dr. Ro""nczyk to the PLAYROOM

:~*******:t::t:* REPLY IS **:~*:t::t:**:t:*
ON MY UAY

1= ON MY YAY 2= COMING SOON 3=BIJSY

Example 2. Intercom/paging display.

Since there is a large number
of staff members and a visual
and auditory cuing system is the
best method of locating a staff
member and routing him to the
proper room, an intercom/pag-
ing function was included (see
Example 2).The system displays
a menu of names and possible
messages (e.g., "urgent,"
"telephone cali," "at conve-
nience"). After the person sum-
moned makes a selection, a
tone is transmitted to all ter-
minals and the visual message
is displayed until a response is
entered, indicating the avail-
ability status of the requested
person. All responses are visible
at all terminals so that alternate
staff can be alerted to the re-
quest.

Hardware

The major components of the
system include an S-100 com-
puter with disks, such as North
Star, Cromemco or Processor
Technology. We utilized a Sol
computer with two dual-density
North Star 5 inch disk units and
a Model 43 Teletype (see Photo
1). Because the system was

designed for ease of implemen-
tation and fast modification, we
chose an interactive BASIC for
programming. Although it takes
milliseconds to process each
program statement, this does
not degrade the response time
of the system. While BASIC
language programming uses ad-
ditional memory for overhead,
requiring almost 40K for the
complete package, its flexibility
and ease of quick modification
more than compensate for
these shortcomings.

For our purposes, we used a
simple, resettable 16-bit counter
with a free-running .1 or 1 sec-
ond time base as a real-time
clock providing time of day and
interval timing capabilities. Ex-
cept for the serial ports, used by
the programming console/print·
er, all keyboard data from the 16
stations is handled by two 8·bit
parallel input ports and two 8-bit
parallel output ports. Video and
audio switching are accorn-
plished by latched output ports
directly driving 5 V reed relays.

The keyboards use a common
bus line, so that only one station
may interrogate the system at a
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condition: GREEN HONDAY 5,28,79

Pr09ra •• chan'ae in effect for' Bryon, Tar a, and
Aaron ----- Check with your supervisor and lhe
progra. change log.

St.ff .eeting will be delayed 1/2 hour this
week ONLY. Prepare for discussion of IEP
progress updat e ,

»»») Hy status is : CLEAR

Russ will update histogra.s at 3:00 loday.

I a •• available for your Lise

Example 3. General message display.

time. A Single-gated tone gener-
atorlamplifier is used to output
a beep whenever any key is
pushed. This not only provides
keypress feedback, but also
alerts other stations that the
computer is in use. An output bit
is used to switch a resistor in
the tone generator changing the
frequency, and a second bit
gates the 1 second time base in-
to the tone generator, thus
automatically producing a
series of pulses without requir-
ing software timing. These bits

allow the tone system to pro-
duce many types of audio feed-
back, each used for a different
auditory prompt function.

We implemented each station
(terminal) with a low-cost touch-
tone-like keypad for input and a
TV monitor linked to a 64-charac-
ter-per-line-by-16-lines memory-
mapped video system in the
computer. We modified a Zenith
J-121 TV by cutting a wire con-
necting the if strip and the first
video amplifier and then termi-
nating the video amplifier input

REMOTE TERMINALS

on the rear of the case. available pulse will be gener-
This TV sells for approximate- ated.

Iy $90 and uses a power trans-
former for isolation. The keypad
is a non-encoded Automatic
Electric unit selling for under
$10. The memory-mapped dis-
play is fast, filling the screen
with information in less than
one second (approximately 2000
cps). In addition, it allows high-
speed, limited graphic displays
by filling specific memory loca-
tions and makes updating of
special fields easy.

Up to 16 keypads can be con-
nected to provide one-out-or-to
code and a corresponding data
available pulse, each feeding a
common bus line, daisy-chained
between the stations. Each key-
pad has ten OPSTbuttons wired
as shown in Fig. 1. When a but-
ton is pressed, one pole is used
to ground the appropriate bus
line, which is held at + 5 V
through a 100 Ohm resistor on
the interface card. The other
pole is wired in common with all
buttons on the keypad so that if
any button is pressed, a data

INTERFACE

This bus structure has proven
to be completely noise immune,
even though we have used over
1000feet of cable in our installa-
tion. Previous attempts at a bus
using Tri-state logic did not
prove acceptable.

The data available line from
each station is terminated in a
16-line-to-binary converter pro-
viding the 4-bit address of the
keypad. These bits, along with
the 4-bit number of the key pro-
vided by the bus interface using
the 74147 decoder IC, are input
to an 8-bit port. Thus, on a key-
press, a simple read and decode
operation will provide both the
station location and the digit.
We used a software loop that re-
quires two successive inputs of
the same value to further reduce
the possibility of noise.

Two memory-mapped video
boards are connected to SPOT
reed relays so that the output of
either board can be switched to
the monitors at anyone station
or group of stations. Under stan-

.---------,---------..-----------------------------~----------~ I
I
I
I
I
I VIDEO BOARD A

r-------- ....-------w
I
I
I
I
I

COAXIAL CABLES

TV MONITORS

TYPICAL
TERMINAL

(TV#Z IS SET FOR
PRIVATE DISPLAY)

KEVSTATIONS

______r------

I
I
I ~~I~~HING

I ~~I~ERS

I
I
I
L--------

KEYBOARD
+5V'+ INTERFACE

VIQEO BOARD B

KEYBOARD
2

r---J+5V

I
,.1

74147

10 LINE
TO BCD
DECODER

FUNCTION PORT_ TERMINAL INPUT RELAYS
OUTPUT

CLOCK
INPUT

(1
CONTROL VIDEO
BITS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL _

KEYBOARD
re

20 CONOUCTOR J
RIBBON CABLE BUS
(2 WIRES ARE USED FOR A
SPEAKER IN EACH KEYSTATION)

DATA-AVAILABLE (2)

I
I

2 I
DATA-AVAILABLE (I) I I

•Note: LinesOthrough
9 are tied to + 5V
through 100 Ohm re-
sistors. (See lines 0
and 1.)
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dard operating conditions, the
normally closed contacts con-
nect video board #1 to all
monitors. Because the cable
length between the computer
and the monitors is long, the
common pole of each relay
drives a simple one transistor
video amplifier, isolating each
terminal and reducing lnterter-
ence that sometimes occurs
when many monitors are con-
nected in parallel.

If text is loaded into video
board #2 and a relay or group of
relays is closed, those rnonl-
tors will display that informa-
tion. This allows one board to
be used for displaying general
messages, systems status and
time-dependent information,
while the second board can be
switched to provide private in-
formation to a requesting sta-
tion.

While this method only al-
lows one private display, the
addition of extra video boards
and relays would provide simul-
taneous access to special data
by more than one station. Each
keypad can be equipped with a
multi-digit latched numeric
display and an internal tone
generator/speaker, making it
ideal for such uses as timing
and status reporting indepen-
dent of the video system.

Software Organization

Once the program is started,
all ports are initialized, the
clock is set, and general mes-
sages are displayed on video
board #1. Changes in the
schedules and prompts are en-
tered, and the program waits
for a terminal request. During
this wait time, many internal
functions are being run. The
clock is read and real time is up-
dated on the monitors by direct-
ly writing into the memory-
mapped display RAM. An array
of special times is checked for
a match, signaling a prompt
display. A series of moving
asterisks (*) is written on the
bottom of the screen to in-
dicate that the system is opera-
tional. During wait times, you
can activate two special func-
tions that allow recording of
event data and printing of reo
ports using a spooler.

When a button press is de-

coded, a menu for that function
is displayed. The type of func-
tion determines if a private
display is necessary or if all ter-
minals should see the informa-
tion. As an example, if button 0
is pressed, a menu of names
and corresponding two-dlqlt
numbers appears on the screen.
The system awaits a two-but-
ton keypress to define the child
file that is to be interrogated
and then opens his file.

A secondary menu appears
on the screen providing a selec-
tion of the displays available.
Another button press displays
the requested information. Dur-
ing this time the clock is still
read, and a higher priority func-
tion can override the current
display. For example, a 9 button
(emergency) will override any
display.

Administrative Functions

In addition to the real-time
operation of the computer sys-
tem, it is also responsible for the
preparation of budget projec-
tions, expense analyses and in-
ventory control. Furthermore,
the staff utilizes the computer
system to prepare weekly child
progress reports that can be for-
warded to parents and relevant
authorities. The software en-
ables the user, by a single com-
mand, to search all child files
and automatically format and

TV monitor and keypad.

print a report specifying all
elements of the current sched-
ule, program history and medi-
cal status as described above. It
is also utilized as an extensive
index system for cataloging pro-
fessional literature as it relates
to treatment issues and basic
research, as well as a word pro-
cessor for the preparation of
reports and manuscripts.

Additionally, the system is
also used for complex analyses
of child behavior. It is possible
for staff members to enter ob-
servational data in 10-secondbit
format and have the computer
provide them with a statistical
analysis, such as conditional
probabilities, phi coefficients or

discrete behavior patterns and
overall frequency and distribu-
tion.

Perhaps one of the most im-
portant uses occurs at weekly
staff meetings. Each child may
be reviewed,with instant access
to all relevant information, es·
pecially the bar graph displays,
in much more depth and with
greater speed than is typically
possible. A large 25-inch rnonl-
tor is present in the staff room,
allowing all staff members to
simultaneously view the infor-
mation being presented.

In the past, review of all
children would have to be
spread over five to six weeks
due to preparation time and the

interrelationships among the cumbersome aspects of pre-

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR CHOICE - - 1=ACTIVE
5= ALL PROGRAMS

O=TERMINATED

10/28/78 ELIMINATE AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR
211/79 IMPROVING ARTICULATION (FOOD ITEMS)
9/28/78 LANGUAGE AND READING SYNTAX - REBUS SERIES
9/27/78 COLOR ID UITH PRONOUNS
3/26/79 DEVELOPING SPONTANEOUS SPEECH (4 WORD PHRASES)
9/25/78 ELIMINATE DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR (INDIVIDUAL LANG)
9/25/78 ELIMINATE AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR (INDIVIDUAL LANG)
2/29/79 INDEPENDENT ATTENTIVE SKILLS (STUFFING ENVELOPES)
2/28/79 DESCRIPTIVE SPEECH (PRONOUNS)
3/26/79 SIGHT VOCAB (RESPONDING TO FUNCTIONAL SIGNS)
****** Press 0 to continue
3/28/79 COOPERATIVE PLAY (GAMES AND EXERCISES)
3/28/79 ELIMINATE SIB."'0 PRESS 1 TO CLEAR

Example 4. Sample of child's programs.
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PPI-80 PARALLEL I/O
IDR THE TRS-80

The PPHIO Is a complete parallel 1/0 Interface deslgned speclftcaly for the
TRS-80, consisting of 3 complete 8 bH I/O ports including such features as:

" switch selectable address decoding
" complete on board regulated power supply
" TTL compatible I/O lines oonveniently available through 16 pin sockets
" +5 volts and ground at each socket
" 3 software selectable modes of operation
" handshaking
" plugs into keyboard or expansion interface
* on board kluge area for experimenting

provisions for interfacing Sears-BSR-RS home controller

Possible appfications include:
bidirectional communication between microcomputers

* parallel printer interface
* wireless home control via BSR home controller
" direct control of lights, appliances, and motors
" interfaces to many popular boards including AlD-D/A converter

and an EPROM Programmer

PPI-80 Is available now and can be purchased In several forms
Completely assembled and tested $119.95
Complete kit with all parts. . 89.95
Bare board drilled and etched with assembly manual 25.95
Accessories:
8 channel AID - 2 channel D/A by Optimal Technology $115.00
EPROM Programmer Model EP-2A-79 by Optimal Technology .155.00

To order, send payment plus $2.00 shipping and handling to:
QUANT SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 628
CHARLESTON, S.C. 29402

THE ULTIMATE TRS-80 SPEED-UP!
Mumford Micro Systems announces the release of the SK-2: The most versatile clock modification
for the TRS-SOavailable. It features three speeds: normal (1.77MHz). 50% faster, or 50% slower;
selectable at any time without interrupting execution or crashing the program. It may be
configured by the user to change speed with a toggle switch or on software command. It may be
tied to the expansion interface and will automatically return to normal speed anytime a disk drive
is active. It even has provisions for adding an LED to indicate when the computer is not at the
normal speed. It mounts inside the keyboard unit with only 4 necessary connections forthe switch
option (switch not included), and is easily removed if the computer ever needs service. The SK-2
comes fully assembled with illustrated instructions for implementing the various options and
complete satisfaction is guaranteed .... $24.95

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH "CLONE"
This machine language program makes duplicate copies of ANY tape written for Level II. They
may be SYSTEM tapes (continuous or not) or data lists. It is not necessary to know the file name or
where it loads in memory, and there is no chance of system co-residency. The file name, entry
point, and every byte (in ASCII format) are displayed on the video screen. Data may be modified
before copy is produced. CLONE .... $16.95

RAM TEST FOR LEVEL II
This machine language program tests memory chips for open or shorted address or data lines as
well as intermittents. It tests each BIT for validity and each BYTE in the execution of an actual
instruction as in real program execution. Bad addresses are displayed along with the bad data and
proper data. One complete test of 48K takes just 14 seconds. Also includes a test for errors
induced by power line glitches from external equipment. RAMTEST .... $9.95

PROGRAM INDEX FOR DISK BASIC
Assemble an alphabetized index of your entire program library from disk directories. Program
names and free space are read automatically (need not be typed in) and may be alphabetized by
disk or program. The list may also be searched for any disk, program, or extension; disks or
programs added or deleted; and the whole list or any part sent to the printer. Finally, the list itself
may be stored on disk for future access and update. One drive and 32K required. INDEX .... $19.95

EDIT BASIC PROGRAMS WITH ELECTRIC PENCIL
This program allows disk users to load Basic programs or any other ASCII data file into the disk
version of Electric Pencil for editing. Now you can edit line numbers, move program segments,
duplicate program segments, and search for the occurance of any group of characters.
PENPATCH .... $9.95

SPOOLER FOR PARALLEL PRINTERS
This program is a full feature print formatting package featuring user defineable line and page
length (with line feeds inserted between words or after punctuation), screen dump, keyboard
debounce, and printer pause control. In addition, printing is done from a 4K buffer area so that the
LPRINT or LLiST command returns control to the user while printing is being done. Ideal for
Selectric or other slow printers. Allows printing and processing to run concurrently.
SPOOLER .... $16.95

Include 750:pO!i:tlllgE!. Catttornta residents add 6% sales tax
Complete satisfaction or full refund.

MUMFORD MICRO SYSTEMS
BOX 435-C Summerland, California 93067 (805) 969-4557
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Example 5. Sample histogram.

senting this type of information.
Thus, we are now able to review
the children much more fre-
quently than in the past, en-
abling us to provide greatly im-
proved service delivery, The sys-
tem is also useful in providing
parents with up-to-date informa-
tion at a moment's notice during
visits to the unit.

The system has now been op-
erational for two years, and
there have been no failures what-
soever. The system as proved
easy to use by the staff, which
has responded enthusiastically

to its implementation. Indeed, it
requires only 10-15 minutes of
instruction for a staff member to
use the basic system, with per-
haps an additional V2 hour to
master all the off-line functions.
The system has greatly en-
hanced the operation of the unit
and is now an integral part of the
organizational and therapeutic
structure.

We wish to thank Micro World
Computer Store in Johnson City
NY for their assistance in the
design of the hardware and soft-
ware used in this system .•

OHIO
SCIENTIFIC

just released. . .

Problem Solver: Makes complex decisions based
on your criteria. You can't be
without it.

Cash Flo: Every item can have a six-point
growth curve-All other cash flow
packages are now obsolete, .

Numerology: At last. SPD makes this accurate
tool of the occult available to you.
(Source book $10)

The Tool Box: Modules in a series of tools for
specific business problems ...

Real Pak 1: Real estate investment property anal-
ysis. Built for pros. Gives you the
"hammer" in any deaL

Baccus 1:MDMS compatible or stand alone invoic-
ing and order entry module, We can't be
without it.

$30 Disk $15 Tape (limited versions)
Specify 8" or 5", Cl or C2. Or, Send $2 for full-line
documentation package

STRUCTURED PROGRAM DESIGNERS
371 Broome St., NY, NY 10013
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Attention
BARGAIN HUNTERS

Receive Hundreds of Classified Ads
Like These Every Month

~7RSALE.: Interdata (Perkin-Elmer)
16 Mini with 32KB core front

panel, 50A PWR supply. I~cludes
HS tape reader, interfaces for LP 2
(TTY), and RS-232 (Full du I~x
programmable). Includes ma~ual~
and much SW (Basic, Fortran
etc.,). $800 _ '
203~~~-

COMPUTER AUTOMATION
1&; 16 k-word core memory,
PF-R. Modified Mod. ASR-33
Manuals, utilities, assemblers a~O
many option boards - 16 bit I
Driver, 16 bit 110, Asynch modiem
contr. 64 bit output, 10 bit A D -
DI A. Fairly complete documen-
tation. Up and running In Fortran.
Not much more than TTY at $1000.
Herb Sauer, 303-494-8724.

HEATHKIT H-11/DEC LSI-11
system, 32K Byte storage, reader 1
punch, video terminal, complete
software. Cost S4500 assembled,
$3500 kit. Like new. Sell for $2250.
305-9&2-&&77. 2058 Griffin Rd., Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33312.

FOR SALE: Heath H9 video ter-
minal, excellent condition, $175 or

offer. You ship [214]9&2-4484

makes it the ideal place for buyers and sellers to com-
municate. And, its mix of individual, dealer, and
manufacturer ads enable subscribers to find what
they want at the best price possible.

COMPUTER SHOPPER will work for you in other
ways, too. If you are just thinking about getting into
computers, it can help you learn product availability
and prices before you make a decision. And, through
the timely ads, COMPUTER SHOPPER will keep you
abreast of changes in the market which could create
bargain opportunities for you.

BUT COMPUTER SHOPPER cannot work for you unless you
subscribe.

Want to look us over first? We'll give you your first issue FREE
and then bill you for the next 12. If you are not convinced COM-
PUTER SHOPPER suits your needs, just write "cancel" on the in-
voice and return it.

COMPUTER SHOPPER, the new buy, sell, and trade
publication, is ready to help you with the latest infor-
mation on personal, small business and large-system
computers, accessories and software.

Each ad-packed issue is full of bargains you are
looking for. Included are ads from individuals
throughout the United States who are selling their
good, pre-owned equipment just so they can trade-up
to new equipment coming on the market.

But, COMPUTER SHOPPER'S bargains won't be
yours unless you subscribe. This useful, money-
saving publication can become your way to com-
municate with other buyers, sellers, and traders all over the nation.

Whether you are a hobbyist or a part-time user, COMPUTER
SHOPPER will put you in touch with the nationwide computer
marketplace in time for you to take advantage of bargain oppor-
tunities.

Have something to sell? A COMPUTER SHOPPER subscriber pro-
bably wants to buy it.

Looking for a part, component or even a complete system? A
COMPUTER SHOPPER subscriber probably wants to sell it.

COMPUTER SHOPPER is THE marketplace for anything in com-
puters and is read by thousands of people who are ready to buy.

COMPUTER SHOPPER offers a unique format in which classified
ads are categorized for fast location of specific items. Combining
this with low individual ad rates - 10 cents a word -

And, to let COMPUTER SHOPPER start working for you right now,
with a paid subscription we'll also give you a FREE classified ad to
sell your pre-owned equipment or to find equipment you want.

If you don't need to use the free classified ad now, use it anytime
during your subscription.

Subscription: $10/year, 12 issues plus your first free one. Bank
cards accepted. Money back guarantee.

~ ';:~~;;'~:;;;RfS~,o~;;e~t
~ P.O. Box F20 • Titusville, Florida 32780tfd' Telephone 305-269-3211

Y" Reader Service-see page 258

V' 36
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Secretary, Fred Waters

May 1979. Meanwhile the de-
mand for a TRS-80 version
swelled; this version also was
developed in the spring of '79,
and was likewise introduced at
the Faire in May. All three ver-
sions are curren tly available, with
a 6502 version in the mill.

WHAT'S A STRINGY FLOPPY?

This little Magic Box has
been around for a while now,
but personal computing contin-
ues to grow at an astounding
rate, and there are a lot of new-
comers that may not yet have
heard of the Exatron Stringy
Floppy-ESF for short.

The ESF is a mass storage
subsystem for your microcom-
puter. It does basically what
either an audio-type cassette or a
disk system does-provide off-
line storage of programs or data.
When you want to save a pro-
gram now in your system mem-
ory, or save data developed
within a program, such as the
names and addresses that make
up a mailing list program, or the
record of past bowling scores and
averages for a bowling league
secretary's program, you need a
convenien t way to do this. You
may have discovered by now that
cassettes are slow, sometimes
difficult to load and save, cum-
bersome to verify, and generally
less reliable and convenien t than
you'd like. You probably have
already noticed that disk sys-
tems, although fast and more
reliable, are quite costly, often
to the poin t of requiring an ou t-
lay more than the total cost of
your system to date.

Well, the ESF gives you a
great leap forward in reliabili ty
and convenience over the cas-
sette, at something less than a
quarter the cost of a disk system.
There are three versions now
being marketed-for S-100 sys-
tems, for the SS-50 bus; and for
the TRS-80. The original version
was the S-100, introduced at
the 2nd West Coast Computer
Faire in February 1978. Your
secretary has been using this
version with his IMSAI 8080-
with of course successive pro-
duct improvements-for about
two and a half years now. Jim
Maynard in Oklahoma liked the
ESF, but wanted one for his
SWTP micro and the 6800 CPU.
So he designed it, came to Santa
Clara in early 1979 to complete
the development, and as Exatron
project manager for the SS-50
version, introduced it at the 4th
West Coast Computer Faire in

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Pictured above is Bill Burnham, from Redwood City, California; just
a few miles north of EXA TRON here in Santa Clara. Bill is an elec-
tronics technician specializing in electronic musical instruments.

Bill says it was the Stringy Floppy that really created his inspira-
tions to write, as it made programming so easy and fast that it now
is all a labor of love.

The ESF consists of small
case, about 4"x6"x2'/2", with a
drive slot in the front face, two
LED indicator lights, and inside
the drive mechanism, tape read
and write heads, and some elec-
tronics. The S-IOO and SS-50
versions have ribbon cable con-
nections to a con troller board
on the motherboard, and are
there by powered and con trolled.
The TRS-80 version has its own
wall-plug transformer and power
and all the firm ware and con trol
electronics are in the case, with
the drive. The storage medium is
digital-quality magnetic tape on
a continuous loop within a min-
iature cartridge called a wafer,
The wafer is about 3/16" thick
and smaller than a business card.
Tape lengths vary from 5 to 75
feet. Single-density storage and
loading handles 4K bytes on 5
feet of tape in 6 seconds. That's
7200 baud, as compared' to 500
for the standard cassette ma-
chine. This means that the pro-
gram you now load in about two
minutes-with three or four min-
utes more for rewind and verifi-
cation-can be accurately and
reliably loaded in about nine
seconds! Fred Blechman, Canoga
Park, CA, author and inventor
and one of our most articulate
boosters, says, "The simplicity
and speed of operation make the
Stringy Floppy compare to a
cassette recorder like a modern
car compares to a horse and
buggy!

All ESF operations are con-
trolled by software commands-
there are no swi tches, buttons
or other physical con trois. Two
modes of error detection are de-
signed into the controls for load-
ing. Byte-by-byte verification is
provided after any save opera-
tion. New tapes are verified from
end to end to ensure error-free
operation. Multiple programs can
be loaded onto one wafer, and

called up individually by file
number. To put it simply, the
ESF is easy to use, most con-
venient, and highly reliable. IT
REALLY WORKS GREAT!

But look-we're getting car-
ried away. We can only begin to
tell you here about all the
teaturesvdouble-density for in-
stance in both the S-1 00 and SS-
50 versions, and in the works
for the TRS-80 version -so call
us a t the fell-free num ber below
and ask for our ample informa-
tion packet.

MICRO-COM ACQUISITION

Until recently Exatron pro-
duction and expansion has been
limited or blocked by depend-
ency on the vendor of the drive
and the wafers - they just
couldn't keep up with the ulti-
mate customer demand. You
owners are building up libraries
of software on ES F wafers, and
you need more of them. You
newcomers to personal com-
puting are pushing production
to satisfy the demand for the
ESF. Whadda y'do in a spot like
this? Acquire 'em! In February
Exa tron closed the deal to ac-
quire the capital assets of Micro
Communications Corp. in Wal-
tham, MA; as of the end of
Fe bruary the wafer backlog is
getting under control and ESF
production and delivery is being
accelerated. By the time you
read this our hotline response
to your question "How long be-
fore I can get it?" will be a
reasonable one.

THE WORKSHOP PROGRAM

Since January 1978 there has
been a Saturday morning work-
shop at the Exatron plant for
anyone owning or in terested in
the ESF. This idea has been so
remarkably successful that it had
to spread. Meanwhile the tech-
nical and commercial track rec-
ord of the ES F has resulted in
ownership of at least several
ES Fs in every significan t popula-
tion center in the U.S. Owners
were asked about the workshop
idea, and we now have a net-
work of Workshop Program
Chairmen all over the country.
If you call our toll-free number
below, not only will you get the
info packet, you will also get
the name of the nearest Work-
shop Chairman, who is prepared
to answer your questions abou t
the ESF, and with notice to con-
duct an informal workshop meet-
ing and demonstrate the Stringy
Floppy in action.

INFORMATION & ORDERS

The ESF is assembled and
tested at the factory, with a 30-
day money back guarantee and a
one year full warran ty. For
fastest delivery, phone in your
credit card or COD order using
the toll-free line below.
Base price for the TRS-80 ESF,
$249.50 (ask about the Starter
Kit); for the S-IOO ESF, $289.50;
and for the complete SS-50
package (described in detail in
last month's NIL), $499. Info
packets at no charge; users man-
uals for the TRS-80 ESF are
available for $3.00 shipping.

Handling is extra.

If you have any questions about these products, about Exatron or
about ESFOA call the Hot Line. Address letters to ESFOA, 3555
Ryder St., Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Stringy Floppy is a trademark of Exatron Corporation.

HOT LINE

WITHIN CALIFORNIA

800-538-8559

408-737-7111
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WORKSHOP CHAIRMEN

Listed below are the names and phone numbers of
ESFOA Workshop Program Chairmen. If you have
any questions about the Stringy Floppy or wish a
demonstration of the equipment, please contact the
chairman for your area.

WORKSHOP CHAIRMEN (Listed by Zip Codal

Jack O'Connell, 7 Royal Crest Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 481-2417
Austin McCollough, 24 Donna Rd., Chelmsford, MA 01624 (6171 256-0473
R.M. Knowles, M.O, 88 Foreside Rd .•Cumberland Foreside, ME 04110

(2071 773-7261
Wesley R. Day, 86 Merryfield Ave .•Waterville, ME 04901 (207) 873-3955
Rev. Richard R. Noyes, 118 Main Street, Madison, ME 04950 (207) 696-5929
Michael Keller, RFD 1, Box 507, Solon. ME 04979 12071643-2437
Thomas Penisch, 310 Palisade Ave., Bogota, NJ 07603 (201) 343-3828
Ted Kingston, Willard Rd., Strathmere, NJ 08248 (609) 263-2440
Milton F. Thrasher, 80 Fairway Ave., Rye, NY 10580 (914) 967-3322
John E. Sheil, 196 Blacksmith Rd., Levittown, NY 11756 (516) 731-6467
HYNX Company, P.O. Box 577, Newtonville, NY 12128 (518) 783-9495
Sill Firm, 244 Albany Ave., Kingston, NY 12401 (914) 383-1824
George C. Hadley. Bo.x 10, Paul Smiths. NY 12970 (518) 327-6413
Richard C. McGarvey, 221 Hirschfield Dr., Williamsville, NY 14221

(7161634-3026
Robert C. Wynne, P.O. Box 704 F.S.•Niagra Falls, NY 14303 (716) 285-9391
Gary E. Snyder, 37 Sumner Park, Rochester, NY 14607 (716) 461-1364
David L. MacAdam, 68 Hammond St., Rochester, NY 14615 (7161865-8917
Paul Sturpe, 220 WessexHills Dr., Coraopolis, PA 15108 (412) 264-1492
8ill Dalesandrv , 355 Rockfield Rd., Pittsburgh, PA 15243 (412) 221-1968
Carl A. Kollar, 1202 Gemini St., Nonticoke, PA 18634 (717) 675-5377
Bruce A. Mcintyre, Rd 1, Bridgetown Pike, Langhorne, PA 19047

(2151322-1895
Richard S. Landy, 1008 Evergreen Rd., Morrisville, PA 19067 (215) 736-0564
Robert G. Kelch, 23 Mapledale Ave., Glen Burnie, MD 21061 (301) 760-4793
Charles A. Sutton, 213 Marshall St.. Salisbury, MD 21801 (301) 742-9318
Richard Harrison, Rt. 2 Drysdale, Warrenton, VA 22186 (703) 439-8109
William P. Schultze, 931 Brenchwater St., Fredericksburg, VA 22401

(7031 786-8878
William C. Geer, Rte 5, Box 502, Falmouth, VA 22401 (703) 371-2019
H. RossWiant, 240 Brook La.. Grafton, VA 23692 (804) 898-8120
Archie H. Hubbard III, 520 Lawrence Ave., Bristol, VA 24201 (703) 669-3191
lawrence P. Doyle, 717 Patrick St., Eden, NC 27288 (919) 627-0359
Micetel W. Talbot, 3601 Carriage Dr .•Raleigh, NC 27612 (9191 787-8082
Herbert Alperin, 5675 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd NE, Atlanta, GA 30342

(4041 256-3414
Mack C. Few, 2827 Parkland Cir .•Orlando, FL 32603 (3051644-7464
John T. Charlton, 688 Caribbean Rd., Sat Beach, FL 32937 (305) 773-1590
Richard B. Nelson, 763 W. 63rd St. Ocean, Marathon, FL 33050

(3051743-9195
Frank Lungarella, 648 Det.eon Dr., Miami Springs, FL 33166 (305) 887-4821
A.J. Catano. 11810 NW 29th PI., Sunrise, FL 3332313051741-4325
Robert W. Hopkins, 212 31st si.. West. Bradenton, FL 33505 (8131 748-7074
William C. Howes, 5597 Trellis Ln., Fort Myers, FL 33907 (813)482-0347
Bob Jones, 4064 Berrybrook Cove, Memphis. TN 38136 (9011363-5469
Sumner Loomis, Rt. 1, Box 131, Prairie Point, MS 39353 (601) 726·5524
Lawrence W. Stein, 867 Independence Station Rd., Independence, KY 41051

(6061371-3242
W.H. Jenkins. 33 W. Columbus St., Canal Winchester, OH 43110

i6141 837-2325
Lester R. Snowden. 1821 Pine St., Rafb, OH 43217 (614) 497-0838
Paul Schmid, 201 Mohican Ave_. Orrville, OH 44667 (216) 682-3596
Robert E. Morgan, 1127 Princeton, Celina, OH 45822 (419) 586-7416
Don Heringhaus, 10.55Woodside Dr., Ottawa, OH 45875 (419) 523-5613
William R. Gouge, 6428 Topeka Ln,lndianapolis, IN 46241 (317) 856-6339
Jack J. Fleming, 322 Jeffrey, Royal Oak, MI 48073 (3131435-4487
Robert M. Clark, 20515 Gaylord. Redford, MI 48240 (3131535-5722
Dennis Chaney, 1239 S. Ruess, Owosso, MI48867 (517) 723-1011
Alan C. Lanphear. 727 Ray St .•Kalamazoo, MI 49005 (3131 344-8277
Ranjit Diol, RR6, Kilburn Ave., Dowagiac, MI 49047 (616) 424-5440
Donald Meinke, 2507 Blaine SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49507 (6161 245-9420
R.L. Knapp, Jr., 414 2nd St., Perry, IA 50220 (5151 465-5873
Robert F. Gerald, 1377 Arden View Dr., Arden Hills, MN 55112 (612) 636-0549
Robert W. Foster, 791 White Birch Ln, Lake Zurich, IL 60047 (312) 438-5223
Martin Berger, 4634 Oakton St., Skokie, IL 60076 (312) 674-3038
Joel Natkin,1626 Keeney, Evanston, IL 60202 (3121869-1660
Gary P. Cocanour, 333 Central Ave., Hinsdale, IL 60521 (312) 986-1059
James E. Spath, 3610 N. Pineqrove Apt. 301, Chicago, I L 60613 (312) 353-2544
Richard Kramer, 401 N. Cherry, Abingdon, IL 61410 (309) 462-2859
John M. Delaney Jr., 860 Penning Ave., Wood River, IL 62095 (618) 254-4571
Donald L. Hiles, 802 Grand Ave., Beardstown, I L 62618 (217) 323-3963
Lynn A. Nelson, 409 San Jose, O'fallon, MO 63366 (314) 272-1153
James G. Runyan, 1400 N. Pine Apt. 6, Rolla. MO 65401 (3141364-7306
Ed Forest, 8224 Tomahawk Rd., Prairie Village, KS 66208 (913) 648-1513
Charles L. Perrin, 5001 E. Pawnee 113B, Wichita, KS 67218 (316) 685-0528

Val Lindholm, Box 1105, 5512 Comanche, Great Bend, KS 67530
(3161793-9319

Robert K. Lahm, 224 4th Ave., Holdrege, NE 68949 (3081 995-4071
R.M. Wright, 3416 Greenbriar Ln, Plano, TX 75074 (2141596-7000
Dr. Murlon H_Dye, 1412 Locust St., Commerce, TX 75428 (214) 886-6434
Donald Michel, 2601 Rushvalley Ct., Arlington, TX 76016 (817)469-1521
W.L. Lannon, Rt 3, Box 49-1, Decatur, TX 76234 (817)627-3838
Kent Zakrzewski, 619 Cortlandt, Houston, TX 77007 (713) 448-6374
George Lvda. Box 127, New Baden, TX 77870 (7131828-4523
Stephen E. FISCh,5225 Moultrie, Corpus Christi, TX 78413 (5121991-4564
R. 8. Sexton, 2200 W. Anderson Ln., Austin, TX 78757 (512) 452-6131
John Dierdorf, 8109 Greenslope Dr., Austin, TX 78759 (512) 345-3912
Richard Laubhan, 111 N. Claremont, Colorado Springs, CO 80909

(3031632-7580
Dennis E. Murray, 989 E. 1050N. Ogden. UT 84404 (6011782-8042
John Crutcher, 6015 E. Pershing Ave., Scottsdale, AZ 85254

(6021 948-2911
Bob Rankin. 1018 W. Hermoja Dr .•Tempe, AZ 65282 (6021967-7677
Robert D. Sullivan, 1537 W. 7th St. No. 120, Upland, CA 91786

(7141985-5273
Frank M. Harris, 4570 Ohio St., San Diego, CA 92116 (714)"281-9286
Donald Haskell, 4404 W. Hurley Ave., Visalia, CA 93277 (209) 732-1553
Hubert C. Wood, 201 McCord, se. 5, Bakersfield, CA 93308

18051399-6252
Bill Burnham, 3659 Glenwood Ave., Redwood City, CA 94062

(4151 365-0760
G. K. Johnson, 1009 Aspen Way, Petaluma, CA 94952 P07) 762-2168
Dustin F. Leer, Box 1664, Sausalito, CA 94965 (415) 332-2557
James Ferguson, 2485 Autumnvale Ave., San Jose, CA 95132

(4081 946-1265
Lars A. Benson, 436 Klute St., No.2, Santa Rosa, CA 95401

17071523-1782
Richard D. Mack, 1748 Fenwick Dr., Santa Rosa, CA 95401

(7071526-0309
J. J. Waters, 333 LaCrosse Ave., Santa Rosa, CA 95405 (707) 539-2595
Vaughn A. June. RFD Box 60, Carlotta. CA 9552817071768-3833
E.R. Hubbard, 2558 Deer-trait Ln., Shingle Springs, CA 95682

19161677-5440
Paul F. LeFevre, 3529 Cody Wy 109. Sacramento, CA 95825

(9161483-4760
Alfred J. Kiep , Jr., 605 Wilcox, Ave., Etna, CA 96027 (916) 467-3255
Gilbert Otaven, 961 Apokula St., Kailua, HI 96734 (808) 261-2228
L.P. Folz, 419 Madrona SE. Salem, OR 97302
Ken Ernst. 3921 Ibex NE. Salem. OR 97303 (5031393-1173
J.R. Shunn, 2625 Altamont No. 10, Klamath FaJls,OR 97601

15031662-2023
Rick Winter, P.O. Box 933, Pendleton, OR 97801 (503) 276-3611
J.A. Records, 1106 Cedar St., LaGrande, OR 97650 (5031 963-0437
Ralph Bake" P.O. Box 250, Long Beach, WA 98631 (5031642-3126
Allan Stubbs, 1598 Cedar St., Prince George, B.C. Canada, V2L-187

563-6894

6800 SS-50 ESF OWNERS

John Drum, 44 County Village Ln.. Sudbury, ME 01766
John Pyra, 44 Flagg Rd., Westford, ME 01866
James Robertson, 21 Grafton Dr., Morris Plains. NJ 07950
G.S. Lyons, 217 Homestead Ave., Huddonfietd. NJ 08033
Bits Computer Systems, 337 Geln Rd., Rome, NY 13440
Richard Kerns, 616 Beatty Rd., Monroe, PA 15146
Mike Mellon, 211 San Paulo Ctr, W. Melbourne, FL 32901
Norman Weiner, 1700 Convention Center, Miami Beach, FL 33139
Gordon Doughman, 4250 Moselle Dr., Hamilton, OH 45011
Paul Manter, 10665 Starqate Ln., Cincinnati, OH 45240
Garrett Smith, 2001 NW Hickory Ln, No.9, Ankery, IA 50021
Mark Begemann, 1985 24th St., Mario,lA 52302
Ray Westberg, 5702 34th Ave., N. Minneapo!is, MN 52422
Rodney Schnueland, 9027 Pierce St. NE, Blaine, MN 55434
Laurence Drymalski, 1232 Countryside Dr., Elgin, IL 60120
Donald Miser, 1015W Wood, Bloomington, IL 61701
John Ramsey. 6307 E.166th St .. Belton, MO 64012
AI Scherer, M.D., 610 E. 1st St., St. John, KS 67576
Wade Maxfield, 2525 E. Union Bower, Evering, TX 75061
Richard Poindexter, 4347 Phelan St., Beaumont, TX 77707
John Stimm, 6220 Catebra Rd, San Antonio, TX 78284
European Auto Parts, 4322 B.N. Lamars, Austin, TX 78756
John Lutenberq. 923 Main St., Canyon City, CO 81212
UC Los Alamos Scientific Lab, Los Alamos, NM 87545
Thomas Mattingly. 1005 Essex Dr. W.. Las Vegas, NV 89107
Robin Ellwood, 18506 Dylan St.. Northridge, CA 91326
Don McPhee, 1550 4th Ave., S., Seattle, WA 98134
P. Peterson, 9117 NE 96th St., Vancover, WA 98662
Jerry Starzinski, 58th Ave., Yakima, WA 98903
Motorola, 2400 S. Rossevelt, Tempe, AR
J.L. Buuticne , 956 Lillian St., Coquittam, British Columbia, CAN V3J 5C4
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0
R

TRS·80 BLevel II

E I
T

5 RE~1 OR8ITER PROGRAM
:10 CLS
15 REM TUF~ ON SUN IN SCREEN CENTER
2(:1 SET (63: .. 23:::'
~~ REM SET ENGINES (IN ERRTH GRRVITIES)
3:0 A=. ::i
35 REt1 SET SLIN~S GRAVITY
4() 13=50
45 REM SET INITIRL SHIP POSITION

55 REM CHECK KEYBORRD FOR INPUT
6~3 K$= I NKE'T'$
65 REM COMPUTE CHRNGES INTRODUCED
7(1 IF K$=".J" THEt-.l DX=()~~:+A
80 IF K$="F" THEr-lDX=['~:-R
90 IF K$="B" THEr~ D'T'=[N+R
1.~3£1 I F ~<$=lilT'" THEN D'T'=D'T'-A
105 REM COMPUTE SUN'S PULL ON SHIP
1:1(1 X1=?·:*:<

E:',' ENG INES

:120
:13£1 Z:1=~·<1...+''''1.
:140 D=G/(Z:1)[(3/2)
:15~:::1F>::=->::*D

G
1.6~3 F'T'=-'y'*D
165 REt'lCor'lF'UTECHRNGES rr~ SHIP-'S COURSE
:17(1 D>::=D~<:+FX
1.:3£1 D'T'=D'T'+FY
185 F,Et'lTURr-lOFF OLD POSITION
2:1(1 RESET(H, v»

')'I 215 REI'lCOt-1F'UTEr-lE,JPOSITIONJ 22(1 X=)HD>:
23~:::1 'T'='T'+D'T') iilm:~:~:0" "" ",m =osrr rcr-

L:::::"m
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ON SCREEN

Terry Kepner
Bud Grace
POBox 481
Peterborough NH 03458

Ever since I first used an in-
teractive computer, I have

been playing different versions
of the Lunar Lander game (lunar
excursion module). All of these
versions started from the same
premise: The LEM is x miles/feet
away from the landing sight and
y miles/feet above the surface,
with a horizontal velocity of dx
feet per second.

None of these versions has
really approached a true simula-
tion. Even when I was using the
DEC-10, the best version of the
game began in this manner,
although it did restrict the
player to only those parameters
and thrust values used aboard
the actual LEM.

After having an R/S L II for al-
most a year, I decided to try to
program a LEM simulation that
not only retained the true
parameters, but also started out

in a true orbit from which the
player had to try to land the
LEM.

Two weeks later my room was-
waist deep in paper, and I had
run out of hair to pull out in
trustratlon, I just couldn't make
my equations work properly,
and none of my textbooks
helped. At about this time I
mentioned my difficulties to a
friend of mine, Bud Grace.
Eureka!

Not only could he help me
with the equations, but he al-
ready had a program capable of
evaluating orbits. The program,
cleaned up and with REM state-
ments added, is shown in
Listing 1.

How the Programs Work

Upon inspection you'll note
that the gravity of the central
sun (or black hole, if you prefer)
is set at 50 times that of the
Earth, and the acceleration of
the rocket's engines is set at
one half that of the Earth's gravi-
ty. For Simplicity and to speed
up the computations, the mass
of the central sun and the rocket
are assumed to be equal, unit
mass one. Also, instead of using
a differential equation, a simple
summation process is used,



again for speed in running.
Despite these shortcuts the or-
bits established can be stable
for over a 1000 revolutions.

The game starts with the
rocket in the upper left-hand cor-
ner of the screen, at a dead stop
with relation to the central sun.
It will free-fall toward the sun, as
you hit the proper keys to fire the
engines and try to set up an or-
bit.

One other point to notice is
that the position of the rocket on
the screen has been corrected
for the difference in x-y axis
spacing (lines 240 and 250); that
is, a circle on the screen is really
a circle and not an ellipse dis-
torted to appear as a circle. And
last, the program crashes if the
rocket tries to leave the screen.

Listing 2 is an improved ver-
sion of the orbiter changed into
a simple game. The screen
limitation has been removed,
and the x-y coordinates of the
rocket are displayed in the up-
per left corner of the screen
whenever the rocket does leave
the screen. For ease of use, the
direction keys have been
changed to use the keyboard
arrows.

The game feature involves the
use of orbital bombs created by
the computer and dropped onto
the screen with random
velocities. If one of these bombs
comes within range of the
rocket, the rocket will blow it up.
Only one bomb is allowed on the
screen at a time. To control the
frequency that these bombs ap-
pear, a number between 1 and
50 is chosen by the player at the
beginning of the game. Choos-
ing 1 ensures that there will
always be one bomb on the
screen, while choosing the 50
means that once every 50
screen updates a bomb should
appear, on the average.

Referring back to Listing 1,
you might try removing the reset
(line 210) and watching how the
orbits precess around the sun.
When this is done, you will
notice that no matter how ellip-
tical the orbit may appear at
first, as time passes, the orbital
pattern is symmetrical. This pre-
cession is normal for all orbits
and may require as many as
2000 orbits to precess in a com-
plete 3600 circle .•

:1~) CL.?:
2(1 r:::Er'l [:',' E:l.Jl) CiPi::'II...:'::
~~;oF'P I ~fj''' OF::;: I TEF:"
1::.0 FF.:lt·n
65 FEt'l D 1PEer I Ot~ C()NTF:C.JL:=:
,"0 PRINTCHRH9D.'" = UP"
80 PF~It·nCHRt:(92).;" ;;:: Dm·m"
90 F'~~UnCHR$(9-.n;" ::::LEFT"
100 PRINTCHR$(94).; II :::: F.:IGHT"
:110 HO:=:40
1:20 I·,,'E=3C1
lA,,1 F'PltH
:14::, F:E~1TH I s; Cor·flF.:OLS THE E:CIt'18S :1=AL,IA','S A E:ClI'1E:;50=RAF~EL,,'
150 INPUT"WHAT LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY DO YOU WANT (1 - 50)";TY
:155 F:EI'1 SET CONSTANTS m![:' Hill I ALl ZE THE '·iARI ABLES
160 Q=3.....2
:17t1 E=::1
1:::0 B::::2::
:190 C=6.::
2C10 R=2
:LtO CLS
2:15 REM SET THE SUN

23:(1 A=, 5
240 13=::0
25(1 ~'~=-29
260 'T'=-20
26~5 PEt'l CHECI< I<E'r'80AF.:D FOP INPUT
270 K$= I NKE"r'$'·: I Ft<$=" "THEt-f3:20ELSEI(::::A5C':: K$)
275 REt'l COt'lPUTE CHANGES I t'~TRODUCED B'T' I<E'T'E:OARD
2:3(1 I FK=9THEt~D>~=D:;.::+A
290 IFK=8THENDX=DX-H
3:00 IFK=:10THEND'T'=O'T'+A
:~1.0 IFI<=9:1 THENO'T'=D'T'-H
32(1 5l'J=::-·~

3:3:5 F:Et'l CALCULATE ACCELEF~RTION DUE TO G~:fIVIT'T'
}:4(1 CJOSUB740
345 REM UFUATE VARIABLES
350 F>::=-·:":*D
3:60 F'r'=-'T':t:D
?7~~1D:=-:=D>:;+F)<
3:8121 (:1'T'=(:o'T'+F'T'
385 REI1 IF THERE 1St·•..T A 801'16.. THEt·! IS IT T1t'1E FOR ONE?
390 IFFLAG=(1THENTEST=~:ND( 50:t:T'T'/'5~3)
400 I FFLAG=10RTESTU:1 THEN460
4[15 F:EI'l I F IT 1ST rne. THEI·! CREATE Dr·!E
410 HO=F:t·m(C)--E
420 '·..•E=-E:
4::~0 DH=F:ND(}:)-R
440 D',/=F:t-J[) (5) - 3:
450 FLRG=:1
455 F:EI'1 15 THEF:E A BOI'1E:ON THE SCREEN
46~3 I FFLFIG=(1GOT066t:1
465 F:EI'1 I F SO.' THEI·! UPDATE ITS POSIT ION
470 S~,t=HO
4::::0 SU=',,.'E
4:,::, F:EI'1ACCELEF:ATE THE E:Ot1E:
490 GOSUB740
500 [)H=[:,H+HO*D
:;1~3 D',/=DV+'",'E*D
52(1 HO=HO-DH
530 v..•E=' ...•E--[:r',,..
::;::5 REt'l IF ITS NEl>J POSITION IS OFF SCREEN., DESTF~O'T' IT
540 I FR85 (HO > )-EORR8S':: VE) >8THENFLRG=0 : RESET (H:L V:1) GOT0660
545 REM TURN OFF BOMB'S OLD MARKER
550 F:ESET<H:1) V:1)
56t1 Hl=F.:*HO+C
57121","l=",,'E+8
575 REM TUF~ ON BOMB'S NEW MAF~ER
580 SET(HL V:1)
5~:5 REI'1 TEST TO SEE IF ASTRONAUT IS fllTHIN I':At!GE
590 IF (ASS (HO-><:» >40F.:( A8S ("/E -'T'):> >2THENGOT066~3
595 F~EI'1 IF '1'E5 THEN 8LO~J HHl UP
61210PF.:I NT(~(1., "'T'OU flF.:E A DEA[) ASTF:ONAUT -- vou SHOULD 8E t'1ORE CAR!;FUL"
61(1 F'RINT"DO '1'OU ~'~FINTTO TR'T' AC:iAHP".;
6~5 C:i05UE:~::'60
62[~ 1<$=I W<E'T'$
63:0 I FI<$=" "THEt·~620
64", IFf($="','''OFJ($='''fES''THENF:UN
650 Et·m
65::, PE~1 IF THE SHIP IS ON THE SCREEN, TURN OFF ITS ~1ARKER
660 IFABS (>~:>(EAr·jDAE:S < '1'::' (BTHENRESET';: H.. "/) ELSEF'F~I NTrltO., CHR$ (3:[1)
670 ::<:=>::+0::<
6:::0 'T'='T'+D'T'
69~~1H=P*;:-::+C

7'015 f;:EI'1 TUf.(r! Dr, I rs r'!D-1 1'1AF:KEP
;"10 I FAE::c;-:::'<) (EANDAE:S C,';' (8THEr-!SET -::H, •...•) ELSEF'I': I rn,,,,, I NT -::~':)., I rn -::',')
715 PEt'l IF TOO CLOSE TO SUt·L DESTRO'T' SHIP
72(1 I FfiE:S (~<-C) (4ANDA8S ('T'-B) <2THEt·j6~~n3
:"::1:(1 GUTO;270
735 REM THIS COMF'UTES THE EFFECT OF GRAVITY
740 D=(G~(SW*SW4SU*SU)[Q
"750 PETU~:t·~
,~~ REM THIS EXPLODES THE SHIP
760 FORJ=H-3TOH+JSTEP2
770 FORI=V-2TOV+2STEP2
7:'::0 SETeT) I)
·790 t·~E~nI ,. ..T

:3~30 PETUFN

Listing 2. Improved version.
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The Personal Computer Une
by OHIO SCIENTIFIC

Personal Computers
C1P: $349 A dramatic breakthrough in price and performance. Features
OSI's ultra-fast BASIC-in-ROM, full graphics display capability, and large

library of software on cassette and disk, including entertainment pro-
grams, personal finance, small business, and home applications. It's a
complete programmable computer system ready to go. Just plug-in a
video monitor or TV through an RF converter, and be up and running.

15K total memory including 8K BASIC and 4K RAM-expandable to 8K.

C1P MF: $995 First floppy disk based computer for under
$1000! Same great features as the C1P plus more memory and

instant program and data retrieval. Can be expanded to 32K static
RAM and a second mini-floppy. It also supports a printer, modem,
real time clock, and AC remote interface, as well as OS-65D V3.0

development disk operating system.

Professional Portables
C4P: $698 The professional portable that has over three times the display capability
of C1Ps. Features 32 x 64 character display in up to 16 colors, graphics, audio output, a
DAC for voice and music generation, key pad and joystick interfaces, AC remote control
interface and much more. Utilizes a 4-slot BUS (2 used in base machine), 8K BASIC-in-
ROM, 8K of static RAM and audio cassette interface. Can be
directly expanded to 32K static RAM and two mini-floppy disks.

C4P MF: $1695 The ultimate portable computer
has all the features of the C4P plus real time clock,
home security system interface, modem interface,
printer interface, 16 parallel lines and an accessory
·BUS. The standard macnlneooerates attwice the
speed of currently available personal compu-
ters (with GT option it runs even faster!). The C4P
MF starts with 24K RAM and a single mini-floppy and
can be directly expanded to 48K and two mini-floppies.
Available software includes games, personal, business,
educational and home control applications programs as
well as a real time operating system, word processor and a
data base management system.

Computers come with keyboards and floppies where specified.
Other equipment shown te opuonal.

Home/Small Business Systems
C8P: $895 Same great features as the C4P in a tremendously expandable "main-
frame package:' Features over three times the expansion capability of the C4P for
advanced home and demanding business applications. Can be expanded to 48K RAM,
dual8" floppies, hard (Winchester) disks and multiple I/0 devices such as Voice I/O and
a universal telephone interface.

C8P OF: From $2597 The ultimate
HomelVery Small Business Computer at a
personal computer price. Features 32K RAM
(expandable to 48K) and dual 8" floppy disks
(stores eight times as much information as a
mini-floppy). Has all personal computer
capabilities including 32 x 64 display, color
graphics, sound, DAC, joystick interfaces,
home features including real time clock, AC
remote interface, home security and fire
detection interface and can be expanded to
include voice I/O and a universal telephone
system for answering and initiating calls! Its
large memory capability and 8" floppies allow
it to run most Ohio Scientific business system
software including a compete accounting
system, word processor and information
management system.

For literature and the name of your local
dealer, CALL 1·800·321·6850 TOLL FREE .

•.•.•5 AURORA,OH44202. (216) 831-5600



Wire Listings the Easy Way

Yes, even a constructional klutz can wire-wrap successful/yo

Jack G. Sheppard, Ph.D., P.E.
5242 Laguna
Sierra Vista AZ 85635

Ialways solder connectors on
both ends of the cable before

slipping the shells on. Last night
I even discovered a variant of
the procedure. Forced by the
Lady of the Manor to move the
computer from the living room, I
had to install a stereo outlet in
the wall of its new quarters.

Immersed with total concen-
tration in the project, I mated a
phone jack to the new cable and
looked around for the wall plate.
It was on the wall. The wires on
which I had just soldered the
phone jack protruded neatly
through its hole. The phone jack,
which is supposed to mount be-
hind the plate, is largerthan the
hole in the plate.

Did I unsolder the phone jack
and calmly reinstall it correctly,
or did I break the plate? I can
testify that the plastic wall
plates shatter most satisfyingly
when attacked with diagonal
cutters.

Introduction

There are lots of us computer
owners who are afflicted with
constructional klutzomania. At
the same time, there are lots of
gadgets we would like to have
for our computers that we prob-
ably can't afford to buy. Our only
alternative is to build them.

And why not? Microcircuits
virtually paper the walls of every
radio and computer store. If you
hook a few together, they will do
anything you want. Designing
the logical circuit is no prob-
lem ... certainly no more diffi-

cult than designing the pro-
grams we feed to our comput-
ers.

But think of all those wires!
Even a small project will neces-
sitate several hundred connec-
tions. And what about the
klutzomaniac?

The rest of this article de-
scribes a program that gener-
ates easy-to-follow wire-connec-
tion lists. I have completed two
major construction projects us-
ingthis program without a
single wiring error.

The Program

The program was written for
the Level II TRS-80, although it
can be adapted to any computer
that allows arrays. It will prompt
you through the process of de-
veloping the listing so that you
have a minimum chance of mak-
ing errors. It keeps track of what
chip you are working on and

LOWEST

NUMBERED PIN A'I~

FEOCBA

• I- I

which pins have already been
treated, so that you don't end up
wiring the same circuit twice. It
will also ensure that no pin is ig-
nored. At the end, you will have a
list of pin-pairs on the construc-
tion board that you can wire
directly with confidenCe.

Begin any construction proj-
ect with a clean logic diagram
on which each chip, along with
each of its pins, is displayed.
Number each chip. Show the
wiring destination of each pin,
either by drawing in the wire or
by listing destination chips and
pins.

Next, layout the construction
board. Chips should be located
(not installed at this point) on
the board in positions that will
minimize wiring runs. Label col-
umns of pins using letters, and
label rows of pins using num-
bers (this is the format of an
Auqat wire-wrap board, whicti is
the construction medium that I
prefer).

Columns of pins on the board
should align with the pins of the
chips to be installed. Thus, pins
1-8 of chip 1, for example, may
occupy board posltlons A 1
through A8 (see Fig. 1). Identify
and record the positions on the
board of pin 1 and the highest-
numbered pin of each chip. You
are now ready to run the pro-
gram and develop your wire list.

ber of pins on each chip and the
board locations of the lowest-
and the highest-numbered pins.
This information is used to set
the locations oi the Chips with
respect to the pin matrix used
on the construction board. This
loop also converts the column-
designating letter into an
equivalent number for use by
the computer.

I wanted the program to guar-
antee that I didn't overlook any
pin or Wire any pin twice unless
it needed it. I set up a two-dimen-
Sional array, E(I,J), to keep track
of the pins used at any point in
program execution. A pair of
nested loops ensures that all
values are zero at the outset.
The program marks each pin
with a nonzero value in this ar-
ray as it is used.

Next, a pair of nested loops
begins with chip 1, pin 1, and
performs the following func-
tions:
t. Checks whether the pin has

been used. If so, goes to the
next pin.

2. Asks for connection data
with the statement "CHIP 1 PIN
1 GOES TO (CHIP,PIN)?" If there
is no connection, enter "0,0",
and the loop marks the pin and
proceeds to the next pin. If the
pin is to be connected, you
should respond with the correct
destination chip and pin. The
program will mark the destina-
tion pin as having been used
and print the linkage. It will then
ask for any additional connec-
tions to chip 1, pin 1. You should
enter all paths that can be
traced to this pin. After all con-
nections have been logged,
enter "0,0". The program will
mark chip 1, pin 1, "used" and
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Fig. 1. Typical board layout.

Operation

After you load the program, it
will ask how many chips you will
be using and what the largest
pin-count per chip is. This infor-
mation is used to set up arrays
on which the program will oper-
ate. The program will then initi-
ate a loop that asks for the nurn-



DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!
Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction

AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.
*ISOLATOR (ISO-l A) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets;
integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,

1 KW load any socket $56.95
~iSOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-pron~ socket banks;

(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression;
1875 W Max load, 1 KW either bank . . . . . .. $56.95

·SUPER ISOLATOR (lS0-3), similar to ISO-1A
except double filtering & Suppression .. .. $85.95

*ISOLA TOR (ISO-4), similar to ISO-l A except
unit has 6 individually filtered sockets. .. $96.95

*ISOLATOR (lSO-5), similar to ISO-2 except
unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total ., $79.95

*CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) Add $7.00
*CKT BRKRISVlHTCH/PILOT any model

(-CBS) Add $14.00

•• PHONE ORDERS 1-617-655-1532 ••

1£7 Electronic Specialists, Inc. v-::-
171 Soulh Main Street. Natick. Mass. 01760

Dept·KB

advance to chip 1, pin 2.
3. Data is entered as chip

numbers and pin numbers. The
construction board is laid out in
lettered columns and numbered
rows. Chip 7, pin 13,may be lo-
cated at column F, row 45, for
example. The loop converts the
chip #, pin #, into construction-
board format. There is one tricky
operation, highly prone to man-
ual error, and is the reason I de-
veloped this program in the first
place. On a 16-pin chip, pins
9-16 number in the reverse di-
rection from the row numberson
the construction board. In con-
verting to board format, you
must determine whether the pin
is in the upper half or lower half,
so that you know which column
to use and whether to add or
subtract to get the row number.
My printer does not have less-
than/greater-than symbols, so I
used brackets ([,])instead.
4. As each data-pair is logged

and converted into column and
row form, it is printed on the
CRT.The results are not stored

in retrievable form, so you will
need to copy them from the CRT
as' they are displayed. If you
havea printer, modify statement
290to LPRINT,and you will not
need to copy the data manually.
5.This loop is not an automat-

ic loop. It sticks with one pin un-
til the user enters "0,0". Then it
goes on to the next pin, and so
on until all pins have been used
and marked.

Conclusion

A large construction project
requires that you key in a large
number of data values. A com-
puter cannot read minds and
cannot identify errors that fit the
prescribed form, so check the
data as you key it in. If you do
that and follow the resultant list
scrupulously, you should have
virtually error-free wiring. As a
bonus, you can usea multimeter
to run a quick continuity check
on the wrapped board to deter-
mine whether you have put
wires on the wrong pins, or vice
versa.•

1 REM --THIS PROGRAM CREATES ~HRE LISTS--
10 INPUT "WHAT IS THE LARGEST PIN COUNT?" ;A1
15 REN --INPUT TOTAL NUMBER OF IC I S USED IN PROJECT--
20 INPUT "HOIJ MANY CHIPS?";A
30 DIM B(A) .c: (A) ,C2(A),Dl (A) ,D2(A) ,E(A,Al)
35 REM --LOOP TO SET UP LOCATION DATA FOR ALL CHIPS--
40 FOR 1=1 TO A
50 PRINT "HON MAl"Y PINS ON CHIP "; I; : INPUT B (I)
60 PRINT "ENTER LOCATION OF CHIP "; I; "PIN 1 (COLUMN, ROI,)";
65 INPUT C$,C2(I)
70 PRINT "ENTER LOCATIO~ OF CHIP" ;1;" PIN" ;B(!);
75 INPUT 0$,02 (I)
76 REM --CONVERT COLUMN-LETTER TO EQUIVALENT NUMBER--
SO Cl (I)=ASC(C$)-64:Dl (I)=ASC(D$)-64
90 NEXT I
95 REM --LOOP TO ZERO ALL PIN-USE MARKERS--
100 FOR 1=1 TO A:FOR J=1 TO AI :E(I,J)=O:NEXT J:NEXT I
105 REM --CHIP SELECT LOOP--
lID FOR 1=1 TO A
115 REM --pr;, SELECT LOOP--
120 FOR J=l TO B(I)
125 REM --CHECK WHETHER PIN HAS BEEN USED--
130 IF E(I,J)[]O GOTO 310
135 REM --INPUT CONNECTION DATA--
140 PRINT "CHIP ";1;" PIN ":J;" GOES TO (CHIP, PIN)!!;: INPUT X,y
145 REM --CHECK FOR CONNECTION--
ISO IF X[]O GOTO 170
155 REM --MARK PIN USED--
160 E(I,J)=I:GOTO 310
165 REM --MARK DESTINATION USED--
170 E(X,Y)=2
175 REM --CHECK h'HETHER SOURCE-FIN IS UPPER OR LOWER HALF--
180 IF J]B(I)/2 GOTO 210
185 REM --LONER-HALF CONVERSION--
190 S=Cl (I)
200 U=C2(I)+J-l: GOTO 230
205 REM --UPPER-HALF CONVERSION--
210 S=OI (I)
220 U=D2(I)+B(I)-J
225 REM --CHECK WHETHER DESTINATION-PIN IS UPPER OR LONER HALF--
230 IF Y]B(X)/2 GOTO 260
235 REM --LONER-HALF CONVERSION--
240 N=Cl (X)
250 V=C2(X)+Y-l:GOTO 280
255 REM --UPPER-HALF CONVERSION--
260 N=ol (X)
270 v=02(X)+B(X)-Y
275 REM --CONVERT COLUMN NUMBERS TO LETTERS--
280 S$=CHR$ (S+64) :N$=CHR$ (N+64)
285 REM --PRInT CONNECTION DATA--
290 PRINT 5$;II,";U:" CONNECTS TO ";W$;II,";V
300 GOTO 130
310 NEXT J
320 l'lEXT T
330 END

Program listing.

P&T CP /M®2 unleashes the POWER
of your TRS-80 MODEL II

Pickles & Trout has adapted CP/M 2, one of the world's most
popular operating systems, to the TRS-80 Model II and the
result is spectacular:

-596K bytes usable storage at double density
- Runs both single and double density disks
with automatic density select

-Single drive backup
- Multi-drive software can run on a 1 drive
system

- Operates with 1, 2, 3, or 4 drives
- Full function CRT control
-Type-ahead buffer for keyboard input
- Full access to both serial ports and parallel
printer port

- Fully software programmable serial ports
- Loads an 18K Basic in 2.5 seconds
- Full compatibility with existing CP/M software
and application packages

- Full set of 7 CP/M manuals plus our own for
the TRS-80 Model II

Introductory.price: $175
Prepaid. COD. Mastercharge or Visa orders accepted.
Shipping extra. California residents add 6% sales tax.

v153

PICKLES & TROUT
r.o. BOX 1206, GOLETA. CA 93017. (805) 967·9563

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. TRs-ao is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
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TRS-80 MOD I TRS-80 MOD I TRS-80 MOD I
Business software you can depend on.
CPA/ ATTORNEY
CLIENT WRITE-UP 48K. 2 Drive System $750.00
More than just a general ledger package. Designed to operate
from an accounting service aspect ... 4 digit COA. 150
accounts, 10 departments with consolidation capability. Allows
800 transactions per update and 40 updates per month.

Balance Sheet Payroll Register
Transaction Report Payroll Joumal
Comparative P & L General Ledger
W-2 Quarterly Tax Reports
Change in Components of Working Capital
Change in Financial Position

TIME ACCOUNTING/PROFESSIONAL BILLING 32K RAM.
2 Drive $200.00
Time accounting for law or CPA firm. Maintains records of time
spent on client and employee productivity. System takes "hours
in progress" and creates accounts receivable file, Generates
statements, client file listing, employee file listing, transaction
ledger, client activity ledger, employee activity report and
activity file listing,

ASSETDEPRECIATION SYSTEM. 32K RAM. 1 Drive $200.00
Designed to aid accountant with clients' assets & subsequent
depreciations, Up to 900 individual assets per disk accepted.
Methods of calculating depreciation are Straight Line, Sum-of-
the-years-Digits and Declining Balance, Reports generated are
Fixed Asset Ledger and Asset Depreciation Schedule,

COLUMNAR PAD 48K RAM. 1 Drive $ 55.00
Converts TRS-80 to programmable calculator that works on
columns of figures at a time, Prints out needed format, Label
columns and rows, then enter the information needed into the
proper columns, Using the mathematical processing power of
your computer, total across, total down, multiply whole col-
umns, and much more,

TOTALCPA/ATTORNEY PACKAGE $950.00

$1,500.00

SURVEY/CIVIL ENGINEER/CONTRACTOR
SURVEY PACKAGE 48K RAM. 2 Disk Drive $1500.00
Store up to 3685 Double Precision coordinates with which to do
the following: field traverse, angle adjustment. balance
traverse, coordinate traverse, convert to coordinate form, con-
vert to angle distance form, rotate data, translate data, traverse
area, geometry for intersections (line x line, offset x offset. line x
circle, circle x circle), curve computation (intersecting lines), 3
points on a curve, point of curvature and radius point. point of
incidence,reference angle and two scalars and much more,
The edit feature provides a complete display of all data asso-
ciated with a point and allows any of that data to be modified.

PLOTTERROUTINES 48K RAM. 2 Disk Drive.
Plotter $300.00
Designed to interface the Houston Instruments Hi Plot to the
.TRS-80, These routines are industry standard routines:
PLOT draws straight lines, FACTOR changes plot size, WHERE
retums the current pen position, SYMBOL prints strings or special
symbols, SCALE determines scale factors for graphic plots, AXIS
draws annotations and labels axes, LINE plots vectors of data
using scale factors, All routines are called from Basic using
Fortran style subroutine argument lists,

JOB CONSTRUCTION LEDGER 32K RAM,
3 Disk Drive $200.00
Aids contractor/builder in maintaining an accurate record of
the costs incurred in any building project, Maintains COA, Ven-
dor File and Job File, Reports generated are: COA Listing,
Vendor Listing,Job Listing, Job Cost Ledger, Job Cost Summary,
Checking Account Report, This system can maintain 100
accounts with descriptions, 10 jobs with estimates, 90 vendors
with YTD amounts, and up to 3000 transactions (checks),

TOTAL SURVEY/CIVIL ENGINEER/CONTRACTOR
$1700.00

MEDICAL BILLING 48K, 4 Drive System, IBM Selectric Printer
This package provides complete billing and accounts receivable management for any medical or dental office mailing up to 500
statements a month,

INSURANCE FORMS, Generates standard medical insurance forms accepted by Medicare, Medicaid, and all third party private
insurance carriers,
STATEMENTS,Patient's statements may be printed at any time, The Operator may choose balance due, zero balance, or credit
balance statements,
DAILYJOURNALS, Daily Joumal includes day's activities, listing by patient of the day's charges, payments, adjustments, and updated
ledger balances,
DISPLAYAND EDITING, Any patient ledger can be quickly called to the video display or printer, Editing of clerical information can be
done while the ledger is on display, Editing of dollcr values is not allowed, thus maintaining the integrity of the double entry system,
CHARGE LOCATIONS, Provides for the optional designation of up to five different locations at which the charge services were provided.
AGING REPORTS,All accounts are automatically aged into five 30 day categories, The report lists patient's name, telephone number,
total charges to date, total payments to date, date of last payment, current balance, and signifies whether or not insurance forms have
been printed for that patient.
DELINQUENT LETTERS,The programs provide for the printing of delinquent letters, There are four different letters, one for each aging
category. Operator is able to exclude any chosen patient(s) from batch printing, Delinquent letters, though basically form letters, are
highly personalized by the computer by using information from each patient's ledger,
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS, Tabulates all charges, payments, adjustments, and write-offs for the month-to-date and year-to-date,

HMCT also has TRS-80s in stock, This means we can provide not only professional software, but also fully tested hardware with much
improved reliability and flexibility. We provide only the finest quality hardware and peripherals for your system and can customize to your
specifications, We represent: Centronics, Texas Instruments, Pertec, MPL Micropolis, Selecterm, NEC, Houston Instruments, 3M, Verbatim.

We are more than happy to spend time with you either personally in the Houston area or on the telephone, We are here to help you maximize
the capability and flexibility of your TRS-80 System,

TRS.aO is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corporation,

Toorder by phone or for local dealer information call: 713/661-2005
Texas residents add 6% sales tax· MasterCharge •Visa

HOUSTON MICRO-COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES, INC. v33

5313 BISSONNET •BELLAIRE· TEXAS· 774nl ·713/661-2005
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350 Char/See Low Cost Loader

Solid state photoelectronic components read
all standard 5, 6, 7 or 8-level tapes. Smooth,
quiet AC drive. Reliable high-speed paper
tape data entry. Data amplifiers and "char-
acter ready" output available for CMOS or
TTL interfaces. Standard interface or to your
interface specifications. Fanfold boxes avail-
able.
Addmaster Corporation, 416 Junipero Serra
Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91776, Telephone:
(213) 285-1121, Telex: 674770 Addmaster

SGAB v261
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Let us market YOUR programs. Either
royalty or direct puchase. Send S.A.S.E.
for details.
Include $1 ')') 101 povtege and handling. Send check. M.O. to

~@[J3J~& SOFTWARE
BOX 6203
AKRON, OH44312 v212

CUDDLY SOFTWARE
Unbreakable Systems/Support Software

for any 1802 system.

C50S Series (Operoting System) _ aids development and
modification of user programs with software tools, like
Add/Delete Byte, which also expand/cantract the remainder
of the memory page. User Programs also interface via Std.
Call/Ret. for video routines, I/O drivers, etc. 1861 alpha-
numeric output vlc Screen Driver(10 lines, eve, 17 char/line,
auto-scroll). User graphics also made easy,

CSTP Series (Trace Program) _ 1802 CPU in softwore!
Oi splays internal status as it simulates user programs for
debugging, imp-ovement, or learning 1802 operation. A must
for every programmer! Intervene to altef simulation dynami·
cally, by changing porameters, overriding program branch
decisions, etc. Memory protected! CSTP cannot be bombed
by the worst test program or user key-in errors! Needs 2.5K
RAM, plus user program area.

COMING SOON: Assembler; Text Editor; Text Formatter;
1/0 for 1802 PILOT!

TAILORED to your system! Write for details and low prices.

CUDDLY SOFTWARE
Dept. K41

157 CHARTER ROAD v262
WETHERSFIELD. CT. 06109

·TRS-SO*
SAVEll BO"DLE
.Wh~n you buy your
TRS-SOT'" ~quipm~nt!
llsc our toll free number to

check our price before you buy
a TRS-SOTII... anywhm:!

.full Radio,Shac:kWClrnlnty

.~ v189

SALES COMPANY
POBOX 8098 PENSACOLA. FL 32505

FLOR lOA 904/438-6507
nationwide 1·800·874·1551

••••••• ' o· •• ·.0 •. 00 •••••••• 0

7440A Programmable Interrupt nmer Module.
Time events in four operating modes-continu-
ous, single shot, frequency comparison, and
pulse width comparison. Includes three 16-bit
interval timers, plus flexible patch area for
external interface. Programmable intenupts,
on-board ROM, and much more.

7720A Parallel Interface. Two bi-directional8-bit
l/O ports will connect your Apple to a variety of
parallel devices, including printers, paper tape
equipment, current relays, external on/off
devices. Full featured, programmable inter-
rupts, supports DMA daisy chaining.

7811BArithmetic Processor. Interfaces with
Applesoft, so you just plug in and run. Based
on the AM 9511 device, provides full 16/32-bit
arithmetic, floating point, trigonometric, loga-
rithmic, exponential functions. Programmed l/O
data transfer, much, much more.

7710A Asynchronous seriallnferface. Conform-
ing to RS-232-C A thru E 1978 standard, this
card will drive a variety of serial devices such as
CRT terminals, printers, paper tape devices, or
communicate with any standard RS-232 device,
including other computers. Full hand-shaking,
and fully compatible with Apple PASCAL!

7470A 3* BCDAIDConverter. Converts a DC
voltage to a BCD number for computerized
monitoring and analysis. Typical inputs include
DC inputs from temperature or pressure
transducers. Single channel AID, 400 ms
per conversion.

7490A GPiBIEEE488 Interface. A true imple-
mentation of the IEEE 488 standard - the
standard protocol for instrumentation and test
devices. Control and monitor test instruments
such as digital voltmeters, plotters, function
generators, or any other device using the
IEEE 488.

7114A PROMModule. Permits the addition to or
replacement of Apple IT firmware without
removing the Apple IT ROMs. Available with
on-board enable/disable toggle switch.

7500 AWireWrap Board. For prototyping your
own designs.

7510A Solder Board.

7590A Extender Board.

7016A 16KDynamicMemoryAdd..()n.

Watch this space for new CCS products for
the Apple. Weve got some real surprises in the
works. To find out more about the CCS product
line, visit your local computer retailer, The CCS
product line is available at over 250 locations
nationally, including most that carry the Apple.
Or circle the reader service number on this ad.

Apple II, Apple II Plus, and Applesoft are trademarks
of the Apple Corporation.

ees makes the difference.

16 K UPGRADE

$6695
TRS80, APPLE II,
AND SORCERER

HIGH QUALITY PRIME 16K RAMS FOR MEMORY
UPGRADE. THE KIT INCLUDES, THE RAMS,
SHUNTS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO ALLOW EASY
UPGRADE IN MINUTES. ALL PARTS CARRY 12
MONTH WARRANTY.

TO ORDER. SPECIFY KIT AND ENCLOSE CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER. ADD $2.00 POST AND
PACKING; TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES
TAX.

IAN ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 14079

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78761
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We see it as a good
way to get things done. high-speed math functions, and fast, high resolution graph-

ics. And tools to connect the Apple to lab test equipment
like function generators or plotters.

And we have tools to connect the Apple to the outside
world, including AID converters and interval timers with
external interface.

We make components for the S-100 bus, the PET, and
the TRS-80, too. We built our products to deliver hard-
nosed value to the OEM, and to the inventor who knows the
best, at prices that are unbeaten.

To find out how much computer your Apple IT can be,
see things our way. Because for serious users with serious
uses for the Apple, we've got the tools.

Apple has built a great computer. We at CCS have
built a great line of peripherals and components to expand
the Apple. To do almost anything you want to get done
with a computer.

If you want to do business with an Apple, we've got
tools to connect the Apple to standard business printers and
terminals. Or to modems, for communications over tele-
phone lines, with other computers, even with other Apples.

If you wantto apply your Apple to engineering, scien-
tific, or graphic projects, weve got tools for high-powered, .

c:..." California Computer Systems
250 Caribbean Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 734-5811



A Micro
for the Eighties

That's the author's assessment of the AlphaMicroAM-100 microcomputer.

Wm. C. Welborn, Jr.
112 N. W. 7th St.
Evansville IN 47708

Longtime readers of Kilobaud may re-
member articles by Dick Wilcox in three

of the first four issues describing a complex
operating system for microcomputers. Dick
put his many years of programming experi-
ence not only into those articles, but also in-
to a micro for the eighties, the AlphaMicro
AM-1QO.As one who waited many months
for this machine to become a reality, I can
testify that Dick and the others at AlphaMi-
cro have done a good job. Anyone buying
this microcomputer will not be disappointed!

Introduction

The AM-100 hardware, while quite differ-
ent from the usual micro boards, is sur-
passed only by the excellent software sup-
ported by this system. The CPU is a West-
ern Digital WD-16, which, with its support-
ing chips, is mounted on two boards that
plug into the 8-100 bus (see Photos 1and 2).
Although the computer is a 16-bit machine,
the CPU functions with 8-bit memories and
1/0 boards.

As a result, you don't have to spend dou-
ble or triple the going microcomputer cost
for your peripherals-almost all will work.
You can upgrade your 8080 or Z-80machine
to the AM-100 for slightly more than the
cost of the CPU boards. If you are just start-
ing out, there are scores of devices that will
work with the AM-100 and are totally com-
patible with it.

The CPU has a push-down hardware
stack, vectored interrupt handling, eight
16-bit registers, hardware floating-point
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arithmetic and eight modes of addressing.
But what really sets the AM-100 apart from
the rest is the systems software that comes
with it.

Stucture of the System

The standard AM-100 system, as sup-
plied, is multitasking, multi-user, which
means that several terminals can be oper-
ating at one time, handling different func-
tions. This feature makes the AM-100 ideal
for schools and for businesses that want
multiple terminals on line, as well as for the
personal computer user.

Each user has his own block of memory,
up to 64K (not total, for each), and runs in a
job area different from the other users' on
the system. I have five separate jobs set up
on my machine, for example. The system
supervisor (that's you) can allocate jobs in
just about whatever manner he wishes.

Areas of the disks are set up by the su-
pervisor from time to time for different pur-
poses, such as games, demonstration pro-
grams and business programs. There is no
limit to the number of areas-called PPNs
(Project-Programmer Number)-that you
can allocate. (There is, however, a limit of
64 PPNs per disk.) Any PPN may be pro-
tected by a password to prevent unauthor-
ized access. You don't have to allocate the
number of disk blocks you want to use for
each PPN; the system allocates blocks
automatically as they are needed.

To keep track of all jobs, a system status
display (DY8TAT) operates at all times
through a video display monitor (VDM),
which shows the supervisor what is going
on with the system (see Photo 3). The VDM
is supplied by you, but the software for

DY8TAT is part of the system. (The VDM
has been discontinued. DY8TAT will, I am
told, work with other available video boards.)

All system (and user) software is totally
relocatable; that is, it will run anywhere in
memory. This restricts writing assembly-
language programs, as you cannot use any
direct addressing modes. However, there
are several addressing modes (not avail-
able for the 8080) that lend themselves to
writing totally relocatable code.

The system directs where in memory a
program will end up without intervention by
the operator. The system also keeps track
of where your programs and data files are
located on your disks. Photos 4 and 5 sug-
gest how easy it is to use this system.

Terminal Service System

You can interface just about any termi-
nal to the AM-100 and use just about any
1/0 board. AlphaMicro furnishes drivers for
many popular boards and terminals, but if
they don't support the ones you have, you
can attempt to write a driver yourself.

Basically, you set up a terminal defini-
tion block one time for each terminal, print-
er or modem board that you intend to use.
This block contains a reference to the port
number of the 1/0 board you are using, the
name of the driver (short assembly-lan-
guage program that initializes that board,
transfers characters to and from the sys-
tem and looks for a data terminal ready
(DTR) signal) and the make of terminal you
have attached to the 1/0 board. The block
also contains information about the size of
the input and output buffers that you want
the system to allocate for communication
with that terminal.



Photos 1 and 2. The AM-100 CPU boards. The connector at the top of each board takes a ribbon cable, which interconnects the two boards.
The large switch on the first board turns off the AM-100 and allows you to use your Z-80 or 8080 without removing the AM-100 from the box.

The terminal definition block (TRMDEF)
is automatically put into the system when
it is bobted. Thereafter, a complex, but gen-
eral, terminal service system scans each
terminal in the system on an interrupt
schedule, taking input from each in its
time-slot (or outputting to each) so that the
operation is transparent to the users. This
is how the big time-sharing systems work
and results in a satisfactory, flexible ar-
rangement.

Systems Programs

There are several disk areas (PPNs) that
are permanently reserved for systems pro-
grams and drivers. These come with the
AM-100. On my system there are 143 pro-
grams in the system common area (accessi-
ble by all users), 46 device drivers (for termi-
nals, printers, disks and 1/0 boards), eight
demonstration programs in the LISP and
Pascal languages and ten subroutines writ-
ten in assembly language that are callable
from BASIC. In addition, there are over 50
source listings for programs and drivers.
Also included are SO-odd library routines,
callable by assembly-language programs
(mostly having to do with 1/0 functions), a
raft of programs for use with the DC Hayes

modem board and assorted BASIC source
listings.

The latest update for the system (version
4.3) came out in January 19S0. The docu-
mentation for the update alone was about
an inch thick ... in addition to an enormous
amount of previous material.

While some programs are trivial-a 160-
byte program that sets or gives you the time
of day and an 1S-byte program that rings the
bell on your terminal-and are not too diffi-
cult to write yourself, most of the programs
are substantial:

BASIC language program-over 10,500
bytes, plus 10K for the compiler and 10K for
the package that runs the compiled object
code.

ISAM files-to create and maintain in-
dexed sequential files, usable either with

BASIC or assembly-language programs.
EDIT -character-oriented editor that is

similar to, although more comprehensive
and easier to use than, the C/PN editor. I
used this editor for creating my law-office
system of programs and became quite fa-
miliar with its operation over a six-month
period.

VUE-screen-oriented editor that will do
more than EDIT and is faster and easier to
use. VUE uses the cursor controls and sim-
ple 'CNTL-' combinations to accomplish its
many functions. I have been using it exten-
sively since its release last year and am to-
tally sold on it. The biggest advantage is
that text editing appears before you on the
screen. To insert a line just hit CNTL-B and
one will appear. Then type in the material
you want there. You can either type over old
text or toggle (with CNTL-Q) the insert
mode; the old text will expand as you type in
the new material or contract as you take out
unwanted data. VUE even has some rudi-
mentary text-formatting capability. There
are over 50 functions.

TXTFMT -does extensive formatting of
text: right margin justification, paragraph-
ing, page length, title at top of each page if
desired, page numbering top or bottom in a
host of number types, vertical spacing, mar-
gin, sub-paragraph indentation and letter-
ing. It will automatically create an index for
you and output it at the end of your paper, if
you wish. It will center text anywhere and
print in boldface on command. I prepared
this article with VUE and TXTFMT.

A macro assembler, a Dynamic Debug-
ging Tool (DDT) program, Pascal and LISP
are also supplied with the system.

Many of the programs supplied with the
AM-100 system are used in the operation of
the system itself. For example, LOG is used
by the operator to get into a specific PPN
and also performs other tasks; MEMORY al-
locates a block of memory for your use; AT-
TACH attaches your terminal to another job
in the system; JOBPRI sets a priority for
your job (i.e., a longer or shorter time-slice)

compared to other jobs; MOUNT tells the
system that you have changed disks.

Another group of programs are system
utilities, which are unnecessary for opera-
tion of the system, but they make it easier to
use. There are two fast sort utilities-one
for use in BASIC programs and one for gen-
eral use. A flexible copy utility, which will
copy one program, one group of programs
or an entire disk, is provided. Other utilities
provide for erasing programs from disk;
changing passwords and PPNs; dumping
files in ASCII, hex or octal from disks to your
terminal; appending one program to the tail
end of another; and listing the files and
programs in your disk area (or others) on
your terminal. There are scores of such
programs.

There is also a line-printer spooler to
make it easy to queue up programs or files
for printing. The spooler runs in its own job,
and so, printing a program listing or data
file does not monopolize the computer's
time - you start it going and proceed to
other tasks.

Command Language Processing

The AM-100 operating system supports a
convenient and valuable tool called com-
mand language processing in which each
entry from a terminal-when the system is
in executive mode - is treated as a com-
mand by the system. A prompt character
(period) indicates you are in this mode.

If you type DIR, the system will treat this
as a command to look for a program of that
name in the library section of the system's
disk, load it into memory, execute it, output
any information it has for you, delete it from
memory and return you to executive mode.
All this is done under program control.

Many commands require additional infor-
mation. For instance, VUE requires the
name of the program you wish to edit. LOG,
it nothing else is given it, will tell you what
disk area you are in; it a PPN follows the
word LOG, you will be transferred to that
PPN.
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You can create a special file, called a
command file, to take full advantage of
command processing. A command file con-
sists of a list of different commands you
want executed. You call the file by typing its
name. The system does the rest, executing
each command, in order, until the file is ex·
hausted.

For example, suppose you made a corn-
mand file called BACKUP. (The actual name
would be BACKUP.CMD. All programs and
files have a six-letter (or less) name plus a
three-letter extension. Often you can ignore
the extension because the system recog-
nizes "default" extensions. For example,
the system will first look for a program
called BACKUP. PRG (the extension for as-
sembly-language object code modules). If
the system can't locate this program, it will
look for BACKUP.CMD, which it will load
and run. On a two-terminal system with 20

disk, loads it and then executes it. Thus, no
matter how complex your system is, no mat-
ter how many printers, disks or terminals it
has, all you have to do to operate it is to hit
the reset button. Full documentation on
how to write SYSTEM.INI is provided by AI-
phaMicro, and your dealer will provide the
in~ial program to get your system running.

Whenever you log into a new disk area
(PPN), the LOG program will look for a spe-
cial command file. If one is there, LOG will
read it and execute whatever commands
are in the file. Typically, this could be used
to run a compiled BASIC program for a busi-
ness user or for school students.

AlphaBasic

The AlphaMicro crew has improved upon
the BASIC language by iinplementing the
following features:

1. Variables may be designated with any

Photo 3. DYSTA T display is on a monitor apart from any terminal and runs al/ the time. The
display lists the jobs (column 1), the terminal (col. 2), disk area (col. 3), priority (col. 4), pro-
gram (col. 5) and condition (601. 6).

megabytes of hard disk storage, the actual
look-up fime-from entry of a nonexistent
program to error-message display-is less
thant.a-seconds: locating a command file
takes less than .4 seconds.) In this file, store
the commands that you would otherwise
manually type in to make a backup of data
files. As an added touch, use a few simple
delimiters (:, < and » on e.ach side of any
text you want to especially notice when you
run the command file. While you're building
this file, insert another delimiter (:K), which
will stop the execution of the file until you
hit return.

Now, all you have to do is type BACKUP,
and the AM-100 system will automatically
do all the rest-except physically load the
disk into the driver. It will instruct you to do
that and wait for you to hit return.

A command file called SYSTEM.INI is
used to boot the system. This file contains
the terminal definition blocks, definitions of
the devices attached to the system, the line-
printer-spooler parameters and other infor-
mation essential to operate the system. The
ROM-based bootstrap program, after start-
up, looks for SYSTEM.INI on your system
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length name. You are not limited to just a
letter or two. For example, you can call a
variable representing the customer's last
name CUSTLN, and not just C$ or CN$. In
fact, you could call it CUSTOMER'LAST'
NAME if you had plenty of memory to spare
for such nonsense 'and didn't mind typing
that long, awkward form wherever it ap-
peared in the program. All letters, not just
the first two, are significant.

2. Memory mapping. For those of you
who speak COBOL, this is similar to the
data-formatting capabilities of that lan-
guage. One difference is that, in COBOL,
the variables must be defined in a separate
section of the program, whereas in Alpha-
Basic, they may but need not be. You can
use this feature in 1/0 techniques. For ex-
ample, it is convenient to read many vari-
ables from a disk record (or write to disk) by
using one key variable to refer to all the rest.
In the programs I wrote for our law office,
for instance, there are perhaps 30 variables
in the client master record. I mapped these
variables in AlphaBasic and refer to the
whole group as INREC (INformation REC-
ord).

Whenever I want to read in a new client
master record from the disk, the statement
"READ #1, INREC" will access the entire
record and read it into memory. (If I want to
refer to anyone of the 30-odd components
of that record, I am free to do so.)

Memory mapping is unique to AlphaBa-
sic and results in a language that is superi-
or to any other BASIC in operation and pro-
gramming. The departure from "standard"
is well worth the extra flexibility of the lan-
guage. Other uses for this feature will be-
come apparent as you use it.

3. Labeled subroutines. This makes line
numbers almost obsolete. If you have ever
spent hours of frustrating debugging time
over a long program, only to discover that
the only problem is a call to a botched-up
line number, you will appreciate this fea-
ture. Moreover, it makes BASIC programs
more readable. Instead of a call to, say, line
2500, where a subroutine is to be found, you
code it this way: CALL DOlT. Then label line
2500 like this: 2500 DOlT:. You are not lim-
ited to just subroutines; GOTOs are also
valid when followed by a label. Essentially,
the BASIC programmer is thus freed from
keeping track of any line numbers. You can
dispense with them entirely, in fact, by en-
tering your BASIC program with the editor
instead of the usual way. I haven't tried this
yet; anyway, the compiler generates error
messages referenced to line numbers,

Space simply does not permit a complete
discussion of AlphaBasic, which includes
features not found in any, or at least in few,
other versions of BASIC. Bear in mind that
the three unique features mentioned above
are in addition to the many improvements in
the original BASIC that have been made by
others.

AlphaBasic may be used in an immediate
mode, just like most of the other versions.
Type "PRINT 2 + 2" (while in BASIC and
without a line number), and the system will
print a figure "4." It may be used in what we
have come to think of as "normal," as in the
interpreter versions (type in your program
and say RUN; it will).

However, AlphaBasic is also a compiled
language. You can compile the BASIC pro-
gram and save the object code on disk.
Thereafter, you needn't enter BASIC at all.
Among other things, this means that you, or
a command file, may run BASIC programs
from executive mode. Furthermore, using
the compiled code results in a great speed
advantage. Also, the space occupied by the
compiled program is far less than the
source listing of BASIC statements. (For ex-
ample, my Lawyer Billing source code is
30,720 bytes, while the compiled code is on-
ly 9202 bytes!) Compiled code permits you
to market applications packages in BASIC,
without revealing the source code. The sys-
tem also permits you to compile saved BA-
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SIC programs without entering BASIC. So,
you don't have to worry about trying to re-
tain sufficient memory for the compiled
code while entering your source code.

Critical Comments

One of the most troublesome problems
was lack of documentation. The AM-100 is
supported by a complex operating system
that demands full explanation. The original
documents concerning its use left a lot to
be desired. There are still some deficiencies
in this area; however, the last four releases
(versions 4_0to 4.3) of the system not only
were well documented with regard to the
new programs and latest changes, but also
contained additional information on the
use of the system's original features. In
other words, AlphaMicro is doing some-
thing about this problem. As usual, they are
doing it well. It just took a little while for
them to get around to it!

There are still some bugs in the system.
Most of them are minor. Known bugs are
documented by AlphaMicro. That policy is a
change from some software suppliers who
treat the bugs in their programs as if they
were holy: never to be discussed with the
unwashed users. Furthermore, the Alpha-
Micro people want to hear about the bugs
you find. They supply convenient forms to
make it easy for you to report them.

The final problems concern memory. First
-and this really is not criticism, but a fact
of life-the system uses a lot of memory.
Don't think you can buy an AM-100, put it in
a box with 24K and then upgrade later. You
can't, with any degree of satisfaction. Fig-
ure on filling the box with at least 64K.

Second, the systemwill not function with
just any memory boards. This is without

question the most critical hardware require-
ment. I don't know the cause, but if your
memory chips are the least bit flaky, you are
going to have big problems. And, you can't
use most dynamic memory boards at all. If
you have any problems with the system,
chances are they are caused by "bad"
memory (which may function without hitch
with another CPU board).

Cost

No one ever said the AM-100 was cheap!
The two CPU boards are $1495, which in-
cludes the software license for the system
software, but no disks with programs on
them. The disks come with the disk control-
ler board. But there's a catch-22. You can't
use just any disk controller. Generally
speaking, you will have to buy a controller
(for floppies or hard disk) from AlphaMicro
-even if you already have the drive itself-
or the programs you are getting just won't
work. This will mean, at a minimum, spend-
ing another $695, for a total of $2190.

This may seem like a lot, but if you calcu-
late the total price of a CPU, hardware float-
ing-point arithmetic board, disk controller, a
quality operating system, an editor, assem-
bler, word-processing package and miscel-
laneous utility software, you will come up
with a surprising total ... without the fea-
tures of the AM-100!

Also consider that any business system
is going to have disk drives, terminals and
memory that total far more than $2000. In
other words, those CPU boards are not a
large percentage of the total cost of a com-
plete system.

The AM-100 is not inexpensive; however,
for the price, you would be hard pressed to
fi nd a computer with as complex an operat-

ing system, a better language for business
programs or the capacity to handle multiple
terminals. Admitting I am prejudiced, but
having spent months surveying the market
before making a decision to buy, I think the
AlphaMicro AM-100 is the best you can buy
for less than $40,000 or $50,000. The AM-
100, with everything you could hang on it,
will cost about a third of that-lots less if
you stay with floppy disks and shop around
for a used line printer. (A hard disk and a
new line printer can easily cost over $8000.)

Applications Software

AlphaMicro has a fine business account-
ing package for $750. This price, consider-
ing the quality of the programs, is inexpen-
sive, but it is also a bit misleading. You have
to tailor the package to your own business.
If you don't program in BASIC yourself, you
will have to spend some bucks (maybe
$1000 or more) getting this work done for
you.

There is a growing supply of other appli-
cations software designed for the AM-100.
The AlphaMicro Users' Society (AMUS),
based in Colorado, has a catalog of all the
software presently available for the AM-100
from various suppliers.

Many AlphaMicro dealers have software
of their own. The company picks its dealers
with care. As a result, most are capable of
generating not only good service and a
friendly concern, but also good applica-
tions programs. My dealer (Data Domain in
Bloomington, Indiana) not only helped me
put together a workable system for my
needs, but also assisted me in working out
various problems I have had (most of which
were the result of my own ignorance). This
help was given freely, in spite of the fact
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Photos 4 and 5. Operations frequently used with the AM-100. The system prompt symbol (period) indicates operator input; other lines were
typed by the computer.
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that I was writing all of my own applications
programs. They did write a driver for my
Malibu printer (not supported, yet, by Alpha-
Micro) ... at no charge, I might add.

Software for the IDS Modem-88, as well
as other software, is available from Khalsa
Computer Systems of Pasadena CA.

Dick Wilcox and the rest of the AlphaMi-
cro crew have gone out of their way to en-
sure quality and competence on the part of
their dealers, as well as-with their system.
This means that you, as an end user, can
probably look to your dealer for whatever
assistance you need in the way of applica-
tions programs. Contact me if you are inter-
ested in a Lawyer Billing File package-
mostly for accounts receivable.

Summary

The AM-100 system is truly a microcom-
puter system for the eighties. I doubt great-
ly that any company will equal this system,
let alone surpass it, for many years to come.
It is superior to many minicomputers that I
have personally checked out-computers
costing five to ten times as much. The man-
ufacturer is AlphaMicro, 17881 Sky Park
North, Irvine CA 92714.

I have an AM-100 system that has been
operating for over a year, causing no trou-
ble at all, dolnq what I want of it and making
me money. What more can be said?

Technology
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Try our 31>40 ~dg.: card ior your TRS·80. The
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bon cables and solderless breadboards 10 make
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Write and run p~s-the
very first night -even if yqu've
never used a computer before!

You're up and running with video graphics for just $99.95 -
then use low cost add-ons to create your own personal system
that rivals home computers sold for 5-times ELF II's low price!

pre-recorded tape cassettes.
ELF II Gives You The Power To Make Things Happen!
Expanded, ELF II can give you more power to make things happen in the real

world than heavily advertised home computers that sell for a lot more money.
Thanks to an ongoing committment to develop the RCA 1802 for home computer
use, the ELF II products-being introduced by Netronics-keep you right on the
outer fringe of todav's small computer technology. It's a perfect computer for
engineeril)g, business, industrial, scientific and personal applications.
Plug in the GIANT BOARD to record and play back programs, edit and

debug programs, communicate with remote devices and make things happen in
the outside world. Add Kluge (prototyping) Board and you can use ELF II to
solve special problems such as operating a complex alarm system or controlling
a printing press. Add 4k RAM Boards to write longer programs, store more
information and solve more sophisticated problems.
elF II add-ens already include the ElF II light Pen and the amazing ElF·BUG

Monitor-two extremely recent breakthroughs that have not yet been duplicated
by any other manufacturer.
The ELF·BUG Monitor lets you debug programs with lightening speed because

the key to debugging isto know what's inside the registers of the rnicmprcces-
sor. And, with the ElF·BUG Monitor, instead of single stepping through your
programs, you can now display the entire contents of the registers on your TV
screen. You find out immediately what's going on and can make any necessary
changes.
The incredible ELF II light Pen lets you write or draw anything you want on a

TV screen with just a wave of the "magic wand." Netronics has also introduced
the elF II Color Graphics & Music System-more breakthroughs that elF II
ownerswete the first to enjoy!
ELF II Tiny BASIC
Ultimately, elF II understands only machine language-the fundamental coding

required by all computers. But, to simplify your relationship with ELF II, we've
introduced an ElF II Tiny BASIC that makes communicating with ELF II a
breeze.
Now Available! Text Editor, Assembler,
Disassembler And A New Video Display Board!
The Text Editor gives you word processing ability and the ability tn edit

programs or text while it is displayed on your video monitor. lines and charac-
ters may be quickly inserted, deleted sr changed. Add a printer and elF II can
type letters for you-error free-plus print names and addresses from your
mailing list!
ELF II's Assemb.ler translates assembly language programs into hexidecimal

machine code for Elf II use. The Assembler features mnemonic abbreviations
rather than numerics so that the instructions on your programs are easier to
read-this is a big help in catching errors.
Etf II's Disassembler takes machine code programs and produces assembly

language source listings. This helps you understand the programs you are
working with. . and improve them when required.
The new ElF II Video Display Board lets you generate a sharp, professional

32 or 64 character by 16 line upper and lower case display on your TV screen or
video monitor-dramatically improving your unexpanded $99.95 ELFII. When you
get into longer programs, the Video Display Board is a real blessing!

NowAvailable!
D A-D/D-A Board Kit includes I channel (expandable to
4) D-A, A-D converters, 539.95 plus $2 postage & hand-
ling ••
o PILOT Language-A new text-oriented language that
allows you to write educational programs on ELF II with
speed and ease! Write .programs for games ... unscram-
bling sentences ... spelling drills ... "fill in the missing
word" tests, etc.! PILOT is a must for any ELF II owner
with children. PILOT Language on cassette tape, only
$19.95 postpaid!
/0 Game Package on cassett~ tape (requires 4k RAM),
$9.95 plus $2 postage & handling.

Clip Here and Attach to Your Order Below!
Netranics R&Dltd., Dept. K-5 PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTEDI
333 litchfield Road,NewMillord, CT 06776 Call (203)354-9375 .
Yes! I want my own computer! Please rush me-

ORCA COSMACELF II language. us a learning breaktnrouqh tor enqoeers and laymen
kit at $9995 plus $3 postage and alike $5 postpaid TotalEnclosed $ _
(recurres 6 3 to 8 volt AC power 0 Deluxe Metal Cabinet With prexrqrasdust cover tor ELF It (Conn.res. add tax)

$29.95 plus $250 p&h
o I amalsoenclosingpayment(including postage& handlmg) lor
the Itemscheckedbelow!
o I want mv ELF II wired and tested with power supply. RCA
1802 Users Manual and Short Course-all for just $149.95 plus
S3p&h.

Featuring

RCA1S02
COSMACCPU

Own a powerful home computer system, starting for just $99.95-a price that
gets you up and running the very first night ... with your own TV for a video
display. $99.95 ELFII includes RCA 1802 B·bit microprocessor addressable to 64k
bytes with OMA, interrupt, 16 registers, AlU, 256 byte RAM, full hex keyboard,
two digit hex output display, stable crystal clock for timing purposes, ReA 1861
video IC to display your programs on any video monitor or TV screen and s.stot
plug-in expansion bus (less connectors/to expand ELF /I into a giant!
ELF II Explodes Into A Giant!

Master ELF 11', $99.95 capabilities. then expand with GIANT BOARD
KLUGE BOARD. .4k RAM BOARDS ... TINY BASIC ... ASCII KEYBOARD ..
LIGHT PEN ... ELF·BUG MONITOR ... COLOR GRAPHICS & MUSIC SYSTEM ..
TEXT EOITOR. . ASSEMBLER. . OISASSEMBLER. . VIDEO OISPLAY BOARD

. anti; another great reason for getting your ElF now-

BREAKTHROUGH!
Netronics proudly announced the r'elease of
the first 1802 FULL BASIC, writte:1 by L.
Sandlin, with a hardware floating polr<t RPN
math package (requires 8k RAM plus ASCII and
video display boards), $79.95 plus $2 p&h. Also
available for RCA VIP and other 1802 systems
(send for details)!

Master This Computer In A Flash!
Regardless of how minimal your computer backqreund is now, you can learn

to program an ELF II in almost no time at all. Our Short Course On Micropro·
cessor & Computer Programming-written in non·technicallanguage-guides you
through each of the RCA COSMAC 1802's capabilities, so you'll understand
everything ELF II can do ... and how to get ELF 1110 do il! Don't worry if you've
been stumped by computer books before. The Short Course represents a major
advance in literary clarity in the computer field. You don't have to be a computer
engineer in order to understand it. Keyed to ELF II, it's loaded with "hands on"
illustrations. When you're finished with the Short Course, neither ELF II nor the
RCA1802 will hold any mysteries for you.
In fact, not only will you now be able to use a personal computer creatively,

you'll also be able to read magazines such as BYTE. . INTERFACEAGE. . POPU·
LAR ELECTRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and fully understand the
articles. And, you'll understand hew to expand ElF II to give you the exact
capabilities you need!
If you work with large computers, ElF II and the Shorl Course will help you

understand what they're doing.
Get Started For Just $99.95, Complete!

$99.95 ElF II includes all the hardware and software you need to start writing
and running programs at home, displaying vldec graphics on your TV screen and
designing circuits using a microprocessor-the very first night-even if you've
never used a computer before.
ELF II connects directly to the video input of your TV set, without any addi.

tional hardware, Or, with an $8.95 RF modulator (see coupon below), you can
connect elF II to your TV's antenna terminals instead.
elF II has been designed to play all the video games you want, including a

fascinating new targetlmissile gun game that was developed specifically for ELF
11.But games are only the icing on the cake. The real value of Elf II is that it
gives you a chance to write machine language programs-and machine language
is the fundamental language of all computers. Of course, machine language is
only a starting point. You can also program Elf II with assembly language and
tiny BASIC. But ElF II's machine language capability gives you a chance to
develop a working knowledge of computers that you can't get from running only

o PowerSupply treourredj. $4 95 postpaid
ORCA t802 User s Manual.$5 postpaid
o TomPillman 5 Short CourseOn Microprocessor& Computer
Programmingreachesyou lust about everything there IS to know
about ELF II or any RCA1802computer Written In non-technical
ALSOAVAILABLEFORELF11---------------------------------

Account. _

o GIANTBOARO™ kit wun cassette 1/0. RS 232 26variablesA-Z. LET. IFITHEN. INPUT.PRINT.GOTO
CIlTY 110. 8-bIt P vo. decoders tor 14 separate 1/0 GO SUB. RETURN.ENO. REM. CLEAR. LIST. RUN.
~ni~~~tlonsand a system monitor/editor $39.95 plus ~I~~~SP!I~~a:u~e~lcC~~~:r~~~~y~~~~I~~nt~~ad~~p;~;
o Kluge (Prototype) Board accepts up 10 36 IC's alphanumericcharactersdirectly on your tv screen With·
S17.00plus $1 p&h ~~!:~~.'~oan~~~~~~~~~~t~~oll~~a~~xtl~~~~g~r-Jo;sP~~~y~
o 4k Static RAM kit. Addressable to any 4k page to stick 4k memoryrecuneo. $14.95 postpaid
64k $89.95 plus $3 p&h 0 TomPutmans ShortCourseonTiny Basic lor ELF IIo Goldplated86·pinconnectors (one requiredtor each $5 postpaid
plug-In board) $5.70 ea.. postpaid 0 ELF.BUGTMDeluxe System Monitor on cassette
o ExpansionPowerSupply trequuec when adding 4k tape Allows dlsplaymg the contents 01all registers on
RAMI $34.95 plus $2 p&h your tv at any point In your program Also displays 24
o Professional ASCII Keyboard kit With 128 ASCII bytes 01memory With lull addresses. blinking cursor
upper/lower case set. 96 printablecharacters. onbcarc and auto scrolling. A must lor the serious proprammer'
regulator. parity. logic selectionand choice 014 hand- $14.95 postpaid
shakmg Signals to male With almost any computer 0 Texl EditorOncassette tape gives you the ability to
$64.95 plus $2 p&h Insert. deleteor edit lmes andwords trom your programs
o Deluxemetal cabinet lor ASCII Keyboard. $19.95 while they are displayed on your video monitor. (Add
ptus$2 JO p&h printer and you can use ELF..II to type error-tree leiterso Video Display Board kit lets you generatea sharp plus Insert namesand addressesfrom yourmailing ust.) Address
orotess.onal32 or 64 character by 16 line upper and $19.95 postpaid
lower casedlSpl<lYon your tv screenOf Videoncmtor-. 0 Assembler on cassette tape translates assembly
cramancauvImprovingyour unexpanded.$9995 ELFII languageprograms mto renoecrnar machine code tor City _

(Fits msroe ASCII Keyboard cabinet) S8995 ELF II use MnemOniCaoorevtanons lor mstructrons
Ius$2 p&h (rather than numencs) make programs easier 10 read State Z,p _
o ELFII Tiny BASICon cassettetape Com and help preventerrors $1995 postpaid CALL TOLL FREE: 800 243-7428 ..J
ma~~S~L~~~2~e~~s~t~k~a~~_ •• DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED _

CHARGE IT! Exp. Date _
o Visa 0 MasterCharge

(Bank' )

programsand producesassembly languagesource ust-
mqs to helpyou understano anc Improveyour programs
$19.950n cassettetape
SAVE$9.90-Text Editor. Assembler & Disassembler
purchased together. only $49.95! (Beourre Video Drs
play Boardplus4k memory.)
o ELFII Ught Pen.assembled& tested. $7.95 plus $1
p&h
o ELF II Color Graphics & Music System Board kit
$49.95 plus $2 p&h
o ELFII connectsdirectly to the video Inpul 01your tv
set Without additional hardware. To connect ELF lito
your antenna terminals Instead. order RF Modulator.
$8.95 postpaid
ComingSoon:A·D. D·AConverter.ControllerBoard
andmorel
Pnnt
Name _
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APPLE II PARALLEL INTERFACE CARD

John Bell Engineering is announcing an Apple II
Parallel Interface Card. There are four 110ports with
handshaking logic. The board has two 6522 versatile
interface adapters and a 74LS74 for addressing and
timing. Each 6522 has two interval timers. This will In-
terface your Apple II to printers, speech synthesizers,
keyboards, and other John Bell Engineering products.
Inputs and outputs are TTL and CMOS compatible.
Prices:

79-295 Complete kit $69.95
79·295 Assembled $79.95

SOLID STATE SWITCH

Now you can control the World! Switch lights on and
off for home securHy, computer controlled disco light
shows. Turn your printer on only when needed. The
Switch can handle 720 watts (120 VAC 6 AMPS). Its in-
put is TTL compatible (5V·2MA), isolation 1500VDC.
The circuit board Is 2" square on the one channel kit
and 2"x 8" on the 4 channel unit.
Prices:

1 Channel kit $9.95 assm. $12.50
4 Channel kit $34.95 assm. $44.95

A to D D to A CONVERTER

John Bell Engineering now has available an Analog to
Digital and Digital to Analog Converter Board. Featues
low cost medium speed (50,000 conversions per
second) for applications such as speech recording and
music synthesizing. Single power (+ 5) required.
Parallel inputs and outputs include 8 data bits, strobe
lines, and latches. Analog inputs and outputs are
medium impedance zero to five volt range.
Prices:

79·287 Kit $49.95
79·287 Assembled $69.95

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FROM:

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING •....99
P.O. BOX 338

DEPT. 4
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94064

(415)367-1137

JB
ADO 6-/_ SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA AND SI.OO SHIPPING & HANDLING FOR ORDERS

LESS THAN $20. ADD 4% FOR VISA OR IA.C.

ENGINEERING
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• F(AST) F(OURIER) T(RANSFORM)
• DIGITAL FILTER SIMULATION
• LINEAR AND EXPONENTIAL

CURVE FIT
• DISK OR CASSETTE DATA FILES
• INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS

• Having this set of interactive programs in your hands is a learning
experience in digital signal processing.

• Learn by doing. Documentation includes multiple examples. Balance
your checkbook with a digital filter (can you believe it?). Plot daily stock
market values and their computed trend lines. Find the frequency
response of a digital filter. Illustrate nyquist sampling theorem. Perform
spectral analysis (FFT) on any waveform.

Iii
II.

• IDEAL FOR YOUR PHILATELIC
INVENTORY

• FOR MEDIUM TO LARGE
COLLECTIONS

• MULTIPLE PARAMETER SORTING
• VERSATILE PRINTING CAPABILITY
• OPTIMIZED FOR FAST INITIAL

ENTRY

Iii
II.

FFT-BO DISK
FFT -80 CASSETTE
STAMPS-80 DISK

$30.00
$25.00
$35.00

·~~

• One thousand stamps per Data disk with Multi-disk processingfor the large
collection.

• Specialattentiongiventomakedataentryandcorrectionsfastandeasy.Keepsyour
information current and accurate.

• Providesa varietyof pre-designedand user-selectedreports to CRTor printer.
Reports are sorted on any combination of stamp characteristics.

• RequiresminimumDualdisk32Ksystemand72+columnprinter.-=~L~ P.O. BOX 1181
""" STE GOLETA, CA,-gV M5: 93017

DIIK 10RT MERlE 'DIM' FOR MOD I AND MOD II TRS-80™

FAST
_Now you can sort an 85K diskette _ FAST

In less than 3 minutes·
Perfect for your multi-diskette RANDOM file mailing lists, inven-
tory, etc. Ideal for specialized report generation. Sort, merge or
combination. All machine language stand-alone package -
Efficient and easy to use. No separate key files required! Physical
records are rearranged on diskette! Supports multiple sub records
per sector including optional sector spanning. Sorts on one or
more fields - ascending or descending. Sort fields within records
may be character, integer, and floating-point binary. Provides
optional output field deletion, rearrangement, and padding.
'Sort timings shown below are nominal times. Times will vary
based on sort and system configurations. Nominal times based
on Mod I 48K 4-drive configuration, 64 byte records, and 5 sort keys.

TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME
(Bytes) (Sec) (!!X!!!l. (Sec)

SORT 16K 33 SORT 340K 1081
SORT 32K 49 SORT 680K 2569
SORT 85K 173 SORTand 85KSORT + 1757
SORT 170K 445 MERGE 1275KMerge

DSM for Mod I (Minimum 32K, 2-d rives) $75 oe-Disk
DSM for Mod II (Minimum 64K, 1-drive) $150 On·Dlsk
Mod II Development Package $100
Machine Language SUPERZAP, plus Editor/Assembler and
Disassembler patches. (Include copy of Apparat NEWDOS + 5V.
ctskette.)
Mod II Generalized Subroutine Facility 'GSF' $50
00 BASIC for Level II and Disk Systems $49.95
00 BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95
COMPROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95
REMODEL + PROlOAD (Specify 16, 32, or 48K Memory) $34.95
GSF (Specify 16, 32, or 48K) $24.95

~ RACET COMPUTES ~
v-101 702 Pllmdlll, Orln,1 CA921165

CHECK, VISA, M/C, C_O_D_
Calif. Residents add 6%
Telephone Orders Accepted

(714)637·5016
TRS-SO ISA REGISTERED TRADEMARK OFTANDY CORPORATION



NEW! TPM* for TRS-SO Model II Z80* D-Isk SoftwareNEW! System/6 Package
Computer Design Labs

We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (& hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the
industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software.

Carl Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.
Software with Manual/Manual Alone·-----------------------------------------------

All of the software below is available on any of the
following media for operation with a Z80 CPUusing
the CP/M· or similar type disk operating system
(such as our own TPM·).

for TRS-80· CP/M (Model I or II)
for 8" CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'1." CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'14" North Star CP/M (single density)
for 5'1." North Star CP/M (double density)

BASIC I
A powerful and fast ZSOBasic interpreter with EDIT,

RENUMBER, TRACE,PRINT USING, asse language
subroutine CALL, LOADGO ,c~ailjl Y to
move text, EXCHAN .E I!IIEU inter-
cept, se Ie 61h"ASCII and binary
f It runs in a little over 12

hoice for games since the precision
mited to 7 digits in order to make it one of the

fastest around. $49.95/$15.

The most powerful Basic for business a plica\i:ons. It
adds to Basic II with random or " ~iSl\.'t!J~sin
either fixed or variabl multaneous

command to
urce code, global editing,

add Ions, and disk file maintenance capa-
bility)wl hout leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).
$179.95/$25.

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with 26 commands

and "macro" capabilityforstringing multiple commands
together. Included are a complete array of character
move, add, delete, and display function. $49.95./$15.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing Language - Not just a text editor.

Actually a language which allows you to edit text and
also write, save, and recall programs which manipulate
text. Commands include conditional branching, subrou-
tine calls, iteration, block move, expression evaluation,
and much more. Contains36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with commands
you write using Ztel. $79.95/$25.

TOP
A ZSO Text Output Processor which will do text

formatting for manuals, documents, and other word
processing jobs. Works with any text editor. Does
justification, page numbering and headings, spacing,
centering, and much more! $79.95/$25.

MACRO I
A macro assembler which will generate relocateable

or absolute code for the 80S0 or Z80 using standard
Intel mnemonics plus TDL/ZSO extensions. Functions
include 14 conditionals, 16 listing controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local and global
symbols, chaining files, linking capability with optional
linker, and recursive/reiterative macros. This assembler
is so powerful you'll think it is doing all the work for you. It
actually makes assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $79.95/$20.

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro l's linking capability (which is

useful but somewhat limited) thereby being able to take
full advantage of the optional Linker. Also a time and
date function has been added and the listing capability
improved. $99.95/$25.

LINKER
How many times have you written the same subroutine

in each new program? Top notch professional pro-
grammers compile a library of these subroutines and
use a Linker to tie them together at assembly time.
Development time is thus drastically reduced and
becomes comparable to writing in a high level language
but with all the speed of assembly language. So, get the
new CDL Linker and start writing programs in a fraction
of the time it took before. Linker is compatible with
Macro I & II as well asTDL/Xitan assemblers version 2.0
or later. $79.95/$20.

•..•Reader Service-see page 258

DEBUG I
Many programmers give up on writing in assembly

language even though they know their programs would
be faster and more powerful. To them assembly language
seems difficult to understand and follow, as well as
being a nightmare to debug. Well, not with proper tools
like Debug I.With Debug I you can easily follow the flow
of any ZSO or 8080 program. Trace the program one
step at a time or 10 steps or whatever you like. At each
step you will be able to see the instruction executed and
what it did. If desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. lt's all under your control. You can
even skip displaying a subroutine call and up to seven
breakpoints can be set during execution. Use of Debug I
can pay for itself many times overby saving you valuable
debugging time. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has all of the

features of Debug I plus many more. You can "trap" (i.e.
trace a program until a set of register, flag, and/or
memory conditions occur). Also, instructions may be
entered and executed immediately. This makes it easy
to learn new instructions by examining registers/memory
before and after. And a RADIX function allows changing
between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex, octal, signed
decimal, or split octal. All these features and more add
up to give you a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug Iand II must run on aZ80 but will debug bothZSO
and 8080 code. $99.95/$20.

ZAPPLE
A ZSO executive and debug monitor. Capable of

search, ASCII put and display, read and write to I/O
ports, hex math, breakpoint, execute, move, fill, display,
read and write in Intel or binary format tape, and more!
on disk

APPLE
8080 version of Zap pie

NEW!TPM now,.V
II! '$1&

TPM*
A NEW ZSOdisk operation system! This is not CP/M'.

It's betterl You can still run any program which runs with
CP/M' but unlike CP/M' this operating system was
written specifically for the ZSO' and takes full advantage
of its extra powerful instruction set. In other words its
not warmed over 80S0 code! Available for TRS-SO'
(Modell or II). Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SD Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital (Micro)
Systems. $79.95/$25.

rTRS-80Model

SYSTEM/6
TPM with utilities, Basic I inter ter, Basic E compiler,

Macro I assembler'D2 ger, and ZEDIT text
editor. 1;h::~t)
Above purchased se·pll'r costs $339.75
Special introductorY offer. Only $179.75 with coupon!!

ORDERING INFORMATION
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To order call or

write with the following information. [Z'.-
1. Name of Product (e.g. Macro I) H54 IGi
2. Media (e.g. S" CP/M) ~
3. Price and method of payment(e.g. C.O.D.) include

credit card info. if applicable.
4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. ForTPM orders only: Indicate ifforTRS SO,Tarbell,

Xitan DDDC, SD Sales (5V4' or S"). ICOM (5V4' or
8"), North Star (single or double density) or Digital
(Micro) Systems.

6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

Manual cost applicable against price of subsequent
software purchase in any item except for the Osborne
software.

For information and tech queries call

609-599-2146
For phone orders ONLY call toll free

1-800-327-9191
Ext. 676
(Except Florida)

·OEMS
Many CDL products are available for licenSing to

OEMs. Write to Carl Galletti with your requirements.

* Z80 is a trademark of Zilog
, TRS-80 is a trademark for Radio Shack
* TPM is a trademark of Computer Design Labs. It is not
CP/M'

* CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
Prices and specifications subject to change without
notice.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

COMPUTER
DESIGN
LABS

v18

SYSTEM MONITOR BOARD (5MB II)
Acomplete I/Oboard for8-1 00 systems. 2 serial ports,

2 parallel ports, 1200/2400 baud cassette tape inter-
face, sockets for 2K of RAM, 3-2708/2716 EPROM's or
ROM, jump on reset circuitry. Bare board $49.95/$20.

ROM FOR 5MB II
2KXB masked ROM of Zapple monitor. Includes source

listing $34.95/$15.

PAYROLL (source code only)
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2.
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
S" disks $ 99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
(source code only)

By Osborne, Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

GENERAL LEDGER (source code only)
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
S" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborne software. $99.95/$20.

342 Columbus Avenue
Trenton, N.J. 08629
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HUN
*:too(BUY (Jf\ HENT '? :tOto.:

Buy
or

Rent?

ENTEF~ AMOUNT OF 'FI;:ONT·_·MONEY' TO BE APPLIED TO
PU!;:CHASE. (TO PAY [)O\-lN··-PAYMENT AND CL.ClB:J:NGCOSTS)---"H650

ENTFF~ EBTIMATED CL.DSINC COSTf:) (ATTCmNEY I B FEE ,
I I POINTS I I ,0)·tC •....••~~:l6~,) 0

ENTEH :I:NTEI=\:EBT I;:ATE DF MOHTGAGI:>·····% 9. ~5

F~UN
~)kJ«E:UY OF\ HENT '? )l(J«)K

ENn~R F~ICE OF HmJSE-~1 62000

ENTEF~ AMOUNT OF 'FI<ONT·_·MClNE:Y' TCI BE APPL.IED TO
PtJl;:CHASE. (TO PAY [)()WN·..I:'AYMENT AND CI...OSTNG COSTS)·"""11>1.'l570

ENTEF~ ESTIMATED CLOSING CDbTB (ATTc)F~NEY I S FEE ,
I I 1~'DJNTn I I ,(!d·,c •....--*2:1. 7 0

ENTEH EST. YEAI;:!...Y PI:;:OF'. TAXES r-.N[) J:NSUI;:ANCE·-·-·~,820

ENTER LI:;:NGTH IlF MIJI<TGAGE':TN MONTH!3 ,160 ENTER I...ENGTH DE' MCmTGAGE TN MIlNTH!:> ]{,O

ENTEH THE NUMBER OF MONTH!3 YOU \-IILL. L:IVE :IN THE HOUSE/AF'T 39 ENTEf( THE NUMBER OF' MONTHB YOU \-IILI... LIVE IN THE: HIJU[;E/AF'T 60

ENTEF~ YOLIF~ESTTMATED AVEFMGE MAF~GINAL_T,~X I,ATE F[)I'~ ENTER YClL.m EST:J:MATED AVERAGE MA"GINAL. TAX !;:ATE Fm~
THE,: PE]UOD Y[)U \-In.l... L..:l:')E IN THE: HIJUf.iE/APT ....-xai THE: PEIUOD YOU WII..L L.TVE TN THI;: HDUfiE/AF'T .....·%,113

\-I1·iEN YOU SEL.L,\-IU.L YOU USE A l'lE:AL ESTATE AGENT" <Y Of( N) Y HI·iEN YOU SEL.L,\-IILL.. YOU USE A F~EAL E~iTATE AGENT" <Y OF~N) Y

ENTER AclOUNT Ill" MIlNTHL.Y F<[NT--··'I' zi o ENTI":F~AMOUNT OF MIlNTHI..Y F~ENT--""'I; ae o

ENTER THE E:[:~;T INVE:SiTME:NT TNTEJ;:E!"T A\lATLAE':L.E TO YIlI.) ENTEF< THE E:EST TN\lESiTMENT TNTEI'E~;T (.\\lATLA[:I..E TO YIlU
I]I)E:I, THE I..ENGTH DF YDU" STAY (COMP.enm ..Y)·--··X 6.~i CIVET! THE LI':NGTH (IF" YDL.I[;: !';TAY <CClME'.I:nr~I...Y)" ···X 13

II" YOIJ I,ENT \-111...1...YDU INVEST THE DIFT'EF~ENCE E:ETWEEN THE MOFnGAGE II" YDU F~ENT WII...L..YIlI.) :tNVE!3T n·IE: D]FFH~ENCE I':ET\-IE:EN THE MDfnCAGE:
AND F~ENT PAYMENTS " <Y em N)Y AND f(ENT PAYMENTS? (Y OH NlY

CDMPl.IT:J:NC C:DMI"L.ITTNG

:t()I(::«BUYINC INF())I()K:t(
PIUCE OF HDUSE
'F[;:ONT"'MDNI':Y'
CLOSINC CDSTB
MIlNTHI...Y PF~(W'. TAXES AND l:NSUF<ANCE
AMOUNT OF MClFnGAGE
INTEREGT F~ATE DN M(lI'nGAGE
MIlNTHLY PAYMENT <INCLUDES T,~XES I!. TNS.)
ENTEH 'A' FOH COST ANALYSIS.A

)t:::A<C{)~;T ANAI...YS:rS)K)t(

\lAL.lIE ClF 1·-IIlUm,: AT I':ND DF !OTAY
MlJFnGAGE [:AI...• AT END Ill" STAY
AGENT I s CDMMIBST()N
NET PROCEEDS FI;:OM SI~LE

)I()I()K:«:)4()()I()K)K)I<)I()I(*
LENGTH elf' STAY
TDTAL. OF PAYME:N'n; MADE
TAX SAVIN(;S F~R(JMBUYING
NET PF~OCEEDSn;:()M SALE
TOTAL COST OF E:UYING
MIlNTHLY COST IlF BUYTNG
ENTER 'I" TO DTm''I. ..AY F,E:NTAL INFOF~

)I()I(J«HENTAI... INFCl)l()K)I(
INrrIAL. MON1~LY RENT
FINAL MONTHLY "ENT
TOTAL OF F~ENTAL. PAYMENTS
INTEREST IlN 'FC;:ONT..·MONEY' !lA\lED
INTEF~E!lT DN MTG···F~ENTDTFn::[;:ENCE INVESTED
NET CIlST Ill" F~ENTING
MIlNTHLY cnsr IlF F~ENTINC
f(EVTEW :INFO? IY DC;:N)N
HEADY

Sample run 1,
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1"11.1.1111,00
1':l,g;0.01l
!i':L , b~'i0 + 0 0

K!7.~'ill
1"ll .lOO .011

9 ~~)O x
'~'18:J. 0'1

~1;~.~::5, 00 'l- • :'.:;9
~;'+O, :tHO .::'j6)
'1':3.'IIJII.;·'Bl

<.I;ll,52:3.7~.'j

~19 t1()NTH~;
~i;1.6,~:j90 .~:i::5
~1;:3,B9::l. 17)

~;:1.:l,~j~·~:3.7~'i)
~;:I.,173.ba

1;30.09

'~;':l.1I •0 II
~I'..;~~.:;0 • :1.:1.

$(3,/7:3.01.
!1;1.26.BLt
1'3:3.9'1

!1'13, b1.2. ~'~::l
!~z~·~o•EI::I

)I()I<)KBUYING INF()JI()K:':
PRICE OF HOU!:;E
'FI,ONT"'MDNEY'
Cl...n~;ING CDBTb
MONTHLY PF~UP<. TAXES I~ND IN!:)UHANCF
AMOUNT OF MORn;AGE
INTEREST r-~~"T'EDN MDIHGAGE
MDNTHI.•Y PAYMENT <J:NCLlJDE[; TAXE!3 8. TN!).)
ENTER ',~' FOF~ cosr ANALYSIS. A

;t:)KCCH:n' ANALYSTS>K)4(

VAL.tlE DI" 1..IDunE ,;T E:ND DF !n'AY
Mm(TGACE [:AI...• AT END 1:)1"!nAY
AGENT'S CDMMJ:Sb:I:DN
NET PROCEEDS FI:;':OMSALE

)K)KJ«)I()I()t()I(*)4(~)I(>K)f
UcNCTH (H" !OTAY
TIlT">I... DE' 1"'(,YME:N'n; MADE':
TAX bAVTNCE FHDM BUYING
NET PF~UCEEDS FI:;':OMSALE
TOTAL cosr OF E:UYING
MONTHLY CDST OF' f':l.J'(:I:NG
ENTFF~ 'I:~ I TO D:r~WI...(.W F~ENTAI... INFOH

)ic~c«HENTAI... LNFO)!()t:;)I(

INTTIAL. MIlNTHI...Y r-~ENT
F:INAI.. MONTHLY F:E:NT
TIJT,~L OF [<ENTAL. PAYMENTS
INTEF!EST IJN 'F·I':ONT....MClNEY' !:;,WED
INTEF~EST IlN ,HG ..+:ENT DJJTEI;:ENCE IN')I':nTED
N[:T CIlST III" F~F:N'n:NG
HDNllR ..Y CIl!:>T OF RENTING
HElJ:I:EW :X:NFD ';) (Y nF~ N) N
HEj~,[)y

Sample run 2,

1'6Z, 000.00
1;1.4 .~;70. 00
~;;'., 1.70.00

1;.(.9 ~t.J 00 •00
:1.0.00 %
~1>~i03.bl

,1.97, 07???
1>'17,9110.1]1)
~;~5,B~·~4.~l3)

<1;.113,::J't7 •08

so t1()NTH~;
1;'14,706. ~'.:i'l
m9,?70.60)

1;.(t:]~:YI7. 00)
"".··7, B39 .l~)

$·_·1.::)0. b~)

'1;:1110.0 II'
~~·3.•.t7. 70

:1;19, ii.z ,B9
~I>:Lf 417 I 1.6

·~;71J.36
:1;':1.7,616.37

:I:·;~93. b 1



Ed Pons
404 Lake Road
Havelock NC 28532

Every year the addresses of
20 percent of the American

population change. Many of
these transients are corporate
executives or mid- to upper-level
government employees whose
career patterns require frequent
transfers. A move may be the
result of a job change or promo-
tion with an increase in earn-
ings.

In any event, you probably
have a friend who is deciding
whether to enter the horne-buy-
ing market-either for the first
time or for a limited stay. This
program will be helpful to such
a decision-maker, while provid-
ing the computer hobbyist an-
other answer to the question.

The Proqrarn

The user first supplies infor-
mation concerning the property
he is consiqerinq buying, his
tax rate, anticipated length of
stay and return on investments.
Rental data is also entered, and
the user is asked whether, in
the event he rents, he will invest
the difference between his rent
and what his house payment
would have been.

It should be noted that the
yearly appreciation on the
house is compounded monthly.
This was done so stays of less
than twelve months could be
evaluated.

The program was designed
to help the newcomer to the
housing market and does not
take into account the recogni·
tion of gain to the taxpayer who
sold a previous home at a profit
and who does not reinvest in a
house (Internal Revenue Code,
sec. 1034). The user may wish
. to add a few lines to apply T1
(from line 150) to the amount of
capital gain and add the result
to the cost of renting.

In the printing of cost lntor-
mation, parentheses are used
to identify amounts that are
subtracted from an above un-
parenthesized amount in order
to yield the amount appearing
directly under the last paren-
thesized amount. Thus, in Sam-
pie run 1 under "Cost Analysis,"

$40,180.56 and $3,300.28 are
subtracted from $55,004.59 to
yield $11,523.75.

Negative numbers are pre-
ceded by a minus sign as in the

"Cost of Buying" amounts in
Sample run 2.

Sample run 1 illustrates a VA-
"nothing down" loan, and Sam-
ple run 2 deals with a conven-

tional loan with a 20 percent
down payment. In both runs the
user-supplied input assumes a
low property tax rate found in a
rural area.

Program listing.

LIST
t n PI~INT TAl:::( 10 ) , "}K}I(~BUY m;; r;;ENT ? )I()(X("! PR[NT : PI~TNT ~ PRINT
2 () t;:EM--'-' r'I~()GHAM BY ED F'(}NS
:111 :INPUT "ENT[f< F'f<ICE OF H()U~;E"""'1' ",1":1.: PRINT
4 0 F'I'UNT "ENT[f< AMOUNT IJF ..F·I,ONT· ..·rmNI':Y.. TCI [:10 AI"F'I...IED TO
";0 INE·l.IT "PUF,CHA~;E, (TO F'AY DClflN ....F"IWr;[:N'1 ,;ND CI...UbINC CDi';TS) .. "'j' " ,))1
60 F'FUNT
70 F:'F~INT "ENTEf~ EBTJ:MATFD CLOBING COSTE (ATTO!:~NEY '!3 FEE y"

an J:NPUT II I 'POJ:NTf:;'"' ~p·tc.·······~I;'" ~C:t: F'RJ:NT
90 :I:NPtJT "ENTER EST f YFAI:;;LY F·r·~DP. TAXES AND INSt.mANCF--··-~I;" YT~:.:.;: PI':\:TNT

100 :INf"UT "ENTEr< J:NTEHE!lT HATE OF MOlnGAGE % ".:I:U PRl:NT
110 :INPUT "ENTEr' LENGTH OF MDIHGp,GE TN MONTH!; ",1...:1.: PIUNT
l?O INPUT "ENTEF! THE NUME:EH DF MDNTHS YOU WILl... I...IVE IN THE HOUSE/APT • ,:;1
:1.,111 PRINT
:1'tO PPINT "EN'TTJ< YOUI'< U,TIMATE::D AVUiAG:E MAf<Cl:N!H .. TAX I'-:AH: Flm"
i so :J:NPUT "THE PEF~:X:DDYOU WILl... l...:rVE TN THE HOUbE/Ap·l·······%" ~T:I.
If.,() PRINT
:1.70 :n,IF'UT "ENTD< THE YHi);:LY Pd"Pf<ELrATTON EXPECTED UN THE: HClU!3[ .., ....x- ,r,:I.
:l.BO F'FUNT'
:1.90 :I:NPUT "WI-tEN YOU BELL~4XLL. YOU UBE f'i t;:EAL ESTr~,TE ACENT? (Y em N) •,Z$
ZOO FHTNl
ZlO LET l':l'''O
2Z0 :[F D~"'''N" THEN Z:,'!J: IF Z,~ ::>"Y" THEN 190
Z:]() TNPI.JT "FNTEr~ THE %--f,:)CE DF THE CUl3TOMj;F~Y AGENT I S CClMt1TSn:r:ON ..-··..% "~I:::1.
'2..1+0F'f~INT
:?~:.:;() :INPUT "ENTER I~MnUNT DF MONTHL.Y I:~ENT······1; ",I:~:I.: PF<INT
260 INFUT "ENTEF! E::;rI:MATI'D n;:AF<I...Y INCI":Er,I:;E:: IN f'[:N'r % "" A;>: 1"'I'iINT
27 () F'r';':INT IIENTEF~ THE [:E~;T :INV[ST11ENT :[NTEF~E!3T AVt-IILA!~:L.E TO YDU"
ZBO INPUT "lWEI' THE LENGTH Ill" YDUFi !,H,Y (CClMF',nlHI...Y)·-"% •• 16: PFU:N'T
290 pF<nn "IF YOU f<ENT W:Il ..L YOU :I:NVEST THE: D:J:fTEI,ENCE BET4[EN THE MDRTCt,GE"
300 :INPUT "AND RENT PAYMENTS? (Y em N)" ,A~;: PfUNT
:31.0 1:1" A'~'"'''N' THEN :330
3:?O :I:F A~I><'>"Y· THEN 2';)0
::l:IO 1"FnNT : F'FUNT TAI':(?), "RDRD&D8.DRD8.))R[) C:UMF'LlTINC IW,~[)R))8.D&D&[)R[)"
310 PRINT I F~INT
3~';I1 F<E':M MDF<TCAGE: C:,;L.C:I.II..."irJ:IlN~i
3" II I;:Uj ':,MT DI'" MTC
:'170 LET p;'''F1'''C1 ...-)):I.
:lBO 1,[M ....r,MT OF MDNTHI...Y f"MT (1",1)
:390 LET TZ":U/1ZOO
400 LET P~~:=P2.)I«I2/(1·~·(:I./(:I.+I2)'i'Ll»)
4tO LET T~;~=T~:;/1.2
't;~0 l'E:M ....c:,;l..I;. CUM AMT PAID (P'I> ; MTC [:,0,1. ([:2) ; CUM INT (1'1> ;
4~j() I;:EM···· CClBT TO ClWNEI~:(C~'~);:&TAX bt-II)TNGn(P6)
't"t0 I...E:T 1""1'''01 I...E:T [:;',""F?I LET 1'1""0: 1...1':'1'C::?"O
450 FOf~ K~l ""C)S:l
46() t.El' F)4:~P4+1~~j+'r5
470 LET I:l'''[:;~~1:2: L.ET :r:1"':r:3><1.00+.~jI LET X:3"::I:NT<:[3)/100
.qao LET p~:;,=:p~~.-J:~):L.ET 1:::2==B2····P~':;: LET :(4:::I'I+:[:I
490 L[T cz"'c:Z+p,l+T:'.; ...·I:J)I(TlI:l.OO
:,00 NEXT f(
51.0 !..E:T F'6::P4-'1~2520 I;:E:M·-[:Al_(:R~~N'r;CtjM RE~NT(R2)
sao L.ET I;:/;:=() t L.ET H3:"{U
:=:,;1.0 FClH 1<:::::1.TO si
:=:j::=jO LET H?::::f~~'~+1~3
::je,O IF TNT (1</12) :=I</J;~ THEN GO!3LJB ::i90
5711 NEXT f(
:5011 COTD bllO
590 LET 1=<~)=~R3l(( :l +A:'~I to ()): F~ETLJF~N
60 () I~EM"~CtILC :rNVE~~TMt::NTTNTEI;:E!Tf(:r~,'j)r (19)
6111 LET :U,"I6/'IOO: LET DZ"'D:I.: IF 1"':'1>1'<1. THEN LET 1:J:'1"'F',I....F<:;1
6;>0 LET T5-0: LET 19-0
63() F'C)R ,J::::I. 'T'C) '!3:L
6'10 IF ell '1<> INT< ..1/4) THEN 7;'0
6~:;O LET 17::::r6:«1);~
660 LET I~j:::]:~5+17
670 LET [)Z::::D~'~+:r7
6811 IF ,~~,<>,Y' THEN 7Z0
1,,90 LET IB:::::I:6>«I)"f
700 LET I',,,,:r:',+IEl
7:1.0 LET D'l-O'l+IB+-)):J
7Z0 IF ~/:I.;><~[NT(..I/:l.2) l~EN 770
730 F~EM--l_~~~;S;TAX
7'10 I.XT T2"':r,;~Tl'/100: I...I:::T T'I"I'l><Tll:l.OII
7~;O LET J.:~.:j'::T~'j··T2: L.ET T9==:Py~-T:3
71.)() LET [)~'!.:::D;~"·TZ:LET IYf==D4- ..T:3
770 NE:XT d
7f111 I'E:M....CALC.I'[NT NET CIl!:"T'(f<'~) ;NE:T MONTHLY CClSTmci)
790 IF' A'I'<>"Y" TI"IEN LET :[9""0
BOO LET 1:;':"t::"I:~;;~"-I~':;""I1j>: L.ET I~~:;::1:;':lf/Gl
0:1.0 I'EM ....CAI...C I"'MV [IF H[)WlE
!3Z() I.,I~T Vl"=P:L: L.I~T K~:S:I,
1:1:'10 Hlf< c.""l TO f(

B'tO LET V1·Vl~(1+Al/1200)
[Jc;1I NEXT ...1
860 L.ET V2=V:l.-(Vl~81/10()
B/O L.ET V;:~"-:V2""B~?
aao LET V:J::oD:I..•.C;' ...\J;·,
89() I.,ET Vq:::V3/!:;1
'TOO I,[:M '<!:NFIl
9:1.0 LET 1:':J="F'::l+T:'5
9~'~0 t="F([NT TAI~:(10) ~">lc*.~BUY:X:NC INFD:401<:«"
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'no !"F::INT "PRICE DF HClUSE' ;TAE:('IO),%'I,e::l.1!"Z;P:I.
11.(fOF'RIt-!T "'FF,ONT····MDNEY I.;Tt1E:('tO ) ,:;'~$CllFZ;Dl
9~jO PRINT "CLOSING COSTS" iTAE:('JO) ,j.~$Cl:I.F2;C:l
960 PRINT "MONTHLY PI~()P. TAXES AND INSUH/~NCE' ;TAE:('IO) .r.';Cl:1.FZ;T~j
970 PRINT "AMOUNT OF MOF<TGAGE" ;TAE:("lO) ,r.$CllF2;P2
980 PIUNT "INTEHEST I~ATE ON MDFnGAGE' >TAE:(,IO) ;r.CJ.l.FZ;:r::I,;' /."
990 !"HINT "t1DNTHL.Y PAYMENT <lNCLI.!DES TAXES IU INS.)' iTAB('IO) ,%1,ellF2;F'3

1000 INPUT "ENTEI'~ 'A' FDH COST ANALys:rs, ",A1': IF r~1'<>"A" THEN 1.000
10:1.0 PI~INT TAl::( 1.0) , ")4r(*C(lST ANtILYSTSX<)K·
1020 !"F~INT "V(oI ...LJE OF HCIl.!!]E AT [ND [If' !lTAY' iTAE:(,IO) ,r.,r,CllF·;nVl
1.O,lI) !"HINT "MORTGAGE E:AL, AT I':ND OF' i3TAY" iTI,E:: ('1:1.); , ( , ; %1'CllFZ; E':;>;%D;" ) ,
1040 PI:::XNT II ACENT' S CDMMlnSIDN K ~ T(~E:(4:1.) ,.11 ( H ;: %~t;.C:l.:l.F~?' B:L~V:L/:t ()OiXD; •) II

:tO~:'jO F'I:~INT "NET PI:~()CEFDS FFWM SALI::R ,Tt-d:::("10) !'%~I>C:l.:l.F~~;~)~·?
:1.01.)0 F'F-,INT Tr-H(:l.O), ")I()I()()«)I()I()I()I()I()t()(X<)I("

1070 PIUNT "L.E::NGTH [If" Sl'AY';T(,E:('lO),i3:1.;" MONTI-I""
1 OBO I:'F:':JJ~T "TOTAL OF PAYMENTB M{~DF~ ; TI~I:::(40) ~%'I;C:I.:tF7 ;P~++[):I.
:1.090 PF:INT "TAX BI~VINCS FF~()M HUY:INC;" 'TADUtl.); n (" ;;%1iC:llF?';P6;")"
:L:I.00 PF:INT "NET PI::':OCEEDS FF~()M S{~L.F·; Tr;H( ill) ; • ( • ;:%~I>C:l.1F2;:V2; " ) •
1:1.10 !"RINT "TOTAL. CUi3T UF E:U'ITNG' ;TA[:("lO) ,%'.C:l.lFZ;V,1
1120 !"IUNT "M()NTHI..Y COST OF BUYINC' iTAE:('lO) '%'.Cl.IFZ;V"I
1:l,1II TNPIJT "ENTER 'F~' TO IYHWLAY I;:ENTAL :INFD" ,f~1'
1:l'1O 1:1" F".<·': -"" THEN :Ll.30
1150 P"INT TAE:( 1.0), """""RENTAL. INFD""''''-
1160 PIUNT "INJ:Tl:AL MONTHLY RENT' iTAB("lO) ,%~'C:Ll.FZil;:l
1170 PRINT "FTNAL Ml1NTHLY I'~ENT';rAE:("lO),%'I'CllFZ;R3
:LtBO t='r~INT "TOTAL. OF ,;:ENTAL PAYMENTS· ;TAB(.ttO) ,%~I;CllF~?;1::':2
:L:L90 PlUtH "INTEr,EST ON 'FI;:ONT--·MIlNCY' ~iAVI'D" ;TAB ("10) ,%~'C:l.1.F;' ;T~;
:l.ZOO pi:~rNT "INTE:I'~I,:~iT (IN MTG--f~E:NT DIFI"E:I':E:NCC INVE:ilTE()" ;TAt:::('IO) ,%1'(;1l.F'2;19
1Z10 PI,INT "NE:T COST OF' r;:E:NTTNG" ;TA[:("I0) ,%1'C:1:1.I::·;~;1~"l
1220 I"I'~INT "MDNTHLY COST 01'" 1:~E:NTn!C" 'TAE::('IO) .%1'C:1:1.I::·;~;"~:;
1225 INPU"I" "RI~:VII~WINI~() '? (~ ()R N)"yY$
1.~'27 TF ,(",:"Y" THE:N 'no
1230 E:ND

Adaptability Notes

The program is written in Pro-
cessor Technology Extended
Cassette BASIC but is easily
adapted to any BASIC.

The &Ds in line 330 display
control D, which with the SOL
20 is represented by a lightning
bolt. The purpose of this line is
to alert the non-computer-ori-
ented user to the fact that the
momentary pause is not due to
his error (and so he won't bang
on the side of your CRT to get
the display going aqainl).

In line 930 and following, the
%$C11 F2s are Processor Tech's
formatting instructions, which
cause the dollar signs, commas
and proper number of decimal
places to be inserted_.

APPLE PRODUCTS

Apple II 16K Plus ..

16K Ram Set Tested.
. SCali

. .. 6995
Apple Disk w/ccntroner . . .. Call

Apple Disk ••/0 Controller . Call

Apple Inleger Card. . . Call

Pascal Language System . . .. .... Call

Apple Clock Board-Mountaon HDWR 175 00

Apple Graphics Tablet. . Call

o C Hayes Micromodem II 349.00

BUSINESS SOFT WARE FOR APPLE

The Controller 599.95

The Cashier.. 2049.95
Applewrlter . 69.95

Applepost.. . 4995
BPI General ledger 300.00
BPI Accounts Receivable 300 00

PRINTERS
C;;entronics 730-1 895.00

Centronics 779-2 1129.00

Paper Tiger 440 995.00

Paper Tiger w/GraphICs.. 1195.00
Trendcom 100 w/Apple Interlace 43900

SSM Parallel/Serial Apple Int 175.00

CCS Serial Card For Apple 159 00

CCS Parallel Card For Apple. . 119.00

MONITORS
Leedex 100 12 In. B & W .. .. 13900
Sanyo 9 In. B & W .. _ 179.00

Sampo 13 In coer TV 299.00

Supermod II Video Modulator. . . 29.00
OHIO SCIENTIFIC

CH:' Challenger 4K Computer .... _. _ 329 00

Morse Code rranscerve Program. .1495

OLEN$KY BROS., INC_
COMPUTER SALES DIVISION

3763 Airport Blvd, -Mobile, AL 36608

(205) 344-7488 v'130
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Micro Discount Service

l80 Processor Dual Cassette I/O
Full-size ASCII Keyboard Serial and Parallel I/O
Calculator Style Numeric Pad 30 x 64 Character Display
8K RAM (up to 48K RAMI 240 x 512 Graphics Resolution
Resident 4K Monitor ROM 64 User Defineable Characters
Interchangeable R~M Pacs 5·100 Compatable

with 16K RAM
FREE 12" Video Monitor volued at $149

with 32K RAM
FREE Monitor and $60 of Software

with 48K RAM 1495
FREE Monitor and Softwore Development Pockage

Do you need a disk system, software, memory
expansion kit, accessories, or manuals for your Sorcerer?
Write and find out why we're called a Discount Service.

WE PAY All SHIPPING AND HANDLING WITHIN THE U.S
Connecticut residents please add r~sales tax.

Shipment stock to 30 days.

198 General Lyon Rd., Eastford, CT 06242
203-974-1214 v'126

$1295

1395

• 8 opto-isoloted inputs
• 8 reed relay outputs
• Relay status register
• /IRQ and /NMI jumper
selectable

• Complete
documentation

• S79.95 kit
• S95.00 assembled
and tested

STATIC RAM CHIPS
FACTORY PRIME ~r~e~o:"q:~m;'~~7a~inoor

2114L450ns,$5.90 200ns.$6,90
4044450 ns. ,$5.90 250 ns . $6,90

Add $5.00 'Handlingon OrdersUnder$200.00

32K STATIC RAM BOARD
FOR THE SS50 AND SS50C. BUS (SWTP etc.]
• SS50C Extended Addressing (can be disabled).
• 4 separate 8K blocks.
• Low power 2114L RAMS (2AMPS Typical for 32K).
• Socketed for 32K
• Write Protect
• Gold Bus Connectors
16K, " , , _. .. , , _, _. , , , . $328.12
24K , , , .. _. _. __ , . , . , , . , . , , $438.14
32K, _, .. , _. _. __ ,." ..... _$548.15
~~~e'r;[~t;'o~rB~rJ~~~~e~~~~sd~~~~ea~?~ ~~~
including our UNIQUE 8Ox24 VIDEO BOARD, and our ACE.ltm~j)(,~U~~@l
1337W, 3'1th Place - Chicago, IL 60609
(312)927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055
The Company that delivers. v' 224
Quality Etectronic products since 1975.
GlMIX" and GHOS1" are Registero:lTrademar1<sof GIMIX INC.

• 8 Analog inputs
(0-25:-0)

• Single ramp, software
driven conversion

• Sbit. 9.6 ms moxtrnurru

For SWTPC 6800 type computer Write for more
information .> 128

Terms. US and Conoda add 5% shipping. Others add
15% US funds only TX residents odd 5% tax VISA andttt MCoka,. INNS)vATIVETECHNOI.O(;Y

510 Oxford Park' Garland. TX 75043 • (214) 270-8393

IIIIIIIENTIFII
USERS!

Re.ad

PEEl 1111
The Unofficial OSI Users Journal

- User Equipment R.eviews

- Hardware Mods

- Software Exchange

- Peeks & Pokes

- Bugs & Fixes

Send $800 for 12 issues to:

PEEK 1651 ,"'"178

62 Southgate Ave.
Annapolis, MD 21401
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computczr' computczr

DOUBLEVISIONTM

Qugx~~ Video Display
with Upper and Lower Case

• Works with Apple 11*,Apple II Plus*, and PASCAL • Shift Lock Feature
• Full 96ASCII character set • Built in Light Pen capability
• Fully programmable cursor: ,. Inverse video

1-9 lines any posttlon • Full cursor control
Blinking (2 speeds) and non-blinking • 50/60 Hz operation

• All software included for BASIC (optional for PASCAL) • No conflict with other boards
• Compatible with the latest In word processing software "Apple-Pie 2.0"

Available now tor $2950 0
~PASCAL software Interface available for $25.00 additional Calif. Residents add 6% Sales Tax
Allow up to 4 weeks for shipment.
All Mall orders add $3.00 for postage, insurance and handling •Apple is a Registered TM of Apple Computers, Inc .



J. H. Thurm
PO Box 1146
Waterdown, Ontario
Canada LOR 2HO

A COSMAC CDP1802,
CDP1854 Monitor

Communicate with the CDP1802 through a UART or an ACtA with this monitor.

ever, I feel that it may be of suf- should be done, through a
ficient interest for those who UART or an ACIA.
would like to communicate The CDP1854 is a particular-
with their CDP1802 the way it Iy well-suited part for this pur-

pose, since it has two modes,
one of which (Mode 1) allows it
to work together with the
CDP1802 with a minimum of hard-
ware and software. It is this
mode in which it is employed.

The monitor presented here
has been written for a spe-

cific purpose. As such, it is only
part of a larger program. How-

VDD

~CSI

CDP!802 CS3

1
16 RSEL

NO 19

I 4m
'8N> ~

N2 17 CDPI854

MRO 7 34 MRD

TP8
33 18 TPS

CLEAR 3 21 CLEAR

A: USING N FLAGS ONLY

V~cs,

CDPIB02
CS3

V~ CDPI853

1
16 RSEL

CE , 5 r---

2
6 l~ CS2

CL8

NO 19 2 NO

~

N> '8 3
N> CDPI854

N2 17 4
N2

~ CLOCK A

MRD 7 34
M RD

TPS 33 18 TPS

CLEAR 3 21 CLEAR

B: USING CDP-J853

Fig. 1. Principle of addressing CDP1854.
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Hardware

The monitor, in its present
form, occupies 565 ROM bytes.
No attempt has been made to
fit the program into 512 bytes
only. One of the major advan-
tages of the COSMAC system
is that it requires a single volt-
age only, thus you would use a
2716/2516 ROM, or at least a
2758, with plenty of spare PROM
locations for your own enhance-
ments. If a TTL-Ievel serial ter-

The CPU communicates with
the CDP1854 using the N-lines
NO and N1 and inputloutput
commands 61, 62, 69 and 6A.
Thus, the CDP1854 may be in-
terfaced using only one addi-
tional two-input NOR gate or, if
full N-line decoding is desired,
a CDP-1853. For both condi-
tions, a diagram is given (see
Fig. 1). A further diagram (Fig. 2)
shows connections of all rele-
vant lines to the CDP1854.

The CDP1854 is initialized to
seven data bits, no parity and
two stop bits, which may alter-
natively be regarded as seven
data bits, parity = "Mark" and
one stop bit (transmitting). For
other configurations, consult
Fig. 9 (Control Register Bit
Assignment) of the RCA
CDP1854D/CD data sheet. The
UART control word is byte 0028

minal is used, the need for any in the monitor.
additional voltages will be elim-
inated.

The monitor occupies low
memory from 0000 up; RAM is re-
quired from FFFF down. With
256 RAM bytes, the system
would be operational. For a
minimum system, use of the
highest address bit will suffice
to discriminate between ROM
and RAM.

Firmware

The overriding requisite for
this monitor has been the need
for full, unlimited subroutine
nesting ability. To accomplish
this, I have used the SCRT pro-
grams found on pages 62 to 64
of the RCA User Manual for the
CDP1802 COSMAC Micropro-
cessor, Publication No. MPM-



+5V

SERIAL IN

SERIAL OUT

ATE IN (xI6)

Fig. 2. Termination of all relevant pins of the COP1854.

201B.
I made one small addition to

the SCRT programs, which
should also be made by every
user routine engaging the X-reg-
ister, namely, resetting X to
point to RF and pointing RF to
FFFF before exiting. In this
monitor, X always points to RF,
and RF always points to FFFF,
restoring these conditions
whenever they have been al-
tered by the program.

This simplifies things con-
siderably, inasmuch as you
never have to ask, "Where does
X point to now?" However, you
may eventually come to your
own conclusions concerning
this matter.

R2 is the stack pointer and is
initialized to point to FFEF. The
top 16 locations of RAM are re-
served for input-output and
computed message strings (not
presently employed by the
monitor). Registers 1 and A are
not yet utilized but are initial-
ized to 0000, R1 by the program,
RA by default, and may be em-
ployed by the user, as well as
RB, RC and, for the most part,
RD.

RE.1 is used as a shuttle to
hand characters from one sub-
routine to another and back.

The monitor contains a string-
output routine (STOUT) to facili-
tate the transmission of ASCII
strings of any length. Set RF to
the head of string, make sure
RX points to RF, then call

STOUT. STOUT will reset RF be-
fore exiting. The last character
of every message must have a 1
in bit 7 to tell STOUT it is fin-

_ ished. STOUT may also be used
to transmit single characters,
such as in ALF, ASP and APR.

Please note that the 16 bytes
of ATABL must be at the head
of a page for the routines HEXIT
and ASCIT to function.

G Go to an address and execute from there
form: Gaaaa

o Dump a range of memory
form: Dssss,eeee

E Enter hex bytes into successive memory locations from a
given address
form: E ssss (the space is automatically given)

F Fill a range of memory with a given byte
form: F ssss,eeee,bb

A Enter a string of ASCII characters, including carriage
return, line feed, bell and whatever is desired.
form: A ssss
Note: Entering ASCII characters must be terminated by
ESC, whereupon the monitor will print out the address
location of the last character entered.

aaaa an address
ssss a starting address
eeee an end address (inclusive)
bb a hex byte
In the "Enter" command, the input is terminated by entering

any non-hexadecimal character.
In entering addresses, only the first four hex characters are

seen by the monitor; the next character must be a comma.

Table 1. EC-8ug commands.

The assembly has been done
on a somewhat primitive cross
assembler. Please note that the
asterisk signifies a high-order
address byte. Calling a subrou-
tine is therefore done as:

SEP R4
DB' LABEL
DB LABEL

EC-BUI, HE:< LIST:

D oooo~ 0220
0000: F:3 00 Bl F8 00 81 F:,:00 £:4 F:,:71 A4 F8 00 £:5 F:3
0010: 82 A5 F8 00 B? F8 6A A7 F:=t 00 BE. A~, F8 FF BF AF
0020: F8 FF B2 F8 EF He' EF F:=: 15 5F 61 2F F8 00 B3 F8
0030: ::::3 A-3 [13 D4 00 £:F D4 00 87 [14 00 ':'+B D4 00 8F ":IE
(1040: FE 41 (:2 01 EF FB 05 C2 01 7:3 FE: 01 C2 01 9F FE:
0050: 03 C2 01 C4 FE 01 C2 01 [lIt FE IF 32 64 FE 02 C2
1)060: 08 00 30 3C D4 00 RB 30 J:3 [I:::: 6'? FE 3B t,R 30 69
(1070 : D3 E2 96 7':0 :36 73 93 BE. c o A~ 46 B3 4E; A3 EF 30
0080: 70 D3 96 E:~ :36 A3 E2 12 -so A6 F(I B':. EF 30 81 69
0090: FE. 'OlE::3F 6A BE D7 9E SF 62 2F D5 F:.3 20 30 RD F:3
(lOAO: OR 30 AD F8 3Ft 30 AD F8 ,:E 30 AD F8 2R BE D4 00
(lOBO: '~5 It5 OIl BE D4 00 95 OD FE 33 BE lD :::1) B2 D5 FE:
OOCO: 00 BD F8 C7 AD 30 B2 0[1 OR 7F 7F 7F FF D4 00 :,:F
OODO: D4 00 E5 9E FE FE FE FE RE D4 00 :3F D4 00 E5 '~E
OOEO: SF 8E Fl BE D5 FE: 01 BF F:3 00 RF 9E F3 32 F? :,:F
OOFO: FE OF -- 18 IF 30 EB :3F BE F8 FF BF AF D5 (:4 [:4.:',::'

0100: :30 '3132 33 34 ~:5 ~:e::, 37 ':::=: 39 41 42 43 44 45 46--
0110: F8 01 BF ':;'E RF OF BE F:3 FF BF AF D5 9£ RE F6 F6
0120: F6 F6 BE D4 01 10 D4 00 95 :,:EFA OF BE D4 01 10
01 :30: D4 00 95 DS D4 00 CD 9E ED D4 00 CD '::IE AD D5 D4
0140: 01 ·34 9D B8 8D AS D4 00 :3F 9E FE 2C ,:R 46 D4 01
0150: 34 9D B9 8D A9 D5 EF ':'-9 SF ':'-8 F" 3A 6E, :39 SF :38
0160: F3 3A 6r::, co 00 18 D5 '38 BE D4 01 1[: :3::: BE D4 01
0170: lC D4 00 A3 D4 00 '3B D5 D4 00 ':;'B D4 01 3F D4 00
0180: ':;'F D4 00 BF D4 01 67 08 BE D4 01 1C [14 01 56 ::::::
01 '::11): FA OF FB OF :32 9C D4 00 9B 18 ~:O 87 1:,:,~~I) :31 D4
01AO: 00 9B D4 01 34 9D BE: :3D AS D4 00 BF D4 01 67 D4
01BO: 00 CD 9E 58 D4 00 9B 8:3 FA OF FE! OF ':'-:' Cl 1:3 30
01CO: RF 18 30 A9 D4 00 '?B D4 01 :3F D4 00 SF 9E FE 2C
01DO: 3A eFt D4 00 CD 9E 58 D4 01 5E, 18 30 D5 D4 00 9B
OlEO: D4 01 '34 F8 01 B'~ F:=t ER A9 D9 9D K: 8D A:3 D3 D4
01FO: 00 '?B D4 01 34 .,D B:3 8D AS D4 00 BF D4 00 9F D4
0200: 00 8F 9E FB III 32 OD 9E 58 18 CO 01 FF 28 0:3 F9
0210: 80 58 D4 00 SF D4 00 A3 D4 01 67 D4 00 9F CO 00
0220: 64

Hex listing of EC-Bug monitor (done on a TI terminal).

Commands

In its present state, the moni-
tor will allow four commands
but is written so that more may
easily be added. These com-
mands are:

"0" = Dump, or display
"E" = Enter HEX Bytes

EC-8ug monitor listing.

0
0

'" 0

'" r,--'
'" '":c :::l

'" '"'" o
'" '"<t ~. '"'" '" --'
0 --' '" 1.11'1"'4'l"'4LL.("-.I000
en ~ <t 'l"'400liJOOOO
M "- >-- OOOl.L.OCDOO

OOoU.oooo
W OJ --'

0 <t U a '"
.....i::':::: "'Z

0 :c '" '" ~1-et:U([ "'~~ sn :::l :c O~I-<rr-:Ci-eJ
0 0 0 >- 3I-ZI-<l:<l:ZW

U r:.'1 tn U(J)U(J)Q~I-Icr.

t
,..-- I,

~ PsI 37
47K

eSI

~ e53

~ ES 38
47K

MODE

1802 33K
CDI854

6.2

_ 3 21
CLR CLEAR

SOl 20

DATA BUS

SOO 25

TPB 33 18 TPB

MRO 7 34 MRo Rei
17

BAUD R

Tel ~
~~ 16

RSEL

cr Ol~ rnCIS 02 6

N2
17 14

N2
1/4 CD400lS

NI IB , NI

NO 19 2 NO

~~
ffilL--

I' .J,
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Label Address

INCH 0059
OUTCH 005F
ALF 0065
ASP 0050
APR 0075
STOUT 0080
CRLF 008C
BIN 00C5
HEXIT 0000
ASCIT 012C
BOUT 0138
OUTA 0150
COMPA 0164 (will exit on match)
DADO 01AC
AOIN 01E7

Addresses to Use as Program Exits

CSTART 0000
WSTRT 001E
REPR 009F

Table 2. Subroutine that may be called by the user (see assembly
listing for details).

"F" = Fill Memory
"G" = Go and execute

Also See Table 1.

stance, remote monitoring of
soil moisture with solar cells as
the only power source), C/MOS
is the only choice. In addition,
the C/MOS structure can inher-'
ently tolerate far greater tem-
perature extremes than other

Conclusion

For some applications (for in-

E 0800

DEMDr;::TRATIDr; OF EC-BUG COMI1AliDS:

> F OOOO~OFFF~OO
08(1): F:3 09 BD F8 00 AD D4 (1) B2 !IS .
> A 0900

0900: 0[1 CIA 7F 7F 7F 7F 20 20 20 20 20 54 4:3 45 20 51
0'310: 55 49 4:3 4B 20 42 52 4F 57 4E 20 46 4F 5:3 20 4A
0920: 55 4D 50 5:3 OD OA 7F 7F 7F 7F ~~I) 20 20 20 20 4F
O'j::?O: 56 45 52 20 54 48 45 20 4C 41 SA S9 20 44 4F 47
0940: AE 00 00 00

liOTE: THE "Z" CDr111AHD CAUSES THE 11D1"iITOR TO GO
DIRECTLY TO 11EMOR"! LOCATIDr; 0;300 IHTHOUT
THE NEED TO EIHER AH ADDRES:S_

Sample run. EC-8ug commands.

THE G'UICf': BRDI,It; FD:< JUI1PS
O'·iER THE LAZY DOG_

: 0940:

•
:;:. D 0900~ 0943

r; 0800
THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS
OVER THE LAZ'! DOG_

z
THE G'UI CK BROWN FOX JUI1PS
OVER THE LAZ'! DOG_

processes.
I hope that this brief presen-

tation will win new friends for
the COSMAC COP1802, show-
ing that it can do everything
other processors can do and,
almost as easily, some things
even better. I also hope that

this article may alleviate in po-
tential users some of the appre-
hensions generated by the pe-
culiar instruction set of the
COSMAC.

Once you can do unlimited
subroutine nesting, you've got
it made (or almost) .•
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is::
o·..,
o
C)
o
:3
"b
c:
S
~
is::
'"'<:..•
<0

~
....•.
W
01

OOOF F882
0011 A5
0012 F800
0014 B7
0015 F8M
0017 A7
001B FBOO
001A B6
001E< A6
001C FBFF
OOIE BF
OOIF AF
0020 FBFF
0022 B2
0023 FBEF
0025 A2
0026 EF

0027 FatS
0029 SF
002A 61
002B 2F

002C FBOO
002E B3
002F FB33
0031 A3
0032 113

0033 1I~
0034 00
0035 BF
0036 1I~
0037 00
003B A7
0039 D4
003A 00
003B 9B

003C 1I~
00311 00
003E BF
003F 9E
0040 FB41
0042 C201EF
0045 FEtOS
0047 C20178
004A FB01
004C C2019F
004F FB03
0051 C201C4
0054 FBOI
0056 C201Il1i
0059 FB1F
005B 3264
00511 FB02
()05F C20800
0062 303C

0064 114
0065 00
0066 AB
0067 3018

0069 113
006A 69
006B FE
oosc 3[<6A
006E 3069

0070 [.3
0071 E2
0072 96
0073 73

REST

F'R/WT

CMDLF'

STAR

;LOOK

GO
LOOK

INIT

LII1*
PHI
LDI
F'LO
SEP
~p
IIB*
liB
~P
IIB*
liB
SEP
~*liB

SEF'
IIB*
liB
GHI
XRI
LBZ
XRI
LBZ
XRI
LBZ
XRI
LBZ
XRI
LBZ
XRI
BZ
XRI
LBZ
BR

SEP
118*
DB AST
BR REST

LIiI
~O
LlIl*
~I
LIiI
PLO
LIiI
PHI
~O
LIiI
PHI
PLO
LIII*
PHI
LIiI
~O
SEX

RETRN
R5
LOOK
R7
LOOK
R7
00
R6
R6
OFF
RF
RF
STACK
R2
STACK
R2
RF

;IIE-RANIIOMIZE R6

;INITIALIZE UART

;RESTORE RF

;110A CR/LF

;PRINT PROMPT SIGN

;110A SPACE

1GET COMMANII

1GET CHARACTER
;A?
; [I?

;E?
iF?

iG?

iX?

;Z?

;PRINT STAR TO INIIICATE
;BREAKOUT (ILLEGAL ENTRY)

SCANS THRE OF UART

tJEF'
INF'
SHL
BNF
BR

LIiI
STR
OUT
IIEC

CIJOR['
RF
CNTRL
RF

;~PTYT
;LOOP. IF NOT EMPTY

EXITA
CALL

;STANIIART CALL AND RETURN ROUTINES

; I;:ETURNSEP
SEX
[;HI
STXII

PRMF'T
R3
PRMPT
R3
R3

R4
CRLF
CRLF
R4
APR
APR
R4
ASP
ASP

R4
INCH
INCH
RE
41
STENT
05
IIUMP
01
ENTER
03
FILL
01
GOTO
IF
STAR
02
RAM
CMIILf'

R4
AST

1~3
STAT

LOOli
GO

R3
R2
R6

007~ 86
0075 73
0076 93
oon £<6
OO/B B3
0(;'71) A6
OOlA 46
00,-[1 B3
OOIC 46
007D A3
OOlE EF
00lF 3070

008l D3
0082 96
0083 £<3
0084 B6
0085 A3
00B6 E2
0087 12
008B 72
00B9 A6
008A FO
OOBB B6
OOBC EF
008D 30B1

OOBF 69
0090 F6
0091 3B8F
0093 6A
0094 BE

0095 Dl
0096 9E
0097 SF
0098 62
0099 2F
009A D5

0098 FB20
00911 30AD
009F FBOA
00A1 30AlI
00A3 FB3A
OOA5 30AD
00A7 FB3E
00A9 30AD
OOAB F82A
DOAD BE
DOAE 114
OOAF 00
OOBO 95
OOBI D5

00B2 OD
001't3BE
00£<4 ['4
OOB5 00
001'6 95
00B7 O[t
00B8 FE
OOB.9 33BE
O()BI'tI[t

OOBC 30B2
<JOBE Do;

OOBF F800
00C1 Bli

EXITR
HETRN

INCH

OUTCH

ASP

ALF

ACL
AF'R

AST
ONEC

OLO R6
STXD
GHI R3
F~I R6
OLD R3
PLO R6
L[tA R6
PHI R3
LDA R6
PLO R3
SEX RF
BR EXITA

SEP
GHI
PHI
GLO
PLO
SEX
INC
L[tXA
F'LO

R3
R6
R3
R6
R3
R2
R2

1:-':6

;WAIT FOR TERMINAL ENTRY

LDX
PHI R6
SEX RF
BR EXITR

INP
SHR
BNF
INF'
PHI

STAT

;LOOP UNTIL ENTRY
;CHAR, ARRIVEIi
;STORE IT FOR CALLING ROUTINE

;CALL LDOK
;GET CHARACTER

ECHO IF IT IJAS INPUT
RESTORE RF
RETURN

;PRINTS A SPACE

;PRINTS A LINE FEED

;PRINTS A COLON

;PRINTS A PROMPT SIGN

;PRINTS A STAR

;RETURN

STOUT STRING OUTPUT ROUTINE
EXPECTS RD TO POINT TO rop OF
STRING. LAST CHARACTER IN STRING
MUST HAVE BIT 7=1,

STOUT

FINIS

INCH
[tATA
RE

SEP
GHI
STR
OUT
[tEC
SEF'

RJ
I~E
RF
DATA
RF
f<5

GET CHARACTER
pur INTO SHUTTLE
GO TO F'r,INTIT

;G£T CHARACTER AGAIN
;BIT 7=17
;IF YES, RETURN
;ADVANCE POINTER
;110NEXT CHARACTER
;RETURN

CRLF

;CRLF 1I0ES CARRIAGE RETURN. LINE FEED
;AND NULLS FOR DELAY

;SET RD TO
;HEAD OF TABLE

LDI
BR
LDI
BR
LOI
AA
LOI
AA
LIiI
PHI
SEP
IIB*
DB
SIT

20
IlNEC
OA
ONEC
3A
ONEC
3E
ONEC
2A
RE
R4
DUTCH
OUTCH
R~"j

L[lN
PHI
SEP
OI<*

RD
RE
1~4
DUTCH
OUTCH
RD

['I<
L[lN
SHL
B[tF
INC
BR
SEP

FINIS
RD
STOUT
H5

LDU
PHI

CLN
RD



...•.
c.>

'"
~
()

C3
o
o
3
""Q
c:5-
'!=l
~
Q)
'<:;...•
coco
C)

00C2 F8C'?
00C4 AD
00C5 30B2

00C7 0[1
00C8 OA
00C9 7F
OOCA 7F
OOCB 7F
OOCC FF

OOCD [14
OOCE 00
OOCF 8F
00[10 [14
00[11 00
00D2 E5
00D3 9E
00D4 FE
00D5 FE
00D6 FE
00D7 FE
00D8 AE
00D9 D4
OODA 00
OODB 8F
OODC D4
OODD 00
OODE E5
OODF 9E
OOEO 5F
OOEI BE
00E2 F1
00103 BE
00E4 D5

00E5 FeOl
00E7 BF
00E8 raoo
OOEA AF
OO[B 9E
OOEC F3
OOED 32F'l
OOEF 8F
OOFO FIlOF
00F2 3218
00F4 IF
00F5 30EB
00F7 SF
OOFS BE
OOF'? FBFF
oor s BF
OOFC AF
OOFD [15

OOFE [;4
OOFF [;4

0100 30
0101 31
0102 32
0103 33
0104 34
0105 35
0106 36
0107 37
010B 38
0109 39
010A 41
010B 42
010C 43
010[1 44
010£ 45

CLN

LDI CLN
PLO RO
DR STOUT
[lB
[IB
DB
DB
DB
[lB

0[1
OA
7F
7F
7F
OFF

;CR
;LF
;[lEL
; [tEL
;DEL
;DEL. END OF STRING

BIN

;BIN. A SUBROUTINE TO ENTER TWO HEX-CHARACTERS
;AND ASSEMBLE THEM INTO A BYTE

;GET FIRST CHARACTER

HEXIT

MHEX

GOT

AfABL

SEF'
DB*

R4
INCH
INCH
R4
HEXIT
HEXIT
RE

[lB
SEF'
DB*
DB
GHI
SHL
SHL
SHL
SHL
PLO
SEP
DB*
DB
SEF'
DB*
DB
GHI
STR
GLll
OR
PHI
SEF'

RE
R4
INCH
INCH
R4
HEXIT
HEXIT
RE
RF
RE

RE
R5

L[lU
PHI
LDI
F'LO
GHI
XOR
BZ
GLO
XRI
BZ
INC
BR
GLO
PHI
L[lI
PHI
F'LO
SEF'

ATABL
RF
ATABL
RF
RE

GOT
RF
OF
REST
f~F
MHEX
RF
RE
OFF
RF
RF
R5

NOF'
NOP
[lB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

30
31
32
33
34
3!:'i
36
37
38
39
41
42
43
44
45

;GO TO CONVERT IT

;GET HEX NUL
;SHIFT IT TO HIGH NIBL

;SAVE IT FOR NOW
;GET SECOND CHARACTER

;CONVERT IT

;GET LOW NIBL
;STORE IT FOR ORING
;RECALL HIGH NIBL
;OR IT TO LOW NIBL
;LEAVI IT FOR CALLING ROUTINE
;RETURN

;SET RF TO POINT TO TABLE

;GET CHARACTER
;COMPARE
;EXIT. IF MATCH FOUND
;GET LOW ADDRESS
;COMPARE FOR END OF TABLE
;OUT. IF NO MATCH FOUND
;ADVANCE POINTER
;DO NEXT COMPARISON
;GET LOW ADDRESS
;PUT IT INTO SHUTTLE
;RESTORE RF

;RETURN

010F 46

0110 F801
0112 BF
0113 9E
0114 AF
0115 OF
0116 BE
0117 FBFF
0119 BF
OllA AF
011 B [15

o i ic 9E
011D AE
(JI1E F6
011f' F6
0120 F6
0121 F6
0122 BE
0123 D4
0124 01
0125 10
0126 D4
0127 00
0128 95
0129 BE
012A FAOF
012C BE
012[1 D4
012E 01
012F 10
0130 D4
0131 00
0132 95
0133 [15

0134 D4
0135 00
0136 CD
0137 9E
0138 BD
0139 D4
013A 00
013B CD
013C 9E
013[1 AD
013E D5

013F D4
0140 01
0141 34
0142 9D
0143 B8
0144 8[1
0145 A8
0146 D4
0147 00
0148 SF
0149 9E
014A FB2C
014C 3A46
014E D4
Ol4F 01

ASCIT

;BOUT

BOUT

;ADIN

ADIN

;DADD

[lAnD

NOC

ASCIT

DB 46

SUBROUTINE TO RECEIVE A HEX NIBL
IN RE.l. CONVERT IT INTO AN ASCII-CHARACTER.
AND RETURN IT TO CALLING ROUTINE IN RE.l

LDU
PHI
GHI
F'LO
LDN
PHI
LDI
PHI
PLO
SEP

ATABL
RF
RE
RF
RF
RE
OFF
RF
RF
R5

;S£1 RF TO POINl
;TO ASCII CHARACTER

;GET CHARACTER OPPOSITE ADDRESS

;RESTORE RF

;RETURN

SUBROUTINE TO PRINT A BYTE
RECEIVED IN RE.l

GHI
PLO
SHR
SHR
SHR
SHR
PHI
SEP
D1<*
DB
SEP
DB*
DB
OLO
ANI
PHI
SEP
D£<*
DB
SEP
DB*
DB
SEP

RE
RE

RE
R4
ASCIT
ASCIl
R4
OUTCH
OUTCH
RE
OF
RE
R4
ASCIT
ABCIT
R4
OUTCH
OUTCH
R5

;GET BYTE
;SAVE IT FOR LOWER NIBL

;CONVERT IT

;ASCII IS IN RE.l!

;PROCESS NOW LOWER NIBL
;MASK OUT UPPER NIBL

ASSEMBLES AN ADDRESS AND LEAVES IT IN RD

SEP
DB*
DB
GHI
PHI
SEP
DB*
DB
GHI
PLO
SEP

R4
BIN
BIN
RE
RD
R4
BIN
BIN
RE
RD
R5

;GET HIGH BYTE OF ADDRESS

BYTE IS IN RE.1
MAKE IT HIGH ADDRESS BYTE
GET LOW BYTE OF ADDRESS

;MAKE IT LOW BYTE OF ADDRESS
;RETURN

GETS A DOUBLE ADDRESS. LEAVES HIGH ADDRESS IN R8
AN[I LEAVES LOW ADDRESS IN R9

SEP
DB*
DB
GHI
PHI
GLO
F'LO
SEP
DB*
DB
GHI
XRI
BNl
SEP
D£<*

R4
ADIN
ADIN
RD
R8
RII
RB
R4
INCH
INCH
RE
2C
NOC
R4
AllIN

;GET FIRST ADDRESS

;F'UT INTO RS

;GET A COMMA

;WAS IT A COMMA?

;IF NOT TRY AGAIN
;GET SECOND ADDRESS



PROGRAMS FOR THE

• APPLE)[
WHAT'S THAT SONG7
THE APPLE J[ KNOWS

141WELL-KNOWN SONGS;
HOW MANY DO YOy KNOW?

EXCITING GAME FOR 1-3 PLAYERS.
THE APPLE BEGINS PLAYING A SONG AND
ASKS THE FIRST PLAYER WHO KNOWS IT TO

TYPE IN THE TITLE.
(MINOR SPELLING MISTAKES ACCEPTED)

REQUIRES 16K. ON CASSETTE. $24.95

CRYSTAL CAT.

TYPE "BRUNC" INSTEAD OF "CATALOI'''
• DISPLAYS ALL FILE NAMES AT ONCE IN

ALPHABETICAL ORDER--FAST!
• 2 OR 3 KEY STROKES TO RUN ANY FILE

SHOWS BINARY ADDRESSES AND LENGTHS
• SHOWS HIDDEN CONTROL CHARACTERS
• SHOWS FREE SPACE ON DISK--AND MORE!

FOR I OR 2 DRIVES. DOS 3.1 OR 3.2

REQUIRES 32K. ON DISKETTE. $19.95

FROM: JDeJ.r-IcW •••••IDe. V' 213
P.O. BOX 9140

ST. LOVIS, MO 63117
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ACCEPTED

MISSOURI RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX

HOW TO START YOUR
QWN SYSTEMS HOUSE

A practical guide for the small EDP entre-
preneur. 213-page manual covers all aspects of
starting and successfully operating a Small
Business Computer company. 5th revised edi-
tion June 1979. From the contents:

• The Systems House Industry • Hardware,
Software or Both? Market Selection &
Evaluation' Industry Application Opportunities
• Equipment Selection' Becoming a Distributor
• Product Pricing • Getting Your Advertising
Dollars Worth' The Selling Cycle' Financinq
For The Customer. Questions You Will Have To
Answer Before The Customer Buys • Solving
The Service Problem' Protecting Your Product
• How To Write A Good Business P1a0. Raising
Capital

Send $36.00 (check, VISA or Mastercharge) to:

Essex Publishing Co., Dept 1
285 Bloomfield Avenue

Caldwell, N.J. 07006 V'185

Credit card orders: Send card #, date expo Add
$2.00 for rush, air mail shipping. N.J. residents
add 5% sales tax. For faster shipment on credit
card orders, phone (201) 783-6940.

~nTEC[]l[]A
CDmpUCDlDA
SALES. SERVICE. SOFTWARE
. BUY. SELL. UPGRADE

WHOLESALE-RETAIL
UPGRADE-your intercolor or computcolor to the latest con-
figuration.
SERVICE-providing local service and service, on the west
coast for east coast firms.
INTERNATIONAL USERS GROUP
SOFTWARE-over 700 programs in our library. Join to pur-
chase low cost software.
PROGRAM EXCHANGE-5 to 10 programs for each eccep-
table submission.
DATA EXCHANGE-printer interfaces, S100 bus, new op
systems, etc.
CLUB DISCOUNTS-on compucolor sottwere and hardware
MEMBERSHIP and BULLETINS-$30.00 per year.
FOREIGN MEMBERSHIP-$40.00 plus 56.00 if check not
drawn on a U.S. bank
COMPUCOLOR FORMATIED DISKS-54.00 each-10 mlnl-
mum-$2.00 per order postage

S. P. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
5250 Van Nuys Blvd.
Van Nuys CA 91401
Phone 2131788-8850

V'264
MON·FRI. lOAM·6PM

SAT 12-3PM

'" Reader Service-see page 258

]

EXTRAORDINARY[ BUSINESS SOFTWARE ]
CP/M and MODEL II COMPATIBLE

NEWLY ENHANCED VERSIONS
BASEBALL

SIMULATOR SYSTEM

Medical Mgmt System. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . $495
Dental Mgmt System. . .... $495
Real Estate Multi-list. $495
Insurance Agency Mgmt. .. $495
Legal Time Accounting ................••..... $495
Ceneral Ledger. . .........••....... $495
Accounts Payable. . . . . . . . . . •. . . . ... $495
Accounts Beceivable.. . ..........•...... $495
Payroll Processing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4~5
inventory Management. $495
Word Processtng/Nad. . .. $495
Database Management. $495
High-Speed Utility Sort. $300

NEW! Latest CBASIC-2. . $ 99
NEW! Latest MBASIC 5.1. $300
NEW! MBASIC Compiler. . ...••........... $350

"CP/M 2.0 for model II. . .....••........... $170
Complete Software Catalog $. 5
Complete Hardware Guide. . .. $. 5

[ UHIVAIR, IHC. 31~-~26·1099
10327 Lambert Itltl Airport
St. Louis, Missouri 63145 USA
MasterchargelVisa Cards O. K.

V'263

All tilt kllow·how ",d ulluiellu
of our nccus!1iI1 foot bill Sy.teM IIOW

in the ultlM,1t ••••b.p Sy.t'M!

make substitutions

• Hitters tend to perform according
to statistics -- "pull" or "spray"
hitters, strikeouts, etc.

• Pitchers tend to perform according
to statistics -- control, endurance,
strikeouts, etc.

Call each pitch (type, speed, spot)
and signal batter (take, bunt,
hit-and-run, etc.}

• Exciting graphic display of scoreboard,
playing fielci, pitch, etc.

NEEO HELP WITH TRS-SO MACHINE LANGUAGE

SUPER MAP TO THE RESCUE!

SUPERf'{AP contains hundreds and hundreds of
comments and explanations arranged In a long
detailed memory map. Docurnents kej-bce r-d , video.
tape, LEVF.L II commands and f\1nctlons. SUPF.RMAP
even reveals the mysterious reserved RAM areas.
An essential tool for the expert and a valuable
guide for the beginner.

NEVER BE LOST AGAIN WITH SUPERMAP ••• only $ 8.95

FULLER SOFTWARE plus ~1.00
V'174 6)0 E. SPRINGDALE shipping

GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS 75051
Tel. 214-642-0441

Note: Texas residents add 45' lor sales tax.

Mastercharge & Visa accepted

For additional information, or to order, write:

COMREC SYSTEMS CORP. V'190
3701 KIRBY - SUITE 876
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77098

To order: send $19.95 check or money order plus applicable
tax. and receive playbook, game simulator. and two teams

JOYSTICKS
Two full eight-directional joysticks including
fire button-all systems-includes sample

Tank Game "Kit $20.95
"Assembled and Tested $24.95

REVERSE VIDEO
Software controlled-reverses video
display on screen by poking a value to a
memory position.CSolderinq required.)

C1 P and Superboard $8.95

OHIO SCIEf-.fTIFIC
SOFTWARE
Joystick controlled-

Dueling Tanks $4.95

Keyboard contrOlled- Trek 8K $6.95
Moon Lander $4.95

(Add 51 for color and sound)
"Please specify system with all orders

Send 51 for complete catalogV'193
AURORA SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES

353 S. 100 E. ",6. Springville. UT 84663

PET PRODUCTS FROM P.S. SOFTWARE
PET SCHEMATICS
The best on the market! Accurately and painstakingly drawn
to the minutest detail. 2Ax3A"schematic of CPU Board plus
Video Monitor, TAPE aeccreereno complete parts layout.
Please specify BK$24.95 or 16/32K $26.95.
PET ROM ROUTINES
Complete disassembly listings of all 7 ROMS plus identified
entry points. Includes our own Machine Language Monitor
(BK only) All for only $19.95 16/J2K·$21.95 (please specify BK
or 16/32K)
MACHINE LANGUAGE UTILITY PAC
A real work horse for the Machine Language Programmer!
Program Self aerccetebte, Complete Extended Monitor, ore-
assembler, Tape Relocate, Screen Print Program, Relocate,
Hex to Decimal and Decimal to Hex Conversion, BASIC
Renumber, BASIC Merge and Auto Cursor. 8K and 16/32K
$9.95.
OUR OWN WORD PROCESSOR
A fast MINIWORD Processor. the best on the market in
its price range. This electronic typewriter program is
specially designed for the Commodore Printer but will work
equally well with most printers. some features: Centering,
Right Margin Justification, Repeat, Tab, Save and Load
Data, Editing, Multiple Copies. $14.95.
DEDICATED INTERFACE
Works with any Centronics Printer, ready to plug in,
completely sen-ccnternee operates at full speed of printer,
doesn't tie up IEEE 488 Port, Extra edge connection for
floppy disk. $128.00 .
BASIC SWITCH
The BASIC SWITCH allows you to use both old and new
ROMswifh your "old" PET. Includes extra socket for an eo-
ditional ROM such as the BASIC PROGRAMMERS TOOL
KIT. Several models available from $99.95.

Sendfor free Catalog

P.S. SOFTWARE HOUSE V'266
P.O. Box 966 Mishawaka, IN 46544

(219) 255·3408
Master Charge and Visa accepted
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TRS-80 ©T APE DIGITIZER

ALSC:'~;~!~:;~;6i~our "NEW IMPROVED!"
ONion SI4,'/TCHJOR

$54.95

UsuJby th,
U.S. Coast
Guard and
U.S. Navy

'ELI"INATES CASSETTE
LOADING AND COf'YINO
PROIllE"S ... EVEN
-srstee- TAPES!
•••AKlS TAPE P~RA"
LOADING PfllACTICAll Y IN·
DEPENDENT OF VOLU"E
CONTI'IOl SETTING!

•••AKlS PERFECT COPIES
OF ANY TAPE DIGITALLY
WITHOUT USiNO CO'"
PUTEII. DIGITIZED TO Ell·
ACT I'IEPllCA OF TI'I.aO'.
SlONAL WHILE I'IEMQV1NG
HU". NOISE. AND OTHEI!
••INOII DI!OPOUTS

'A.C. POWERED NO lAT.
nlllES C,usETTE SWITCH
ALLOWS •••••NUAl 0111 COM·
PUTER CONTIIOL OF CAS·
SETTE RECOIIDER

'fEED YOU" CASSETTE TO
TWE TAPE DlGITIZEII AND
Ff(O YOUR COMl>tJffR
THE EXACT DtOITAL
WAVEFORM THE T"$«I
OAVE TO THE TAPE WHILE
M•••KINO A CO'Y AT THE
$A"ETlME!

'THETA'E DIOITIZEIilIS
COM'LETELY CO"PATI8LE
WITHLEVElIANDIl

•-cooo 1M TAI"INmCAI TOR I::A.W/. t'
f,'NABU-:SSETTING VOI.UMf:CONTROL

rORGOOlJPROGRAMANf}(MTAl LOAOS
EVf,'RYTlME!

*GETRI/) Of YOUR TAl Pf: BUGS TOfM Y
FOR ONI. YS59.95POSTA(;f,· PAl/)
GUARANTF.fn TO FIX YOIIR TAPr:
PROBI.f;MS OR RETURN IN 10·/)14 YS fOR
AI FUI.I. Rf.'J·UNIJ!

24-'-, phone .!!!!!!!!
(707)817·7237 Iiiiii

ACU·DATA ALPHANI-:T/O' P.O. BOX 597.
f'ORf.:~TVII.I.E. CA:l.If'ORNIA 91n6
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0150 34
0151 9D
0152 B9
0153 8D
0154 A9
0155 [15

0156 EF
0157 99
0158 SF
0159 98
015A F3
015B 3A66
015D 89
015E 5F
015F 88
0160 F3
0161 3A66
0163 C00018
0166 DS

0167 98
0168 BE
0169 D4
016A 01
016B lC
016C 88
016D BE
016E -D4
016F 01
0170 lC
0171 04
0172 00
0173 A3
0174 [14
0175 00
0176 9B
0177 D5

0178 04
0179 00
017A 9B
017B [14
017C 01
017D 3F
017E D4
017F 00
0180 9F
0181. D4
0182 ()O
0183 BF
0184 D4
0185 01
01.86 67
0187 08
0188 BE
0189 D4
018A 01
018B lC
018C [14
018[' 01
018E 56

STLN

ANUB

CDMPA

DB
GHI
PHI
GLD

ADIN
RD
R9
RD

iPUT IT INTO R9

PLO R9
SEP R5 iRETURN

COMPARES THE ADDRESS IN R8 TO THE
ADDRESS IN R9. JUMPS TO REST
IF MATCH IS FOUND.

COMPA

NYET

iOUTA

SEX I<F
GHI R9
s rs I:;;F

GHI R8
XOf(
BNZ
GLO
STR
GLD
XDR
BNZ
LBR
SEP

NYET
R9
RF
R8

NYEl
REST
R~j

;COMPARE HIGH BYTES

lCOMPARE LOW BYTES

;J::.:ETURN

PRINTS THE ADDRESS IN R8

OUTA GHI
PHI
SEP
DB*
DB
GLO
PHI
SEF-
DB*
DB
SEP
DB*

R8
RE
R4
BOUT
BOUT
R8
RE
R4
BOUT
BOUT
R4
ACL
ACL
R4
ASP
ASP
R5

GET HIGH BYTE OF ADDRESS
PUT IT INTO SHUTTLE
PRINT IT

iGET LOW-BYTE OF ADDRESS
iE.T.C.

iPRINT A COLON

iPRINT A SPACE

iRETURN

iDUMP DUMPS BYTES FROM A STARTING ADDRESS
TO AN END ADDRESS

iDO A SPACEDUMP

DB
SEF'
DB*
DB
SEP

SEP

w*w
~P
w*
DB
SEP
w*
DB
SEP
DB*
DB
SEP
DB*
DB
LON
PHI
SEP
DB*
DB
SEP
DB*
DB

f~4

ASP
ASP
R4
DADD'
DADIr
1:;;4

ALF
ALF
R4
CRLF
CI<LF
R4
OUTA
OUTA
R8
RE
R4
[.OU"!
B[JUT
R4
COMF-A
COMPA

iGET ADDRESSES

100 A LINE FEED
iFOR CLARITY

1START THE LINE

iPRINT THE ADDRESS

LOAD THE BYTE
PUT IT INTO SHUTTLE
PRINT IT

;COMPARE FOR LAST ADDRESS

018F 88
0190 FAOF
0192 FBOF
0194 329C
0196 D4
0197 00
0198 9B
0199 18
019A 3087
019C 18
019[' 3081

019F D4
OIAO 00
01Al 9B
01A2 D4
01A3 01
01A4 34
01A5 9D
OlA6 B8
01A7 8D
01AB A8
01A9 D4
01AA 00
OIAB BF
Ol.AC D4
01AD 01
01AE 67
OlAF D4
01BO 00
01Bl CD
01B2 9E
OlB3 58
01B4 04
01B5 00
01B6 9B
01B7 88
01B8 FAOF
01BA FBOF
01BC 32Cl
01BE 18
01BF 30AF
01Cl 18
01C2 30A9

01C4 D4
01.C5 00
01C6 9B
01C7 D4
01C8 01
01C9 3F
01CA D4
01CI< 00
01CC 8F
01CD 9E
01CE FB2C
01DO 3ACA
01[12 [14
01D3 00
01D4 CD
01D5 9E
01D6 58
0107 D4
0108 01
01D9 56
01DA 18
01DB 30D5

ENTER

PRNL

FILL

GCOM

FMOR

PFNL

iENTER

GLO
ANI
XRI
BZ
SEP
DB*
DB
INC
BR
INC
BR

R8
OF
OF
PFNL.
H4
ASP
ASP
R8
ANUB
R8
STLN

iCOMPARE FOR END OF LINE

iIF ~OT END,NEXT BYTE OUT
iPRINT A SPACE

;ADVANCE POINTER

LOADS HEX BYTES INTO SUCCESSIVE MEMORY LOCATIONS
FROM A STARTING ADDRESS. RETURNS UPON ENTRY
OF_ANY ILLEGAL CHARACTER

NULIN

NUBYT

;FILL

SEP
Dn
DB
SET
Df.J*
DB
GHI
PHI
GLO
PLO
SEF'
DB*
DB
SEF'
DB*
DB
SEr"
BB*
DB
GHI
STR
SEP
DB*DB
GLO
ANI
XRI
Bl
INC
BH
INC
BR

R4
ASP
ASP
R4
ADIN
ADIN
RD
R8
RD
R8
R4
CRLF
CRLF
R4
OUTA
OUTA
R4
BIN
BIN
RE.
Ril
R4
ASP
ASP
R8
OF
OF
PRNl
R8
NUB (I
RO
NULIN

;00 A SPACE FOR CLARITY

;GET THE ADDRESS

iDO CR/LF

iPRINT THE ADDRESS

iGET BYTE

BYTE IS IN RE.!
DEPOSll"
PRINT A SPACE

;CHECK FOR END OF LINE

;ADVANCE POINTE~

FILLS A DEFINED BANGE OF MEMORY
WITH THE SAME BYTE

;[10 A SPACESEP
DB*
DB
SEF"
DB*
DB
SEP
DB*
[lB
GHI
XRI
BNZ
SEP
Dn
DB
GHI
STR
SEP
DB*
DB
INC
BR

R4
ASP
ASP
R4
DADIr
DAD[I
R4
INCH
INCH
-RE
2C
GCOM
R4
BIN
BIN
RE
R8
R4
COMPA
COMPA
R8
FMOR

;GET ADDRESS RANGE

iGET A COMMA

GET CHARACTER
WAS IT A COMMA
IF NOT, TRY AGAIN
GET FILL BYTE

;STORE IT TO RAM
1COMPARE FOR ADDRESS LIMIT

iADVANCE POINTER
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Ov.er50 programs lor C1, C2, C4, & Superboard, on tape and disk. All come with
listings and complete do :umentation.

SOFTWARE
fOR

OHI() SCIENTifiC
GAMES·4K·Tape
CHESS FOROSI·specill' system $19.95
STARFIGHTER 5.95
Real time space war.
SEAWOLFE
Floating mines, three
target ships, etc.
LUNAR LANDER
With lull graphics.
ALIEN INVADERS
Rows of menacing,
munching monsters march on earth.
8K GAMES

UTILITIES
C1PTEXTEDITOR

5.95

Gives real backspace, one key screen
clear, and midline editing.
RENUMBERER 5.95
SUPERUTILITY 12.95
Has renumberer, Variable table
maker and Search.5.95

DISKS
SUPERDISK

6.95

(lor C4MF or C8MF) contains text
$9.95 editor, renumberer, new VEXEC·BACKGAMMON

BLACKJACK
Plays all Vegas rules.
Add $1.00 each lor ColorlSound.

6.95
THE AARDVARKfJOURNAL FOR 051
Six issues 01 user inlormation. 59.00

Our $1.00 catalog has Ireo game and utility listings, programming hints and a lot 01
PEEKs and POKEs and other stull that OSllorgot to mention-and a lot more pro-
grams lor sale.

DISKS5" COLORISOUND 529.95
DISK 1. STARFIGHTER, U'lOBOTANK,SEA WOLFE, BOMBER, TEN TANK BLiTZ,
DISK 2 BREAKTHROUGII, LUNAR LANDER, ALIEN iNVADER, KILLERROBOTS,
SLASHBALL.

)~ARDVARK
1rECRNICAL
SERVICES .,...91

1690 SOLTON, WALLED LAKE MI 48088313-624-6316

.524.95

59.95

Y' Reader Service-see page 258

FULL SCALE ARTWORK MASTER ~ .

•. •. DEVELOPED ,

2 MAGAZIN!E ART'" FILM •••••. .• PHOTO RESIST ~ ETCHED
ILLUSTRATION ..,. POSITIVE 1IIIIIIII'" NEGATIVE ~~~c:.i~~LAD· I11III9'" ~~RAC~~T

CIRCUIT BOARD· •

3DIRECT ETCH DRY TRANSFE~S A~PLIED TO COPPE~ CLAD BOARD ••••••••. "

Copy circuits right from a magazine using special photo film.
No camera or darkroom used. Page is not destroyed in process.
Do your own master art, make negatives, sensitize boards and
etch one or a hundred circuits; all identical, all perfect.
For one-of-a-kind PC's, use speclal dry transfer patterns as
a direct etch resist right on the blank copper board.
Do it all with the ER-4 In stock at parts distributors or order
direct. Add 7% shipping. Minimum factory order: $30.00.

ER-4 Complete Photo Etch Set. . . . . . . .. .. $29.95
ER-2 Assorted Etch Resist Patterns & Tapes. . . . . 4.25
ER-3 1/4 lb. Dry Ferric Chloride (makes one pint) 1.95
ER·5 Six sheets Pos-Neg Copy Film, 5"x6" . . . . . 5.15
ER-6 Film Process Chemicals , . . . . . . . 2.50
ER·71 Photo Resist Liquid (negative) does 1700 in1 . . 6.50
ER·8 Photo Resist Developer, 16 oz. . . . . . . . .. .. 3.30
ER-12 Power Etch bubble pump unit* . 7.25
*nol included in ER-4 set

the DATAl( corp. ",247

65 71st St. • Guttenberg, N. J. 07093
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TIS-ZBC APL
* Stand alone APL for Z80 occupy-

ing 28k (includes OS & DOS)

•.•••118

* File and system functions avail-
able within user functiohS

* 3-D Matrix, inner and outer
products

theULTIMATE in
CHEAP VIDEO

BOOK&KIT
ONLY $42.95

Don Lancaster s "Cheap
unlimited options, including:

* Scrolling· Full performance cursor.* Line/Character formats of"16/32, 24/80, 32/64 ....
or almost anything.

* Graphics-up to 256X 256 B&W; 96 X 128 COLOR
(requires "low-cost option modules)

* Works with 6502, 6800 and other micros.

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy the Kit (upper case alpha-
numeric option included) &get the Book at 1/2 price.
IDiA ELECTRONICS, 1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVD.. OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116

-----~-------------------------------------------------1I'm Sold. PLEASE RUSH..... ( ) SEND FREE CATALOG
() TVT'6Ws Kit&CheapVideoCookbook- $42.95 •....107
( ) TVT·6 5/8 Kit only (book required for assembly) -$39.95

name:: _

address: _

city: state: zip: _

IDiA atCTROMICS.Dept. 5·K 1020 WILSHIRE BLVD., OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116-------------------------------------------------------

For Your ~KATARITM
~~~[Q)~~

IRIDIS #1 is available now. You get a C-30 cassette or a high-
quality diskette with four excellent programs for your 16K
ATARI. The programs are ready to "Load" and "Run". You also
receive the 24 page IRIDIS GUIDE which provides clear
instructions for the programs, as well as important information
about how to get more out of your ATARI.

Our programs are written to be studied as well as used. The
GUIDE will have complete source listings of selected IRIDIS
programs. Not just listings, but an explanation of what's going
on. If you are new to programming, IRIDIS is one of the easiest
wa.ys you can learn advanced techniques. If you're an old hand,
you' II still find IRIDIS to be a rich source of ideas and ATARI
techniques.

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI. Inc.

t;,~e:s: :e~; ;e~;'';I;;' lo~ ;y-l~; ;Ti;' 7m-m:;a7e~- - - - - - - - - "\

o $9.95 Cassetta o $12.95 Disk

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

OVISA Card Number

~_M.:~e.:~~~e __ ~~r.:s_. ~ _____________________ .;1
Publl.hed By:

Dealer The Code Box 550
•.•••108

Inquiries Works'· Goleta. CA 93017
Invited 805-967 -0905

* Catenate; scan, compress, reduce
and rotate along specified axis.

* Use AP L character set or ASC II
substitutes

U.S. $700.00 including manual
U.S. $ 25.00 manual only

TELECOMPUTE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC.
251 SPADINA AVE.,

TORONTO, ONTARIO CANADA M5T 2E2
PHONE: 416-363·9295

TOLL FREE ORDERING

These Fine
Products and More

NORTHSTAR ASM KIT TERMINAL
HRZ+16K·D 1600. 1275. SOROCIQ·120 760.
HRZ+32K·D 1995. 1580. HAZELTINE 1400 760.
HRZ·2·32K·D 2300. 1900. HAZELTINE 1500 940.
HRZ·1·32K·Q 2300. 1750. HAZELTINE 1510 1050.
HRZ·2·32K·Q 2700. 2230. TELEVIDE0912 700.

TELEVIDE0920 750.
RAM·16K 365. 325.
RAM·32K 565. 515. PRINTERS
FPB·A 285. 220. BASE·2 450.

MDS·A·D 710. 660. TI·810 1580.

MDS·A·Q 880. 830. CENTRONICS·799 970.
NEC'5510 2550.EXTRADRIVE·D 350. NEC·5520 2800.EXTRADRIVE·Q 525.

HARD DISC SYSTEM CALL SOFTWARE-DISCS-MISC
Most NorthStar computers come AUTOSCRIBE 325.
standard with real wood cover, 2 VERBATUM DISCS (10) 28.
Serial ports, 1 parallel port, real 5 FOOT RS-232CABLE 20.
time clock, disc operating system 10FOOT RS·232CABLE 25.
and NorthStar basic.

WE WILL TRY TO BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE
A. E. I.. 0/96

4341 W. Commonwealth Ave Suite D
Fullerton, Calif. 92633

(714) 739·4701 (800) 854·6003
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PROFESSIONAL B/W MONITORS
Designedfor industry ...priced for the home.

video 100
The video 100 computer moni-

tors are ideal for all your personal
and business needs. These highly
reliable 12" black and white moni-
tors feature a 12 MHz band width
and 80 character by 24 line display.
Plug-in compatability with Apple,
Atari, Radio Shack, O.S.I., Micro-
Term and Exidy make these the
perfect text display for almost any
system.

Sturdy, lightweight plastic cabinet

UNDER $160.00

video IDD-sD
The model 80 features an indus-

trial grade metal cabinet with built-
in disk mounting capability and
space for an 11" x 14" PCboard for
custom designed electronics.
The solid state circuitry assures

a sharp, stable, and trouble-free
picture. The front panel controls
include power, contrast, horizon-
tal hold, vertical hold, and bright-
ness. Adjustments for size, video
level, and width are located on the
rear panel.

Rugged metal cabinet with disk
space

UNDER $200.00

VIDEO 100 AND VIDEO 100-80 SPECIFICATIONS
• 12" diagonal measure display • Convenient front panel controls • Video bandwidth 12MHz ±3 DB

• Input impedance 75 Ohms • 80 character by 24 line display • 90° deflection picture tube

• Video 100-80 provides mounting space for mini floppy disk .

• Resolution-Over 700 lines at center horizontally-over 350 lines at center vertically

LEEDEX CORPORATION v' 59

2420 East Oakton •Suite E' Arlington Heights, III. 60005(312)364·1180' TLX: 25·4786
Dealer discount available

V' Reader Service-see page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 141



Elf Video
from Netronics

Hit the big time with the Netronics R&D video display board kit.

Donald R. Shroyer
209 Brinker St.
Latrobe PA 15650

most ASCII-encoded keyboards.
I have satisfactorily mated my
video board with a Radio Shack
project board keyboard.

The Netronics product has
many features that belie its
modest $89.95 (kit without key-
board) price tag:
• F-8 microprocessor con-
trolled with crystal oscillator

• Memory and character gen-
erator, so no memory or 1/0
mapping is required

• Jumper-selectable ASCII or
five-level signal source

• Jumper-selectable baud
rates-110 or 300 for ASCII,
45.45 or 74.2 for five-level

• Jumper-selectable 50 or 60
Hz operation

• Display of 16 vertical by 32
or 64 horizontal characters,
jumper selectable: 5 x 7 dot
matrix

.128 printable ASCII charac-
ters, 52 printable five-level

Ifit's time to improve your Elf
computer system, consider

the Netronics R&D video display
board kit. It is available as a
complete stand-alone terminal
with ASCII keyboard or as a dis-
play board compatible with

Overall view of my 1802 system. At left are memory and the associated power supply; in the center is the
CPU unit; at right are the ASCII keyboard and monitor. The Netronics video board is mounted beneath
the keyboard. (Photos by James Lucas)

142 Microcomputing, May 1980

characters
• Jumper-selectable RS-232-C
or 20 mA loop output

• Movable ASCII cursor: home
(HOM), back space (BS), hori-
zontal tab (HT), vertical tab
(VT), line feed (IF), carriage
return (CR), form feed (FF),
end of screen (EOS), end of
line (EOl) and delete (DEL)

• ASCII mode absolute and
relative cursor addressing

• Device control by means of
the DC3 control character

• Five-level mode control
characters: carriage return
(CR), line feed (IF), letters
(lETS) and figures (FIGS)
The printed circuit card is

high-quality glass epoxy with
plated-through holes. There are
no handling difficulties with the
integrated circuits, most of
which are 74 lS series. The vid-
eo display board is designed to
interface with any computer us-
ing an RS-232-C or 20 mA serial
port. With a modem, it could be
used as a telephone terminal.

The assembly manual in-
cludes the patches necessary to
use the video board with the
Netronics version of 1802 Tiny
BASIC. The modifications to the
software make available to the
Elf II user an extra 1000 or so



bytes of memory space. The lrn-
provement in the video display
over the character generator of
Tiny BASIC is striking. The dis-
play is more professional in ap-
pearance, and program read-
outs are much easier to design.
Although Tiny BASIC's PLOT
command no longer functions
(the 1861 video chip is not used
after the program rnodifica-
tions), the absolute and relative
cursor sequence can be used to
program a substitute plot tunc-
tion.

Assembly

The kit is not difficult to as-
semble, but kit-building experi-
ence is helpful. Included with
the kit are sockets for the F·8
and the character generator IC. I
used sockets for alllCs to facili·
tate troubleshooting and repair.

The kit includes an on-board 5
V regulator. A filtered power
supply is required to power the
video board. If you select the
RS·232·C output option, a neqa-
tive supply will also be needed.
The ± 8 V supply (see Fig. 1)will
satisfy both needs.

Connection to the video
board from an encoded ASCII
keyboard is accomplished at 10'
cation J·2. A 14·pin socket is pro-
vided for plug-in convenience.
The Netronics keyboard con-
nects directly to this J·2 socket.
To interface to other keyboards,
see Table 1 for the pin-out at J·2.
Note that the strobe (or data
ready) line at pin 6 can be either
active low or active high.

Netronics recommends the
RS·232·C output option for the
Elf, so that is the one I chose.
Output hookup to the Giant
Board's serial port, including
Giant Board jumper require-
ments, is covered in the assem-
bly manual. You should ignore
conflicting statements in the
Giant Board manual, as the Tiny
BASIC modifications correct for
the differences. As modified,
Tiny will communicate both with
the hex keypad and the video
board. You should test the as·
sembled video board according
to the manual's instructions
before connecting it to your Elf.
You can then patch Tiny and
test the Elf and display together.
This way, you will know whether
a problem is in the display hard-

ASCII parallel oulput Video board
J·2 pin-out

11
4

12
3

13

ASCII decimal hex H V ASCII decimal hex H V

96 60 32 0 ({l 64 40 0 0
a 97 61 33 1 A 65 41 1 1
b 98 62 34 2 6 66 42 2 2

c 99 63 35 3 C 67 43 3 3

d 100 64 36 4 0 68 44 4 4

e 101 65 37 5 E 69 45 5 5

f 102 66 38 6 F 70 46 6 6

g 103 67 39 7 G 71 47 7 7

h 104 68 40 8 H 72 48 8 8

i 105 69 41 9 I 73 49 9 9

j 106 6A 42 10 J 74 4A 10 10

k 107 66 43 11 K 75 46 11 11
I 108 6C 44 12 L 76 4C 12 12
m 109 60 45 13 M 77 40 13 13
n 110 6E 46 14 N 78 4E 14 14
0 111 6F 47 15 0 79 4F 15 15

P 112 70 48 0 P 80 50 16 0
q 113 71 49 1 Q 81 51 17 1
r 114 72 50 2 R 82 52 18 2
s 115 73 51 3 S 83 53 19 3
t 116 74 52 4 T 84 54 20 4
u 117 75 53 5 U 85 55 21 5
v 118 76 54 6 V 86 56 22 6
w 119 77 55 7 W 87 57 23 7
x 120 78 56 8 X 88 58 24 8

Y 121 79 57 9 Y 89 59 25 9
z 122 7A 58 10 Z 90 5A 26 10
{ 123 76 59 11 I 91 56 27 11

124 7C 60 12 \ 92 5C 28 12
} 125 70 61 13 I 93 50 29 13
~ 126 7E 62 14 > 62 3E 30 14
? 63 3F 63 15 95 5F 31 15

• Substitutions

Table 2. ASCII characters as cursor addresses.

0,
0,
0,
03

0,
0,
0,

Strobel

data ready

14

6

this arrangement. With my TV·1
modulator, the 32-character dis-
play line is excellent. My prefer-
ence is for the 64-character line,
which is still quite readable. The
higher density line is better for
programs using graphic dis-
plays.

Video board operation differs
from that described in the as·
sembly manual. The manual
states that characters in a print

statement are lost after a form
feed (FF). I did not find this to be
so; nothing is lost. The manual
also says up to 48 characters
are lost after an end of line (EOl)
erase at 300 baud. In fact, 50
characters are lost for a full line
erase. Proportionately less is
lost for less than a full line
erase, and the loss at 110 baud
is also proportionately less. The
end of screen erase (EOS) works

(ASCII 0, is ignored)

Table 1. Video board J-2 pin-
out.

-BV
Video board close-up. At bottom right is the recommended power
supply of Fig. 1. The connector at left is for the Netronics Giant
Board I/O module, to which the video board connects.

ware or an incorrect patch.

Operation

While Tiny BASIC is operat-
ing, nothing will happen on the
screen that does not come from
the Elf. Whatever is typed on the
ASCII keyboard is echoed by
Tiny for display on the screen.
The changes in Tiny BASIC alter
some of the program's running
characteristics. Print state-
ments can no longer be frozen
by depressing the input switch
on the hex keypad. Breaks in
program execution can still be
produced by depressing an
ASCII keyboard key, but a more
reliable break occurs when in-
put is used. With the 1861 chip
disabled, programs run a little
faster.

A substitute plot function can
be programmed using the cur-
sor sequence as described in
the manual. There is also a
downshift sequence allowing
display of special print charac-
ters. These are mostly mathe-
matics symbols and portions of
the Greek alphabet.

User Comment

My setup uses a portable tele-
vision set with rf modulator.
Netronics recommends select-
ing the 32-character line with

1.5A
50PIV

]1

Fig. 1. ± 8 volt filtered power
supply.
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0010 GOTO 50
0011 PR "[Q§j A"
0012 RETURN
0050

(Do not insert any spaces
into the program)

Listing 1. Downshift delete
print subroutine.

as described in the manual.
Several Tiny BASIC peculiari-

ties also cause the video display
to work unexpectedly. Tiny fil-
ters out 13, 00, OA and 7F hex
characters in the input line buf-
fers. This means that nulls (00)
cannot be used as fillers for the
erase functions. Use 01 hex
(SOH, start of heading) or any
other non-printable, non-cursor
control character as filler in-
stead.

You also cannot use delete
(DEL), 7F hex, in a cursor se-
quence or a downshift special
character print sequence. A
question mark (?), hex 3F, can be
substituted in the cursor se-
quence. If your Tiny uses hex 5E
(t) as the line cancel code, it

Program listing Address Memory (hex)

Hex Decimal

0010 GO TO 50 0887 2951 00 OA 47 4F 54 4F 35 30 OD
0011 PR "(Escl A A A "; 0890 2960 00 08 50 52 22 18 41 41 41

0012 RETURN
22 38 OD

0050
00 OC 52 45 54 55 52 4E OD

can't be used in a cursor se-
quence; use >, hex 3E, instead
(see Table 2). Hex 5E is not used
in any downshift print se-
quence.

This still leaves you without
the ability to print the special
delete print character ... ex-
cept by trickery. While Tiny will
not accept and store in program
memory 7F hex, you can use a
POKE statement to do the same
thing. However, you must know
at what address to poke 7F. Tiny
BASIC, as modified for video
board use, begins user pro-
grams at OB87 hex, 2951.

Line 10 in Listing 1 sends the
program to line 50, where the
normal beginning of the pro-
gram occurs. Lines 11 and 12
contain a subroutine that can be

Address Memory (hex)

Hex Decimal
OB87 2951 00 OA 47 4F 54 4F 35 30 OD
0890 2960 00 08 50 52 22 10 41 22 OD

00 OC 52 45 54 55 52 4E OD

Table 3. Hex memory dump of Listing 1.

4
00 PI •••••lllltNt\l_ G•• , 't

K1~.ori_ a Hl'lOAlli t1.Mtt " ••• _
Its ~~ft"t ,. cItacIIv. tlltft II ••••••••••
dMed fNtr Citits. tilt HOII•••••••• ...: ••
'tltt r.acliatiOA.",.ld , •••••,tet •••.••.•••••
Missions 01 a R~V .tv.
V~J art a slilttlt ,.lot. Ywri6 II tt tit _
slti, (of) frM oae eit" to tl••tw.
EntK vertidt ,"rust: .f for Qf, - tor •••
Enter ftorizonta' ,"rust: f tor It"_ - ttr hft.
Kla!l>ors (; force it ., uiliH. .
V(¥Jr vKtiCl' JaMiA. l,tH ClAMt ••••.••••• - ••••
V(¥J Mlt laM prtCittlv iA tit laMiAt ••• .,
tA, NY <loOt'S WJlt dost 6t1n 1M' ••••• at.'6"., is III roM.·tor mor. t« C'I or ID , _

(Do not insert any spaces into
this program)

Table 4. Cursor address program.

called from anywhere in the pro-
gram. The reason for putting the
subroutine so close to the be-
ginning is to make it easier to
determine where to poke 7F.

Table 3 shows a hex memory
dump of Listing 1. You can see
that the technique is to type the
Listing 1 program, using A as a
filler, and then to POKE location
OB96 hex, 2966, with 7F hex, 127.
The POKE command can be part
of the main program or executed
directly.

You now have a subroutine to
print the special downshift de-
lete character. The extra effort is
necessary because this charac-
ter is useful in creating graph-
ics. You can also use this tech-
nique if your program needs to
print OA hex (line feed) or 13 hex
(device control 3).

Using the video board poses
three disadvantages. First, there
is no built-in graphics capability
as with some other computer
systems. Second, if you list a
program containing cursor
moves, the list may write over it-
self with the cursor obeying the

programmed commands. Third,
the cursor addressing method is
rigid and inconvenient as de-
signed. This is because the data
used to move the cursor is the
hex code of characters (evalu-
ated modulo 16 for vertical and
modulo 64 forhorizontal) rather
than the value of variables. The
result is that one program line is
needed for each possible cursor
move. Unfortunately, relative
and absolute addressing both
work in the same way.

While I have no suggestions
to offer concerning the first two
disadvantages, you can over-
come the third disadvantage
with a bit of trickery once again.
You can use the same trick you
used with the downshift se-
quence (see Table 4).

As before, the normal begin-
ning of the program is at line 50.
The subroutine of lines 11 and
12 can be called from anywhere
in the program. Poke location
OB96 hex, 2966, with = or + for
absolute or relative addressinq,
respectively. The hex character
for = is 3D; 2B for +. Poke loca-

Examples of the kind of display obtainable using the 64-character format and an rf modulator. Netronics suggests the 32-character format
with rf modulators. I had to adjust TV-1 's channel and video level pots and the television'S fine-tuning, brightness and contrast controls to
get a readable 64-character display.
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SUPERIOR SOFTWARE PACKAGES

FOR THE

DISK BASED TRS-80
THE •$79.95
SMART TERMINAL

• TRUE BREAK KEY
• AUTO REPEATKEYS
• PROGRAMMABLE 'SOFT' KEYS
• MULTI PAGE SCROLLING DISPLAY
• FULLYCONFIGURED FROM KEYBOARD
• TRANSMIT SCREEN.PRINT SCREEN
• TRANSMIT FILE. RECEIVE&- CREATE

DISK FILE
• FLEXIBLE1/0 LINKAGE CAPABILITY
• MULTI PROTOCOL CAPABILITY

SPOOL-80 • $39.95

~
c F. v110

Associates, Inc.
Newton, N.H. 03858

A MILESTONE
PRINTER OFFER!!!

\lseo DAISY WHEEL TERMINALS
Featuring DIABLO 'HYTYPE' PRINTERS.

Features:
.KSR & Piol Modes
•ASCII RS·232 110
.110.115.300 Baud Input
!Oual Pilch (10.121
.30 Day Guarantee
.Many More Exciting

features!

BELTRSNIKS
1. EMM 4200A, 4K Static RAMs, Ceramic
A local memory boards manufacturer
closed. We bought. the new memory
boards and took these 4200A static
RAMs out. They are tested and 90-day
guaranteed 100% good.
Prime tested 4200A 4K RAMs $5.50 ea .•
321$160.00, 300 pieces or more $4.50
ea .
2. 16K Dynamic RAMs, prime ceramic,
200 nS chips at unbelievable prices.
Good for TRS-80, Apple II and Sorcerer.
Set of 8 chips, guaranteed.
Only. . $64.95 (limited qty)
3. Power SCR's(GECSOA)tOO volt @ I 10
amps $6.95 ea.
4. Squirrel Cage Fans (Howard)$ 7 .00 ea.
5. Power Diode 1N 1202A, 200 volt @ 12
amp 4 for $1.00
6. lM 323 5 Volt 3 amps, voltage regu-
lator 4.95 each or 10/45.00.
7. Super Saver, Micro PD41 I, Ceramic 4K
x I dynamic RAMs. . .8 for $10.00

• PRINT YOUR LISTINGS WHILE RUN-
NING OTHER PROGRAMS

DISPLAY + • $49.95

These used. cleaned and refurbished Daisy Wheel Terminals feature the
FAMED DIABLO "HYTYPE" Daisy Wheel Printer with ns multitude 01 capa-
bilities. Includes 1/60" horizontal & 1/48"vertical spacing in Ihe"PLOT" mode.

- LIMITED OFFER, SPECIAL PRICE!-

While They Last! Now From $1 SOO!!
We also offer many types of prinlers

"Selectric·". KSR, AO & More
,.--- --FOR EXAMPLE-------,
I/O SELECTRIC Printer/Typewriter: Corresp, code.. 15" frame. hvy. duly

735-745 machine and solenoids, etc. Data and schematics included.
Removed .Operational Condition... Only $469.00 Call For

:~~~e~~:~ {Pnce mludos crating" sh'PPlng w,tnJIIlhllu.s., Info!

MEMORY CHIPS .••'RAMS'
AM90S0 , $1.99 ea 2102A. . .. $1.50 ea
TMS40S0 $1,99 ea 2107 .. , 53.75 ea
TMS4060 $2.95ea 4116 $1',958<1

2101A 53.95 ea

Write or Call for Our Exclusive

"USED PERIPHERAL FLYER"

(603)382-5179
eMastercharqe & VISA Accepted

«Phone Orders Are Welcome
-Prtces May Not Include Shipping & Handling

-ouarmttes Are Limited -Prices Are Subject To Change

-BELTRSNIKS
1 Buford Highway v111

tlanta, GA 30340
(404-458-4690)'- __ -'

FULLY SCROLLING DISPLAY DRiVER
AND HIGH PERFORMANCE KEYBOARD
DRIVER USED IN THE SMART TERMINAL
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY.

MICRON, I NC. v253

(301)461·2721
MCNISA accepted

"
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your Elf. Thrown the other way,
Elf II is cut off from the type on
the ASCII keyboard. The video
board echoes to itself, so the
type still shows up on the
screen. This means you can, for
example, clear the screen by
typing form feed (FF) without
fouling up your next input or pro-
gram line to Tiny BASIC.

Keep your keyboard's parallel
output connected to the parallel
port on the Giant Board. That
way, you still have use of the
INP(7) function.

Horizontal
012345

o x

, , , 63

v

e
2

5 Y

a
Examples:

Position Address
x (upper left) = 0,0
y = 5,0

15 z (lower right) = 15,63 Summary

Netronic's video board is a
good value for the money. I es·
pecially recommend it for Elf II
users, It will make you feel more
like you have a "real" computer
setup.

Some of the problems assocl-
ated with the video board can be
overcome as I have suggested,
Others are either insignificant or
the result of Tiny BASIC quirks,
which will probably disappear
once a full BASIC is released.
Netronics states that their full
BASIC will require the video
board.

As with Tiny BASIC, use of the
video board will reduce the
amount of memory that might
otherwise be required. Ne-
tronic's full BASIC will execute
out of 8K of memory, whereas
Quest's full BASIC needs a little
over 11K of memory. This is
another good reason to con-
sider adding the video board to
your Elf.

I have written some Tiny BA-
SIC programs (for example, a
real-time lander with textual dis-
play and a flight program with a
graphics display) that demon-
strate the operation of the cur-
sor address sequence, Any in-
terested readers can send me a
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope for more information. •

Table 5. Cursor address
screen layout.

tion OB97 hex, 2967, with the de-
sired value for the vertical ad-
dress component, which can be
the value of a variable. Poke lo-
cation OB98 hex, 2968, with the
horizontal address component,
which can also be the value of a
variable. The vertical address
component is evaluated modulo
16, while the horizontal compo-
nent is evaluated modulo 64.

Refer to Table 5 for the layout
of the screen according to the
vertical and horizontal ad-
dresses used. This subroutinel
poke technique is flexible
enough to use the ASCII charac-
ters as discussed in the assem-
bly manual. Table 2 shows the
equivalent of each ASCII char-
acter used as vertical and
horizontal addresses. This
figure includes the substitu-
tions discussed earlier, even
though they are not required
when a POKE is used. Note that
any values between 0 and 255,
except 13 (00 hex), can be
poked. Tiny would read the 00
as a carriage return and ter-
minate the line. A program error
would result.

The print and cursor subrou-
tines can be used together with
an adjustment in program line
numbers and poke addresses
used.

I have two suggestions:
Install a double-pole, double-

throw switch as shown in Fig. 2
between the video board and
Giant Board. Thrown one way,
the switch permits normal oper- Fig. 2. Terminal isolating switch
ation between the display and wiring.

VI DEO
BOARD

GIANT
BOARD
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Compress -IT .........•• WIllES Dl5I( BAS'" "" ••• Sill $ 24.95
IiErINE tHECEss.:.v ~s, REPtB: 5TflTDEh'TS IN A PR!DItl CDf'II[S5[5 A PRt01SIt uao IRCUIM IUTlPl£ STRTOOfl LJI£S.
IIDtIl: PRIDIfI! I!ItI REClJIRDEHTS TO R "IHllUl CREATE fRSTER I!IJf-TlI£ PRIXRFItS FRIll R lEU. DCllJDT[D SIl.RIl" PIDJ!fIl
CQFIiESS-IT CCNSISTS (f 2 PIm!fI5.

Simplify -IT "WIllES Dl5I( BAS'" "" ••• Sill .............•• $24.95
BEfI ~ A COI'l.£X PRIIIFII , LIST PRIXJifI! IH SltO..£ STRTDDT LIlES. TIlUS' N.JIOS urn PfU: IN 11 ItfJi fIAtS
IlNiTH ELIKII.HE5 OIJ'PED f1f 1I1£S IMREJrfT WIlli 5(1£ PRINTERS. SUI!OES , FiICS REQ..E5TED nxr (It
~-STAT£P£HTS~C. LISTS fll 'MUII.ES fill tulNlTlotS 1HD IN A PROl!fIt IIBS WITH (J! wmWT A LIIE-f'lWlTER.
SDFlIFV-1T COISISTS CF l fIROCffIt5.

TEXT .......................•• WIIlESDl5I(.BASIC.l2XftI ••••...•......... $49.95
II IDIIIIfITlIW TEXT PROCISSI» , n.reTRIC F1LJt(j 01111£1 E)(EaJTJ'r{ "UHTAIHS OIRECT(J!Y filES fill PR£'vU«S fiLE
(6lRlCTlIli. E'K.H If TI£ TEXl-fll£ IS Gl\Q M SfI( fR( ftS A EXISTlPIi FIlE. fVTCJfITlC RXlf Cf'T1C1t EXTEttSIYE EDIT ,
TEXT ElOC:t.: IO'E IFTUJ6. fAST S£.fIIO£S nRl.OI E\otRY fll£ r.9 tli:ITTEH WITH PROYISI~ FCI! OfIr£JPIi DISKS rXJultl SEIEH
RIIIfITS' f'fI:INl5 TEXT FIllS TO USER SPECIFlalTlCNS. IIBS WITH 1 TO .• DIg: DRJIJEs.

Listn File: Hames & Things "WIIIES.15I(BASICll2K'" "" ....•..•..•... $34.95
(lOOT ,,'UNTIUH IU.TIPlE CftTEOJ!Y nLES. OlT£o:RY f1LB fIlE IliER DEfUO ~ fltT(JflTJCfUY "UNTRIIG. A..LCM5 ftH U~
(f 11f'(JffIl)(1I TO lIE ERSIlY FILI». EXTENSIYE FILE EDlTIlfi Cff'fIIllITIfi EXTENSIVE FILE SEfIlCH (FTI(Il). PiJHTS lIIEl..S (Jl
MTA lIST11IiS (f fU. FILfS ell: SEfI!OES-f(R fie PRINTS MY FIlES CIlITAINH£ USIR SPECIFIED I(1V IOi1DS.

Compare ................••W,IIES•,5I(BAS,C .• """" Sill .•.....••.....•...•••• $14.95
CIfIIH ffH 00 PfIIlJIft6. lJTILIlY LISTS DIFfDi:EJaS IN n£ PRUJRt5 TO 't'1t£O fH).('(R LJlrE-f'RIHTER. R YERY lWlL nn, TO
£••.1111£ FRBIlOfJl Y lPOATm f1IOHtS.

DISK .......................•• WIIIES.15I(BASIC.l2K"l. "" •.....••..••••• $14.95
DE IOI-TO IUllEHTS (F YtI..R DiSk SVSTD\ 1HTDiK:T!'I[ WITH LOTS (J fMMIC E»II\.£S. IIl.PS It IEGnlO U5£ Tt£ DISK
SVSTOt _ClJIEJCe FM USE IN SOOl.S..

Math/ Stat Pac LMl. 2 rff'!' II< .151( S'ISTllO' "" III< Slll ....•...•.••• $39.95
LltIJR - IUTiPlE - PCl'ttOllfl.. - (lOETRlat - DtPODTlfI.. R£ClESSUIf INlYSIS. SIIU.TII€OJS EaflTlCt6. EIfIUffH WIlli
MO-Bas. PLOT fIN EaJlTJI* CMR ftH IRa (R£DU:l: (fI: EN."I) WITH flJTo-B<lS. STfITDfIT MTA EIfISE fl1(1j EHTJ!Y fH) EDITINl
(f DATA ItIlat CM BE STCIU CW Tff[ (II: 0151:. STATDfIT FIlES fI!E JEll) BY Tl£ fHlYSIS ~ It PfD1& (F 1NTEJ6lIMi
BUlTltM IS IPIl.~ f(ll: USE B'f' Tl£ (lWHIC PRIXJlfII5. IfITHISTAT PfC CCIISIS1S (f 9 ~

FU.. a.LEBIIIS)'S PRIDIM5 111£ JIIOJATELY AYAIL.fIl£ IN) fI£ g(JPPED W'THIN l-i(IX (J R£C£IPT. PRIXJIfItS WILL BE SHIPPED IJt
lIFE CRSS£ITE lR.E5S YW Jl£II£ST A DISK CIFY. J(IT£: PRIlJ!fIIS fIlE "'1 gJlfLlED (It It OJSl([JJ[ WITH ns-eos DiSk CXFIES fH
CI IlAnHlSI([JTE MY. Cli£DiT CHID IJtlOS III'¥' IE PVUD BY ptO£: 013> 285-+4:i:i
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---_.

BLUEBIRD S NEW FAST SER\O ICE ADDRESS ••2267 23rd STREET
WYANDOTTE. ML 48192

313·285·4455

WHY LOWERCASE?
You can't appreciate just how NECESSARY dual case is on your

TRS-8~ unt i1 you've seen it. Once you use dual case you'll never
want to go back to UPPERCASE only again. In fact, you'll wonder
how you managed without it for so long.

The character generator in your TRS-80 ALREADY contains the
fb 11 owi ng; greek characters, numbers, speci a 1 symbols, PLUS both
UPPER and lowercase letter sets. Block graphics are unaffected.
\,ou1dn't you like access to YOUR entire typeset? Level II Basic
converts lowercase command words into UPPERCASE. All characters
contained between quotes remain as typed, but the software in an
unconverted TRS-80 allows UPPERCASE display only! This software
shortcut allowed Tandy to omit one video memory chip. This chip
must be added and the video software repaired before the display
of dual case is possible.

Unfortunately,
converti ng your TRS-8~ requi res i nsta 11 ing the vi deo memory

chip plus wiring changes. There is only one modification on the
market which eliminates most of the wiring. To get the dual case
mod installed you have three choices: 1) Send your computer to a
company or individupl who will do the wiring, 2) do it yourself,
or 3) "THE PATCH"

To make choices 1 & 2 operate requires using software over-
head in the form of a "dri ver" . Th i s takes 3~ bytes, un1 ess you
want a "nonna1" shift to UPPERCASE keyboard. That takes upwards
of 60 more bytes. Software oriented mods have three more disad-
vantages: 1) They reside in program memory, eating program space
which you could be using, 2) other machine language programs are
unusab 1e if they are loaded aga inst the top of memory, or 3) the
"driver" software MUST be loaded every time you power-up, or the
"MEMORY SIZE?" appears due to program bomb. Choice number three
suffers from NONE of the software overhead prob 1ems. I,e ca 11 it
"THE PATCH" and it's new for the 80' s!

"THE PATCH", a small electronic module which plugs into the
unused ROf1 socket on Level II machines, makes necessary software
changes to ROfl supporting lowercase, an optional block cursor, &
extra keyboard debounce , Electronically means NO sof tware over-
head. Your computer displays lowercas e instantly UpOIl power-up ,
and the keyboard operates in "normal" typewriter fashion.

"THE PATCH" is completely compatible wi th your TRS-80 since
it is the f i r s t, and only, TRS-80 l owercase system des iqned that
flawlessly mates with the computer as a unit, not just a special
program package.

"THE PATCH" is also the only modification of any kind wh ich
can have extra options and updates factory installed for 5 to 10
dollars per option, as they are available. Same day curriar ound .

Order yours today to avoid extra delay. Send $59.97 + 2.50
for S&H to: CECDAT "'THE PATel!" / Box fl963 / ftoscOI'I, ID 83843.
THE PATCH is a Trademark of CECOAT, Inc.

1"85 -V/~'
v Reader Service-see page 258

PEr" ..QJ LIGHT PEN t~~11
• Bypass tho koyboard and interact direclly with the screen.

Makes your computer more versatile for the novice as well
as the more sophisticated user.

• The use of the 3·G Light Pen is limited only by your m-
agination! Use it to experiment with graphics, display a
menu for quick cata rotrioval. as a loaching tool with your
child, 10 proportion rocipos instantly. or 10 play unique
gamos.

• At a major medical center an anesihestoloqist uses our pen to select proper dosages. In Holland
they use it to create graphicS. A man in New York uses it to teach hISpre-school age daughter how
to match capital with lower case letters. Teachers are using it in science and foreign language
classes.

• NOASSEMBLYNECESSARY.READYTOPLUGIN. Detailed sample programs included. Complete
documentalion so you can write your own programs in BASIC. No machine language coding nee-
essary. All Professional models plug into machine ports and don't require batteries. Economy
model plugs into tape recorder and batteries are included.

• YOU GET: 1) 3·G Lighl Pen
2)' Demo·GameCassette (with Professional TRS·BO,PETand Apple)
3) Sample Program.
4) Complete documentation and instructions

MANY GAMES AND OTHER LIGHT PEN SOFTWAREAVAILARLE

----MAIL COUPONORCALLTODAYFORIMMEDIATEDELIVERY----
fi':. 3G COMPANY, INC. DEPT. KB 1"241 (503) 662·4492
~ RT. 3, BOX 28A, GASTON, OR 97119

I I Apple Professional
$32.95

Yes. I want 10 make my computer more versatile. Rush me 3·G Light Pens (Add
$1.50 for mailing and handling' $6.00 Ioreiqn.)

Enclosed IS: I ) check or money order I I Master Charge 0 Visa

l I TRS·BOEconomy
$19.95

U TRS·BOProfessional
$34.95

U PETProfessional
$31.95

Card No. Exp. dale

. NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY ___________ STATE__ -,-_ZIP _

REMEMBER, 3G OFFERS A 30 DAY
UNCONDITIONAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

•• • • • • • •
EDUCATION AND INTRIGUE ON THE TRS-80

Children'S Educational Packages
Playful Professor Complete step-by-step tutoring in integer mathe-
matics and fractions using a highly graphic game format. A 60 room
castle, intelligent ghost, two player option, difficulty selection. and
ease of use have made this our most popular program. All ages. $9.95.
Money Master Teaches the proper counting of money, both paper
and coins. A mini-adventure where rooms, creatures, and objects are
represented graphically requires the child to properly pay for treasures
and tolls as well as count his change. All ages. $9.95.

Intrigue and Adventure
Ghost's Gallery The popularity of the Playful Professor with adults
prompted us to remove the problem portion and add even better
graphics, an even smarter ghost, secret passages and the dreaded
Ghost's Gallery. All ages. $9.95.
Human Adventure An adventure using the human body as a unique
maze. Teaches anatomy and function. Allows either simple exploration
or a race against time to cure a patient of cancer and escape before the
body destroys you. All reading ages. $9.95.
Realiiy Ends A full scale adventure that allows you to walk between
parallel universes searching for a way to defeat the forces of The Road,
who threaten the existence of reality itself. $9.95.
Basic Bartender Mixology data base manager. With 102 full page
recipes and room for many more. $9.95.

GUARANTEE: If you aren't satisfied, return your order within two
weeks for a full refund.

Each program supplied on cassette with a booklet and requires 16K
Level II. All orders mailed within 2 working days.

ORDER 2 AND CHOOSE A THIRD FREE!
(Sold at fine computer stores everywhere)

Med Systems Software 1"129
P.O. Box 2674, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
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JazZ-SO

Requiring an inexpensive S-100 microcomputer to control an eight-voice music board, this
constructor/conductor used the Z-80 Starter System to build his music generator.

Cary N. Davids
6000 Puffer Rd.
Downers Grove IL 60515

Ineeded an inexpensive S-100
microcomputer to control an

eight-voice music board that I
designed and built. I arrange
music for a 17-piece jazz band,
and occasionally I need to
check the flow of harmonies in
short passages scored for many

R5~_B~
(FR~
U39) U37

Fig. 1. Simple circuit, using ex-
isting unused inverter, which
produces S-100 signal PDBIN.

Fig. 2. Simple circuit, using ex-
isting spare AND gate, which
produces S-100 signal PWR.
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instruments. Since it is imprac-
tical to assemble an orchestra
just for this purpose, I decided
to construct a computer-con-
trolled music generator that
would enable me to hear the har-
monies as I wrote them.

My requirements for the com-
puter included: machine-lan-
guage programming capability,
display, keyboard, cassette in-
terface, 2 MHz' clock rate and
system monitor in ROM. I was
prepared to add sufficient
memory and a real-time clock
for my application, and I pre-
ferred to purchase the computer
in kit form. After searching the
ads in the major microcomputer
magazines, I realized that I'
could assemble such a system,
but it would cost more than
$1000.

+5V

t

Not wanting to spend that
much money, I let things slide
until my local computer store
owner showed me the SD Sys-
tems l-80 Starter System, which
is a single-board computer with
a hexadecimal keyboard and
six-digit display. I had originally
wanted an ASGII keyboard and a
video display, but after reading
the Starter System brochure, I
became less concerned with
these features.

Hardware

The l-80 Starter System is a
complete (except for power sup-
ply) l-80 microcomputer on a 12
inch x 12 inch board. It has an
onboard keyboard and a six-dig-
it display, 300 baud Kansas City
cassette interface, wire-wrap
area and a 5 V 2716/2758 PROM

::=1 ::=1 ::=1 ::=1 -----~I PBO I PBl I PB2 I pal I P07

PBO-P87 AT WIRE
WRAP AREA

ALL SWITCHES SPOT

Fig. 3. Schematic of sense switch panel, interfaced to Z-80 Starter
System via Z-80-PI0 I/O port B.

programmer. The system in-
cludes 1K bytes of static RAM,
expandable to 2K on the board,
a 2K ROM monitor and a four-
channel counter-timer (l-80-
GTC).The kit version which I pur-
chased also came with the
l-80-PI0 chip, which provides
two parallel 1/0 ports.

The heavy-grade circuit board
has a silk-screened parts legend
and is solder masked on both
sides. Address, data and control
signals from the l-80 GPU, as
well as the outputs from the
l-80-GTG and l-80-PI0, are con-
veniently available at the wire-
wrap area. Two 24-pin sockets
are provided for PROMs, one of
which is also used for program-
ming. Documentation includes
a 114-page operations manual
and the 3D-page Mostek Z-80
Micro-Reference Manual. Sock-
ets for all IGs are provided.

The feature that finally sold
me, however, was the expansion
area set aside for two S-100con-
nectors. At the kit price of $249
($399,assembled and tested), it
appeared to fulfill all my re-
quirements.



Assembly
After unpacking all the parts

and checking them off on the
parts list, I began assembly. It
begins with the installation of
the 15 support legs, followed by
the IC sockets. I recommend do-
ing the resistors before the sock-
ets, since they are the smallest.
In this way, the resistors will be
held in place properly for solder-
ing when the board is turned
over.

A careful assembly job pays
off, since most Starter Kits
returned to the factory suffer
from soldering errors made dur-
ing assembly. I put mine to-
gether in about 4 hours, with the
worst part being the search for a
place to put capacitor C2,
which, it turned out, is an extra.

After carefully checking for
solder bridges, I applied power
with no ICs present (smoke test).
A single + 5 V dc regulated pow-
er supply capable of supplying 1
Amp is required. (A separate
+ 25 V 30 mA supply is needed
for PROM programming.)

When purchasing or building
a power supply, you should keep
in mind the expansion capabil-
ities of the l-80 Starter System
and make provision for the volt-
ages needed by S-100 boards,
namely, unregulated + 8 V and
± 16 V dc. Such power supplies
are available for minimal invest-
ment from manufacturers adver-
tising in the microcomputer
magazines.

The appearance of the
"prompt" character on the
display when all ICs were
plugged in and the power turned
on signaled that all was OK. See
Photo 1 for a view of the com-
pleted kit.

Firmware
Programming the l-80 Starter

System is done using the hexa-
decimal keyboard and display,
along with the 2K monitor pro-
gram lBUG in ROM.Commands
available in lBUG allow the pro-
grammer to examine and
change data in memory, 1/0
ports and 21 of the 22CPU reqis-
ters.

For debugging programs
there is a single-step key, and up
to five breakpoints can be in-
serted in a program. With the lat-
ter two capabilities, you can

return control to the monitor
program after executing one or
more user program instructions,
allowing inspection of memory,
port and register contents. After
the program has been de-
bugged, it can be saved and
retrieved using the cassette
dump and load commands. An
LED lights up when loading data
from tape, making program stor-
age on an inexpensive cassette
recorder convenient and re-
liable.

Programming
The l-80 CPU instruction set

consists of all the 8080A lnstruc-
tions, plus 80 additional instruc-
tions specific to the l-80. An im-
portant feature implemented by
these new instructions and the

Photo 1. The completed l-80 Starter System, including sense
switches.

+5V

13

04 I.

05
I.

ICS
74LS75 10os

07

+12V

510

IK

V2

+ ev UNREG

Fig. 4. Schematic of one voice and common control circuitry of eiqht-voice S-100music board.
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Photo 2. S-100music board installed in Z-80 Starter System.

additional CPU registers found
in the l-80 is relative address-
ing. In this mode a new address
is determined by adding a two's
complement displacement to
the previous address. For exam-
ple, a relative jump might refer
to an instruction ten memory
locations ahead in the program.
The lBUG monitor has a routine
that automatically calculates
these displacements and in-
serts them in the proper memory
locations.

The advantage of relative ad-
dressing is that when these in-

structions are assembled, ab-
solute addresses need not be
specified. This is important for
producing relocatable code; if a
new instruction is to be inserted
somewhere in the program, new
addresses do not have to be
computed for instructions utiliz-
ing relative addressing. In addi-
tion, block move instructions
facilitate transfer of whole pro-
gram sections in case such in-
sertions are needed.

A powerful set of interrupt in-
structions is offered by the l-80,
and these are utilized by the

3000 3E CF LDA,OCFH Modeword for PIOsection B.
3002 D3 83 OUT(83H),A Send to control register.
3004 3E FF LDA,OFFH Control word for PIOB.
3006 D3 83 OUT(83H),A Send to control register.
3008 DB 81 IN(A),81H Input sense switches to A.

Table 1. Sense Switch routine.

l-80-CTC and l-80-PIO chips as
well.

In order to take fu II advantage
of the capabilities of the l-80
Starter System, you should read
the following two books: the
Mostek Microcomputer Z-80
Data Book for hardware infor-
mation and the Mostek Z-80Pro-
gramming Manual for descrip-
tions of the instructions. Both
are available for a few dollars
each, and have returned this in-
vestment in time saved many
times over.

5-100 Expansion

The l-80 Starter System
comes with two positions wired
for Imsai-type S-100 solder tail
edge connectors (not included
in the kit). However, not all the
standard S-100 bus signals are
avai lable at the connectors.

Program listing.

Initialize the duration address table:

2000 CD A7 06 CALL UFOR4
03 21 29 21 LD HL, DURADTAB
06 3E 01 LD A, OlH
08 11 02 00 LD DE,0002H
OB 06 08 LD B,08H
OD 77 TABL: LD (HL),A
OE 19 ADD HL,DE
OF 10 FC DJNZ,TABL-$
11 21 2A 21 LD HL,DUP~DTAB+l
14 3E 40 LD A,40H
16 06 08 LD B,08H
18 77 TABH: LD (HL),A
19 19 ADD HL,DE
lA C6 04 ADD A,04H
lC 10 FA DJNZ,TABH-$

Set up the current duration table:

Clear display
Point to duro addr. table_
Put 1 in low byte
of duration addr. table
for each voice.

Put 40H,44H,48H etc
in high byte of
duration addr. table
for eight voices.

201E D9
IF AF
20 21 39 21
23 4E
24 11 21 21
27 FD 21 29 21
2B FD 6E 00
2E FD 66 01
31 ED AO
33 B9
34 28 06
36 FD 23
38 FD 23
3A 18 EF

EXX
XOR A
LD HL,NVOC
LD c, (HL)
LD DE,DURTAB
LD IY,DURADTAB

LOOP: LD L,(IY+O)
LD H,(IY+l)
LDI
CP C
JR z, CONT-$
INC IY
INC IY
JR LOOP-$

Exchange registers.
Clear A.
Point to number of voices.
No. of voices to C.
Point to duration table.
Point to duro addr. table.
Get duration address
in HL.
Hove (HL)->(DE), dec C, inc. DE,HL.
Is C=O?
If yes, continue.
If no, keep transferring
durations.
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Therefore, any desired expan-
sion must be carefully planned
in order that all the required bus
signals can be made available.

I decided to aim for an addi-
tional 8K of RAM as the first
S-100addition. SD Systems rec-
ommends that only static mem-
ory be used in the l-80 Starter
System. Their 4K board evident-
ly plugs in with no modification,
but it is no longer available.

I wrote to a number of man-
ufacturers of 8K static memory
boards, requesting a schematic
so that I could determine which
board would interface to my sys-
tem with minimum modification
to the computer. As a matter of
principle, I decided to make no
modifications to any S-100
boards installed in my system.

The 8K static memory board
offered by Digital Research
Corp. (PO Box 401247, Garland
TX 75040) seemed to be the
answer. The only S-100 bus
signal it needed that was not
provided by my computer was
PDBIN. Fig. 1 shows a simple
circuit using an extra inverter in
U37 and the l-80 signal RD,
which will produce PDBIN. It re-
quires soldering in only two
jumpers. When I plugged the
memory board in, a memory test
program (given in the back of the
Mostek Data Book) showed that
everything was working perfect-
ly ... and it has continued to do
so. The memory board was ad-
dressed at 4000H, which is the
third 8K segment.

One additional S-100 bus sig-
nal often needed for output is
PWR. Fig. 2 shows how to
obtain this signal using a spare
AND gate in U36 and WR from
the l-80.

To aid in debugging software
and new hardware, I have
mounted eight SPDT sense
switches on an aluminum panel
and interfaced them to the
l-80-PIO parallel port B. Table 1
shows a program that initializes



SuperBrain:
Software.

AIR
AlP
G/L
PIR
Inventory
Restaurant Payroll
Mailing List
Word Processing

MICROSOFT C-BASIC PRICE
X X $250.00
X X $250.00
X X $250.00
X X $250.00
X X $250.00
X $250.00
X $150.00
X $195.00

"Industry Standard" programs on 5%"
diskette include source and complete profes-
sional documentation. Ready to run on Super-
Brain.® One time charge, non exclusive
license .

••• COMPLITER
mt!lmMARKETING
••• CORPOR~ ,/252

116 South Mission
Wenatchee, WA 98801
(509) 663·1626 Ask for wholesale division

Also SuperBrain® computers check on prices.

® Trademark of Intertec Data Systems

T
o
R

S
T
E

s

I

"TRS·BO is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."----.
C.II about our fantastic price on
4·drlve complete system.

114K $557.10
Le velll 16K $ 7 50.00
(w/o num. keyp.d)
Expansion Interface $269.00
Expansion Interface. 6K $403.20
Expansion Interface 32K $524.00
16K Memory Ielt for TRS-SOor Apple

$79.95

TRS-SO & NORTH STAR ADD-ON DRIVES

CUSTOM
ENCLOSURE

CABLE
INCLUDED

Single drive system "custom
Single drive system In metal enclosure ................••...... ~375.00
Double drive system in custom enclosure ......••••......•••.... S824.14

MPI. ......................•••.....••......•••......••..... ~279.00
MPI; B52. dual headed .....•.......••.......•.......•....... ~349.00
Shugart SA400 ..............•......••......•.•.......•..... ~286.00
Shugart SA800 ............•.......••........•.......•...... ~479.00
Tandom single slded .........•........•......••.....••••.... $279.00
Tandom double sided .......................•........••..... ~425.00
Slemen 8" drive .............................•.......••..... $430.00
Single tier walnut enclosure for Shugort .............•.......... ~27.00
Double tier walnut enclosure for Shugart .....•......••......... $45.00
Atari 400 ....................................••........... ~548.49
Atari 800 .......................................•......... $994.49
Hazeltine 1400, 18 month warranty .............••........ ,. ~649.95
Centronics PI Printer (TRS·80 add on) ................•......... $398.95
Centronlc. 779-2 tractor (TRS·80 odd on) .......•••........... ~ 1049.95
TI Printer ......................................•.......... ~ 1599.00
Ba.e 2 " ...............•.....• _ $599.00
Horizon 1, 32K ~2290.00
Superbraln ~2895.00
SPECIAL! MINI FLOPPY DISKS, box of 10 (with plastic box) only
$28.00 (without plastic box) only $26.50. Box of 10. 8" disks (in plastic
box $30.00). Centronic 779 ribbons $3.50 each.

'" Reader Service-see page 258

I
I
I
I

name: I

I address: :
: city: state: zip: :

t~~~!~~~~_~~~_~!~!!~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~J

FR E E Iup to $170. in merchandise
• with purchase of PET-CBM item! ! !

PET 16K large Keyboard $ 995 $130
PET 32 K large Keyboard $1295 $170
PET 8K large Keyboard (Newl $ 795 $100
PET 2040 Dual Disk (343KI $1295 $170
PET 2023 Printer (pres feedl $ 849 $110
PET 2022 Printer (trac feedl $ 995 $130 L _

KIM-l $159 (Md $30 for Power Supply) SYM-l $ 209.00
AXIOM EX-BOI Printer-PET, , .. , ... , .... , ,. $ 477.00
2114 L 450 ns .. , ..... ,.. 5.35 24/4.95 100/4.45
2716 EPROM (5 Voltl .. , , , 39.00
6550 RAM (for 8K Petl ,........ 12.70
PET 4 Voice Music System (KL-4MI ,., .. ,' 29,50
All Books and Software " 15% 0FF
Leedex Video 100 12" Monitor , .. , .. ,.. 119.00

ATARI - INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
ATARI 400, Alan 800, and all Alan Modules 20"10 OFF.

Heath WH-19 Terminal (fact. asm] .. , .. , . , ....
Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities
PET Word Processor - Machine language

770.00
44.90
24.00

3M "Scotch" B" Disks ... ~. 10/31.00
3M "Scotch" 5" Disks ~~ 10/31.50
Verbatim 5" Disks.. ~~ .. 10/26.50
Disk Storage Pages . . . . . . .. 10/ 3.95

(all tapes guaranteed) Premium quality. high output low
noise in 5 screw housing with labels: AGFA PE 611

C'10 10/5 95 50/25.00 100/48.00
C-30 10/7.00 50/30.00 100/57.00

Add $1 per order for UPS shipping.
Ask for 6502, TRS-80, and S-1 00 Product List.

A B C t 115 E. Stump Roadompu ers Montgomeryville. PA lB936
v"' 121 (2151 699-B386
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Initialize the display of beat number and bar number:

203C 3C CONT: INC A
3D 57 LD D,A
3E 5F LD E,A
3F DD 21 F9 23 LD IX,DSMEM2
43 CD 3C 06 CALL UFORI
46 7B LD A,E
47 DD 21 FB 23 LD IX,DSMEM4
4B CD 3C 06 CALL UFORI

Initialize Z80-CTC as a real-time clock:
204E D9

4F 3E 35
51 D3 84
53 3E 20
55 D3 84

2057 ED 47
59 3E 8E
5B D3 84
5D 3E D5
5F D3 87
61 3E OA
63 D3 87

A and C still O.
Put 1 in beat register.
Put 1 in bar register.
Dend D to display memory.

Send E to display memory.

EXX
LD A,35H
OUT (84H),A
LD A,20H
OUT (84H),A
LDI A
LD A, 8EH
OUT(84H),A
LD A,OD5H
OUT(87H),A
LD A,TEMPO
OUT(87H),A

Exchange registers.
Timer, prescale 256, no into
CTC/O control word.
Time constant;32D.
CTC/O time constant.
Interrupt vector hi byte-20H.
Interrupt vector 10 byte;8EH.
Interrupt vector to CTC.
Counter,+ve slope, into enable.
CTC/3 control word.
10D;fast, 24D;slow.
CTC/3 time constant.

Send the first note to all voices:

2065 AF XOR A
66 21 39 21 LD HL,NVOC
69 46 LD B,(HL)
6A OE AO LD C,OAOH
6C FD 21 29 21 LD IY,DURADTAB
70 FD 6E 00 FIRST: LD L, (IY+O)
73 FD 66 01 LD H, (IY+l)
76 2B DEC HL
77 ED A3 OUTI
79 B8 CP B
7A 28 07 JR Z,DONE-$
7C FD 23 INC IY
7E FD 23 INC IY
80 OC INC C
81 18 ED JR FIRST-$

Clear A.
Point to number of voices.
No. of voices in B.
Port for voice 1.
Point to duro addr. table.
Point to duration.

Point to note.
Output note, inc HL,dec B.
Is B;O?
If yes, finish.
Next voice.

Next port.

Enable interrupts and enter display routine in monitor:

DONE: 1M 2
EI
JP DISUP

Interrupt mode 2.
Enable interrupts.
Jump to display.
Interrupt vector.

Interrupt Service Routine
Update display, check if song is over. If so, clear all voices:

EX AF,AF'
EXX
PUSH IX
INC C
LD A,C
CP OCH
JR Z,BEAT-$
CP l8H
JR Z,BEAT-$
CP 24H
JR Z,BEAT-$
CP 30H
JR NZ,VOICE-$
LD C,OOH
INC E
LD HL,BARCT
LD A, (HL)
CP E
JR Z,QUIT-$
LD A,E
LD IX,DSMEM4
CALL UFORI
LD D,OlH
JR BTDIS-$

BEAT: INC D
BTDIS: LD IX,DSMEM2

LD A,D
CALL UFORI

Save registers.

Increment interrupt counter.
Bring to A.
Is it l2?
If yes, jump to BEAT.
Is it 24?
If yes, jump to BEAT.
Is it 36?
If yes, jump to BEAT.
Is it 48?
If no, jump to VOICE.
Clear C, since bar is over.
Increment bar counter.
Point to number of bars.
Bring in number of bars.
Finished song?
If yes, jump to QUIT.
Move bar count to displ. memo

Reset beat counter.
Display beat number.

Move beat count to displ. memo

2083 ED 5E
85 FB
86 C3 F4 00

208E 90 20

2090 08
91 D9
92 DD E5
94 OC
95 79
96 FE OC
98 28 22
9A FE 18
9C 28 IE
9E FE 24
AO 28 lA
A2 FE 30
A4 20 IF
A6 OE 00
A8 lC
A9 21 3A 21
AC 7E
AD BB
AE 28 52
BO 7B
Bl DD 21 FB 23
B5 CD 3C 06
B8 16 01
BA 18 01
BC 14
BD DD 21 F9 23
Cl 7A
C2 CD 3C 06
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this port as an input port with no
handshaking. Fig. 3 shows the
circuit diagram for the sense
switches. The panel and the
switches can be seen in position
in Photos 1 and 2.

Application -
Eight-Voice Music Board

The z-ao Starter System with
the Z-aO-GTGcounter-timer chip
is admirably suited for process
control applications. The exam-
ple which I have implemented is
an eight-voice music system,
but the programming methodol-
ogy can be used for any se-
quence timing control function.
The music board, built to S-100
standards, produces the audio
tones, and the computer is used
only to control which notes will
be heard and in what sequence.
The eight-voice capability means
that eight different notes can be
played simultaneously, although
often several of the voices will
be playing the same notes but in
different octaves. At any rate, it
is possible to create multi-part
harmony, which was my aim
when I set out to build this board.

How the Hardware Generates
Music

Fig. 4 shows a schematic of
one voice of the music board,
plus the common control cir-
cuitry. Table 2 shows the circuit
pin-outs. The primary frequen-
cies are generated as square
waves by the MK50240 Top Oc-
tave Generator IG10 (see the
references for more information
on this method of generating
audio tones with hardware). It
does this by dividing the 2 MHz
system clock (prescaled to 125
kHz by IGg) by 12 separate in-
teger values, resulting in 12
chromatic tones in one octave
of the equal-tempered scale.

After buffering for fan-out to
eight voices occurs, the desired
note is selected by multiplexer
IG13, and the resulting frequen-
cy is divided by 2, 4, a and 16 in
binary counter IG14. These
notes in four different octaves
are selected in multiplexer IG15
and passed onto the audio cir-
cuitry.

Each voice is addressed as an
output port by the computer,
with logic and decoding done in
IGs 1-3. The information sent on



the data bus to each port con-
sists of an 8-bit word. The lower
four bits select 1 of 12 notes of
the scale, while the upper four
bits determine in which of the
four octaves the desired note
will be.

The range of notes available
is from C#, two octaves below
middle C, to high C, two octaves
above middle C. This roughly
corresponds to the span of
notes used by a dance band.

Once the data word is passed
from the CPU to the music
board, it is held by the latches
ICs ? and 8 until a new note (or
rest) is requested for that voice.
The audio outputs of all eight
voices are summed by op amp
IC16 and sent to audio Amp
IC1?

I constructed this eight-voice
music board on a Seals wire-
wrap board, and, as shown in
Photo 2, every IC position
available is used. Port ad-
dresses are AO-A? hex for
voices 1-8.

Music Software

The control program below is
not unique to the system I have
constructed, except for various
entries to the ZBUG monitor and
the port addresses used. The
monitor program is used only to
update the display, which
shows the current bar number
and beat number (1-4). This
function could easily be elimi-
nated or modified by the individ-
ual user.

In order to playa tune, a song
table must be entered in mem-
ory. I have assigned 1K of RAM
for each of the eigh't voices,
starting at 4000H for voice 1.
This is enough for approximate-
ly 100-150 bars of music if used
fully. Each note entered in the
song table consists of a 1-byte
hexadecimal word representing
the note and octave, as de-
scribed previously, followed by
a 1-byte hexadecimal word
representing the desired dura-
tion of that note.

The octaves starting at the
lowest are 8X, 9X, AX and BX,
where X is the four-bit number
for the note. The 12-tone scale
begins at C# and ends at C
natural; it uses the hexadecimal
numbers OH through BH. Thus,
middle C becomes the 8-bit

number 9BH, while the lowest
C# is denoted by 80H. A rest (no
note) is OOH.Table 3 gives the
notes and their hexadecimal
equivalents.

The durations are given by
assigning the decimal number
12 (OCH) to a quarter note. A
whole note would then be 480
(30H), and a sixteenth note
would be 30 (03H).Table 4 gives
the musical symbols for the
common note durations and
their hexadecimal representa-
tions.

The program operates as an
interrupt-driven sequence timer
and requires a real-time clock to
generate the interrupts. This
function is provided by two sec-
tions of the Z-80-CTC counter-
timer. The first section, channel
0, counts system clock pulses
and decrements an internal reg-
ister. When zero is reached, the
zero time-out pulse is used as in-

Gnd +sv +12 V -12 V + 8 V unreg

ICl 74LS138 8 16
IC2,6 74LS04 7 14

IC3 74LS30 7 14
IC4,S 74LS08 7 14

IC7,8 74LS75 + 12 5

ICg 74LS74 7 14

IC10 MKS0240 3 1

IC11,12 CD4010' 8 16

IC13 74150" 12 24

IC14 74177" 7 14

IC15 74LS151" 8 16

IC16 (V,)LM747 13 4

IC17 LM386 4 6

'4 needed for eight voices
+ 16 needed for eight voices
••8 needed for eight voices

Table 2. Fig. 5 pin-outs.

put for the channel 3 counter.
These pulses, in turn, decre-
ment an internal register, and an
interrupt is issued to the CPU
when zero is reached. The com-
bination of two counters in
cascade allows a wide range of
real-time clock rates.

Fig. 5 shows the jumper con-

nection required in order to
cascade the two channels. This
modification does not affect the
regular functions of the
Z-80-CTC, as it is used by the
monitor program. The two inter-
nal registers and the interrupt
vector are initialized before play-
ing a song. To change the tempo

Decrement durations for each voice, output notes, update tables:

Save interrupt counter.
Point to number of voices.
Bring number of voices.
Port for voice 1.
Point to duration addr. table.
Point to duration table.
Decrement current duration.
If=O, proceed to OUT.
Next voice.
Exit if done.
Next port.

20C5 C5 VOICE: PUSH BC
C6 21 39 21 LD HL,NVOC
C9 7E LD A, (HL)
CA OE AO LD C,OAOH
CC FD 21 29 21 LD IY,DURADTAB
DO DD 21 21 21 LD IX,DURTAB
D4 DD 35 00 CHEKDUR: DEC (IX+O)
D7 28 OC JR Z,OUT-$
D9 3D CHKVOC: DEC A
DA 28 IE JR Z,EXIT-$
DC OC INC C
DD FD 23 INC IY
DF FD 23 INC IY
E1 DD 23 INC IX
E3 18 EF JR CHEKDUR-$
E5 FD 6E 00 OUT: LD L,(IY+O)
E8 FD 66 01 LD H, (IY+l)
EB 23 INC HL
EC ED A3 OUTI
EE 46 LD B, (HL)
EF DD 70 00 LD (Ix+O),B
F2 FD 75 00 LD (IY+O) ,L
F5 FD 74 01 LD (IY+l) ,H
F8 18 DF JR CHKVOC-$

Prepare to return to main program:
20FA C1 EXIT: POP BC

FB DD El POP IX
FD D9 EXX
FE 08 EX AF,AF'
FF FB EI

2100 ED 4D RETI
02 21 39 21 OUIT: LD HL.NVOC
05 46 LD B,(HL)
06 OE AO LD C,OAOH
08 AF XOR A
09 ED 79 CLEAR: OUT(C) ,A
OB OC INC C

210C 10 FB DJNZ,CLEAR-$
OE Cl POP BC
OF DD El POP IX
11 D9 EXX
12 08 EX AF,AF'
13 Dl POP DE
14 C3 AE 00 JP MON

Next duration.

Point to current duration.

Point to note.
Output note, inc HL, dec B.
Bring next duration to B.
Update duration table.
Update duration addr. table
for this voice
Next voice.

Restore registers.

Return from interrupt
Point to no. of voices
Bring no. of voices to B.
Port for voice 1.
Clear A.
Clear voice.
Next voice.
Loop if not finished.
Restore registers_

Takes care of stack.
Jump to monitor.
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Table and constant area:

2121 DURTAB: DEFS 08H Duration table.
29 DURADTAB: DEFS OFH Duration address table.
39 NVOC: DEFB IH Number of voices used in song.
3A BARCT: DEFB IH Number of bars to be played + 1.

Song Table Area:
4000-43FF Voice 1
4400-47FF Voice 2
4800-4BFF Voice 3
4COO-4FFF Voice 4
5000-53FF Voice 5
5400-57FF Voice 6
5800-5BFF Voice 7
5COO-5FFF Voice 8

ZBue monitor routines used and cross reference:

UFOR4 2000
DSMEM2 203F 20BD
UFORl 2043 204B 20B5 20C2
DSMEM4 2047 20Bl
DISUP 2086
MaN 2114

I/O Ports used:

Clear display.
Display memory buffer.
Write to display
Display memory buffer.
Display update routine.
Monitor program entry point.

} Used with sense switches only81 PIO B data register
83 PIO B control register
84 CTC/O control register
87 CTC/3 control register
AO-
A7 Music board voices 1-8.

C# 80- ;~. C# AO

0 81 0 A1

0# 82 .~ 0# A2

E 83 E A3
F 84 F A4
F# 85 F# A5

G 86 G 86
G# 87 it ~. ~

G# A7

A

88 __
A A8

A# 89 A# A9

8 8A 8 AA

C 88 C

A8 __

C# 90 C# 80

0 91 0 81

0# 92 0# 82

E 93 E 83
F 94 F 84
F# 95 F# 85
G 96 G 86
G# 97 G# 87
A 98 g A 88

A# 99 A# 89
8 9A 8 8A
C 98- C 88_

Table 3. The notes and their hexadecimal equivalents.

Note Symbol Hex representation

Whole note 0 30
Dotted half note d. 24
Half note d 18
Dotted quarter note J. 12
Quarter note J OC
Dotted eighth note J 09
Eighth note J 06
Sixteenth note 1 r3\ 03
Triplet quarter notes fl\ JJJ 08 each note
Triplet eighth notes .oJ f3'\ 04 each note
Triplet sixteenth notes m 02 each note

Table 4. Note symbols and their hexadecimal durations.
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or speed of the music, a dif-
ferent number may be stored in
location 2062H. Execution be-
gins at location 2000H, after the
RESET switch is pushed.

Fig. 6 shows a flowchart for
the music program listing. Oper-
ation of the program centers
around several tables set up in
RAM. The first table contains

by one and tested for zero.
If zero has been reached for a

particular voice, it is time to get
a new note from the song table,
output that note to the correct
port and bring the new note's
duration into the current dura-
tion table. The computer scans
all the voices being used at each
interrupt, but actually spends
most of its time in a loop in the
monitor program, updating the
display and checking the key-
board for input.

Since the Z-80CPU has a dual
set of registers, one set is used
for the music control and the
other set is used for the display
routine. This minimizes stack
operations and allows clock
times to be stored in the CPU
registers.

Location 2139H holds a
number from 1to 8, representing
the number of voices which will
be used to play the song, begin-
ning with voice 1. Location
213AH holds a number that
should be set to one more than
the number of four-beat music
bars that you wish to play.

In many songs it is common
to find two notes of the same
name following one another. In
order to produce a gap or ar-
ticulation between them, you
must insert a rest of short dura-
tion. For example, the first two
notes of "Yankee Doodle" are
quarter notes of middle C. They

the addresses of the current would sound like a half note
without the articulation. Thus,
they should be entered in the
song table as 9B DB00 01 9B ~C.
Notice that the first quarter note
is reduced in duration from OCto
OB to allow for the short rest of
duration 01.

Conclusion

of a four-beat bar - each voice's My experience with the Z-80
current duration is decremented Starter System from SD Sys-

tems (PO Box 28810, Dallas TX
75228) has been a positive one.
The possibilities for expansion
are limited only by the ingenuity
of the user. For example, you
could add a memory-mapped
video display board and an
ASCII keyboard virtually by plug-
ging them in and modifying the
monitor program.

With these and an 8K or 16K
memory board, you could imple-
ment with minimal effort. In
short, the Z-80 Starter System

note durations, one for each
voice. This allows the computer
to keep track of how far each
voice has progressed through
its song table.

Another table in RAM has the
actual current durations for
each voice. Whenever an inter-
rupt occurs - once every 1/48th

JUMPER BETWEEN
PIN 7 UIO AND
PIN 20 UIO

Fig. 5. Jumper required to
cascade sections 0 and 3 of
Z-80-CTC in order to make a real-
time clock for controlling the
music board.



provides an excellent way to get
into microcomputing inexpen-
sively, while still allowing an ex·
pansion capability for more ad-
vanced applications .•
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L ..J

YES

NO

Fig. 6. Flowchart of Z-80 program used to control eiqht-volce music
board.

H~~:~oI~.;·~~crl
0000000000 .~ •••••

Use your home color TV!
Upper/Lower case, Reverse Video, & Blink
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE TRS·80. SOFTWARE CASSETTE INCLUDED.
64,48 GRAPHICS IN EIGHT COLORS,EXPANDIBLE TO 128,192,FOUR COLORS,
OR 256,192 SINGLE COLOR. ASCII UPPER & LOWER WITH INVERSE VIDEO.
M IX LOW· RES GRAPHICS & ASKEY ON THE SCREEN. NO MODIFICATION TO THE
TRS·80. CASE,POWER SUPPLY, ASSEMBLED VIDEO BOARD & MODULATOR KIT:

CIRCUIT BOARDS & INSTRUCTIONS ONLY '75.00 $249.50
000000000 •••••••••lower case • TRS-gO Prototype Board $34.50

• PROVIDES AN EASY METHOD OF
• IMPLEMENTING NEW CIRCUITRYIDEAL FOR WORD PROCESSING

SOFTWARE DRIVERS /
CASSETTE INCLUDED

PROFESSIONAL MODIFICATION
NOT ACHIPSOLDEREDTOACHIP
EASY TO INSTALL $69.95

••••

Buffered Address, Ooto,& Control Lines.
Switch selectable to any IK addressbio<k.
Space available for up to 40 pin ribbon
header& occepts dip Ie packages 10.1
inch grid I. res or hardware not Included.
Fully interfaced to the TRS80' expansion
bus.

000000000 ••••••••• :_'
I !/~ j..Please send Check, MoneyOrder,or Bank Card t!) to:

MN.Residents Add 4% tox= = UlfllGe(5lf'adceoi1/ 138
: :§elf'wuce
= =§'j§lGem§ Um:::" Hours: Mon.-Fri., 9am to 9pm

Elo:cv'nn.e SpecIal,sts

1011West Broadway, Minneapolis, Mn. 55411 (612)522·6631

III
DEALER INOUIRES INVITED ·TR~D isotrodemork of TOndy Corp.

y' Reader Service-see page 258

~rnOODWillw~
UNIGUE SOFTWARE FOR THE UNIGUE MINQ.

CH~~R YOU AND YOUR APPLE

the
world,
losseslmay
supplilirs,
helpless
user.
32K Applesoft Cassietfli'; .
Diskette . ~. ;¥, •

AVAILABLE AT FINE COMPUTER STORES EVERYWHERE.
EOU-WARE SERVICES. INC. (213) 346-6783

22035 Burbank Blvd., Suite 223 -Woodland Hills, Ca 91367

-------- ORDERYOURSTODAY!-----~--,
QTY. NAME PRICE TOTAL

Terrorist $29.95
Windfall Cassette $14.95
Windfall Diskette $19.95

Sub Total

Add Shipping & Handling $1.00
Calif. Res. add 6% Sales tax:

Check enclosed for TOTAL

D Send free catalog to:Ship to:
Name _

Street _

City _

State Zip _

EDU.WARE SERVICES,INC. 1/157

22035 Burbank Blvd., Suite 223 -Woodland Hills, Ca 91367L ~_~ !
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SECURITY for TRS·SOand CPM
S500FREE*

Now you can computerize your sensitive information and be
sure that it is safe from anybody, even if they get possession
of your disk and programs. YOU choose the coding base so
that even we can't break your code!

Our security program guarantees ABSOLUTE SECURITY for
your data and programs. AUTOMATICALLY encodes and
decodes all programs and data to and from the disk, with no
user requirements after start up; SET IT AND FORGET IT.

With a billion billion (10'8) combinations, there is no com-
parable system on the market. Don't be fooled by other coding
systems: password systems are easily circumvenfed; en-
coding programs with less than 10 million combinations can
be easily broken with a high speed computer; and even ten
billion combinations can be broken in a reasonable amount of
time.

We are still offering this program with disk and manual for
$34.95. Introductory price ends June 1.

Minimum system is 1 disk, 16K TRS-80 or 24K CPM

'We are offering $500 free to the first customer that can
decode our sample message. No one has claimed it yet!

TRS·SO and CPM

This set of general ledger programs has been in use over a
year and was designed to be fast, easy and complete. A part-
ner of a big 8 accounting firm said " ... the best accounting
program I have seen ... does in a few pages of output what
is frequently not done in 50 pages ... "

Some of the more unusual features are:

-up to 8 separate Funds allowed
-this period, YTD, and prior year totals for actuals and
budgets
-sub-grouping for departments or organization com-
mittees and chapters
-single entry for all cash transactions
-automatic balancing
-standard 8'12 x 11 page output

Min sys is 2 disk, 32K TRS-80or 1disk, 48K CPM $695. Please
specify sys when ordering; manual $35

These programs are another example of our policy of offer-
ing appropriate programs to the general public that we have
developed for our customers.

Compleat Systems is a full service company. We offer ser-
vice bureau capability, consultation, or turnkey systems, at
reasonable rates. Call or write for more information.

Now the world's most popular micro-
computer, with 16K of memory and
Level II basic for only $720, complete.
We accept check, money order or phone
orders with Visa or Master Charge.
(ShippinSI costs added to charge orders).
Disk drives, printers, peripherals, soft-
ware and games ...you name it, we've got
it (Both Fladio Shack and other brands).
Write or call for our complete price list.

C&S ELECTRONICS MARTud.
V' 79
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Fully TRS-80®
Compatible
MPI8/51

Save time ... Order by phone
Toll free: 1-800-323-4335

IN ILLINOIS CALL: 312·251·5955

DISK
DRIVE

Includes: Case and
Power Supply
Fully tested

Guaranteed for 90 days!
Here's why the MPI/B-51
is the drive for success:

.40 tracks

• 5 ms track-to-track

• Auto-eject

• Hi-Temp stability

• Fully-closable door

• Speed constant <1%%
• Double density head

• Optical sensors-no switches

• 102K per disk

ADDS MORE POWER
TO YOUR SYSTEM

TRS-80'· TANDY CORP.

Other Money Savings Opportunities
Order by Phone or Mail

Mid est •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••.
C W t P.o. Box 437 • Wilmette, Illinois 60091i ompu er

: Peripherals ~~
ACCEPTED!Cables

2 drive $34.95
4 drive 44.95

Diskettes
Verbatim 10 for

$29.95
Memorex 10 for

$26.95
Georgia Magnetics ... 10 for

$28.95
Dysan 5 for

$24.95
Plastic file box $3.95

each

Operating Systems
TRS DOS 2.2 $14.95
Percom Patch #4 $9.95
New DOS 40 track .. $49.95
New DOS+ 40 track .. $99.95
TRS DOS manual ..... $5.95

MIDWEST COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
P.O. BOX 437 • WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091

Quantity Description $ each Total

6% III. Tax
Shipping ($2.50 min.)

o Check enclosed TOTAL

v150

TRS-80
085

(Mm. Order $10.00)Bill my 0 Visa
o Master Charge
Acc. No. Exp. _

o Please send catalog

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

16K level II with
keypad $749.95

Expansion inter-
face 0K $269.95
Printers
Centronics 779-2 .. $1,050.00
Centronics 730 $899.00
IDS-440 $949.00
NEW! TX-80 $945.00
NEC Spinwriter

5530 $2,679.00

16K Memory Kits
300ns $69.95
250ns $74.95
200ns $84.95
MPI Service

Manual $3.00
MPI Engineering

Manual $30.00



Frank J. Derfler, Jr.
PO Box 17283
Montgomery AL 36117

All of the Above
or None of the Above?

The following is an introduction to programmed instruction. This will whet your
appetite for next month's issue, which will feature microcomputers in education.

Tension was evident in the
man's face. He had tried

suggestion, logic, bribery (a
double-dip bubble-gum sundae)
and now he was ready to get
physical. His nine-year-old son
was fighting for the survival of
a galaxy in living Compucolor.
He only had a few phasor shots
left, power to the shields was
failing and the last Klingon was
in an adjacent sector. Luckily, a
final, well-placed shot ended
the game and the parental con-
flict. The kid yelled "thanks" as
he left through the door a

microsecond ahead of his
father.

was in the Computer Ter-
minal, a store in San Mateo CA.
Unlike so many others, this
store was located in the middle
of the downtown area, not at
the dark end of some back-
water shopping center. It had
an attractive window display,
and inside were systems ready
for people to use. The attitude
of the clerks was "helpful"
(remember how that used to

This is a typical scene at the Computer Terminal in San Mateo CA.
There is usually a crowd of young customers working with the
display computer.
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be?) and the walk-in traffic of
passersby, particularly preteen
kids, was great. The parents
were usually dragged in ex-
hibiting the full force of well-
developed sales resistance.
This gradually changed to mild
approval and interest until
... somebody mentioned price.
Then, with glazed eyes and
fixed but drooling smiles, they
dragged junior out of the store
before "you break somethin' I'll
have to pay for."
The interest of kids, par-

ticularly preadolescents, in
computers is natural. The
powerful things that an 8- to
16-year-old can manipulate are
limited. With a microcomputer,
they are suddenly presented an
opportunity to control an in-
teractive TV set. They aren't
particularly awed or bothered
by technical complexities. The
computer is simply another
thing to be mastered, and they
will master it by whatever rules
they find.

The enthusiasm shown by
the kids in the Computer Ter-
minal was refreshing and con-
tagious. As an educator, I knew
teaching machines have been
around for a long time and that
computers have been used in
teaching for several years. It
seemed obvious that the great
availability and lower cost of
microcomputers could be com-
bined with the natural interest
of the students to make some

effective teaching machines.
The purpose of this article is to
bring together various facts
and experiences from the field
of education and to lay them
out for use by the computer
hobbyist and programmer. I'm
going to discuss some old and
new experiments, theories and
uses for computers in educa-
tion. Also included is a
checklist to help program
writers write the most effective
and complete programs possi-
ble, even with limited memory.

Some History

In the Socratic method of
teaching the teacher asks a
series of questions that lead
the student to the desired in-
sight or knowledge. This is
probably the earliest known ex-
ample of programmed instruc-
tion, that is, teaching in a step-
by-step manner toward a for-
mal goal. Programmed instruc-
tion, of course, doesn't need
computers or machines; but
teaching machines do need
programmed instruction. A
great deal of programmed in-
struction is in printed form, but
the computer is capable of
more effective interaction, flex-
ibility and reinforcement than
any printed sheet.

An early pioneer of pro-
grammed instruction was
Sidney L. Pressey. His main
goal was limited to giving
students the immediate results



of tests by having them re-
spond to test questions using a
variety of electrical and
mechanical devices. (If that
was his goal in 1920,why does
it still take aweek to get an IBM
sheet corrected?) His lifetime
work has earned him a place as
the "father" of the teaching
machine. Two other later
researchers worked, with a lot
of pushing and pulling, to fur-
ther the idea of learning by
machine interaction.

B. F.Skinner is generally well
known as the developer of the
"Skinner Box," which taught
generations of rats and
pigeons many things their
mothers didn't know. Skinner's
method is one of careful rein-
forcement of the desired re-
sponses in the learner's
behavior. The reinforcement is
the most important focus of
Skinner's work, which has, in
the past, been in strong con-
trast to that of Norman A.
Crowder, who puts emphasis
on leading or coaching the
learner through the material.
The differences in Crowder's

work and Skinner's are mainly
in approach. Despite all of the
sound and fury put up by their
advocates over the years, their
theories are not incompatible.
Let's now take a look at these
theories and see how we can
apply them in a practical way.

A Little Psychology

Skinner's work with animals
produced a great deal of lntor-
mation on reinforcement,
which is applicable to human
beings-sort of. His expert-
ments dealt with the relation-
ship between: (1) the type and
amount of feedback and its role
in learning and (2)the way rein-
forcement is given and learn·
ing. Both of these are important
if we are going to make our
computers into effective tutors.

Research indicates that the
type of feedback is not critical
as long as it is positive and ef-
fective over the entire learning
session. This means we don't
have to make our machines
sound all of their bells and
whistles for every correct
response, but we don't want
them to just ignore a right
answer, either. Flexibility and

Though technically a minicomputer, this powerful Jacquard J100 is showing a pretty Hawaiian high-
school sophomore some of the things micros and minis can do for education. Dual disks and plenty of
internal memory give room for elegant programs, but a lot can be done with 8K and a cassette deck,
too!

variety within a small repertoire
of reinforcements are needed
-a little creative programming
and the flexibility of a
microcomputer! The impor-
tance of the way reinforcement
is given is a bit trickier to inter-
pret. The "schedule of rein-
forcement" is referred to as be-
ing either "continuous" or
"intermittent."

Continuous describes the
case where every correct
response made by the learner is
rewarded in some way. This
mode is (with good reason) the
one we are the most familiar
with. In intermittent reinforce-
ment, only some of the cor-
rect responses are rewarded-
either on a ratio basis (reward
every third correct response, for
instance) or on an interval basis
(time). The ratio or the interval
may be fixed or may vary during
the training session.

Intermittent reinforcement
explains why you think you
have to hold your breath and
cross your fingers in order to
get that tape recorder to load a
program into the computer.
Maybe it works once every

three times-you remember.ln-
termittent reinforcement ex·
plains a lot of what we call
superstition (or does supersti-
tion explain intermittent rein-
forcement?).

Research shows that con-
tinuous reinforcement is effec-
tive in initially teaching some
desired response. The glitch is
that intermittent reinforcement
seems to lead to longer reten-
tion of what is learned. Since
we want the best of both
worlds, it seems that the best
way to provide reward for
positive responses would be to
first reward every correct
response (continuous) and then
later reward some ratio of cor-
rect responses (intermittent).
This should lead to rapid learn-
ing and long retention of one
learned response.

Care must be taken in apply-
ing the research on intermittent
reinforcement. The effec-
tiveness of the intermittent
reinforcer only applies to
repeated instances of the same
desired response. In other
words, don't reward the subject
for correctly recognizing "pet"

as a verb in a sentence and then
ignore the correct recognition
of "pet" as a noun in another
sentence. Intermittent rein-
forcement only works for the
same identical response
shown repeatedly. Since (aswe
shall see) we will try to repeat
very few correct responses, in-
termittent reinforcement will
have only limited use for us.
However, a clever programmer
can make good use of this
technique when repetition of
correct responses does oc-
cur-perhaps in conjunction
with some new learning. An ex-
ample might be: RECEIVE is
correct. Also, glad to see you
remembered e before i (assum-
ing that the learner had to spell
out the word and had previous-
ly learned "i before e except

Fig. 1. Linear program format.
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after c").
Shaping is another useful

technique developed by Skin-
ner. In shaping, rewards are
given for actions or responses
successively closer to the
desired goal. In working with a
computerized system, we may
be better able to use the system
to recognize "better and bet-
ter" answers and to reward
them properly. Behavior shap-
ing is common in everyday life.
It is found in dramatic and
athletic coaching, peer and
parent pressure and in business
and political relationships.

Shaping may take up a lot of
program memory, but it can be
useful in teaching particularly
complex tasks. Shaping may
(and usually does) take place
over a series of small steps or
programs. It can be seen as a

unifying theme among a series
of programs, each of which fits
into the memory available to
the particular program.

Although it is unfair to treat
the work of B. F. Skinner in a
few short paragraphs, we must
be careful about what we, as
novice formal educators, can
easily and practically apply.
Let's take a look at the work of
Crowder, the researcher whose
focus is on what is presented
rather than how it is reinforced.

Crowder likens programmed
instruction to private tutoring.
Hedid a great deal of work with
the U.S. Air Force in teaching
electronic troubleshooting
skills. He analyzed what a live
tutor did when working with a
small group of students. His
results showed that the pro-
cess: (1) presented new infer-

Glossary
Advance Organizers: Introductory information that can help
in learning what follows.
Biofeedback: Information received by a person about his
body functions. Typically concerns heart rate, respiration,
brain waves, etc.
Branching Program: Allows a variety of paths through pro-
gram material. Usually uses multlple-cholce questions.
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI): What the use of com-
puterized teaching machines is called to make them less
threatening to teachers.
Discovery Learning: Acquisition of new information, largely
through the learner's own efforts. Good, but it takes a long
time.
Frame: A unit of an instructional program. A frame is usually
ended by having the learner make a response or engage in a
specific activity.
Intermittent Reinforcement: Reinforcement is not provided
for each repetition of the same correct response. Ratios or
intervals may determine which repetitions of the response
are rewarded.
Knowledge of Results: What's the score? How well did I do?
For our purposes, knowledge of results should be provided
immediately after each response or activity.
Negative Reinforcer: Unpleasant feedback to a response.
We don't want to use it.
Programmed Instruction: Material presented in small steps
or frames. Usually aimed at an overall course of instruction.
Reinforcement: Words, signs, events, symbols, etc., that
take place as a result of the learner's activity or response.
Remedial Frame: In a branching program, that frame of
review or reexplanation a learner might go to as a result of
an incorrect response.
Response: An answer, action or activity engaged in by the
learner as a part of the programmed instruction.
Schedule of Reinforcement: The manner in which reinforce-
ment is presented (intermittent, continuous, etc.).
Shaping: A system by which complex behavior is taught by
rewarding responses that are closer and closer to the one(s)
desired.
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Keyboard skills are both a part of and a valuable spin-off from com-
puterized instruction. Many educators are calling for the develop-
ment of these skills in the early elementary grades.

Branching Program
Allows individual progress.
Tries to insure all
material is learned.
Takes more memory space.
Usually only uses multiple-
choice questions.

Linear Program
Uses small steps and internal
review to insure mastery of
information.
Less complex program can use
many different forms of response.

Table 1. Program comparison.

steps are used to insure that all
learners "get" the information
in the linear program format.
(See Fig. 1.)

Branching learning pro-
grams appeal to most com-
puter programmers because
the learner can "flow through"
the material in a more personal
and individual manner.
However, the technique is
basically limited to multiple-
choice questions, which are
not always the best for several
reasons that we'll discuss
later. The balance is shown in
Table 1.

For our purposes we should
write programs to use both
forms of construction. The type
and complexity of the material
should be the guide to how
much memory to devote to fan-
cy branching and remedial or
review lessons.

Research by E. L. Thorndike
and many others has shown the
role of negative reinforcement
in programmed instruction and
in teaching machines to be very
well defined-never, not ever,
nohow! The responses "wrong,

mation to the student; (2) re-
quired the student to use that
new information, usually to
answer questions (can you
think of other ways?); (3) took
appropriate action in respond-
ing to what the student did (i.e.,
rewarding, going on to new
material, reviewing in a dif-
ferent manner, etc.). An easy
program to write, right? Yes,
but ...

Crowder's technique con-
tains a limited amount of infor-
mation and a companion mul-
tiple-choice question. The
learner makes a response to
the question and then proceeds
to the next step indicated by
the choice made. If the correct
response was chosen, the next
step will be additional new in-
formation; if the wrong answer
is given, review and appropriate
reemphasis will be given.
Educators call this a "branch-
ing program," contrasted to a
"linear program" (favored by
Skinner), in which all learners
progress through the same
material in the same sequence.
Internal review and smaller



Data Manager INTRODUCTORY OFFER $150

J INSAM '" Data Manager for 16K-32K PET/CBM and CBM or
COMPU/THINK Disk. (Printer optional). Stores up to 650 Records per
disk. Has features listed above, plus

FREE: LABEL PRINTER MODULE
FREE: REPORT GENERATOR MODULE

Powerful user commands. Self explanatory, easy to use. Straight forward
input and editing routines - "idiot proof". Create any desired relationship.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: Personnel files, Customer files, Inventory,
Sales records, School records, Appointment schedules, Real estate
/Apartment listings, Subscription lists, Research surveys, Mailings.

LISTED BELOW, optional MODULES which Interface with JINSAMN

to access the entire database or select Records.

MAT HPAC KTMallows +,-, x, + on any numeric field by a
Constant or other numeric field. Results temporary or permanent.

STATPACK™ descriptive statistical interface to find
Average, Variance, Standard Deviation, Chi Square, Correlations,
Regressions, Number of Occurances -.Results to screen or printer.

W0RDP AC KTMWord Processor interface to personalize
text by accessing field contents formass mailings, reports, invoices ...
Text may be saved, altered and recalled. Powerful commands to edit,
center, insert, delete, move blocks of text. Screen editing.

MUL TI-LABEL™ module prints multiple labels per
Record with 2 line caution message and consecutive numbering.
Used for inventory label printing, lot numbering, serial numbering.

USER'S GUIDE only
DEMO TAPE $5

$ 25
DEMO DISK $ 8

$ 40Optional MODULES (available July 1980)
each

Specify CBM 2040 or COMPU/THINK DISK

Special Offer (Save $35)
Total Package $275

JINSAMN + all modules above

Send Check or Money Order plus $2 Shipping
(NY residents add 8% Sales Tax)

-DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED-

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, Inc. .....194
P.o. Box 274-K • Bronx, NY 10463

v Reader Service-see page 258

Comprint 912
Low priced electrostatic matrix
printer. 225 cps.

Serial $535
G.P. Parallel 499

Centronics 730
100 cps, parallel, 3·way feed, 80-
character buffer ... the new leader
in small printers. Save $100.

Call for price
Centrorlics 779
80 to 132 column capability, 5 X 7
matrix, 90 lines/minute (60 cps),
tractors.

Call for price

TI810
Basic 150 cps serial. The industry
leader at a new low price! Save
over $300!

$1589_
Soroc 10 120
High quality, text-editing terminal.
73-key board, built-in 2K RAM.

$789.
Novation Cat
Acoustic modem with originate or
answer modes for data trans-
mission over phone lines. LED
display, test mode.

Call for price
Texas Instruments
99/4 Computer
Low price includes 13" color moni-
tor, 16-bit CPU, built-in equation
calculator, TI BASIC with 13-digit
preclsion, and more! Superior
sound, color graphics. Optional
solid state speech available!

Call for price

Televideo 912 $779
Centronics 704 .$1685
Heath WH 14 $749

Over 2000 products from over 100 manuf~cturers. Prices subject
to change without notice, products Subj,ct to availability. FOB
Tempe, AZ (5% sales tax in Arizona) [

I

~~LLoFREE1·800·528·1418
•..••156 .• ..+1 i 11.0®

1425 W. 12th PI. - Tempe, AZ 85281 -(602) 894·1193
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dummy!" or "boy, did you blow
it!" are absolutely guaranteed
to create more failures than
successes.

Theory

Testing is a detailed science,
and it is difficult for a class-
room teacher to make a good
test. There are many "cook-
book" recipes for writing test
questions, and several things
keep boiling to the top:

• Multiple-Choice Questions-
easy to grade; very hard to
write; useful for leading to pro-
grammed results (branching
program).
• True and False-used only
by mean teachers who like to

be approximately equal in
length. Too many "all of the
above" or "none of the above"
responses are a cop-out and
should be avoided. (I won't even
discuss true and false ques-
tions.)

Fill-in-the-blank (completion)
questions are also hard to
write, but if you are careful with
your words, they are easier
than multiple choice. To
answer a completion item, the
learner must recall the total
setting of the information,
thereby gaining valuable prac-
tice and intrinsic reward. A
completion item should be con-
cise, unambiguous and gram-
matically correct. Unnecessary
and excessively technical

Hard copy can serve as another form of positive reinforcement in
itself. The computer can give these learners a positive report card
to take home.

trick kids. Don't use.

• Fill in the Blank-hard to
write; very valuable for the stu-
dent; harder for the computer
to score.

Multiple-choice tests are a
necessary evil. They are valu-
able diagnostic tools, but re-
quire a thorough knowledge of
the subject and careful atten-
tion to the wording. Each mul-
tiple-choice question consists
of a stem (the question) and the
alternatives, two of which are
foils (wrong), one is the plausi-
ble distractor (almost right) and
one is the correct or keyed re-
sponse. All responses should
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words can give hidden clues to
the correct response (some-
times not bad). Caution must
be observed in picking the ar-
ticles and verbs used-particu-
larly to insure that one and only
one response is correct. This is
perhaps the hardest part of writ-
ing multiple-choice questions.

In writing instructional pro-
grams, as opposed to achieve-
ment tests, it is much more im-
portant for learners to get the
correct answers. We want them
to get the right answers and
learn at the same time. The use
of prompts or clues is ap-
propriate then, and even more
so in the case of completion

Column I

A. Reinforcement
B. Presentation
C. Scorekeeping

Column II

1. Graphics
2. Color
3. Scrolling
4. Reverse
5. Expanded letters
6. Beeper
7. Printed sheets
8. Real objects and displays

A. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
B. 1,2,3,4,5, 7,8
C. 1, 2 is one set of answers. Did you have another?

Table 2. Match the functions and capabilities. (Use as many from
column /I as you like.)

items. Prompts can come from
the context of the material.
They can also come from
rhymes, synonyms, antonyms
and more:

• Rhyming Prompt: Jimmy
Junction has three legs and a
diode for a sister. Jimmy is
called a .(transistor)
.Opposite: Heat causes
things to expand. Cold causes
them to .(contract)

Remember, it is important for
learners to have a successful
experience. The level of the
learner and the complexity of
the material must be carefully
matched to ensure learning.

Discovery learning is a pro-
cedure wherein the learner is
allowed to manipulate a given
set of facts (numbers, figures,
etc.) until he discovers their in-
trinsic relationship for himself.
This procedure may lead to
long retention of the material,

particularly among younger
children who are learning basic
principles. It is essentially a
trial-and-error method, how-
ever, and, therefore, wasteful of
time and probably computer
memory. We might find ways to
use the discovery-learning ap-
proach, but our approach will
probably be more structured
and directed.

Brass Tacks
All that education research

is fine, you say, but how do you
really use it? We will now
discuss how to write educa-
tional programs.

Most current teaching pro-
grams for microcomputers in-
volve the subject of mathe-
matics. I suspect this is due
more to the inclinations of the
programmers than to any fea-
ture of the computer media. Of
all the elementary subjects,
programmers probably remem-

... and if you hold this down long enough, we can all go to recess!



DOWN

1. Simulation
2. Tutor
3. Playa __
4. Practice

ACROSS
5. If you hit five with a hammer, you would be a _
6. Reference books.

ANSWERS

1. MODEL
2. TEACH
3. GAME
4. DRILL
5. NUMBERCRUNCHER
6. ENCYCLOPEDIA

Fig. 2. Crossword puzzle.

ber the most about mathe- firm, standardized format.
matics; therefore, this is what
they write programs about. Un-
fortunately, most of these pro-
grams seem to be little more
than drills in mental arithmetic.

It is true that you never learn
as much about a subject as
when you teach it, so writing a
teaching program is a beautiful
opportunity to learn more
about one of your other hob-
bies.

Many computerists are
amateur radio operators. A sim-
ple primer on antenna theory
could certainly take advantage
of the graphics capability of
some machines. The same prin-
ciple applies to amateur pot-
ters, tai lors, chefs, bakers and
camel trainers. Some aspect of
their hobbies could be taught in
a step-by-step program.

Consider the following. To
write a successful teaching
program, you must (select one):

• A. Know your topic and pro-
vide a comprehensive descrip-
tion of it.
• B. Know your topic and limit
it to information easily taught
in small steps.

• D. Use references to expert
researchers and authors in the
field.

If you responded with A you
should remember we need to
limit the topic to what we can
handle in small steps. If you
responded with C or D you
should remember that flexibili-
ty and creativity are the keys to
computerized instruction, not
standardization and expert
references.

If you responded with B you
are correct and are off to a good
start!

The use of the avai lable
memory space in a computer
calls for the most complex
strategy by programmers.
Writing educational programs
taxes this creativity. If you have
a small amount of memory
available, you might put the
text and questions on paper'
and allow the computer to do
the functions of scoring,
branching and reinforcing.
Ideally, concrete models,
displays and examples will be
used to augment the printed
word. The graphics available on

• C. Prepare your material in a some machines can also be a

valuable teaching aid.
Probably the most important

functions the computer per-
forms as a teaching device are
(select one):

• A. Presenting, scoring and
teaching.
• B. Scoring, branching and
reinforcing.
• C. Reinforcing, sorting and
punishing.
• D. Branching, sorting and
presenting.

If you chose B you were correct.
What is your score now? If you
were answering on a computer
you would know, wouldn't you?

Here is a tougher one: Of the
functions performed by a com-
puter while teaching, the most
important is probably _

If you didn't answer reinforc-
ing, please go back and read
the paragraphs about B. F.
Skinner, but don't step into any
wooden boxes.

Methods of reinforcement by
computer can be written,
graphic or audible. Various
positive written phrases can be
presented by the computer. A
running tally can be kept and

the score incremented graph-
ically for each correct response
(color in blocks, send a rocket
to the moon, put-on-a-happy-
face subroutine), andlor the
end-ol-line beeper can be
sounded.

To lurther test your
knowledge of teaching con-
cepts, see Table 2.

It has been found that the se-
quence of steps or (to use the
lingo of the educators)
"frames" is not critical in
shorter programs. This is good
news, since our available
memory will probably only
allow shorter proqrarns.

Educators call the series of
steps in a program _
(Did you say frames? Good!
Now you can wow 'em at the
next PTA meeting.)

Because the mind has a
tendency to order material in
its own manner anyway, the
order in which the material is
presented in shorter programs
is . (Not Criticaf)

Combining sensitive analog
input devices with our com-
puters can give us a great
capability for biofeedback

Checklist

• Select a topic and level appropriate to your learner.
• Limit the topic so it can be covered in available time and
memory space.
• Divide the topic into small steps or "frames" of in-
struction.
• Treat each frame separately and provide an appropriate
question, example or learning activity for the termination of
each frame.
.Vary the terminating questions and activities to include:
multiple-choice questions, fill in the blank, matching,
puzzles, games, rhymes, pneumonic devices, drills.
• Provide the appropriate reward to the learner for the suc-
cessful completion of each question or activity.
• Vary the feedback to include: words of praise, knowledge
of results, box scores, graphics, internal rewards (as in
games, puzzles, etc.), sounds, external devices (dispensing
coins, tokens, bubble-gum cards, etc.).
• Use program branching as available memory and subject
matter allow.
• Use other learning aids along with the computer, such
as: models, examples, written text (3 x 5 cards work well), il-
lustrations, pictures, magnetic boards, paper and pencil,
flip charts, diagrams.
• Try to use "shaping" to recognize the reward responses
that are close, but not quite right.
• Use "shaping" in a more general sense to gradually bring
your learners up to the desired level of performance.
• Do not ever use ridicule, shame, blame or any other form
of negative reinforcement.
• Don't use true and false questions, They have no class.
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training. Body parameters such
as skin temperature, heart rate
or blood pressure could be
measured and the computer
used to reward periods during
which the desired effect is
achieved. (Here is a chance to
use partial reinforcement!) The
advantage of the computerized
biofeedback trainer lies in its
flexible reinforcement capabili-
ty, patience and ability to
receive and evaluate several
simultaneous inputs.

As an example, imagine
three people hooked up to a
microcomputer loaded with a
biofeedback training program.
The computer prints, "Close
your eyes and make alpha
waves untill sound my beeper."

It alternately monitors the in-
puts from the three analog-to-
digital converters and counts
to some appropriate number.
After reaching a preset value in
the count, it sounds its end-of-
line beeper and says, "P for re-
sults." The results (time vs
samples showing alpha waves)
are graphed.

Educational applications of
the microcomputer have all
been tutorial or teaching in
nature. There are other ways
that the computer can be used
in education. An example is the
little crossword puzzle shown
in Fig. 2.

It is generally accepted that
a husband can't teach his own
wife to drive. Today, too, it

seems as if parents can't teach
their children anything they
want them to learn. This can
probably be attributed to our
situation ethics and the
diminished status of authority
figures in our society. It is a sad
but true commentary that the
printed word, the computer and
the television sot are invested
with more authority than are
parents! But the crafty corn-
puter hobbyist, by using his
computer to write words on a
TV screen, can teach, preach
and influence those around
him. (It's fun and interesting
too!) Sink your teeth into
educational programs. Make
them long or short, complex or
simple, but use the information

in the article, and the accom-
panying glossary and checklist
to make them effective and
useful.

I would be pleased to work
with anyone writing "teaching"
or other educational computer
programs. (What are the other
kinds? You don't know? Go
back and work the crossword
puzzle again, please.) I am par-
ticularly interested in the
various kinds of reinforce-
ments that can be developed
(color, graphics, etc.), but I'd be
happy to help in the formula-
tion of questions, layout of the
material, etc. Please enclose
SASE.There's room for lots of
creative articles and programs
in this field .•

DISKETTE USERS
Double the Memory

Soft or Hard Sectors

Magnetic Media
is Deposited on Both Sides

So ••• Use It!

Our Kit
and Simple Instructions

* Will Let You Do It *
You Pay Enough

for a Single Sided Diskette

Now You Can

Use Both Sides

Act Now and Send $12.95
for a Complete Kit

and Set of Instructions

To: INNOVATIVE HARDWARE ,....124
P.O. Box 21592
San lose. CA 95151

CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS ACCEPTED

A NEW WIRELESS AC REMOTE CONTROL
INTERFACE for the Sears and BSR X-lO home
control system. Use your present TRS-80 level
II, Apple II or 5100 computer to provide com-
plete home security through control of lights,
appl lances and motors with a few simple BASIC
commands.

As featured in:
"COMPUTERIZE A HOME" BYTE. January 1980

Busy Box - Assembled &
For TRS·SO••$109.95
For 5100 •... 119.95
For Apple II ..• 114.95

Realtime control
software - TRS-SO19.95
To order call (516) 374·6793
or write: The MicroMint Inc.

~~~d~:~~~Y 11598 BUSY BOX
DEALER INQUIRIES

INVITED

~
III]

Featuring
• High Quality, Commercial, and Economy Models

• Computer Consoles forS129.95; Printer Stands $39,95.

• Complete TRS-80 Business System, buill-in

AVS AUDIO -VIDEO 2415 AUTUMNV .•.U .•.VE.

SYSTEMS S.•.N )051. C.•.. 9S132

.,...192 Dealer inquiries invited
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S·T·R·E·T·C·H
YOUR FLOPPY

DATA COMPRESSION &
POWERFUL FILE

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR YOUR APPLE

FMS supports indexed-sequential, random
access and sequential files; continuously
sorts all files at machine language speed; per-
mits variable length records up to 8192 bytes
long; packs repeated strings of up to 255
characters into 2 or 3 bytes; and more!

Documentation. . $ 10
Apple·FMS (files to lOOK) .. . $195
Multi·volume FMS (files to 16M) $295
Corvus FMS . . $395

Aepme S~fwtlIte. 9.re.269
4874 Ridenour

Colorado Springs, CO 80916
(303)591-9874 ••

TERMS: CASH COD M.C.

6502 ENTHUSIASTS

A NEW KIT THAT GETS YOU INTO
SERIOUS MICROCOMPUTING FOR ONLY

$1495 Kit $1695 Assembled
'-6502 CPU & DISK CONTROLLER CARD
.- 16K RAM CARD
'-90K MJNIFLOPPY DISK DRIVE
'-DOS, 8K BASIC, ASSEMBLER/EDITOH
'-8 SLOT MOTHEHBOAHD
'-CHASSIS. POWEll SUPPLY, & CABLES
'-MICHO-TEHM ACT-I SERIAL TEHMINAL

I6 X 64 CHAHACTEH DISPLAY
Upper/Lower CASE
ADDRESSABLE CUHSOH

'-COLDSTAR TV/MONITOR
AIGH QUALITY DISPLAYi:i~"·mm
l~dustrlesInc~7 ~~:~Charge J

New Dimensions in Electronics
44 University Drive. Arlington Heights, Ill. 60004

(312) 870-7400

3P = leOlWfe:rJtcu" PET Products
from ,....268

OPTIMIZED DATA SYSTEMS!
- AVAILABLE NOW-
(Prices include Shipping)

• WORD PROCESSOR $16.95
Makes documents a snap

• MAILING LIST $16.95
Throwaway your address book

• SPACE EATER $ 7.95
Gobbles spacesin BASIC programs

• CATALOG $16.95
File stamp/coin collections

• SATELLITE TRACKER ... , . $24.95
Tracks OSCAR Ham Satellite

• MORSE CODE KEYER $14.95
Sends code for real or practice

- IN THE PIPELINE -

• More REAL WORLD SOFTWARE
.2114 RAM ADAPTER
• LOW·COST MASS STORAGE
• INTELLIGENT KEYBOARD

WRITE FOR DETAILS - NOW!
P.O. Box 595, Placentia. CA 92670

IPET ls a !radamark of Commodore Business Machines)



PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE NEWEST
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR YOUR PET!

d.~\.•.~~«
frf-t O~
flOfl"~~\

~ ()"~ r-----P-R-O-O-U-C-T-------O-E-SC-R-I-PT-I-O-N----P-R-IC-E---A-VA-I-LA-B-IL-I-TY--~

CI e('.~i; PET 2001-8KN (LargeKeys) 8K RAM $ 795 IMMEDIATE
~"~'!>-\\~()'\ PET 2001-8K 8K RAM $ 795 IMMEDIATE

PET 2001-16KN(Large Keys)16KRAM* $ 995 IMMEDIATE
PET 2001-32KN (LargeKeys)32KRAM $1295 IMMEDIATE
PET 2023 PRINTER ROLL FEED $ 695 IMMEDIATE
PET 2022 PRINTER TRACTOR/ROLL $ 795 IMMEDIATE
ROMRETRO KIT UPDATED O/S $ 90 IMMEDIATE
PET 2040 DUAL FLOPPY* $1295 IMMEDIATE
PET C2N 2nd Cassette $ 95 IMMEDIATE

The PET is now a truly sophisticated
Business System with the announcement

of these peripherals and software packages.

NEW

I \• "The16K/32K(largekeyboard)unitsdonotincludeacassettedrive.OrderC2NCassette.
2040FloppyDriverequiresa16Kor32Kunit.8KRAMRetrofitavailableJuly.

ALL PETS ARE FULLY TESTED BY NEECO BEFORE SHIPMENT. NEECO IS A FULL
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED COMPANY. CALL FOR OUR FREECATALOG. ALL ORDERS
OVER $795 WILL RECEIVE A FREE NEECO PET DUST COVER AND $100 OF SOFT-
WARE FROM OUR CATALOG IF YOU MENTION YOU SAW THIS AD.

PET-DISK BASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE
REQUIRES AUTHOR

PRO/MICRO

AVAILABILITY

IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE

PRICE

$100
$200
$295*
$295"
$295"
$100
$140
$140
$140
$140
$140

SOFTWAREIAPPLICA nON

WORDPRO II/WORD PROCESSING
WORDPRO III/WORD PROCESSING

GENERAL LEDGER
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
MAILING LIST
MICROLEDGER

MICROPAY
MICROREC
MICROINV

MICROPERS

2040 + 16K PET
2040 + 32K PET

CMS SOFTWARE

COMPUMAX

"The CMS Software (G/L, AIR, AlP) are based on Osborne & Associates trial tested business basic software.
Software is complete with full documentation and user instructions. All packages require a printer for output.
Commodore recommends the NEC Spinwriter (available from NEECO as the out ut printer for WORDPRO.

PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE TO DEALERS VIA MICROAMERICA DISTRIBUTING (617-449-4310)

FOR WORD PROCESSING
NEC IS BEST!

* 55 characters per second output speed
* Changeable thimble for different typestyles
* Less than 1% warranty malfunction rate
* IBM quality letter output
* Dealer inquiries invited

$2995 *Price includes IEEE interface
to PET. IEEE Port is available
for use with 2040 Dual Disk.THE NEe SPINWRITER

MODEL 5530 P (CentronicsI/O )
- modifiedforPET

*The NEe 5530-P is the output printer recommended by Commodore for their Word Processing System.

NEECO Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30
MasterCharge &
Visa Accepted

MICROAMERICA DISTRIBUTING
"Nationwide distributors of Computer Equipment"
21 Putnam Street
Needham, MA
02194 (617) 449-4310

679 Highland Ave.
Needham, MA
02194 (617) 449-1760
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Complete COLOR GRAPHICS
With The CC&1f CJn®® Family
The original 256-color imaging system with high
resolution video frame grabber for the 8-100 bus.
Its digitizer captures a video frame in 1/60th of a second and stores it in
its on-board image memory, with software selectable resolutions
ranging from 256 to 1280 pixels per 1V line. The image memory is
accessible through a 2K window in the 5·100 address space. The
compact two-board basic system digitizes and displays 480x5 J 2 single
bit pixels or 240x256 four bit pixels. The video generator displays 16 gray
levels or 16 colors on standard BE,W, NT5C or RGB color 1V monitors.

FREE
CATALOG

• Input capability from RS·170 and other TV signals
• Variety of synchronization choices
• 2 selectable video AID conversion circuits
• Choice of 1, 2 or 4 bits per pixel
• 32K·byte image memory on the basic unit
• Expandable to 256K bytes with 24·bit color map
• Ughtpen input
• Photographic trigger control input
• Character generator
• Software selectable system parameters
• Interfaces for LSIj 11, TRS·80 and other processors

Accessories:
• NTSC and RGB Sony

Trinitron color monitor
• High sensitivity, high

resolution lightpen

• Hard copy eiectrostatic
printer/plotter with interface

• Large variety of software
packages

•

DIGITAL •....243 .,
r:RAPHIC 441 California Ave.,

0=_- 'I Palo Alto, CA 94306
SYSTEMS 415/494-6088 Dept. 36

480x512 Computer-generated 240)(256 Digitizedimage, 16 levels

ROBOTlCS.AUTOMATED COUNTING AND MEASURlNG·QUALITY CONTROL MONITORING·
PATTERN RECOGNITION·IMAGE PROCESSING·MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

we don't say our programs are good ...
SPACEBATTLES - High-speed graphics (machine language sub-routines>. You are the commander of
asmall mercenary star-cruiser. You have been hired to destroy a fleet of alien invaders. If you sur-
vrve, you Will be handsomely rewarded; if you lose, you're dead. ca55/$14.95 dI5k/$19.95
FINAL APPROACH - land a multi-engine jet. Runway and instruments are displayed on
the screen. Take control and try to land her yourself. special $7.50
LEVEL IV C~APHICS - A machine language program that allows you to turn your
keyboard into a Craphlc5 Keyboard. No hardware modifications required to
run this program. Cassette no. compatible with Disk BASIC.ca55.1$14.95

DI5k/NEWDOS (not supplied) $19.95
TOUCH TYPINC I AND II - a two cassette package. Touch Typing I
helps you learn the keyboard, reinforcing the correct finger-
key positions. Touch Typing II randomly cnoses words to
help you improve your typing skills. These drills can be
timed or untimed. ca55.1$22.S0·
SUPERADD - (ages 5 to adult) irn proves and tead1es
addition skills. Divided into three categories
with a total of 36 learning modules. A game
can be added as a positive reinforce-
ment tool. ca55.1$24.95
SUPERMULT - (ages a to adult)
Contains 25 learning modules
to learn and improve mul-
tiplication facts. Prob-
lems can be timed
or untimed.
cass.l
$24.95

SEND
50efor

our new
catalogl

LEVEL IV CRAPHICS -
"If you write programs

using graphics, this tape is a
must ... Excellent program."-

aD Software Critique, Issue H2 •
"super utility program ... excellent
value - a real contribution." aO-Micro-

computing, February 1980.
TOUCHTYPINC 1&11- "Our recommendation is to

buy both programs if you are serious about im-
proving your performance keying computer programs."

- 80 Software Critique, Issue n.
SUPERMULT - "very comprehensive multiplication program

. .. suitable for use by students just learning the multiplication
tables and for adults that need some brushing up." - so Software

Critique, Issue H2.
FINAL APPROACH - "One of the more interesting games ... before long

you'll develop a strategy ... and end up with NICElY DONE- YOUGREASEDITON!"
- Creative Computing, January 19aO.

SPACE BATTLE - "The unique value of space Battle lies in the extra dimensions of the
game ... What is tough is staying alive ... In short, this is a challenging game with a lot of fac-

tors to create interest ... One of the best space war games available." - sous. Mar IApr 1980.

Add 51.50 for shipping. · .. Others say it fOr us!
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Back.and Bigger
IhanEver.
NCC
Personal Compu6ng Feslival
May 20-22,Disneyland Hotel

So great is the interest in personal com-
puting, so dynamic is the personal computer
industry, that this year's Personal Computing
Festival is again being held separate from the
rest of NCC, at the Disneyland Hotel.

The 3-day festival features its own impres-
sive roster of exhibitors plus over 50 learning
sessions on every aspect of personal computers
and their use.

Personal computers at home, at school,
and in the executive suite. Personal computers
as word processors, entertainment devices,
and aids to the handicapped. Personal com-

'" Reader Service-see page 258

puter operating systems, programming lan-
guages, and software evaluation.

In addition, we've set aside a special area
where demonstrations of personal computers
will be conducted throughout the show. And
we're awarding prizes for the most interesting
use of personal computers.

Ifyou're coming to NCC '80, be sure to
make The Personal Computing Festival part of
your visit.

Who knows-you may even win a prize.

v' 233 AFIPS, 1815 North Lynn Street, Arlington, VA 22209
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Tarbell Disk BASIC

BASICs abound. Here's a look at how this BASIC interpreter stacks up.

Rod Hallen
State Dept.-Accra
Washington DC 20520

There are almost as many dif-
ferent versions of BASIC as

there are types of machines to
run them on. While these varia-
tions contain most of the fea-
tures of the original Dartmouth
BASIC, each has been en-
hanced by the addition of fea-
tures intended to make their use
easier, faster or more versatile.

Many times, while creating a
BASIC program, I have felt the
need for some feature or other
that would simplify my task. I'm
sure that this is what motivates
the originators of these en-
hancements. Of course, these
improvements do not make for
compatibility among BASICs.

Over the past three years I
have used the following BASICs
extensively, and my opinion of
Tarbell Disk BASIC is based on
that use: Processor Technolo-
gy's BASIC5 and Extended Cas-
sette BASIC, Radio Shack's Lev-
ell, Level II and DOS BASIC, Mi-
crosoft's Extended Disk BASIC
and BASIC-E. All of these are
interpreters, except BASIC-E,
which is a compiler.

An interpreter evaluates each
program line as it is encoun-
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tered and performs accordingly.
A compiler compiles a program
after it has been written, and the
resultant compact machine
code is actually used at RUN
time. The compiled RUN code

ENTER (or :), and from then on
all entry is assumed to be pro-
gram lines. A double carriage re-
turn terminates the Entry mode.
Once a program is entered, it
can be RUN, SAVEd or EDITed.

takes much less memory and During your first few RUNs you
runs faster than its interpreted
counterpart. However, BASIC
compilers are not very popular
with computer hobbyists be-
cause they are much more diffi-
cult to write and debug pro-
grams with.

Since I felt that a combination
interpreter/compiler would be
an ideal programming tool, I
tried writing and debugging pro-
grams with Microsoft or Tarbell
BASIC and then compiling them
with BASIC-E. This worked quite
well with very simple programs,
but it limited the use of the
special features that each
BASIC boasts about. What is
needed are an interpreter and a
compiler that both recognize ex-
actly the same language.

Tarbell Disk BASIC

With this experience and
these thoughts in mind, let's
look at Dave Tarbell's BASIC in-
terpreter and see how it stacks
up. The one I have is designed to
run under the CPIM disk operat-
ing system, but there is also a
cassette version.

In order to write programs in
Tarbell BASIC, you must type

will probably come up with
some error messages, unless
the program is very small or
you're very careful. More than 40
different error messages are
provided, and most are self-ex-
planatory; a few are not.

This BASIC is very space con-
scious. If a space is not entered
before and after each reserved
word (FOR, TO, GOTO, THEN,
etc.), an error message will be
given. I am so used to entering
lines continuously without
spaces that I'm still having prob-

lems. One nice feature is that
most error messages are dis-
played as soon as a line is en-
tered. You don't have to wait un-
til the entire program is entered
and RUN to discover that you
misspelled a statement, left out
an equal sign ( =) or made some
other simple syntax error.

The first thing that you notice
about a Tarbell program is the
lack of line numbers. They are
not required, and I don't feel that
they are necessarily desirable.
In place of line numbers, Tarbell
uses line designators, which are
alphanumeric strings. Also, line
designators are not required for
every line. You can still use line
numbers if you like, but why do it
when words are so much more
meaningful?

TEST
LET X=0:LET Y=5PRINT "ROD IS MY MASTER!"LET X=X+l
IF X<)5 THEN GOTO TEST ~ 1PRINT
PRINT "MOST OF THE TIME!"LET Y=Y-l
IF Y<)0 THEN GOTO NAMEEND

Listing 1. Program written in Tarbell BASIC to show the use of
line designators instead of line numbers. Note that GOTOs and
GOSUBs refer to any line in the program by using a plus or minus
offset from any line designator.

TYPE
TEST

NAME



Operation

Listing 1 shows a simple pro-
gram written to show how line
designators are used. TEST and
NAME are line designators.
Note that GOTOs and GOSUBs
can refer to a line designator or
be offset plus or minus from
one. GOTO TEST + 1 takes pro-
gram control to the line immedi-
ately following the line desig-
nated TEST. The line designator
NAME could have been left out,
and then the next to the last line
would read IF Y<>O THEN
GOTO TEST + 5.

Listing 2 shows another inter-
esting feature of Tarbell BASIC:
variables can also be alpha-
numeric. X and Y of Listing 1
have been replaced with the
variables FIRST and LAST. Us-
ing words instead of letters for
variables makes a program
more readable because, if ap-
propriate names are chosen, it
is easier to figure out what each
variable is used for.

To make changes or correc-
tions, the EDIT mode is entered.
You do this by typing EDIT and
a line designator for the line
you want to edit. If you wanted
to change the seventh line of
Listing 2, you'd type EDIT
NAME + 1. That line would be
displayed on the screen, and
you'd have 19 single-letter com-
mands to insert, delete, change,
kill, append and more. I found
the edit commands very difficult
to use at first and messed up
many programs until I became
used to them. The major prob-
lem was that I am very familiar
with the Microsoft editor and
kept trying to use its com-
mands.

Before andlor after editing oc-

curs, you can save your program
on disk. There are two methods
of doing this: SAVE puts the pro-
gram on disk in ASCII format,
and BSAVE records in binary.
ASCII files can be read and
printed using the CPIM DOS,
while binary files cannot. The
ASCII files can also be loaded
into other BASICs such as Mi-
crosoft Disk BASIC. However,
that doesn't necessarily mean
they will run that way. That de-
pends on whether or not you use
noncompatible statements. The
advantage of binary files is that
they use less disk space and
load more quickly than ASCII
files.

Both sequential and random
access data files, which can be
either binary or ASCII, are also
supported. The manual doesn't
go too deeply into the explana-
tion of data files, and I haven't
done a lot with them, but they
appear to be much easier to han-
dle than Microsoft's. An exam-
ple inventory program that uses
random access data files is
given. While no documentation
accompanies it, the alphanu-
meric line designators and
variable names make it easier to
read arid understand.

For users interested in the
mathematical aspects, the fol-
lowing information is given:
the range of an integer number
is from 0 to 9999999999 plus
or minus, and the range of
a floating-point number is
from 9.999999999E + 99 to
9.999999999E - 99. Numbers are
handled in ten-digit BCD form.

Unique Features

Table 1 lists some of the fea-
tures of Tarbell BASIC that are

A)TYPE TESTl
TEST LET FIRST=0:LET LAST=5

PRINT "ROD IS MY MASTER!"
LET FIRST=FIRST+l
IF FIRST{)5 THEN COTO TEST & 1
PRINT

NAME PRINT "MOST OF THE TIME!"
LET LAST=LAST-l
IF LAST{)0 THEN COTO NAME
END

Listing 2. Program of Listing 1 rewritten to show how words can
be used in place of one- or two-letter variables to make a program
more readable.

not available in most other BA-
SICs. Most of these are useful
and well thought out. Some of
them merit additional dis-
cussion.

CHANNEL, ASSIGN and
DROP are part of a flexible 1/0
handling scheme. Up to eight
logical devices and ten physical

devices are supported, and their
assignments can be changed at
will. Each time that the CHAN-
NEL command is entered, a map
of the current 1/0 assignment is
displayed. Table 2 shows the
normal display.

The ASSIGN and DROP com-
mands are used to change as-
signments. For instance, if I
wanted to send output to the list
device, ASSIGN 1,5 would ac-
complish it. Output would also
continue to go to the screen.
DROP 1,2 would stop screen dis-
play. ASSIGN 1,2:DROP 1,5
would shift output back to the
screen.

Local variables not affected
by main program operation are
allowed within subroutines
through the use of the GOPROC,
PROCEDURE and RECEIVE
statements. Variables can be
passed to subroutines for local

use, but they are unchanged
upon return to the main pro-
gram. This is a little difficult to
explain, and the manual does
not go into great detail on the
subject. In fact, the rather thin
manual does little more than
give a limited explanation on
any of the statements and com-
mands, but it does recommend
some good BASIC textbooks.

The RESTORE statement can
be suffixed with a line designa-
tor so that the DATA pointer is
set to any desired list of data.
Most BASICs will only restore to
the first DATA statement in the
program. I have found this to be
useful while using PT's Ex-
tended Cassette BASIC.

OCT, OCT$, HEX and HEX$
are used to convert from octal or
hex to decimal or vice versa.
MATCH will hunt through one
string for the first occurrence of
a second string, and SEARCH
will look through a disk file for a
given string.

Strong assembly-language
linking commands are provided
to allow the use of machine
code in conjunction with BASIC
programs. USR calls a machine-
code subroutine with a two-byte

Statement Purpose

Add additional program to one or more already in memory
Assigns a physical device to a logical device
Displays the logical-physical device map
Verify a program or file from the disk without actually loading it
List disk directory
Delete loqical-physical device connection
GOTO using local variables
Delete given variable from a program
Moves to beginning of selected disk data file
Moves to end of selected disk data file
Used to declare local variables
Returns local variables
Changes the name of a disk file
List all program variables and their addresses
Reads a given input port with a specified mask until a nonzero condi-
tion results

Sets line width on screen or printer

Purpose

Calls a machine-language subroutine
Determines if the end of a file has been reached
Determines if a stated file exists on a disk
Returns the amount of free memory space
Returns the decimal equivalent of a hex number
Returns the hex equivalent of a decimal number
Returns the decimal address of a stated variable
Returns the position of one string within another
Returns the decimal equivalent of an octal number
Returns the octal equivalent of a decimal number
Returns the current position of the printer
Look through a disk file for a given string
Prints given number of spaces on the printer
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Table 1. Features of Tarbell BASIC not available in most other
BASIC interpreters.

APPEND
ASSIGN
CHANNEL
CHECK
DIR
DROP
GOPROC
KILL
MOVEBOF
MOVEEOF
PROCEDURE
RECEIVE
RENAME
SYMBOL
WAIT

WIDTH

Function

CALL
EOF

FILEXISTS
FRE
HEX
HEX$
LOC
MATCH
OCT
ocrs
POS
SEARCH
SPC



Logical device number Physical device number

INPUT 0 Keyboard 0
OUTPUT Screen
LOAD Cassette in
SAVE 3 Cassette out 3
BLOAD 4 Spare 4
BSAVE 5 Printer 5
SPARE 6 Reader 6
SPARE Punch 7

Disk in 8
Disk out 9

CHANNELS
PHYSICAL LOGICAL DEVICES
0............... X
1.................................. X
2··································
3··································
4··································

5.................................. X

6··································
7··································
8.................................. X X
9................... X X

01234567

Table 2. Logical and physical 110 device assignments and the map that is displayed and controlled
through the use of the CHANNEL, ASSIGN and DROP commands. Input is from the keyboard; output
is to the screen and printer; and all save and load operations are via the disk.

variable in register pair D·E; LOC
returns the decimal address
where a designated BASIC vari-
able is stored; SYMBOL lists all
program variables and their
storage addresses; and a Tar-
bell BASIC memory map is pro-
vided in the manual so that the
assembly-language program-
mer knows where to look for
various information he might
need while linking BASIC and
machine code.

For those of you who still de-
sire line-numbered programs, an
auto number feature is provided.
No renumber command is pro-
vided and needed since program
progression proceeds in the
order that the lines are entered
and not necessarily in numerical
order. In other words, line
numbers are used like line des-
ignators, and their actual nu-
merical value is meaningless.

APPEND is designed to load
one program at the end of a pre-
viously loaded one. This can
continue as long as you have
memory space available. How-
ever, you have to be sure that
none of the programs that are
tied together in this manner
utilize similar line designators.
This would cause the same
problems that loading two pro-
grams with the same line num-
bers would.

Limitations

I did run into a few problems
that appear to be program bugs.
DIR gives a listing of all of the
files on the current disk. How-
ever, it would not work after cer-
tain types of error messages
had been displayed or the AS-
SIGN command was used un-
less a CLEAR command, which
would never come up on the

LIST device, was given.
I earlier discussed the ability

of Tarbell BASIC to save and
load disk files in either ASCII or
binary. This ability can result in
problems unless it is used prop-
erly. Programs or files that are
SAVEd in ASCII must be LOAD-
ed in ASCII; those BSAVEd in bi-
nary must be BLOADed in bina-
ry. If you attempt to LOAD a bi-
nary program, an error message
will appear and you can correct
your mistake. But if you try to
BLOAD an ASCII program, an
out-of-memory error will result
and BASIC will hang up. I find it
necessary to reset the micropro-
cessor when this occurs. A prac-
tical solution seems to be to
name files so that their format is
evident or to use only one for-
mat in all cases.

No PRINT USING function is
provided, and the manual states

that subroutines using local
variables are easily written to
take care of this. No information
on how this is accomplished is
given.

The final problem relates to
the EDIT mode. Many times a
program will give error mes-
sages after it has been edited,
even though it appears to be cor-
rect. Completely retyping the of-
fending area of the program
banishes the error message but
doesn't give any indication as to
what the problem was. Ap-
parently something remains in
the program but isn't displayed
on the screen.

Conclusions

Tarbell BASIC, which is avail-
able from Tarbell Electronics,
950 Dovlen Place, Suite B, Car-
son CA 90746, has a lot going for
it. In addition to all of the fea-
tures discussed above and
listed in Table 1, it will recognize
most of the commands, state-
ments and functions of the vari-
ous versions of Mits and Micro-
soft BASIC.

And the price is right. It sells
for $48, which is one-seventh of
the cost of Microsoft Extended
Disk BASIC. For all of you soft-
ware tinkerers, the source' is
available on disk or paper tape
for $25. All of this makes it one
of the most versatile and least
expensive CP/M-compatible
disk BASIC interpreters on the
market .•

SUbsc1:ntion
ProbZ ?

Kilobaud Microcomputing does not
keep subscription records on the
premises, therefore calling us only
adds time and doesn't solve the prob-
lem.

Please send a description of the
problem and your most recent ad-
dress label to:

Kilobaud Microcomputing
Subscription Dept.
PO Box 997
Farmingdale, NY 11737

Thank you and enjoy your subscription.
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HOW TO START YOUR
OWN SYSTEMS HOUSE TUESDAY

NIGHT
FOOTBALL

A practical guide for the small EDP entre-
preneur. 213-page manual covers all aspects of
starting and successfully operating a Small
Business Computer company. 5th revised edi-
tion June 1979. From the contents:

• The Systems House Industry • Hardware,
Software or Both? Market Selection &
Evaluation • Industry Application Opportunities
- Equipment Selection - Becoming a Distributor
- Product PriCing - Getting Your Advertising
Dellars Worth' The Selling Cycle' FinanCing
For The Customer-Questions You Will Have To
Answer Before The Customer Buys • Solving
The Service Problem' Protecting Your Product
• How To Write A Good Business Plan « Raising
Capital

Send $36.00 (check. VISA or Mastercharge) to:

Essex Publishing COo, Dept 1
285 Bloomfield Avenue
Caldwell, N.J. 07006 ".-185

Credit card orders: Send card #, date expo Add
$2.00 for rush, air mail shipping. N.J. residents
add 5% sales tax. For faster shipment on credit
card orders, phone (201) 783-6940.

ShoeStrln~ Soflwar"'·, TUf.S!)AY N1G.HT FOOTBALL is /I huge, 900 line, multiple-
statement Appl"'sofl progr~m that pI.h yo~r football savvy ag8inst the Apple n's.
Y.')u'rc thc coach of tI,e Houston oueee In ~ bruisin~ carne with division rival
Pmsburgh. Call the play.~, and set your defenses - Bnd wh~n it's time to kick you
com~ onto the fLfd<.J ~n<.J!!£ i!~!

SOUND' GRAPHICS' STRAH;CY • SKILL' LUCK' IS OFFENSIVE PLAYS
6 DHENSF_'>' PENALTIES' INTERCEPTIONS' FUMBLES' INJURIES
MOMf.NTU~l· CO:'IPLf.TE STATISTICS .. EVEN A HALFTlME SIIOW!

Price mctudcs a secorw:tprogr.m to help you peacnee )'<lUT kicking glme -.ndful1
instructIons coveront: "very thing from how to punt to the simple changes you cen
m~k ••to 8110'" ~ 2 teftm~ to pl.y (USC/No~re Dime, Jets/Colts, e~c.) •

TNI' runs on eother ROM or \tAM Applesofl 8nd require. 26K free memory.

".-203
Both Programs 6 occcmeereucn: CC t

Guaranteed to rcec cessette . $ 9.95 ,"\.\..."') CJ Q
V.'b."mD;"" ••.._ . __ .. 13.95~" ~ )..~. 9
Send check O~money order lO:c!!' :!II...'4I' ..;'.'\ ~...•.....~....•..Snoestrrng Software .

1235 Candlelight· .~
Houston, Texas 77018 .,.,

Texas residents please add 5% ..,,:. i
SOFTWARE .

new
for

Apple TI



SoftlNare

DOMINOES $ 6.95

RPN MATHPACK $19.95

SPACE WARS $ 9.95

FORECAST $ 9.95

DEPTH CHARGE $ 9.95

["'EO' ~ r "AI<'

,,,.,," "
I <!(P ~ 'H(~UE

~"'[ •• D[P 51 T

["~ «r ~"TA

I ~£ " ••
~, ..( •.~

• Tr<€~t" [A!(

UII

HOME ACCOUNTING $ 9.95

SHOOTING GALLERY $ 9.95

v" Reader Service-see page 258

for the PET

OTHELLO $ 9.95

SUPER NIM $ 6.95

LETTER SQUARES $ 6.95

1QJ
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(QJ
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~

~

~

~

~
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a
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GRAND PRIX $ 6.95

$ 6.95

BASKETBALL $ 9.95

VISA

All orders include 3% postage and handling with a minimum of
$1.00. California residents include 6% SalesTax.

MASTERCHARGE

PET IS A TRADEMARK OF
COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.

V'11
PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384-0579

384-1116
384-1117

Dealer Inquiries Invited

E.S.P. $ 9.95

BLOCKADE $ 9.95

SLOT MACHINE $ 6.95

BATTLE SHIP $ 9.95

Z-AP.:... : . ce.:: ... ", ':.'... :, ,":: ,0,: ': ,::-:::•
..

ZAP $ 6.95



Micromonitor for MIKBUG
An editor/assembler may be more than you need; try this 159-byte helper instead.

David L. Tietz
Route 3, 21 Rainetta Or.
Eau Claire WI 54701

Here's a routine I've found
helpful when I'm using my

SWTP 6800. I have an ASR 33
TTY and mostly do machine-
language programming.

When I first brought up my
6800, it took about three min-
utes to realize there had to be a
faster, easier method of deal-
ing with memory than MIK-
BUG's slow load and examine
format. Waiting the 15, or so,
minutes it would take my read-
er to crank in an Editor/Assem-
bier was not my idea of a
choice. Also the possibility of
having one of my programs go
astray and modify the Editorl
Assembler once it was in left
me in a cold sweat.

Thus I was prompted to write
Micromonitor. It's a compro-
mise routine that loads up
through my reader in about 50
seconds. The program occu-
pies 159 bytes and is relocat-
able anywhere without change.

I have it located near the top of
memory (2F50H-2FEEH) in my
12K system. The program could
be used in a system with as little
as Y2 K and be practical. Micro-
monitor uses memory locations
OOOOH through 0003H as
scratch pad for temporary data
storage. It is expandable
(through the subroutine feature
listed below) and does depend
on MIKBUG's being present.

Let me list the main features,
then I'll show you how to use it
with the program example I
have included.

Program Features
Memory Load: Allows bytes

to be entered directly into mem-
ory with error correction and
address display upon demand.

Memory Display: Prints con-
tents of memory in lines 16
bytes long with an address at
the start of each line. I've found
this 16-byte format to be a big
assist in computing branches.

Go- To-Subroutine-And-Back:
Allows testing of subroutines
and provides a method of add-
ing features to Micromonitor.

Go- To - User' s- Prog ra m:
Loads up MIKBUG's program

*L
*M AGil8
*A048 70 2F
*AQ49 3E 50
*A04A s c
*G
@0100 L
0100 80 2F 71 CE 0140 BD El AC 81 0027 05 A"7 0008 20 F'-!
0112 8620 A7 0086 4fo- <

0117 42 A7 01 86 4F A7 02 A7 Oll 9<86 SA A1 03 86 04 A7 05
0128 80 2F 71 ED 01 36 CE 01 40 8D EO 7E 20 CA GE FF FF
0139 09 01 01 01 20 <
013[1 26 FA 3')
0140 ~
@OlOQ 013F
0100 BD 2f 71 CE 01 40 BD El
01 10 20 F iI 86 20 A7 00 8 f, 42
0120 f:S6 SA A7 03 86 04 A7 05
0130 40 bD EO 7E 20 CA GE FF
@D136 5
@DIOD G
HELLO
HELLO l:10Z;D

AC 81 UD 27 05 A7 00 Des
A7 01 B6 LiF A7 02 A7 04
~D 2F 71 BD 01 36 CC 01
FF 09 01 01 01 26 F'A 39
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Fig. 1.

counter (memory locations
A048H and A049H) immedi-
ately without going through
MIKBUG.

How to Use the Program

Fig. 1 shows a program entry
through Micromonitor. The as-

terisk, L, is where I loaded Ml-
cromonitor through the reader
using MIKBUG. A048H and
A049H were then loaded with
Micromonitor's starting ad-
dress, G was typed and Micro-
monitor prompted with CR, LF
and @. I typed the address to be

00010
00020
00030
00040
00050
00060
00070
00080
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390

2F50

2F50 8E A041
2F53 80 lC
2F55 86 40
2F57 8D 2C

2F59 8D 25
2F58 8D 2B
2F5D 81 4C
2F5F 27 50
2F61 81 20
2F63 27 2C
2F65 81 47
2F67 27 22
2F69 81 53
2F6B 26 E6

Fig. 2.

NAM MICR MaN
*MICRO MONI TOR
*ENHANCEMENT TO MI !{BUG
*PHOVI DES FAST LOAD .• D I SPLAY ~ GO AND
*SUBHOUTINE TEST

A041
EOCA
EOC8
EWI
EIAC
EI0F
E047
A048

*WRI TIEN BY
OPT

STACK EQU
OUT2HS EQU
OUT4HS EQU
OUTEEE EQU
INEEE EQU
MI KGO EQU
BAODR EQU
PC EQU

BSR
BSR
CMP A
BEQ
CM? A
BEQ
CMP A
BEQ
CMP A
BNE

JSH
BRA

srx:
JY1P

DAVE TIETZ
0,5
$A041
$EOCA
$EOC8
$EIDI
$EIAC
$EI0F
$E047
$A048

ORG $2F50

LDS ISTACK
START aSR CRLF

LDA A 1$40
aSH OUTEM DI SPLAY CR.• LF~ "@"

BADDRM
INEEM
1$4C
LOAD
1$20
DISP
#$47
GO
#$53
START

00 .•X
STAHT

PlOD
OUTEM
#$OA
ourEM
NULL2

ouraer
OUTEM
BADDH
#$20
OUTEt:E
I~EEE

PC
MI '<GO

$00
iJ AD DR:'1

$02
'00
ECHO
1$11

**CALL ADDRESS A.I\]O COMMAND

BUILD ADDRESS
CALL COMMAND
I S IT A "L"?

I S IT A " "1

IS IT A "G"?

I S IT A "S"?
RESTART ON DEPAUL T

JMP TO USEB'S SUBROUTI'lJE
USER SUBROUTINE DONE~ llESTAHT

OUTPUT CAHHI GE EETUl-l1\J

OUTPUT LI;\,JE FEED
r)UTi.JUT 4 NULLS

I)UTPUT reo NULl.S (-\'Jt) s r s
BUILD IJ.l)URESS IN [XR

OUTPUT CrlARACT~.R [N ACC A
CALT~ C!"IARACTEH. Ff1f)M TERr1INi'1.C

*DISP

**DISPLAY MEMORy CO~TENTS

LOAD ~I'{BUG PH()r,RA.'1 CI)U"HEH
JMP TO :'1IIH3UG'S GO

STX
BSH
INK
STX
LDX

NEWLIN BSH
LOA B

AGAIN DEe B

SAVE STARTING AOOfl:
GET ENO ADDR
ADO 1 FOR TEST
SAVE END ADDH
H~STOHE STArn AODR
ECHO ADDR f)LIJ N~'::W L[Nl::
SET BYTE COU;\JT TO 17C13ASE 10)

00400
00410 2F6D AD 00
00420 2F'6F 20 E2
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510

00520
00530
00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610 2F8B FF A048 GO
00620 2F'8E 7E E 1or
00630

**INITIALIZE

**SUBROUTINE TEST

**SUBHOUTINES

*2F'71 86 00 CH.LF LOA A
2F'73 80 10 BSH
2F75 86 OA LOA A
2F77 80 OC BSH
2F79 80 00 BSH
2F7B 4F NULL2 CLK A
2F7C RD 07 USE
2F7E 20 05 BRA
2F80 BD E047 l:lADDlt:vl JSri
2F83 86 20 SPOUT LOA A
2F85 7E ElD 1 OUTEM JMP
2F138 7E EIAC INEE~ ..R1i'

00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730

2F91 OF 00
2F93 8D EB
2F95 08
2F'96 OF 02
2F95 DE 00
2F9A 80 313
2F9C C6 11
2F9E 5A



loaded, Micromonitor inserted
a space and I typed the L. Mi-
cromon itor echoed that ad-
dress on the next line followed
by two spaces. Then I typed
code in with Micromonitor in-
serting the spaces between the
bytes. After I filled a line, I hit re-
turn, and Micromonitor gave
the TTY a CR, LF and printed
the next address to be loaded
(hitting return after any byte en-
try displays the address of the
next byte to be loaded).

Notice that I made some mis-
takes (for illustration only, of
course), and typing < after
either a nibble or byte backs up
Micromonitor to allow reentry
of the data. The < after a byte
entry echoes the current mem-

ory location to be loaded on the
next line; after a nibble, it just
continues with the correct byte
entry.

When entering the program, I
hit carriage return to get
the address echo (so I would
know program length). After I
typed @, which returned me to
Micromonitor, I entered the
starting address of my pro-
gram, a space and the ending
address. Micromonitor gave me
the listing shown in Fig. 1 (free
of the <s and teardrops I al-
ways have on the paper during
program entry).

Notice that the address of
the first byte is printed, then
eight bytes, and extra space
and eight more bytes. If your

00740 2F9F 27 F9
00750 2F'Al C1 08
00760 2FA3 26 02
00770 2FA5 80 DC
00780 2FA7 BD EOCA O:-J
00790 2FAA 9C 02
OOBOO 2FAC 26 FO
00810 2FAE 20 A3
00820
00830
00840
00850 2FEO 09
00860 2FBl 8D 21
00870 2FB3 80 03
00880 21'BS 81 3C
00890 2rB? 27 F7
00900 21'B9 81 00
00910 2FBB 27 F'4
00920 2FBD 81 40
00930 2fBF 27 92
00940 2FCl 80 IF
00950 2FC3 48
00960 2FC4 48
00970 aFC 5 48
00980 2FC6 48
00990 2FC7 16
01000 2FC8 80 BE
01010 2FeA 80 16
01020 2FCC 18
01030 2FCO A7 00
01040 2FCF 08
01050 2FOO 80 Bl
01060 21'02 20 OF'
01070 2F'D4 80 98 ECHO
01080 21'06 lJF 00
01090 2F08 CE 0000
01100 2FDB BD EDCe
01110 2FDE DE 00
01120 2FEO 20 Al
01130 21'E2 B 1 3C MKHEX
01140 21'E4 27 CD
01150 2FE6 80 30
01160 21'E8 81 09
01170 2FEA 2F' 02
01180 2FEC 80 07
01190 2fEE 39 QUT
01200
STACK A041
OUT2HS EQCA
OUT4HS EQCe
OUTEEE EI0l
INEEE EIAC
MIKGO EI0F
BADDR E047
PC A048
START 21'53
CRLF 2F71
NULL2 21'78
BADDH.M 2FBO
SPOUT 2FB3
OUTEM 2F85
INEEM 2F88
GO 2F8E
01 SP 21'91
NEWt-IN 2F9A
OOAIN 21'9E
ON 2FA7
BACKUP 21'80
LOAD 2FBI
CALL 21'B3
ECHO 21'04
MKHEX 2H2
OUT 2FEE

TOTAL ERRORS 00000

BEQ
CMP B
BNE
BSR
JSR
CPX
BNE
BRA.

*LOAD MEMORy

•
BACKUP DEX:
LOAD BSH
CALL BSH

CMP A
BEQ
CM? A
BEQ
CMP A
BEQ
aSR
ASL A
ASL. A
ASL A
ASL A
TAB
BSR INEEM
BSR MKHEX:
ABA
STA A 00 .•X
INX
BSR SPOUT
BHA CALL
BSB CHLF
STX '00
LOX II$0000
JSR OUT4HS
LOX '00
BRA SPOUT
CMP A 1$3C
BEQ CALL
SUB A 1$30
CM? A 1$09
BLE OUT
SUB A #$07
RTS
END

NEWLIN
1$08
ON
SPOUT
OUT2HS

'02
AGAIN
START

ECHO
INEEM
1$3C
BACKUP
1$00
LOAD
1$40
START
MKHEX

PRINTED 16 BYTES .• DO NE\oJ LINE
PRINTED 8 BYTES?
NOPE .• KEEP GOING
YUP .• INSET SPACE
OUTPUT BYTE TO TERMINAL
IXH = END AnDR?
NO, DO AGAIN
DONE .• RESTART

MOVE BACK ONE MEM LOC
ECHO MEM LOC ON NEW LINE
CALL 1ST NIBBLE
I S IT "<"?
BACK UP ONE LOCATIO!'J
IS IT "CR"?
START NEW LINE
I S IT "!?"?

TEST FOR "<", CONVERT ASCI I
MOVE
MASI~EO ASCII
TO MOST
SIGNIFCA!'-JT NIBBLE

CALL 2ND NI BBLE
TEST AND CONVERT
ADD TWO NIBBLES
LOAD MEM LOC
POINT TO NEXT
INSEri.T A SPACE
GET NEXT BYTE

IXR TO MEM')RY

POINT TO MEMORY
DISPLAY IX:R CONTENTS

OUTPUT SPACE AND RTS
I S IT A "<"?
YUP .• IGNORE 1ST NIBBLE

IS IT NUMBER?

ASSUME IT'S A LETTER

Y' Reader Service-see page 258
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TRS-80® CPIM® sCBASIC®
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
LOW-COST MOD" DISK EXPANSION

... over 610,000 bytes/disk with our
CP/M ... plus many other features.

Find out why ours is the Better Business Buyf
Modell! CPIM (reI. 2.0) . . $250.00
Modell CPIM (re. 1.5). . . . 150.00
CBASIC 95.00

APH (Automated Patient History) 175.00
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY ANALYSIS

system _ 300.00
MAGIC WAND® Word Processor 400.00
RM COBOL® (ZaO code) 750.00
Osborne & Assoc. CBASIC source programs-

O&A Payroll wlCost Accounting $250.00
O&A Accts. Rec./Accts. Payable 250.00
O&A General Ledger wlCash Journal. 250.00
O&A CBASIC books for above (eacli) .... 20.00

Send 30¢ SASE for CPIM Users Group software
list & free "CP/M Primer".

® "'\AGIC WAN!),.., II reqrvtered tredemerk 01~mdlll:iul>lnt·..•..•."ppl!! anon ..•Ill!
® RM COHO! ,•.•••r,'qll>'.·tl·d trdd.'m,lIk 01 Rvau Mrf-.Hldnd Corp

~ I R:, 8U" d re<.j'l>I",,'d Irddl'Jl1dfk 01 f./dd,() '>hlll k II I <lllth 'unIPdll~
• (PI"', e, d 11'4"""<'0 1,••0""",,10. 01 [)'tj",11 R""'<H< II
• CI\A~I<"''' d rt'q,,,>I•.,t'd "<10"11)'111..ul ~()hllldlt· ,>"I,·n, •.•

G'~~~I!'lI"l!-~l<;~ 17141848-1922 i
19,

8041 NEWMAN AVENUE· SUITE 208 • HUNTINGTON BEACH. CALIFORNIA 92647
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listings start at XXXOH mem-
ory location (per the example),
the extra space is between
XXX7H and XXX8H and saves
some counting to identify
bytes. Micromonitor gives a
complete listing up to and in-
cluding the byte at the ending
address.

After Micromonitor gave me
the listing, it again prompted
with @. The program has a time
delay subroutine located at
memory location 0136H. I tried it
by entering the subroutine's
address, followed by an S. The
subroutine ran and Micromoni-
tor returned again.

Finally, I ran the complete
program. After getting Micro-
monitor's @, I typed the start-
ing address of the program and
then G. This loaded A048H and
A049H and executed the MIK-
BUGGO.The program ran, and I
hit reset to return to MIKBUG.
Now, if I want to get back to
Micromonitor, I must use MIK-
BUG to reload A048H and
A049H with Micromonitor's
starting address and type G.

Concluding Comments
Fig. 2 is a listing of Micro-

monitor with my comments.
The very top bytes of memory
have been reserved for any
patches I may wish to put in. I
chose not to have Micromoni-
tor test for valid hex numbers
while loading. If you wish, the
MKHEX subroutine could be ex-
panded to test for hex numbers
similar to MIKBUG's INHEX
subroutine (it takes ten extra
bytes).

Because Micromonitor is in
MIKBUG's BADDR subroutine
after its prompt, typing any
non-hex character after the @

will patch you to MIKBUG, and
if the program counter isn't
changed, typing G after MIK-
BUG's' will run Micromonitor.

I have used Micromonitor as
my main programming monitor
for over a year. Even now that I
have an Editor/Assembler run-
ning on my system, I find nu-
merous occasions to use it. It's
still faster than my assembler
for memory dumps and quick
program patches .•
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$$$SAVE$$$
TRS·80*/ZENITH/APPLEI MATTEL

. ATARI COMPATIBLE HARDWARE
DISK DRIVES
More capacity than Radio Shack 35 Track (80 K
Bytes) drives. Fully assembled and tested.
Ready to pluq-in and run the moment you
receive it. Can be intermixed with each other
and Radio Shack drive on same cable. TRS·80'
compatible silver enclosure.

90 DAY WARRANTY. ONE YEAR ON POWER SUPPLY.
FOR TRS·80·
CCI·100 51/.',40 Track (102K Bytes) for Modell
CCI·200 5% ". 77 Track (197K Bytes) for Modell
CCI·800 8" Drive for Model II (% Meg Bytes)
For Zenith Z89
CCI·189 5% ",40 Track (102K Bytes) add-on drive $394
Z·87 DuaI5%" add-on drive system $1095
DISKETTES - Box of 10 (5% ") - with plastic library case $24.95

16K MEMORY UPGRADE KITS $59.95

$314
$549
$795

for TRS·80', Apple II, Sorcerer (specify)

PRINTERS NEe Spinwriter
Letter Quality High Speed Printer
Includes TRS·80' interface software, quick
change print fonts, 55 cps, bidirectional,
high resolution plotting, graphing, proper-
tional spacing $2479

With Tractor Feed $2679
779 CENTRONICS TRACTOR FEED PRINTER $995

Same as Radio Shack line printer
737 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER $849

Text quality matrix, proportional spacing
730 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER $640

7 x 7 matrix
P1 CENTRONICS PRINTER $349

Same as Radio Shack quick printer
PAPER TIGER (IP440) $995

Includes 2K buffer and graphics option
TI·810 $1599

Upper and lower case, parallel and serial, paper
tray and TRS·80' interface software

OKIDATA Microline 80 Friction and pin feed $645
Tractor Feed, friction, and pin feed $745

EATON LRC 7000 + 64 columns, plain paper $349

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
TRS·80· LEVEL 1I·16K with keypad
TRS·80· Expansion Interface
ZENITH Z89 all-in-one computer
ZENITH Z19
ATARI 400 $549 ATARI800 $999
MATTEL INTELLIVISION

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
PATCHPAK #4 by Percom Data
CP/M for Modell, Zenith
CP/M for Model II, Altos
NEWDOS Plus - with over 200 modifications 35 Track

and corrections to TRS·DOS 40 Track

$722
$274

$2295
$740

$299

$ 8.95
$145.00
$245.00
$ 89.00
$ 99.00

CAT MODEM Originate and answer same as
Radio Shack Telephone Interface II

$157.50

The CPU SHOPV256
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522
Massachusetts residents call (617) 242·3361
5 Dexter Row, Dept. K5M, Charlestown, MA 02129
Hours: 10AM-6PM (EST) M·F(Sat. till 5)
Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax
Freight collect, F.O.B. Charlestown
'TRS·80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation VISA"
Prices subject to change without notice.
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FREE! ANY TWO EDUCATIONAL
CASSETTE PROGRAMS
AN $80.00 VALUE
When you purchase an
ATARI® 400™ PERSONAL
COMPUTER SYSTEM

or ATARI® 800™ PERSONAL
COMPUTER SYSTEM.

III""''',IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII! 11111111111'1\1111111\\\\\\\\

Ii/III IIIIII

-- - -
A special feature of Atari Personal Computers
is the availability of high school and college
level cassette courses.
These programs are interactive: they ask ques-
tions and wait for the student to give the
answer - and to understand why. The pro-
grams were prepared by outstanding educa-
tors in each field. Each has full color video
coordinated with the sound track.

MARK GORDON COMPUTERS v239
15 KENWOOD ST. CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139

617·242·2749
OFFER EXPIRES

MAY 31st

)Il
ATARI®

AWarner Communications Company"

ATARI'· 810 DISC DRIVE

ATARI'" 820™ 40 COLUMN PRINTER

ATARI' 410™ PROGRAM RECORDER•
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PRODUCTS
FOR THE

TRS-BO· SMALL
liW&~~
YSTEM

NEW ITEM S ! MODE L-n TR S -80·
WHISTLER: HO"E CONTROLLER INTERFACE - $34.95. New hardware
product that controls lights, appliances, computer peripherals,
darkroom timers and other 115 volt devices anywhere in your
house! So f t v a r e controLled by cassette cable. Use with Sears
or BSR Home Control System with uLtrasonic option. AssembLed,
tested, self-contained, and incLudes Basic software.

TRS-80 DISK & OTHER "YSTERIES - $22.95, H.C. Pennington. Best
disk book we've seen! Tells directory secrets, file formats,
damaged di sk recovery, and much more!

LEARNING LEVEL II - $15.95, D.A. Lien. Learn Level-2 like you
did Level-1, step by step. Same author and style as Level-1
manual. Super new book!

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
AIR RAID, BARRICADE or RSL-l: - $10.00 each, all 3 for $25.00

Three popular machine language games now at new lower prices!
All run on both Level-1 and Level-2 and require only 4K of
memory. ALL may be converted for disk using DCV-1.

AIR RAID: Shoot down high speed aircraft with a steerabLe
ground based missiLe Launcher! Aircraft explode dramatically
when hit, sometimes destroying other nearby planes! Score is
taLLied for each hit or miss, and the highest score is saved to
be chaLlenged by other players. Provides hours of fun!

-BARRICADE: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-80' Break through 5 walls
with high-speed ball and keyboard controlled paddle! Trap the
ball among the walls and watch it destroy the 100 blocks! 96
different options to chaLLenge expert or beginner. 3 scores
with best of each saved for chaLlenge by other pLayers.

RSL-1: Enter graphic patterns with repeating keyboard! Sav~
patterns on tape (4 furnished). PLay LIFE, a game of birth,
growth and death of a colony of cells. FAST - about 1 second
per generation! Hours of f as c ina t i nq patterns!

UTILITIES
RS"-2:
RSII-2D:

AN ADVANCEDTAPE ~NITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95
THREE ~NITORS FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTE"S - 29.95

CP/"·· VERSION 2.0 FOR THE ~DEL-ll - $170.00

Latest version from Digital Research. Runs beth single and
doubLe density disks! This "standard" version wiLL run nearly
aLL existing CP/M software, incLuding CoboL, Fortran, C-Basic,
M-8asic, business and accounting packages, etc. Hundreds of
programs availabLe from the CP/M user's group!

RS"II: ENHANCEDVERSION OF RSII-2D FOR THE ~DEL-ll - $39.95

All of the features of RSM-2D (except tape) plus a screen editor
for displaying and modifying either memory or disk sectors in
both Hex and ASCII! Split screen scrolling allows display of 48
Lines. Both serial and paralleL printing with page formatting.
RSMII comes on a self-booting disk, loads into the top of 32K
then may be reLocated anywhere in memory! Instructions incLuded
for saving as a TRSDOS fi le.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTE"S - S150.00
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 TAPE SYSTE"S - 99.95

Write text, delete, insert, or move words, lines or oar aqr cph s ,
save text on tape or disk, print formatt~d copy with right
justification, page titling ~ numbering, etc. Use TRS2~2,
Centronics, or RS-232-C (disk only). Upper case only, or lower
case with modification. Tape version for Leve L'-'l or 2 16K.

CPI" ••OPERATING SYSTE" FOR THE ~DEL - I - $145.00

The 8080/Z80 "Software Bus for the Model-1 TRS-80. Includes
TRS232 and RS-232-C software, t ov e r+c a s e support, debounce,
DCV-2 and other unique utilities. CP/M Editor creat~s and
modifies all files. Assemble from rlisk, placing HEX and PRINT
fi les back onto disk! Includes DOT (Dynamic Debuqqi nq Tool),
PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program), and mor e !

PRINTER SUPPORT
TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.95 ($59.9; after June 30).

Assembled and tested output port for TRS-80 printinq. Use
Diablo, Teletype, TI Silent or any RS-232 or 20-mil current loop
ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Use with
LEVEL-II 8ASIC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or
your own programs! Standard c~ssette software included, or
order new "FORMATTER" below. Add .2.00 for shipping.

TRS232 "FOR"ATTER" SOFTWARE PACKAGE - $14.95

Enhanced software for with Level-2 Basic and our TRS232. Page
and Line length control, form feed function, printer pause,
"smart" line termination, indented continuation Lines, keyboard
debounce, echo screen to printer, etc. IncLudes BASIC cassette
and BASIC and machine language source listings.

PRINTER CONVERSION PACKAGES - $9.95 EACH

Many programs do not include provisions for printing with either
our TRS232 or the Radio Shack RS-232-C. We currently offer the
foLlowing tapes for adding printing functions:

RS"232:
PEN232:
EDT232:

Adds RS-23<-C capabil i ty to RSM-2/2D monitors
RS-232-C for cassette version Electric Penci l
TRS232 and RS-232-C for tape version of EDTASM

22 commands to control your TRS-80 Z-80 processor! Examine
ROM's, test RAM, program in machine Language, read/write machine
language tapes, and much more! SYMBOLIC DUMPwill disassemble
memory into Z-80 mnemonics! HEX and two ASCII memory dumps;
EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARC"
memory, read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with
TRS232 or Centronics, and read/write disk sectors directly!
Radio Shack uses RSM; see page 4-17 of your di s k manua t ! RSM-2
tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or II; RSM-2D disk includes 3
versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

RS"-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RS"-212D ANYWHEREIN "E"ORY - 9.95

Loads wi th the RSM-2/2D "L" tape command, then asks where you
want RSM-2 located. Your answer creates and executes a new
version! Instructions included for saving your new versions.

DCV-l: CONVERT SYSTE" PROGRA"S TO DISK FILES -$9.95

EDTASM, Adventure, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-l, T-BUG, or nearly any
SYSTEMtape can be executed from disk, even if it interferes
with TRSDOS! DCV-l loads system tapes into high memory and adds
a block-move routine. TAPEDISK is then used to create a disk
fi le. When accessed from disk, the program loads into high
memory, moves itseLf to its correct address, then jumps there
and executes! New version works with TRSDOS 2.3.

BASIC-1P: LEVEL-l BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95

Loads into the top 4K of 16K TRS-80's and uses any LEVEL-I BASIC
program or DATA tape (up to 12K in length) without conversion'
NEW commands, LPRINT and LLIST to print with either our TRS232
or the Radio Shack printer! Loads from tape or disk (furnished
on tape). All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported!

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE l!!!'!!] P. O. BOX

'" Reader Service-see page 258

OTHER PRODUCTS FOR THE TRS-80

ESP-1: $29.95.
LST-1: 8.00.

Assembler, Editor, Monitor (3080 mnemonics)
Listing of Level-1 BASIC with some comments

••CP/M tm Digital Research, Inc. •TRS-80 tm Tandy Corp.

See your deaLer or order direct from Small System Software!
CALIFORNIA residents please include 6'; for state sa t es tax.

366 •NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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DATECK
A program subroutine for date checking and formatting.

J. Tom Badgett
400 Albemarle Street
Bluefield WV 24701

One of my pet peeves is
a computer program that

requires the operator to re-
member important details
about entering data from the
keyboard. This kind of program-
ming is time consuming and
wasteful of the very features
that make a computer useful in
the first place. Moreover, it can
lead to improper data entry.

For example, consider the
date entered as part of a
business program. The soft-
ware may use this information

for aging of accounts, checking
records for proper sequence of
data entry and the like. Many
programs, however, depend on
the operator to give the com-
puter a proper date to work
with. Some will even accept ab-
solute garbage in the date-
entry routine.

Entering Dates

Many programmers, for ex-
ample, use a single string to
enter the date for a given pro-
gram run. The input statement
for this type of date entry might
be of the form:
10 INPUT "ENTER TODAY'S DATE";D$

The operator then enters the
date in whatever form he de-

I <1 INPUT "PLEASE ENTER TODA'i"S DATE "; t», D I e.W
dl IF M="NENU" THEN lee
3e IF os»:»:: THEN CLOSE· END
4,1 IF D$~"HELP" THEN ieee PEN PROGPAN INSTRUCTIONS
5t1 IF D$="B'r'E" THEN CLOSE· PUN"CONNND
60 ("('('Continue ui: t.h as many similar checks ·~S neces s sr v. i.nen

,~,,:,on ui t.h thl2 main /-.....srt. or t.he F'("OGi'··.~m),)'>

PUN

Program 1.

ENTEP TODA'r"'S DATE (N.' D., 'r' )" 1I.,31.,?B

. 20,,·'NOVENBEP,·7B .
I S DATE Ok' ( 'r' OP NO )., 'r'

DATE INVALID--PLEASE !'.'EENTEP (N ..D .. ").

"PG ERPOP IN 40220
Ok'

PUN

., 11 ..20.,?B

IS THIS A LEAP 'rEAP 0' OR N) ? N

ENTER TODA'r""S DATE 01.,D,'r') .,. 2 ..2.9.,?8

DATE INVALID--PLEASE REENTER 01 ..D .. 'r')·

. 2B.··'FEBRUAR'r'.··7B.
I S DATE o« ( 'r' OR NO )... ? 'r'

?RI] ERROR IN 40220
Ok'

? 2" 2,; .. 78

Sample run. The computer requires reentry when invalid dates
-November 31 and February 29, 1978-are entered. RG ER-
ROR IN 40220 means the computer didn't know where to go af-
ter the RETURN statement.
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sires: 11/20/78, 11,20,78, or 20
November 1978. He might also
enter an invalid date-that is,
accidentally enter 32 days in a
month. With a single string for
input he might even enter com-
plete garbage, either acciden-
tally or maliciously. The com-
puter doesn't care what you
type in response to the sample
input statement above. It sim-
ply is looking for some value for
D$.

Here's a short, simple date-
entry routine that I now use on
all my programs requiring date
entry from the keyboard. This
routine accepts the date in
three separate strings: one for
the month, another for the day
and a third for the year. Most
people seem to expect to enter
the date as a series of numbers
in the form: 11,20,78. By using
three separate entries, you
make it easier for the computer
to inspect the date you've
entered to determine its validi-
ty.

cause I want to use it as a sub-
routine in many of my pro-
grams. That way I can load it in-
to workspace from disk or cas-
sette before I start to write a
program and don't have to key
it in every time.

Lines 40000-40002 simply
help me remember what this
particular subroutine does. If
you can afford the memory, al-
ways document your software
in some manner.

Lines 40010-40040 set up a
matrix containing the months
of the year. The routine uses
this information to print out the
date for checking in the form:
20/NOVEMBER/78. I prefer this
format when the date is to be
part of the printed output of a
program.

Lines 40050-40060 contain
more documentation to help
me use the subroutine. After
several months without using a
particular piece of software I
sometimes forget how to use it.
In this case, if you forget to
dimension the variable M$,

numerical input because it your computer will likely return
gives me more versatility in pro- an error because most BASICs
gramming. I can make several limit the size of a matrix to 10

unless you tell the computer
otherwise .

Lines 40065-40070accept the
date information from the key-
board. Various checks are per-
formed on the input data in
lines 40080-40120. If you enter
either the month or the day as a
number less than 1, the pro-
gram will go to line 40800 to
print an error message and ask
for the information again.
Similarly, if the number of days
in the month is over 31, the
computer will spot the error
and require reentry of the data.
If the operator attempts to in-
put more than two numbers for
the year, the program will per-
ceive this as an error and go to

I use string entry instead of

checks on the strings entered
(see Program 1) to cause the
program to do a variety of
things instead of what it would
do normally. Also, you can use
this string versatility to format
the date input however is con-
venient. See Program 2 for
alternate date-entry scheme
uses. You can use this MID$
search routine to look for any
type of special character in any
string. It is a useful BASIC com-
mand to help install program
"checks."

The Program

Now, refer to Program 3 for
the following discussion. The
line numbers start at 40000 be-



1~) A=O

5 DIM D$(1,7)
10 INPUT "ENTER TODAY···S DATE (MM/Dft/YY) ";[1$
.12 FL=O

2(1 FOF: ,)=-=1 TO 17
30 0$( ...1)=MI[I$ (D$, J, 1)
35 X=X+1
40 IF [I$(...J)="/"THEN 100
W NEXT 0
100 F()R J=A+l TO X-1
110 DATE$=DATE$+D$(I)
120 NEXT
125 GOSUB 40000
1.30 A=X
1110 FOR ...I""X+:I TO 17
145 IF FL<? THEN END
150 GOTO 30
40000 PRINT "DATE$= ";[lATE$
40002 FL'=FI.+1
40005 F'RINT:DATE$=""
40010 RETURN

OK

RUN
ENTER TOnAY·'::::DATE" (MM/DD/YY) 11/20/7:::
DATE$= 11

DATE$== 20

DATE$= 7:3

OK

RUN
ENTER TODAY~:3 flATE (MM/DD/YY)? ;~0/NOVEMBER/l978
OATE$= 20

DATE"$=· NOVEMBER

DATE$::: 1978

Ok

Program 2. Alternate date-entry schemes.

line 40800.
At line 40130 the string for

the month is converted to a
number for easier manipula-
tion, then several more checks
are performed at lines 40140
and 40150. If the 4th, 6th, 9th or
11th months (months with only
30 days) are entered, the sub-
routine at line 41500 will check
to make sure no more than 30
days have been entered for the
date in that month. If the date is
in February (0 = 2) and more
than 28 days are entered, the
program will go to line 42000 to
determine if this is a leap year.
If it is not a leap year then the
date will be invalid and must be
reentered.

Finally, the entered date is
printed and the operator is
asked to verify it. If it is OK then
the program will return to the
main program via the RETURN
statement in line 40220. If the
date needs to be changed at
this point this program will go to
line 40065 for the date to be re-
entered.

Note that another simple, but
very important, type of data
check is made in lines 40220

and 40230. Without line 40230
the program would function OK
as long as the operator entered
the expected "Y" or "N," "YES"
or "NO."

Suppose something else

were entered? The program
would "fall through" to line
40240 and go to the head of the
program for reentry of the date,
even if this were not what the
operator intended. In this ex-
ample little harm would be
done, but suppose the asked-
for input were a complicated
formula or important financial
information? An accidental en-
try of the wrong letter would
dump the data and require re-
entry-perhaps compounding
the possibility of an error occur-
ring the second time.

Program Use

Program 2 uses the MIO$
BASIC command to search a
string for certain limiters or
identifiers. In this case I've
used "I" as the limiter. A loop is
set up in line 20 for a maximum
of 17 characters (the maximum
number likely with a date). The
command in line 30 looks at
each character in 0$, one by
one.

In line 40, when the "I" is
found, the program leaves the
loop and goes to line 100. There
another loop is established to
build a new string, OATE$. This
string consists of all the
numbers or letters from the
beginning of 0$ to, but not in-
cluding, the first "I."
. In this example I've included

a print statement at line 40000
to show how the string is built,
but normally this is where a
routine similar to the one in Pro-
gram 3 resides. After checking
the first entry, this program
returns to look at the rest of the
string. The loop is reset at line
140 to pick up where the last
one left off (i.e., after the first
"I"), and it searches for the next
limiter, and so on. In this way
various date-entry routines can
be used, checking each seg-
ment-day, month and year-
for validity. The slight advan-
tage of this arrangement is that
the date, including the name of
the month in whatever form is
convenient, may be entered as
long as the limiter "I" is proper-
ly placed.

Conclusion

Whenever possible catch all
possible situations with soft-
ware before a serious program
or bookkeeping mistake oc-
curs. This little date-checking
routine is just one example.
Give serious considerations to
all programs that require
operator input and make sure
there are "catches" in your
software to handle careless
data entry. Such precautions
during the programming stage
make your computer easier and
more reliable to use .•

40000 /i'EN -------------------------------------------------------------
4ftf101 PEN Check..· ..Form.st: Dat-e Subr out. irie
40002 PEN -------------------------------------------------------------
401'119 N$( I )="JANU;;Rr'''· Net(' 2,)= "FE8RUiiF'Y" •N$( 3 )="NARCH" •N$( 4 )="APR IL"
4,1020 NH 5 )= "NAr'" , N$( 6 ); "JUliE" •Net('n= "JUL ,,,, , NH 8 )= "AUGUST"
40030 NH9)="5EPTEN8ER" ·N>/:( /0)= "OCT08ER " ·N$( II )="NOVEN8EF:"
40B40 NH 12)="[>ECENBEF'''
401.:.15f1F;.·EN***."f::f< Be sure t.o dimension N:t to 12 .~t. hed'~ Df Pr o.srem.
401.;1.55 PEN ·1:·1:·'1::+:* noe: BASICs eut.otest.i c s l L ).' l in.i.i. ver iebies t.o 1ft
48066 PEN ·10·*:+:·1"* ui. t.hout: addi t.i one I ci iteens ionirv:
40065 F'RINT· F'PIIIT "ENTEF' TO[>A','···S [>ATE 01,.[> .. r')
40010 INPUT [>$ .. [>1$.. r'$
40080 IF LENC,'$)()2 THEN G05U8 40800·GOTO 40010
4,1090 IF VAU [>$») 12 THEN C,05UB 4080B· GOTO 401310
40/00 IF VAL (0$.)(/ TliEN G05UB 40800· GOTO 4[1010
401113 IF VAL (D/$)31 THEN G05UB 40800'GOTO 40070
40120 IF VAL W/$)(/ THEN G05UB 4BSOO'GOTO 40010
40130 [>=VAUO$)
40140 IF [>=4 OR [>=6 OP 0=9 OF' 0=11 THEN 41500
40150 IF [>=2 AN[> VAUPI:t))28 THEil 4200[1
40160 DATEt=OI$ + " ..."" + NHO) + ",,,,,,, + r'$
402l~O PRINT·PRINT " . ".,PATE$., ".
402/0 INFtlT "IS OATE OK (' ',' OF' NO ),. r, Z$
40220 IF LEFT$(Z$ .. I )="'T'" THEN F.'ETURII
4023B IF LEFTHZ$., I )()"IJ" THEN 40200
4f1240 GOTO 4006·'5
408BO PF'INT'FRINT "DATE I/NALIO--PLEA5E REEIITEF' ("'.,D .. r'),
4l'820 RETURN
41500 IF '/ALW I $ )(31 THEil 40/.50
41510 G05U8 4f1B06:GOTO 40076
42"00 PRINT· INPUT "IS tuis A LEAP r'EAR cv OF: II) ".'U
42010 IF LEFTFL$ .. I )="r'" THEN 40160
42020 IF LEFT$( L$ .. I VY'N" THEil 42000
42t131.J GOSU8 406'(70: GOTO 4BO?ft

elf;"

Program 3.
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GETHIM!
Kill Morloc The Wizard, the evil master of mayhem and illusion.
He's threatening the village of Hagedorn and the beautiful maiden
Imelda.
She's desperately waiting for you to rescue her and the village.
But, first, you'll kill Morloc in this exciting and provocative
REALTIMEcomputer game from Automated Simulations.
Morloc lives in a 30-room Tower, where his minions and monsters
do his bidding to create chilling hazards for any intruder. He will
try to throw a host of them at you-Ogres, The Creeping Crud,
Fire Elemental, Vampire Bats, Salamanders and his personal Genie.
The fiend will even resort to his dread Fireballs. And, to avoid
capture and death, will teleport himself away at crucial moments.
How will you get Imelda and save Hagedorn? By finding the
magical treasures in the Tower that you will turn against Morloc.
l~ijiiii•••_T;h~a~t~i~s,~a~ft~e~r~y~o~udecipher their meaning,W and learn how to use them.

GET HIM!! And, Imelda
is yours. So is the entire
village.
But, HURRY! You're in
REALTIME and the inno·
cent Imelda is about to
be violated!
If you have a 24K PET,
16K TRS-80, or 48K
APPLE, you can play the
exciting "MORLOC'S
TOWER" and have
Imelda for your very own.
Act now. Imelda can't
hold out much longer .

.M.

HERE'S HOW YOU CAN TOUCH
YOUR FANTASIES: Ask your dealer or
rush $14.95 in check or money order to
Automated Simulations, Dept. M2
P.O. Box 4232, Mountain View,
CA 94040.
Or, call our FANTASY LINE, toll free,
800·824-7888, Operator 861 to place
your order and to tell us what other fan-
tasies you would like to touch. (Cali-
fornia,call 800-852-7777,Operator 861 ...
Alaska and Hawaii, call 800-824-7919,
Operator 861).

I-'" 55

rIl AUTOMATED
~ SIMULATIONS---------I WANT TO TOUCHMY FANTASIES ...I Rush me "MORLOC'S TOWER" for $14.95 I

i!! (plus 6% for California residents)

iI Payment enclosed Bill my VISAD M.C.D I
~I Account # I~ --- Expires: __

-o~1 GUARANTEE ~me I
If I'm not completely satisfied,!I I will send "MORLOC'S TOWER" back Address I~Ltoyou In 10 days for a full refund. City State __ Zip _ I

(2J, --I
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SCELBI's 1-"'201
,. '.

Secret Guide
to Computers

by Russett Walter

This book will turn you into
a computer expert, quickly
and easily. It explains the
kind of computer found in
most schools, small businesses
and homes: the kind that has
interactive BASIC. You'll
learn BASIC, having fun ev-
ery step of the way. The book
explains how to deal with
computer machinery I which
buttons to press, and trains
you to write many kinds of
programs. The author's "un-
derground" style of writing is
sure to hold your interest. The
only way to learn BASIC pro-
grammingis to look at sample
programs, analyze them, and
then invent your own. This
book contains. 150 sample
programs; analyzes them, and
gives you hints on how to in-
vent your own. Charts are giv-
en comparing the different
computers. Follow the four
"secret" lessons of th is book
and you'll be programming a
computer with confidence!

Only $5.95

Available at computer, elec-
tronics and book stores every-

. where. Ask to see the other
fantastic SCELBlbooks, too.





FILEI

Last month, we had, as you might say, a "screening" of this program.

Forest E. Myers
5114 Garnett St.
Shawnee KS 66203

purpose of SCREEN was to
create a data entry screen to be
used by FILEIT, a program to
create and manipulate a data
base. Although the task of bring-
ing FI LEIT up on your system
will be somewhat more difficult
than with SCREEN, the task is
not insurmountable, and the
rewards for dOing so are con-

siderable.
FILEIT is a lengthy program.

For some systems it may be too
large to run as a single program.
This is not a serious problem
since almost every option in
FILEIT is done via subroutine
calls. As a result, FILEIT can be
thought of as groupings of
modules, each performing a

separate task.
To run FILEIT on a smaller

system, therefore, requires only
that the necessary modules to
perform a given task be made
into a separate program. The
most logical starting point for
this breakout process is to
make the data retrieval option
(option 3) a separate program.

If you have had a chance to
implement my SCREEN pro-

gram in last month's issue, you
are probably waiting to imple-
ment its complement program,
FILEIT. As you will recall, the

Table 1. Primary FILEIT variables.

AS l nput Zcu tput stl'in',3
II$ File ncHIE' s tri 11'3
CS Utility string for us e r responses and CONVERT function
[1$ Ho ld s us e r- input dat a
E$ Lab e I naee string
F$ Null string. Used to null other s tr-i nqs when nac e as ar-v
G$ User input stl'ing fOI' selection cr it er ic n
T$ Used in purge b l a nk r-ec cr d r-cut ine to hold nonbJnnk

int o r-aat io n to f111 blank r-ec or-d
I1() Holds record nunbe r- of bl ank r-ecor-ds in da t.a bns e
C(J Used to hold COIUMIl addr e s s for CUI'SOl' control
[It) Length of individual data fields
l() Length of i nd i v i dua l l abe l s
R() Used to hold row address for cur s or- control
L8() Holds ver iab l e nueb er in user specified r-epor-t option
loll() Holds nuae r-i c field oe s f snat or-s
R8() Holds and row and position address for user- specified

reports
£11 Holds the nueber of records inc l uded in a 256 byte block
Dl Used to de t.er-a ine the be~innill'3 position of ~ given dat.a

field within a record
I3 Holds the var iabIe nunber se Iec t ed by the user to serve as

as the ae Jec t.r cn criterion for a r-ec o r-crs inclusion in an
output r aport .

Jl Be~innin9 addr-e s s of a given label in the Labe I Stdng Ei
Kl Ending address of <I q iven label in the Labe I Strin',:I Es

LlIst CRT line data entry screen is to be d isp Layad
F'8 Holds var iab l e s relative print position on a ',:liven row in

us e t specified report option
F'9 Holds line length of pr-i nt er- 01' CRT device

specified report option
RO Use)' specified r-e cor-d nuaber- to tIe de Iet ed
SI Switch used to tell screen pr' int r-out ine that scre en is to

be uae d fOI' output and not input.
S2 Se i t c h = 1 if pr lnt er is on.
S3 Switch =1 in retrieve option to pr-event pr in t ing of record

nuaber- on selection r r i t ier ion screen
57 Switch = 1 if correct r-ec cr-d 01' delete record opt icns

being used. Causes s cr-een pri n t routine to output a
si nq l e rec o r d,

58 Switch = 1 when cr e at ion of dat a base opt i cn f ir s t
entered. Allows the creation of a s inj l e da t a bas e dur-i nq
el ',:liven r-un of FILEIT.

59 Switch = 1 keeps user frOM hav inq to enter 110 dev i c e
nunbe r- and file n aae u i th e ac h new option used,

Z3 Holds nuabe r- of records ent e r-ed by us ec
Holds ac tua I length of dat a r-ecor-d
Errol' code conditions f ot- liD opera t ion to disk drives
Disk dr ive llUMbe)' where da t a base is to s tor-ed O)~ is s t.or-sd
Block counter in the c r-eat t on opt i on
OPqoll nunbe r- selected by lIS€I' frOM option list
MelxiMliM nUMbel' of records in data base
lists

Z Total nuab e r of l abe l s in a r-ecor-d
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Similarly, the compress file op-
tion (option 6) could be made
into a separate program.

FILEIT provides the user with
several basic options that allow
creation of a new data base or
modification of an existing data
base. These options are:
1. Create data base
2. Add records to data base
3. Retrieve records from data
base
4. Correct records
5. Delete records
6. Compress data base

The discussion to follow will
center on using these options.
Minimal attention will be given
to the source listing for FILEIT
except to mention that numer-
ous REMark statements have
been added to the program
listing to aid the deciphering
process. Additionally, some of
the more commonly used vari-
ables in the program are shown
in Table 1. I hope these two aids
will shed some light on what
is going on in the program.

Option 1

Create data base. This option
is used to create a new data
base. As part of the creation pro-
cess, FILEIT utilizes a previous-
ly created data entry screen file
output by the SCREEN program.
The user supplies the screen file
name and the storage device
number on which it is located.

The user then supplies the
maximum number of records
that could conceivably be in-

cluded in the data base. Since
the user's response is used to
allocate diskette space to the
data base, care should be used
to ensure that sufficient space
is allocated for any future addi-
tions to the data base.

After space is allocated, infor-
mation in the data entry screen
file is transferred into records 0
through 3 of the data base, and
a data entry screen for the first
data record is presented to the
user. From here the user enters
information in response to the
prompting "?" after each label.

After information is supplied
.for each label, an opportunity is
given for correcting information
entered. To correct an erro-
neous entry, simply type in its
label. FILEIT will respond by
blanking out the previously
entered information with "c" in-
dicating the length of the data
field. Afterthis, enter the correct
information.

If no corrections are to be
made, press RETURN. FILEIT
will respond by asking if more
records are to be entered. If so,
pressing RETURN or entering a
"Y" will cause the data entry
screen to be refreshed for entry
of a new record. If an "N" is
entered, FILEIT will store any
unstored information entered,
update record zero for number
of records entered and return
the user to the options menu.

Option 2

Add records to data base.

FILEIT program.

10 CLOSE IOtEl : CLOSE (1 tEl
:.10 DII1 A$(256) ,H( to) ,O( 10) ,[1$(256) ,O(512),C(30),IIl30)
30 DIM R (30) .i :30), F$ (256)
40 DIM 8$(256). IS (256) .B(30)
50 DIM 1\8(30) ,L8(30) ,N1 (30)
60 II"": FOR 1=1 TO 7 : II" " : NEXT I
70 II" FILE CREATION PROGRAM"
80 AS="": FOR I=1 TO B : A$=A$+A$ : NEXT I
90 D$=A$: B$=A$(1,10): C$=B$: E$=A$+D$: F$o:A$
100 8$=A$: U=AS
110 FOR 1=1 TO 5 : II" " : NEXT I
120 INPUT "Enter i nput Zoutput oev i c e nueber- (0 or 1) ",F
130 IF F<O OR F>I THEN lI"Only 0 or 1 allowed" : ouro 120
140 ij ....

150 II"OPTIONS"
160 II" 1. Create file"
170 II" 2. Add records to file II

180 II" 3. Re tri eve r ec cvds fl'ON file"
190 II" 4. Correct records"
200"" 5. Delete r ec or-ds "
210 II" 6. COMpress file"
220"" 7, End processing"
230 ""
240 INPUT "Enter option nunber- ",0
250 IF O{I OR 0:>7 THEN 140
260 IF 0=1 THEN 690
270 IF 0=7 THEN 7300
:t80 If 59=1 THEN 630
290 INPUT "En t er- naae of dat a file ",B1
300 IF LEtH8f)06 THEN ",'6 char ac t.er-e Must be entered GOTO 290
310 S9=1
320 Bf=BSt", DA"+CHRf (0)
330 OPEN (1 ,E,Bf,3,f)

340 If [:>=1 THEN 7160
350 GET (l,E,Af,O)
360 IF E>1'1 THEN )160
370 Cf=Af(241,242) CONVERT cs TO Z : REM Z=NUMBER Of LABELS
380 Cf=AS (243,244) CONVERT Cf TO L1 : REM L1 =1 ST SCREEN LINE
390 Cf=Af(245,246) CONVERT t s TO BI : REM 81=RECORDS PER BLOCK
400 Cf=AS(247,249) CONVERT Cf TO D : REM D=LENGTH Of RECORD
410 Cf=Af(250,252) CONVERT Cf TO Z3 : REM Z3=NUMBER OF RECORDS
420 Cf=Af(253,255) CONVERT C$ TO R : REM R=MAX NUMBER OF RECORDS
430 fOR 1=1 TO Z
440 C$=Af(h2-1,1*2): CONVERT C$ TO l(J)
450 Cf=Af(119+I*2,120+I*2): CONVERT C$ TO D(D
460 NEXT 1
470 FOR 1=1 TO 2
480 GET (I,E,Af,J)
490 IF DO THEN 7160
500 E$(I*256-255,I*256)=Af
510 NEXT I
520 GET (1 ,E,Af,3)
530 IF DO THEN 7160
540 FOR 1'1 TO Z
550 Cf=A$(1*2-1,P2) : CONVERT C$ TO R(I>

Cf=Af(119+1*2,120+h2) : CONVERT cs TO C(I)
NEXT 1

560
570
580 GET (1 ,E,Af ,4)
590 FOR 1=1 TO I
600 Cf=Af( I, Il
610 CONVERT C1 TO HI (I)

620 NEXT 1
630 IF 0=2 THEN 4070
640 IF 0=3 THEN 4480
650 IF 0=4 THEN 4240
660
670

IF 0=5 THEN 5}10
IF 0=6 THEN 6680

680 REI'I**********:~**:~** CREATE DATA BASE OP"fION *******"'*********
690 IF S8=1 "fHEN ij"This option not allowed
700 IF 58=1 THEN FOR 1=1 TO 500 : " : NEXl I
710 IF Sa'l THEN 140
720 58=1
730 INPU"f "Enter screen file naee ",BS
740 IF LEN(Bf)06 THEN ""6 char-ac t.ers Must be ent er-eo
?50 B$=BS+".SE"+CHR$(O)
/60 OPEN (O,E, BS,2,f)
no IF £>=1 THEN 7160
}BO INF'UT "Enter naee for dat a r i Ie ",Bf
no IF LEN(S$)<>6 THEN ij"6 c har ac te r s Must be entered
800 INf'UT "11,lxitHIM nuabe r- of r-ec or-ds to be in file ",R
810 8S=BS+".DA"+CHRS(0)
820 IF Ul THEN 7160
830 GET (O,E,A$,O)
B40 IF £>=1 THEN 7160
850 CS=AS(241,242) CONVEIH CS to Z : REH NUMBER OF LA8ELS
860 CS=Af(243.244) CONVERT CS TO Ll : REI'I 1ST SCRREN LINE
870 CS=A$(245,246J CONVERT CS TO Bl : REM BLOCf~ING FACTOR
BBO CS=A$(247,249) CONVERT CS TO D : REM RECORD LENGTH

GOTO 730

GOTO 780

890 R2= INTI R/81 )
900 A=R-81*R2
910 R2=R2+5
920 IF A>O THEN R2=R2+1
930 OPEN (1,E,U,3.F ,R2)
940 IF £>1 THEN 7160
950 AS=FS: REM BLANK OUT lIO STRING
960 If'''' : II"Making rOOM fOI' t i Ie on diskette
970 FOR 1=0 TO R2 : PUT (I.E,FS,!) : NEXT I
9BO REM GET INFORI'IATION FROM !lATA ENTRY SCREEN FILE
990 REM AND PUT IT IN RECORDS 0-4 OF !lATA BASE FILE,
1000 GET (O,E,AS,O)
1010 IF £>=1 THEN 7160
1020 PUT (I,E,AS,O)
1030 IF £>=1 THEN 7160
1040 FOR 1=1 TO Z
1050 CS=Af(I*2-1,l*2): CONVERT C$ TO UI) : REM LABEL LENGTHS
1060 CS=AS (119+ H2, 120+ 1*2) : CONVERT C$ TO [I( I) : REI'I DATA FIELD LENGTH
1070 NEXT I
1080 FOR 1=1 TO 2
1090 GET (0, E, AS, Il
1100 IF [:>=1 THEN 7160
1110 PUT (\,E,AS, I)
1120 IF [:>=1 THEN 7160
1130 E$II*256-255,I*256)=AS
1140 NEXT 1
1150 GET (0,E,A$,3)
1160 IF 0=1 THEN 7160
1170 PUT (I,E,A$,3)
1180 IF 0=1 THEN 7160
1190 FOR 101 TO Z
1200 C$=A$(I*2-1,I*2): CONVERT CS TO R(ll : REM ROU ADliRESSES
1210 CS=A$(119+h2,120+I*2): CONVERT C$ TO C(I) : REM COL ADDRESSES
1220 NEXT I
1230 GfT (O,E,AS,4)
1240 fOR 1=1 TO I
1250 CS=A$ (I, Il
1260 CONVERT CS TO 1'11(1)
1270 NEXT I
1280 REM CLOSE DATA ENTRY SCREEN FILE SINCE ITS DATA IS
1290 PUT (l,E,A$,4)
1300 REM NO~ IN THE FIRST RECORDS OF DATA BASE FILE
1310 CLOSE (O,E)
1320 IF 00 THEN 7160
1330 GOSUB 1350 : REM CALL DATA ENTRY SCREEN ROUTINE
1340 GOTO 140

1350 REI'I *********** DATA ENTRY SCREEN ROTUINE ***************"
1360 REM I IS BLOCI( COUNTER. IT IS SET TO 5 FOR fILE CREATION.
1370 REM RECORDS 0-4 HOLD HOUSEKEEF'ING INfORMATION FOR DATA BASE.
1380 REM Z3 HOLDS ACTUAL NUMBER OF RECORDS ENTERED
1390 REM B2 SET TO 1 FOR FILE CREATION. CORRECTION OPTION
1400 REI'I SETS 82 TO RECORD SELECTED BY USER TO BE CORRECTED
1410 REM J HOLDS CURRENT RECOR[I IJITHIN BLOCi<
1420 REI'I SI SIJITCH THAT TELLS SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE THAT SCREEN
1430 REM IS TO BE USED FOR OUTPUT RATHER THAN INPUT
1440 REM L POINTS TO CURRENT LABEL FOR WHICH ilATA IS TO BE
1450 REM ENTERED
1460 REI'I Z HOLDS THE NUMBER OF LABELS THAT I1Af(E UP A RECORD
1470 REM II$ HOlOS USER INPUT [lATA
1490 REM Dl POINTS TO RECORD POSITION THAT DATA IS TO BE PLACED
1490 REM II HOLDS ACTUAL AMOUNT OF DATA FIELD SPACE USED
1500 1=5 Z3=0: il2=1 : A$=F$
1510 FOR J=B2 TO 81
1520 SI=O
lS30 GOSUB 2310 : REM GOTO DATA ENTRY SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE
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1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670

This option is used to add
records to an existing data
base. Records added are ap-
pended to those already in the
file. This is done automatically
and does not require any effort
on the user's part.

In the record addition pro-
cess, FILEIT informs the user of
the number of records in the file
and the number of records the
file can hold. After this, addition
of records to the data base pro-
ceeds in a manner similar to that
described in option 1 when the
file was originally created.

move you through the labels un-
til you reach the one which is
wanted for selection purposes.

If all records in the data base
are to be included in the report,
keep hitting the carriage return
until you have passed through
all labels. Once a carriage return
has been entered for the last
label, the report generation pro-
cess begins. (NOTE: If the user
specifies a criterion, the report
generation process will begin
after the criterion's specifica-
tion.)

Option 4

Correct records. This option
allows the user to correct erro-
neous records in previously
created data files. To accom-
plish this, the user enters the
number of the record to be cor-
rected. FILEIT responds by dis-
playing the record on the CRT
and asking for the erroneous
data field's identifying label.
The correction process then pro-
ceeds in a manner identical to
that described in correcting
records at the time of data file
creation.

Option 5

Delete records. The delete
record option is used to elimi-
nate records from the data base
found no longer valid or useful.
Records are deleted by blanking
them out. Under the retrieve op-
tion, these records will appear
as blank data. To delete records,
the user enters the number of
the record to be deleted. FILEIT
displays the record and asks if it
is to be deleted. Answering "Y"
to the query will cause the
record to be blanked out.

Option 6

Compress data base. The
compress option squeezes
blank records out of the data
base resulting from record dele-
tions. Calling this option
automatically causes FILEIT to
move nonblank records from the
end of the file into blank spaces
in earlier parts of the file.

These two programs,
SCREEN and FILEIT, together
offer a method of avoiding a lot
of the drudgery associated with
data files. I hope that they will
be a worthwhile addition to your
software library .•

CURSOR 15,0
I" ,
IF Z3=R+l THEN )!"Last record tb a t c an be input "; : GOTO 1600
IF N1(l)=1 THEN-CURSOR 15,0: )!"Record ";Z3+1j" ** NUl'leric field";
IF N1(U=0 THEN CURSOR 15,0 : ""Record ";Z3+1;
CURSOR R(l),C(l)+L<U

D'~f'
Dl ~Dl +D(U
INPUTl D$
Zl=D(U-LEN{D$)
REM BLANK OUT "x·'s" THAT UERE NOT COVERED IHTH USER INPUT
REM DATA
FOR Z2=1 TO Zl

1680 II" ";
1690 NEXT Z2
1700 II" ";
1710 REM NOTE: PROMPTING? GENERATED BY INPUT1 STATEMENT
1720 REM IS ERASED BY THE NEXT LINE OF CODE
1730 CURSOR R{l),C(U+L<U : II" ";
1740 IF Nl(l)=O THEN 1900
1750 IF LEN(D$)=D(l) THEN H(l,I!(l»=D$ : GOlD 1840
1760 If LEN(DS)=O AND Nl u»: THEN D$="O"
1770 Vl~D(U-LEN(DI)+l : V2~Vl-l
17BO If Vl<~O THEN SO~l : GOSUB 7350 : GOTO )630
1790 H(Vl,D(U)=DS
IBOO fOR K9~) TO V2
1810 H(K9,K9)="0"
1820 NEXT K9
1830 D$=H(l,I!(l)
IB40 fOR K9~1 TO D(L)
1850 C$=H(K9,K9)
1860 JF ASC(C$)=46 OR ASC(C$)=45 THEN 1890
1870 IF ASC(CS)(48 OR Asc(eS»5? THEN G05UB 7350
1880 IF ASC(CS)(48 OR ASC(C$»57 THEN EXIT 1630
1890 NEXT K9
1900 AS(j-.:D-D+(Dl-(D(l)-I) l ,HD-D+Dl l=D$
1910 NEXT L
1920 CURSOR 15,0
1930 I"
1940 CURSOR 15,0
1950 M" ";
1960 CURSOR 15,0
1970 M"Correction ";
1980 INPUTl CS
1990 REM If USER YANTS TO CORRECT ERROR GOTO CORRECTION ROUTINE
2000 IF CS="¥" OR C$="y" THEN GnSUB 2790 : REM CALL CORRECT DATA
2010 CURSOR 15,0
2020 M"
2030 CURSOR 15,0
2040 Z3=Z3+1
2050 K"More to be entered ";
2060 INPUTl CS
2070 IF C$="N" OR C$="n" THEN 2160
2080 NEXT J
2090 B2~1
2100 REM DATA BLOCK MUST BE fULL, URITE IT OUT TO STORAGE DEVICE
2110 PUT (l,E,AS,J)
2)20 If D" THEN 7160
2130 1=1+1 : A$=fS
2140 GOTO 1510
2150 REM STORE AUAY ANY DATA ENTERED SINCE LAST STORE
2160 PUT (I,E,A$,J)
2170 REM UPDATE RECORD ZERO fOR NUMBER OF RECORDS ENTERED AND
2180 REM MAXIMUM NUMBER Of RECORDS THAT CAN BE PLACED IN fILE
2190 GET (I ,E,AS,O)
2200 If E>'1 THEN 2800
2210 CONVERT Z3 TU CI(MU)
2220 AS(250,252)=C$
2230 CONVERT R TO Ci(MMM)
2240 AS(253,255l=C$
2250 REM STORE UPDATED RECORD ZERO
2260 PUT (1 ,E,AS,O)
2270 If D~I THEN 7160
2280 IF S8=1 THEN CLOSE (I,E) : OPEN (I,E,BS,3,F) : 59=1
2290 RETURN
2300 REM

2310 REM *********************** SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE ****"'********"
2320 REM
2330 REM
2340 REM
2350 REM
2360 REM
2370 REM
2380 REM
2390 REM
2400 REM
2410 REM
2420 M""
2430 Dl ~O
2440 Jl~l
2450 If S3~1 THEN 2470
2460 If S2=1 THEN MTAB(60);"Record "jZ4
2470 S3'0

Dl HOLOS POSITION COUNTER fOR OAT A UITHIN RECORD
Jl HOLDS BEGINNING ADDRESS Of LABEL IN Ei
S3 SUITCH SET IN RETRIEVE RECORD OPTION
S2 SUITCH SET TO 1 If PRINTER ON
SI SVITCH SET TO 1 If SCREEN FOR OUTPUT NOT INPUT
S7 SUITCH SET TO 1 IN CORRECT OR DELETE RECORDS OPTIONS

TELLS SCREEN PRINT TO OUTPUT A SINGLE RECORD
V9 NUMBER Of LINES TO SEPERATE PRINTED RECORDS
Kl HOLDS ENOING ADDRESS Of LABEL IN EI

2480 FOR 11=1 TO Z
2490 REM If PRINTER ON AND ROW NUMBERS DIfFER, THEN PRINT
2500 REI'I A BLANK TO FORCE A CARRIAGE RETURN AND .LINE FEED
2510 If S2') ANO R(I)-1)<>Rlll) THEN I" "
2520 CURSOR R(Ill,C(l1)
2530 KI=J1+L<Ill-1
2540 ME$(Jl,Kllj
2550 M" ".
2560 Jl=K1+1
2570 Dl=II1+D(lI)
2580 If Sl ~I THEN 2640
2590 REM DISPLAY "x/ s" TO INDICATE LENGTH OF DATA FIElD
2600 FOR I'll =1 TO D <II) .
2610 )!"x";
2620 NEXT MI
2630 GOTO 2660
2640 KAS (J*D-DHD1- (D (11 )-1) " J*D-D+Dl ) j
2650 IF S2=1 THEN)!" ";
2660 NEXT II
2670 If S7~) THEN RETURN
2680 IF SI=O THEN 2760
2690 IF 52= 1 THEN 2760
2700 CURSOR 15,0
2710 K"
2720 CURSOR 15,0 : IF 52=1 THEN 2760
2730 14" Record ";%31 ;Z4;" "j
2740 INPUT1 "Hit CR for next record ",e$
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Option 3

Retrieve records from data
base. The user can have records
meeting a specified criterion or
all records in the data base out-
put to the CRTor to the system's
printer (answer "Y" to the printer
request). The user can use the
screen entry format as the for-
mat for the output, or the user
can specify his own format.

To specify his own format, the
user inputs a 2 to the suboption
request. The user is then asked
if a previously specified report
format is to be used. If the
answer is "Y," the name of the
report format file and the disk
drive where it is stored is re-
quested. If a carriage return is
entered, the user must enter the
report format.

To specify a format the user is
asked to provide the report line
number where he wants a par-
ticular label and its associated
data field to appear on the
report. Additionally, the user is
asked to provide the label's
relative position on the given
line. If a line number of 15 or
more is given, the item will not
be printed or displayed. Also,
report line numbers need not be
entered in any particular order
since after the entry of each
label's line number all label posi-
tions are sorted in order.

If too much print information
is indicated for a line, a "line too
long" message will be dis-
played. If this occurs, simply put
the label on another report line.

One other aspect of option 3
is that the user can specify a
single criterion for records' in-
clusion in a report. Just type in
the criterion after the label on
the screen. A carriage return will
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2750 "" II.

2760 IF 5201 THEN FOR UOol TO U9 : "" " : NEXT WO
2770 [II =0
2780 RETURN
2790 REM H******** CORRECT DATA WnHIN RECORD ROUllNE
2800 CURSOR 15,0
2810 ""
2820 CURSOR 15,0
2830 M"Enter l abe l of dat •• field to be c or-r-ect ed ";
2840 INPUTI Il$
2850 JI =1 : DI=O
2860 REM FIND THE LABEL THE USER SAID HAIl INCORRECT DATA
2870 FOR II =1 TO Z
2880 Kl =JI +l( I I)-I
2890 I!1=D1+I!( I I)
2900 If D$=E$\JI jl(l) THEN 3010
2910 Jl=K1+1
2920 NEXT I I
2930 CURSOR 15,0
2940 It"
2950 CURSOR 15,0
2960 It"L<lbel not found
2970 FOR 1=1 TO 500 : " : NEXT I

3950 DI=D1+D(Ll)
3960 X=J*D-D+(DI-(D(Ll )-1»
3970 Y=J*D-I!+DI
]980 IF G$(D2-(D(I3)-I),D2)=M(X,Y> THEN EXIT 4010
:\990 NEXT L 1
4000 GOTO 4020
4010 BOSUB 2430 : REM CALL SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE
4020 NEXT J
4030 A=1
4040 NEXT B
4050 51 =0 : III =0
4060 RETURN
4070 REM ****:~**:~*******:~*** ADD RECORDS OPTION **********:H******

4080 """
4090 It"Currently ";Z3;" records in file"
4100 R2=R
4110 It"File can hold a s Many as ";R2;" r-ecor da''

4120 """
4130 INPUT "Hit CR to be9in entr-v of IlelO dat a ",0
4140 XloINT(Z3/81)
4150 A=Z3-Xl*BI
4160 IF A>O THEN XI=X1+1
4170 1=4+Xl
4180 B2=A+l
4( 90 IF AoO THEN 1°1+1
4200 GET (I,E,A$,Il
4210 IF 0=1 THEN 7160
4220 GOSUB 1510 : REM CALL DATA ENTRY SCREEN ROUTINE
4230 GOTO 140
4240 REM****:_********** CORRECT RECORD OPTION ***:tc****************
4250 S7=1 : SI =1 : L8=0
4260 It""
4270 INPUT "Enter r e c cr d nuabe r- to be c or r-ec t eo ",L9
4280 L8=INT(L9/Bl)
4290 A=L9-L8*BI
4300 IF A>O THEN L8=L8+1
4310 I=4+l8
4320 L8=L8+4
4330 IF A=O THEN A=BI
4340 GET (1 ,E,At,L8)
4350 IF [>=1 THEN 7160
4360 J=A
4370 GOSUB 2310 : REM CALL SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE
4380 GOSUB 2790 : REM CALL CORRECT DATA ROUllNE
4390 PUT (I,E,At,L8)
4400 IF E>=l THEN 7160
4410 CURSOR 15,0
4420 II"
4430 CURSOR 15,0
4440 INF'UTI "Another r e c cr-c to be corrected ",C$
4450 IF C$="Y" OR C$="'I" THEN 4260
4460 51 =0 : A$=F$ : 57=0
4470 GOTD 140
4480 REM :~*:j:*:t.***:l':I"H** RETRIEVE RECOR[!S OPTION t;*",,~*·~****;n*:~*
4490 51=0
4500 II""
4510 INPUT "OPTIONS 1. Screen r ec crt 2. Spec i ri ed r-epor-t ",0

4520 IF 0<1 OR 0>2 THEN 4510
4530 INPUT "Pr i n t er on ? (UN) ",C$
4540 RE:.M IF USER WAN]S I-'RINIER ON, 81:":T S2===i
4550 IF CS="Y" OR CS="y" THEN S2=1 ELSE S2=0
4560 IF 52=1 THEN INPUT "Hov Many lines between r-e c or-ds ",U9
4570 53=1
4580 INPUT "Enter be q i nn i nq r ac or d to be output" ,M
4590 IF BO<l THEN II"Record Must be one or More" : GOTO 4580
4600 IF BO>Z3 THEN ""Only";Z3;" records in file" GOTO 4580
4610 IIZ3;" records in file"
4620 INPUT "En t er- ending r-ec ord to be output ",EO
4630 IF EO>Z3 THEN ""Only";Z3;" rec or-ds in file" : GOTO 4620
4640 IF EO<BO THEN ""Be9innin'3 More than endill'3 " : GOTD 4620
4650 INPUT "U'tnt to specify a s e l e c t.i o n criterion (y/N ) ",C$
4660 IF CS="Y" OR O="y" THEN 4710
4670 M""
4680 D$="ALL": S3=0 : GOTO 4720
4690 REM PROVIDE USER UITH DATA ENTRY SCREEN TO SEE IF ONLY
4700 REM DATA HEETING A SPECIFIED CRITERION IS ro BE OUTPUT.
4710 GOSUB 3450 : REM CALL SELECTION ROUTINE
4720 REH
4730 IF 0=2 THEN 4B20
4740 IF 52=1 THEN It"" : lI"Output is be i nq printed"
4750 IF S2=1 THEN CLOSE (CRT ,E)
4760 IF 52=1 THEN OPEN (PRINTER,E)
4770 GDSUB 3810 : REH CALL READ DATA BASE ROUTINE
4780 CLOSE (PRINTER,E)
4790 OPEN (CRT ,E)
4800 GOTO 140
4810 REM
4B20 ~""
4830 REM P9 HOLDS PRINTER LINE LENGTH. INITIALLY SET TO CRT LINE LENGTH
4B40 P9063
4850 INPUT "Is r-ep crt forMat on file" ,Ct
4860 REM IF REPORT FORHAT ON FILE GOTO GET REPORT FORMAT ROUTINE
4870 IF C$="Y" OR C$="y" THEN ZI =1 : GOSUB 6480
·4880 IF Zl=1 THEN 5180
-4890 IF S2=1 THEN INPUT "Enter pr-int.e- IiM length ",P9
4900 JI=I
4910 FOR 11=1 TO Z
4920 KI=Jl+l(II)-1
4930 R9=0
4940 It"Label"ji:2I;Ilj" ";El(Jl,Kl)
4950 INPUT "En t e r- label r-eccr-t Hne end position ",R9,P8
4960 R9=R9+.01 *P8
4970 IF ZO=l THEN R8(K3)=R9 : ZO=O : GOTO 4990
4980 RBllll"R9: LB( 11 )011
4990 GOSUB 6040 : REM CALL SORT ROUT INE
5000 Dl =0
5010 FOR 1\2=1 TO 11
5020 IF INT(R8(K21) jINT(R8(1(2-1» THEN [11=0
5030 DI=D1+D(K2)+l(K2)+3
5040 IF III >P9 T"HEN ""Line too lon'3 " : EXIT 5070
::;050 NEXT 1:2
5060 GOTO 5110
5070 FOR 1:3=1 TO II
:,)080 IF R8U(3)=R9 THEN EXIT 5100
'3090 ZO=I : NEXT 10
5100 GOTO 4930
5110 Jl=K1+1
5120 NEXT II
5130 INPUT "Do you u an t to save r-epor-t fOI'Mat ",0
5140 IF C$="Y" OR C$="y" THEN GOSUB 6250

2980 CURSOR 15,0
2990 " ••
JOOO GOTO 33S0
3010 CURSOR 15,0
3020 It"
3030 CURSOR 15,0
3040 L=II
3050 If NI (II )=1 THEN M"NuMeric field" i
3060 REM IF LABEL IS FOUND POSITION CURSOR AND DISPLAY PROHPTING
3070 REM "c r s" TO INDICATE LENGTH OF DATA FlEUr.
3080 CURSOR R(I1),C(Il)+L<II)+1
3090 fOR 12=1 TO D(II) : M"c"; : NEXT 12 : tI"
3100 CURSOR R( II) ,C( II )+L< II)
3110 U8=1 : REM KEEP NUMERIC INFORMATION ROUTINE FROM PRINTING "X"
J120 INPUTl DI
3130 Z I =D(ll ) -LEN (D$)
3140 REH BLANK OUT ANY UNUSED DATA SPACE fO PRETTY UP DISLAY.
3150 FOR J2=1 TO ZI : It" "; : NEXT J2
3160 II" II.

3170 CURSOR R (I I) ,e (II) +l( 11) : II" ";
3180 IF NI( II )=0 THEN 3330
3190 IF LEN(D$)=D(II) THEN VI=I : GOTO 3230
3200 IF LEH(D$)=O AND NI(Il)=1 THEN D;,="O"
3210 VI =D (11) -LEN( D$)+I
3220 IF Vl<=O THEN SO=I : GOSUB 7350 : GOTO 3010
3230 H(Vl,D(Il»:::D$: V2=VI-I
3240 FOR K9=1 TO V2
3250 H(f,9,K9}="0"
3260 NEXT K9
3270 D$=Tt( 1 ,D( 11»
3280 FOR K9=1 TO D( II)
3290 C$=H(K9,K9)
3300 If ASC(C$)=46 OR ASC(C$)=45 THEN 3320
3310 IF ASC(C$)(48 OR ASC(C$»57 THEN GOSUB 7350 : EXIT 3010
3320 NEXT K9
3330 AS (J*D-[f+( DI- (II( I I) -I) ) I J*D-D+Dl )=F$ (J*It-D+ (DI- (II ( I 1)-1» ,J*D-D+DI)
3340 A$(j*D-D+(DI-(D(11 )-1 )},J*D-D+Irl )=D$
J3S0 si-r
3360 CURSOR 15,0
3370 It"
3380 CURSOR 15,0
3390 ""More c cr r-ec t i o ne
3400 INPUT I C$
3~10 IF C$-"Y" OR C$=".,." THEN 2790
3~20 RETURN
J430 REM
3440 REH
3450 REM *****:jc:~*:j:**:t.** SELECTION ROUTINE ****************
3460 REM
3470 JI =1 : Dl=O
3480 II""
3490 GOSUB 2310 : REM CALL SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE
3500 CURSOR 15,0
3510 M"
3520 CURSOR 15,0
3530 It''Enter selection cr-t t er-t on at ? above ";
3540 III =0 : 13=0 : REM 13 HOLDS NUMBER OF LABEL SELECTED
3550 FOR 11=1 TO Z
3560 CURSOR R( I 1) ,C( II )+l( I 1)
.3570 GS=F$
3580 III =D1+II(11)
3590 INF'UTl G$(DI-({I( 11 )-1) ,Dl)
J600 II"";
3610 1i$"'GS ([ll-(D( I 1 )-1) .ni :
3620 FOR Z2=1 TO 11(11)
]630 IF G$(III-D(Il)+Z2,Dl-D(ll)+Z2+j)=" "THEN EXIT 3660
3640 NEXT Z2
3650 REH BLANK OUT "x~s" If FIELD IS NOT SELEC"TED
3660 Z2=D( II )-Z2 : FOR Z5=1 TO Z2 : It" "; : NEXT 15
;3670 CURSOR R(lI),C(11l+l(Il) : It" ";
3680 IF G$(Dl-([I(Il)-ll,Dl-(D(II)-l»::" " THEN 3700
J690 EXIT 3790
3700 NEXT II
3710 CURSOR 15,0
3720 It"
3730 CURSOR 15,0
3740 ""No s e Ie c t i on c ri terion selected";
~3750 FOR CO= 1 TO 500 : It : NEXT CO
3760 D$="ALL"
3770 RETURN
:3780 REM STORE LAEEL SELCECTEli EY USER IN 13
J790 13=11: [l2=Dl
3800 RETURN
J810 REM **;~*-t:***"**:j:*:~**:~:~~::~ READ FILE ROUT INE *,t;:t*:t:****'j;;~****:t:*
J820 SI=1
J830 B2=INT(BO/B1} : A=BO-Bl:1>B2 : B2::B2+4 : IF A>O THEN B2=B2+1
3840 IF A=O THEN A=£tl
3850 E2=INT(EO/BI) : E3=EO-BI*E2 : E2=E2+4 : IF E3>O THEN E2=E2+1
3860 Z4=BO-I
J870 FOR B"82 TO E2
3880
J890
J900
3910
3920
3930
3940

GET (1 ,f,Ai,B)
IF £>1 THEN ~ •• GET ERROR •• : STOP
FOR J=A TO BI

Z4=Z4+1 : IF Z4=EO+l THEN EXIT 4050
DI=O
FOR L1=1 TO Z

IF D$="ALL" OR D$="'tll" THEN EXIT 4010
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51S0 II''''
5160 IF S2=1 IHEN CURSOR 7,0 : ""Output is be ina printed"
5170 If S2=1 THEN CLOSE (CRT ,E) : OPEN (PRINTER,E)
5180 REI'! ************ REPORT GENERATION AREA **********U'****
5190 REI'!
5200 REM Z3 HOLDS NUMBER Of RECORDS IN DATA BASE
5210 REI'! U8 HOLDS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS OUTPUT
5220 REM 81 HOLDS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS PER BLOC~
5230 REI'! U9 HOLDS NUMBER OF LINE TO BE PRINTED BEHJEEN RECORDS
5240 REM DS,GS THESE STRINGS GET VALUES FROH SELECTION ROUTINE
52S0 B2=IN1<BO/B1) : A=BO-BI*B2 : B2=82+4 : IF A>O THEN 82:::82+1
5260 IF A=O THEN A=Bl
5270 E2=ItIT(EO/BI) : £3=EO-81*E2 : E2=£2+4 : IF £3>0 THEN E2=E2+1
5280 If 52=1 THEN OPEN (PRINTER,E)
5290 U8=0
5300 FOR Zl =B2 TO E2
5310 GET (1 ,E,IH,Zl)
5320 IF £)=1 THEN EXU ?160
::;330 fOR J9=A TO 81
5340 U8=U8"1: IF U8=EO+ I THEN EXIT 5660
53 SO 50=0 : IF DS="ALL" THEN 5<160
5360 FOR 12~1 TO Z
5370 JI =0 : Dl=O : .:1=0
::1380 FOR 19= I TO L8<I2)
:'j390 Jl=K1+1 : ):I:=Jl+L(I9)-1 : {l1=D1+D(I9)
:~" 0 0 NEXT 19
5410 U=D(L8( 12)
5420 IF GS([l2-(D(13)-I) ,D2)=Ai(J9*IHI+(Dl-lU-I)) ,J9*D-D+DI) THEN SO=I
5430 IF SO=I THEN EXIT 5460
5440 NEXT 12
5450 GOTO 5650
5460 FOR 11 ~1 TO Z
5470 Jl =0 : Dl =0 : KI:::O
5480 FOR 19~1 TO L8( I 1)
5490 JI =K1+1
5500 K1=J1+L( 19)-1
5510 DI=DHD(19)
5520 NEXT 19
5530 IF INT(I~8(l1))<>INT(Ra(II-I)) THEN W' "
5S40 REI'! ANY LINE NUMBER GREATER THAN 14 IS IGNORED FOR OUTPUT
5550 IF IHHR8(IJ))14 THEN 5580
5560 U=D<L8( I I))
5S70 IIES(JI,IO);- ";A$~~}';'!) ~1U:li-iU-i»~J9:t:D-D+Dl);"
5580 NEXT II
5590 IF 52=0 THEN 5630
5600 FOR UO=I TO ~9
5610 II" "
5620 NEXT UO
5630 IF 52=0 THEN II"
5640 IF 52:::0 THEN INPUT "Pr-e s s REIURN to ccnt i nue ",CS
S6S0 NEXT J9
5660 NEXT Zl
5670 CLOSE (PRINTER,E)
5680 OPEN (CRT ,E)
5690 52=0
5700 GOTO 140
5710 REH ;':.***:~**:~**:.*'U**** DELETE RECORDS ROUTINE **'~*'r.**********
5720 II""
5730 INPUT "Enter record nuebe r to be deleted" ,RO
5740 If RO>Z3 THEN li"E>:eeeds nueber- of r-ecor-ds iu file" : GOTO S}30
5750 IF RO<.O THEN II~ThHe er-e no negiiltive records" : GOTO 5730
5760 8=INT(RO/B1)
5770 A=RO-B*BI
5780 IF A)O THEN B=8+\
5790 B=£I+4
S800 GET (I ,E,1I1,8)
5810 IF £)=1 THEN 7160
5820 IF A=O THEN A=BI
::,830 J=A
5840 REI'! 51:=1 TELLS SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE THAT DATA IS TO BE OUTPUT
5850 REI'! S7=1 TELLS SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE TO PRINT ONLY ONE RECORII
5860 51 =1 : S7=\
5870 GOSUB 2310 : I<EtI CALL SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE
5880 CURSOR 15.0
:~89 0 J:I"
~J90 0 CURSa R 15 , 0
5910 INPUTI "Delete r-e c o r-d (Y IN) ",Ct
::;920 IF Ct="Y" OR CS="y" THEN 5940
5930 GOTO 5970
5940 AS(J:JD-(D-l) ,J*D)=FS(HD-(lH) ,J*II)
5950 F'UT (! ,E,AS,II)
5960 IF E>=1 THEN 7160
5970 CURSOR 15,0
5980 II"
:)990 CURSOR 15,0
6000 INPUTI "anot.her to be de l e t e d ",Ct
6010 IF 0="1''' OR Ct="y" THEN 5710
6020 51=0: 57=0
6030 GOrO 140
6040 REM ****:~:u:t:U:~;J;j:;i,~ SORT ROUTINE *_t:n*:.:**:t***:t::'::':~*":~:**"I:.I:
6050 REI't SORT ROUTINE UAS TAl{( FROM "A COMPARISON OF SORT ROUfINES"
6060 REi'1 81' JOHN P. GRIllO, CREATIVE COKPUTING NOV-ltEC 1976
6070 Y=I I
60BO I'!6 = 1 I
6090 1'!6=INI(l16/2)
6100 IF 1'!6-=0 THEN 6240
0110 K6=Y-M6
,S120 J6=1
6130 I6=J6
6140 L6=I6"'r16
6JSO IF R8{l6)~,=R8(l6J THEN 6210
6160 T( I ):::R8(I6) : T(2)=l8( 16)
6170 R8(16)~R8(L6) , LB(16)~L8(L61
6180 R8(L6):::l(I) : L8(L6)=T<2)
6190 16=16-1'16
6200 IF 16>1 THEN 6140
6210 J6=J6+1
6220 IF J6)K6 THEN 6090
6230 GOTO 6130
6240 RETURN
6250 REM :u*:u:~:t,U'U**:_**** SAVE REPORT FORMAT ROUTINE :jt:u***~:*******
6260 INPUT "Ente-r output de-vice- nuabe r ",F
6270 IF F<O OR F>I THEN 6260
6280 INPUT "Enter report tile !lane ",£It
6290 B$=BH" .FT"+CHRS(O)
6300 OPEN (3,E,BS,1 ,F)
6310 A$=FS
6320 FOR I I =1 TO Z
6330 TO=R81I1 Hl00
6340 CONVERT TO TO 0("""")

6350 At<Il*4-3,IIH)=C$
6360 NEXT II
6370 CONVERT P9 TO Ci(#"M)
6380 AS(241,243)=CS
6390 PUT (3,E,AS,0)
6400 AS=FS
6410 FOR 11:=1 TO Z
6420 CONVERT LB(ll) ro C'(M"1
6430 AS(Ih2-1,I1*2)=C$
6440 NEXT 11
6450 PUT (3,E,AS, 1)
6460 CLOSE (3,E>
6470 RETURN
6480 REM :~**:t:~u******u GET REPORT FORMAT ROUTINE ":~:U***********
6490 INPUT "Enter input de-vice- nuaber ",F
6500 INPUT "Ente-r re-port file naae ",Bl
6510 BS=&'H". FT"+CHRs (0)
6520 OPEN (3,E,&'S,2,F)
6530 GET (3,E,AS ,0)
6S~0 FOR 11=1 TO Z
6550 CS=AS(]I*-4-3,Il:t4)
6560 CONVERT CS TO Ra(lIJ
6570 R8<I1)=R8(11)*.01
6580 NEXT II
6590 CS=AS(241,243)
6600 CONVERT CS TO P9
6610 GET (3,E,AS, I)
6620 FOR 11=1 "TO Z
6630 CS=AS( I H<2-1, I 1*2)
6640 CONVERT CS TO La (11)
6650 NEXT 11
6660 CLOSE <J,E)
6670 RETURN
6680 REM ******u:t-uu* PURGE IILANK RECORltS ROUTINE **:;:**:u*********
6690 REM
6700 REM THIS ROUTINE SEARCHES THE FILE FOR 8LANK RECORDS AND STORES
6710 REM THEIR LOCATION IN ARRAY F. NONBLAN): RECORDS ARE THEN
6720 REM TAKEN FROH THE END OF THE fILE TO FILL IN THE BLANKS
6730 REM
67~0 AS="" : FOR 1=1 TO 8 : AS=AStAS : NEXT I : FS=A$ : H=F$
67S0 B=INT(Z3/BI)
6760 A=Z3-h81
6770 IF A>O THEN 8=B+l
6780 8=&+5: Kl =0 : ZO=O
6790 FOR II =5 TO B
6800 GET (l,E,AS,Il)
6810 FOR Jl=1 TO Bl
6820 IF ZO=Z3 THEN EXIT 6860
6830 ZO=ZO+l
6840 IF AS(Jl:~D-(D-I),JHII)=FS(D-(li-l)~D) THEN l:l=){I"1 BO:l)=ZO
6850 NEXT JI
6860 NEXT I I
6870 FOR 11=1 TO KI
6B80 B2=INT(I1( I I )/811
6890 A2=B (II) -&,2*81
6900 IF A2>0 THEN B2=B2+1
6910 B2=F2+4
6920 IF A2=O THEN A2=BI
6930 B=I1H(Z3/Bl)
6940 A=Z3-B*£1
69S0 IF Z3(B(JIJ THEN EXIT 7110
6'/60 IF A>O lHEN F=&'+I
6970 8=8q
6980 IF A=O TI~EN A=BI
6990 GET (l,E ,AS,B)
/000 IF At(MD-(D'-l).,~.:{I)=Fi(D-(It-l),n) THEr~ LJ=ZJ-I : GOlD 6930
lOIO IF As(A:tD-(D-l),A:':D)=FS(D-([I-I),D) AND £1(11):::13 THEN 23=23-1
l020 Z3=Z3-1

Multiple statements on a single line follow-
ing an IF statement execute when the IF
statement tests true and doesn't terminate
with an ELSE condition. If the statement is
false and not terminated with an ELSE,they
will be ignored.

DIT 7110
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7030 U(AHI- (D-I) ,A*D)=AS (A'tJi- (Ji-l) ,A*D)
1040 A$(A*D- (iH) ,A+II}=fi (D- (II-I) ,11)
/050 PUT (I ,E,AS,B)
7060 GET (I ,E,AS,B2)
7070 AS(A2*D-(Il-l ),A2*11J=fS(A*D-({I-l ).MII)
l080 PUT (1 ,E.AS,B2)
1090 NEXT I I
}100 REM Uf'tJATE RECORD ZERO FOR NEU RH;f)RD COUNT
/110 GET (1 ,E,AS,O)
7120 CONVERT Z3 TO cS(~"ln
7130 AS(250,252)=CS
l140 PUT (I ,E,At,O)
7150 GOTO 140
ll60 REM *:u*:.**:t:J******:t::u DIS~ ERROR ROUTINES *****************:t
7170 IF E=1 THEN II"FILE NOT FOUNI). "
7180 IF E~2 THEN '''NOT ENOUGH ROO. ON DISKETTE"
7190 IF E~3 THEN ,"DUrLICATE FILE NAME ON DISI(ETTE"
noo IF E=4 THEN ""FILE NOT OPEN"
7210 IF E=5 THEN II"END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED"
n20 IF E=6 THEN ""FILE ALREADY OPENED"
?230 IF E=9 THEN II"SYSTEM ERROR"
J240 IF E=12 THEN II"TOO MANY OUTPUT FILES ON ONE DRIVE"
7250 IF DO THEN II"ALL fILE HAVE BEEN CLOSED"
J260 IF DO THEN CLOSE (O,E) : CLOSE (11E) : CLOSE (2,E) : CLOSE (3,E)
7270 IF E>O THEN ""ALL PROCESSING STOPPED"
7280 END
7290 REH u************* END or PROCESSING *******************
7300 CLOSE (O,E)
7310 CLOSE (I ,E>
7320 CLOSE (3,E)
7330 ""End of processing"
7340 ENII
73S0 REK UHUH INCORRECT NUMERIC FIELD INFORMATION ROU"TINE*****u*
7360 CURSOR 15,0
7370 '"
7380 CURSOR IS,O
7390 IF SO=I THEN II"Fie-ld length e xc e e ded
l400 ""NUlle-ric i ntcr-nat i cn only p l e as e";
7410 CURSOR R(L),C(L)+l(L) : II"
7420 IF UB~1 THEN 7480
?43~ FOR 1'11=1 TO D(L)
7440 lI"x";
7450 NEXT Ml
7460 II" ";
l470 CURSOR R(U,C(U+L(L)
7460 FOR U7= I TO 225 : It ; NEXT U7
l490 U8=0
7500 RETURN

SO::O GOTO 7410



Relieve SWTP Tape Drudgery
Generate MIKBUG-compatible tapes with the 02 kit.

Dr. Bernard Tan
Dept. of Physics
University of Singapore
Singapore 10

When hand-loading a ma-
chine-language program

using a keyboard into a 6800
system such as the SWTP, you
are tying up your system. Many
owners of the SWTP and other
6800 systems also possess an
MEK 680002 kit, which has a
hex keypad. The 02 kit has a
Kansas City Standard cassette
interface, which reads and gen-
erates tapes in a binary format
not compatible with the usual
MIKBUG "s" format.

The accompanying program,
02MIKPUN, enables the 02 kit
to generate MIKBUG-format

tapes. In this way, you can use
the 02 kit to hand-load machine
code, which can be dumped on-
to a cassette for subsequent
loading into the main SWTP or
other 6800 system.

The program also puts onto
the MIKBUG tape an address,
which can be specified by the
user and which may be different
from that of the 02 kit memory in
which the code resides. In this
way, you can hand-load blocks
of code into the 02 and dump
them on tape with successive
blocks of addresses meant for
the larger 6800 system.

How It Works

The program makes use of
the 02's J BUG routine and occu-
pies 128 bytes from hex 0000 to

007F. The 02 comes with 256
bytes of RAM; the next 128bytes
from hex 0080 to OOFFmay be
used for loading the machine
code. A long program several
kilobytes long may be loaded
and dumped on tape in 128-byte
blocks with the correct ad-
dresses for the larger 6800 sys-
tem.

To use the program, load it in-
to the 02 manually. The program
may then be saved on tape in the
02 binary format for future use.
The desired machine code is
then loaded manually into the
remaining 02 RAM.

To generate the MIKBUG
tape, the following RAM loca-
tions must be loaded (all ad-
dresses in hex):
AOOO-high byte of beginning

address on MIKBUG tape
A001-low byte of beginning ad-
dress on MIKBUG tape
A002-high byte of beginning
address in 02 memory
A003-low byte of beginning ad-
dress in 02 memory
A004-high byte of ending ad-
dress in 02 memory
A005-low byte of ending ad-
dress in 02 memory

On executing a GO to the
start of 02MIKPUN at hex 0003,
the MIKBUG tape is punched.
One nice feature is that after
punching, the beginning ad-
dress in hex AOOO/A001 for the
next block, if contiguous, is set
to the correct value. With this
program the 02 becomes an off-
line loading terminal for a larger
6800 system .•

02MIKPUN program.

NAM D2MI KPUN

** OFFSET MIKE<UG TAPE: PUNCH PROGF,AM* FOR MEK6800D2 KIT* B¥ ·B·,·]'·.G·, ·TAN.· UNIVr"RSHY OF SINGAPIlRE* THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS THE D2 KIT Til PUNCH* MIKBUG FORMAT TAF'ES WITH BEGINNING* AI'DRESS ON TAPE DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF* THE D2 MEMO!',Y WI"IOSE CONTENn; AF,E BEING* PUNCHED. ADIII~ESSE::JTO BE STORED AS FOI~L()WS:* $AOOO AND $AOot: BEGINNING ADDRESS TO* BE PWNCHED .* $A002 AND $A003! BEGINNING ADDRESS IN D2* MEMORY* MON AND $A005: ENJ)!NG ADDRESS IN 1)2 MEMORY

*
8008
EOAC
E37A
E387
MOO
MOO
A002
A004
0000
0000
0002

0003 86 51
0005 B7 80 08
0008 FE AO 02
OOOB DF 00
OOOD B6 AO 05
0010 90 01
0012 F6 AO 04
0015 [12 00
0017 26 04
0019 81 10
00lB 25 02
00lD 86 OF
001F 4C
0020 97 02

0022 CE 00 78

PUNCH2 LDA A *$F
PUNCH3 INe A

STA A TEMP STORE BYTE COUNT* PUNCH CR, LF, 4 NULLS, 51
LDX tMTAPE
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PTAPE2

O()25 ac 00 80 PDtlTA CPX :l:MTAPE+B
O(l28 27 0:; BEn PUNCH4-
002A B[I E3 87 ·JSR PUN ·.IUMP TO ·mUG PUNCH SUBR
002[1 20 F6 BRA PDATA* PUNCH FRAME COUNT
002F 96 02 PUNCH4 LDA A TEMP
0031 8B 03 ADD A =1:1<5
0033 l.6 TAB INITIALIZE CHECKSUM

. 0034.8IJ.2C BSR PTAPE2 f'UNCH FRAME CIJUNT* PUNCH BEGINNING ADDF"~ESS
0036 CE AO 00 LDX IPBEGA
0039 8D 23 BSt< PTAPEl PUNCH HIGH BYTE
003B 8[1 21 BSR PTAPEI PUNCH LOW BYTE* PUNCH DATA
003D DE 00 LDX TW
003F 8D ID PUNCH5 BSR PTAPEI PUNCH ONE BYTE (2 FRAMES)
0041 7C AO 01 INC PBEGA+:l INCREMENl PBEGA
0044 2p 03 BNE PUNCH6
0046 7C AO 00 INC PBEGA
0049 7A 00 02 PUNCH6 DEC TEMP DECREMENT BYTE COUNT
004C 2p Fl BNE PUNCH5
004E DF 00 STX TW
0050 53 COM B
0051 1.7 TElA

PUNCH CHECKSUM

ENDA
PUNCHI
INIT

END ADDRESS ALREADn
NO
YES. .JUMP TO .JBUG CONTROL

OPT NOP
ACIAC mu $8008 ACIA CONTHOL r<EGISTER
INIT mu $EOAC .JBUG CONTROL.
OUTCH EQU $E37A JBUG OUTPUT SUBROUTINE
PUN mu $E387 ..IBUG PUNCH SUBFWUT:tNE

ORG $AOOO
PBEGA RMB 2 PUNCH BEGINNING ADDRESS
BEGA RMB 2 MEMORY BEGINNING ADDRESS
ENIIA RMB 2 MEMORY END AItf.iRESS

ORG
TW RMB 2 TEMPORARY BEGINNING ADDRESS
TEMP RMB BYTE COUNT

* PROGRAM STARTS HERE
LDA A :1:$51 INITIALIZE ACIA.C
STA A ACIAC
LDX BEGA
STX TW STORE TEMP BEGINNING ADDRESS

PUNCH1 LIlA A ENDA+1
SUB A TWt1
LDA B ENDA
SEC B TW
BNE PUNCH2
CMP A Ul0
BCS PUNCH3

0052 8D OE
0054 09
0055 09
0056 Be AO 0-4·
0059 26 B2
005B 7E EO AC

BSR
DEX
DEX
CPX
BNE
.JMP

* PUNCH 2 HEX CHARACTEI1S
PTAPE1 ADD E< O,X UPDATE CHECKSUM

LDA A O,X LOAD DATA BYTE IN ACIA
PTAPE2 PSH A

OUTHL. OUTPUT LEFT HEX CHAR

OUTHR OUTPUT RIGHT HEX CHAR

005E EEl 00
0060 A6 00
0062 36
0063 8D 05
0065 32
0066 8D 0;;
0068 08
0069 39
006A ED £2 9F
006D 84 OF
006F 8E! 90
0071 19
0072 89 40
0074 19
0075 7E £3 7A
0078 01)

OUTHL
OLJTHR

BSR
PUL A
BSR
INX
RTS
,JSR
AND A
ADD A
DAA
ADe A
DAA
.JMF'
FCB
END

$£29F
UF
1$90

.JUMP TO JBUG SHIFT SUBR
OUTPUT ONE HEX CHAR

MTAPE

tHO

DUTCH ·JUMP TO JBUG OUTPUT SUBR
$OD, $OA, 0 9 0 1 0,0 Y / S" / 1

NO ERROf~(S) DETECTED



With over 100 Interludes, you can satisfy all levels of interest and desire. Each Interlude is fully
the manual, and the more elaborate ones are detailed with regard to settings, props, and

techniques. But we've saved a few super Interludes for that very special time when your
indicates you're ready! At that time, you will be introduced I I d ™

one of several Interludes held secret within the computer. (When you nter u e"
learn secret Interlude #99, your love life may never be the same again!)
Interlude can give you experiences you'll never forget. Are you ready for it? The Ultimate Experience.r-------------------------------

Interlude, 10428 Westpark, Houston, Texas 77042 I'm really ready! Rush me copies of Interlude today.
o For the Apple II (16K)# 0 For the TRS-80 (Level II-16K)## 0 $14.95 for cassette 0 $17.95 for diskette.
Add $1.50 for shipping. Texas residents add 6% sales tax. My check (payable to Interlude) is enclosed. 0
'Charge my 0 MASTERCHARGE 0 VISAaccount.
Account No. Expiration date _
Allcharge customers must sign. Signature _
Name Age _
Address ---,-- _
City State ip _

'CHARGE CUSTOMERS: Order by phone toll-free! 1·800.327·9009 Ext. 306
# Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. ## TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co.



Dynamic Duo

Any problem has at least two good solutions-to wit, the following pair of articles ad-
dressing the SWTP-Heath H14 interface question. The first uses a modified MP-S board ..

CUT FOIL
HERE
(TOPSIDE
OF BOARD)

JUMPER ct TO CO
(TOP SIDE)

Fig. 1. MP-S board with modifications.

RS

NAL +5V

i'2

" RS VDD

22 DO ICI
21 01 MC6850

~r-20 02
I. 03 TX
18 D.

DATE

17
05 RX

IS OS
DATE

15 07

13 Riw RTs 5

" E CTSR+Lrl CSO DCD
3

10 CSI. s CS2

0----0---_
~0---0 ____ TX ct,«

0---0- ___

f-20---0 ____ RX ct,«
0---0----

~___J -f--2 iRQ VSS +5V

~ • 03

Cl

C

• 04

ORIGI

DO
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

R/W

02

liD

IIOb
150b

300b
60Cb
120Qb

Dr. P. Vijlbrief
Dept. of Radiology
University of Leiden
The Netherlands

FOIL HERE (BOTTOM
SIDE OFBOARD) The popularly priced H141ine

printer is a good buy. The
kit comes complete-it can be
assembled in about 25 hours.
The coupling with the popular

MODI FICATION +5Vt,
" RS

VDD

22 DO ICI
21 01 MC6850
20 02 f,f-I. 03 TX
18 D.

DATE

17
05 RX

16 06 DATE

15 07

13 R/W - 5
RTS

" E CTs ~
+Ld: CSD DCD

~
10 CSI. s CS2

0---0---- r+
0----9---'- ~ TX C~K

0---0----

~0---0 ____ RX eLK +5V
0---0----

~---r r--2. IRQ
VSS

03

J: Cl IDK

1
co

D4

¢'

RS

DO
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

R/W

02

110

IIOb
150b

300b
60Cb
1200b
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Fig. 2. Detail of MP-S serial interface schematic.

SWTP system was quick and
easy.

RTS
FROM HI4

Modifications

I used an MP-S serial inter-
face board. Only' a few small
modifications were necessary
to handle the handshaking fea-
ture of the H14 printer. The RTS
(ready to send) signal coming
out of the printer should be con-
nected to the 1/0 card. There-
fore, I used the CI connection. I
cut the foil between the point
where 03 and 04 meet and the
connection to the ACIA. The
ACIA side of the foil break is
jumpered with a small piece of
wi re to a nearby poi nt on the CO
foil to make sure that the clock
signal is routed to the ACIA.

I broke the grounding foil
coming from pin 24 of the ACIA
(CTS) by carefully using a sharp
knife, but leaving pin 23 con-
nected to ground. Then I sol-
dered an isolated wire between
pin 24 of the ACIA and the joint
between 03 and 04. Further-
more, I broke the foil coming
from the top board connector
poi nt CI to 03 and 04 and
jumpered the break with a 10k
Ohm resistor. The modifica-
tions are clearly seen in Fig 1.
Fig. 2 shows a part of the
schematic of the MP-S board,
both the original and the
modified circuit.

From the H14 interface cable
the protective ground (PGNO)
pin 1 and the signal ground



Hex code Mnemonic Description

37 PSH B save contents of ACC B

C603 LOA B #$ 03
F7 800C STA B $ 800C ACIA address

C611 LOA 8 #$ 11

F7 800C STA B $ 800C
33 PUL B restore contents of ACC B

39 RTS back to main program

Example 1. Initialization subroutine for ACIA in port 3.

Hex code Mnemonic Description

37
FF A060
CE 800C
E600
57
57
24 FA
A701
FE A060
33
39

PSH B save contents of ACC B
STX $ A060 save contents of X·register
LDX #$ 800C load X·register with ACIA address

LDA B O,X }
ASR B check ACIA ready?
ASR B
BCC CHECK AGAIN
STA A 1.X write contents of ACC A to ACIA
LOX $ A060 restore contents of x-reqister
PUL B restore contents of ACC B
RTS back to main program

Example 2. Subroutine to output contents to ACC A to printer
via ACIA in port 3.

(SGND) pin 7 should be con-
nected to the ground point on
the MP-S 1/0 connector. The RS-
232C serial input (SIN) pin 3
goes to the RO point on the
MP-S 1/0 connector, and the re-
quest to send (RTS) output pin 4
goes to MP-S 1/0 connector
point CI (now CTS). Only RI
must be jumpered to ground on
the MP-S 1/0 connector. Do not
jumper TI to TC (see Fig. 3).

Programs

If you put the MP-S board in
1/0 port 3 of your SWTP system,
you can use the H14 pri nter
without further problems with
SWTP 8K BASIC. Jumper the
H14 for RS-232C input and out-
put. If you want to use the
printer with any other program,
you first have to initialize the
ACIA in the beginning of the
program and then use a typical

HI4 INTERFACE
CABLE CONNECTOR

ACIA output program to output
the contents of ACC A to the
printer.

Examples 1 and 2 show the
programs I used for the MP-S
board in port 3, but you can
easily change to other ports by
replacing the ACIA address in
the program (port 3 address is
$800C).

If you want to change the
character width of the printer
through software, be careful to
load the needed control charac-
ters one after another in hex
values in ACC A and output
them via the output subroutine
mentioned earlier. Simply
loading the characters in ACIA
address + 1 is not the right way
to do this because the ACIA
has to be checked first.

I hope that you will be as
satisfied as I am with the
SWTP-Heathkit combination .•

//0 CONNECTOR
MP-S BOARD

TO PIN I PGND ------,

TO PIN 7 SGNnD·=======~=~=J=r:==:~co~'<7TO PIN 4 RTS =- [el] CTS-~
TO PIN 3 SIN

RI

RO
TC

TO

RC

TI

vReader Service-see page 258

Fig. 3. Interface connection.

MEMOREX
DISKETTES

fI CARTRIDGES
for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!! Buy any
quantity. Call free (800) 235-
4137 for prices and information.

100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. (In Cal. call
(805) 543-1037.)

GET WITH OUR
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM
BEFORE THEIBS.
GETS TO YOU!

APPLE & TRS-80 diskette versions
* RENTAL INCOME PROGRAM

• Renter Information Report
• Rental Income Tracking
• Late Rent Reporting
RENTAL EXPENSE PROGRAM* • Expense Analysis By Building
• Comparative Utilities Reporting
• Yearly Totals For Tax Reporting
(All reports may be printed)
EITHER PROGRAM: $125
TOTAL SYSTEM: $225

Ask About Our
Realty Analysis Modules

At Computer Stores everywhere
or call (213) 372-9419 for C.O.D.

oftware

E·™ 2045 Manhattan Ave.,
Hermosa Beach,mpany .,.-117 CA 90245_..
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This gadget fits into most dashboards ... no strain even in a tiny sports car like the Mazda RX-7 ... and
once you have it, every trip is like flying a 747. The darned thing tells you the time, how fast you're going, how
far you've been on this trip or since the last regassing, how many miles per gallon you're getting, either at the
instant or the average on the trip. _. or gallons per hour at the moment or forthe trip ... temperature outside
___inside (or coolant temperature, if you prefer) .. _oh, it has an elapsed time for the trip, a stop watch, lap
time, an alarm. __how much further for your trip, how many gallons more the trip will take, how much longer
for the trip at your present average speed ... yes, it gives you your average speed for the trip. You prefer it in
metric.no strain __. liters remaining, etc. Oid we mention that it also has cruise control either at a speed set
on the control board or at whatever speed you are traveling? The Compucruise will keep you busy and enter-
tained during any trip. , . telling you more than you will ever want to know.

The Compucruise is not difficult to install .. _though it does connect to everything except the cigarette
lighter. Until you've tried computerized travel, you haven't found out how much fun driving can be. It will work
on any car not having fuel injection ... and there is a front-wheel drive accessory gadget available for only
$4.40-#POOI(regularly $5.50).

The price forthe Compucruise is regularly $199.95 ... and a bargain at that price. We'll sell you one of these
fantastic gadgets for $159.95with cruise control (Model 44-#P002),and $127.95without (Model 41-#P003).Send
money ... and start having fun!

If you enjoy driving, you're going to get a
COMPUCRUISE. Once you see what it can
do, you just won'1 be able to live without it.

PROCESSOR TECH
HARDWARE

4 Processor Tech Video
Display Module-Memory
mapped video for S-100,ex-
cellent condition.
#0009-$144each.

PROCESSOR TECH SOL
4 SOL Computers-8K RAM* Monitor, S-100,excellent

condition. #0004S-$950
each.

17 TREK-80 on cassette for
SOL-This is one of the
best real time space games
available today: needs 8K.
#0005-$11each.

MICRO TERM
ACT TERMINAL

2 MicroTerm ACT Terminal* -Need a video monitor, up
to 600 Baud, good condl-
tion. #S03.5S-$190each.
SPECIAL PRICE.

COMPUCOLOR
HARDWARE

2 Compucolor Computer 8001* (use as computer or 75
MHZ Color Monitor)-8K
RAM, BASIC and OOS in
ROM, good condition.
#8025S-$1400each.
SPECIAL PRICE.

2 Compucolor MiniFloppy* -5% inch, good condition.
#8026S-$500each. SPECIAL
PRICE.

4 Compucolor 8K RAM card* -Static RAM, good condi-
tion. #S027S-$190each.
SPECIAL PRICE.

3 Compucolor Floppy Tape* Drive-Uses eight-track car-
tridges, good condition.
#8028S-$60each. SPECIAL
PRICE.

PANASONIC
TAPE DECKS

Ponosonic RS261us Stereo
Cossette Decks-with auto-stop,
record level adjust, VU meters,
used condition; all have had
heads replaced and aligned.
#T001-$50.
Ponosonlc RS260US Stereo
Cassette Decks-same as above,
but also has bias switch for
chrome tapes. #T002450.

Ever had your car stolen?
The first reaction is one of disbelief ...
. . . you know it was right there!

What you want is a modern combination lock on your ignition ...
The Steal Stopper. It's easy to install and almost impossible to
defeat. You can by-pass it, if you want, for parking attendants or a
car wash. Other than that, you set up a secret four digit code and
only will then be able to start the car ... even if you have the keys in
the iQnition.

Thls protection retails for $50 ... but we have a special for you at
$39.95. Oon't procrastinate. Order #P004.

Note: This product works best on Oetroit cars. Mazda RX7
owners must order additional module, #P008,which costs $8. The
Steal Stopper can be modified for Mercedes, Porsche, Ferrari, or
other high performance European cars by returning unit to
manufacturer with $3. They promise quick modification and return.

BRAND NEW· TRS·80's
and accessories at FANTASTIC SAVINGS

LEVEL II 16K COMPLETE. . . . $720 #TR5-001S
16K EXPANSION UNIT.... . $400 #TRS-002S
32K EXPANSION UNIT. . . . . . $525 #TRS'()()3
DISK DRIVES.. $425each(SpecifyWhichdriveyouwant) #TRS'()()4
FRICTION MODEL PRINTER $870#TRS-005S
TRACTOR FEDMODEL PRINTER.. $1350 #TRS.()()6
LINE PRINTER III (AND CABLE)......•..... $1550 #TRS'()()7
MOD II 64K. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3400 #TRS.()()8

TERMS: Shipment normally within one week of receipt of your order (with
cashier's check, money order, or credit card) for microcomputer and three
weeks for accessories (checks take two weeks extra to clear bank). AOO
$2.50 PER ITEM for HANOLING. Everything will be sent to you with UPS
freight charges COLLECT.

'NOT UPGRADED USED OR RECONDITIONED LEVEL I's WITH OLD KEY-
BOARDS BUT BRAND SPANKING NEW TRS-80's IN FACTORY CARTONS
WITH FULL FACTORY WARRANTY! COMPARE PRICES AND QUALITY
AND ORDER FROM MOM's.

ASK MOM
For details of October 1980 Asian
and European Electronics Tours.
Info #002 ... No charge. See
Wayne Green's editorial; Jan.
1980/KB.

MUSIC
Software Technology S·100
Music system on cassette
-This is an S-100 Music
system; contains the proper
hardware. #00058-$19.60
each.

NORTH STAR
HARDWARE

1 North Star Floating Point* BASIC card-With special
BASIC, new. #00059S-$270.

5 North Star Floppy Disk con-
Iroller card-Single density,
S·100, new. #00061-$248.

56 S·100 Edge connee-
tor-Gold Contacts, new.
#0050-$2 each.

6 Extender Card for S·100* (kit)-New. #0051S-$20
each.

ICOM
DISK DRIVE

ACCESSORIES
ICOM PROM and 8" Disk

* for SOL FDOS- This disk
requires an ICOM S-100
Oisk Controller installed in
an S-I00. #0031S-$150.
ICOM CPIM on 8" Disk for

* S·100-Requires an ICOM
S-100controller in an S-I00
cabi net, #0032S-$90.
ICOM FDOS-II on 8" Disk* for S·100-Requires an
ICOM S-I00 controller in an
S-100cabinet, no documen-
tation. #00335-$170 each.
ICOM FDOS·II on 5 'f," Disk

* for S·I00-Requires an
ICOM S-100Mini-Floppy
Controller in an S-100
cabinet.#0034S-

ER
1 IASIS COMPUTER-IN-A-.* BOOK-8080 Microcomput-

er, comes built into training
manual, excellent condi-

#0020S-$225

PROCESSOR TECH
SOFTWARE

2 Processor Tech Extended* Disk BASIC-This is full
disk BASIC on 8" disk for
HEllOS II disk controllers
with PTOOSand greater
than 16K. #0015S-$70 each.

1 Extended Disk BASIC on* cassette-This is the same
as previously mentioned for
the Oisk BASIC from Pro-
cessor Tech. Needs more
than 16K. #0017S-$62.

4 Extended Cassette
IIASIC- This includes all
file operations, advanced
functions for doing more
than playing games; for
SOLOS, CUTIER, and CON·
SOL Monitors. #0016-$22
each.

16 BASIC 5 from Processor
Tech-This is a simple
BASIC for a SOLOS, CUT-
TER, or CONSOL Monitor
and 8K of RAM. #0013-
$11.60 each.
Processor Tech GAMEPAC-
for above BASIC-Various
simple games. #0014-$10.00
each

ASTROLOGICAL
COMPUTER AND

4·FUNCTION
CALCULATOR

ASTRO®
Gives you a fascinating look into
your personality traits. Compares
16 different combinations.
Matches your astrological influ-
ences to any day-past, present,
or future. Gives in-depth analysis
of your compatibility with your
boss, your spouse, your lover,
your child. Regularly $49.95.
#P0020-$39.95 SPECIAL PRICE.
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Q2)GPO
MAIL ORDER MICROS ,,53

Dept.5KB • POBox 427 • Marlboro NH 03455
Phone: (603]924-304 *

HEAD ALIGNMENT KIT
Best cassette recorder tape head
alignment kit available. Solves
loading problems. #Kool-only

$9.95.

SHUGART
MINIDISK DRIVES
Shugart MlnlDlsk Drives
-No cabinet, good condi-
tion. #8037-$300 each.
SPECIAL PRICE.

IMSAI HARDWARE
IMSAI 8800 Mainframe

* S-100-Excellent condition.
#D0087S-$800.
IMSA180/15 S·100 Develop-

* ment System- Partially
assembled, needs a CPU
card, excellent condition.
#500885-$500 as is.
SPECIAL PRICE.
IMSAI 80/15 S-100 Develop-

* ment System-Kit, main-
frame cover missing, needs
a CPU card, excellenl con-
dition. #S0089S-$450 as is.
SPECIAL PRICE.
IMSAI4K RAM card-S-l00,
good condition. #D0055-
$89.60

IMSAI
PARALLEL 1/0 CARDS
1 IMSAI Parallel 110 card* 4·4- Four parallel ports,

S-100, excellent condition.
#D0093S-$176.

IMSAI
SERIAL 1/0 CARDS
2 IMSAI Serial 110 card 2·'* (kit)-One serial port, full

control RS-232 control,
5-100, new. #D0092S-$90.

IMSAI SOFTWARE
2 IMSAI IMDOS V2_02 on 8"* Disk 10rS-l00-No

documentation, but this is
apparently IMSAI's version
of CP/M for S-100 systems
with an IMSAI Disk Con-
troller. #D0056SS-$96 each.

VECTOR GRAPHIC
S-100

3 Vector Graphic ROM/RAM* card-12K empty ROM
sockets. 1K RAM. excellent
condition. #D0078S-$100.

Vector Graphic Analog ln-
terfaee-Allows hobbyist to
interface analog experi-
ments, 5·100, new. #D0079-
$79.20.

PHONE INTERFACE
5 Novation Modem

#3102A-Connects to any
phone, originate only, good
condition. #S021-$165 each.
SPECIAL PRICE.

1 Novation Modem #43-Con-* nects to any phone,
originate only, good condi-
lion. #S023S-$155. SPECIAL
PRICE.

~~::~:::~SALE
BOOK CLEARANCE
UPTO 50% OFF

Take a Chance with Your Calcula-
tor (l.ithium-publisher) #BK1002
-was $8.95, now $4.50.

Chemistry wilh a Computer (Edu-
camp-publisher) #BK10l0-was
$9.95, now $5.00.

Computer Dictionary (Camelot-
publisher) #BK1018-was $5.95,
now $3.00.

FORTRAN Programming (Came-
lot-publisher) #BK1019-was
$7.95, now $4.00.

FORTRAN Workbook (Camelot-
publisher) #BK1020-was $4.95,
now $2.50.

A Quick Look at BASIC (Camel 01-
publisher) #BK1043-was $4.95.
now $2.50.

How to Buy and Use Minis and Mi-
cros (Sams-publisher) #BK1025
-was $9.95, now $5.00.

How to Program Microcomputers
Sams-publisher) #BK1027-was
$8.95, now $4.50.

INSTANT SOFTWARE
HALF PRICE SPECIAL
CLOSEOUT -ONLY $4
TRS-80, Level I, Games

Knights Quest/Robot Chase 4K-
#1510003.
Cave Exploring 16K-#ISI001O.
Doodles & Display 16K-#ISI0030.
Fun Package I 16K-#ISI0041.

TRS-SO, Level I, Finance
Status of Homes 4K-#ISI0012.

TRS-SO, Level II, Hobby
Model Rocketry Analyzer-
#ISI0024.

PET
Personal Weight Con-
trol/Biorhythms- #1510006
Digital Clock- #1510085

TDLZAPPLE
3 TDL ZAP lK Monitor-Sim-
* pie monitor. #D0073S-$10.

TDL SOFTWARE-DISK
1 TDL FDOS & SuperBASIC* on 8" Disk-This requires

an ICOM Disk Controller
and at least 20K of memory,
plus a ZAPPLE Monitor in
an S-100 Cabinet (Altair, IM-
SAI, etc.). #D0065S-$125.

1 TDL System Software on* 5%" disk-This set of
system software requires a
North Star Disk Controller,
and a TDL Systems Monitor
Board I, and consists of
12K BASIC, Relocator/Link-
ing Loader, Z-80 Editor, and
Text Processor. #D0066S-
$170.

1 TDL System Software on* 5%" disk-This is the same
as above, but does not re-
quire the Systems Monitor
Board I. #D0067S-$190.

1 TDL System Software on* 51/4" disk-Again, as above,
but requires a HEllOS Disk
Controller and the TDL
Systems Monitor Board II
(not I). #D0068S-$170.

*1 ADVENTURELAND
YOU'LL WANDER THROUGH AN EN·
CHANTED LAND ENCOUNTERING
WILD ANIMALS AND MAGICAL
BEINGS WHILE YOU TAY TO
RECOVER LOST TREASURES
Order IiSAOO1T for TAS Level II 16K,
IiSAOO1S for Sorcerer 16K, IiSAOO1A
for Apple 24K-$13.45 each, on
cassette

~2 PIRATE ADVENTURE
SAIL TO TREASURE ISLAND AND
TRY TO RECOVER LONG JOHN
SILVER'S LOST TREASURES.
Order IiSAOO2T for TRS Level II 16K,
IISAOO2S for Sorcerer 16K, IISAOO2A
for Apple 24K-$13.45 each, on
cassette

*3 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
ADVENTURE

SAVE THE WORLD'S FIRST
AUTOMATED NUCLEAR REACTOR
WHEN YOU COMPLETE YOUR
MISSION
Order IISA003T tor TRS Level II 16K.
IISAOO3S for Sorcerer 16K, IISAOO3A
for Apple 24K-$13.45 each, on
cassette.

*4 VOODOO CASTLE
SAVE COUNT CRISTO FROM THE
FIENDISH CURSE OR FOREVER BE
DOOMED-BEWARE THE VOODOO
MAN.
Order IISA004T for TRS Level II 16K,
IISAOO4S for Sorcerer 16K, IISA004A
for Apple 24K-$13.45 each, on
cassette.

SPECIAL PRICE includes more than 20%
discount. * indicates extra price reduction
since last ad.

ities are limited, immediate refund if
item is no longer available.

TERMS: FOB Marlboro, NH USA. limited stock; everything
guaranteed as described; you pay postage on returns. PRINT
orders clearly. Minimum order $10 plus $2.50 shipping and
handling charge in USA only. DOUBLE THAT ELSEWHERE.
Orders over $50 add 5% for shipping in Continental USA;
10% elsewhere. (We will refund excess.) Orders shipped UPS
or insured mail only. No COD's please. Send US funds by
check or money order. For credit card purchases, add 4%,
list AE, MC or VISA, number, and expiration date. Mail to
MOM's, Department 5KB, PO Box 427, Marlboro NH 03455.

Condition of Inventory:
New ;;: original container
Excellent = new, but not in original

container
Good ;;: tested or used in store

• Phone answered by machine. Orders
taken with credit cards. Questions
answered mail.

v Reader Service-see page 258

*5 THE COUNT
LOVE AT FIRST BYTE FROM
YOUR BIG BRASS BED IN
TRANSYLVANIA.
Order ItSA005T tor TRS Level II 16K,
IISA005S for Sorcerer 16K. IISAOO5A
for Apple 24K-$13.45 each, on
'Cassette.

BALLY GAMES
2 Bally VideoCode Cassettes.* - They consist of two

games: Speed Math and
Bingo Math. #D029S-$10
each.

ABACUS
112 Abacus Paperweight-

Hefty, brass, excellent con-
dition. #S024-$3 SPECIAL
PRICE.

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE

7 Mountain Hardware AC* Controller-Remote AC out-
let control, S-100, new.
#D040S-$90 each.

POL YMORPHIC
HARDWARE

PolyMorphic Video Terminal
Interface-Memory mapped
video for S-100 bus, good 10
excellent condition.
#5044-$150 each. SPECIAL
PRICE

PolyMorphic 5-100 Cabi-
nets-Nice 5-slot S-100
mainframe, good to excel-
lent condition. #D049-$248
each.

HEURISTICS
SPEECH LAB

1 Heuristics Speech Lab-* S-100, used, fair condition.
#S042S-$90 as is. SPECIAL
PRICE.

POL v-as ACCESSORIES
Software on 5%"-This is
system software that re-
quires a PolyMorphic Disk
Controller in a System 88
Cabinet. #D002-$100.
Electric

*6 STRANGE ODYSSEY
YOU'RE MAROONED AT THE
GALAXY·S EDGE AND DISCOVER
RUINS OF AN ANCIENT ALIEN
CIVILIZATION AND TRY TO COPE
WITH UNEARTHLY TECHNOLOGIES
WHILE YOU AMASS FABULOUS
TREASURES.
Order IISA006T for TRS Levell! 16K.
IISA006S for Sorcerer 16K. IISAOO6A
tor Apple 24K-$13.45 each, on
cassette

*7 MYSTERY FUN HOUSE
FIND YOUR WAY THROUGH THE
STRANGEST FUN HOUSE BEFORE
THE WEIRD PARK CLOSES.
Order IISAOO7Tfor TAS Level II 16K,
IISAOO7Sfor Sorcerer 16K, SAOO7A tor
Apple 24K-$13.45 each. on cassette.

~8 PYRAMID OF DOOM
AN EGYPTIAN TREASURE HUNT
THROUGH A NEWL Y UNCOVERED
PYRAMID. COMPLETE WITH AN·
CIENT CURSE
Order HSAOO8Tfor TRS Level II 16K.
/tSAOO8Sfor Sorcerer 16K. IISAOO8A
tor Apple 24K-$13.45 each. on
cassette

MOM'S SOFTWARE
SPEED READING

COURSE
A tachistoscope simulation
which enables the user to in-
crease reading and compre-
hension speeds. A must for
any TRS-80 16K Level II
owner. Only $5 per cassette.
Order #R2001.

MAGIC LIGHT
BULB SAVER

If you've got a light bulb you need
our MAGIC L.B.S. which increases
the life expectancy of a new bulb
93 times! ... and saves you 44%
on energy costs. Regularly $2.50
.. MOM's price is $1.99 each.

#LSOOI.

VERBATIM MINI DISKS
For TRS-80, Pet, Apple
(Please specify which)

10 PACK-ONLY $24.95
#POO7 MOM's offers the
Best for Less ... Again!
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Dynamic Duo (cont.)

... while this one describes an entirely home-brew interface.

The Heath H14 Printer is an
attractive way of providing

hard-copy output at a low cost.
Its speed, use of economical
standard paper in a range of
widths and variety of print densi-
ties are a few of the reasons why
I chose it for my system. The ma-
jor drawback is that it is de-
signed to operate with a serial
interface at a recommended
baud rate of 4800 with special
control characters, while most
(non-Heath) microcomputers are
designed to operate printers
from a parallel port with hand-
shaking control signals.

Interfacing the H14 with such
a microcomputer can be done in
two ways: a parallel lnput-serlal

9

output port with handshaking
control can be constructed; or
an ordinary serial port can be
used, and the printer driver soft-
ware routines can be rewritten
to recognize the control signals
generated by the H14 and re-
spond in the appropriate fash-
ion.

I have used the first approach
in interfacing the H14 to a
Southwest Technical Products
6800 microcomputer. It has the
advantage that it could be ap-
plied to almost any microcom-
puter system, particularly one
with a 6821 (or the equivalent
6820) peripheral interface adapt-
er (PIA) as the parallel port. It
also requires little or no soft-

> ~ SS30 BUS PINS

<J = 0825 SOCKET FOR PRINTER

BOTTOM VIEW OF .c's SHOWN

ware modification, which may
be an important consideration if
a source listing for the printer
routines is not available.

The second approach, using
software, may, in some cases,
be simpler where an uncommit-
ted serial port is available and
the printer routines can be modi-
fied easily.

Design Details

The SWTP 6800 outputs data
to a parallel PIA port by placing
it on the bus lines and then
sending an active low strobe
pulse on CA2 (pin 39 of U1, Fig.
1).When the external device has
accepted the data, it responds
with a similar low pulse on CA1

U2

C4

Fig. 1. Schematic of the printer interface circuit.
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(pin 40). These pulses are called
"handshaking" signals and are
labeled DATA AVAILABLE and
DATA ACCEPTED, respectively
(see Fig. 2).

A similar protocol is followed
in many computers, even if a de-
vice other than a PIA is used in
the interface. In fact, if you are
clever enough, you can substi-
tute other interface hardware
such as the 8255 programmable
peri pheral interface, or even
omit the PIA entirely and feed
the parallel data bits directly in-
to a universal asynchronous re-
ceiverltransmitter (UART, U2).

In my case, omitting the PIA
was undesirable because it
would have destroyed the soft-
ware compatibility and plug-in
simplicity I wished to preserve.
All of the data bus signals to the
PIA are shown for the conve-
nience of those using the SS-30
bus, but for other interfaces, you
can simply supply the eight data
bits and observe the handshak-
ing protocol just outlined.

The data bits go from the PIA
to the UART and are strobed in
by CA2. A 4800 baud (16 x )
clock, which can be found on
most computers, operates cir-
cuitry internal to the UART to
send the data out as a serial
stream through pin 25. The clock
signal in the 6800 is on the CPU
board, and Southwest Tech
gives information on how to
bring it out on the bus. Tran-
sistor Q1 and its associated cir-
cuitry convert the TTL voltage
levels to RS-232C compatible
values.

Before the DATA ACCEPTED
pulse can be generated, several
things must be true: 1) the UART



Resistors (all 1/4 W 5 percent)

Rl 20k
R2, R6 lk
R3 200
R4 680
R5 2k
R7 375
R8, R9 430

Capacitors

Cl 1000 pF 50 V ceramic
C2, C3 0.1 uF 50 V ceramic
C4 10 uF 16 V electrolytic

Diodes

All five diodes are type IN914 or IN4148

Transistor

QI-2N2907

Integrated Circuits

Ul -Motorola MC6820 or MC6821 PIA
U2 -General Instrument AY·5·1013 UART

or Western Digital TR·1602B
or Texas Instruments TMS6011

U3 -7474 TTL dual 0 type Hip-Hop
U4 -74122 TTL retriggerable one-shot
LM309 - Voltage regulator, 5 V dc

Table 1. List of components.

Pin Number Description

1,7 System power and signal grounds, respectively
3 Printer data in, RS·232C voltage levels

RTS, Request to Send Data (active low, RS·232C)
20 DTR, Data Terminal Ready (active high, RS·232C)

Table 2. H14 signals used in interface,

transmitter buffer must be emp-
ty (signal TBMT); 2) the printer
must be "on line" (signal DATA
TERMINAL READY, DTR); 3) the
data buffer of the printer must
not be full (Signal REQUEST TO
SEND, FITS); and 4) the DATA
AVAILABLE pulse must have oc-
curred, clocking the flip-flop in
U3 to latch on a high-level DATA
PRESENT, DP, signal. The last
of these conditions to become
true (negative true for RTS) trig-
gers one-shot U4, which sends
out the DATA ACCEPTED pulse
to CA 1. Fig. 2 shows several ex-
ample cases of each of these
Signals controlling signal flow.

The only factor that may be
critical if you omit the PIA and
may differ from one computer to
another is the length of this
pulse. If it is too narrow, the
computer will not see it, and if it
is too wide, it may still be pres-
ent when the computer returns
with the next character, causing
missing or garbled transmission,

Resistor R1 or capacitor C1
may be changed as necessary
to shorten or lengthen the pulse,

onds wide, which should be
more than adequate for all but
the slowest of systems. (The val-
ues shown should give you
some output. If it is garbled, try
reducing R1 or C1.)

A careful reader may think
that this simple interface has a
major flaw, since the first char-
acter in a data stream is always
transmitted, even if one of the
previous four conditions, partic-
ularly the printer being "on line,"
is not met. However, the H14
buffer still accepts characters in
the off-line position, so when the
on-line button is pushed, print-
ing commences with no lost
characters.

There are two conditions that
will cause the first character to
be lost when the computer tries
to print: when the ac power to

the printer is off or when the ca-
bles connecting printer and
computer are unplugged. The
additional circuitry needed to
correct these rare operator er-
rors did not appear to be justi-
fied.

One other point is worth not-
The values given produce a ing: any of these three condi-
pulse about seven microsec- tions (printer unplugged, off line

DATA AVAILABLE
(DAV)

DATA PRESENT
( DP)

REQUEST To SEND
( RTS)

OATA TERMINAL
READY (DTR)

----OATA ACCEPTED
(liA)

® CD
Fig. 2. The data accepted pulse is delayed from the data available
pulse as shown for four conditions: 1) DTR initially false (printer off
line); 2) no delay, all conditions true; 3) UART buffer full (TBMT false);
4) printer buffer full (RTS false).

with this interface. When re-
leased to the "off line" position,
it will suspend operations at the
end of the line currently being
printed. When it is pressed
again, printing resumes.

Construction Notes

The prototype model of this
interface was constructed on
perfboard with point-to-point
wiring techniques. Parts place-
ment is not critical, but C2
should be placed close to the
supply pins of U3 and U4, and C3
should be close to the voltage
regulator input pin. If there is
enough interest from readers
wishing to copy this interface, I
will design and make available a
printed circuit board to simplify
construction .•

Pin Number Description

1
2
8,9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20,21

A decoded "port select" Signal (active low)
System reset (active low)
System + 8 V dc unregulated power
Read/write signal (high = read)

Phase 2 of system clock
Data bit 7
Data bit 6
Data bit 5
Data bit 4
Data bit 3
Data bit 2

Data bit 1
Data bit 0

25,26
28
Clock

registers
System power and Signal ground
system -12 V dc (regulated)

A clock signal 16X the 4800 baud transmission rate is not available on the
bus but must be supplied (see text)
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Address bits A 1 and AO, respectively; selects one of four internal PIA

Table 3. SS-30 bus signals used in interface.

TRANSMITTER BUFFER

EMPTY (TBMT)

or power off) will cause the com-
puter to hang up in a loop wait-
ing for the DATA ACCEPTED
pulse, which never comes. In the
SWTP 6800, striking Control C
on the terminal will have no ef-
fect since the terminal port is
not interrogated by the CPU un-
til after it receives each ex-
pected pulse on the printer port.
You should not hit RESET, as
this will cause problems reenter-
ing the program. Simply put the
printer on line and then, while it
is printing, if you wish to regain
command, type Control C. With
these simple caveats, the
printer should work perfectly.

The "on line" switch is con-
venient for temporarily inter-
rupting output (for instance to
reposition or replenish paper)



Instant Software:
L----BASICSophistication-

Join the Disk Revolution!
Instant Software has revolutionized

TRS-80 business programs by intro-f1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ducing the speed and convenience of
disk software. Here are two no-non-
sense packages that will do your work
rapidly and efficiently.

Our Energy Audit package is de-
signed to save you money on home
heating expenses. It will analyze your
home and make specific recommen-
dations for your insulation needs.

Our Accounts Receivable/Accounts
Payable package is a versatile, easy-
to-use business system. KB/Micro-
computing magazine uses this system
for all of its dealer book sales. It will
soon be augmented by more business
programs from the same author.

So stop going around in circles, take
our disk software out for a spin. You
won't be sorry.

ENERGY AUDIT
When it comes to spending money for energy to heat a home, everybody's

a "skinflint." With today's rising fuel prices and staggering inflation, you
need ways not only to cut down on your home heating bills but also to con-
serve our diminishing energy supplies.

One of the best ways to invest your money is to insulate your home. You'll
save money, and your home will appreciate in value. But, you're asking your-
self, "How do I start, where should I insulate, and what will it cost me?" The
Energy Audit package can answer all these questions and more.

The programs in this package will give you detailed instructions on how to
examine your home, collect information on its structural components and
layout, and create a data file. The program will then analyze this data, show
where you're losing money because of excessive heat loss, and describe the
most cost-effective methods for saving energy and money.

You may select any area of your home for detailed scrutiny, input your
own cost figures, calculate savings potentials for different options, and
incorporate whichever you want into your own home-investment budget. In
effect, you can create a computerized "model" of your home. You'll be able
to see the changes that will be made in your energy budget as a result of ad-
ding a wood stove or refinishing an attic.

When your friends and neighbors see how much money you're saving,
they will want their homes analyzed too. You could even start your own busi-
ness, showing your customers exactly where and how to insulate their
homes for maximum savings. The Energy Audit package is the perfect seil-
ing tool for any contractor or building supplies dealer.

With the Energy Audit package you'll know what your home needs, where
it needs it, and how much it will cost you.

Or maybe you enjoy paying utility bills?
rkg. 0089R (cassette version) $49.95.
rkg. 0052RD (disk-based version) $75.00.

CCOUNTS RECEIVABLEI
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Now, in one package, you can have a complete Accounts
Receivable/Accounts Payable (AR/AP) system' These pro-
grams will handle all the drudgery involved in processing
AR/AP entries.

Each program is capable of handling up to 760 accounts and
as many as 1500 entries per month. Should you need to handle
more accounts, you can divide them into as many sub-groups
as necessary and keep a set of data disks for each sub-group.

The Accounts Receivable program can print invoices, state-
ments, and address labels for each customer. It will also
generate a Month End report, a Customer Activity report, and a
Daily Sales report.

The Accounts Payable program will generate a Month End
report, an Account report, a Daily Activity report and a Check
Payment report.

The AR/AP package is ideal for any small business. The pro-
grams are self-prompting and are easily used by anyone f amil-

Instant Software"lnc.
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iar with AR/AP operations.
These programs can save you money, because they can print

your company'S letterhead at the top of each invoice and state-
ment, using plain, fan-tolded paper.

Accounts Receivable/Accounts Payable: Software for the
Professional.
THIS PACKAGE REQUIRES THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM
SYSTEM

1. A TRS-80 Level II microcomputer, 16K of memory.
2. An Expansion Interface with at least 16K of additional

memory.
3. Three mini-disk drives.
4. A pin-feed line printer.
5. Any TRS-80 Disk Operating System.

AskforPackage0075RD $199.95.

Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 603-924-7296



lns1ant SoftWdre"INew Releasesl
"..40 APPLE*

SPACE
WARS

SPACEWARS You must protect your planet
against a wide variety of alien attacks. In-
cluded are:
=Space War- One or two players can pilot
their saucers and duel with laser beams or
shoot stars.
·Star Ship Attack - Your mission is to pro-
tect the food station satellites from destruc-
tion by the enemy star ship. You must cap-
ture, destroy, or drive off the attacking ship.
·Battlefield-Guess the location of the four
enemy divisions and destroy them before
your forces are wiped out.
Engaging in battle requires the Apple 8K and
Integer BASIC. Order No. 0096A $7_95.

ACCOUNTINGASSISTANT
This package will help any businessman

solve many of those day-to-day financial prob-
lems. Included are:
-Loan Amortization Schedule - This program
will give you a complete breakdown of any loan
or investment.
-Depreclatlon Schedule - You can get a depre-
ciation schedule using anyone of the following
methods: straight line, sum of years-digits,
declining balance, units of production, or
machine hours.
This package requires the Apple 16Kand Ap-

plesoft II BASIC. Order No. 0088A $7_95_

~~\(\~~~C~s TRS-SO···_ ••.•••..•.••.•.IIIiIiI.--.:~~~Q~f BALL TURRETGUNNER...... :••.
. for years the Petro Resource Conglom- ••.•

erate has attacked our photon collection.sta-
tions and strangled our deep-space trade
routes. The PRC's Exxonerators Class light
fighters (code name: Gnat) have been their
main weapon. Now you can strike back, by
joining the Ball Turret Gunner Service.

Imagine yourself at the control console of
the LW-1417Stratoblazer (Type B Strategic
Laser Weapon). Your Hindsight Director in-
forms you that a Gnat fighter iscornlnp in for
an attack. You position your gigawatt laser
turret until you can see the target on your
monitor. The Range Indicator shows he's
coming in fast. You center your target siqrits
on his location. The Targeting Computer
studies his course and speed as your finger
tenses over the firing key. You know you'll
have only a fraction of a second in which to
react. The Gnat fighter's evasive maneuvers
cause him to dance in your sights. Suddenly

PET**

PETUTILITYI
You're working under a serious handicap if

you can't write programs in machine language.
The PETUtility I package gives you the tools
you need:
·Monitr- The Monitr program lets you write,
edit, save,and verify any machine.Ianguage
and/or BASIC program. Just load and run the
Monitr program and then load the programyou
want to edit.
-Proqrammer's Calculator- This program will
convert numbers into the binary, octal, dec-
imai, and hexadecimal systems and function
as a floating point calculator. It will also
display all four numbering systems simulta-
neously and allow you to handle large num-
bers limited only by the size of your screen.
For the 8K PET.Order No. 0105P_$9.95.

Now available for TRS-80, PET and Apple.
MIMIC

A fast-action memory game_

In Mimic, players are shown a sequence
of graphic characters that appear in ran-
dom locations within a 3 x 3 grid. You'll
have to remember the order and location in
which the characters Were shown, and
"mimic" that sequence on' your keyboard.

With several levels of skill, it's not hard to
see why people of all ages enjoy this exer-
cise of concentration and dexterity.

TRS-80 Level II 16K, Order No. 0066R $7.95
PET 8K, Order No. 0039P $7.95
Apple 24K (Integer), Order No. 0025A $7_95

Instant Software"lnc.
~ Reader Service-see page 258

•you see the fire command, and you instinc-
tively react. Your Stratoblazer's laser beam
lashes out and reduces the Gnat fighter to an
expanding ball of ionized gas. Mission ac-
complished.

Ball Turret Gunner, with your choice of
multiple levels of difficulty, optional sound
effects programming, and superb grapt)ics,
is more than just a game. It's an adventure.
Experience it! .
Order No. 0051R.$9.95

For a free catalog listing over 200 programs
write: Instant Software Catalog Dept.,

Peterborough, N.H. 03458_

Look for Instant Software at a store nearyou. If the
store nearestyou does hot stock Instant Software,
use this order blank to purchase your software
directly or call Toll-Free 1-800-258-5473.

•A trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
••A trademark of Commodore Business Machine Inc.
•••A trademark of Tandy Corporationr----------------l
I Name I
II IAddress _

I I
I City _

I
I State _

rI 0 Check

I 0 VISA

Zip _

o Money order

o AMEX o Master Charge

Card No. _

Expiration Date _

Signed _ __ Date _

Order your Instant Software today!

Quantity Order No. Unit Cost Total Cost

Handling $1.00

Total Order

I
I
I
I
I

I Instant Software Inc. DEPT. 40EO I

L ~~~~::' ~~ O-=-4~u~~ ~ _ J
Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 603-924-7296
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Ask for Instant Software at a computer store near-you.
Alabama
Ander.son Computers
3156 University Dr., Huntsville

Computerland of Huntsville
3020 Unlvers!ty o-, Huntsville

blensky Bros.
3763 Airport Blvd., Mobile

Arizona
Ham Shack
450 6·A N. 16th St., Phoenix

Millets TV & Radio
62:1 East Broadway. Mesa

California

Byte Shop
8038 Clairmont Mesa Blvd"
San Diego
Byte Shop o't Mt. View
1415 West EI Oamfno Real, Mt. View

Byte Sh9P of Sacramento
6041 Greenback ut, Citrus Heights

Capital Computer Systems ."
3396 EI Camino Ave., Sacramento

Computers Made Easy
819 East Ave. a·9, Palmdale

Computer Store of San Leandro
701 MacArthur Blvd., San Leandro

Computer World
6791 Westminster Ave .•Westminster

Computerland
16720 S. Hawthorne, lawndale
Oomputertand of W. LA
6840 La Cienega Blvd., Inglewood

Coast Electronics
3118 No. Main St., Morro Bay

Cornputertarid .
24001 via Fabrlcante No 904,
Mission Viejo

Hobbl-trojilcs
1378 So. Bascom Ave., San Jose

Hobby World
19511 Business Ctr. Dr., Unit 6
Borthridge

I.C.E. House Inc.
398 North E. St., San Bernardino

Jade Computer Products
4901 W. Rosecrans, Hawthorne

OpampfTechnical Books
103j N. Sycamore Ave., Los Angeles

a.1. Computers, Inc.
15818 Hawthorne Btvd., Lawndale
Radio Shack Dealer
8250 MIra Mesa Blvd., San Diego

Radio Shack Dealer
50 N. Cabrillo Hwy., Half Moon Bay

Santa Rosa Computer Center
604 71h St., Santa Rosa

Silver Spur Elect. Comm.
13552 Central Ave., Chino

The Computer Store
820 Broadway, Santa Monica

Colorado
Byte Shop
3464 S. Acoma si., Englewood

Colorado Computer Systems
311 W. 74th Ave., Westminster

Computer land of North Denver
8749 Wadsworth 'Blvd., Arvada

Computer Shack
1635 South Prairie, Pueblo

The Computer Store
2300 Welton SI., Denver

Connecticut
American Business Computers
454 Thames st.. Groton

Computerlab
130 Jefferson, New London

Computerland
1700 Post Rd., Fairfield

Computer Works
1439 Post Rd. E., Uberty Plaza,
Westport

D.C.
The Program Siore
4200 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Florida
Adventure International
200 Bald Cypress Ct., Longwood

AMF Electronics
11146 N. ·3Oth St., Tampa

Boyd-Ebert Corporation
1328 West 15th si., Panama City

Computer Center
6578 Central Ave., S1. Petersburg

Computertanc of Ft. Lauderdale
3963 N. Federal Hwy., Ft. Lauderdale

Computerland of Jacksonville
2777-6 University Blvd. W.
Jacksonville

Computer Shack
3336 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville

Curtis Waters Enterprises
236 Talbot Ave., Melbourne

Heath Kit Electronic
405 W. 16th Ave. Center, Hialeah

HIS Computermation .
1295 Cypress AvTalbot Ave., Melbourne

Heath Kit 'Electronic
4705 W. 16th Ave. Center, Hialeah

HIS Computermation
1295 Cypress Ave., Melbourne

Sound Ideas
2201·C N.W. 13th, Gainesville

Uk at an Computer Store
Airport Rd., Destin

Williams Radio & TV Inc.
2062 liberty St., Jacksonville

Georgia
Atlanta Computer Mart
Atlanta

Computerland of Atlanta
2423 Cobb Parkway, Smyrna

Hawaii
Computerland of Hawaii
567 N. Federal Hwy., Honolulu

Radio Shack Assoc. Store
1712 S. King st.. Honolulu

Idaho
Electronic Specialists
8411 Fairview Ave., Boise

Illinois
Computerland
4507 North Sterling, Peoria

Computer land
9511 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles

Computer Station
3659 Nameoki Rd., Granite City

Midwest Micro Computers, Inc.
708 S. Main St., Lombard

Indiana
Computer Center of South Bend
51591 US 31 North. South Bend

Data Domain
221 W. Dodds, Bloomington

Fall Creek Electronics Store
732 Center St., Pendleton

Iowa
Memory Bank
4128 Brady St., Davenport

Kansas
Central Kansas Computers
6 S. Broadway, Herington

Louisiana
Computer Shoppe Inc.
3225 Danny Park, Suite 222, Metairie

Maine
Radio Shack
315 Main Mall Rd., So. Portland

Maryland
Jack Fives Electronics
4608 Debilen Circle, Pikesville

The Comm Center
9624 Ft. Meade Rd., Laurel

Massachusetts
ComputerCity
175 Main St., Charlestown

ComputerCity
50 Worcester Rd., Framingham

Computerland of Boston
214 Worcester Rd., Wellesley

Computer Packages Unlimited
244 W. Boylston St., West Boylston

Lighthouse Computer Software
14 Fall River Ave., Rehobath

New England Electronics Co.
679 Highland Ave., Needham

The Computer Store
120 Cambridge St., Burlington

Tults Radio & Electronics
206 Mystic Ave., Medford

Michigan
Computer Center
28251 Ford Rd., Garden City

Computer Connections
38437 Grand River, Farmington Hills

Computerland of Grand Rapids
2927 28th St. S.E., Kentwood

Computertand of Rochester
301 S. livernois, Rochester

Computerland of Southfield
29673 Northwestern Hwy., Southfield

Computer Mart
560 W. 14 Mile Rd., Clawson

Hobby House
1035 W. Territorial Rd., Battle Creek

The Alternate Source
1806 Ada, Lanstnq

Ye Olde Teacher Shoppe
1823 Witmyre St., Ypsilanti

Minnesota
Computerland of Hopkins
11319 Hwy F., Hopkins

Digital Den
Burnsville Center

Minnesota Software Inc.
5422 Fisher St., White Bear Lake

Zim.Computers
5717 Xerxes Ave., N. Brooklin Center

Mississippi
Oyer's, Inc.
200 E. Main St., West Point

W. Vernon Foster Inc.
816 Foley St., Jackson

Missouri
Computervan, Inc.
51 Florissant Oaks Shopping Center
Florissant

Consolidated Software
16501 Greenwald Court, Belton

Minnesota
Computerland of Hopkins
11319 Hwy F., Hopkins

Digital Den
Burnsville Center

Minnesota Software Inc.
5422 Fisher St., White Bear Lake

Zim Computers
5717 Xerxes Ave., N. Brooklin Center

Nebraska
Computertand of Omaha
11031 Elm St., Omaha

Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
86251 St., Omaha

Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
4442 S. 84th St., Omaha

Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
4403 S. 87th sr., Omaha

Nevada
Century 23
4566 Spring Mountain Ro., Las Vegas

New Hampshire
Bitsnbytes Computer Center
568 Pleasant St., Concord

ComputerCity
1525 S. Willow, Manchester

Paul's TV
Main St.. Fremont

Portsmouth Computer Center
31 Raynes Ave., Portsmouth

Radio Shack Assoc. Store
Fairbanks Plaza, Keene

New Jersey
Computer Encounter
2 Nassau St., Princeton

Oomputenand
35 Plaza Rt~. #4, W. Paramus

Computer Mart of NJ
501 Ate. 27, Iselin

Dave's Electronics
Pennsville Shopping Ctr., Pennsville

Personal Computing Inc.
51 Central Sq., linwood

Radio ShacklJ&J Electronic
Mansfield Shopping Ctr.
At. 57 Allen Rd., Hackettstown

The Bargain Brothers
Glen Roc Shopping Center
216 Scotch Road, Trenton

The Computer Emporium
Bldg. 103, Avenues of Commerce
2428 Ate. 38, Cherty Hill

New Mexico
Antel Electronics Co.
232 Wisconsin N.E., Albuquerque

Legey and Associates
2908 Tahiti Ct. N.E., Albuquerque

Mitchell's Music (Radio Shack)
407 W. Church, Carlsbad

South West Computer center
121 Wyatt Drive, Suite 7, Las Cruces

New York
Aristo Craft
314 Filth Ave., NYC

Bits & Bytes
2800 Straight Rd., Fredonia

Computer Corner
200 Hamilton Ave., White Plains

Computer Era Corp.
1570 3rd Ave., New York

Computer Factory
485 Lexington Ave., NYC

computer House, Inc.
721 Atlantic Ave., Rochester

Instant Software"lnc.

Computerland of Nassau
79 Westbury Ave., Carle Place

Computer World
519 Boston Post Rd., Port Chester

Comtek Electronics, Inc.
2666 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn

Comtek Electronics, Inc.
Staten Island Mall
Store 220A, Staten Island

Home Computer Center
671 Monroe Ave., Rochester

Key Electronics
Schenectady

Lashen Electronics Inc.
21 Broadway, Denville

Mr. Computer
Imp. Plaza, Rte. 9, Wappingers Falls

Soltron Systems
308 Columbia Turnpike, Rensselaer

The Computer Tree Inc.
409 Hooper Rd., Endwell

Upstate Computer Shop
629 FrencH Rd., Campus Plaza
New Hartford

North Carolina
Byte Shop of Raleigh
1213 Hillsborough St., Raleigh

Ohio
Aitalr Business Systems, Inc.
5252 North Dixie Dr., Dayton

Astro Video Electronics
504 E. Main St., Lancaster

Cincinnati Computer Store
4816 Interstate Dr.. Cincinnati

Computerland
4579 Great Northern Btvd.,
N.Olmstead

Computerlarid
6429 Busch Btvd., Columbus

Computerland
1288 Som Rd., Mayfield Heights

Computer Store of Toledo
18 Hillwyck Dr., Toledo

Forbees Microsystems Inc.
35 N. Broad, Fairborn

Microcomputer Center
7900 Paragon Rd., Dayton

Micro-Mini Computer World
74 Robinwood, Columbus

Universal Amateur Radio, Inc.
1280 Aida Dr., Columbus

Oklahoma
Sounds, Etc.
Hyw. 33, Watonga

Vern Street Products
Radio Shack Dealer
114 W. Taft 51., Sapulpa

Oregon
Computerland of Portland
12020 S.W. Main St., Tigard

Computer Pathways Unlimited, Inc.
2151 Davcor SI. S.E., Salem

Pennsylvania
Audio Mart
518 Fifth Ave., New Brighton

Artco Elect.
302 Wyoming Ave., Kingston

Artco Elect.
Back Mountain Shop. Ctr.
Shavertown

Computer Workshoppe
3848 William Penn Hwy, Monroeville

Cornputerland of Harrisburg
4644 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg

Erie Computer Co.
2127 West 8th St., Erie

Mighty Byte Computer Center
537 Easton Rd., Hersham

Personal Computer Corp.
24-26 West Lancaster Ave., Paoli

Personal Computer Corp.
Frazer Mall, Lancaster Ave., Frazer

Rhode Island
Computer City
165 Angell SI., Providence

South Dakota
CB Radio Shack
21st and Broadway, Yankton

Tennessee
Computerlab
671 S. Menden Hall Rd., Memphis

H & H Electronics Inc.
509 N. Jackson St., Tullahoma

Texas
Computer Port
926 N. Cotlig, Arlington

Houston Microcomputer Tech.
5313 Btesonet. Bellaire

K.A. Elect.
9090 Stemmons Frwy., Oallas

Pan American Elect. Inc.
1117 Conway. Mission

Radio Shack Dealer
21969 Katy Freeway, Katy

Ram Micro Systems
6353 Camp Bowie Blvd., Ft. Worth

Utah
Quality Technology
470 E. 2nd So., Salt Lake City

Virginia
Home Computer Center
2927 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach

Southside Radio Comm.
135 Pickwick Ave., Colonial Heights

Washington
American Mercantile Co. Inc.
2418 tst Ave. S., Seattle

Byte Shop of Bellevue
14701 N.E. 20th sr., Bellevue

Oornputerland of South King Co.
1500 S. 336 sr., Suite 12
Federal Way

Magnolia Micro Systems
2812 Thorn(jyke Ave., Seattle

Personal Computers
S 104 Freva, Spokane

Ye Old Computer Shop
1301 G. Washington, Richland

West Virginia
The Computer Corner Inc.
22 Beechurst Ave., Morgantown

The Computer Store
Municipal Parking Bldg., Charleston

Wisconsin
Byte Shop Of Milwaukee
6019 West Layton Ave., Greenfield

Computerland
690 S. Whitney Way, Madison

Petted Microsystems
4265 W. Loomis Rd., Milwaukee

Puerto Rico
The Microcomputer Store
1568 Ave. Jesus T. Pinero
Caparra T efface

Canada
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS,
Micron Distributing
409 Queen St., W. Toronto, Ont.
M5V 2A5

Computerland of Winnipeg
715 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

Oompurnart
411 Roosevelt Ave., Ottawa, Ontario

Computer Mart. Ltd.
1055 Yonge St., Suite 208
Toronto, Ontario

Galactia Computers .
103rd Ave., Edmonton, Alberta

Micromatic Systems Inc.
1018136 Park Rd., Richmond, B.C.

Micro Shack of W. Canada
333 Park Street, Regina. Sask.

Orthon Holdings Ltd.
12411 Stony Plain Road
Edmonton, Alberta

Total Computer Systems
Ajax, Ontario

England
Tamays & Farr Ltd.
4 Morgan St., London

France
Sideg
45 Rue de ta Chapelle, Paris

Sivea s.a.
20, Rue de Leningrad, Paris

Italy
HOMIC s.r.1. "
Piazza De Angeli 1, Milano

West Germany
Electronic Hobby Sflbp
Kaiserstr. 20, Bonn

MicroShop Bodensee
Markstr. 3, 7778 Markdorf

Australia
Computerware
62 Paisley St., Footscray VIC

Deforest Software
36 Glen Tower Drive
Glen Waverly, VIC.

Softronlcs Micro Systems
Undfield

Sure-Load Software
P.O. Box 26, Weston, A.C.T.

South Africa
Eddie Talberg
P.O. Box 745, Johannesburg

Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 603-924-7296
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Program Property Rights
Program copyright is still a swamp of confusion. Here's advice on proving authorship.

Joseph G. Wackerman, JD
3204 Wendover Road
Troy MI 48084

The protection of your exten-
sive efforts in creating a

new program of which you are
quite proud has been the sub-
ject of attempts to patent pro-
grams or segments of pro-
grams. The results have pro-
duced confusion, to say the
least. Clarification is going to
take years; but in the mean-
time, take heart. There is
another way to protect your
creation. In the field of law,
sometimes referred to as idea
theft, there is extensive case
law giving ownership or proper-
ty rights to ideas.

A patent, granted by the fed-
eral government, gives you
ownership or property rights to
the device or process. The sub-
ject is a physical entity. You
own it, you can charge other
people for the use of it and no
one else can copy it. If the
world were perfect, there would
be no need for patents. You
would be paid for your creativi-
ty by those who wished to use
what you had developed.

The only reason for a patent
is to protect you against un-
authorized use-that is, the
right to bring a lawsuit to
recover for the unauthorized
copying of your mechanical
device or process.

Patenting Software-An
Overview

The thinking about patenting
software has been directed to
the program listing. The em-
bodiment of the creative

¥ ()A(~J.( IN(~

thought that went into building
the program has been thought
of as a physically unique thing.
For years, there has been a
large body of law in the United
States recognizing that ideas
can also be protected. The
thought process is, itself, pro-
tected.

If an idea is novel, unique and
concrete, the courts will pro-
tect the creator in a situation
where he has disclosed the
idea in confidence or where the
idea has been stolen. You do
have the right to sue someone
who has misappropriated your
creativity to his own benefit. As
in patent protection, the protec-
tion is the right to bring a
lawsuit.

Any program listing is con-
crete. By concrete, I mean
something that can be looked
at and compared with that
which is alleged to have been

stolen. Concrete means that
there is no ambiguity or
vagueness in the expression of
the idea. As everyone is well
aware, there is no possibility
for vagueness in a program
listing.

The novelty or uniqueness of
your creation is a question of
fact; the novelty and, therefore,
the uniqueness need only be in
the eye of the user. If the
unauthorized use exists, there
is almost an admission that the
user found this combination of
computer expressions to be
novel or unique to him. That is
all that is needed.

It is not that rare when two
minds will perfect the same
idea-even at the same time.
This does not destroy the
uniqueness of any idea. Re-
member, we are after use in an
unauthorized manner only. The
important thing to keep in mind

----=-..:---~-

is that you are going after
someone to whom you dis-
closed your idea.

A disclosure in confidence
really means that when you
showed someone this idea, in
the form of a listing, you intend-
ed to sell it and were not merely
showing off or giving it to the
world freely. Presumably, a pro-
gram of sufficient import to be
worth a lawsuit would be of
such size and seriousness that
disclosure of it would un-
doubtedly be with the intention
of selling it.

To avoid ambiguity before
disclosing details, have an
agreement that the disclosure
is "in confidence" and for the
purpose of negotiation. If you
are a prospective buyer, you
want the disclosure to be "not
in confidence." The choice is a
business one.

Should a situation ever arise
where someone was bold
enough to actually steal your
program and attempt to benefit
commercially from it, there is
little doubt that the misap-
propriation of your work effort
would give you the right to sue
and recover money. No one is
entitled to benefit from some-
one else's work. In this situa-
tion, you do not need all the
elements I mentioned above-
just prove you wrote it.

Specifics

So far, the discussion has
been in generalities. The partic-
ulars of proof of authorship are
more interesting. In writing a
large program, you will un-
doubtedly amass a great deal of
work papers. If these are dated
and saved, they can be used
not only to establish that you
created the program, but their
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sheer volume will go to estab-
lishing your effort. Mail the fi·
nal listing to yourself, but do
not open the envelope until the
correct moment of the trial.
This will give your lawyer fits-
which is fun to do.

Of course, the best proof of
your authorship would be to
have the program announce to
the world that you wrote it. On a
microcomputer using BASIC,
this can be a lot of fun. Pro-
gramming in that language ln-
volves number and letter inputs
with number or letter outputs.

As you go through life, there
are innumerable number and let-
ter combinations unique to
yourself. The first three letters

FOR THE VERY BEST IN
TRS-80 COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE

of your last name and the last
two numbers of your street ad-
dress are your laundry mark.
You have social-securlty nurn-
bers, telephone numbers and
zip codes, all tied to your life.
You also have family members,
where, again, you have letters
and numbers related uniquely
to yourself.

In even the shortest BASIC
program, if there are no reo
marks explaining each line, it is
relatively easy to bury in the
program a tiny sub-prcqrarn
that can set the value of letter
addresses to some number. Af-
ter the program has been run,
you then inquire of those mem-
ory addresses what number is

'Tiny' Pllilell FOR lRS·SO
Now )QU too eln hive P,sell! Tho! 'amO\.lS CnungIYuen '111'1)"Pasclt has Deen spec~lty

c!eslgnedIQftI\f:TRS'SO.T ••••lulllXlWerilnd.'-O.n(;eol·tlny·Pucalisatyourcommand.Pfo·
\lIImS wrinen In 'tiny' P.sell fun at least' times Inter than the lime pro;r.m ,n BASIC' 'T1ny'
f>lScel IS.I$OI greal way 10 learn Pascllprogr,mming. & lUll 100

Beslolll'.youonlyneed,'6KLeyeIIlTRS·eo!N.!!..~~d,The·tlny·Pasealoperllting
syslem is seU-conlained and very eny to use

'TillY' Pascali. I subset 01 "I"CIard Paseat " includu: RECURSIVE PROCEOUREJFUNC·
TION. IF·THEN·ELSE. REPEAT/UNTlL 'PEEK'" 'POKE', WHilE 00, CASE. MORE! (PI",. 1\111
Qraphics lor your TRS.sD\.

You can Slve and load ptogr.ms to and lrom "pe in both source and complied term,
'!'ouget.llthlsaMmor',plusause.'sm.nualforS40.oo
DISK VEASION NOW AVAILABLE $45.00

Energy·Mlser
Energy·Mise, is • complete hulinorcoollng '!\iIlys;s Pfoglam IOf you. hame. ernee 0'

I)us,neu! With Energy·Miser you can Ulcul.te heat loss because 01 POOl" In&ulltion. leaky
oocrs and Windows. poor planning Ind mere. W,th Energy·Mise, you can prediCI the annUil SI"

ings on your utility bills lor .aflous imp,o.,m.nls 0' modilleations, inctudlng: use of sol"
power. bttt.rinsulilion. opening and closing dflpery. ere.

But the,e is even mo,,: Ene,gy·Misercan.lsoealculale your Aetum 0 nlnvnlmenI.That.s.
youcanfindyourl)'eakpointlorCOM-ertinglosol,r,IOfinsuIStingt>ell,r.etc.Energy·Mi$e"ven
t'k~ into consl<le.alion the Energy T•• CredIt! Energy.Min, is I prog,am dtslgned 10 sue
your money!

Energy·Miser II i proven program written by I prolessionaland Includes a complete user'1
m.nuallo, 122.50. (Minimum System 16K LeViI II. No Disk Aeouilldl

Datapoint CRT Terminals.-_ ..-.-.....•-...•...

II•Fully-Assembled - Guaranteed

#3000 $495 #3360 $545

Anglophone
At last you eln Iilke campltl. aovanlilgeol YQUrTAS-80volcesynthesllif. Fo<get about

cumbe,some phonetic codes. With 'Anglophone' you can Simply use ordinary English. Com·
pletelyinlerlaceswithBASIC.o,justaboutanyolherprogflmmlnglanguage.·Anglophone·ilp,
pliessophlstle"'dprOnynclltiQnfulestotr'nsIQl"mnOfmilIEnglls~5pellingl~tolpeeehuslng
Ihe TRS-80 Voice S~nlnesiz ••.Minimum h"dware: L••elli. 16K. Voice S~ntheSIZ'" COmes com·
plete with user's manUill 100 test PfOg'ilm. s.tS.OO

TalklngT.rmlnal
The 'Talklng Terminili' p'og,am turns iI TAS.eo Into a lalklng computer te,mlnal. Tne 'Talklng

Terminal" program receives Input Irom a remolt computer ind converts it to spo~en words. Its
milnyuseroptlonslneludl:lnslantReplily.lpelle,ispeeeh.lllenlorp,onouneedpynctuiltlon:~7Dicii~"ii~

All0'"'' P"P';' 0' c.o.o.uu-en resroerus adc 5% s at ~

P.O. Box 1628. Champaign, I L 61820

• Add $15 packing refurbished
• Shipped FOB Washington, D.C. Terms check, M.O.
or charge.

• 9().day guarantee • Scrolling version 3360 $595
Model 3360 speeds from 3QO.48OOBaud, numeric
keypad, cursor controls, Edit, Block·Transmit. search
modes, ASCII Keyboard with codeable options.
Green phosphor, 24 80 ch lines, addressable cursor,
R5-232C serial interface; other speeds available. Man-
ual $10; cable kit $9.95. Datashare version 3360 $595.
Model 3000 $675. M·33 KSR Teletype $395. QUAN-
TITY DISCOUNTS AVAIlJ\BLE. Leasing, service at
low prices.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES CO.
Box 4117, Alexandria, Va. 22303

703·883-4019 I TlX 89-623 V' 131
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contained in them. For exam-
ple, my initials are JGW. After a
run, if I inquire of one of my pro-
grams the numbers in those
three addresses, I can produce
my birthdate:

P.J,G, w
12 8 1926

You start with something as
simple as

xxx U =6

buried in a working line. Then
later,

xx J = U'2
xxx W=(J'100)+(U'100)

and further down:
xxx U = 100:Z = 26
xxx G =4

Finally, at the end of the pro-
gram:

xxx G=G'2:W=W+U+Z

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

ASCII

IBM SELECTRIC
BASED 1/0 TERMINAL

WITH ASCII CONVERSION
INSTALLED $645.00

• Tape Drives • Cable
• Cassette Drives • Wire
• Power Supplies 12V15A, 12V25A,
5V35A Others, • Displays
• Cabinets • XFMRS • Heat
Sinks • Printers • Components
Many other items. SEN D $1.00 FOR

CATALOG. REFUNDABLE FIRST ORDER
WORLDWIDE ELECT. INC.
130 Northeastern Blvd.
Nashua, NH 03060 V'122

Phone orders accepted using
VISA or Master Charge

call 603·889·7661

MEMOREX
DISKETTES

fI CARTRIDGES
for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!! Buy any
quantity. Call free (800) 235-
4137 for prices and information.

With these let statements
buried in "working" lines, they
can never be found.

On larger mainframes writing
in languages less directly
related to English, it should be
no problem for a programmer to
come up with some unique
small program that would pro-
claim the name of the author.
For instance, have a line that is
not used but calls a second pro-
gram buried in the listing. The
second program prints the
name.

Your valuable ideas can
belong to you. Keep proof of
your authorship and have the
fun of hiding your trademark in
the bits and bytes!.

NEW revision 4_0 of SBASIC.All the features
of SBASIC(case structure, procedures, etc.)
plus LINK statement to copy external
source flies at compile time, multiple store-
ments per line, and mere. Compile time
performance has been improved by 50 per-
cent. Available on CP/M" disk and TRS·80"
diskette for S50, listing $35, manual $10.

./1';',..1';'/-'1" J "~';'/'./I"J,g~
.;/~.;/,.J.;./.;/1

'CP/M and TRS-80 are trademarks of
Digital Research and Tandy Corp. V'U12

SBASIC

313 Meadow Lane
Hastings, Michigan 49058

(616) 945-5334 V'197

(Dealer inquiries invited)

SMALL QUANTITY

STOCK CONTINUOUS

FORMS
• STATEMENTS

• INVOICES
• CHECKS

• BILLOF LADING

IMPRINTING AVAILABLE

STOCK PRINTOUT PAPER
9-1/2 X 11 1 PART

14-7/8 X 11 1 PART

Call or Write for Prices & Samples



STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
For TRS-80 and North Star Computers

EASI FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM:
This is a stiffness method for SPACE FRAMES, PLANE FRAMES,
SPACE TRUSSES and FLOOR GRIDS using a matrix solution to
determine member forces, member stresses, node displacements and
reactions.

Cassette Version $50.00
plus postage

DiskVersion $150.00
TRS-80 Model II $200.00
TRUSS FORCE PROGRAM:
This is a method of joints solution of FINK, FAN, HOWE, MOD-
QUEEN, SCISSOR and MONO TR USSES which givesmember forces
and reactions.
Disk Version $50.00 Cassette Version $25.00

plus postage
LINEAR PROGRAMMING (SIMPLEX METHOD):
This program solves linear equations to maximize or minimize problem
solutions. This is useful in optimizing transportation routes, blend for-
mulas, machine use, etc ..
DiskVersion $60.00 Cassette Version $20.00

plus postage

Engineering Analysis Software
P.O. Box 26206 •...•139 e••.•~

Fort Worth, TX 76116 I.~
Phone (214) 298-1248

In California contact:
Micops, Inc.

421 Royale Park Dr.
San Jose, CA 95136
Phone (408) 629-5716

Model EP-2A-79
EPROMProgrammer

Software available for F·8, 6800, 8085, 8080, 2·80, 6502, 1802,
2650,6809, 8086 based systems.
EPROM type is selected by a personality module which plugs into
the front of the programmer. Power requirements are 115 VAC
50/60 Hz. at 15 watts. It is supplied with a 36-inch ribbon cable for
connecting to microcomputer. Requires 1lh I/O ports. Priced at
$155 with one set of software. (Additional software on disk and
cassette for various systems.) Personality modules are shown below.
Part No. Programs Price
PM·O TMS 2708 . . $15.00
PM·1 2704,2708. . 15.00
PM·2 2732 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.00
PM·3 TMS 2716 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 15.00
PM·4 TMS 2532 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.00
PM·5 TMS 2516,2716,2758 15.00
PM-8 MCM68764 33.00

Ootimal Technology, Inc.
1IIue Wood 127. Earlysville. Virginia 22936

Phone (804) 973-5482 •....29

..-Reader Service-see page 258

32 K FREE MEMORY* 'PRIME CHIPS

with the purchase of one
16 K APPLE 1.1or APPLE II PLUS at $1195.00
Purchase the new
4-VOICE MICRO MUSIC BOARD (for APPLES)
and receive FREE· All for
One DigisongPack of our choice. $179.

A'ITENTION MICRO MODEM USERS:
The ULTIMATE TRANSFER is here I Easily transfer Integer, A-Soft and Machine
Language Programs over the phone. Just type in the name of the program and let

the Apple do all of the work.
ONLY$25.00

WI ICE m'l. 11U5 ~~::O~~O~E 16.96
An Interestmg BuslOes,s Sim- HO\Y long can you last withrut
ulator for adu~s & children. making a latal mstake? Up to
SLOT lACHINE IU5 25 players. Included is kale~-
Try your luck at Ihe slot oscopewilhunlimitedpaltems
machine. Real Atlanlic City to tickle your laney.
odds. TANK DRIVER $8.95
lATH FUN. 1m ~ou~;: !~::t~~g~~
An educallonal game thai <MIn base. Each lime you play
is fun too! thecoursewill change.

OS'ELLO 18.15
The ever popular board game
now on computer.
OSI RACEWAY 16.95
Come out to the horse races.
Odds are changing always.
Choose Win, Place or Show.
BARREL JUMPEB 11.85
How good 01 an ice skater
are you? The better you are,
the more barrels to jump.

•.•.•29

BOMBER WORD 19.95
A lruly u~QUe game 01 word
~essing. Each wrong letter
will dispatch a bomber mat
will drop a bomb on a bome. As
Ihe home burns, Ihe inhab-
itants flee. Educational and fun
too.
AtRPLANE INVADER 19.95
Similar to the arcade game
that is sweeping the country.

•...•262 STILL GROWING TO SERVE YOU BETTER!
Computer Corner of New Jersey! Muter Chlrge &
439 Ht 23, Pompton PlainS, N J 07444 (201) 835.7080 Visl Accepted

Model EP-2A-88
EPROMProgrammer

Fast as Jackrabbits ... Well, almost!
In Australia, two rabbits can reproduce over 13 million offspring in

3 years ... at 105 seconds per 2716, the EP·2A·88 can reproduce
1,892,160 EPROMS in 3 years. Single push button control, the
EP·2A·88 checks if EPROMS are erased, programs and verifies.
It also checks for defective EPROMS.
Two basic models are available, The Ep·2t\·88·1 will accept Copy
(eM) modules for the 2758, and 2716 EPROMS. The Ep·2A·88·2
will accept copy modules for the 2716, 2732 and TMS 2532
EPROMS. Power requirements are 115 VAC 50/60 Hertz at 15
watts.
Part No.
Ep·2A·88·1
Ep·2A88·2
CM·50
CM-70
CM·20
CMAO

Description Price
EPROMProgrammer $450.00
EPROMProgrammer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450.00
CopyModulefor2716,TMS2516EPROMS 25.00
CopyModulefor2758EPROMS 25.00
CopyModulefor 2732EPROMS 25.00
CopyModuleforTMS·2532EPROMS . 25.00
Non-StandardVoltageOption (220 v, 240 v, 100v) 15.00

Ootimal Technology, Inc.
~Iue Wood 127. Earlysville. Virginia 22936

Phone (804) 973·5482
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PUSH! POP! RAM! WOW!

Use this "quickie" to test your 8080's RAM.

Jack Dennon
Box G
Warrenton OR 97146

This program to test 8080
RAM is short, and it works. It

is short enough-28 bytes-to
toggle in from a switch panel.
When I say it works, I mean it
has isolated bad 2102s that
passed that standby diagnostic
test known as "deposit and ex-
amine."

This test is based on the
8080's PUSH and POP instruc-
tions. Evidently, these instruc-
tions place greater demand on
memory circuits than do the
MOV instructions.

The test starts at a user-speci-
fied high memory location and
works toward lower memory ad-
dresses using a PUSH, PUSH,
POP sequence. So load the pro-
gram above whatever RAM you
wish to test. The starting ad-
dress (actually the first word ad-
dress plus one) to be tested ap-

v86

pears in the LXI SP instruction
at relative locations 05 and 06.
The test pattern is in relative lo-
cation 01. Usually, I start with a
pattern of alternate zeros and

In a non-failing, unbounded
64K RAM, the program would
self-destruct. Also, with a test
pattern of all bits on in a ROM-
less system such as my Altair,

gram to wrap its address space
and push, push, pop right
through itself, so watch out.

Use all bits on only as the last
test pattern. The chaos follow-

ones-55 or AA hex-and then where nonexisting memory ing program destruction is then
reads out as all bits on, a non-
failing memory causes the pro-

a sign that your memory is work-
ing just fine!.

THIS IS AN ACCESS TIME TEST.
77/07/02. J. DENNON.

3FOO ORG 3FOOH
3FOO 3E55 START: MVI A,55H
3F02 67 MOV H,A
3F03 6F MOV L,A
3F04 31FF3E LXI SP,3EFFH
3F07 E5 LOOP: PUSH H
3F08 E5 PUSH H
3F09 El POP H
3FOA BC CMP H
3FOB C2123F JNZ ERROR
3FOE BD CMP L
3FOF CA073F JZ LOOP
3F12 210000 ERROR: LXI H,O
3F15 39 DAD SP
3F16 221D3F SHLD ADDR
3F19 C3193F STOP: JMP STOP
3FIC 00 NOP
3FID 0000 ADDR: DB 0,0
3F1 F END START

Program listing.

if that turns up nothing, I try
some other bit patterns.

Since only every other mem-
ory byte experiences a write-
read sequence in consecutive
instruction cycles, it is also
worthwhile to try changing the
starting address by one byte in
the LXI SP instruction.

After the program stops, ex-
amine the contents of relative
locations 1D and 1E at symbolic
location ADDR, where the pro-
gram deposits the address of
the first mismatch. The test pat-
tern is left stored in all tested lo-
cations, so by examining the
contents of memory in the vicin-
ity of the stop location, you will
be able to determine what you
have crashed into. It will be
either a failed memory location
or, if all RAM tested is OK, it will
be a natural memory boundary.

.. MAY SPECIAL! SOROC 120(4} ....$699:1:1JD IE.RS T ,t'l,J,GR'[J PH (219) 293-4316/ 10-8 EST /DRIVE CLEANING KIT.. ..$38 .

· ... _TERMINALS/ ADDS 20 ..._$799/25 .... $849/ HAZELTINE 1410 .._.$749/1500_ ...$949/1510 .._.$1049/1520 ....$1295
· TERMINALS/ HEATH-ZENITH WH-19 ....$849/ PERKINS-ELMER .... $729/ INFOTON 100._..$849/ MICRO TERM ACT5 .._.$749 _
· TERMINALS/ LEAR-SIEGLER ADM-1A .._.$1359/ ADM-3.(assm.l ..__$799/ ADM-3L.$1159/ LOWER CASE-NUrvl. PAD. (avail) __
· ... SYSTEMS/ PASCAL MICROENGINE (board) ....$1549/ CAB. & PW SUPP .._.$2295/ PASCAL PLUS (2 drives} .... $2995 .... _
· .. SYSTEMS/ HEATH-ZENITH WH-89 (16K) ....$1899/ CROMEMCO SYS-3 (64K. 1.2M dr.) .. ;_$5349/ Z2D-W (assm.) $1839 .. _
· SYSTEM/ NORTHSTAR HOZ. 1(32K DD)._ ..$2895/ HOR. 1(16K DD) $2400/ SWTC 6809(56K) $1695 _
- - PRINTERS/ TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 810_...$1529/ 820KO .... $1959/ DIABLO 1640 ..._$2779/1650_._.$2995 .. _
· _ . PRINTERS/ NEC 5510 $2499/ 5520KO $2895/ 5530P .._.$2499/ HEATH-ZENITH WH-14_ .._$779. _ .. __ ,
· PRINTERS/ CENTRONICS 730 __..$775/799-2. $995/702 .... $1725/ COMPRINT 912GP .... $499/ 912S ....$529. _ .. __ .
· .SUPPORT/ SEATTLE COMPUTER PROD.(16K memory plus 250ns static) ..__$279/ CENTRONICS RIBBONS/ NEC RIBBONS. _
· .. SUPPORT/ NECTHIMBLES/ PRINTER STANDS/ CRT WORK STATIONS/ CIRCUIT MANUALS/ RS-232 CONNNECTORS. _
. _ SUPPORT /T.D.M. D isckettes 8" (T RS Mod. 2) Box 10._._$45/ 8" SS Box 10._..$35/ 5);," SS Box 10 $35 .
. . 1//1NJ)UN(;. Freight Collect- TO ORDER: Ccrt.ll'crsonal Ck. IVISA & MC +2%- P.O.- P.O. Box 621. BRISTOL, IN 46507 .



With the number of disk drives on the market increasing,
more and more people are beginning to ask what's under-
neath that cover.
The eCl'" series of disk drives have been designed for long
life and ease of operation. The features shown above are what
set our eel drives apart from the rest. With a eel drive you get
an integrated professional design!
If you're still not convinced that you get the most for your
money with a eel drive, just ask for our complete specifica-
tions sheet. Then, compare our disk drives to anyone else's.
51/4" DRIVES
CCi-100 40 Track (l02K Bytes) for TRS-80* Modell
CCI-189 40 Track (l02K Bytes) for Zenith Z89
CCI-200 77 Track (l97K Bytes) for TRS-80* Modell
8"DRIVES
CCI-800 77 Track (1/2 Meg Bytes) for TRS'80* Model II $895.00
All CCI drives are also available for 220 Vac (50Hz) operation.

$399.00
$499.00
$675.00

Operating Systems
NEWDOS Plus for 51/4", 40 and 77 Track Drives-with over 200
modifications and corrections to TRSDOS $110.00
CP/M for Modell, Zenith $150.00
CP/M for Model II,Altos $250.00

Software by S&M Systems
INSEQ-80'M-Indexed Sequential AccessMethod (ISAM)

for the TRS-80 Modell.
Four machine language programs that can be called from your
BASICprogram via USR functions to access records either sequen-
tially or randomly. The INSEQ-80 programs maintain all indexes and
chains for you. Includes reorganization utility to consolidate files.

$49.95
Professional Business Software using INSEQ-80 for
the TRS-80* Model I and Zenith Z89.
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable,
General Ledger, Payroll

Inventory
per package $99.00
per package $125.00

Compu·terC~I·ty,TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522
. . .' Massachusetts residents call 617 /242-3350

TWX: 710-248-1796

™ For detailed technical information, call 617/242-3350.
175Main Street, Dept. K-5, Charlestown, MA 02129 Freight Collect, F.O.B. Charlestown.
Hours: 10AM-6PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5). v' 278

". Reader Service-see page 258

Dealers: If you've had problems with services and delivery,then you should join our dealer program.
Visit our / Burlington, MA. Charlestown, MA· Framingham, MA·
Retail Stores: Hanover,MA· Manchester, NH •Providence, RI •Microcomputing, May 1980 201



Bruce Hoyt
Sharon Associate Reformed
Presbyterian Church
Rte.1
Brighton TN 38011

'Keeping Real Time
with 051'5 Superboard II

A real-time clock, with alarm and timer, for the 6502.

Recently I purchased a
Superboard II from OSI. It is

great in many ways, especially
in price. But several times I have
wished for a clock that could be
used to set off an alarm. I have
also wanted an interval timet
that would provide an interrupt
to - be used for switching be-
tween programs and also to poll
my keyboard. Frankly, I didn't
want toga to all the trouble and
expense of interfacing one of
the many clock chips available.
The fElII'owing idea struck me
like a bolt but of the blue.

Hardware Modification

You know, of course, that the
60 Hz power line frequency
drives clocks of all kinds. This 60
Hz voltage could be squared up
and brought down to TTL levels
(i.e., 5 volts) and used to inter-
rupt the 6502's NMI line. On the
Superboard II there is an even
easier way.

A 60 Hz square wave is gen-
erated by a divider chain driven
from the clock and is used for

+5V

LK

SPS

(CI5)~ (NMll

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram.
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the vertical sync in the videO
output circuit. To use it, all you
need are two pieces of fine wire
and one SPST switch. Connect
one side of the switch to the 4.7k
resistor R10, which pulls up the
NMlline to 5 volts and is right in
front of the "8" on the keyboard.
the exposed lead on this resis-
tor is the NMI interrupt line. Con-
nect the other side of the switch
to the C15 output coming from
pin 11 on chip U61, which is a
74LS163.

If you follow the printed cir-
cuit line from this pin an inch or
so toward the front of the Super-
board II, you will find a conve-
nient place to which you may
solder the other lead from the
SPST switch. Be sure to use
fine wire for this so as not to pull
up the printed circuit lines. See
Fig. 1 for a diagram of the cir-
cuit.

If you don't have a Super-
board II, then you will need to
use the 60 Hz power line fre-
quency to drive the NMI inter-
rupt line. Check Don Lancaster's
TTL or CMOS cookbooks to
learn how to do that.

The Program

The hardware is easy, and the
software is almost as easy. The
Superboard II NMI interrupt
jumps out to $0130. The memory

from $0130 to $01CO is unused,
so I put my little clock routine
there (see program listing}.
Since an interrupt occurs every
1/60th of a second.iwe merely
have to count these and incre-
ment a clock located at $FO-$F2
every second. The timer counter
is located at $EF and is cecre-
mented every 1/60th of a Second
until zero is reached, At that
point a timer-finished routine is
called.

The clock time is displayed on
the video screen at location
$D3FO every second. This puts it
right at the bottom of the CRT
screen on the Superboard II and
below the scrolling point so that
it does not interfere With the
BASIC output routines. If you
don't have a Superboard II you
can put the output wherever
your video memory is located.
Every second, the time on the
clock is compared with the time
set in the alarm at location
$F4-$F6. When the two are
equal, an alarm routine is called.

To use this program on the
SiJperboard, you merely have to
get into monitor mode, load the
program beginning at $0130, set
the alarm for whatever time you
want, set the clock for the time
of day, load your timer-finished
routine and your alarm routine
and then flip the switch to turn

on the NMI interrupts. Note that
the clock and the alarm times
are in decimal. They are set with
hours in the lowest byte,
minutes in the next byte arid
seconds in the highest byte.

If you don't want the alarm
just store a time in if that never
occurs 'in real life such as
FF/FF/FF. If you' don't want the
timer just store a o in the timer
counter and it will not time out.
Note also that you can make
this a 24-hour clock by merely
changing the instructions at
$0154 and $0158 to CMPIM $24
and LDAIM 0, respectively.

Applications

Use the timer to check the
position of a joystick for your
fancy game program. This will
enable the computer to spend
the time in between checks
computing movements of the
ball or spaceship. Also, you
might lef the timer routine move
the bailor tank, etc., on the CRT
screen. Then you can change
the speed of the game by merely
changing the count with which
you set the timer. Since the
timer counts down in binary it
will interrupt after about 4.4 sec-
onds if set to $FF initially. That
would give you time to take aim.

The timer could also be used
to switch between two or three



Program listing.

~RE>al Time Clock For ThE;' 6502
;By Bruce Hoyt

ALARM EQU $F4
TMR EQU $EF
CLK EQU $FO
HRS EQU $FO
SEC EQU $F2
CYCLE EQU $F3
VID EQU $D3FO
USRTMR EQU $XXXX
USRALM EQU $YYYY

0130 ORG $0130

0130 48 TIME PHA ~Save only A for speed
0131 C6F3 DECZ CYCLE j Orie cycle count
0133 D04B BNE CHTMR1 :If ~ 0 check time!
0135 8A TXA 1Save X and Y now
0136 48 PHA jThen update clock
0137 98 TYA
0138 48 PHA
0139 F8 SED :Decimal mode for clock
013A A93C LDAIM 60 iReset 60 cycles
013C 85F3 STAZ CYCLE
013E A202 LDXIM 2
0140 18 INC CLC -Lnc r emerit; seconds & min
0141 B5FO LDAZX CLK
0143 6901 ADCIM 1
0145 95FO STAZX CLK
0147 CII DEX
0148 30011 BMI HRSET
01411 C960 CMPIM $60
014C DODE BNE DISP
014E A900 LDAIM 0
0150 95Fl STAZX CLK+l
0152 FOEC BEQ INC
0154 C913 HRSET CMPIM $13 ~Handle hours separately
0156 0004 BNE DISP
0158 A901 LDAIM 1 ~One o ' clock
015A 85FO STAZ HRS
015C 1\202 DISP LDXIM 2 rDisplay as HH:MM:SS
b15E A007 LDYIM 7
0160 B5FO DISPl LDAZX eLK
0162 208DOl JSR DBYT
0165 1193A LDAIM . -
0167 99FOD3 STAY VID
016A 88 DEY
016B CA DEX
016C 10:F2 BPL DlSPl
016E A202 CHALM LDXIM 2 jCheck alarm time out
0170 B5F4 CHALMl LOAZX ALARM
0172 D5FO CMPZX CLK
0174 0006 BNE CHTMR iNo? then check timer out
0176 CA DEX
0177 10F7 BPL CHALMl
Oi79 20YYYY JSR VSRALM iCall your routine
017C 68 CHTMR PLA
0170 A8 TAY
017E 68 PLA
017F AA TAX
0180 A5EF CHTME.l LOAZ TMR iIf TMR already 0
0182 F007 BEQ NOTMR : then no time out
0184 C6EF DECZ TMR
0186 D003 BNE NOTMR
0188 20XXXX JSR USRTMR jCall your routine
018B 68 NOTMR PLA
018C 40 RTI
018D 209401 DBYT JSR DBYTl ;Display byte in A
0190 4A LSRA : as· two ASCII chars
0191 41\ LSRI\
0192 4A LSRA
0193 4A LSRA
0194 48 DBYTl PHA
0195 290F ANDIM $OF
0197 0930 ORAIM $30
0199 99FOD3 STAY VIb
019C 88 DEY
019D 68 PLI\
019E 60 RTS

programs all in memory at the 10 minutes. These are a few of
same time ... as in multitask-
ing. You could put your fancy
puzzle solver in the background
or your latest PI calculator and
run BASIC in the foreground by
pollinq the keyboard every half
second or so.

I plan to use the timer to poll
the keyboard while I am running
some assembly-language pro-
grams. That way I can interrupt
them when I want to. Hams that
have. their computer interfaced
to their rigs can use the alarm-to
give automatic station ID every

v Reader Service-see page 258

the many uses you may want to
try.

In conclusion, I want to point
out that though it may seem like
this clock routine will take up
much of the computer's time, in
reality it only uses about .2 per-
cent of the total time! You will
never' notice the difference
unless you are doinq some real-
time controlling and already
driving your 6502 to the limit.
But if your 6502 is like mine it
spends most of its time
waiting!.

Computer House Div.
Announces

Programing Tools
For the Commodore/Disk

"S0F-BKUP" - $40.00
Faster & Error Free Disk Copy

"FET/RECOVER" - $65.00
File Editing Tool; Examine Data
Destroyed Pointers, Sectors may
Modified, Displayed or Written -
may be Re-chained

Files, Fix
be Read,
Also Files

"SUPER RAM" - $20.00
Diagnostic Routine Checks Every PossibleHAM
Address on 8K, 16K & 32K Commodore Com-
puters

A vailable on Diskette right now .....
All 3 above only $105.00 retail

ENGINEERING & MACHINE SHOP
Programs for Commodore System

_$280.00
70.00
25.00
35.00
145.00

"Machine Part Quoting" ...
"Trig & Circle Tangent" __.
"Bolt Circle" ..
"Spur Gears".
"Beams; Stress & Deflection" .
"Tank Thickness"
For Filament Winding .. _ 85.00

All 6 for only $495.00

Programs for Apple
"Legal Accounting" __ .
"Retail Accounts Receivable" _
"Political Party Mailing List" ...

.$1200.00
400.00
150.00

And many others coming soon - including RPG
for Commodore - Ask for Catalog #80-(;2.

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV:-285
1407Clinton Road

Jackson, Michigan 49202
Phone: (517) 782-2132
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Wallace Kendall
9002 Dunloggin Rd.
Ellicott City MD 21043

You Can't Hurt It
by Pressing the Keys

Treat your computer carefully, but don't deprive inquisitive kids of a chance to use it.

Some day I'm going to find an opportu-
nity to adapt and use a line I heard

from my uncle years ago. He was a retired
army officer of the World War I era; he
hunted, fished, raised bird dogs and, late
in life, married and became the father of
two attractive and well-behaved children.
He had little patience with people who
complained about the problems of raising
children. "My children and my dogs," he
said, "come into the world trained."

My own children were born too long ago
to learn about microcomputers in their ear-
Iy years, but I'm keeping my uncle's old
line polished and ready. Some day there

Meg, who had not started the first grade
when this picture was made, is a Hangman
fan. She reads and spells words of seven or
eight letters and often guesses words no
one thought she would know.
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will be a pause in the brilliant conversa-
tion, and though I'll be speaking quietly,
everyone in the room will hear me.

"My grandchildren," I'll say, "come into
the world knowing BASIC. They learn
Pascal before they get into the third
grade."

OK, I exaggerate a bit. So did my uncle.
But beneath the hyperbole there was a
good deal of truth in what my uncle said.
His kids could be as wild as the rest, but a
quiet word or a lifted eyebrow was all he
needed to get them back into line. He never
had to wound their dignity with shouts or
threats. Come to think of it, he didn't yell at
his dogs, either.

All in the Family

As for those grandchildren I was telling
you about: When I got my first computer, a
KIM·1, Ilet them land the moon rocket and
hunt the Wumpus and play Hl-Lo.

"You mean you're going to let the kids
play with it?" people would say. "Sure," I
replied. "You can't hurt it by pressing the
keys."

Later I got an OSI Challenger III, with
disks and a terminal and a printer. One
grandchild is ahead of me in learning
BASIC and FORTRAN; he's about 16. One
who is six writes letter to her parents using
the word processor. One who is three has
great fun making lines of different charac-
ters using the Repeat key and one charac-
ter key; he also enjoys playing the beeper
with Control G. Others, between three and
sixteen, have different degrees of knowl·
edge of BASIC and the operating system,
and some are learning a good deal about
machine language.

Will they remember tomorrow what they
learn today, or are they just playing?
There's no way to be sure until tomorrow, I
suppose, but I've seen some indications.

The youngest was a few months past her
second birthday when I visited her family
in Louisiana. One evening her father and I
turned over his SWTP to her, and I showed
her what would happen if she pressed Con-
trol G.

Her father moaned, "You've loosed a
monster upon us!" Then I understood why
he had not already showed her. Until her
bedtime we heard "Beep - beep -
beeeeeeeeeep." "Oh, well," I said, "she'll
probably forget all about it by tomorrow."

After breakfast the next morning she
wanted to "play computer." Five seconds
after her mother turned it on I heard the
"Beeeep."

When the kids started, they were "just
playing." The little ones didn't have any
idea what any of the keys would do. Now, a
few months later, they come to the ter-

Frank, 4, plays Tictactoe, 23 Matches and a
few other games. Using the word processor
he writes lines of different letters, beeps the
beeper, fills the screen and wipes it clean.



minal with a pretty good idea what they
want to do. More and more, they are able to
do it. One eight-year-old gets annoyed
because he wrote a BASIC program that
has bugs in it; but he keeps at it, gets help
from an older brother, and soon has it run-
ning.

Later, the five-year-old is in tears. Her
sixteen-year-old brother has been on the
terminal too long, and she wants to play
Hangman (which calls for spelling words I
didn't learn until I was in the fourth grade).

We investigate. He has his school com-
puter on line with the acoustic coupler and
doesn't want to give up the terminal until
he gets his FORTRAN program compiled.
Compilation is soon successful, the com-
puter is changed from one system to an-
other, Hangman is called, and the five-
year-old again starts trying to identify and
spell words that we consider much too
hard for her.

I will, of course, have to be careful where
and when I use the line I intend to steal
from my uncle. One thing is certain: I can't
use it at my computer club. Some of the
members are not over ten or twelve; sever-
al of them seem to have come into the
world knowing not only BASIC but also
theory and hardware.

Occasionally the professionals in the
club wander into some pretty high-level
engineering discussions. I understand bits
and pieces here and there; some of those
ten- to sixteen-year-olds seem to under-
stand most of it and to know what kinds of
questions to ask about the rest.

It is absolutely infuriating. But I should
have known. When you get right down to it,
a smart five-year-old can make the same
kinds of decisions a computer makes. To
the uninitiated it sounds very complicated:
"Compare the X register with the Y regis-

George gets to use the computer fairly often. Here he defers to his cousin Eric from New
Mexico.

ter: if X is less then Y, increment both X and
A; else stop."

A five-year-old, seeing three boxes
labeled X, Y and A, can tell whether the Y
box has more marbles in it than the X box.
He or she can add a marble to the X box
and one to the A box, continue until the
number in X and Yare equal, and then
count the number of marbles in the A box.
The computer can do it faster, but not
much better for small numbers.

Conclusion

The point is that there are a lot of these
kids who are going to change the world
faster than those of us who are over 30 can
even imagine.

The point is that education starts at
birth, not in the first grade.

Eight-year-old Cecily likes to write letters on the word processor. Meg keeps an eye on the
spelling.

The point is (now that I think of it) maybe
the five-year-old doesn't have to be all that
smart to understand a computer. Maybe
those ten-year-olds who annoy me at club
meetings by understanding so much of the
technical talk that goes over my head are
not geniuses after all. Maybe they're just
average kids who had an opportunity to
get their hands on the keys.

But more than anything else, I think, the
point is that you can't hurt a computer by
pressing the keys. If the two-year-old likes
to draw pretty lines with it, why shouldn't
he or she? •

While Christopher tries to corner the last
Klingon, Eric waits to do some more work
on the BASIC program he wrote to encode
and decode messages.
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In Search of MWRITE

This circuit detects the absence of a front panel and generates MWRITE accordingly.

Albert S. Woodhull
33 Enfield Rd., RFD 2
Amherst MA 01002

For a school research oro]-
ect that required a small

microcomputer system for ex-
perimental control, I as-
sembled a few standard 8-100
components in a mainframe
without a front panel. I had
previously developed a monitor
program that allowed me to
control such a system with a
keyboard; on a prototyping
card I built a small EPROM
memory to hold the monitor. It
all worked fine when I tested it
in a mainframe with a front
panel, but without the front
panel it just wouldn't work.

I eventually figured out that
many 8-100 memory boards re-
quired an MWRITE Signal, but
that some 8-100 CPU cards did
not provide this signal. In the

DI
*SALE

tor
AS MOD. II

ONLY

$489'

Imsai equipment I was using,
the MWRITE signal came from
the front panel. It was easy to
generate by using an extra gate
in one of the support chips on
my EPROM card to perform a
NOR operation on the PWRand
80UT lines. However, I wanted
to plug my EPROM board into
my college's large disk-based
system for testing and develop-
ment.1 feared that putting a sim-
ple gate on the board could lead
to bus conflicts if a front panel
did not develop MWRITE in the
same way. I needed a circuit
that could sense whether a front
panel was present on the bus,
which could then enable the
local MWRITE circuit only when
it was needed.

The Circuit Solution

Fig. 1 shows my solution.
The front panels on both the
Altair and the Imsai systems in-
to which I might want to insert
my EPROM board drive the

Hazeltine 1000 (unused) I 599
Shugart SA400 282
Pertec FD200 $282 - FD250 399
MPI 851 $279 - 852 . . . . . . 399
SA801A w/PS/Cab................... 799
Dual Drives w/PS/Cab . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. 1645

LIMITED QUANITITES

MIl 3304 W. MacArthur Blvd.
Santo Ana, CA 92704

(714) 979·9923
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PROT and UNPROT lines on the
8-100 bus. If the front panel is
present, one of these lines is
high and the other is low, but in
the absence of a front panel
both are pulled up by the inputs
on the RAM cards. An XOR gate
connected to these lines
generates a one-level output if a
front panel is present and a
o level output if the panel is ab-
sent. I use the output of this
gate to inhibit the MWRITE cir-

UNPROT

PROT

SOUl

cuit.
I offer this not just as a solu-

tion to a specific problem, but
as an illustration of a situation
that may come up when mod-
ules are switched around be-
tween rnalnframes.Wlth a little
extra hardware or software it is
possible to make part of a sys-
tem sensitive to its environment
and capable of different modes
of operation in differently con-
figured systems .•

MWRITE

Fig. 1. This circuit allows MWRITE to float if a board (such as a
front panel) that develops PROT and UNPROT is present. In many
cases, such a board will also normally pull MWRITE low. In a
stripped-down system both PROT and UNPROT will float high, and
the locally generated MWR is allowed to control the S-100 MWRITE
line.

•••••••••••••••••••••••-• COGNIVOX™ •• •
: Voice for the :
: input & Exidy :
• output SORCERER·• •• •• •• $149~ •• •• •• •• •• •• •
: -16 WORD VOCABULARY :
• -PLUGS IN PARALLEL I/O PORT •
• -FREE APPLICATION SOFTWARE •
: -HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE :
• -A "MUSTHAVE" PERIPHERAL •
: FOR MORE INFO WRITE: :

• TEK ",280 •• VOICE P.O. 80. 38B. Gor.,o. CA 93011 •

1•••••••••••••••••••••1

FAST AID FOR MICROS

At last: Scientific quality data acquisition in real time
for microcomputers. AID Section: 12 bits (1 pari in
4096 resolution), 2S us,S channels buffered input
(expandable to 21) unipolar or bipolar, software
selected full-scale gain (5000 steps) for each channel.
D/A section: 2 x 12 bit double-latched fast analog
outputs.
Rugged, modular construction with internal supplies.
Ready to operate, includes extensive software
package. Applications consulting. Interface card for
Apple II, PET. and TRS-80.

Please write for information.

daSV272
DATA AQUISITION SYSTEMS, INC.
1534 Cambridge Street, Suite 2
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139



Think 01 the possibilities and add to those here If you wish
Price lor current package Version 1 IS $550. or Ver sion 2 (Including aqeo debtors analysts. etc ) IS $750. Of lull IIS1111lj. $JOO.

All programs In BASIC for SWTP 6800/Pet 16/32K Systems/Z80 Stroke CPM Systems/Package Includes 31 proqr am-,

Approximately 60-100 entries/inputs require only 2-4 hours
weekly and your entire business is under control.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED-
01 = ENTERNAMES/ADDRESS,ETe.
02 = •ENTER/PRINTINVOICES
03 = 'ENTERPURCHASES
04 = •ENTERA/C RECEIVABLES
05= 'ENTERA/C PAYABLES
06 = ENTER/UPDATEINVENTORY
07 = ENTER/UPDATEORDERS
08 = ENTER/UPDATEBANKS
09 = EXAMINE/MONITOR SALESLEDGER
10= EXAMINE/MONITOR PURCHASELEDGER
I I = EXAMINEIPRINTINCOMPLETERECORDS
I 2 = EXAMINEPRODUCTSALES

SELECT JUNCTION IIY NUMIIER
13= PRINTCUSTOMERSTATEMENT
14= PRINTSUPPLIERSTATEMENTS
15= PRINTAGENTSTATEMENTS
16=PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
17= PRINTWEEK/MONTHSALES
18= PRINTWEEK/MONTHPURCHASES
19= PRINTYEARAUDIT
20 = PRINTPROFIT/LOSSACCOUNT
2 I = UPDATEENDMONTH FILES
22 = PRINTCASH FLOWFORECAST.
23 = ENTER/UPDATEPAYROLL(NOT YETAVAILABLE)
24 = RETURNTO BASIC

••••••••••••••••
WHICH ONE? (ENTER I-Z4)

Each program goes (0 sub menu, e.g.:

(9) allows A. LIST ALL SALES; B. MONITOR SALES BY STOCK CODES:

C. RETRIEVE INVOICE DETAILS, D. AMEND LEDGER FILES;

[, LIST TOTAL ALL SALES.

••••••••••••••••

Widely used in UK and USA
Tested and proven ••••

• • • • Power at your fingertips ••••
• • • • Just compare this list ••••

• Robust set of programs with error traps covering PET DOS rename malfunctions, casual user error, disk failures, PET DOS
mismanagement block allocations, disk failures, fast Single key stroke entries, controlled input with visible line length, and date
verifications preventing erroneous date entry.
• Comprehensive database management system includes:
• ••• file create/delete/search
• ••• record create/delete/amend/print 4 ways
• ••• record sort by any field both alpha or numeric
• ••• index search or general scan by any field (e.g., town or credit limit)
• ••• four arithmetic functions to use as calculator on last four fields
• ••• auto check to prevent double entry with file management system dynamically allocating information for minimum disk
space consumption.
• Auto invoice numbering (with override option), plus auto printout integrated with stock and address files for payment term dis-
count, agent allocation, price index retrieval and auto stock update; nominal codes retrieved from address files may be optionally
overridden.
• Powerful alternative double entry system providing a bureaux type facility for tracking monthly trading figures and tax ac-
cruals.
• Currently using 16 sale and 66 purchase commodity codes which are automatically written into ledgers from address files
(includes override option).
• Automatic triple posting of sales/purchases to invoice & general & open item ledgers with complete audit trail to include ac-
count verification on payments in/out, so that discrepancies are re-allocated to outstanding accounts. This facilitates part
payments.
• Final liquidity strikes a complete audit trail balance with creditors and debtors o/s amounts, bank balances, stock movements,
and remaining stock value to give profitability of company.
• Powerful account tracking facilities include auto statement production for all accounts excluding nil balances, with date com-
parison • current - 30 days' 60 days' 90 days' and appropriate messages when a date block has an inclusion.
• Complete search/create/amend/delete facilities on any significant ledger heading against either open or general ledger in date/
invoice/accountlagentlnominal code/headings, for full information retrieval such as a shortlist of overdue account for a specified
month.
• -NO·--special printed stationery needed so your 50-100 invoices cost you a fraction of a penny each, and they are formatted
precisely to fit in a standard 'ryman' window envelope for convenient posting. Tracking program enabling printing of past invoices
-recall on screen. Plus monitor of specified sales-purchase of commodities by code.
• Monthly quarterly tax calculations plus standard mailing ticket print facilities.
• Add-on option of auto stock movement report and update quantity on hand as result of purchases and sales.
• Add-on option of auto bank update from receivables and payables against ledgers.
• Stores up to 2200 addresses orup to 4000 simple ledger records on one diskette with 160K of user menu callable programs from
other disk. -Only one program disk-and the hard core programs can't be busted.
• Substantial user group in UK and abroad with all positive feedback implemented every 3/4 weeks and re-distributed free of
charge (except cost of disk and mailing 50-70 pounds p.a) so you become part of a commonwealth of users working with an ldentl-
tyof interests.
• This must be surely the most comprehensive, compact, proven, and cost-effective ongoing package on the marketplace at this
point in time.
• Total price version 3-475 .. add-on stock option 100 pounds .. add-on bank option .. 100 pounds .. remaining programs 19,
20, 22, 23 jointly 100 pounds.
• Think of just keying in 100 invoices, 50 cheques and going for a walk (provided you left your printer on with paper in). You could
leave our programs to do all the secretarial posting automatically, and when you return to set in motion the auto statement run,
you can simply post out all paperwork with statements which have done the statement comments for you .

Mr_ Tony Winter
0/75 G_W_Computers Ltd.

89 Bedford Court ManSion
Bedford Avenue ,,,,"G3~

London, England WC .1

zao Inquiries = Distributor
John D. OWENS ASSOCIATES. Inc.

12 SCHUBERT STREET (new address)
STATEN ISLAND. NEW YORK 10305

DAY, EVENING. WEEKEND. HOLIDAY CALLS WELCOME'
(212) 44~.6283 (212) 448·6298

Pet Inquires = Distributor
Grass Valley Computer Systems

=.o. Box 678
Ruff and Ready, Calif. 95975

Ph. 916-272-2793
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The BASIC
Dating Game

You can apply these date-keeping routines to many business applications.

John P. Bauernschub, Jr.
14809 Clavel Street
Rockville MD 20853

This article demonstrates
some useful software rou-

tines that can be applied to
many business applications.
Dates are common to all busi-
ness programs. The easier they
are to use, the faster these pro-
grams will be written and the
more reliable they will be.

The Date Integer

The central idea is to be able
to handle the month, day and
year in a single variable, called
the date integer. Then a few

simple routines can be copied
into every program to handle all
date manipulations. These rou-
tines will accept the date from
a terminal, check to determine
if it is a valid date, then convert
it to a unique number. These
routines will also reconstruct
the month-day-and-year format
and print it in an eight-charac-
ter field.

There are other benefits to
using the date-integer concept
in addition to programmer pro-
ductivity and software reliabili-
ty. Using a single number in-
stead of three numbers for a
date saves valuable disk space.
Also, dates can now be handled
as simple numbers in arithmetic

A1 MONTH
A2 DAY
A3 YEAR
A4 COMPUTED DATE INTEGER
A5 BASE YEAR
A6 CONSTANT = 4
A7 CONSTANT = 28
A8 CONSTANT = 29
A9 DATE INTEGER TO BE CONVERTED
X1 DAYS IN A STANDARD YEAR =365
X2 DAYS IN A LEAP YEAR =366
X3 DAYS IN FOUR YEARS = 1461
I FOR-NEXT INDEX VARIABLE
A(12) DAYS IN EACH MONTH

Table 1. Data dictionary for date-integer routines.
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statements.
For example, to check if a

customer paid his bill within
the discount period, just sub-
tract the number of days in the
discount period from the date
integer for the day payment
was received. Then check if
that value is less than the date
integer of the billing date. In an-
other example with a payroll
program, the pay date can be
computed just by adding 7 or 14
to the date integer of the last
pay date. This date integer
saves the programmer from
having to check for month or
year changes, or even for leap
years.

OK, what is the date integer?
It is the total number of days
since an arbitrary date. For
these routines I selected Jan-
uary 1, 1901, as the starting
date. Why? Because the cen-
tury years 1800, 1900 and 2100
are not leap years, but the year
2000will be. Years evenly divisi-
ble by 100 must also be evenly
divisible by 400 to qualify as
leap years.

So, by starting in 1901, the
program was not required to
handle these irregularities, and
it still has sufficient latitude for
today's business applications.
You can easily change the
starting date (as will be dls-

year and let these century
years be leap years.

This looks like another name
for the Julian date. True, they
both are similar, but the date in-
teger is easier for a programmer
to use in arithmetic and com-
parison routines. This is be-
cause he does not have to check
if the integer became 78402 or
77963 after adding or subtract-
ing a quantity such as 90 days.
There are two routines in the

program listing that convert
dates to and from Julian dates
using the integer-date routines.
They will help you interface ex-
isting data files with Julian
dates to new programs that use
the date integer.

When you use a BASIC inter-
preter that allows 2-byte inte-
gers (you may wish to do this to
conserve memory or disk space),
the base year should be
changed because the maxi-
mum positive value for a 2-byte
integer is 32,768. This gives a
usable span of 89 years. The
base year is defined by the vari-
able A5 in line 5030 of the pro-
gram listing or line 5000 of Pro-
gram A. The year selected must
be a year immediately after a
leap year. In such cases, select-
ing 1961 would be reasonable
for most business applications
but could not be used for birth

cussed shortly) to an earlier dates.



The Proqrarn

The program consists of two
sections. The first section dem-
onstrates how to use the inte-
ger routines. Ten date-manipu-
lation functions are presented
in a menu by the program. The
program listing of these func-
tions illustrates how to inter-
face with the date-integer sub-
routines. The code for each
function can easily be located
by its title in a REM statement.
The program can be stopped by
entering a zero for the function
selection.

The second section begins at
line 3000. It has five subrou-
tines that can be inserted into
your programs: Initialization;
Date Input; Convert Date to an
Integer; Convert Integer to
Month, Day, Year; and Print
Date from an Integer.

Table 1 lists the variables
that are used in these five sub-
routines. These should be re-
served and not used for any-
thing else in your application
program. Table 2 gives addi-
tional variables that are only
used in the demonstration sec-
tion.

The Initialization routine sets
the value of constants for the
integer conversion routines.
This only has to be run once,
Provided these variables are
not changed elsewhere in your
program.

The Date-Input-and-Edit rou-
tine prompts for the date to be
entered in the month, day, year
format. These elements are
stored in the variables A 1, A2
and A3. If the date is not avail-

able, enter 0,0,0, and the date
integer will be set to zero. This
will have significance in the
print routine.

The input routine leads into
the routine to convert the date
to the date integer. These val-
ues are checked, and error mes-
sages are displayed if it is not a
valid date. Then the number of
days since the base year is
computed, and this value is re-
turned in the variable A4.

The fourth routine converts
the date integer in the variable
A9 to the month, day and year
in variables A 1, A2 and A3.

The fifth routine also accepts
the date integer in the variable
A9. If the value is zero, which
means that the date is not avail-
able, it prints eight blanks to
position the printer where it
would have been if there had
peen a date. When the value in
A9 is greater than zero, the sub-
routine is called to convert the
date integer to month, day and
year. The date is then printed in
the format MMIDDIYY.

It is important to always print
eight characters, as mentioned
before, to position the print
head on a report a fixed dis-

9100 PRINT RIGHT$(STR$(Al),2);"I";RIGHT$(STR$(A2),2);"I";

Example 1.

tance each time. If your BASIC
does not have the PRINT US-
ING command, then line 9100
can be replaced as shown in Ex-
ample 1 to ensure that the date
always occupies eight print po-
sitions.

It is easy to use the date-inte-
ger routines in your applica-
tion. At the beginning of your
program, initialize the con-
stants with a GOSUB 5000 com-
mand. When a date is to be en-
tered from the terminal, exe-
cute a GOSUB 6000 command.
The computer prompts the op-
erator to enter the month, day,
year. If the date entered is inval-
id, a message will be displayed
and the date will be requested
again. Try entering 6,31,78 or
2,29,78. The subroutine returns
the date in A1, A2 and A3 and
the date integer in A4. To dis-
play a date, let A9 equal the
date integer and execute a GO-
SUB 9000 command.

The date can be entered in

D DATE INTEGER FOR TODAY'S DATE
J FUNCTION SELECTED
J1 TEMPORARY STORAGE
J2 TE~PORARY STORAGE
J3 TEMPORARY STORAOE
T TAB VALUE
1$ JULIAN'DATE iNPUT

Table 2. Data dictionery for demonstration routines.

5000 DEFINTA:DIMA(12):A5=1901:A6=4:A7=28:A8=29:Xl=365:X2=366:X3=1461
5010 FOR I=lT012:READ A(I):NEXT:RETURN
5020 DATA 31,29,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31
6000 INPUT"DATE"'Al A2 A3
7000 IFA1=OXORA2~OT~EN~RINT"BOTH MONTH. DAY MUST BE 0 OR NEITHER CAN BE
0... REENTER ";:GOT06000 .
7010 IFA1COORA1>12rHENPRINT"MONTH ERROR REENTER ";:GOT06000
7020 IFA2COORA2>A(Al)THENPRINT"DAY ERROR REENTER ";:A(2)=A8:GOT06000
7030 IFA1=OANDA2=OTHENA3=0:A4=0:RETURN
7040 IFA3cl00THENA3=A3+1900
7050 IFA3CA50RA3>1989THENPRINT"THE YEAR IS INVALID. REE~TER ";:GOT06000
7060 A4=(A3-A5)*Xl+(A3-A5)\A6
7070 IFA3-(A3\A6)~A6=OTHENA(2)=A8ELSEA(2)=A7:IFA2>A(Al)GOTO7020
7080 IFA1=lGOT07100
7090 FORI=lTOA1-l:A4=A4+A(I):NEXT
7100 A4=A4+A2:A(2)=A8:RETURN .
8000 A]=(A9-1)\X3:A9=A9-A3*X3:A3=A3*A6+A5:A(2)=A7:I=0:Al=0
8010 IFA9-X1C1GOT08030
8020 A9=A9-Xl:A3=A3+1:I=I+l:IFIC3GOT08010ELSEA(2)=A8
8030 Al=Al+l:IFA9-A(Al)C1GOT08040ELSEA9=A9-A(Al):GOT08030
8040 A2=A9:A(2)=A8:RETURN
9000 IFA9>OTHENGOSUB8000ELSEPRINT" ";:RETURN
9010 PRINTUSING"IIII/";A 1;A2; :PRINTRIGHT$ (STR$ (A3),2);:RETURN

Program A. Date-integer routines in compact format.

either of two formats: MM,OD,
YY or MM,DD,YYYY. That is,
you can enter the year as 79 or
1979. This way, you can enter
dates after the year 2000. If the
variable A3 has a value less
than 100, then 1900 is added to
it. See line 7180.

This program was written in a
direct BASIC that should run on
all but the simplest BASIC in-
terpreters. For that reason it
has only one statement per
line .. Program A lists the date-
integer subroutines in a more
compact torrn for Altair Disk
BASIC.

All of the A variables are de-
fined as 2-byte integers with
the command DEFINT A. There-
fore, the INT function is not
used. The reverse slash (\) is for
integer divislon, which is much
faster than floating point dlvt-
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""
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'"
H cc
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0, •...

"" ",-:2 ::>
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1090 GOSUB 6000
1100 LET D=A4
'1110 PRINT
1120 PRINT
1130 IF J>O GOTO 1240
1140 PRINT TAB(T);"1 - CONVERT DATE TO AN INTEGER"
1150 PRTNT TAB(T).;"2·- CONVERT AN INTEGER TO A DATE"
1160 PRINT TAB(T); "3 - DAY NUMBER IN THIS YEAR"
1170 PRINT TAB(T);"4 - DAYS'REMAINING THIS YEAR"
1180 PRINT TAB(T);"5 - DATE N DAYS FROM TODAY {+ OR -)"
1190 PRINT TAB(T);"6 - ADD (+ OR -) DAYS TO ANY DATE"
1200 PRINT TABtY);"7 - NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN TWO DATES"
1210 PRINT TAB(T);"8 - DAY IN YOUR LIFE"
1220 PRINT TAB(T);"9 - CONVERT DATE TO JULIAN DATE"
1230 PRINT TAB(T-l);"10 - CONVERT JULIAN DATE TO DATE"
1240 PRINT
1250 PRINT TAB(T);" SELECT A FUNCTION";
1260 INPUT J
1270 PRINT
1280 IF J=O THEN STOP
1290 ON J GOSUB 1320,1390,1450,1550,1650,1700,1800,1950,2020,2150
1300 GOTO 1110
1310 REM
1320 REM CONVERT ·DATE TO AN 'INTEGER
1330 REM
.1340'PRINT "ENTER THE ":
1350 GOSUB 6000
1360 PRINT A4
1370 RETURN
1380 REM
1390 REM CONVERT INTEGER TO A DATE
1400 REM
1410 INPUT "ENTER THE INTEGER";A9
1420 GOSUB 9000
1430 RETURN
1440 REM
1450 REM DAY NUMBER IN THIS YEAR
1460 REM
1470 LET A9=D
1480 GOSUB8000
1490 LET Al=l
1500 LET A2=1
1510 GOSUB 7000
1520 PRINT "TODAY IS DAY NUMBER";D-A4+1;"IN";A3
1530 RETURN
1540 REM
1550 REM DAYS REMAINING THIS YEAR
1560 REM
1570 LET A9=D
1580 GOSUB 8000
1590 LET Al=12
1600 LET A2=31
1610 GOSUB 7000
1620 PRINT "THERE ,ARE";A4-D; "DAYS REMAINING THIS YEAR"
1630 RETURN
1640 REM
1650 REM COMPUTE A DATE FROM TODAY
1660 REM
1670 LET Jl=D
1680 GOTO 1750
1690 REM
1700 REM COMPUTE A DATE FROM ANY DATE
1710 REM
1720 PRINT "ENTER THE ";
1730 GOSUB 6000
1740 LET ,Jl=A4
1750 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE ADDED (+ OR -)";J2
1760 LET A9=Jl+J2
1770 GOSUB 9000
1780 RETURN
1790 REM
1800 REM NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN TWO DATES
1810 REM
1820 PRINT "ENTER THE EARLIER ";
1830 GOSUB 6000
1840 LET Jl=A4
1850 PRINT "ENTER THE LATER ";
1860 GOSUB 6000 INTEGER

'1870 PRINT "THERE ARE";A4-Jl;"DAYS BETWEEN ";
,1880 LET A9=J 1
1890 GOSUB 9000
1900 PRINT ~ AND ";
1910 LET A9=A4
1920 GOSUB 9000
1930 RETURN
1940 REM
1950 REM COMPUTE THE DAY IN YOUR LIFE
1960 REM
1970 PRINT "ENTER YOUR BIRTH";
1980 GOSUB 6000
1990 PRINT "THIS IS'DAY NUMBE'R";D-A4+1 ;"IN YOUR LIFE"
2000 RETURN
2010 REM
2020 REM CONVERT DATE TO JULIAN DATE
2030 REM
2040 PRINT "ENTER THE ";
2050 GOSUB 6000
2060 LET Jl=VAL(RIGHT$(STR$(A3),2))*1000
2070 LET J3=A4
2080 LET Al=l
2090 LET A2=1
2100 GOSUB 7000
2110 LET J2=Jl+J3-A4+1
2120 PRINT J2
2130 RETURN
2140 REM
2150 REM CONVERT JU.LIANDATE TO DATE
2160 REM
2170 INPUT "ENTER THE JULIAN DATE (YYDDD)";I$
2180 LET Jl~INT(VAC(I')/l000)+1900
2190 IF Jl=>A5 THEN GOTO 2220
,2200'PRINT "DiE YEAR CANNOT BE BEFORE ";A5
2210 GOTO 2150
2220 LET Al=l
2230 LET A2=1
2240 LET A3=Jl
2250 GOSUB 7000
2260 LET J2=VAL(RIGHT$(I$,3))
2270 IF J2<1 THEN GOTO 2310
2280 LET J3=Xl
2290 IF J1/4=lNT(J1/4) THEN J3=X2
2300 IF J2<=J3 THEN GOTO 2330
2310 PRINT "DAY ERROR ... RE";
2320 GOTO 2150
2330 A9=A4+J2-1
2340 GOSUB 9000
2350 RETURN
2360 REM
2370 REM
3000 REM
3010 REM
3020 REM D ATE I N T E G ERR 0
3030 REM
3040 REM * * *
3050 REM
5000 REM I NIT I A LIZ A T I 0
5010 REM
5020 DIM A(12)
5030 LET A5=1901
5040 LET A6=4
5050 LET A7=28
5060 LET A8=29
5070 LET Xl=365
5080 LET X2=366
5090 LET X3=1461
5100 FOR 1=1 TO 12
5110 READ A(I)
5120 NEXT I
5130 DATA 31,29,31,30',.31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31
5140 RETURN
5150 REM
6000 REM D ATE I N PUT
6010 REM
6020 INPUT "DATE (M,D,Y)";Al,A2,A3
6030 REM
7000 REM CON V E R T D ATE T 0

*
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RONDURE COMPANY DA~~~~;~}:1;~235 t~e comoufer room
1"74

Printer for your
Microcomputer

SPECIAL GE TERMINET WE HAVE FLAT-PACK USED FANS
300 PRINTER ACOUSTIC

Pin feed-9" paper

NEW
POWER
SUPPLY

$25.00

Modem
pickup

e 80 Print positions
• Receive only
eASCIlcode
e RS·232 interface
e30 CPS
• Upper & lowercase
e Shipping wt. 75#

Shipping containers $15.00.
(used)

(good working condition)

$1950

Will run on serial RS232 port of
most micros including TRS-80. $450.00

5V at 3 Amp
. 12V at 6 Amp

Vat 3 Amp

10%
DISCOUNT

Off
List

64K 1 Drive
$3499.00

No Taxes on Out Of
Slate Shipments

lmruediate Shipment
From Stock.

MICRO SWITCH KEYBOARD
USED BUT LOOKS VERY NICEASCII K.eyboard

(used)
with enclosure

Muffin - 8.00
Sprite - 4.00.

SALE $15.00 ASC II $40.00
(With Print)

USED
POWER
SUPPLY

$15.00
5V at 12 Amp

'. 16V at 6 Amp
6V at 2 Amp

USED
OMNITEK
ORIG.
ONLY
95.00

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $2.50 each; Key Boards $3.50, Power Supply $5.00.
Large items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight Collect.
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage.
We now take Master Charge and Visa orders. Specify full number,

and expiration date..

15%
DISCOUNT

Off
List

4K Level II
$527.00

Full Factory Warranty
on All Items Sold.

V ISA, Master Charge
and COD's, Add 3 %

•....Reader Service-see page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 211
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ladle IIIaeIl DEALER A301

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

Popular 16K Level II System $ 722.00
26·1145 RS-232 Board. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84.00
26·1140"0" K Interface 254.00
26·1160 Mini Disk 424.00
26-1171 Telephone Modem 169.00
Fasl 100 CPS Centronics 730 Printer. : 750.00
Highly Reliable Lobo 51/4" Drives 375.00
Versatile Lobo Interface, 8" Drives
and IMI Hard Drives Call For Prices

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC. 1"100

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
115 CS'ECOND AVE. S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

912-377-7120
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sion. This code should also
work on Radio Shack Level II
BASIC. Program A can be used
with the demonstration rou-
tines without any changes
since the same variables and

subroutine entry points are
used.

Dates can be awkward to use.
However, with a little standard-
ization, a programmer can han-
dle them with confidence .•

THERE ARE 67 DAYS REMAINING THIS YEAR

SELECT A FUNCTION? 5
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE ADDED (+ OR -)? 45
12/ 9178

SELECT A FUNCTION? 6
ENTER THE DATE (M,D, Y)? 12,10,78
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE ADDED (+ OR -)? 70
2/18179

Sample run.

ENTER TODAY'S DATE (M,D,Y)? 10,25,78

1 - CONVERT DATE TO AN INTEGER
2 - CONVERT AN INTEGER TO A DATE
3 - DAY NUMBER IN THIS YEAR
4 - DAYS REMAINING THIS YEAR
5 - DATE N DAYS FROM TODAY (+ OR -)
6 - ADD (+ OR -) DAYS TO ANY DATE
7 - NUMBER OF DAY? BETWEEN TWO DATES
8 - DAY IN YOUR LIFE
9 - CONVERT DATE TO JULIAN DATE

10 - CONVERT JULIAN DATE TO DATE
SELECT A FUNCTION? 1

ENTER THE DATE (M,D,Y)? 10,25,78
28422

SELECT A FUNCTION? 2

ENTER THE INTEGER? 28422
10/2517 8

SELECT A FUNCTION? 3

TODAY IS DAY NUMBER 298 IN la78

SELECT A FUNCTION? 4

SELECT A FUNCTION?
ENTER THE EARLIER DATE (M,D,Y)? 4,15,78
ENTER THE LATER DATE (M,D,Y)? 5,6,78
THERE ARE 21 DAYS BETWEEN 4/15/78 AND 5/ 6/78

SELECT A FUNCTION? 8
ENTER YOUR BIRTHDATE (M,D,Y)? 5,8,1953
THIS IS DAY NUMBER 9302 IN YOUR LIFE

SELECT A FUNCTION? 9

ENTER THE DATE (M,D,Y)? 10,25,78
78298

SELECT A FUNCTION? 10
ENTER THE JULIAN DATE (YYDDD)? 80060
2/29/80

SELECT A FUNCTION? 0

BREAK IN 1270
OK
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THREEGOOD REASONS YOU SHOULD READ
COMPUTE.r/279The Journal for Progressive Computing.™
ISSUE1, FALL, 1979

.Matsumoto, Weinshank and Danis, 90
A Few Entry Points, Original/Upgrade ROM

.Jim Butterfield, 9:,
Plotting with the CEM 2022 Printer

The Editor's Notes Robert Lock, 2 Len Lindsay, 93
The Single-Board 6502 Eric Rehnke, 3 Inside the 2040 Disk Drive ..Jim Butterfield, 94

Nuts & Volts Gene Zumchak, 9 PET Programs on Tape Exchange Gene Beats, 96
RS-232 Communications, Part 1 .Michael E. Day, 16 Review: Balter Up Carl Strobel, 98
An Upgrade for KIM Microchess 1.0 Review: Ple-xivuc . . Art Hunkins, 99

............................ GaroldR. Stone, 19 Review; Texrcast ..Joe Dilts, 100
Program Transfers (Pet to Kim) The SBC Gazette. .102

..f.A. Dilts & HB. Herman, 25 The Single-Hoard 6502 Eric Rehnke, 102
Designing an IEEE-488 Receiver With A Sym-I Message Scrollcr A.M. MacKay, 10S

The SYM .. Larry Isaacs) 27 Adapting Basic Programs from other Machines
Fun With the 1802 Larry Sandlin, 34 to the OSI Charles L Stanfilrd, 1](1
Improved Pulse Counting Software for Proofread for your KI M .. Ralph Kelley, 112

the 6522 VIA .Marvin L. Dejong, 36 Notes on the J'ulsc-Counting Mode of
Printing A Symbol Table for the AIM-65 the 6522 .Maruin L. lJe./vag, 114

Assembler Richard F. Olivo, 40 Tokens in osr Basic . Barry L. Beal, 116
Hard Copy Graphics for the Kim .... Keith Sproul, 43
24 Hour Clock for SYM-I Basic .A.M. Mackay, 46

Selecting and Developing Small Business Systems-
Potential Problems & Pitfalls ... Mike Sawyer, 4

Sorting Sorts: A Programming Notebook,
· Rick & Belinda Hulon,

Len Lindsay Reviews Three Word Processors-
An Overview
Commodore Business Machines.
Connecticut Microcomputer
Programma International.

Microcomputers for Nuclear Instrumentation,
................ .Js. Byrd,

Tokens Aren't Just For Subways;
Microsoft Basic. . . Harvey Herman, 29

Universal 6502 Memory Test
PET, Apple, Sym and Others Carl Moser, 32

Microcomputers in Education Pierre Barrette, 33
Flying With PET Pilot: Kids and

Microcomputers At Peninsula School,
· Katie and David Thornburg, 40

Teachers, Computers, and The Classroom,
C.J. Carr and Everett Carr, 42

At ari Computers: The Ultimate Teaching
Machines' . ..John Victor, 62

The Evolution Of A Magazine .. Len Lindsay, 65
Pet In Transition - ROM Upgrade Map,

........... .Jim Butterfield, 68
A Commodore Perspective. . .. Bob Crowell, 71
Retrofitting ROMs Larry Issacs, 76
PET Screen Print Routine. . .David Malmberg, 78
TRACE For The PET Brett Butler, 84
32K Programs Arrive Len Lindsay, 86
Using Direct Access Files With The Commodore

2040 Dual Drive Disk Chuck Stuart, 93
Mastering The Ohio Scientific Challenger IP,

· Keith Russell & Dave Schultz, 97

ONE GOOD
REASON TO READ
compute II.

The Single-Board COMPUTE.™
ISSUE 1, APRIL/MAY, 1980

Screen Clear Routines for the OSI
C 1P Charles L. Stanford, 49

Machine Language Tapes for OSI
Challengers Daniel Schwartz, 52

Songs in the Key of KIM George W. Hawkins, 54

COMPUTE.
and

compute II.

ISSUE2,JANUARY IFEBRUARY, 1980 ISSUE3, MARCHI APRIL, 1980
The Editor's Notes Robert Lock, 1-3 The Editor's Notes Robert C. Lock,
The Consumer Computer Len Lindsay, 1 Computers and Society
Interview with Dr. Chip COMPUTE Staff, David D. Thornburg and Betty]. Burr,

Sorting Sorts, Part 2 ..... Belinda and Rick Hulon, 11 Dr. Chip.
Memory Partition of Basic Workspace Preview of Commodore's New Disk Basic 4.0

........................ Harvey B. Herman, 18 . Chuck Stuart, 10
Home Accounting, Plus An Easier Method of Enhancing Commodore's Word Pro II

Saving Data Robert W. Baker, 23 Larry Isaacs, 15

Word Processing, A User Manual of Reviews - File Conversions on the Commodore 2040
Part 2 .. Len Lindsay, 29 Drive .. Hal Wadlezgh, 18

24 Book Review; 6502 Assembly Language Program listings for COMPUTE. 20
Programming .Jim Butterfield, 36 Using the GET Statement on the PET

Machine Language Versus Basic; Prime Number .. Alfred]. Bruey, 23
Generation/ AIM 65 Marvin L. Dejong, 39 Proper Diskette Handling Chuck Stuart, 24

Basic Memory Map (Page 0); Aim, Kim, Sym, Machine Language .Jim Butterfield, 26
PET, Apple Jim Butterfield, 41 Review; Synertek Systems KTM-2

Ramblin' Roy O'Brien, 42 Edward D.James, 29
The Learning Lab Marlene Pratto, 43 Utinsel: Enabling Utilities Larry Isaacs, 34
Micros and the Handicapped Identify Your Atari Colors Len Lindsay, 39

.... The Delmarva Computer Club, 44 Manual Alphabet Tutorial on a PET
The Apple Gazette 65 Susan Semancik, 41
A Printer for the Apple; The Heath HI4 The Learning Lab Marlene Pratto, 51

......................... Don Earnhardt, 66 Review; The Prestodigitizer Laura M. Benson, 56
The Atari Gazette 70 A Micro for the Teacher Thorwald Esbensen, 58

Comparison of Microsoft PET Basic with Light Pen Selection on PET/CBM Screen
Atari Basic ..... .Joretta Klepfer, 70 David R. Heise, 60

The Ouch in Atari Basic The Consumer Computer Len Lindsay, 63

Glen Fisher and RonJeffries, 75 The Apple Gazette 68
.John Victor, 76 Naming Apple Cassette Files D. P. Kemp, 68

78 On Apple II to Heathkit H-14 Mike W,jJlich, 69
New Product Feature:
80 Columns and Upper/Lower Case Letters for

Apple II .. Michael S. Tomczyk, 70
80 Apple Software Note. .Eric Rehnke, 72

The Atari Gazette.

13
14
17
19

Atari Basic, Part 2
The Pet Gazette
Computer Programs and Your Ethics

........ Robert Lock, 78
The Programmer's Corner

............. Rubert Lock and Larry Isaacs,
Lower Case Descention on the Commod~rc

2022 Printer W.M. Bunker, 81

82
Notes on Atari .Robert Lock, 74
Star Raiders Defend the Galaxy .. ..Joretta Klepfer, 74

82 Star Raiders; The Wizard Behind the
Saving Memory in Large Programs. Mike Richter,
The Deadly Lincfced ..Jim Butterfield,
Yes, Nova Scotia, There is a Four ROM PET

... Robert Lock, 82
Game ..... Michael S. Tomczyk, 75

Review: Atari Basketball Cartridge

74

. Len Lindsay, 76
82 Atari Program Saving Len Lindsay, 76

Review of Atari's 810 Disk System
. RonJeffries and Glen Fisher, 78

The PET Gazette 81
Oops! W. M. Bunker, 81
Null Return Revisited Earl H Wuchter, 81
Cheep Print, PART 1 C.A. Me Carthy, 82
Direct Screen Input. Len Lindsay, 88
No CB2 Sound? Larry Isaacs, 88
A Versatile Serial Printer Interface for the

PET Harvey B. Herman and Charles B. Pate, 90
Rambling Roy O'Brien, 92
Review; MAE, A PET Disk-based Macro

Assembler. . James Strosma, 93
Review; The PET Rabbit .James Strasma, 94

PET Programs on Tape Exchange .... Gene Beals, 95
Memo to Machine Language Programmers

....................... .Jim Butterfield, 96

The SBC Gazette. 98
The Single Board 6502 Eric Rehnke, 99
More about compute II Robert Lock, 104
Nuts and Volts Gene Zumchak, 105
Read PET Tapes with your AIM

............. Mark Reardon and Eric Rehnke, 110
Review; KIMEX-I .Harvey Herman, 113
Fast Tape Read/Write Programs for your

OSI ..... Edward H Carlson, 115
Applications Review; Logic Analyzer for KIM

. Roy Fiacco, 118

Try Pseudo Code Eric Rehnke, 120

.- Reader Service-see page 258

Apparent Malfunction of the < Key
.. .Jim Sutterfield,

Using Direct Access Files with the Commodore
2040 Disk Drive .. Chuck Stuart, 87

Null Return Simulation for PET Users

The6502
Resources

6 Issue (annual) subscription: U,S.$9.00, CANADA $12.00 U.S.Important Note: Beginning with
Issue 4, COMPUTE covers Pet, Apple and Atari. The Single Board Computer Gazette moves
to our new magazine, compute II. The Single· Board COMPUTE, covering Svrn. KIM
AIM OSI, and 1802 based machines. 6 Issue (annual) subscription: U.S.$9.00, CANADA
$12,00 U,S.Subscribe to both through June 30, 1980 for $15.00, U.S.:$18.00 U.S. in
CANADA. COMPUTE. P.O. Box 5119, Greensboro, N.C. 27403, (919) 272·4867 Publications
of Small System Services, lnc.. 900-902 Spring Garden Street, Greensboro, N.C. 27403,
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APPLE II (16K) LIST $1195.00
APPLE II DISK w/c LIST $595.00

OUR PRICE$994.00
OUR PRICE$520.00

T T ERR B G C Y P Q G Z I V J B peE B

B J ELF E Q A Z G
L G F J S E Y W T V N P F J V Z V C
a T T S C Y M BeG W B Q 0 F M P 0

E X MOL E R Z J X A C H Y R U
P K B M Y U CWO C G L D M R X SEW M C Z T ION G U L Y K
Z MHO U P X B L K A CAP J J U K B F LIP C N E F Q A F E
J W T Aye J G W H E T M N H A Q Z Q J LOW ERe A SET H
H R S S K V C D G C BOA P T G T H T X T P M LEI L R E T Q
E Y I N D L X X C B C V X D Z HOP R Y V Y P R V A D N T 0 L

FREE IDEA SEEDS!

ATARI400 (8K) LIST $549.99
BOO (8K) LIST $999.99

COMPRINT 912 P LIST $660.00
912 S LIST $699.00

ANADEX DP 8000 LIST $995.00

OUR PRICE $509.00
OUR PRICE $949.00
OUR PRICE $599.00
OUR PRICE $629.00

OUR PRICE $875.00

Have you ordered yours? If not, you better reconsider. More
than 5~~~ happy subscribers think you don't know what you are
missing. These are FREE programs for your TRS-8~ and all you
have to do to get them is send us a 1egal size SASE. That is
all there is to it. Simple? You betl Every month there's a
new program and you really don't want to miss any of them!
When you stop and think about it there are only three ways to
build your software Iibrary. One way is to write the program
yourself. Another way Is to purchase programs. The best way
Is to have the programs given to you and that is Just what we
are dolngl All FREE IDEA SEEDS are our own original programs
and we want you to have them to use, rewrite, and expand.
Send your legal size SASE to:
CECDAT, Inc. ,/264 PO Box 8963 Moscow, ID 83843

1 MECABYTE
8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

DUAL SIDED / DOUBLE DENSITY

1041 - MOD II
1043 - MOD II
1053 - MOD II
1021 - MOD II
1023 - MOD II
1033 - MOD II

MICROPOLIS DRIVES
LIST $1045.00 OUR PRICE $ 979.00
LIST $1145.00 OUR PRICE $1069.00
LIST $1895.00 OUR PRICE $1769.00
LIST $ 545.00 OUR PRICE $ 509.00
LIST $ 645.00 OUR PRICE $ 599.00
LIST $1395.00 OUR PRICE $1299.00

2 MEO DUAL DRIVES WITH
CABINET & POWER SUPPLV

$1,24800
TWO WEEK DELIVERIES

MICROCOMP(JTEROEMSYSTEMS
and COMPONENTS

telephone (209) 251-3525 ,/103

1932 S. Karen - Fresno, CA 93727

SYSTEMS.GO ,/165
SMALL COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

10678 Campus Way South - Upper Marlboro, MD 20870
(301) 336-7710..._--------_.

OUAD DENSITY
MICROPOLIS
MINI-FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

[MODEL 15 III

$324°0
630 Kb DUAL DRIVES

WITH CABINET & POWER SUPPLY
[WILL HOLD UP TO 4 DRIVES]

589800
TWO WEEK DELIVERY

MleRoeOMP(JTEROEItfSl'STEMS
and COMPONENTS

,/102

1932 S. Karen - Fresno, CA 93727
(209) 251-3525
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for: Apple II Plus

TRS-80 (Level II)
North Star

All software is supplied with complete documentation which includes clear
explanations and examples. Each program will run with standard terminals (32
characters or wider) and within 16K program memory space. Except where
noted, all software is available on North Star diskette (North Star BASIC),
TRS-80 cassette (Level II) and Apple cassette (Applesoft BASIC). These pro-
grams are also available on PAPER TAPE (Microsoft BASIC).

FLIGHT SIMULATOR Price: $17.95 postpaid
(as described in SIMULATION, Volume II)

A realistic and extensive mathematical simulation of take-off, flight and landing. The
program utilizes aerodynamic equations and the characteristics of a real airfoil. You can
practice instrument approaches and navigation using radials and compass headings.
The more advanced flyer can also perform loops, half-rolls and similar aerobatic
maneuvers.

SIMULATION, Volume II (BYTE Publications): $6,00

VALDEZ Price: $14.95 postpaid
A simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound and'Valdez
Narrows. The program uses an extensive 256X256 element radar map and employs
physical models of ship response and tidal patterns. Chart your own course through
ship and iceberg traffic. Any standard terminal may be used for display.

BRIDGE 2.0 Price: $17.95 postpaid
An all-inclusive version of this most popular of card games. This program both BIDS
and PLAYS either contract or duplicate bridge. Depending on the contract, your com-
puter opponents will either play the offense OR defense. If you bid too high the com-
puter will double your contract! BRIDGE 2.0 provides challenging entertainment for
advanced players and is an excellent learning tool for the bridge novice.

HEARTS 1.5 Price: $14,95 postpaid
An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popular card game. Hearts is a
trick-oriented game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of
spades. Play against two computer opponents who are armed with hard-to-beat play-
ing strategies.

DATA SMOOTHER Price: $14,95 postpaid
This special data smoothing program may be used to rapidly derive useful information
from noisy business and engineering data which are equally spaced. The software
features choice in degree and range of fit, as well as smoothed first and second
derivative calculation. Also included is automatic plotting of the input data and
smoothed results.

FOURIER ANALYZER Price: $14,95 postpaid
Use this program to examine the frequency spectra of limited duration signals. The pro-
gram features automatic scaling and plotting of the input data and results. Practical ap-
plications include the analysis of complicated patterns in such fields as electronics, com-
munications and business,

MAIL LIST I Price: $18.95 postpaid (available lor North Star only)
A many-featured mailing list program which searches through your customer list by
user-defined product code, customer name or ZipCede. Entries to the list can be conve-
niently added or deleted and the printout format allows the use of standard size address
labels. Each diskette can store more than 1000 entries.

MAIL LIST SERVICE
DYNACOMP can provide you with a customized mail list service. Your customer/
patient records are placed in a master computer file and you are provided with ad-
dressed, self-adhesive labels for your mailings. These labels may be sorted by name,
Zip Code, date, or other identifiers. Write for further details and a price schedule.

TEXT EDITOR I (Letter Writer) Price: $14.95 postpaid
An easy to use, line-oriented text editor which provides variable line widths and simple
paragraph indexing. This text editor is ideally suited for composing letters and is quite
capable of handling much larger jobs.

GAMES PACK I Price: $10.95 postpaid
Seven entertaining games lor less than a dollar a kilobyte I Play CAT APUL T, CRAPS,
SWITCH, HORSERACE, SLOT MACHINE, BLACKJACK and LUNAR LANDER.
This is an excellent and economical way to start your games library.

All orders are processed within 48 hours. Please enclose payment with order. If paying by
MASTER CHARGE or VISA, include all numbers on card. Foreign orders add 10% for
shipping and handling.

Write for detailed descriptions of these and other programs available from DYNACOMP.

[VlSAiiII1 DYNACOMP ...-161 I,•. , ,J
.1 P.O. Box 162 Dept. K t __ - :1

Webster, New York, 14580
New York State residents please add 7% NYS sales tax,

»Beeder Service-see page 258

The largest family
of disk drives from
the largest supplier,

drives come
complete with

power supply and
cabinet.

MTI-40 Disk Drive, 35 & 40 track . " , , , " " , " " " " . , " " , $369
TF-1 Pertec FD200, 40 track, use both sides, .. , . , ... , ... , . , . $389
TF-3 Shugart SMOO, 35 track, same as tandy, . , . , , , •, , .. , , . $389
TF-5 MPI B51. 40 track. , , , . , , " " , " , , , " . , . " . , " . , , . " , , $379
TF-70 Micropolis, 77 track with 195K of storage", .... ,.,'" $639
TDH-1 Dual sided drive, 35 track """', .. ,.'.',.".,.,',. $499

Maxi Disk 2: 10 Megabyte (fixed) $5349
Winchester Technology , , , , , .

NEW PRODUCTS
16K Memory, .. ".".,',., .. " •.. ,.,., •. ,"', .. , .. ,., .... , $86
Modem, , . , ... , .. , , , , , . , , , .. , , , , , . , , , .. , . , . , . , , , .. , , . " $179
Expansion Interface 32K " , , " , " " , , " , " " " , " " , " , " $499
AC Isolator . " . " " , , , " . , " , , " " , " , , " . , , " " " , , " ,$47.95

PRINTERS
DP800 Anadex, 80 column, 112cps, , ; " " , " " " " " " , " $949
LP779 Centronics 779 """,,, .. ,,""" .•. ,,,,"""" $1099
LP730 Centronics 730 ,,,.,,"''',.,.,,'''',,.,,'''''',,' $950
LP700 Centronics 700 """"'"''''''',''''',,'',.,''' 11395
LP701 Centronics 701 ,,, .• ,, .. ,,"',",,,, ..• ,,""",, 1759
LP702 Centronics 702 """.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1995
SPI/v'-1 Spinwriter-NEC ,,,.,,''''''''''''''''''','''''''' 2525

NEW! LINE PRINTER
BASE 2

Base 2 Printer 80, 132 cot. graphics
60 LPMwith tractors.,." , ".,' $599
*' DRIVES FOR ANY MICROCOMPUTER •.

Does not include power supply & cabinet.
MOD II DISK DRIVES NOW AVAILABLE

Perfec FD200 , .... , .. ,"",.,.,.,',., .... , , .... , ..... $282
Perfec FD250 (dual head) , .. , . , , , " . , , . , , , . , , . " , , .. , $399
Shugart SA400 (unused) , .. " " .. ,' , .•.. , .. , $286
Shugart SA800 , , . , .. , , .. , , . , , . , . , . , , , . , •, , . , , . , •, . , '. $479
MPI B52 " " " " " " " ,,$349 B51 """"."""""" $279

SOFTWARE
Disk Drive Motor Speed Test .",,, .. ,, .. ,, .. ,,,,,.,,,,, $19.95
New DOS+ with over 200 modifications and

corrections to TRS-DOS , " " . , " " " , , , , , " " , " .. , " . , . $99
New DOS+ 40 track. , . , .. " .. " . , , .. , . " . , " .... " " , $110
AJA Word Processor , , .. , , , •, . , , •... , . , . , . , , $75
AJA Business Program. , . , , . , , . , .• , , , .. , .•.. , .. , . , . , ., $250
Racet Infinite Basic , , , ......• , , , $49.95
Disk Drive Alignment Program ...•.. , .......•... ' , . $109
Radix Data Base Program .. , , , , .. , . , . , .. , , , , .. , . , $99.95
Electric Pencil" "".,."",.,."".,." ,." ""',.",., $150

ALL PRICESCASH DISCOUNTED.FREIGHTFOB/FACTORY

~ ...-30

~pporot, IncmMICROCOMPlJER
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED

3304 W.MacArthur
Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714) 979-9923

7310 E,Princeton Ave.
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275
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Gary Sabot
38 Woodland Road
Roslyn NY 11576

You Name It!

If you're one of those people who have trouble with memory (remembering names), here's
a program that allows you to devise your own five-letter names for things.

1 REM **NAME IT! ** BY GARY SABOT
10 REM ONLY 20 CONSONANTS ARE USED SINCE Q IS OMITTED
30 RANDOM
40 DIM C(3), V(3)
50 REM LINE 51 'CAUSES A NEW PAGE TO BE GENERATED
51 PRINT CHR(5);
60 LET A$="AEIOU"
70 LET B$="BCDFGHJKLMNPRSTVWXYZ"
80 LET C=l
90 PRINT "HOW MANY RANDOM WORDS DO YOU WANT";
100 INPUT G
110 FOR B=l TO G
120 REM RANDOM ROUTINE TO DETERMINE WHICH
130 REM CHARACTERS WILL BE PRINTED
140 FOR K=l TO 3
150 LET V(K)=INT(5*RND(0))+1
160 LET C(K)=INT(20*RND(0))+1
170 NEXT K
180 REM WORD PRINTING ROUTINE
190 PRINT MID(B$,C(l),l);MID(A$,V(l),l);
200 PRINT MID(B$,C(2),1) ;MID(A$,V(2),1);
210 PRINT MID(B$,C(3),1);" ".
220 REM ROUTINE TO FORMAT PRINTOUT TO 7 WORDSILINE
230 LET C=C+l
240 IF C> 7 THEN 260
250 GOTO 280
260 PRINT
270 LET C=l
280 NEXT B
290 END

Fig. 1. Program listing.
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The following program
arose from the need to

name a parakeet I had just
purchased. I had heard about
this sort of program before,
and since I couldn't find an
actual copy of it, I decided to
write it myself.

A Basic Explanation

This program is designed
to print out five·letter words.
The first, third and fifth
letters are consonants, while
the second and forth are
vowels.

Lines 30 through 80 are
used to initial ize variables and
to store the vowels and con-
sonants in strings A$ and B$,
respectively. I only used 20
consonants, leaving the q out.
This was because, in English,
q is almost always followed
by u, while in my program it
quite often wasn't, and it
caused many unpronounce-
able combinations.

Lines 90 and 100 are used



to determine how many
words the user wants. Lines
110 through 290 form the
main loop of the program,
which is repeated once for
each word to be printed."

Line 150 is used to fill an
array, V, which is dimen-
sioned to 3, with random
numbers from 1 to 5. These
numbers will later be used to
determine which of the five
vowels to print in the two
spaces allotted for them. One
of the spots in the array is
not used in the printing. Line
160 fills a similar array, C,
with random numbers from 1
to 20 for each of the 20
consonants.

Lines 190 through 210
print the word that has been
computed with the random
numbers. In the BASIC that I
was using, the MID state-
ment, which is employed in
the printing routine, is used
as follows: The statement
MID(Z$,A,B) would mean
print a substring of Z$, start·
ing at character A, and for a

length of B characters. After
the word has been printed,
four spaces are printed to
separate the words.

Lines 230 through 280 are
used to format the words into
seven words per line. This
ensures that in a standard
64-character line, none of the

words will be chopped in
half, leaving two letters on
one Iine and three on
another, for example. If your
computer has a different line
length, just change the 7 in
line 240 to the number of
words that your computer
can fit on a line, and the

program will take care of the
rest. Fig. 1 shows the pro-
gram, and Fig. 2 shows a
sample run.

By the way, my parakeet's
name is "Holmes" (I added
an I to the word "homes,"
which is what the computer
actually provided]. •

RUN
HOW MANY WORDS DO YOU WANT? 35

VOLEG GAZEL TENAN ROZAR ZANEZ TOJEK BAHEN
WETAL RUXEZ CABUH GEJEJ POZIS LODAR SILEL
HEJEH RIBUY SOMUG RULOB CIFUW VOTIX WILEV
YUZOZ DELOW ZUCOP FAMUV REJEY ZUTUH RUSAF
JEBUY GAWER KAHUX BEWAP NARAL VUYON LADEL

Fig. 2. Sample run.

The Paper Tiger:

$950.00
With Graphics $1090.00

DISK II $545.00 16K RAMS for
with controller APPLE II $65
without controller $465.00 TRS-80
MICROMODEM $325.00
PASCAL $425.00 VERBATlM

S27ROMPlUS $149.00 DISKS
with keyboard filter 10 for

The Computer Stop MON••SAT.
v 105 16919Hawthorne Blvd.

Lawndale, CA 90260 10 •6
(213)371·4010

"Reader Service-see page 258

illllIlIgnDIL
Nathaniel Hawthorne College" Antrim, N.H. 03440

MICROCOMPUTING OPPORTUNITIES
IN EDUCATION

Hawthorne College, a private institution located in the hills of scenic New Hampshire
that offers degrees in business, aeronautics and liberal arts, is starting a microcorn-
puting degree program.

The following personnel are needed:

Pi rector, Microcomputing Program-An energetic organizer who can take
charge and likes students. This person will administer and develop the pro-
gram as well as teach. Candidate should have bachelors and masters degrees
plus experience in the microcomputing field.

Teachers-Should have at least the bachelors degree and the necessary ex-
perience in mtcrocomputing and the ability to conduct dynamic learning ses-
sions.

Teclmicians-May be associate or non-degree people who possess extensive
knowledge in the mechanical aspects of microcomputers. Will be working
with students in a laboratory situation.

Send Letter or Application and Resume to:
Merle A. Jones, lr., Dean of Administration

Nathaniel Hawthorne College
Antrim NH 03440 1""249

HAWTHORNE MEANS BUSINESS
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t.'. fc~f\)~ ff RACET COMPUTES ~ DIIK IDRT MERlE 'DIM' FOR MOD I AND MOD 11** TRS-SOTI'
Now you can sort an 85K diskette OQ BASIC for Level II and Disk Systems $49.95 .

FAST - in less than 3 minutes" - FAST Full MATRIXFunctions _ 30 BASICcommands!!
Perfect for your multi-diskette RANDOM file mailing lists, inven- Mathematical and common matrix functions. Change arrays In
tory, etc. Ideal for specialized report generation, sort, merge or rnlo-proqram, Complete array handling. Tape array read and write,
combination. All machine language stand-alone package - including strings. Common subroutine calls.
Efficient and easy to use. NO separate key files required! Physical Over 50 more STRING Functions as BASIC commands!! String
records are rearranqed on diskette! Supports multiple sub records manipulation, translation, compression, copying, search, screen
per sector including optional sector spanning. Sorts on one or control, pointer manipulation and utility functions. Includes
more fields - ascendirig or descending. Sort fields withiri records multikey multivariable machine language sorts. Load only machine
may be character, integer, and floating-point binary. Provides language functions that you want! Where you want in memory!
optional output field deletion, rearrangement, and padding. Relocating linking loader! More than you ever expected!! '
·Sort timings shown below are nominal times, 'Times will vary OQ BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC)$29.95
based on sort and system configuraHons. Nominal times based 20 Business oriented functions including:
on Mod 148K4-driveconfiguration, 64 byte records, and 5 sort keys. Printer Automatic Pagination with headers and footers!
TYPE FILESIZESORTTIME TYPE FILESIZE SORTTIME Packed Decimal Arithmetic ( + ,-,* ,f) 127digits!

Binary array searches and hash code generator!
(Bytes) (See) (Byles) (See) COMPROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95

SORT 16K 33 SORT 340K 1081 Auto your disk to perform any sequence of OOS commands,
SORT 32K 49 SORT 680K 2569 machine language loads, BASIC, memory size, run program,
SORT 85K 173 SORTand 85KSORT + 1757 respond to input statements, etc. Single BASIC command file
SORT 170K 445 MERGE 1275KMerge defines execution! Includes auto key-debounce, screen print and
DSMfor Mod I (Minimum 32K,2-drives) $75On·Disk lower case software driver. .
DSMfor Mod II (Minimum 64K, 1-drive)$150On·Disk·· REMODEL + PROlOAD Specify 16,32,or 48KMemory$34.95
Mod II Development Package $100·* REnumber any portion or all of BASICprogram. MOveany portion
Machine Language SUPERZAP, plus Editor/Assembler and of program from one location to another. DELete program lines.
Disassembler patches. . MERGEall or any portion from tape. Save and verify portion or

Mod II Generalized Subroutine Facility 'GSF' $50.. all Of combined merged programs to tape.
GSF (Specify 16,32,or 48K)$24.95

~"For Mod" Programs, Include Mod" DOS diskette with order 18Machine language routines. Includes RACETsorts.
For Development Package, also include copy of Apparat
NEWPOS +5'1. diskette.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE
ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION

v' 101 ~ RACET COMPUTES ~
702 Palmdlle. Orang, ~I 92&65

CHECK,VISA, M/C, C.O.D.
Calif. Residents add 6%

Telephone Orders Accepted (714)637·5016

By using SPECIALDELIVERYwith Electric Pencil"
you can realize the full potential of your TRS-80!®

A 100% machine language word processor!!
SORT - MAILFORM will sort an
entire addresslist in secondsusing
anyfield asthe key.
LABEl - MAILRITEprints mailing
labelsfrom MAILFILE.

MAILFORM - Create MAILFILE:A MAILRITE - Print letters written
complete Nameand addresslist en- with the Electric Pencil inserting
try/editor program. Instant search informadon from a MAILFILE into
on any,field, complete cursor con- the letter for personalizingand ad-
trol, optional beeper to let you know dressing. True typist quality using
something iswrong, active file always your printer. Features:Indents, un-
displayed, search can include num- derscore, end of pagestop, unlim- EXTRACT - Extract key records
eric only aswell asdon't carecharac- ited insertion from addresslist, ad- f~oma MAILFILEusing any speci-:¥:~~~~~f~~~r:Sk)~ii~it~~~dMORE~=~:;~~i='ND~

Demand a demo from your local dealer today CARROL TON, TX 75007
or write for a complete brochure. - v'155
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DR. DALEY presents
Softwarefor the PET and the APPLE

Dr. Daley's software is proud to announce
the release of a package of our best selling
programs.
These programs, regularly retailing for over

$400, have been assembled into a single

package for only $69.95*Included is our best
selling TREK3, CHECKBOOK, and a mailing
list, tutorials, games and puzzles for every
member of the family. All attractively
packaged in an album.

50 PROGRAMS ONLY $69.95
*Disk version $10 extra .

•Charge your order to

MC/VISA

Your order will be shipped within four business days from receipt.

DR. DALEY, 425 Grove Avenue, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49103
••••34 Phone (616) 471-5514 Sun. thru Thurs., noon to 9 p.m. eastern time .

ALARM CLOCK KITS:
4 Digit .5"

Here it is: The first of several quality kits we have been asked
for: Here is what you get - unbelievable as it may sound ..

1 National - 5375AA Clock Chip
Bowmar Clock Stick Readout (L.E.D.) 4 digit - 1/2"

13 Transitors
2 Push Buttons for ti me set
2 Toggle Switches for alarm

Filter cap
4 1N4000 series diodes '"
1 1N4148 o",O€.

\<.\"'I:
c~·~OOJl.C

NE'H\

$9.99
2 Disc caps

29 Resistors
1 Transducer (Speaker) for Alarm

LED Lamp for alarm indicator

P.C. Board $2.25 -plus 12 capacitors, trim pot and many usable components
plus a Mallory Sonalert® - well worth the price of the board

Plug In alone - while they last - $2.50 ea.
Transformer $1.50f----------------;;;------II

Case$3.50

D.C. MODEL
Same as above except it includes 60 Hz timebase.

This Kit Includes:
1 National 5375AA Clock Chip
1 Bowmar Clock Stick Readout - (L.E.D.) 4 digit - 1/2"

12 Transistors
2 Push Buttons for time set
2 Disc caps

27 Resistors
MOV

NE\H\

$12.75

,

We bought
And you get the savings.

Reds, greens, yellows, orange, smail,. "' large.
Bags of 25 - mixed $2.75. That's only 11¢ each. Compare
this bargain up to twice our price.

FACTORY PRIME
BI - Polar LED 59¢ ea. or 10 for

60 Hz time base
P.C. Board $2.25Case$3.50

.- Reader Service-see page 258

H VARIABLE
5 to 20 VDC at 1 AMP. Short circuit protected by current
limit. UsesJC regulator and 10AMP Power Darlington. Very
good regulation and low ripple. Kit includes PC Board, all
parts, large heatsink and shielded transformer. 50 MV. TYP.
Regulation. $15.99 KIT

Sonalert® on P.C. oard
Direct from a radar detector manufacturer! 4-741 on a board

MICRO MINI
TOGGLE SWITCHES 99¢

EACH

Digital Research: arts
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401247K GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271
. we pay ance l i

No C.O.D. We accept Visa, MasterCharge and American Express cards. Tex.
Res. add 5% Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P&H. 90 Day Money
Back Guarantee on all items. Write for our free catalog full of many useful
bargains
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Cut 'Em off at the Pass!

Looking for something light in Levell? You'll like this a lot.

Richard A. Rodman
1727Cy Court
Vienna VA 22180

Here's a fun game in Level
I BASIC that demon-

strates the graphics capabili-
ties of the TRS-80. It could be
modified to run on almost any
machine with graphics. Two
can play; the computer is a
passive participant.

Each player has a dot that
moves on the screen leaving a
trail behind it. He must avoid
striking or passing over any of
the old trails. The object is to
cut off the other player so he
cannot find any open space.

Each player, on his turn,
types U, D, Lor R to indicate in
which direction he wants to
move.Then, his dot will movea
random distance up to ten

spaces. the upper line of the addlsubtract M tolfrom X/Y. If
display is saved for user M = 1, the trails are solid.
prompts; Hie remainder of the Making M more than one will
screen is the playing field. If
you go off any side, you'll reap-
pear on the opposite side.
Astute video-qarne fanatics

will recognize that this game is
similar to the Atari game "Sur-
round" and the G. I. Gimini
game "Barricade." However,
the nonreal-tlme operation in
BAsiC makes a great dif-
ference.
The game is quite simple

and, since it's in BASIC, lends
itself to easy modification. It's
only about 1132 bytes long.
One possible modification
would be the addition of extra
blocks, walls or other ob-
stacles ... or add secret pas-
sageways that cause players to
disappear and reappear some-
where else!

Notice the statements
around line 1000. These

CLS: Clear screen,
R(N) or RND(N): Random function; if N>O, returns an

integer from 1 to N,
SET(X,Y): Turn on the bit at X,Y (make it white).
RESET(X,Y): Turn off the bit at X,Y (make it

black).
Returns 1 if X,Y is on, 0 if it is off.
Print.
Print on the first line.
GOTO.

POINT(X,Y):
P. :
P.ATO:
G.:
GOS. : GOSUB.
F. :
T. :
IN. :
N. :
RET. :

FOR.
THEN.
INPUT.
NEXT.
RETURN.

Table 1. Abbreviations have been used in this program. These
abbreviations are particular to the TRS-BO,so an explanation of
what they stand for is included for Poly 88 users and others who
may want to use this program.
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give a "spaced out" effect.
All of my friends who played

this game liked it a lot! •

Program listing.

1 CIS:P."= 'EM OFF AT '!HE PASS!"

2 P.:P."TO CD: t "' <- ->"
3 P. "TYPE: U D L R"

4 P.: P •"WHENI TELL YOUIT'S YOURTURN, TYPE= OF THOSEFOUR"

5 P."LETIERS. SORRY,NO TYPINGERroRS l\LI.CWED!"

6 P.:P."'!HE OBJEcr OF THIS GAMEIS TOAVOIDRUNNINGINTO ANYOF TIlE"

7 P."OLD TRACKS. YOU'LL SEE WHATI MEAN!"

8 P.
10 IN. "WHOIS '!HE PLAYERON '!HE LEFT";A$

15 IN. "ANDWHOIS ON '!HE RIGlT" ;B$

20 U=1:U=2:R=3:L=4:0=0:CIS

25 M=l:REMMlVE INCREl£NT

30 N=lO/M:REMMlVE LIMIT

35 A=30:I=25:G=90:G=25:SET(A,I) :SET(C,G)

100 REMFIRST PlAYER CDES

110 P.AT O,A$;,IN.E:H=RND(N)

120 X=A,Y=I;GOS.l000

125 A=X:I=Y

130 IF 0=0 G. 210

140 P.AT 0, "SORRY,";A$:G.l0

200 REMSECONDPlAYER CDES

210 P.AT O,B$; :IN.E:H=RND(N)

220 X=C:Y=G:CDS.l000
225 G=X:G=Y

230 IF 0=0 G. 110

240 P.AT O,"SORRY,";B$:G. 10

1000 F.T=l TO H:REMTHIS roUTINE MJVES'!HE tor
1005 ONE G. 1010,1020,1030,1040

1010 Y=Y-M:G. 1050

1020 Y=Y+M:G. 1050

1030 X=X+M:G. 1050

1040 X=X-M

1050 IF xco T. X=X+l28:REMNORMALIZE

1060 IF Y<3 T. Y=Y+45

1070 IF X>127 T. X=X-128

1080 IF Y)47 T. Y=Y-45

1100 Q=Oj-POINT(X,Y):SET(X,Y)

1110 N.T

1115 P .AT 0," II;

1120 RET.
1130 END



_.-1 For Apple II 11111111
SCORE=00600 HI-SCOREz00000

APPLE
~ ~ ••~ •• INVAL'EP.
• • •••••• •••••••• #)'-1

••• ..;11-.. ,,,

~/',..

~J~
1"1!'

f'.., Ii. I" 3• _..-.•.-.•......- .•.•...--~
The Game That Drove Japan CRAZY!

SUPER INVADER
• Features superb high resolution graphics, nail-biting tension and
hilarious antics by the moon creatures!

• Self-running "attract mode" of operation for easy learning and
demonstrating of the game.

• As good in every way as the famous Invaders arcade game.

• High speed action! • Sound effects!

• On cassette or 5" floppy disc.
eS·4006 eS·4503A

Only $19.95
Requires 24K Apple II with Integer Basic
(main program is in machine code).

Order Today
Send payment plus $1.00 shipping and handling in the U.S. ($2.00 foreign) to

Creative Com puting Software, P.O. Box 789·M, Morristown, N.J. 07960. N.J. residents
add $1.00 sales tax. Visa, Master Charge and American Express orders may be called in toll
free to 800·631·8112 (in N.J. 201·540·0445).

creative
cOlRpatln"
software

Creative Computing •....284

Software
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

sensattonat
softwap6

Produced under exclusive
license from Cosmos Software,
Astar International Co., ltd.

Dealer inquiries invited.
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An Easy Way to
Apple Hi-Res Graphics

Assembly language is not needed for high-resolution graphics on the Apple II.

Example of Hi-Res Sketch subprogram using Apple it's game
paddles.

~:i
II

= =
Example of Random Verticals and Horizontals program.

8199 REM .. ."GOSUB WIPE' TO CLEAR SCREEN BY PUSHING PADDLE BunON.
8200 IF PEEK (-16287»127 OR PEEK (-16286»127 THEN CALL CLEAR

Fig. 1.
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Malcolm J. R. Clark
336 Foul Bay Road
Victoria, British Columbia
Canada V8S 4G7

As soon as my 16K Apple II
arrived, I was rather keen

to get going with the high-reso-
lution graphics, but I soon dis-
covered that I would need to
learn to program in assembler.
However, the Hi-Res demo cas-
sette the Apple people supplied
had a machine-language pro-
gram all ready to go, followed
by a BASIC program that inter-
acted with the first program.
Therefore, what could be easier
than loading only the machine-
language program, followed by
a different BASIC program of

PDL(O) PDL(1)

119 15
111 50
96 33
80 71
69 59
65 77
65 76
65 77

65 77
65 76
65 78
65 77
66 72
70 86
73 71
77 55
80 72
84 54
86 46
87 41

one's own devising within the
limited unused memory avail-
able?

The program listing shows
the substitute BASIC program I
prepared to interact with the Hi-
Res machine language. This
program contains four subpro-
grams: one to allow free-hand
drawing with the game paddles,
one to draw random horizontal
and vertical lines, one to sketch
the starship Enterprise with
zoom and, last but best, Clark's
Art Gallery. All four take advan-
tage of the fun involved in
watching the computer draw a
shape a line at a time as op-
posed to the opposite strategy
of flashing up a drawing appar-
ently instantaneously. Please
keep in mind that the program
assumes the game paddles are
plugged in, the machine-lan-
guage program loaded and
HIMEM set. The accompanying
photographs show several ex-
ample plots.

The Sketch subprogram sur-
prised me with occasional er-
ratic results, and it turned out
that the two game paddles were
not independent. To illustrate
this, key and run the program
2 PRINT PDL(O), PDL(1): GOTO 2

and alternately change the set-
tings of one paddle, then the
other. Table 1 shows an exam-
ple of PDL(1) values changing,
though only PDL(O)was manip-
ulated. For the two Apples I've
tried this on, it seems worse for
high settings of PDL(1).

You'll see another surprise if
you take a look at statement

Table 1. Example printout for
statements "2 PRINT PDL(O),
PDL1: GOTO 2." Only paddle 0
was manipulated.



Examples from Clark's Art Gallery.

Program listing.

10 REM: •••SOME EXAMPLES OF HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS PROGRAMSIN AP
PLE II INTEGER BASIC"

20 REM ••••H. J. R. CLARK•••••• 1978
30 REM : LOAD THE MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMFROM APPLE'S HIGH-RES DE

MO TAPE BEFORE LOnlNG THIS.
40 REN ••••• REMEMBERTO SET HIMEN ••••

100 INIT=3072,CLEAR-3086,POSN=3761 :PLOT=3780. LINE-3786 :POINT=8000
: FIRST=81 00: UIPE=8200: KEY=8300: TELL=8360

101 SHAPE=3805
110 DIM E(56),C(4),Yt(1)
130 U=255:C(1 )=U: REN •••UHITE
140 V=170:C(2)=V: REM •••VIOLET
150 G=85:C(3)=G: REH •••GREEN
160 8=0:C(4)=B: REH •••BLACK

1000 POKE -16303,0: CALL -936
1010 PRINT " •••••••• HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS•••••••• ": PRINT
1020 PRINT "PROGRAMS IN APPLE II INTEGER BASIC"
1030 PRINT: PRINT "MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMFROM APPLE'S HIGH-RESO

LUTION DEHO TAPE HUST BE LOADED PRIOR TO THIS PROGRAM."
1035 PRINT "HIHEH ALSO HUST HAVE BEEN SET"
1036 PRINT, PRINT
1040 PRINT : PRINT "THE FOLLOYING EXAHPLE PROGRAMSARE READY TO RUN,

": PRINT
1050 PRINT" 1•••HI-RES SKETCH USING GAME PADDLES"
1060 PRINT" 2 •••RANDOH VERTICALS & HORIZONTALS"
1070 PRINT" 3 •••SIMPLE 2-D YITH ZOOM"
1080 PRINT" 4 •••CLARK'S ART GALLERY"
1200 PRINT "99 •••END JOB"
1300 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
1400 INPUT "YHICH ONE DO YOU UISH",YHICH
1410 IF UHICH>O AND UHICH<=4 THEN GOTO 1440
1415 IF UHICH=99 THEN END
1420 PRINT "ERROR FOUND--PLEASE TRY AGAIN"
1430 GOTO 1400
1440 GOTO 1000+500*UHICH
1450 END
1500 REH •••HIGH RESOLUTION SKETCH
1510 CALL INIT
1520 GOSUB FIRST
1525 GOSUB TELL
1530 X= PDL (0)
1540 Y= PDL (I)
1550 IF Y>159 THEN Y=159
1560 GOSUB UIPE
1570 SOSUB KEY
1580 COLOUR=U
1590 GOSUB POINT
1600 CALL LINE
1610 GOTO 1530

8199 in the listing. Originally, I
keyed in the two statements in
Fig. 1. If I key LIST 8199,8200
then I get the combined lines as
shown in the listing, but if I key
LIST 8200 then I get line 8200 as
shown above. In any case, the
program works just fine.

I hope you enjoy the H i-Res

program as much as I have. I've
found it to be a good demo pro-
gram when you're showing off
your Apple II to visitors. By the
way, the Random Horizontals
and Verticals subprogram gives
quite a different effect if the
paddle button is kept de-
pressed .•

2000 REN •••RANDOH VERTICALS AND HORIZONTALS
2010 CALL INIT
2020 GOSUB FIRST
2025 GOSUB TELL
2030 COLOUR=C( RND (3)+1)
2040 GOTO 2050+20' RND (2)
2050 X= RND (279)
2060 GOTO 2080
2070 Y= RND (159)
2080 GOSUB POINT
2090 OOSUB KEY
2100 GOSUB YIPE
2110 CALL LINE
2120 OOTO 2030
2500 REN •••SIMPLE 2-D UITH ZOON
2510 GOSUB 2900
2520 CALL INIT
2526 PRINT : PRINT
2530 FOR U=10 TO 1 STEP -1
2540 CALL CLEAR
2550 FOR 1=1 TO 56
2~60 IF EO )<20000 THEN GOTO 2580
2565 CHECK=1
2570 X=(E(I)-20000)/l00
2575 GOTO 2590
2580 X=EO )/1 00
2585 CHECK=O
2590 Y=E(!) HOD 100
2600 X=X'3/U+15*(U-l)
2610 Y=Y'3/U+l0,(U-1)
2620 GOSUB 2800
2670 NEXT I
2680 FOR DELAY=1 TO 100
2690 DEL=DELAY'U
2700 GOSUB KEY
2710 NEXT DELAY
2720 NEXT Y
2730 VTAS 23: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY FOR MENU"
2740 GOTO 2~30
2800 IF X<O THEN x=o. IF .Y<O THEN Y=O: IF X>278 THEN X=278: IF Y>

159 THEN V=159
2810 GOSUB POINT
2820 IF CHECK=1 THEN GOTO 2840
2830 CALL LINE: GOTO 2850
2840 CALL POSN
2850 RETURN
2900 REM •••ENTERPRISE
2901 E(1 )=20230
2902 E(2)=940
2903 E(3)=5240
2904 E(4)=5437
2905 E(5)=5730
2910 E(6)=230
2911 E(7)=1029
2912 E(8)=2228
2913 E(9)=4028
2914 E(10)=5730
2915 E( 11>=4028
2916 E(12)=3826
2917 E(13)=3626
2918 E(14)=3422
.2919 E(15)=2922
2920 E(16)=2726
2921 E( 17)=3626
2922 E(18 )=2426
2923 E(19 )=2228
2924 E(20)=21940
2925 E(21 )=3247
2926 E(22)=4340
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7999 REH SUBROUTINE 'POINT' TO DEFINE X, Y, AND COLOUR AS REQUIRED B
Y MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM

8000 POKE 828, COLOUR
8010 POKE 800,X MOD 255
8020 POKE 801, X1255
8030 POKE 802, Y
8040 RETURN
8100 REM •••SUBROUTINE 'FIRST' TO REMOVE INITIAL LINE
8110 COLOUR=O
8120 X= PDL (0)
8130 y= PDL (1)
8140 GOSUB POINT
8150 CALL PLOT: CALL CLEAR
8160 RETURN
8199 REM ••.. 'GOSUB UIPE' TO CLEAR SCREEN BY PUSHING PADDLE BUTTON.:

, RUN' IF PEEK (-16287»127 OR PEEK <-(6286»127 THEN CALL
CLEAR

8210 POKE -16296,0
8220 RETURN
8299 REM •••"GOSUB KEY' TO RETURN TO HENU IF ANY KEY PRESSED.
8300 IF PEEK (-16384» 127 THEN GOTO 8330
8310 POKE -16368,0
8320 RETURN
8330 POKE -16368,0
8340 GOTO 1000
8350 REM ••• 'GOSUB TELL' FOR UIPE/KEY INSTRUCTIONS ON SCREEN
8360 CALL -936
8370 VTAB (21)
8380 PRINT ·PRESS PADDLE BUTTON TO CLEAR, OR ANY KEY FOR MENU"
8390 RETURN
9200 RETURN

10300 PRINT: PRINT "HACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMFROM APPLE'S HIGH RESO
LUTION DEHO TAPE HUST BE LOADEDPRIOR TO THIS PROGRAM."

2927 E(23 )=4960
2928 E(24)=7060
2929 E(25)=E(4)
2930 E(26)=7060
2931 E(27)=7765
2932 E(28)=7768
2933 E(29) =8668
2934 E (30 )=8665
2935 E(31 )=9568
2936 E(32)=9773
2937 £(33)=7078
2938 E(34 )=4878
2939 E(35)=3674
2940 E(36)=3664
2941 E(37)=3461
2942 E(38)'3477
2943 E(39)=3674
2944 E(40)=3664
2945 E(41 )=4960
2946 E(42 )=27765
2947 E(43)=7732
2948 E(44 )=28665
2949 E (45 )=8632
2950 E(46) =6432
2951 E(47)=6229
2952 E(48)'6126
2953 E(49)=6123
2954 E(50)=6220
2955 E(51 )=6417
2956 E(52)=6432
2957 E(53)=6417
2958 E(54)=15017
2959 E(55)=14032
2960 E(56)=6432
2999 RETURN
3000 REH •••CLARK·'S ART GALLERY
3010 CALL INIT: POKE 768,5
3020 POKE 769,0: POKE 804,0: POKE 805,3
3026 GOSUB TELL
3030 CALL CLEAR
3040 COLOUR=C( RND (3)+1)
3050 RR= RHD (3):H= RND (9)+I:N= RND (25)+3
3060 GOTO 3070+20> RHD (3)
3070 POKE 769,N
3080 GOTO 3200
3090 POKE 769,3
3100 H= RHD (100)+2:N=H/I0+1: GOTO 3200
3110 POKE 804, RND (5)
3120 POKE 805, RND (5)
3130 N= RND (4)
3200 FOR 1=1 TO H
3210 IF RRHO THEN COLOUR=C( RND (3)+1)
3220 X= RHD (279) :Y= RND (160)
3230 GOSUB POINT: CALL POSN
3235 MM= RND (H)+1
3240 FOR R= 1 TO 64
3250 POKE 806,HM: POKE 807,R
3260 CALL SHAPE
3265 GOSUB KEY: GOSUB UIPE
3270 NEXT R
3280 NEXT I
3290 GOTO 3020
7998 PRINT "ERROR--REACHED 7998": END

Example of 2·0 sketch of "Enterprise."

•...119

We buy
Computer
programs
for resale

IVlA.ILROOM PLUS© ~

Make Your TRS 80 Work Like A Mini-IBM!

Mailroom Plus was developed for the National Rifle Association membership mailings. It features
sorting by last name or member number in addition to zip code. The program will sort 500 names
in 30-40 minutes. kill duplicates, and close up the fill'. Mailroom Plus will also search all records
for category. name, state, zip (or any other search code) and print these records on labels Of ill

tabular form. It separates large files into smaller OIll.'S by state or zip or merges small files into one
large one. Mailroom Plus is uvuilable on 32-48K disk for $75.00 by first class mail. Order vours to-
duv postpaid. "

Outright purchase or
licensingagreement

Computer Software
Associates

PO Box 473
Brookline Village, MA 02147

THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE •...112

PO Box 524. Mercer Island. WA 98040
206·232·4505

Master Charge and VISA cards welcomed•
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~ Reader Service-see page 258

[Q) ~~ C(Q) [UJ[Ml~~
SOFTWARE

CP/M® TRS-80® MODEL II

OSBORNEANO ASSOC. CP/M" 2.2
business software in CBASIC-2 ~~~ /MANUAl Latest Version. .... ..... $149

MANU",l ONLY

• General Ledger.

~

ELECTRICPENCIL II
• Acct. Rec.! Acci. Pay. $59/$19 Standard Printer. . . $249

• Payroll w/Cost Acct .. each Diablo, Qume, NEC ......... $279

Buy 2 'get 1 Iree. · ..... $118/$57 APPLE II®
All 3 plus CBASIC-2. .. $199/$71

VISICALC®by PersonalSystems. $122
CilASIC-2® .... $89/$14

DIGITAL RESEARCH VISA • MASTERCHARGE
CP/M"' 2.2 lorTRS-81J®Model II $149/$24 ORDERS ONLY - CALL TOLL FREECP/M"' 2.2 lor Northstar. . $149/$24

1-800-854-2003 ext. 823 A
WORDSTARby MicroPro . . . . . . . . .$399/$24 Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext. 823A

WHITESMITHS For inlormation write or call:
'''C'' Complier. . $600/$29 THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
'Pascal (includes "C") . . . . . . $750/$44 1610 Argyle Ave., Bldg. 102

Los Angeles, CA 90028
•SELECTOR IIH2. · ...... $269/$19 (213) 461-3127

~P/M users: specify disk systems and nxmats
PEACHTREEbusiness software Most formats available.

in Microsoft BASIC source code. Add $2.50 postage and handling per each item.
I General Ledger.

f
California reslcents add 6% sales lax.

I Acct. Rec. Allow 2 weeks on checks. C.O.O. ok.

t Acct. Pay. $399/$65 Prices sublectto cnanqe wirhcut nonce.
t Payroll . each All Items subject 10 availability.

t Inventory
* - Special acncs with order , -RtQlJirnCBASIC·2All 5 plus WORDSTAR.. · ..... $1995/$349 t - ReQuiresmiciosolt8AS1C ® - MIgs. Trademar~

P.S. - We want 10 be your software source. Giveus the opportunity to beat any nationally advertised price!

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
FOR APPLE II

o HOME FINANCE PAK I: Complete package $49.95
o BUDGET: The hllrt 0", comprehensi .••e home fin,nce system. A.llows user to define up 10 3D bud",t

items. ActUlllllpense input CIIn be by keybDird Dr by .utomltic rtlding of CHECKBOOK II files. Cos" are
lutomatic"ly sorted Ind comp.,.,d with btJdget. BUOGET produces both monthly actuillbudlll!t/Ylrilm:e
report .nd a Yllr·to·due by month summary of lelual costs. Color grlphics displlY of flIpenses by month .

.......... '.' .$24.95

o CHECKBOOK II: This extensi .••e program keeps compille rlcords of each check/deposit. Unique check
entry system allows user 1,0 set up common check purpose and recipient categories. Upon entry you select
from this pre·defined menue to minimize keying in a lot of dltl. Unique names un also be stoted for cem-
pleteness. This system producurapid eccess tc check files. Checkregisterdisplayincorporatesuniqueupl
down scrolling system for the ultimate in flexibility. 40 column printout of check re!liner. Up to 100
checks per month stOllge. Files accessible by BUOGET program. . $14.95

DSAVINGS: AlioM user to hip trICk of depos:ts/wltlldflWlls for up to 10 sa.••inp ateOlints. Complete
records shown vi. screen or 40 column printer.. . $14.95

OCREOIT CARO: Keep conllol of your urds with this prOilr~m. Orilnizes. stores and displays purch.ses,
payments Ind service charges. Screen or 40 column printer ~ispl.y. Up to 10 separ.te c.rds $14.95

OTHE UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE: $39.95
A user programmlble computing system structured around a 15 row by 30 column table. User defines row
and column nemes and aqullions forming a Unique computing machine. Table elements can be multiplied.
di .••ided, subtracted Of .dded to .ny other element. User can define repeated functions common to a row or
column greatly simplifying table setllp. Hundred of unique computing machines c.n be defined, used, stored
and recalted,with or without old d.ta:for later use. Excellent for s'!,esforecists, engineering design 'nalysis,
budlJl!ts, inventory lists, income Statements, production planning, project cost estim,tu·in short for any
planning, analV1is or reporting problem thlt een be solved with a tlble. Unique curser commands allow you
to move to .ny element, chln,e its vilue Ind immediately see the effect on other tlble valulS. Entire tab)!
can be pririted by m.c~ine PittS (usef-defined 3·5 columns) on. 40 column printer. Transform your ecm-
puter into. UNIVE.RSAL COMPUTING MACHINE.

OCOLO'R CALENDAR: HI·RES color graphics display of your person.1 cllendar. Automatic
.multiple entry of repetitive events. Review at a gl.nce importent dates, appointments, anniversaries, birth-
d.ys, action diles, etc. over' 5 Yllr period. Graphic calendar marks dltes. Printer .nd screen display'
summarv report bV month of veur futl text describing each day's action item or event. Ideal for anvene with
I busy c.lendlr : $19.95

OMICROACCOUNTANT: The ideal system for the small cash businel'!' B.sed on cllssic j-.
accounts .nd double·entry bookkeeping. this efficient program records Ind produc!S reports on .ccount
b.l.nces, general ledger journlls, revenue and exp!flses. Screen or 40 column printer repolts. Hlndles up to
500journ.1 enlriesper period, up tolOOlCcounts. Prollf.m ini:tructions include a short primer in Fin.ncill
Accountin, . . $49.95

OTHE MATHEMATiCIAN: Complete package $39.95
DMATRIX: A general Pl!rpose utility program for computing the determinint or in .••erse of I metrix, as

well as the solution te en N·Dimensionll set of linear equations $14.95

o PLOTTER 20: Two dimensional plotting of any function. ..$9.9S

oPL OTTE R 3D: Three dimension.1 surface plotting of Iny J· .•••ti.ble function, using Apple II
HI·RES.. . .. .. . $14.95

DROOlS: A gener.1 purpose program for numericallv findihg the solutions ie anV non·linear equation.
Uses quadraticinlerpolation $14.95

SENO FOR FREE CATALOG - All progral'l}S run on J2K Apple" with Oisc:j~d Applesoft ROM Card, or 48K with·
out ROM Card. Detailed instructions included with each program. C,liforni. residents .ild 5%% sales tax. Send check
or money ord.rto: . .. " .

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE ,;251
P.O. BOX 2084 - SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 940B7
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CLAlj'IFIEDS
Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to buy, sell or

trade used computer equipment. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about 35 charac-

ters per line, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines.
Minimize use of capital letters to save space. No special layouts allowed. Payment is
required in advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication
(i.e., copy for March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher
reserves the right to refuse questionable or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy
with payment to: Classifleds, Kilobaud Mlcrocomputing, Peterborough NH 03458.
Do not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

Super Elf and expansion board. All options
plus super monitor and Tiny BASIC on
ROM. Complete documentation, all for
$190. G. Patrick , Apt. 2-9E, 531 Hahaine,
Honolulu HI 96825.

Wanted: SWTP computer with dual flop-
pies. Dr. Gordon, 1435 W. 49th Place,
Hialeah FL. (305) 822-1100.

For Sale: North Star floating-point board&
manual, $250. Sol & 32K memory, CRT,
cassette recorder, BASICS. ext. cassette
BASIC, ASL-8, FOCAL & manuals, $1600.
CUTS cassette interface rev. B & manual,
$80. Two Tarbell cassette interfaces rev. 0&
manual, $80 each. D. G. Kissinger, School
of Health.. Lorna Linda Univ., Lorna Linda
CA 92350. (714) 796-7272.

SWTP 6800 4K unit assembled and tested,
no peripherals, complete with manuals-
asking $400. Cdn funds. Ed Vander Ryd,
P.O. Box 4166. Sin. D. Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada L8V 4L5.

Need: IC, type #SW-I0667 pt #14027 used in
1622 Diablo keyboard, micro switch
#75S012-4. Also KB timing diagrams. Jim
Jamison, 2304 Tucker, Rte. 6, N.E., No. Ft.
Myers FL 33903.

For Sale: Commodore PET 2023 friction
feed printer. New/never used. Cost $849.
Will sell for $700. G. H. Ashley, 25 Whitney
Tavern Rd., Weston MA 02193, (617)
894-4334.

For Sale: New Apple II, disks, Applesoft
ROM card, printer, D.C. Hayes modem,
CRT monitor, clock calendar card, graphics
input tablet, Applewriter word processor
program. Sell all or part. Call Don at (714)
776-6384 or send for list of items with prices.
D. Anderl, Box 20EA, Fullerton CA 92633.

CALENDAR
Waltham MA

Anyone interested in learning more about the Exatron
Stringy Floppy is invited to the first East Coast ESFOA Work-
shop, Saturday, May 31, at Micro Communications, 80 Bacon
St., Waltham MA. Units available for hands-on experience; re·
freshments available. Workshop will run from 10 to 6. Phone
(617) 899-8111 for more details or directions.

Champaign IL
An update review of existing technology and recent ad-

vances will be presented at the Ninth Annual Symposium on In-
cremental Motion Control Systems and Devices, June 2-5,
1980, Ramada Inn, Champaign, IllinoiS. For further information,
contact Professor B. C. Kuo, IMCSS, PO Box 2772, Station A,
Champaign IL 61820, (217) 333-4341.

Blacksburg VA
Workshop: TRS-80 Interfacing and Programming for Instru-

mentation and Control. June 23-27, 1980. This is a hands-on
workshop with the participants working with and designing in-
terfaces for the TRS-80. For more information, contact Dr. l.in-
da Leffel, CEC, Virginia Tech., Blacksburg VA 24061, (703)
961·5241.

Philadelphia PA
The fifth Produx 2000 will be held May 21-23, 1980, at the

Philadelphia Civic Center from 11 AM-6 PM. Contact Produx
2000, Inc., (215) 457-2300 to reserve space.

Guelph Ontario
Central Ontario Amateur Radio Flea Market and Computer

Fest will be held at the Centennial Arena, College Ave. West,
Guelph Ontario, Saturday, June 7,1980,8 AMto 4 PM.Admission
only $1 (12 years and under - free). For further information,
please contact Rocco Furfaro VE:3HGZ, (519) 824·1157.

For Sale: KIM-I single board computer.
Original doc. extra on expanding, etc. Must
sell, $150. Wanted: 4115s from upgraded
PETs 8/$20. John Lemkelde, 5980 Bull Rd.,
Dover PA 17315, (717) 292-4933.

Wanted: Utility billing package for TRS-80
Modelll running under CP/M or TRSDOS.
Send information and price to: Edwin Phil-
lips, 928 Davis, New Madrid MO 63869.

For Sale: KIM-I includes I K RAM, 2K
ROM, power supply, 3 manuals, plus Pro-
gramming a Micro: 6502. Asking $125/best
offer. Call Ed (617) 544-2207 in PM.

For Sale: Soroc IQ 120 terminal in original
carton, $595. Don Pittman, 1816 Cleary
Ave., Metairie LA 70001. (504) 837-3267.

Wanted: Ohio Scientific C-3B and/or 74
meg hard disk. And/or 051 C30EM. Bill
Brown, San Juan Bocs, 201 12 Street,
Durango CO 8130 I.

For Sale: Digital Equipment PDP8/L, $300.
C. L. Jones, 2338 Raunsdale Rd., Kettering
OH 45440. (513) 449-6796.

For Sale: ASR-33 Teletype with stand and
full documentation. $400 or best offer.
TRS-232 interface, $40. R. W. Carney, 1927
S. Dewey, Bartlesville OK 74003.

Save-new 40 track BASF 5 V4" minifloppy
drive model #6106 (Shugart compatible) in
factory carton-$245. V. M. Faulkner, RR.
2, Box 294A, Yorktown IN 47396. (317)
289-4138.

A1M-65 for sale w/4K RAM, power supply
(5 V @ 8 A, 24 V @ 2 A, pius!) Current loop
& audio cables. Mint condo $400. Call (617)
997-2811, ext. 783, ask for Paul Smola.
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Hobbyists and Businessmen These dealers can supply your needs in the home and business com-
puter market. Call the one nearest you!

Los Angeles CA
Featuring: PolyMorphic, North Star, Imsai,
Cromernco, Extensys, Speechlab products
and Poly-88 Users Group software exchange.
/\11 products 10-20% off list. We won't be
undersold! A-A-A-A Discount Computer
How's, 1477 Barrington, Suite 17, LosAngeles
.CA 90025, 477-8478.

, Mountain View CA
Systems for business, industry and hobbyist
Five terminals, tee printers and five main-
frames on display. Superbrain, Horizon
Quad, Cornpucclor II, Equibox and Altos
Computer System with hard disk. Much soft-
ware incl. CP/M, TR5-§0 and PET. Digital Deli
Computer Store, 80 W. EI Camino Real, Mt.
View CA 94040, 961-2670.

North Hollywood CA
Wholesale prices to dealers & computer club
members. Computers, printers, terminals,
modems, boards, etc. Patio Computer Sales
Co., 5437 laurel Canyon BI., #208, N.
Hollywood CA 91607, 762-0020.

San Jose CA
Bay area's newest computer store. Featuring
the new Texas Instruments TI 9914 home &
business computer. Software for TRS-BO.Ap-
ple, PET,etc. Magazines. Hobbi-Tronics, 1378
S. Bascom Ave., SanJoseCA 95128, 998-1103.

Pompano Beach FL
Busines s systems, personal systems, whatever
the application, we can help. Consulting, pro-
gramming, education and maintenance. Ser-
vice, support and professionalism at afford-
able prices. Computer Age Inc., 1308 N. fed-
eral Hwy., Pompano Beach fl 33062, 946-
4999.

Venice FL
Discount prices & professional service: Cro-
memco, North Star, Vector Graphic, DEC, Tl,
Thinker Toys, Intertube, Sorce. Centronics.
NEe. Selectric interfaces, Microdasys. Com-
plete business & medical billing software
available. MicroAge & Serendipity software
discounted. Sara-Tech Electronics, Inc., Com-
puter Division, PO Box 692, Venice fl33595,
485-3559.

Aurora IL
Microcomputer systems for home or
business; peripherals, software, books &
magazines. Apple, Hewlett-Packard, North
Star, Cromemco systems, IDS-4AOG printer
wlApple graphics, New HP-85 & HP
calculators. farnsworth Computer Center,
1891 N. Farnsworth Ave., Aurora Il 60505,
851-3888,

Chicago IL
Computer HardwarefSoftware Specialists for
home and business. Largest selection of com-
puter books, magazines and copyrighted soft-
ware in Chicago Metro area. Experienced fac-
tory-trained service department. Feature
Apple and Alpha Microsystems and acces-
sories. Data Domain of Schaumburg, 1612 E.
Algonquin Road., Schaumburg Il 60195,
397,8700.

Chicago IL
5550-5550(-6800-6809 specielists. Dealers for
Gimix, Smoke Signal Broadcasting, SWTPe,
TSC. Business Basic. Fast BASIC, payroll,
editor-text processor. Custom programming.
AAA Chicago Computer Center, 120 Chestnut
lane, Wheeling Il60090, 459-0450.

Granite City Il
Come see our full line of Apple II computers
& peripherals. North Star and Cromemco
business systems. Full line of components,
books and magazines. Ten minutes from St.
Louis MO. Computer Station, #12 Crossroads
Plaza, Granite City Il 62040, 452-1860.

Naperville IL
Computer systems design, programming and
consultation by computer experts. Dealer for
SSM, Integrand, Tarbell, Ithaca Intersystems,
Verbatim, Diablo and others. Discount prices
on many items. Wilcox Enterprises, 25W178-
391h 51., Naperville IL 60540, 420-8601.

Laurel MD
Apple & Exidy Sorcerer. Authorized dealer for
both. We also sell subscriptions to "The
Source" timeshare service. Plus full line of
ham equipment. The Comm Center, laurel
Plaza, Rle. 198, Laurel MD 20810, 792-.0600.

Worcester MA
Computer products for personal and business
systems. Largest selection of software for
TR5-80, Apple, PET. Authorized Apple sales
and service. Computer Packages Unlimited,
Centerwood Terrace, Route 12, West
Boylslon MA 01583, 835-3428.

Worcester MA
Complete business and personal systems on
Data General, microNova and Apple. Soft-
ware. books. magazines, accessories and sup-
plies. Custom business programming avail-
able. Authorized Apple service. Downtown.
The Computer Place lnc., 11 Harvard St.,
Worcester MA 01609, 755-5387.

Garden City MI
Complete systems for business, professional
and personal applications. Custom program-
ming available. Apple II, North Star, Vector
Graphic and other lines of microcomputers,
software, books, components. Computer
Center, 28251 Ford Rd. Garden City ·MI
48135, 422-2570.

Minneapolis/St, Paul MN
Discount systems, terminals, software,
peripherals & furniture for businesses,
O.E.M.s, institutions & hobbyists. Send for
mail-order catalog. Grand openings in two
northern metro-Minneapolis locations. 28000
systems soon! Binary Information Systems,
Box 326K, Anoka MN 55303, 757-5878.

st. Louis MO
Experimenters' Paradise. Electronic and
mechanical components. Computer People,
Audio People, Hams, Robot Builders, Experi-
menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
tronics Corp., 8123-25 Page Blvd., St. louis
MO 63130, 427-6116.

New York NY
5-100 New York City systems provided for
business and office applications. We also seek
experienced S-100programmers on a part-time
basis.Olcott International & Co., PO Box 3014,
Weehawken NJ 07087, (212) 863-4200,

Rome-Utica NY
Ohio Scientific authorized dealer. Computers
for personal, business, education and in-
dustry. Software for word processing, educa-
tion, business, personal and games. Comp-u-
Ware, 9057 Main St., Westernville NY 13486,
827-4487.

Akron OH
We've got it all. Business systems Personal
systems. Software packages. Custom pro-
gramming. Terminals. Printers. Service and
books. Easy freeway access. 10 AM to b PM
Monday-Saturday, The Basic Computer
Shop, Fairlawn Plaza, 2671 West Market St.,
Akron OH 44313, 867-0808.

~ortland OR
Ohio Scientific specialists for business and
personal computers. Local service. Terminals,
printers, custom programming. Full 051 prod-
uct line on display! 10AM to 6PM M-F. Fial
Computer, 11266 SE21st Ave., Milwaukie OR
97i22, 654-9574.

Kingston PA
We support Level II and Model II. Books,
magazines, programs, parts, accessories,
peripherals, free literature, free seminars,
cassettes, floppies, filters, transformers. caps,
chips, CRTs. Artcc Electronics, ~02 Wyoming
Ave., Kingston PA 18704, 287-1014.

Philadelphia/So, Jersey
North Star, fast delivery possible; word-
processing systems. Heath terminals, Inter-
tube II, immediate delivery. Free video ter-
minal comparison, Intertec's SuperBrain, all
Centronics printers, Omnitec data modems.
L& 5 Distributors, 44 So. locust, Marlton NJ
08053,983-7444.

Sara Mexico
Learn how to utilize arid program the 2-80
microprocessor to maintain your,cbmpany's
records in top shape. This technique has just
been introduced to Mexico. Courses. applica-
tions, maintenance. service. Digitales, S.A.~de
C.V. Sara 4612, Mexico 14, D.F., 5-17-41-59.

Dealers: Listings are $15 per month in prepaid quarterly payments, or one yearly payment of
$150. also prepaid. Ads include 25 words describing your products and services plus your com-
pany name. address and phone. (No area codes or merchandise prices, please.) Call Marcia at
603-924-7138 or write Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTINC, Ad Department, Peterborough NH 03458.

REAL GRAPHICS FOR PET

SHOWN WITH'
K-1007-1 INTERFACE
K-1008-P VISIBLE MEMORY
K1005-P 5 SLOT CARD FILE
K-1 008-3C DRIVER SOFTWARE

$99,00
$243.00
$80.00
$20.00 •.••154

• THE FLEXIBILITY YOU HAVE DREAMED ABOUT IS NOW AVAILABLE'
• 320 WIDE X 200 HIGH RESOLUTION
• EACH DOT INDIVIDUALLY ADDRESSABLE -':'
• SOFTWARE SUPPORT - LEVEL 1 GIVES GRAPHICS & TEXT CONTROl AT MACHINE

LANGUAGE SPEED BUT ACCESSABLE FROM BASIC BY GOSUB AND VARIABLE
STAtEMENTS.

• DUAL PORT 8K BYTE MEMORY ON BOARD ALLOWS FULL USE OF ""EMORY FOR
OTHER TASKS (SEE YOUR PROGRAMS IN THEIR DIGITAL FORM IF YOU LlKEI)

• DOUBLES THE MEMORY SIZE OF AN 8K PET
• COMPLETELY TRANSPARENT SCREEN REFRESH - NO SNOW OR BLINKING EVER -

THE PROPER WAY TO DO IT'

MICRO TECHNOLOGY UNLIMITED
841 GALAXY WAY

PO BOX 4596
MANCHESTER, NH 03108

(603) 627-1464CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FULL LINE CATALOG OF PET
EXPANSION PRODUCTS.



America's Largest Mail-Order Computer Store

H088YWORLD
ELECTRONICS, INC.
Call Toll-Free: USA (800) 423-5387
In Calif: (800) 382-3651
Local & Outside USA:
(213) 886-9200

V" 10

Chess
Challenger "7"

Chess
"VOICE" Challenger

If you're into chess you will love
Chess Challenger! 7 levels of play.
"Mate in Two" and "Chess by Mail".
Like to have your opponent callout
the moves? Try "Voice" Chess
Challenger. 96,000 Bits of Read Only
Memory, and over 8,000 bits of Han-
dom Access Memory. Can be used by
the blind as the game will audibly call
every move, capture, and repeat
board position.
Cat No. 2399
Cat No. 2398

Chess Challenger "7"
Chess Voice Challenger

You will be challenged and intrigued
by this game. Uses all strategies of
the game, including a running game,
hit and run, blocking and bear off
games. YOU handle the dice! Choose
offense or defense. Computer
responses vary every game.
Weight 3 Ibs.
Cat No. 2411

Wt.3Ibs.
WI. 4lbs.

$112.25
$336.95

TARI®
Home

Video System
The nation's best selling home video entertainment
center is here! Currently supports a library of twenty
video game cartridges with over 1300 variations and
options. Comes with interchangeable joystick and
paddle controllers, special circuits to protect home

TV, realistic sound effects and produces crisp, bright
colors on your TV screen. Also includes ATARl's
"Combat" game with 108 variations and options.
CAT NO. DESCRIPTION WT. PRICE
2375 ATARI Video Computer Syslem 8 lb. $179.95
2206 Driving Controller·Pair 2 lb. S 19.95
2207 Paddle Controller·Pair 2 lb. s 19.95
2208 Joystick Controller·Pair 2 lb. s 19.95

CAT NO.
2376
2377
2378
2379
2380
2381
2382
2383
2384
2385
2386
2387
2388
2389

DESCRIPTION
Starship
Black Jack
Space War
Surround
Slot Machine
Outlaw
Slot Racer
Video Olympics
Breakout
Canyon Bomber
Street Racer
Homerun
Basketball
Football

ATAAI Game Cartridges
WT. PRICE
6 oz. S15.95
6 oz. S15.95
6 oz. $15.95
6 oz. $15.95
6 oz. $15.95
6 oz. $17.95
6 oz. $17.95
6 oz. $17.95
6 oz. $17.95
6 oz. S19.95
6 oz. S19.95
6 oz. S19.95
6 oz. S19.95
6 oz. $19.95

2390
2391
2392
2393
2394
2395
2396
2397

6 oz.
6 oz.
6 oz.
6 oz.
6 oz.
6 oz.
6 oz.
6 oz.

$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$26.95
$26.95
$44.95
$44.95

Bowling
Skydiver
Fun With Numbers
Brain Game
Superman
Casino
Backgammon
Video Chess

NOTE: Not for use with
ATAAI Programmable
Computers

TRS-80 / APPLE/ EXIDY
16K Memory $88 00
Add-On Kit •
Everything needed to upgrade your
TRS·80, Apple or Exidy! An additional
16K includes illustrated instructions,
RAMS, and preprogrammed jumpers.
No Special tools required. WI. 4 oz.
CAT NO. DESCRIPTION
1156 TRS·80 Keyboard Unit
1156·A TRS·80 Exp. Interface

(prior to 4/1/79)
1156·6 TRS·80 Exp. Interface

(after 4/1/79)
1156·C for APPLE II
1156·0 for EXIDY

SHUGART SA-400
5 1A' ' Minifloppy
Disk Drive $285.00
Industry Standard in Disk Drives!
Hard and Soft sectoring, 35 track,
single density, 35 msec accessing,
compact; only 5.75" x 3.25" x 8" deep.
Features direct drive stepping motor
actuator and design which assures
read/write accuracy, Power re-
quirements: + 12VDC at 1.5 amps.
Less cabinet. Comes with manual.
WI: 4lbs.
CAT NO.
1154
11540

DESCRIPTION PRICE
SA·400 wlmanual $285.00
Manual Only $ 2.50

HUB REINFORCING Disk Protectors
• Protects disks and diskettes from wear!
• Repairs damaged disks!
Now you can save those "ruined" slip a protecting ring onto the preci-
disks with simple insertion of our sion tool, then slip on the disk. No
DISK PROTECTORS! Inserting a pro- glueing, no drying time, no heat! One
tector on a new disk will increase its tool lasts indefinitely and each tool
life times over' Easy to install, just requires only one protecti ring.

CAT NO. DESCRIPTION WT. PRICE
2073 5'1. diskette tool 2 oz. $4.95
2074 5'1. diskette protector ring 3 oz. 50/$9.95
2075 8" disk tool 3 oz. S6.95
2076 8" disk protector tool 4 oz. 50/$13.95

Model PBl
2708/2716 & 4K/8K

EPROM BOARD
$139 kit

Assembled & tested, adds
arithmelic power to your Apple II. AMD
AM9511 based, 16 and 32 bit fixed point, 32
bit floating POIntoperation. Float to fixed and
fixed to float conversions. Trig and inverse trig
functions. square roots, logs. exponenlialion.
Interrupt daisy chain. and much more. Weight
2 Ibs. Cat No. 1440 kit

5% " Dual & Single
Disk Drive Enclosures
as low as $25.00
Dual drive enclosures constructed of
hi-impact plastic, one piece molded
construction, charcoal gray finish.
Single drive enclosures constructed
of rugged beiqe-finish steel, two
piece construction.

CAT NO. DESCRIPTION WT. PRICE
2055 Dual Enclosure 2 Ibs. $59
2245 Single Enclosure 3 Ibs. $25

Special Purpose Ie Sale
Order by Cot. No. 999
Type Description Price

21L02 1024 x 1 static RAM SUO
2716 EPROM sv, 2K x 8 (450ns) $25.00
2708 EPROM 1024 x 8 (450ns) S 9.15
MK3870EMU Auto Trip Computer S B.95
AY5-2376ST ASCII Keyboard ROM S 9.50
AY5-1013A UART. 30K baud-12 + 5 S 4.50
SN76477 Sound Generator S 3.50
MM5375ACN 6 digit clock S 1.95
NE567 LinearlC S .99
MK2002P Character Generator S 2.50
IH5004 Oual SPST switch with driver 21S1.50
LM3900 Quad Op Amp 21S1.00
TA7205P 4.8W audio Amplifier $ 2.75
KR2376-ST ASCII KeybDard Encoder ROM S 9.50
ICM7107 LEO Oigilal Panel MeIer S 9.00

Standard connector and cable set
plugs into rear of main unit or expan-
sion interface. Factory preassembl-

ed. $8.88 each
Cat No. 2037 WI. 8 oz.

TRS·80 is a registered trademark
of the Tandy Company.

IRS-80 Lower Case
Modification Kit
Modifies your machine to display
both upper and lower case. Installs in
minutes! Requires drill, soldering
iron and screw-driver. With complete
instructions. $19 00
Cat No. 1550 •

TRS·80 is a registered trademark
of the Tandy Company.

CCS78llA Arithmetic Processor
Programs 2708's or 5V 2716's. Designed to
meet all manufacturers requirements for pro-
gramming 2708/16's. Supporting software
will transfer memory data from any localion to
Eprom. and verify bit-by-bit the accuracy of
the transfer. Space is provided for optional

zero-insertion pressure sockets. Handies 4K
of 2708 or 8K of 2716's. Memory is indepen·
dently addressable to any 4K/8K boundary. A
disable circuit will disable unused EPROM

~~~~e~s1635 $399 kit

SEND FOR
FREE FLYER
FEATURING:

page after page of exciting products
for your electronics needs/wants!
Computerized toys and games, per-
sonal computers, disk drives, in-
tegrated circuits, semiconductors.
Add new dimension to your Apple,
Atari, TRS·80, Etc. with our special
application boards and cornprehen-
sive software library. Hundreds of
products available at terrific HOBBY·
WORLD prices. Circle our reader ser-
vice number or write/phone for your
free illustrated flyer today.

HOW TO ORDER
Pay by check, Mastercharge, Visa, or C.O.D.
Charge card orders please include expiration
date. Payment in U.S. dollars only. Order by
phone, mail or at our retail store. MINIMUM
ORDER$10,00. Please include phone number
and magazine issue you are ordering from.
Prices valid thru last day of cover dale. SHIp·
PING: USA: Add S2.00 for first 2·lbs., 35t
each addt'llb. for ground. For AIR add S3.00
first 2Ibs., 75c each addt'llb. FOREIGN:sur-
face: S3.00 firsl 2 Ibs., 60c each addt'l lb.
AIR: $11.00 first 2Ibs., $5.00 each addt'llb.
COOs: add $1.25 addt'I, Not responsible lor
typographical errors. Some items subject to
prior sale or quantity limitations. 120 day
guaranteed satislaction. Exception: partially
assembled kits.

19511BusinessCenter Drive Dept.K5 Northridge, Ca. 91324
Y' Reader Service-see page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 229



• PROGRAMMING THE Z·80- BK1122- by Rodnay Zaks. Here
is assembly language programmi ng for the Z·80 presented as a
progressive, step-by-step course. This book is both an educa-
tional text and a self-contained reference book, useful to both
the beginning and the experienced programmer who wish to
learn about the Z·80. Exercises to test the reader are included.
$14.95.* .

• 6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING-BK1176-
by Lance A. Leventhal. This book provides comprehensive
coverage of the 6502 microprocessor assembly language.
Leventhal covers over 80 programming examples from simple
memory load loops to complete design projects. Features in-
clude 6502 assembler conventions, input/output devices and in-
terfacing methods, and programming the 6502 interrupt
system. $12.50.'

.TRS·80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES - BK1181 - by Har-
vard C. Pennington. This is the definitive work on the TRS·80
disk system. It is full of detailed "How to" information with ex·
amples, samples and in-depth explanations suitable for beqin-
ners and professionals alike. The recovery of one lost file is
worth the price alone. $22.50.'

• BASIC BASIC (2ND EDITION)- BK1026- by James S. Coan.
This is a textbook which incorporates the learning of computer
programming using the BASIC language with the teaching of
mathematics. Over 100 sample programs illustrate the teen-
niques of the BASIC language and every section is followed by
practical problems. This second edition covers character string
handling and the use of data files. $9.45.'

• LEARNING LEVEL 11- BK1175- by David Lien. Written
especially for the TRS·80, this book concentrates on Level II
BASIC, exploring every important BASIC language capability.
Updates are included for those who have studied the Level I
User's Manual. Sections include: how to use the Editor, dual
cassette operation, printers and peripheral devices, and the
conversion of Level I programs to Level II. $15.95.'

.THE INCREDIBLE SECRET MONEY MACHINE-BK1178-by Don Lancaster. A dif-
ferent kind of "cookbook" from Don Lancaster. Want to slash taxes? Get free vacations?
Win at investments? Make money from something that you like to do? You'll find this
book essential to give you the key insider details of what is really involved in starting up
your own money machine. $5.95.'

.INTRODUCTION TO TRS·80 GRAPHICS-BK1180-by Don
Inman. Dissatisfied with your Level I or Level II manual's
coverage of graphics capabilities? This well-structured book
(suitable for classroom use) is ideal for those who want to use
all the graphics capabilities built into the TRS·80. A tutorial
method is used with many demonstrations. It is based on the
Level I, but all material is suitable for Level II use. $8.95.'

• FREELANCE SOFTWARE PUBLISHING-BK1179-by B. J.
Korites. "This book is about money and how to make it by
writing and selling computer programs," (author's foreword). If
you have the skills to write a saleable program, you now need to
acquire the skills to sell that program. This compact book corn-
prehensively covers the entire publishing process and many
aspects of software salesmanship. $14.95.'

.Z·80 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1045-by Nat Wadsworth. Scelbi's newest cookbook! This
book contains a complete description of the powerful Z·80 in-
struction set and a wide variety of programming information.
Use the author's ingredients including routines, subroutines
and short programs, choose a time-tested recipe and start
cooking! $14.95.'

.6502 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1055- by Robert Findley. This book introduces the BASIC
language programmer into the realm of rnachlne-lanquaqe pro-
gramming. The description of the 6502 structure and instruc-
tion set, various routines, subroutines and programs are the in-
gredients in this cookbook. "Recipes" are included to help you
put together. exactly the programs to suit your taste. $10.95.'

.Z·80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING-BK1177-
by Lance A. Leventhal. This book thoroughly covers the Z80 in-
struction set, abounding in simple programming examples
which illustrate software development concepts and actual
assembly language usage. Features include Z80 1/0 devices
and interfaCing methods, assembler conventions, and cornpari-
sons with 8080A/8085 instruction sets and interrupt structure.
$12.50 .•

•Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders add $1.00 handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-80 58-547



.PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-BK1140-by Peter Grogono.
The computer programming language PASCAL was the first
language to embody in a coherent way the concepts of struc-
tured programming, which has been defined by Edsger Dijkstra
and C.A.R. Hoare. As such, it is a landmark in the development
of programming languages. PASCAL was developed by Niklaus
Wirth in Zurich; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but is
more powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now widely accept-
ed as a useful language that can be efficiently implemented,
and as an excellent teaching tool. It does not assume knowl-
edge of any other programming language; it is therefore suit-
able for an introductory course. $11.50. *

.8080 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1102 -If yu have been spending too much time developing
simple routines for your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi Com-
puting and Robert Findley. Describes sorting, searching, and
many other routines for the 8080 user. $10.95. *

.6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1075 - Like its culinary cousin, The 8080 Gourmet Guide,
this new book by Scelbi Computing and Robert Findley de-
scribes sorting, searching and other routines - this time for the
6800 user. $10.95.*

• M/CROCOMPUTING CODING SHEETS Microcomputing's dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to work without these
handy scratch pads, which help prevent the little errors that can cost hours and hours of programming time. Available for pro-
gramming is Assembly/Machine Language (PD1001), which has columns for address, instruction (3 bytes), source code (label,
op code, operand) and comments; and for BASIC (PD1002) which is 72 columns wide. 50 sheets to a pad. $2.39. *

.PROGRAMMING THE 6502 (Second Edition)-BK1005-
Rodnay Zaks has designed a self-contained text to learn pro-
gramming, using the 6502. It can be used by a person who has
never programmed before, and should be of value to anyone us-
ing the 6502. The many exercises will allow you to test yourself
and practice the concepts presented. $12.95. *

.6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK-BK1006-Rodnay Zaks
presents practical-application techniques for the 6502 micro-
processor, assuming an elementary knowledge of
microprocessor programming. You will build and design your
own domestic-use systems and peripherals. Self-test exercises
included. $12.95.*

.MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES- BK1037
- by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks will teach you how to inter-
connect a complete system and interface it to all the usual
peripherals. It covers hardware and software skills and tech-
niques, including the use and design of model buses such as
the IEEE 488 or S100. $15.95.*

• TTL COOKBOOK- BK1063- by Donald Lancaster. Explains
what TTL is, how it works, and how to use it. Discusses prac-
tical applications, such as a digital counter and display
system, events counter, electronic stopwatch, digital voltmeter
and a digital tachometer. $9.50. *

.CMOS COOKBOOK- BK1011 - by Don Lancaster. Details
the application of CMOS, the low power logic family suitable
for most applications presently dominated by TTL. Required
reading for every serious digital experimenter! $10.50. *

.TVT COOKBOOK-BK1064-by Don Lancaster. Describes
the use of a standard television receiver as a microprocessor
.CRT terminal. Explains and describes character generation, .
cursor control and interface information in typical, easy-to-
understand Lancaster style. $9.95. *

• HOW TO BUILDA MICROCOMPUTER-AND REALLYUNDERSTAND IT - BK7325- by
Sam Creason. The electronics hobbyist who wants to build his own microcomputer
system now has a practical "How-To" guidebook. This book is a combination technical
manual and programming guide that takes the hobbyist step-by-step through the design,
construction, testing and debugging of a complete microcomputer system. Must reading
for anyone desiring a true understanding of small computer systems. $9.95. *

• TOOLS & TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRONICS - BK7348 - is an easy-to-understand
book written for the beginning kit builder as well as the experienced hobbyist. It has
numerous pictures and descriptions of the safe and correct ways to use basic and spe-
cialized tools for electronic projects as well as specialized metal working tools and the
chemical aids which are used in repair shops. $4.95. *

* Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud Microcompufing Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders add $1.00 handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.



• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE! - BK7322 -If you (or a
friend) want to come up to speed on how computers
work ... hardware and software ... this is an excellent book. It
starts with the fundamentals and explains the circuits, and the
basics of programming. This book has the highest recornrnen-
dations as a teaching aid for newcomers. $4.95. *

.THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS- BK7340- This book takes
it from where "HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!" leaves off,
with chapters on Large Scale Integration, how to choose a
microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming, low cost
1/0 for a computer, computer arithmetic, checking memory'
boards ... and much, much more! Don't miss this tremendous
value! Only $4.95. *

.THE BASIC HANDBOOK-BK1174-by David Lien. This book is unique. It is a virtual EN·
CYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not favoring one computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and alternate strategies. If a computer does not possess the capabilities of a
needed or specified word, there are often ways to accomplish the same function by using another
word or combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK comes in. It helps you get the most from
your computer, be it a "bottorn-ot-the-llne'' micro or an oversized monster. $14.95. *

• BASIC NEW 2ND EDITION - BK 1081 - by Bob Albrecht. Selt-teachinq guide to
the computer language you will need to know for use with your microcomputer.
This is one of the easiest ways to learn computer programming. $6.95. *

• ADVANCED BASIC - BK1000 - Applications and problems by James Coan is for
those who want to extend their expertise with BASIC. Offers advanced techniques
and applications. $9.65.'

.SIXTY CHALLENGING PROBLEMS WITH BASIC SOLUTIONS (2nd Edition)-BK1073-by Donald
Spencer, provides the serious student of BASIC programming with interesting problems and solu-
tions. No knowledge of math above algebra required. Includes a number of game programs, as well as
programs for financial interest, conversions and numeric manipulations. $6.95. *•

• LOW·COST, PERSONAL COMPUTER·BASED INVESTMENT
DECISION SYSTEMS - BK1101 - Use this guidebook by Man-
Computer Systems, Inc.'s president, Jerry Felsen, to develop in-
expensive personal computer systems that can help you make
better investment decisions. $15.00. *

• HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBODY - BK7306 - Ac·
cording to The Guinness Book of World Records, the author,
Joe Girard, is "the world's greatest salesman." This book
reveals how he made a fortune - and how you can, too. $2.25. *

.HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS-BK1003-ln
10 information-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes more
than 30 computer-related, rnoney-rnakinq, high profit, low
capital investment opportunities. $15.00. *

.WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN-BK1071-PCC's
first book of computer games ... 48 different computer games
you can play in BASIC ... programs, descriptions, many illus-
trations. Lunar Landing, Hammurabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5,
Taxman, Star Trek, Crash, Market, etc. $10.95. *

.BASIC COMPUTER GAMES-BK1074-0kay, so once you
get your computer and are running in BASIC, then what? Then
you need some programs in BASIC, that's what. This book has
101 games for you from very simple to real buggers. You get the
games, a description of the games, the listing to put in your
computer and a sample run to show you how they work. Fun.
Anyone game will be worth more than the price of the book for
the fun you and your family will have with it. $7.50. *

* Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud Microcompufing Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders add $1.00 handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please wrile to Customer Service at the above address.

FORTOLL FREEORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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kb microcomputing book nook
.PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-
IN BASIC - BK1001 - by L. Poole & M.
Borchers, includes program listings with
remarks, descriptions, discussions of the
principle behind each program, file lay-
outs, and a complete user's manual with
step-by-step instructions, flowcharts, and
simple reports and CRT displays. Payroll
and cost accounting features include
separate payrolls for up to 10 companies,
time-tested interactive data entry, easy
correction of data entry errors, job costing
(labor of distribution), check printing with
full deduction and pay detail, and 16 dif-
ferent printed reports, including W-2 and
941. $20.00. *
.SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS-
BK1053- published by Adam Osborne &
Associates, Inc. Perfect for non-technical
computerists requiring ready-to-use pro-
grams. Business programs, plus miscel-
laneous programs. Invaluable for the user
who is not an experienced programmer. All
will operate in the stand-alone mode.
$12.50 paperback. *

ePIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION
MANAG EM ENT SYSTEM - B K1009-
Learn how to unleash the power of a per-
sonal computer for your own benefit in this
ready-to-use data-base management pro-
gram. $9.95.'

• AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOM-
PUTERS, VOL O-BK1130- The Begin-
ner's Book-Written for readers who know
nothing about computers-for those who
have an interest in how to use computers
-and for everyone else who must live with
computers and should know a little about
them. The first in a series of 4 volumes, this
book will explain how computers work and
what they can do. Computers have be-
come an integral part of life and society.
During any given day you are affected by
computers, so start learning more about
them with Volume O. $7.95. *
.VOL I-BK1030-Dedicated to the
basic concepts of microcomputers and
hardware theory. The purpose of Volume I
is to give you a thorough understanding of
what microcomputers are. From basic
concepts (which are covered in detail),
Volume I builds the necessary compo-
nents of a microcomputer system. This
book highlights the difference between
minicomputers and microcomputers.
$8.50. *
• VOL II-BK1031 (loose leaf)-$25.00*;
BK1040 (with binder)-$30.00* -Contains
descriptions of individual microproces-
sors and support devices used only with
the parent microprocessor. Volume II
describes all available chips.
.VOL III-BK1132 (loose leaf)-$15.00*;
BK 1133 (with binder)-$20.00.· Contains
descriptions of all support devices that
can be used with any microprocessor.

TOLL FREE ORDERING
CALL 1-800-258-5473

'* Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders add $1.00 handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

1:977 KILOBAUD:
the COMPLETE COLLECTION

for $20
That's right, we're liquidating the last issues of Kilobaud we

have been saving _.. these are COLLECTOR'S COPIES .. _with
several of the individual copies worth more than we're asking
for the complete year.

This includes the very hard-to-get #1 issue which has been
going for as much as $25 at auctions and a library shelf
box _.. the whole works, complete. When these rare copies are
gone, that will be the end of it This is your last chance to get a
complete collection of Kilobaud __ . starting from the first

During this first year Kilobaud had 224 feature articles, in-
cluding 85 with complete program listinqs. Just as a source of
programs this is a bargain.

The $20 price includes the library shelf box and shipping
charges within the USA. You can call our toll free number and
order this special: (800) 258-5473_ Have your credit card handy.

Please
specify
#KB1977
when
ordering.



NEW PRODUCTS!
Super Color 5-100 Video Kit $~9.95 Elf II Adapter Kit $24.50
Expandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color Plugs into Elf II providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin
graphics. 6847 with all display modes computer bus plus S-100 bus expansion (With Super Ex-
controlled. Memory mapped. 1K RAM expanda- pansion). High and low address displays, state
ble to 6K. S-100 bus 1802,8080,8085, Z80 etc. and mode LED's optional $18,00,
Gremlin Color Video Kit $59:95 1802 16K Dynamic RAM Kit $149.00
32 x '16 alpha/numerics and graphics; up to 8 1802/S-100 expandable to 32K, Hidden refresh
colors with 6847 chip; 1K RAM at EOOO.Plugs w/clocks up to 4 MHz wino wait states Addl. 16K
into Super Elf 44 pin bus. Not expandable to high RAM $79.00.
resolution Graphics,

Quest Super Basic
Quest, the leader in inexpensive 1802 systems
announces another first. Quest is the first com-
pany worldwide to ship afull size Basic for 1802
systems A complete function Super Basic by
Ron Cenker including floating point capability
with scientific notauon.murnner range ± .17P"),
32 bit integer ±2 billion; Multi dim arrays; String
arrays; String manipulation; Cassette l/O, Save
and load, Basic, Dataandmachine languagepro-
grams; and over 75 Statements, Functions and
Operators.
Easily adaptable on most 1802 systems, Re-

12K RAM minimum for Basic and user

programs, Cassette version in stock now. ROM
versions coming soon with exchange privilege
allowing some credit for cassette version.
Super Basic on Cassette $40.00
Tom Pittman's 1802 Tiny Basic Source listing
now available. Find out how Tom Pittman wrote
Tiny Basic and how to get the most out of it.
Never offered before. $19.00
S-100 4-Slot Expansion s 9.95
Super Monitor Vi.I Source Listing $15.00
Coming Soon: Assembler, Editor, Dlsassem-
bier, DA/AD. Super Sound/Music, EPROM
programmer, Stringy Floppy Disc System,

RCA Cosmac Super Elf omputer
Compare 'features before you decide to buy any A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys
other computer. There is no other computer on pfus load, reset, run, wait, input, memory pro-
the market today 1I1athas all the desirable bene- tect, monitor select and single step. Large, on
fits of the Super Elf for so little money. TheSuper board displays provide output and optional high
Elf is a small single board computer that does and low address. There is a 44 pin standard
many big things. It is an excellent computer for connector slot for PCcards and a 50 pin connec-
training and for learning programming with its tor slot for the Quest Super Expansion Board.
machine language and yet it is easily expanded Power supply and sockets for all IC's are in-
with additional memory, Fult BaSiC, ASCII cluded in the price plus a detailed 127 pg. instruc-
Keyboan!s, video character generation, etc. tion manual which now includes over 40 'pgs. of
Before youbuy another small computer, see if it software info. including a series oi lessons to
includes the following features: ROM monitor; help get you started and a music program and
State and Mode displays; Single step; Optional graphics target game, Many schools and
address displays; Power Supply; Audio Amplifier universities are using the Super Elf as a course
and Speaker; Fully socketed for aIlIC's; Realcost of study. OEM's use it for training and R&D.
of in warranty repairs; Full documentation. Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf
The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro- feaiures at additional cost or not at all. Compare
gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE before you buy. Super Ell Kit S106.95, High
STEP for program debugging which is not in- address option S8.95, Low address option
cluded in others at the same price. With SINGLE $9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled
STEPyou can seethe microprocessor chip opera- plexiglass front panel S24.95. Expansion Cabinet
ting with the unique Quest address and data bus with room for 4 S-100 boards S41.00. NiCaif
displays before, during and aner executing in- Battery Memory Saver Kit $6.95. All kits and
structions. Also, CPUmode and instruction cycle options also completely assembled and tested.
are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators. Questdata, a 12 page monthly software pub-
An RCA i861 video graphics chip allows you to lication for 1802 computer users is available by
connect to your own TVwith an inexpensive video subscription for $12,00 per year. Issues 1-12
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a bound $16,50.
speaker system included for writing your own Tiny Basic Cassette $10.00, on ROM S38.00,
music or using many music programs already original Elf kit board $14.95. 1802 software;
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used Moews Video Graphics S3.50. Gamesand Music
to drive relays for control purposes. S3.00, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50.
Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95
This is truly an astounding value! This board has subroutines allowing users to take advantage of
been designed to allow you to decide how you monitor functions simply by calling them up,
want it optioned. The Super Expansion Boan! Improvements and revisions are easily done with
comes with 4K allow power RAM fully address- the monitor. If you have the Super Expansion
able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro- Boan! and Super Monitor the monitor is up and
tect and a cassette interface. Provisions have running at the push of a button.
been made for all other options on the same
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet
alongside the Super Elf. The board includes slots
for up to 6K of EPROM(2708, 2758, 2716 or TI
2716) and is fully socketed. EPROMcan be used
forthe monitor andTiny Basicor other purposes.
A IK Super ROM Monitor S19.95 is available as
an on board option in 2708 EPROMwhich has
been preprogrammed with a program loaderl
editor and error checking multi file cassette
read/write software. (relocatible cassette file)
another exclusive from Quest. It includes register
save and readout, block move capability and
video graphics driver with blinking cursor. Break
points can be used with the register save feature
to isolate program bugs Quickly, then follow with
.s.inglestep. rne Super Monitor Is written with

P.O. Box 44305, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave.

Same day shipment. First line parts only, (408) 988-1640Factory tested. Guaranteed money back.
Quality IC's and other components at fac-
tory prices.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
740anl LM323K·5 5.95 CD4021 1.25
7400N .17 lM320K-12 1.50 CD4022 1.10
7402N 18 lM320K-15 150 C04023 28 4,95 RESISTORS I. wart S~.
7404N 19 LM320T-5 1,60 CD4024 75
7409N .13 LM320T-B 1,60 CD4025 28 375 10 per type ,03 1000 per type 012

7410N 18 LM320T·t2 1.50 C04026 2.00 375 375 25pertvpe.025 350 piece pack

7414N 70 lM320T·15 1.00 CD4021 66 395 375 100 per lype.015 5perlype6.7S

7420N 18 lMJ24N 1.15 CD4028 85 740 375 'h .••.art 5~. per type 05

7422N .as LMJ39N 1.55 CD4029 1.02 4116200ns 950 875 KEY80ARDS
74JON 20 lM34DK·5 135 CD40JO 45 8141162000s6400 875 55keyASClikeyboardk,l S6750
7442N .50 LM340K·8 1,35 C04035 1.02 25136 6,30 290 Fully assembled 7750
7445N 69 lM340K·12 135 C04040 1.02 MM5262 40 190 53 key ASCII keyboarO k'i 6000
7447N 60 lM340K·1S 135 C04042 85 MM5280 3.00 24000 Fully assembled 7000
7448N .69 lM3<10K·24 US C04043 85 MM5320 9.95 Enclosure 1495
7450N ,18 lM340T·S 125 C04044 85 MM5330 594 CONNECTORS Melal Enclosure 2995
7474N 35 lM34QT·8 125 C04046 167 P04110·3 400 30 pin edge 150

7475N 49 LM340T·12 1.25 C04049 45 PD4110·4 500 44plfjedge 175 LEOS
15

7485N .se LM34QT·15 1,25 CD4050 49 P5101L 6.95 100 pin edge 450 RedlOl8
. 7489N- 185 LM340T·18 125 C04051 1.13 4200A 995 100pinedgeWWS25 Green. Y~llow T018 10

7490N 43 lM340T·24 1.25 C04060 '42 82525 "" Jumbo Red 10

7492N 43 lM343H 450 C04066 .71 91l02A 150 IC SOCKETS Green. Orange. YeUowJumbo 15

7493N 43 lM350 750 C04068 40 HOO165·5 "5 scieer nn low Prolile C1iplite LEO Mounting Clips 8/5125
7495N 69 lM370 1.15 C04069 40 MM57100 450 "' 'UP PIN 'UP Ispeo:lyre-d,amber,gr~n,yellow,cleall
74100N 90 lM377 3.00 CD4070 50 GIAY3850Q·l 995 8 15 22 30

74107N 35 LM379 5,00 C04071 18 MCM66751A 9,95 14 14 14 .35 CONTINENTALSPECIALTIES In ·stock
74121N 34 LM380N 1.00 C04072 18 9368 350 16 .16 18 .41 cornpieteme crbreaunearc test equ.p
74123N 59 lM381 1.60 C04073 18 4100 1000 18 .17 36 .58 MAX·l00S digit Fleq. etl Sl?8.95
74125N <5 lM3i12 1.00 C04075 ,18 416 1600 10 .29 40 57 OKWIRE WRAP TOOLS '0 stock
74145N 69 lM703H 40 C04076 '!! CLOCKS

21evtl14ponww 20 Portable Multimeler S18.00
74150N 95 lM709H 18 C04078
74151N 69 LM723HiN 50 C04081 .18 MM5311 550 WIRE WRAP uvn J SPECIALPROOUCTS
74154N 1.00 lM733N 67 C04()f12 .18 MM5312 3'" "' PI, MM5865 Stopwatch limer
74157N .69 lM741CH 35 C04116 41 MM5314 3'" 14 31 14 86 wrlh 10 pg spec 900
74161N ,87 lM741N .32 C04490 550 MMS369 110 16 J3 18 100 PCb031d 750

74162N 87 lM747HJN .75 CD4~7 1.00 MMS841 14.45 18 57 40 113 SwilchesMom Pushbutton 17
74163N 67 lM748N 35 C04508 4.25 MM5865 7,95 3pos sl,de 25
74174N .96 LM1303N 1,75 C04510 1.02 CT7001 580 CRYSTALS Encoder HD0165·5 695
74175N 90 lM1304 1,10 C04511 94 CT70lO 895 I MHz 450 Paraironicsl00Alogic
74190N 115 lM1305 1.21 C04515 2_52 CT7015 895 2 MHz 450 AnalyzelKil S224.00
74192N .87 lM1307 1.00 C04516 110 MM5375AA1N 390 4 MHz 415 Model 10 Tngger
74193N .85 lMI310 2.75 C04518 1.02 MM5375AGIN <190 5 MHz 415 Expan(leri'irt 522900
74221N 1.00 lM145B 41 C04520 1.02 7205 1650 10 MHz 4.25 Model 150 Bus
74298N 1,6$ lM1800 1.75 C04527 1.51 7207 750 18 MHz 3.90 GrabbcrKll S369 00
743S5N 66 LM1812 7.50 C04528 79 7208 1595 20 MHz 3,90 Sinclair3'hOigit
74366N 66 lM1889 3_00 C04553 3.50 7109 495 32 MHz 390 Muilimeler S59.95
74367N 66 lM2111 1.75 C04566 115 OSOO26CN 375 327611Hz 400 CIDckCalendalKii S23.95

lM2902 1.50 C045a3 4.50 OSOO56CN 375 18432 MHz <50 2.5 MHz frequency
74lS0DTTL lM3900N 60 C04585 110 MM53lO4 150 3.5795 MHz "0 CDunlerKil SJ1.50
74LSOON 35 lM3905 1,75 C040192 300 MICROPROCESSOR 20100 MHz '95 30 MHz Frequency
74lS02N .35 LM3909N 69 74COO 18 2097152 MHz 450 CDunlerKit S47_75
74lS04N 35 MC1458V 50 74C04 40 6502 1250 24576 MHz 4.50 TRANSFORMERS
74lS0SN 35 NE540H 3.75 74Cl0 16 6504 1650 32768 MHz '50 315
74lS08tl 35 NE55QN 1.00 74C14 110 6522 1360 50688 MHz 450

iiV 300 ma

74lS10N 35 NE555V 39 HC20 18 6800 1750 5185MHz <50
12Volt300mallansiormer 125

6802 1875 12 6V CT 600 ma 375
74LS1311 55 NE556A .85 74C3O 18 6S20 995 57143 MHz 450 12V 250 ma wall plug 295
74lS14N 1.10 NE565A 1,00 74C46 1.95

6850 1295 65536 MHz 450 12V CT 250 ma wall plug 350
74lS2ml .35 NE566V 1,50 74C74 75

8080A 895 1431818 MHz 415 24V CT 400 ma 395
74lS22tl 35 NE567V 1.00 74C76 1.40

8085 2700 18432 MHz 450 lOV 1 2amp wall plug 465
74lS28N .41 NE570B 5.00 74C90 115 221184MHz 450
74lS30N ,35 78105 60 74C93 140 8086 7500 12V6amll 1295

74lS33N .75 7Sl08 00 74CI54 3.00 260 1475
~EYBOAROENCOOERS

12V 500 ma ••••.aUplug "5

74LS3BN 55 78M05 65 74C160 1,44 zaDA 1975 AY5·2376 51250
12V 1 amp wall pluQ 6.50

74LS74N "5 75108 1.75 74C175 US 8212 190 AY5·3600 1795
12V 3 amp 850

8214 600 10/15 VAC8/16 VAwall plug 9.75
74LS75N 100 75491CN 50 74C192 1.65

821£' 190 AY5·9100 10.50
74lS90N .65 75492CN 55 14C221 2.00 AY5·92Q0 1650 DISPLAYlfDS
74lS93N .10 7549401 89 74C905 600 8224 190 74C922 550 MANI CA 270290
74LS95N 1.10 74C906 .75 8228 535 74(923 550 MAN3 CC 115 "74l5101N 45 AtoOCONVERTER74C914 1,95 8251 650 HD0165·5 695 MAN72/74 CAICA 300100
74lS112N 45 80388 4.50 74C922 5,50 8253 1500 OL704 CC 300125
l4L5113N 35 8700CJ 13.95 74C923 550 8255 925 o cenneerers asaaa Ol101/0L707R CA 300100
74lS132N .es 8l01CN 22_00 74C925 695 8257 1950

0825P 195 Ol727/728 CAiCC 500190
74LSI36N 45 S750CJ 13_95 74C926 695 8259 1950 082SS 3.95 Ol747nSO CAiCC 600195
74l5151N 65 lOl3Q 9.95 74C927 6.95 1802CPolas 1395 Cover 150 OL750 CC 600195
74lS1S5N 65 9400CJV/F 7.40 18020Pplas 1795 RS232 Comprete Set 6,50 FN0359 CC 357 70

74l5157N 65 ICL7103 9.50 INTERFACE 1661P 11_50
DE9S 195 FN0500.'507 CC/CA 5001.35

74L5162N 1.15 ICl7107 14.25 8095 65 COP1802CO 1995 OA15P 2,10 FN0503/510 CC/CA 500 90
74lS163N 1.15 6096 65 COP18020 2500 OA1SS 3,10 FND800/807 CC/CA 800220
74lS174N 2.00 CMOS 8097 65 COP1S61 12.95 3 drgll Bubble 60
74lS190N 1.06 CD34001 farl..50 8098 .65 UART/FlfO Hickok3'hOigitLEO 4 drglt Bubble 80
74l5221N 1.95 C04000 .16 8T09 115 AY5·1013 550 metttmeter 59.95 OGSfluorescent "5
74lS258N 67 CD4001 18 8T10 4.50 AY5·1014 750 Stopwalch Kit 26.95 rmte nucrescent 075

74LS367N 1.35 C04OO2 28 8n3 3.00 33Jl 695 AulO Clock Kil 17.95 5 dl9il 14 pin displ~y '00
CD4006 110 ST20 5,50

HolaCheapClockKil
10 digit display '15

LINEAR C04007 28 8123 3.10 lS20 Clarrex photocells 39
CAJ045 ,90 C04008 28 8124 3.50 1702A 395S14.95 1Il311 Hex 9_50
CA3046 1.10 C04009 45 8T25 3.20 ~n~Bupper case ~ n ~~~~d~~:~e;~~~~~g ~~c~g~ MAN3640 CC 3Q 110

CA30S1 1.80 CD4010 45 8T26 1.69 MAN4610 CA 40 120
CA3082 190 C04011 28 ST2S 2,75 2716T1 2450 LEDD'splays 5314 clock MAN4640 CC 40 1.20
CA30S9 2,95 C04012 26 8T97 169 27161nlel 3495 chip. tr.nsformer, all MAN4710 CA 40 95
lM301AWAH35 C04013 39 8T98 1,69 8J2716 Intel 24000 components and tull m- MAN4740 CC 40 '20
lM305H 87 C04014 1.00 2732 flf>m strucncns Orange dr~. MAN6640 CC 56 195
lM307N 35 CU4015 1.00 MOS/MEMORY 2758 22 50 pla~s also avait Same." MAN6710 CA 60 L35
lM308N 89 C04016 '5 RAM 8741A 85.00 w/.80· displays. Red MAN6740 CC 60 135

LM309K 150 C04017 1.05 2101·1 3.95 8748 7500onIyS21.95CaseSll.75
MA1002A 8.95lM311HIN .90 CD4018 94 2102·1 95 8748·8 7000 8K/161( Eprom Kil

lM31m~ 3.75 C04019 45 2102AL·4 115 5755A 6500 uess PROMS) S8900 MA1002E 8.95
lM31S 1.35 C04020 1.02 2102AN·2l 160 N82S23 295 Mothelboard S3900 MA1012A 8.95
lM320K·5 150 21L02·1 118 N825123 350 Ellender8oa:d S899 102PJ t••nsIOimer 2_25

$8.95

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add6% tax.
BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW1980
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards. OUESTCATALOG.Include 28¢ stamp.
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Other on board options include Parallel Input
and Output Ports with full handshake. They
allow easyconnection of anASCII keyboard to the
input port. RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop lor
teletype or other device are on board and if you
needmore memory there are two S-100 slots for
static RAM or video boards. Also a 1K Super
Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa-
bility display with Tiny Basic'and avideo interface
board. Parallel I/O Ports S9.85, RS 232 $4.50,
TTY 20 ma I/F Sl.95, S-100 $4.50. A 50 pin
connector set with ribbon cable is available at
$15.25 for easy connection between the Super
Elf and the Super Expansion Board.
Power Supply Kit lor the complete system (see
Multi-volt Power Supply below).

Video Modulator Kit

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency
to crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy.

Convert 1V set into a high quality monitor wlo
affecting usage. Compokit w/full rnstruc.

Digital Temp. Meter Kit $34.00
Indoor and outdoor. Switches back and forth.
Beautiful. 50" LED readouts. Nothing like it
available. Needs no additional parts for com-
plete, full operation. Will measure ~ 100" to
+2QO°F. tenths of a.ceqree. air or liquid.
Beautiful woodgrain case w/bezel $11.75

Ni Cad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit
Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge
and then charges them up, all in one kit w/full
parts and Instructions. .S7.25



WAMECO
THE COMPLETE PC BOARD HOUSE
EVERYTHING FOR THE S-100 BUSS

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
IOB-1 SERIAL/pARALLEL INTERFACE BOARD

* TWO PARALLEL DATA PORTS PROGRAMMABLE USING AN 8255 WITH SEPARATE
HANDSHAKING.

* ONE SERIAL PORT USING AN 8251 WITH PROVISIONS FOR PARITY, STOP BIT AND
CHARACTER LENGTH. BAUD RATES 110 TO 9600 BAUD. OUTPUTS RS232, TTL
AND CURRENT LOOP.

* KANSAS CITY STANDARD CASSETTE INTERFACE, 300 BAUD FOR USE WITH THE
SERIAL INTERFACE.

* STATUS MAY BE POLLING SOFTWARE OR VECTURED INTERRUPTS.
PCBD $31.95
KIT TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER.

FUTURE PRODUCTS: 80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD.
Z-80 CPU BOARD WITH RAM, ROM AND PROGRAMMABLE VECTOR INTERRUPTS.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED, UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

MOST PRODUCTS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. NO 4-8 WEEK DELAYS REQUIRED FOR OTHERS.

NO"fE: O~ESS P.NO I'\,\ONE (wme/;ne.
E'IJ p.0

N WAMECO, INC., P. O. BOX 877 • 455 PLAZA ALHAMBRA. EL GRANADA, CA 94018 • (415) 726-6378

~:I CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
16K RAM BOARD. Fully buffered addressable in 4K
blocks. IEEE standard for bank addressing 2114·s.
PCBD $ 26.95 Kit 450 NSEC $249.95

PT-1 PROTO BOARD. Over 2,600 holes 4" regula-
tors. All S·100 buss functions labeled, gold fingers.
PCBD $25.95

PT-2 PROTO BOARD. Similar to PT·l except set·
up to handle solder tail sockets. PCBD .. $25.95

CCS MAIN FRAME. Kit (S·100) $349.95

APPLE EXTENDER. Kit

APPLE IEEE INSTRUMENTATION INTERFACE
KIT 7490. Kit ..... $275.00

ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR FOR APPLE 7811A.
Kit $350.00

APPLE ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE
7710A. Kit ... $89.95

APPLE SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE
7712A. Kit $89.95

ALL OTHER CCS PRODUCTS AVAiLABLE

SSiiJ
PB-1 2708 & 2716 Programming Board with pro-
visions for 4K or 8K EPROM. No external supplies
require textool sockets. Kit $129.95

CB-1A 8080 Processor Board. 2K of PROM 256
BYTE RAM power onlrest Vector Jump Parallel
port with status. Kit $129.95 PCBD ... $27.95

VB-3 80 x 55 VIDEO BOARD.
Graphic included TBD

10-4 Two serial 1/0 ports with full handshaking
20/60 ma current loop: Two parallel 1/0 ports.
Kit $130.00 PCBD $26.95

VB-1B 64 x 16 video board. upper lower case Greek
composite and parallel video with software, S-100.
Kit $125.00 PCBD ..$26.95

CB-2 Z80 CPU BOARD. Kit $185.95

AIO APPLE SERIAL/PARALLEL $159.95

ALL OTHER SSM PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

$22.95

WAMECO INC.
MAY SPECIAL SALE
ON PREPAID ORDERS

(Charge cards not included on this offer)

10-4 LAYOUT REJECTS. One simple change.
~~. moo
8K x 8 RAM. Fully buffered. 450 NSEC assembled
and' tested. $99.99

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENT
WITH WAMECO AND CYBERCOM PCBOS
MEJIII-2 with MIKOS "7 16K ram
with L2114 450 NSEC $249.95
MEM-2 with MIKOS "13 16K ram
with L2114 250 NSEC .... $279.95
MEM-1 with MIKOS "I 450 NSEC 8K
RAM $119.95
CPU-1 with MIKOS "2 8080A CPU . $ 94.95
OM ..12 with MIKOS =4 13 slot mother
board $ 89.95
RTC-1 with MIKOS =5.real time clock $ 54.95
EMP-1 with MIKOS "10 4K 1702 less
EPROMS .s 49.95
EPM-2 with MIKOS =11 16·32K EPROMS
less EPROMS
OM-9 with MIKOS "129 slot mother

.s 59.95

$134.95

FDC-1 FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD will drive
shugart. pertek, remic 5" & 8" drives up to 8 drives,
on board PROM with power boot up, will operate
with CPM'" (not included). PCBD $42.95

FPB·1 Front Panel. IMSAI size, hex displays. Byte,
or instruction single step. PCBD $47.50

MEM·1A 8K x 8 fully buffered. S·100, uses 2102
type r~ms. PCBD. . $25.95

OM-12 MOTHER BOARD. 13 slot, terminated, S·100
board only $34.95

CPU·l 8080A Processor board S·100 with 8 level
vector interrupt. PCBD $26.95

RTC-l Realtime clock board. Two independent in-
terrupts. Software programmable. PCBD. ....$23.95

EPM-1 1702A 4K Eprom card. PCBD . $25.95

EPM-2 2708/2716 16K/32K EPROM CARD.
PCBD $25.95

OM-9 MOTHER BOARD. Short Version of QM·12.
9 Slots. PCBD . . ..... $30.95

MEM-2 16K x 8 Fully Buffered 2114 Board.
PCBD $26.95

PTB-1 POWER SUPPLY AND TERMINATOR BOARD.
PCBD $25.95

IOB-1 SERIAL AND PARALLEL INTERFACE.
2 parallel, one serial and cassette.
PCBD $26.95

2708 , $9.49 2114 (200 NS) low pwr.
2114 (450 NS) low pwr. 5.99 $6.99

board $ 79.95
FPB·l with MIKOS =14 all parts
for front panel .

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY MARKED
PARTS. KITS INCLUDE All PARTS LISTED AS REQUIRED
FOR THE COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED ALL SOCK-
ETS INCLUDED.

VISA or MASTERCHARGE. Send account number, interbank num-

ber, expiration date and sign your order. apprcx. postage will
be added. Check or money order will be sent post paid in U.S.

If you are not a regular customer, please use charge, cashier's
check or postal money order. Otherwise there will be a two-

week delay .Ior checks" to clear. Calif. residents add 6% tax.
Money back 30-day guarantee. We cannot accept returned IC's

that have peen soldered to. Prices subject to change without
notice. $10 minimum order. $1.50 service charge on orders

I ess than $10.00.

UYAJ~~@~
~~~E~DDRESS AND PHONE (415) 726-7593

P. O. Box 955 • EI Granada, CA 94018
Please send for IC, Xistor and Computer parts list
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HEX ENCODED KEYBOARD
Four onboard LEOs indi-
cate the HEX code gen-
erated for each key
depression. The board
requires a single +5
volt supply. Board only
$15.00 Part No.HEX-3,
with parts $49.95 Part
No. HEX- 3A. 44 pin
edge connector $4.00
Part No. 44P.

.,, I .!.nluJ
T.V.

TYPEWRITER
UART &

BAUD RATE
GENERATOR

ASCII TO CORRESPONDENCE
CODE CONVERTER

This bidirectional board is a direct replace-
ment for the board inside the Trendata 1000
terminal. The on board connector provides
RS-232 serial in and out. Sold only as an
assembled and tested unit for $249.95.
Part No. TA 1000C

ASCII KEYBOARD
53 Keys popular ASR-33 format· Rugged
G-1o PC. Board· Tri-mode MoS encoding
•Two-Key Rollover' MOSIDTLlTTL Cornpat-
ible •Upper Case lockout· Data and Strobe
inversion option • Three User Definable
Keys' Low contact bounce' Selectable Par-
ity • Custom Keycaps •George Risk Model
753. Requires +5, -12 volts. $59.95 Kit.

ASCII KEYBOARD
TTL & oTL compatible' Full 67 key array
•Full12B character ASCII output· Positive
logic with outputs resting low' Data Strobe
•Five user-definable spare keys' Standard
22 pin dual card edge connector' Requires
+5VOC, 325 mA. Assembled & Tested.
Cherry Pro Part No. P7o-o5AB. $119.95.

• Converts video to
AM modulated RF,
Channels 2 or 3. So • Converts a low cost
powerful almost no tape recorder to a
tuning is required. On digital recorder. Works
board regulated power up to 1200 baud. oig-
supply makes this ex- ital in and out are TTL-
tremely stable. Rated serial • Output of
very highly in Doctor board connects to mic.
Dobbs' Journal. Recom- in of recorder • Ear-
mended by Apple. phone of recorder con-
Power required is 12 nects to input on board
volts AC C.T.. or +5 • No coils. Requires
volts DC • Board only +5 volts, low power
$7.60 part No. 107, drain. Board only
with parts $13.50 Part $7.60 Part No. 111,
No. 107 A with parts $29. 95Part••••••••••••••••-4 No. 111A

SOROCIQ120 ~----------~

• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line, 16
lines, modifications for
64 char Iline included
• Parallel ASCII [TTU
input. Video output
• 1K on board memory
• Output for computer
controlled curser.
Auto scroll • Non-
destructive curser •
Curser inputs: up,down,
left, right, home, EOL.
EOS • Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts
at 1.5 amps, and -12
volts at 30 mA • All
7400, TTL chips.
Char. gen. 2513 •
Upper case only •
Board only $39.00
Part No. 106, with
parts $145.00 Part
NO.106A

44 BUS MOTHER
BOARD

RS-232/20mA
INTERFACE

This board has two
passive, opto-isola-
ted circuits. One con-
verts RS-232 to
20mA, the other con-
verts 20mA to RS-
232. All connections
go to a 10 pin edge
connector. Requires
+12 and -12 volts.
Board only $9.95,
part no. 7901, with
parts $14.95 Part
No. 7901A.

Printing Characteristics: 225 charactersl
second (170 linesIminute) throughput • 9
horizontal x 12 vertical matrix • 96 ASCII
character set with upper and true lower case.
80 characters/line • 5.8 lines/ inch
Buffer Memory: standard 256 bytes; •
optional; 2,048 bytes [buffer memory option
deSignated as Model 912-2K), add $149.95.
Paper Requirements: electrosensitive type
(aluminum coated) • 8-1/2 inch width. 3.7
inch max. (300 ft.J roll diameter.
Model 912-S Interfacing: serial interface
RS232 and 20 mA current loop. BAUD rates
110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400 and 4800
are strap selectable.
Model 912-P Interfacing: parallel interface,
IEEE-488 and B bit parallel [strobel acknow-
ledge). Model 912-S, Part No. CPIA, 32'118,
$579.95. ModeI912-P, Part No. CPIA, 32117,
$559.95.

• Converts TTL to RS-
232, and converts RS-
232 to TTL • Two se-
parate circuits • Re-
quires -12 and +12
volts. All connections
go to a 10 pin edge
connector,kit$9.95 Part
No.232A 10Pinedgecon-
nectar $3.00 part No.
10P.

MODEM

• Type 103. Fullor half
duplex • Works up to
300 baud. Originate
or Answer. Serial TTL
input and output. con-
nect 8 !l speaker and
crystal mic. directly to
board • Requires +5
volts. Board only$7.60
Part No.1 09, with parts
$29.95 Part No.1 o9A.

COMPUCOLOR II

With reg. keyboard
MOD3 8K $1595.95
MOD4 16K $1695.95
MOD 5 32K $1995.95
Now includes $250
more, worth of soft-
ware and accessories
with 101 key option add
$134.95 with 117 key
option add $179.95

DC POWER SUPPLY

Has provisions for ten
44 pin (.156) connec-
tors, spaced 3/4 of an
inch apart. Pin 20 is
connected to X, and
22 is connected to Z
for power and ground
All the other pins are
connected in parallel.
This board also has
provisions for bypass
capacitors. Board
cost $15.00 Part No.
102. Connectors
$3.00 each Part No.

BONIC SYSTEMS Oept. KB

• Board supplies a regulated +5
volts at 3 amps., +12, -12, and -5
volts at 1 amp .• Power required is
8 volts AC at 3 amps., and 24 volts
AC C.T. at 1.5 amps .• Board only
$12.50 Part No. 6085, with parts
excluding transformers $42.50
Part No. 6085A
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~IIOr
APPLE II PLUS

PARALLEL TRIAC
OUTPUT BOARD
FORAPPLE II

16K$975.95, Extra 16K 1-------- ..•
E.S. RAM installed OPTO-ISOLATED
$74.95, extra 32K E.S. PARALLEL INPUT
RAM installed $148.95. BOARDFOR

APPLE II

REAL TIME
100,000 DAY

CLOCK
MT. HARDWARE Dou-
ble the utility of your
S-100 bus computer
with a real-time clock
that keeps time in
1DOl'S increments for
over 273 years. Pro-
gram events for the en-
tire period with real time
interrupts ...without de-
railing the system. Main-
tain a log of computer
usage, time and date
transaction printouts,
call up lists ...virtually any
activity where time is a
factor. On-board battery I---------...f
backup. MHPX004-
$249.95

-
APPLE II HOBBY /

PROTOTYPING CARD
PartNo.7907 $14.95

PET COMPUTER

There are 8 inputs that
can be driven from
TTL logic or any 5 volt
source. The circuit
board can be plugged
into any of the 8 sockets
of your Apple II. It has
a 16 pin socket for
standard dip ribbon
cable connection.
Board only$15.00. Part
No. 120, with parts
$69.85. Part No.1 20A.

VIDEO TERMINAL

Orignate, RS-232 and
20 mA compatable, Full
duplex, and half duplex,
direct connect or a-
coustic coupled, on
board power supply,car-
rier detect light, 0825
plug, 300 8AUD, Type
103 compatable fre-
quencies, Bare. board
Part No. 2000,$19,95,
Kit Part No. 2000A,
$99.95.

Uses 2708 EPROM5,
memory speed selec-
tion provided, ad-
dressable anywhere in
65K of memory, can
be shadowed in 4K in-
crements. Board only
$24.95 part no.
7902, with parts less
EPROMs $49.95 part

7902A.

APPLE 11-::-
SERIAL 1/0
INTERFACE

Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 0
to 30,000 • Plugs into any peripheral
connector. Low current drain. RS-232 input
and output. On board switch selectable 5 to
8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and parity or no
parity either odd or even. Jumper selectable
address. SOFTWARE. Input and Output
routine from monitor or BASIC to teletype or
other serial printer. Program for using an
Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal.
Also can output in correspondence code to
interface with some selectrics .• Also
watches DTR • Board only $15.00 Part No.
2, with parts $42.00 Part No. 2A, assembled
$62.00 Part No. 2C

SK EPROM PICEON

• Programs 2708's address relocation of each
4K of memory to any 4K boundary. Power on
jump and reset jump option for "turnkey"
systems and computers without a front panel
• Program saver software in 1 2708 EPROM
$25. Bare board $35 including custom coil,
board with parts but no EPROMS $139, with 4
EPROMS $179, with 8 EPROMS $219.

16 lines, 64 columns·
Upper and lower case• 5x7 dot matrix· Se- 1- ••
rial RS-232 in and out
with TTl parallel
keyboard input· On
board baud rate
generator 75, 110,
150, 300, 600, &
1200 jumper select-
able· Memory 1024
characters (7-21 L02)
•Video processor chip
5FF96364 by Necu-
Ionic· Control char-
acters (CR, LF, -, <-,

t, !. non destructive
cursor, CS, home, CL
•White characters on
black background or
vice-versa· With the
addition of a key-
board, video monitor
or TV set with TV
interface (part no.
107A) and power'
supply this is a com-
plete stand alone
terminal· also 5-100
compatible· requires
+16, & -16 VDC at
100mA, and 8VDC at
1A. Part No.1 OOOA
$199.95 kit.

WAMECO PRODUCTS
With ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS parts

FDC-1 FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD will
drive shugart, pertek, remex 5" & 8" drives
up to 8 drives, on board PROM with power
boot up, will operate with CPM (not
included), PCSO """"""'" $42.95

FPB-1 Front Panel. (Finally) IMSAI size hex
~i~~&,: ..Syt~ .". i~.stru.ctlon. slng~4~t§%

MEM-1A 8Kx8 fully buffered, S-100, uses
2102 type RAMS.
PCSD $24.95, $168 Kit

QMB-12 MOTHER SOARD, 13 slot termi-
nated, S-1 00 board only $34.95

$89.85 Kit
CPU-1 8080A Processor board S-1 00 with

8 level vector interrupt PC8D .. $25.95
$88.95 Kit

RTC-1. Realtime clock board. Two independ-
ent Interrupts. Software programmable.
PCSD $25.95, ffi60.95 Kit;

EPM-1 1702A 4K EPROM
card PCSD $25.85

$48.95 with parts less EPROMS
EPM-2 2708/2716 16K/32K

EPROM card PCSD $24.85
$49.85 with parts less EPROMS

QMB-9 MOTHER BOARD. Short Version of
QM8-12. 9 Slots PCSD $30.95

$67.95 Kit
MEM-2 16Kx8 Fully Buffered 2114 Board

PCBD $25.85, $269.85 Kit

D.C. HAYES MICROMODEM

Fully S-100 bus compatible including 16-bit
machines and 4 MHz processors .• Two soft-
ware selectable Baud rates-300 Baud and a
jumper selectable speed from Ll5 to 300 Baud.
(110 standard). Supports originate and answer
modes .• Direct-connect Microcoupler. This
FCC-registered device provides direct access
into your local telephone system, with none of
the losses or distortions associated with acous-
tic couplers and without a telephone company
supplied data access arrangement. • Auto-
Answer/Auto-Call. The MICROMODEM 100
can automatically answer the phone and receive
input; it can also dial a number automatically ..•
Automatic Reset and Disconnect .• Software
compatible with the D.C. Hayes Associates
80-103A Data Communications Adapter.
Micromodem-DCHA32625-$379.95

0/ Reader Service-see page 258

SYSTEMS Dept.KB

TIDMA

Tape Interface Direct Memory Access. Record
and play programs without bootstrap loader (no
prom) has FSK encoder/decoder for direct con-
nections to low cost recorder at 1200 baud rate,
and direct connections for inputs and outputs to
a digital recorder at any baud rate. S-100 bus
compatible. Board only $35.00 Part No. 112,
with parts $110.00 Part No. 112A.

SYSTEM MONITOR
8080, 8085, or Z-80 System monitor for use
with the TIDMA board. There is no need for
the front panel. Complete with documentation
$12.85.

RS-232/ny
INTERFACE

Four Serial I/O RS-232
ports. 5-100 Bus, Soft-
ware or iurnperselectable
baudrate [110,300,600,
1200,2400, 4Boo, 9600,
19.2K),onboardXtal baud
rate generator, Address-
ing, switch selectable,
Parity or no parity (oddor
even)switch selectable,1
or 2 stop bits, 5 to 8
bits/ character.Boardonly
$29.95, Part No. 7908.
With parts (kit) $199.95,
Part No.790BA.

SERIAL I/O

This board has two
active circuits, one con-
verts RS-232 to 20 mA,
the other converts 20
mA to RS-232. Re-
q~res +12 and -12
volts. $9.95 Part No.
600A Kit.

S-100 BUS
ACTIVE TERMINATOR

900, with parts
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No matter what your future computing plans may
be, Level "A "-at $/29. 95-is your starting point.

Starling at just $129.95 for a Level "A" operating system,
you can now build the exact computer you want. Explorer/8S
can be your beginner's system, OEM controller, or IBM-
formatted 8/1 disk small business system ... yet you're never
forced to spend a penny for a component or feature you don 't
want and you can expand in small, affordable steps!

Now, for just $129.95, you can own the first level of a fully
expandable computer with professional capabilities-a com-
puter which features the advanced Intel 8085 cpu, thereby
giving you immediate access (0 all software and development
tools that exist Jar both the 8085 and its 8080A predecessor
(they are /00% software compatiblej-a computer which
features onboard S-IOO bus expansion-plus instant conver-
sion to mass storage disk memory with either 5-1/4" diskettes
or standard IBM·formatted 8" disks.

For just $129.95 (plus the cost of a power supply, keyboard/
terminal and RF modulator, if you don't have them already),
Explorer/85tets you begin computing on a significant level.
applying the principles discussed in leading computer maga-
zines ... developing "state of the art" computer solutions for
both the industrial and leisure environment.
Level "A" Specifications
Explorer/85's Level "A" system features the advanced Intel
8085 cpu, an 8355 ROM with 2k deluxe monitor/operating
system, and an 8155 ROM· I/O-all on a single motherboard
with room for RAM/ROM/PROM/EPROM and S-IOO ex-
pansion, plus generous prototyping space.

(Level HA" makes a perfect OEM controller for industrial
applications and is available in a special Hex Version which

can be programmed using
the Netronics Hex Keypad!
Display.)

PC Board: glass epoxy, plated
through holes with solder mask
- I/O: provisions for 25-pin
(DB25) connector for terminal

Level "A" at $129.95 is a serial 110, which can also sup-
complete operating system, port a paper tape reader
perfect for beginners, hob- ... provision for 24-pin DIP
biests, or industrial con- socket for hex keyboard/cis-
troller use. play ... cassette tape recorder in-
put. .. cassette tape recorder output. .. cassette tape control
output ... speaker output. LED output indicator on SOD
(serial output) line. . printer interface (less drivers) ... total of
four 8-bit plus one fi-bit I/O ports eCrysta! Frequency: 6.144
MHz - Control Switches: reset and user (RST 7.5)
interrupt. .. additional provisions for RST 5.5, 6.5 and TRAP
interrupts onboard - Counter/Timer: programmable, 14-bit
binarv s System RAM: 256 bytes located at F800, ideal for
smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack area in
expanded systems ... RAM expandable to 64k via S·IOO bus or
4K on motherboard.

System Monitor (Terminal Version): 2k bytes of deluxe
system monitor ROM located at F0001eaving 0000 free for user
RAM/ROM. Features include tape load with labeling ... tape
dump with labeling ... examine/change contents of memory
... insert data ... warm start ... examine and change all
registers ... single step with register display at each break point,
a debugging/training feature ... go to execution address.
move blocks of memory from one location to another ... fill
blocks of memory with a constant display blocks of memory
... automatic baud rate selection variable display line length
control (1-255 characters/line),., channelized lIO monitor
routine with 8-bit parallel output for high speed printer.
serial console in and console out channel so that monitor can
communicate with I/O ports.

System Monitor (Hex Version): Tape load with labeling.
tape dump with labeling ... examine/change contents of mem- CALL TOLL FREE800-243-7428r ~n::. =~arm :t ;,;,;!xam,":..::.n~h= ~ __ To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical

Netronlcs R&O L~ - __ ASSistance, Etc. Call (203) 354-9375 - ,
333 Litchfield Road. New Milford, CT 06776 ,...~ sonalized disk operating system-justa
Please send the items checked below- plus $2 p&il. .~ plug it in and you're up and runningt),
D Explorer/85 Level "A" Kit (ASCII D Deluxe Steel Cabtnet for ASCII 5699_95 plus $5 p&h. 1
Version). $129.95 plus $3 p&h. Keyboard/Terminal, $19.95 plus $2.50 D.Power Supply Kit for North Star
D Explorer/85 Level "A" Kit (Hex p&h. DISk Drive, 539.95 plus$2 p&h.
Version), 5129.95 plus $3 p&h. D Power Supply Kit (± 8V @ 5 amps) D Deluxe Case for North Star Disk I
D 8k Microsoft BASIC on cassette in deluxe steel cabinet, $39.95 plus $2 Drive, $39.95 plus $2 p&h. 1
tape, 564.95 postpaid. p&h. D Experimenter's Pak (see above).
D 8k Microsoft BASIC in ROM Kit D Gold Plated s-reo Bus Connectors $199.90 postpaid.
(requires Levels "B," "D," and "E"). $4.85 each. postpaid. ' D Student Pak (see above), $319.85.
$99.95 plus $2 p&h. D RF Modulator Kit (allows you to postpaid.
D Level "B" (S-IOO) Kit, $49.9~ plus use your TV set as a monitor), $8.95 D Engineering Pak (see abOve),.
$2 p&h. 'postpaId. $514_75 postpaid.
D. Level "c" rs-iee 6-card expander) D 16k RAM Kit (S-IOO Board expands 0 Business Pak (see above). $1599.40.
KIt, $39.95 plus $2 p&h. to 64k), $199.95 plus $2 p&h. postpaid.
D Level "D" (4k RAM) Kit, 569.95 D 32k RAM Kit 532995 plus $2 p&h TIE I d $ a
plus $2 P&?: " . D 48K RAM Ki;, 5459.95 plus $2 p&h·. (~~~n. ~~so~dd sales tax) By-
~ isevil 5~ p&~PROM/ROM) KIt, D 64k RAM Kit, 5589.95 plus $2 p&h. D Personal Check 0 M.O.lCashier's I

. pus . . D 16k RAM Expansion Kit (to expand Check D VISa D Master Charge.
D Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Explorer/ any of the above up to 64k) 513995
85, $49.95 plus $3 p&h. plus $2 p&h each. .' (Bank # - - - -)
D. ASCII Keyboard/Computer Ter- D Intel 8085 cpu User's Manual $7.50 Acct. # I
mIRa) Kit (features a full 128 character postpaid. 'Signature Date __ I
set, upper & lower case, full cursor con- D . xp.
trol, 75 ohm video output convertible Speeial Computer Grade Cass~tte Print
to baudot output selectable baud rate Tapes, 51.90 each or 3 for 55, postpaid. Name I
RS232·C or 20 m~. 110. 32 or 64 char: D \2" Video Monitor (10 MHz band-
acter by 16 line formats, and can be WIdth), 5139.95 plus $5 p&h. Address I
used with either a CRT monitor or a TV D. Nort~ Star Dou~le Density Floppy .
set (if you have an RF modulator) Disk Kit (One Drive) for Explorer/ City •
$149.95 plus $2.50 p&h. ' 85 (includes 3 drive S-IOO controller, .

I 0 Hex Keypad/Display Kit, 569.95 DOS, and extended BASIC with per- State ZIP _ •••- -- - 0 Send Me Information __

Start Computing For Just $129.95 With An
8085-8ased Professional Computer Kit-

Explorer/a5
100% compatible with all BOBOAand
BOB5software & development tools!
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registers ... single step with register display at each break point
... go to execution address. Level "A" in the Hex Version
makes a perfect controller for industrial applications and can
be programmed using the Netronics Hex Keypad/Display.

Hex KeypadlDisplay
SpeCifications
Calculator type keypad with 24
system defined and 16 user
defined keys. 6 digit calculator
type display which displays full
address plus data as well as

Hex Keypad/Display. register and status information.

Level "B" Specifications
Level"B" provides the S-IOO signals plus buffers/drivers to
support up to six S-100 bus boards and includes: address
decoding for on board 4k RAM expansion select-able in
4k blocks ... address decoding for onboard 8k EPROM expan-
sion selectable in 8k blocks ... address and data bus drivers for
on board expansion, . .wait state generator (jumper selectable),
to allow the useof slower memories ... two separate 5 volt
regulators.

Level "C" Specifications
Level "C" expands Explorer's
motherboard with a card cage,
allowing you to plug up to six
S·IOO cards directly into the
motherboard. Both cage and

Explorer/85 with l(!V(:/ cards are neatly contained inside
"C" card cage. Explorer's deluxe steel cabinet.
Level "C" includes a sheet metal superstructure, a 5-card gold
plated S-I00 extension PC board which plugs into the mother-
board. Just add required number of 5-100 connectors
Level "0" Specifications
Level "D" provides 4k or RAM, power supply regulation,
filtering decoupling components and sockets to expand your
Explorer /85 memory to 4k (plus the original 256 bytes located
in the 8155A). The static RAM can be located anywhere from
0000 to EFFF in 4k blocks.
Level "E" Specifications
Level "E" adds sockets for 8k of EPROM to use the popular
Intel 2716 or the TI 2516. It includes all sockets, power supply
regulator, heal sink, filtering and decoupling components.
Sockets may also be used for soon to be available RAM IC's
(allowing for up to 12k of on board RAM).

Order A Coordinated
Explorer/85 Applications Pak!
Experimenter's Pak (SAVE $12.50)-Buy Level "A" and Hex
Keypad/Display for $199.90 and get FREE Intel 8085 user's
manual plus FREE postage & handling!
Student Pak (SAVE S24.45)-Buy Level "A," ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal, and Power Supply for $319.85 and
get FREE RF Modulator plus FREE Intel 8085 user's manual
plus FREE postage & handling!
Engineering Pak (SAVE $41.00)-Buy Levels "A." "B,"
"C," "D," and "E" with Power Supply, ASCII Keyboard/
Computer Terminal. and six S-IOO Bus Connectors for 5514.75
and get 10 FREE computer grade cassette tapes plus FREE
8085 user's manual plus FREE postage & handling!
Business Pak (SAVE S89.95)-Buy Explorer/85 Levels "A,"
"B," and "C" (with cabinet), Power Supply, ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal (with cabinet), 16k RAM, 12"
Video Monitor, North Star 5-1/4" Disk Drive (includes North
Star BASIC) with power supply and cabinet, all for just
$1599.40 and get 10 FREE 5-1/4" minidiskettes ($49.95 value)
plus FREE 8085 user's manual plus FREE postage & handling!

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

By Netronlcs

ASCII/BAUDOT
STANDALONE

C t COMPLETEompu er FORONLY ...

Terminal $14995
The Netronics ASCII/BAUDOT Computer Terminal Kit is a

microprocessor-controlled, stand alone keyboard/terminal
requring no computer memory or software. It allows the use of
either a 64. or 32 character by 16 line professional display for-
mat with selectable baud rate, RS232-C or 20 ma. output, full
cursor control and 75 ohm composite video output.

The keyboard follows the standard typewriter configuration
and generates the entire 128 character ASCII upper/lower case
set with 96 printable characters. Features include on board
regulators, selectable parity', shift lock key, alpha lock jumper,
a drive capability of one TTY load, and the ability to mate
directly with almost any computer, including the new Ex-
piorer/85 and ELF products by Netronics.

The Computer Terminal requires no I/O mapping and
includes I k of memory, character generator, 2 key rollover,
processor controlled cursor control, parallel ASCII/BAUDOT
to serial conversion and serial to video processing-fully
crystal controlled for superb accuracy. PC boards are the
highest quality glass epoxy for the ultimate in reliability and
long life.

VIDEO DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS
The heart of the Netronics Computer Terminal is the micro-

processor-controlled Netronics Video Display Board (VID)
which allows the terminal to utilize either a parallel ASCII or
BAUDOT signal source. The VID converts the parallel data to
serial data which is then formatted to either RS232-C or 20 ma.
current loop output, which can be connected to the serial I/O
on your computer or other interface, i.e., Modem.

When connected to a computer, the computer must echo the
character received. This data is received by the VID which
processes the information, converting to data to video suitable
to be displayed on a TV set (using an RF modulator) 0;' on a
video monitor. The VID generates the cursor, horizontal and
vertical sync pulses and performs the housekeeping relative to
which character and where it is to be displayed on the screen.
Video Output: 1.5 PIP into 75 ohm (EIA RS-170j • Baud Rate:
110 and 300 ASCII· RS232·C or 20 mo. current loop
- ASCII Character characters-

R S T U V W X Y Z - r . '3 $ # () . , 9014 !5 7•.2 /6 8
Cursor Modes: Home, Backspace, Horizontal Tab, Line Feed,
Vertical Tab, Carriage Return. Two special cursor sequences
are provided for absolute and relative X-Y cursor addressing -
Cursor Control: Erase, End of Line, Erase oj Screen, Form
Feed, Delete - Monitor Operation: 50 or 60Hz (jumper
selectable.

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card]!uyers Outside Connecticut

CALL TOLL FREE800-243-7428
••

_ To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical _ .,
Assistance, Etc. Call (203) 354-9375

Netronics R&D Ltd., Dept. K-5
333 Litchfield Road. New Milford. CT 06776
Please send the items checked below-
D Netronics Stand Alone ASCII Keyboard/Computer

Terminal Kit, 5149.95 plus $3.00 postage & handling.
o Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Netronics Keyboard/Termi-

nal In Blue/Black Finish, $19.95 plus $2.50 postage
and handling.

o Video Display Board Kit alone (less keyboard), $89.95
plus $3 postage & handling.

D \2" Video Monitor (10 MHz bandwidth) fully assem-
bled and tested, 5139.95 plus $5 postage and handling.

o RF Modulator Kit (to use your TV set for a monitor),
58.95 postpaid.

o 5 amp Power Supply Kit In Deluxe Steel Cabinet
(± 8VDC @ 5 amps, plus 6-8 VAC), $39.95 plus $2
postage & handling.

Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add sales tax) $ _
By-
o Personal Check 0 Cashiers Check/Money Order
D Visa D MasterCharge(Bank# )

Acct. #

Signature -"xp. Date _

Print
Name _

Address _

City _

• State Zip
•••_ _ 0 Send Me More Information --.I



$ELE()TR()NI()~
Does it again .•• high quality Sylvania monitors at the
lowest prices ever. These monitors have been
thoroughly checked and guaranteed.

MONITORS
12" black & white monitor. Wide band, will display
80 x 24 char. 10K or 75Q input impedance, com-
posite video input. Transformer power supply.
Shpt. wt. 30#
Price: $45.00 ea.
Used with all computers such as: TRS-80, Apple,
and many others.
Complete manual $3.00

REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLIES
MFGS. LAMBDA & NORTH

VOL TS - AMPS WT. PRICE
5 74 62# $40.00
5 31 40 35.00
5 16 18 30.00
5 10 18 25.00
5 4 7 20.00
5 13 20 30.00
5 20 30 35.00

CABLES
5' RG/59U cable with PL259 connector on one end.
Price: $1.00 ea. 6/$5.00

24" RG/59U cable with PL 259 connector on one
end, BNC on other end.
Price: $1.00 ea. 6/$5.00

POWER TRANSFORMERS,
CRW IUTC APD988

5%" x 4%" x 5", 17 Ibs. open frame, diagram of
hookup furnished, 110 or 220 volt input, output: 15 V
@2amps,15V @2amps,16VCt @5amps,22V
@ 3 amps, 22 V Ct @ 10 amps.

$10_00 each or 3 for $25_00

ALL ITEMS FOB
OUR WAREHOUSE• Test Equipment ALL ITEMS ARE REMOVED FROM EQUIPMENT

• Power Supply Components

• Communication Equipment
• Pulse Equipment ~E'ECTR()NIC~

TELEPHONES:
Area Code 215
HOward 8-4645
HOward 8-7891

1206 S. Napa Street ePhiladelphia PA 19146
WAREHOUSE
1206-18S. Napa Street
1201-49S. Patton Street
1207-25 S. Napa Street

Penna. resident please add 6% sales tax. ALL PRICES ARE F.O.B. our warehouse. Phila. PA. All merchandise accurate as to
description to the best of our knowledge. Your purchase money refunded if not satisfied. Min. order $10.00.

• Power Supplies

V' Rear;ler Service-see page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 241



SN7400N
SN7401N
SN7402N
SN7403N
SN7404N
SN7405N
SN7406N
SN7407N
SN7408N
SN7409N
SN7410N
SN7411N
SN7412N
SN7413N
SN7414~
SN7416N
SN7417N

SN7420N
SN7421N

SN7422N
SN7423N

SN7425N
SN7426N
SN7427N
SN7429N
SN7430N
SN7432N
SN7437N

SN7438N
SN7439N
SN7440N
SN7441N
SN7442N
SN7443N

SN7444N
SN7445N
SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7450N

SN7451N
SN7453N
SN7454N

5N7459N
5N7460N

SN7470N
SN7472N
SN7473N
SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7479N
SN7480N
SN7481N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7485N
SN7486N
SN7489N
SN7490N
SN7491N
SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN7497N
SN74100N
SN74107N
SNi'4109N

SN74116N
SN74121N
SN74122N

C04000
C04001
CD4002

CD4006
C04007
C04008
CD4009
C04010
C04011
C04012
C04013
C04014
C04015
C04016
C04017
C04018
C04019
C04020
C04021
C04022
CD4023
C04024
CD4025
C04027
CD4028
CD4029
C04030
C04031

C04032
C04034
CD4035
C04037
C04040
C04041
CD4042
C04043
CD4044
CD4046
C04047
C04048
C04049
C04050
C04051
C04052
C04053

CO~055
C04056
C04059
C04060

C04066
CD4069
CD4070
C04071
C04072

C04073
CD4075
C04076 .

C04077
C04078
CD4081
CD4082
CD.tI085

C04089

7400
.19 SN74123N
.22 SN74125N
.22 SN74126N
.22 SN74128N
.22 SN74132N
.2~ SN74136N
23 SN74139N
23 SN74141N
26 SN74142N
.23 SN74143N
.22 SN74144N
29 SN74145N
.29 SN74147N
.39 SN74148N
.59 SN74150N
.29 SN74151N

.29 SN74152N

.22 SN74153N

.35 SN74154N

.29 SN74 155N
.29 SN74156N
29 SN74157N
.29 SN74158N
29 SN74160N
.45 SN74161N

.23 SN74162N

.29 SN74163N

.29 SN74164N

.29 SN74165N

.29 SN74166N
24 SN74167N
79 SN74170N
57 SN74172N
79 SN74173N

19 SN74174N
79 SN74175N
79 SN74176N
.59 SN74177N
.79 SN74179N
.23 SN74180N
.23 SN74181N
.23 SN74182N
.23 SN74184N
.29 SN74185N
.23 SN74186N
.39 SN74188N
.34 SN74190N
38 SN74191N
36 SN74192N
38 SN74193N
.35 SN74194N

4.60 SN74195N
.59 SN74196N

1.10 S~74197N
1.10 SN74198N

55 SN74199N
.55 SN74221N
39 SN74251N

1.75 SN74273N
39 SN74279N
55 SN74283N
52 SN74284N
.49 SN74285N
.72 SN74290N
65 SN74298N
72 SN74355N

3.10 SN74366N
99 SN74367N
32 SN74368N
53 SN74390N

1.95 SN74393N
29 SN74490N

3'

CMOS
29 CD4093
.29 C04094
.29 CD4098

1.39 C04099
29 MC14408

1.39 MC144Q9
.59 MC14410
.59 MC14412
.29 MC14415
.29 MC14419
.49 CQ4501

1.39 C04502
1.39 CD4503
59 CD4505

1.19 C04506
1.19 C04507
49 CD4508

1.19 CD4510 J

1.49 CD4511
1.29 CD4512

.38 CD4515

.79 CD4516
38 CD4518
.79 CD4520
99 CD4555

1.29 CD4556
.69 C04566

3.25 74COO
2.15 74C02
3.25 74C04
1.19 74C08

1.95 74Cl0
1.29 74C14

. 1.25 74C20
99 74C30
99 74C32
.99 74C42

2.25 74C48
1.25 74C73

69 74C74
59 74ce5
69 74C89

1.10 74C90
1.10 74C93
1.10 74C95

3.95 74CI07
2.95 74C151

9.95 74C154
1.39 74C1S7

.89 74C160

.35 U74CC161

.69 74C163
35 74C164
.35 74C173
.35 74C174
35 74C175

1.29 74C192
35 74C193
35 74C195
35 74C922
35 74C923

1.95 MMBOC95
295 MM80C97

99
2.95
2.49

2.25
12.95
12.95
12.95
12.95
8.95
4.95

3'
1.65

.6'
8.95
.75
.'5

3.95
1.39
1.39

1.39

3.95
1.69
1.39
1.39
4.95
99

2.25

.3'

.39

.39
49

4'
1.65

3'3'
99

1.85

2.39
.99
99

2.49
4.95
1.85

1.85
1.85
1.19

2.49

350
2.10

2.39
2.30
2.39
2.39
2.59
2.75

2.75
2.39
2.39
2.39
7.95
6.95
1.50

1.25

78H05 5.95 LM1414N 1.90
78M05 LM1458CN/N .49
78M.G 1.49 MC1488N 1.49
LM105H .99 MC1489N 1.49

LM108AH 2.95 LM1496N .89
LM300H .79 LM1556N 1.50

LM301CN/H 35 LM1800N .79
LM304H 98 LM1820N 95
LM305H .89 LM1850N 95
LM306H 3.25 LM1889N 3.95
LM307CN/H 29 LM2111N 1.75
LM308CN/H .98 LM2900N 99
LM309K 1.49 LM2901N 2.50
LM310CN 1.25 LM2917N 2.95
lM311D/CN/H .98 CAJ013T 2.29
LM312H 1.75 CAJOl8T 1.99
LM317T 2.75 CA30~ IT 3.49
lM318CN/H 1.49 CA3023T 2.99
LM319N/H 1.25 CA30:35T 2.75
LM320K-XX' 1.49 CA3039T 1.49
lM320T·XX· 1.25 CA3046T 1.29

LM320H-XX' 1.25 lM3053N 1.49
LM323K 4.95 CA3059N 3.25
lM324N 1.25 CA306QN 3.25
LM339N 95 CA3062N 4.95
LM340K·XX· 1.49 LM30€j5N 1.49
LM340T·XX· 1.25 CA3080N 1.29
LM340H-XX' 1.25 CA3081N 1.69
LM344H 1.95 CA3082N 1.69
lM348N 1.85 CA3083N 1.99
LM358CN .98 CA3086N 1.29
LM360N 1.49 CA3089N 2.75
lM372N 1.95 CA3096N 2.49

LM376N 3.75 CA3097N 1.99
LM377N 3.75 CA3130T 2.49
lM380CN/N 1.25 CA3140T 2.49
LM381N 1.79 CA3145N 2.49

LM383T 1.95 CA3160T 1.49
LM386N 1.49 CA3190N 1.95
LM387N 1.49 CA3401N .69
LM390N 1.95 MC3423N 1.49
NE531V/T 3.75 MC3460N 3.95
NE555V 39 SG3524N 3.95
NE556N 98 CA3600N 3.50
NE561T 19.95 LM3900N 59
NE562B 7.95 LM3905N 1.49

NE565N/H 1.25 LM3909N 98
NE566HN 1.75 RC4131N 2.95
NE557V/H 1.50 AC4136N 1.10
NE592N 2.75 RC4151N 4.50

LM702H 2.99 RC4194 4.95
.29 AC4195 4.40

.98 ULN2001 1.25
39 ULN2003 1.50

1.95 SN75450N 59

75
'8

.5'

.3'

.44

.5'
69
'5'5
.6'

2.95
2.95
2.95
.62

1.95
1.20
.99
.67
.67
67

1.19

.82

.8'
6'

1.65

'5'58'
87
.97
.97
1.20
1.95
1.69
5.95
79

8'
.8'
.85
.85
1.80
.75

1.75
.75

1.95
1.95
9.95
3.90
1.15
1.15

85
.85
.85
.85
.85
85

1.39
1.39
1.39

'5
1.05

.8'
2.15
3.90
3.90
1.25

.'5

.68

.68
.79
79

1.90
1.90
1.90

74LSOON
74lS01N
74lS02N
74LS03N
74lS04N
74LSOSN
74LS08N
74LS09N
74LS10N
74LS11N
74LS12N
74LS13N
74LS14N
74LS15N
74LS20N

74LS21N
74LS22N
74lS26N

74LS27N
74LS28N
74LS30N
74LS32N

74LS37N
74LS38N
74lS40N
74LS42N
74LS47N
74LS48N

74lS51N
74LS54N
74LSS5N
74LS73N
74LS74N
74LS7SN

74L575N
74LS78N
74LS83AN
74LS8SN
74lS86N
74LS90N
74LS92N
74LS93N
74lS95N
74lS95N
74LS107N
74LS109N
74LS112N
74LS113N
74LS114N
74LS122N
74lS123N
74LS124N
74LS125N
74LS126N
74LS132N
74LS135N
74LS138N
74LS139N
74LS145N
74LS148N
74LS151N
74LS153N
74LS154N
74LS155N
74LSI55N
7ALS157N
74LS158N
74LS160N
74lS151N
74LS152N
74LS163N

74LSOO
35 74lS164N 1.19
28 74LS165N .89
.28 74LS166N 2.48
.28 74LS168N 1.89
.39 74LS169N 1".89
.28 74LS 170N 1.99
.39 74LS173N .89
.39 74LS174N .99
.28 74LS175N .99
.39 74LS181N 2.20
39 74LSl90N 1.15
.47 74LS191N 1.15

1.25 74LS192N 98

39 74LS193N .98
26 74LS194N 1.15

38 74LS195N .95
38 74LS196N 89

39 74LS197N .89
.39 74LS221N 1.49

.39 74LS240N 2.99
26 74LS241N 2.49
39 74LS242N 2.29

79 74LS243N 2.29
39 74LS244N 2.95
26 74LS245N 8.95
79 74LS247N 1.10
.79 74LS248N 1.10
.79 74LS249N 1.69
.26 74LS251N 1.79
.35 74LS253N .98
.35 74LS257N .98
45 74LS258N 98
59 74LS259N 2.95
.68 74LS250N .69
.45 74LS251N 2.49

65 74lS266N
99 74LS273N 1.75

1.19 74LS275N 4.40

45 74LS279N .59
.75 74LS283N 1.10

7S 74lS290N 1.29
.75 74LS293N 1.95
88 74LS295N 1.10
.98 74LS298N 1.29
45 74LS324N US
.45 74LS347N 1.95
49 74LS348N 1.95
49 74LS352N 1.65
55 74LS353N 1.55
55 74LS363N 1.49

1.19 74LS365N 99
1.35 74LS366N 99
.89 74LS367N 99
.89 74LS368N .99
.79 74LS373N 2.75
59 74LS374N 2.15

89 74LS375N 69
89 74LS377N 1.95

1.25 74LS385N 1.95
1.49 74LS386N 65
.79 74LS390N 1.95
.79 74lS393N 1.95

2.49 74LS395N '-10
1.19 74LS399N 2.95

99 74lS424N 2.95
99 74lS668N 1.75
75 74LS670N 2.29
98 81 LS95N 1.99

1.15 81LS96N 1.99

98 81 LS97N 1.99
98 81 LS98N 199

LINEAR

SN754SlN
SN75452N

79

3'
2.95
1.90

SN75453N
SN754:54N
SN75491 N
SN75492N
SN75493N
SN75404N

3500
J5GO
3500

LM709N/H
LM71ON/H
lM711N/H
lM715N
LM723N/H
LM733N/H
LM739N 1.15
lM741 CN/H 33
LM741CN·14 .19
LM747N/H
lM748N/H
LM760CN

LMI310N

" Apple II. 16K
or Apple'll. Plus $990MPI B51'5W', 40 tracks .

Shugart SA400-5'1." 35 tracks
Shugar1 800/801 R 8" .
Siemens Shuqart Compatible Model
FOD-12D-80 .

PEASCI Model 277 Dual
WANGO/SIEMENS 5\," Drive
MPI 852 5W' Dual.
WANGO/SIEMENS 282 Dual 5~'." .
WANGO/SIEMENS 82 .

16K Apple Upgrade Kit $62.95

Hi-S~SeriaII/O .... $174.95
Centronics Printer I/O 199.95
Applesoflll Firmware 174.95
A~leClock.. .. 189.95
Intrd X-tO System.. 269.95
lntrd X-l0 Conlldlef 179.95
All Music Synthesizer 259.95
16 Ch. AnaIO'JInput 249.95
2 Ch. Analog Output. 164.95
13-KeyKeypad ..... 119.95
Visi-Calc 149.95

0565 Digi-Seclor . $349.00
Apple Graphics Tablet. .795.00
D.C. Hayes Modern II. .349.95
Disk It w/Controller 475.00
Disk II.... ..575.00
Pascaltare. System .... 475.00
Parallel Printef Card .. 165.00
ComrrunicalioRs Card... 210.00
Business SOtt••••me Pkg. . 625.00
CO!Vus 10 Megabyte Orive

.4625.00

Integer ROM Card . $175.00
Proto Card .21.95
M & R Mooulator 29.95
SaovoCassene 54.95
16K Upgrade Kit 6295
Apple Radio Car. 159.00
8" FI(llPy Conuoller 350.00
Heurl.stics Speechlab.... 179.00
Rl>nl!lus +. 169.00
Supertaker 279.00
Cashier 250.00

'"00
"00

11000
22~00

500
'"00,"00
1800

•
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LX3Q3
$69.95

49

.5%, 3'h digit 19
Range DVM, 1h" LCD displays

runs 200 hrs on 1 battery. 10 Meg
Ohm Input. 1 yr. guarantee, made in

U.S.A, test leads included.

" Personal Computer System
ATARI800 $899.00
ATARI400 $499.00AvaHableAc<:eS90rles

RC'3 115\1AC Adapte'............. .57.50
CC·3Delu.ePaddedV,oytCarrYlIIgCase. 57.50
\lP·10 XIO DC\I Probe Adapterl
Protector 10Kv.. . $14.95

VF'-40 4Q Kv DC Probe..... $35.00
CS"10AmpCurrent$hunt $14.95

ATARI 800 Includes: Computer Console. BASIC Lang. Cartridge, Education
System MaslerCartridge, BASIC Lanquaqe Programming Manual, 800 Operator's
Manual w/Notebook, Atari 410 Program Recorder, BK RAM Module, Power
Supply, TV Switch Box.

PIr1phmll
OiscDrrve 59900
Pril1Ef 49900
PrcgarnRewrder 69.00
SIItw•••-UMC.rti4It3
EdJcaoonSystemMaSterC(fIrd]e 2800
Alan BASIC 5500
~rrderOeWg 5500
B.lsloelbilll 42.00
ue 4200
SuptrBreilkOUl™ 4200
MusIC Composer 5500
Super&r.lT••• 4200
CorrpulerChess 5500
Hm-e FlnalU 5500

[dUUI~!SiI1ImCmltlIPI"QIIlIllI
USHISlory
us GoIICrrvne<lt
$operv$)1\'$kils
WorIllHlSlory(WeS1ern)
Ba3ICSoI:::I;qy
CoonselngProcedses
Pmcoti/eS gl Aa:wnbro,l
PhYSICS
Greal cusses (Eno;~sIl)
BusneSSC(lll1lOOnlCalllos
BascPsyct"loQgy
EfleCliveWnlrllj
Auto Mechamcs
PronoolesolE(;OOJfTUCS

Sr:e~"Xl
3500 Basc Eecmcuv
3$00 6aslc;Ak,letta
3500 !ultG'III ••j ,....l1mClIIIHu
35ooGudeIOBASICPr09'~
3500 BASICGau-.;:Pr(qams
3S(J{l Ajf.OlMllMry
3500 81(RAt.1 MeroorVMOOJIe
3~00 161( RAM MetnO!Y M e
35 00 DII~!tlll
3500 8IaakD,skct1eS
3500 Disk File Managef
3500 l.tuUlryCanlf1llm
3500 D''''''~ Conlfoler Pal!
3500 Paddle C(lIl~O)'Ie' P~"

JoystICllCo·mdltlP"a.

~ TEXAS",~~,,~,~,,~,~~ ENTS

Calculator Discount Prices
TI30 SP 17.95
TI50.. 39.95
TI55 35.95
TI57.... 54.95
T158e. 97.95
TI59...... . 219.95
TI PC 100C. ..146.95
TII035.. 15.95
TI1750.. ..19.95
TI5025 .. 69.95
TI5040 79.95
TI Oata Card 26.95
TI Data Chron.. .37.95
TI Business Analyst II .42.95
TlProgrammer.. . 48.95
TI MBA. . 57.95
TI Business Card .. NEW. 34.95
TI Speak & soet 64.95
TtDatarnan . 19.95
TI Spelling B.... 27.95
TILil'Professor 12.95
TIVowel Power 12.95
TlSuper Stumpers4, 5, 6 12.95
TlSuper Sturppers 7. 8 12.95

-. ))0,5\ TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

~ 99/4 PERSONAL' COMPUTER
~ Superior Color, Music, Sound and Graphics- and a
~OwerfUI Extended Basic - All Built In.

\gl' -- $1099.00
~carnrnadare
OISCOUN~R~EI L6'JAS $775.00•2001-81(
2001-161('1
200H6K8(rtQl
2D01·32KN
21X11·32KBlreOJ
2022BO·C~ 001 Milt'" Printer.

69500
125000
3995
4995
9500

MONITORS
Sanyo 9". . 5169.95
Sanyo 15" 279.00
leedex 12'" 139.95
Motorola 12". High Resolution,
22 MHz, OEM Model
4 M3000-340. . . . . ... . 219.00

Zenith 13" Color Monitor .. 499.00
MGA 13" Color TV . . . . .. . 349.00
VAMP 19"ColorMonilor . 575.00
VAMP t svCotcr Mcnuor .. 449.00 ff lemco.lnc.

~ Texas Instruments
LANGUAGETRANSLATOR

THAT SPEAKS

The world's first Jl1\ili)'~-handheld elec- I
tronic translator I ,

10 pronounce and :::~', .~.,m:g..
display words, ::: : mH A
phrases and sen- _
tences.

~~~9p~~!'300.00 $27995 ~

TR5-aOI APPLE
MEMORY EXPANSION KITS

4116'$
16K (200/250 ns.)

8 pes. for $62.95
w/instructions & jumpers.

Call ForVolume Pricing cruiseconlrol
AnooboafdnavlQatlOllalcompulerklrrulcrncoles.tn.cks.aoo
recreatilllkllvetlicles. Fealures cnssecontrol,luel manai)e""
~ntSY:;lem.tllllcompull!l".rrutilunctl(ll/:dQua1llCrystal
ere ccrue. plus many-lltherful{:tlJl1S

HAND HELD
COMPUTER SPORTS GAMESMoo"el1400 S749.OO

Moo"eI1410 $825.00

Moo"cI1420 5945.00

Mode11500 $1085.00

ModeI1510 $1245.00
M@1520 $1495.00

ThelnteiligenlWayTo
Cui Energy Costs Year-
Roo""
Use Only The Energy
You ReallyNeed-Wilh
The roccn Of A Buttm

Continental Specialties
Model3001 Digital capacuarce Meter 275.00
Model 333 Tn-jaooe Comparator 295.00
Model LM-3 40-channel Logic MOllitor .585.00
Model LM·I Logic Monitor.. 60.00
Model LM-Z logic Mooitor 147.00
MGdelZOOISweepal)eFurc!iroGenerata .. 186.00
Model5001 Universal Counter-Timer... 360.00
Model600 I 650 MHz Frequency Coonter ... 385.00
M,u-IOO 100 MHz Portable FreQUel1CYCoonter

rS-500' 500' MH~'Oecad'e' PreSc'a'ler' .... li6:~~
M,u-SO 50 MHz Handheld Preqcencv Counter
. . .77.00

MAX-550 550 MHz Handheld Frequency Counter
............................... 165.00

Modal4001 Pulse eereata.. . 835.00 BOARD
ModelOP-I Digital Pulser. 83.00 KIM.'

~~i;1 ~~gi9it~I·L~iC Pr~·.· . ······50.00 SYM-1
Mode)LP·2 Economy LogiC Probe 28.00 Cromemco
Model LP-3 High Speed tcqic Probe. 7100 SD·SBC100
Model LPK-I l~ic Probe Kit. 21.95 AIM 65
Logic Probe Accessories.. . ... . ... 21 Cosmac Vip

ModdUC-I.UC·ZlogicaIAnalysisKils .. 220.".501lll.p.!_IPIP-O~~1'!'!

•••""'•••."' ...."•••50,..,.''''''
ELECTRONIC ELECTRONIC

FOOTBALL SOCCER

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER SELECTION GUIDE
PROCESSOR

6502
6502
280
280
6502
1802

ACP PRICE
169.00
249.00
409.00
239.00
375.00
199.00

ENCLOSURE
Add 29.95
Add 39.95

N/A
N/A

Add 49.95
Inc.

49

.49

.89
8'
.89
.89



FIRST TO OFFER PRIME TO THE HOBBYIST AT FAIR PRICES'
1. Proven Q Factory tested products only.

2. Guaranteed Satisfaction
3. Over $1,000,000.00 Inventory

1980 CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE.
Send $2.00 for your copy of the most complete catalog of computer products.
A must for the serious computer user.

~--~S~T~A~T~IC~R~A~M~S~--~

LETTER QUALITY SELECTRIC!
TRENDATA 1000 COMMUNICATION STATION

_•.~~~;-~ ~6~~~~n~ith:o~~;
••••• input: 115VAC±101Jb,

60Hz, 200 Walts.
Printer platen, 15"

•••• wide. Desk size: 20" x
35" wide x 23" deep.
Excellent condition.

. Guaranteed. Shpg.
Wt.150Ibs.

........ $1399.00
· 1399.00

1299.00

* Bank Selectable * Uses 4116 200 ns.
* Wnte Protect * Power BVDC. ±16VDC* Phantom * Up to 4 MHz

Expando 64 Kit (4116)
16K $290.00 48K $444.00
32K $365.00 64K $519.00

• 5=100 16K (S-100 Compatible) 'IJ'
• Low Power 0
• 2 MHz or 4 MHz ,.. •
• 4K Bank Addressable ",.
• Extended Memory Management
• Assembled & Tested __
2 MHz. $250.00.~o~~zsI 8!26500 . •
ASSEMBLED
450 ns 149.95 K11401)ns. 125.95
250ns 169.95 250ns 149.95

Bare PC Board w/Oata 521,95
"Soectat Offer" Buy (4) 8K 450ns, Kits 5117.00

The VISTA V-80
Disk Drive System
• 23% more storage capacity than

TRS'80
• 120 day warranty
.40 Irack patch at NO CHARGE

SIngle dnve system
Two dnve system
rcce onve system ..
Two onve cable
Four drive cable.

EMAKG-22 ..•••••••••••$799.00
Prints a 132 col/line. Available with parallel or serial
output at same price.

LOW·COST ADD-ON DISK
SUBSYSTEM KIT* (2) 8" Drives* VISTA Floppy Controller

Card* Power Supply and Inter-
face Cable* CP/M Disk Operating System* Box of 10 Diskettes

MIKA 20 ••••••••••••••$1280.00
9x7, 125 cps 136 characters/line
Ful1 15" width. Super for business applications
requiring large IBM format paper.

«rr
SBC 100 Single Board Comp.ner (2MHzI 526500
see 200 S,ngle Board Comp'Jler 14MHz) 29900
ZOOSlarte~ System
VOB 8024 Video DI~play Board
Ve'S(I·Flappy II
E~PB~doPROM
SOl00 Comput", System w/64K
50200 Computer System w/64K

DATA BOOKS • COMPUTER BOOKS·
1980 IC Master 5995 Inlel MCS 80 Manual. .. 7,95
NSC TIL Data 3,95 Intel MCS 40 Manual" 495
NSC Linear".. .." ... 495 AMO 8080A Manual"., . 5.95
NSC Linear App Notes 11.395 AMO Schottky Databook .4.95
NSC CMOS. 395 AMI MOSILSI Data.. .3.95
NSC Memory 3.95 GI MOSJLSI Data , 4.95
Intel Oatabook. .. 4.95 Hams Analog Databook .. 4.95
tntel MCS 85 M1lnual 7.50 'n taoeer Controt Data. .395

SALE • OSBORNE BOOKS. SALE

:~:;~:~~:~;~!~~::? ::~i.ig r~i
:ggAp~~;;;:,~r:;~ ~ ;:;;
ZOOProgrammlllg. .. tI"SQ 7 75
Vol II Some Reat MIcroprocessors w/B.nder 3'O:QQ 27.50
Vol III Some Real Support DeVices w/8Inder.. .2O:QQ. 1850
Introta M,CfOSVol, lit '2'(HlQ. '8.50

SALE. D'lITHIUM COMPUTER BOOKS. SALE

UnderstandlllyCornp-ulers ..
. 8080Mlcrocompuler Expeflments ..
Beglnn.ng BAStC .
Beginners Glossary & GUIde ,.
Peanut Butter 8.Jetly GUIde 10Computers
8080 MachIne Language P,ogrammlng
Home Computers Vol. I Hardware
Home Computers VOl. II Scttwarc
SlarshlpS,mutator

8800 MICROMODULE'" PRICE LIST
MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION PAICE
9600A Smgle Board Microcomputer $495.00
9609 Advanced Single ed. Comp. {6B09) 595.00
9601 165101 Mother Board t75,00
9602 Card Cage 75.00
9603 8 5101Mother Board 100.00
9604 Power Supply 275.00
9605 DC Input Power Suppty 325,00
9610 Ulility Proto Board 39.00
9611 Arith, Proc/Memory Module 495.00
9612 Buffered Utility Proto Board 49.00
9616 32K EPROM/RAM Module 250.00
9617 EPROM Programming Head 250.00
9620 16 Channel Parallel 110 Module 295.00
9622 Senal-Parallel 1/0 Module 325.00
9627 16K Static RAM Module 470ns 395.00
9629 32K Static RAM 450ns 695.00
9629A 32K Static RAM 200ns 895.00
9630 Card Extender 68.00
9640 Multlpte Prcqrammable Timer 395.00
9650 8 Channel Duplex seneu/O Mod 395.00
9655 Inlelligent Tape ccovcner 550.00
96103 32/32110 Module 275.00
96702 Contact Closure Modul& 350,00

UNPOPULATED BOARDS (AlSO AvaJ!ableJ

MICROPROCESSORS
Z8001 '6 bIt 108Mb $18900
Z8OO2 '6b1t'o64K '4900
ZOO... . 10.75
Z80A . 1450
F'.8(38501 1695
2650 '895
C01802 13,95
8080A 850
8080A·4MHz '995
SALE 8085... . ..19.95
8008·1 1495
2901. 9.90
2901A '495
zsoa e-onsccersuce. 29,95
TMS 9900JL 49,95
CPI600 3995
6502 1150
6502A 1695
IM6100 2995
6800 ...........•........ 11.15
680082,0 MHz 19,95
6802P .17.95
8035 1995
8755 4995
A74A E>q!=l!'>
6809 64,9~
8086 6995

ADVANCED SUPPORT·
AM9511 Arllh, Processor 175,00
9512A"th srccessoc. 175.00
9513Unlv.T,mlng 79.95
AM9517 OMA Conlroller 18.95
AM9519Unlversattnte·rupt. 18.95

Z·80 SUPPORT CHIPS
Z80'P10 2.5 MHz 8,75
Z80A·PIO 40 MHz 12,95
Z8O-CTC 25 MHz 8,75
Z80A·CTC 4.0 MHz.. 1295
28O-0MA 25 MHz.. 2995
Z80A·OMA 40 MHz 36.95
Z80·SIO/O 25 MHz 35.95
280A·StO/0 4,0 MHZ 39.40
Z80·StO/l 2,5 MHz 35.95
Z80A·StO/1 4,0 MHz 39.40
Z80·St0/2 2,5 MHl,. 35.95
Z80·5tO/2 40 MHz 39.40

8080/8085 SUPPORT
8155/8156 tlO... .24.95
8755 I/O wIth Eorom 6495
8202 Dyn. Ram Con! .. 34,95
8205174S 138 Decoder 3.95
82128blt t/o 2.75
8214 PrlOfityln, 5.25
82168usO"ve, 275
8224 Ctock Gen . 2.95
8224·4 (4MHl) 9.75
8226 eoe oo-e. 3,95
8T26 Bus OliVer 2,95
8228 Svs. ccotrcr 5,50
8238SysCon1.. 550
8251 P'C». I/O 6.95
8253IntT,mer.. 1695
8255 Prog 110 650
8257 Prog. OMA 18.95
8259 Prog, tnl .17,95
8275 CRT Controller 5995
8279 Prog Keyboard. .1895

6800 SUPPORT CHIPS
68\0 128 x 8 Ram. .4.75
6820 PIA.. 5.95
6821 PtA..... 6.50
6828 PrrOfltytnT .9,95
6834·1512 x8 Eprorn 16.95
6845/HD46505 CRT Cont 39,95
6847 Color CRT 49,95
6850ACIA 5,95
6852 Senal Adapler .5.95
6860 Modem . 10 95
6862 Modulato,. .11.95
6871A 1.0MHz OSC 25.95
6875 .. ", ",. 8.25
6880 8u!; Dnver .2.95
MC68488 19.95
68047 24.95

1802 SUPPORT CHIPS
'821 SCD 2K RAM 25,00
1822 SCD 256 ~ 4 RAM 1695
1824 CD 32 x 8 RAM .. 9,95
1852CD8blt t/o 10,05
t854 Uart . 10.95
1856CDI/0 .. , .. 895
1857 CD '/0 .895
1861 .12.95

6502 SUPPORT CHIPS
6520 PIA . 7,50
6522 Mutt 11.95
6530-002.003,004,005 2t.95
6532 19.95
655t 19.95

PROMS
2708450ns .. 8,25
2708·6650ns 7.5()
1702A. 4.95
2732 7495
2716·5V. 2995
2716·5V.12V 29.95
2758·5V 29.95
5203AQ 1395
5204AQ 1495
1M5610 .. " . 390
SALE 822332 x8 2.95
825115512 x8(TS) 16.95
82S123 32 ~ 8 .. 4.90
82S126256,,4 .490
82SI29256.4(TS) 490
82S130512x4(OC) 650
82523 6.95
825131 '4.95
82St37. 14,95
NOTE: WE PROGRAM PROMS

CHARACTER GEN.
2513-001 (5V) ucoe. 9.50
2513'OO5(5V) Lower 1095
2513·ADM3 (5V) Lower. 14,95
MCM6571 11.75
MCM6571A.. 11.75
MCM6574 t4,50
MCM6575 14.50

UARTS/BAUD RATE
fR1602B(5V 12Vl 395
AY5101315V,12VI 495
AY51014A1l61215'14VI 695
AY51Q15A1186:J15Vl 695
TMS601115V 12V, ~~
tMM02 795
tM6403 8.95
2350USRT 995
167'8 A~lro" 2495
SALE TR1472B •........... tt.tt5
MC144!1 11.95
4702 1495
W01941 995
COM 5016 '895

KEYBOARD ENCODERS

FLOPPY DISK 110
'771·018"& Mlnll!oppy 2495
uPd312 nee Floppy 4995
'78' Duat FtOppy 2995
,791{)\ Duat Floppy 3695
uPd765 Floppy 4995

AID CONVERTERS
8700 8 bol B,nary 1350
870' ro e« BInary 2200
87038 bolTS 1350
9400 VOlt to s.ec Con" 725
8750 3'. 0191tBCD 1395
1408l66llli 395
1408L88 bll 595
OACOI 0 toA 595

,,24 '00
21l02450ns 130 , 25 99
21L02250ns 159 , 55 115
2111 375 365 355
2112·1 295 285 265
2101·1 290 270 255
2114L·250ns (4045) 895 750 650
2114L·450n$. (4045) 550 525 4.75
4044250 ns 895 750 690
404445On$. 595 595 4.75
EMM4200A 975 875 195
EMM4402 795 725 625
EMM4804 1250 1150 995
5101C·E 795 795 725
AMD9140f41 1095 1025 925
AMD9130f31 12.95 '195 '025
1101 195 115 '25
P2125J93425 (45ns) 995 835 825
65081K.'CMOS 795795725
65181Kx' CMOS 795 795 725
74S18964 bit Ram 3,95 325 250
2147LowPower4KSIatoc '995 18.95' 1695

TV CHIPS/SOUND
AY3850O-1 6 Games BfW 49S
AY38515 cere- Convene, 295
,,"Y38603·1 RoadraceGame 895
AY38605" Wa.r1areGame C,ALL
AY38606·' W,peout Game 950
AY38607·' SI100lln9 Gallery 895

1-"~6/~'-""'6D~'6Y:'K=~6,:Ae;.~=,IC:...:R::A::M::;S:"'-::-6"75-1 i~}~~J/~s~~¥C~~~~i~"lH~
secr e ate's 6295 MM5369P,escale' 395
41158K116Pm) 695 LM1889 RF Modutato' 395
40504Kxl(t8PIIII 495 MM57100NSCCOlo,TV 695:g~~:~;;:~~~:~: ;~~~;~~~~~~,O:;A~~70 ~~;
2104 4K ~ , (16 P'n) 475 M&R Modulato' 2995

:5~26627214K ~~, ~9~56PIfI~4K '008L ',1'~9:5 WAVEFORM GEN.'
.• 8038 Puncnoe Gen 395

5270 4.95 RAMS 6605 795 MC4024VCO 295

~~~gi~:~;$175.oo:g~ ~~g ~~i~~Vf~ctoonGenerato, ~~;

MM500H oceras 50
MM5056N Dual 256 295
MM5060N Dual 128 295
2510A Dual '00 195
2847 Quad 80 495
3341 Duat80 -l95
3351 40 ~ 9 FIFO 1795
3357 Quad 80 695
940316x4 FIFO 2495
9408 108,! Sequencer 995

SHIFT REGISTERSCHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
16K CCO' rusr nme oueeec ra"cl1,td 460CCO
,6K M••",o,y (now you c"n !:,,/Wf<ment Witl1CCD
tcct-ooroqv ata ,•..ason"bl"pflc" ,7payeApphca·
tlonl1()II'S'HlPlll'dwdhe;.cho'(h" QlJant'tyhmltedl

$18.95 each (reg. 43.001

SOCKETS
Wire Wrap 3 Level

Lc-Pro Sotdertetl Tin Gold
8 is az as

" is 36 69
is zc .36 62
ie " 59 6'
eo .ae 69 99
ea " " 1,10

" .38 85 , 20
za " 1,10 1.49
36 58 125 1.69

" 60 1.40 1.89

CTS DIPSWITCHES
CTS206·2 175 CTS206·7 175
CTS206·4 1 75 CTS206·8 1 95
CTS206·5 1 75 CTS206-9 1 95
CTS206·6 175 CTS206·10 195

CONNECTORS (GOLD)
OB25P(RS232) 325
08255 Female 3'75
Hood 125
Set wfHOOO. Sale 5'.50
22i4<l WA'.I. SIT. KtM 295
43/86 WNI. SIT. MOT 650
50/100 S'I00 Connector w/w 4.95
5O/100S·1OO Conneclof sit 3,95

ZERO INSERTION FORCE
16Pin $550 24Ptn $7,50 40P,n $1025

LED READOUTS
NAKED PC

l'80 CPU IlmaCdt $3495
8080A CPU 34 95
8K State RAM (Logos) 24.95
16KS'atocRAM(21'4) 2995
32K Static RAM (21141 29.95
Floppy I/O (terbem 3995
Casstltte tIO(T~'belt) 2995
8)( Eprom (2708) 24.95
1702 Eprom Board 30 OC
2708J2716 Epromllrhaca) 34.95
2708f2716Eprom(WMCI 3000
Rearume Cteck 3495
ACPProto Bd (3M Conn) 2795
Vector 8800 Proto 22.20
Vector 8803 11 slot MB 29,95
ACP Extender w/Conn 18.95
viceo tnterlace (SSM) 3 I 95
Pa.altet «eenece (SSM) 31.95
13SIot MotherBoard (V/MC) 32 95
9S!oIMo,he,Board(WMC) 2995
8SlotMother(expandab!el. 34,95
Proc·Tech Bare Boards CALL

COMPUTER SPECIALS

LIST SALE

Apple n Plus w/16K 1195 990
PET 2001·16N 995.895.
EXldySorcererw/16K 1099
Compucolor Itw/8K 1895.1795
Cromemco Sys lit 6990.6290
Honzon I w/32K CALL
TEIPI208w/32Kduat 4995.2495.
rbppy& CRT
Pascal MlC,oen9Jf1e 1995.1595.
IPSI1620 ceeeeo 3295.2695
Anadex DP8000 995. 875
CentromcsMICfoP'l 595. 395
CentroolCsMlcroS'1 595. 525
Soroc ic , 2D 995, 795
Tele'ypeModet43 '349.1150.
HIPIot Ptoner 1085.899
HiPlot OIQlllze, 795. 735
tntMubeti 895784
Ata" 800 999, 899
AtJfl400 549, 499
TI99/4 1150 1099.
teeoee '2" Monotor 1119 139.
ceononcs 737 995.899
T,encomT·'OO 375.349
TrencomT·200 595 525
seo-c s' Mon,tor 220 '159
Sanvo IS-Monitor 295 249
Motorola,22 MHz
MOnitor 296 219.

LF 13508 JFET Analog MultI 8 en.. . 8.95
ICM 7045 precraron Stopwatch .23.95
ICM 7205 CMOS LEO Stcpwatch/tirner . 19.95
leM 7207 OscmatorController .7.50
tCM 7208 Seven Decade Counter 18.95
ICM 7209 ClOCkGeneralor.. .6.95
tCl 7 '07 3\, 019" NO !LED) ... 14.95
MCI4433P 31, O'9,t AID Converter 13.95
ICL8211 VollageRelerence .... ..1.95
LM 390N aenerv oc. Audro Amp,.. . 3/1.00
LM 1800N PLL FM Steraro ,. 3/1,00
LM 1820N AM Radio 3/1.00
LM 1850N Ground Faul11C 3/1.00
LM 290QN Quad Amph1ler 2/100
LM 2901 N !HM) Quad Comoarator .. 2/'.00
lM2917NFreQ.'oVo~Conv, 2/199
AY·3·3550 4~, digIt DMM . 2<1,95
AY·5·3507 40MHz DVM, . , . 9.95
MEM 4963 Moslet Smoke Detector 11.95
~7S08 32 x 8 Prom (1M5600) .. 2,95
Gl1SM6l!hanl19lMoslel. ..149
UlN 2003A 7 Channel Dnver . . .. 99
10146 lK x 1 ECL Ram.. .9.95
MCM 1450564 botStallc Ram.. .6.95
7520/25 50 LM 377.. , 2S
1488/1489".2/1,99 LM387 1,25
MK50'4Calc.3!1.99 LM 3302 311.99
74S89 3/1!J9 LM 4558 3/1.99
78H05K 695 RC4136 2/1.99
LM323K 4.95 RC 4131 2/199
MCI372 ....•. 8.95 COM 5027 39.95

COM 5037 49.95
SOCKET SPECIALS

14 Plnw/w·2L. $ ,35
16P,nw/w·2L .40
18 Pili w/w'2L .55
20Plllw/w-2L .. 75
40 Pili wlw-2L ... 1.45
18 Pili S/I.. ...15
22P,nS/t... '5
Call fOf~oIume prrcong

PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY
NKRA Dynam'c Memory Boards. Assembled.
Withou\ RAM. PROM. or Data Detay LIne
Uplo64Kpe,B03,d.. S139.95

FLOPPY DISKS
CERTIFIED! 40 TRACKS

DOUBLE DENSITY
8- 3740 t8M Compa, .. 54.39
5'," Ha,d '0 Sector.. $399
5'." SOli Sector 40 Track.. . . $3.99
Vista computOl diskettes by Verbal 1m.MInimum
orderl0,ForQuanlltypurchasespleasecall

TEf!MS: Use check. M/C VISA.
AMEX. C8. 0' COD COO ,eQutfe!o
25% dePOSI\ Cha,ge Orders please
loctut:ieexplfatlonda'e. ForeIgn pay
U.S. FundS. Order by oncoe. mallo,
TWX. MINIMUM $10.00. Please m-
cludemagazonelssueandphoneno
SHIPPING: U.S.A. add 52.00 lor ftfst
2 tbs. For scrtece add 30e tor ace-
Ilona) Ibs. For air add 70C 10' add•.
Ilonallbs. FOREtGN' Add ,C!'>bshIp-
PlngandhandtmQ COD'sSI esewa
Not respof'lslble lor lypOS. Some
Items subject IOP"or sale We re'
serve fight to I,m,' Quantities, some
11emssubjectlop,eclousmelaladder
Retail priC'f'lg may vary !rom Malt
Order

ALSO AVAILABLE

DOUBLE SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY

RETAIL STORES OPEN MON·SAT
STORE 1310 ""B" E. Edinger STORE 674 EI Camino Real

#1 Sanla Ana, CA 92705 ..#2 Tustin, CA 92680
Showrooms, Retail,Warehouse Specializing in Systems

P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, Calif. 92713
Direct Order Lines: (714) 558·8813
(800) 854-8230 or (800) 854-8241

FOR INTERNATIONAL ORDERS:
1401 E_ Borchard (714) 953-0604
Santa Ana, CA92705 TWX:91()'595-1565

v Reader Service-see page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 243



VAK-7 FLOPPY

~."
" ...

The VAK-7 Disk System was specifically designed for use with AIM-65, SYM-1, and KIM-1 Microcomputer
Systems. The VAK-7 will plug directly into the VAK-1 Motherboard or with the addition of regulators into the
KIM-4* Motherboard. The VAK-7 is a complete full size (8") FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM. This system will READ,
WRITE, and FORMAT both IBM SINGLE and DUAL DENSITY diskettes. Single-Sided is standard and Dual-Sided
is optional. Our Single-Sided drives are set up so they can be converted at a later date to Dual-Sided by the fac-
tory, if your storage needs increase. '

The VAK-7 system occupies a 4K address space. The system has a 1K block of D.M.A. RAM as a transfer but-
fer. Also, a 1K block of RAM reserved for D.O.S. pointers, drive status, and catalog information. The remainder of
the address is occupied by the resident 2K MINI-DOS. This MINI-DOS is a complete set of subroutines to Read,
Write, and Format.

244 Microcomputing, May 1980



DISK SYSTEM

The MINI-DOS is not a high level Disk Operating System, but contains all the elementary subroutines for im-
plementation of a high level DOS. Since all the functions are in subroutines, the implementation of this system
into a dedicated system is simplified.

MINI·DOS SUBROUTINES
Block Move
Seek Track
Recalibrate Disk
Sense Interrupt Status
Read/Write Data

Read/Write Deleted Data
Format Disk/Test For Bad Sectors
Initialize Disk
Physical Copy (Disk to Disk)
Self Test

The VAK-? is an interrupt driven system, which uses the IRQ vector. Since this is an interrupt driven system,
your system processor is only used to move data into or out of the 1K of DMA RAM, issue the command, and
check status at the end of the disk operation. Your system processor is free to do other functions, during disk
operations because .the intelligent disk controller .will complete the operation without tying up valuable pro-
cessor time.

The VAK-? System comes complete with Disk Controller Board, Interconnecting Cable, a Cabinet with Power
Supply (for two Disk Drives) and one Disk Drive. The VAK-? Controller can handle up to Four Drives.

SPECI FICATIONS:
• Completely assembled, tested, and burned in.
• Occupies address $9000-$9FFF for AIM-65, $9000-$9FFF for SYM-1, or $EOOO-$EFFF for KIM-1.
• IBM Format; Single Density (128 bytes/sector); Dual Density (256,512, or 1024 bytes/sector).
• All IC's are in sockets.
• Fully buffered address and data bus.
• Standard KIM-4 * BUS (both electrical pin-out and card size).
• Designed for use with a regulated power supply, but has provisions for adding regulators for

use with an unregulated power supply.
• Dimensions: Board-10" wide x 7" high (including card-edge)

Cabinet-23.5" wide x 6.5" high x 16" deep.
• Power Requirements: + 5V DC @ 2 Amps.

11?V AC 60Hz @ 2 Amps.
*K/M-4 is a product of MOS Techn%gy/C.B.M.

PRICE:

Single-drive,1-sided
Dual-drive,1-sided
Single-drive,2-sided
Dual-drive,2-sided

$1,299.00
1,898.00
1,499.00
2,398.00

Plus Shipping UPS Mail (APO,FPO) International
We manufacture a complete line of high quality expan-
sion boards. Use reader service card to be added to our
mailing list, or U.S. residents send $1.00 (International
send $3.00 U.S.) for airmail delivery of our complete
catalog.

Single Drive 12.00 32.00 Shipped Air Freight.
Freight charges
collect.Dual Drive 16.00 44.00

For Alaska and Hawaii, use mail rates.

INCORPORATED'

2967 W. Fairmount Avenue
Phoenix AZ. 85017

(602)265· 7564

N T E R P R I S E S .,52
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SCREWDRIVER

SPECI FICATIONS
Input Impedance: 300,000 Ohms.
Thresholds: "Lo" 30%Vcc - "Hi" 70%Vcc
Maximum Speed: 300 nsec., 1.5MHz
Input Protection: ±50VDC continuous 117VAC
for 15 sec.
Power: 30m A @5V -r- 40mA @ 15V - 25V max.
reverse voltage protected; 36" cable with color
coded clips included.
Operatinq Temp.: 0·50°C.
Dimensions: 5.8L x 1JJW x 0.70 in.
(147 x 25 x 18mn\)
Weight: 30 oz. (85 gm)
LPK-1 , " , , ." .. $21,95/Kit

/IIllII C •Ill! HI Proto lIps
h ,. 14-PIN CLIP PC·14 $ 4.50

16-PIN CLIP PC-16 $ 4.75
24·PIN CLIP PC-24 $10.00
40·PIN·CLlP PC·40 $16.00

Proto Boards

Jumbo 6-Oigit Clock Kit
•.Four .630"ht. and two .300"ht.

common anode displays
•.Uses MM5314 clock chip
.•.Switches for hours, minutes and hold functions
.•Hours easily viewable to 30feet
• SImulated walnut case
.•.llSVAC operation
.•.12or 24 hour operation
•. Includes all components, case and wall transformer
,.. Size: 6l!4 x 311ax Fr'.

JE747 ., $29.95

JE701

e uses 4 clock chip
-Switches for hours, minutes
and hold modes

_ Hrs. easily viewable to 20 ft.
e stmvtetec walnut case
-115 VAC operation
-12 or 24 hr. operation
_ Incl. all components, case &
wall transformer

-Size: 6%" x 3-1/8" x 1%"

6-Digit Clock Kit $19.95
Regulated Power Supply

Uses LM309K. Heat sink ••~"'---
provided. PC board con-v-r-
struction. Provides a solid .-
1 amp @ 5 volts. Can supply up
to ±5V, ±9V and ±12V with
JE205 Adapter. Includes compo-
nents, hardware and instructions.
Size: 31h" x 5" x 21tH

JE200 $14.95

ADAPTER BOARD
-Adapts to JE200-
±5V, ±9V and ±12V

DC/DC converter with +5V input. Toriodal hi-
speed switching XMFR. Short circuit protection,
PC board construction. Piggy-back to JE 200
board. Size: 3\1," x 2" x 9/16"H

JE205 ..... ,..,.".,.$12.95

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

MM500H
MM503H
MM504H
MM506H
MM510H
MM5016H
2504T
2518
2522
2524
2525
2527
2528
2529
2532

Qual 25 B'itDynamic
Qual 50 Bit Dynamic
Dual 16 Bit$talic
Dual 100 Bit Static
Dual 64 Bit Accumulator
500/512 Bit Dynarnlc
10240ynamiG
Hex az at srauc
Dual 132 Bit Static
512 Static
1024 Dynamic
Dual 256 Bit Sta!ic
Dual 250SIatic
Dual aeo en stanc
Quad 80 Bit Static

.Dual sensors-switching control for in-
door/outdoor or dual monitoring

.Continuous LED .8" ht. display

!~e~t~~~~rc~:~~eJn~~~Tg;I~~~s~~ ::a:~:~1--------------------:'---.;
:~:~.: ~~~?~.t,~a:6:578<;:'~~I~ ~~/~~Dr incl. 1-----------,.;.,.------004

s.SO
.SO
SO
.SO
.SO
.89

3.95
4.95
2.95
99

2.95
2.95
4.00
4.00
2,95

---MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS--·--
M·Z80 User Manual $7.50
M·COPI802 Userf,\anual 7.50
M-2650 User Manual 5.00

ROM'S
2513(2140) Character senerarcnoeper case) S9.95
2513(3021} Character Generator(tower case) 9.95
2516 Character Generator 10.95
MM5230N 2048-81t Read Only Mefl)ory 19S

RAM'S
1101 256Xl Slatic S1.49
1103 1024Xl Dynamic 99
2101(8101) 256X4 Statl<: 3.95
2102 1024Xl Static 1.75
21L02 1024Xl Stalic 1.95
2111(8111) 256X4 Static 3.95
2112 256X4 Static MOS 4.95
2114 1024X4 Static 450ns 7.95
2114L 1024X4 Static 450ns low power 10.95
2114·3 1024X4 Stalic300ns 10.95
2114l-3 1024X4 Static 300ns low power 11.95
5101 256X4 Static 7.95
5280/2107 4096Xl Dynamic 4.95
7489 16X4 Slatic 1.75
74S200 256XI Static Tristate 4.95
9342t 256Xl Static 2.95
UPQ414 4K Dynamic 16 pin '.95

(MK4027)
UP0416 16K Oynamicl6pin 250ns 9.95

(MK4116)
TMS4044- 4K Static 14,9S

45NL
TMS4045 1024X4 Static 14.95
2117 16.384Xl Oynamic350ns 9.95

(house marked)
MM5262 2"" Dynamic 4/1.00

PROM'S
1702A 2048 FAMOS 55.95
27161NTEL 16K' EPROM 59.95
TMS2516 16K' EPROM 39.95
(2716) 'Requires single +5V power supply
TMS2532 4KX8 EPROM 89.95
2708 " EPROM 10.95
2716T.I 16K" EPROM 29.95

"ReQuires 3 voltages. -5V. +5V. +12V
5203 2048 FAMOS 14.95
6301-1(7611)1024 Iristate Bipnar 3.49
6330-1(7602)256 OpenCBipolar 2.95
82S23 32X8 Open Collector 3.95
82S115 4096 Bipolar 19.95
82S123 32Xe Tristate 3.95
74186 512 trt ooen ccaector '.95
74188 256 TTl Open cenecior 3.95
74S287 1024 Static 2.95

DIGITAL
THERMOMETER KIT

Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K.
Kit comes complete with:
* 8 each UPD416-' (16K Dynamic Rams) 250NS
* Documentation for conversion

TRS-16K $75.00

---SOSOA/BoaOA SUPPORT DEVICES---
S080A CPU S 7.95
8212 8-8itlnput/Output 3.25
8214 Priority mternct Control 5.95
8216 Bi-Directional Bus Driver 3.49
8224 Clock GeneralOllOriver 3.95

2/$1.00 8225 Sus Driver 3.49
1- -1 ~~~: ~~~::~~~:~~::!~IBUSDriver ~:~;

MAGNETIC RETRIEVER TOOL 8251 p",.C<>mm.1/0{USARTI 7.95
8253 Prog.lnlervalTimer 14.95
8255 Prog. Periph. 1/0 (PPI) 9.95
8257 Prog. OMAControl 19.95
8259 Prog. Interrupt Control 19.95

Picks up elusive metal parts or tools -MC6-8-oo--~~~Of6BOO SUPPORT DEVICES--
S1

- •. ,-s
in hard-to-reach places. MC5802CP MPU with Clock and Ram 24.95

EXTENDS TO 26:y,." - ROTATES 3600 MC6810API 128X8 Sialic Ram 5.95

STRONG, LIFETIME MAGNET ~:~~ ~~~~i~:~::~~u~~ag~n\~0~1:~20) 1;:;~
MRT-2281 ,."., .. $3.95 MC6830l8 1024Xaa;1 RO" {MC68A30·81 14.95r- ------------I ~:;~~~~~~~~~~sSe~~~~~d:~~t. ~::~=5= CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES MC"OO 0·600.,,0;,;'''"00'" 12.95

MC6852 2400 bps Modulator 14.95
MC588QA Quad a-state Bus. Trans. (MC8T25) 2.25

LOGIC PROBE KIT --MICROPROCESSORCHIPS-MISCELLAH'OUS-
Z80{780C) CPU $13.95
Z80A(780-1) CPU 15.95
CDPI802 CPU 19.95
2650 MPU 19.95
6502 CPU 11.95
8035 a·Sit MPUwfclock, RAM. 1/0 lines 19.95
PS085 CPU 19.95
TMS9900JL 15-8il MPU wlhardware, multiply

& divide 49.95
-----SHIFTREGISTERS

FEATURES:
,---;c:;;-;;;;-, - ~~~c:ssb~: ~a;;ned output for micro-

_ 3 User Defioekeyswith oneberng b"
stame ocereucn

_OebouncecHcllitprovrded for all 19

PB-6 • , •.. , •. $17.95 _ ~~bSreadout 10 verify entries

~~~~g~:: : : : : : : ~~:~~L..._-===.i _~~S~oi~~~r:~oc;n9with standard 16 pin

PB-l02 •••••.•• 26.95 _ Only T5VOC recuneo lor cceranona
PB-l03. . .•... 44.95 fUllS BIT LATCHEDOUTPUT-19 KEVBOARD

'

1Il1l!!I!Il!l •• PB-l04. , .•. , •• 55.95 The JE600 Encoder Keyboard provides two separate teraceomar
PB-203 •••••••• 99.95 digits produced 110msequential key entries to allow direct plOg·
PB.203A. . • . 155.00 ramming for 8 bu microprocessor or 8 bit memory circuits. rnree
PB-203A.Kit 131.00 ·(3) additional keys are provided 101user operations with one having

••• ~~~~~~ :~~st~~~ ~e~t~~~t~va~~s~el~:~ued~~tisu~s::: ~~~~e~t~~~emonitored

J E600 ..... , , , , , $59,95
Hexadecimal Keypad only S14.95

3341 nto 6.95
74LS670 4X4RegisterFile(TriState) 2.49

-----'-- VART'S

---------

---------

JE300 $39.95

The PennywhisUe 103 is capable of recording data to and from audio tape without
critical speed requirements for me recorder and it is able tocomm umcate directly with
another modern and terminal for telephone "hamming" and communications. In
addition.itisfreeofcriticaladjustmentsandisbuiltwilhnon-precision,readilyavailable
parts,
Oata Transmission Metllocl ...•. FreQuency-Shift Keying, lull-duplex (half-duplex

setectable).
Maximum Dala Rate 300 Baud.
Dala Formal AsynchronousSerial(relurntomarklevelrequired

between each character).
Receive Channel frequencies .. 2025 Hz for space: 2225 Hz for mark
Transmit Channel Frequencies .. Switch se'ectaote: Low (normal) = 1070 space.

1270 mark: High'" 025 space. 2225 mark.
Receive Sensitivity -46dbmaa:ousticallyooupled.
Transmit level ..............• -15 dbm nominal. Adjustable from -6 dbm

to -20 dbm.
Receive Frequency Tolerance ... FreQuency reference automatically adjusts to

allow for operation between lBOOHzand 2400 Hz.
Digltal neta Inter/ace.. . .. EIA RS-232C or 20 mA currentloop (receiver is

optoisolaled and non-polar].
Power Requirements . . .. 120VAC. singlephase.l0Watls
Physical.. . .. AII components mount on a single 5" by g"'

circuit board. All included
ccunrer

62-Key ASCII Encoded Keyboard Kit

- .025" square posts
-Built-in cut off
_lncludes50 ft. wire

or slitting required-

JW·1·B
JW·1·W
JW·l·V
JW-l-R

Wire
.£2!2!: Price

Blue $14.95
White 14.95
Yellow 14,95
Red 14.95

Replacement Wire
Priee

....... 50 ft. roll •
...... 50 ft. roll.

FEATURES,
.60 Keys generate the full 128 char-

acters, upper and lower case ASCII
set

• Fully buffered
.2 user-define keys provided for

custom applications
• Caps lock for upper case only

alpha characters
• Utilizes a 2376 (40 pin) encoder

read onlv memory chip
• Outputs directly compatible with

TTL/DTL or MOS logic arrays
• Easy interfacing with a 16'pin dip

or 18-pin edge connector

JE610, _... $79.95
52-Key Keyboard only .. $34,95

LX303 Portable LCD Digital Multimeter

Vacuum Vise
vecuum-baseo light·duty
vise for small components
and assemblies. ASS con-
struction. 1 W' jaws, 1~.'
travel.Can be permanently
installed .

.. $3.49

a
-Two Sizes: 6" and 10"
eProtessional Quality
-Chrome Vanadium Steel

6"-AW-6, , 10"- AW-1o. ,$6,95

- ,, a -
1- I i ~ 1 , • ~ , ,- • ..;;.~ t ~ 1/11.-l-

t- "* W .( R 'r Y U I 0" E •• :fa':'
1-1:=t" G I) r I:i tt "- K l 'f t"t __
.[j _1 l II !l' V 11 H '" " ') T _- ~ '.:._.

TheJE610 62·Key ASCII Encoded Keyboard
Kit can be interfaced into most any corn-
puter system, The JE610 Kit comes corn-
plete with an industrial grade keyboard
switch assembly (62 keys), IC's, sockets,
connector, electronic components and a
dcubte-stded printed wiring board, The
keyboard assembly requires +5V @ 150mA
and -12V @ 10mA for operation.

HICKOK

JOYSTICK
VIDEO CONTROLLER

-8ig i', inch high. 3:', Digit liquldC'ynol Di,ploy -Ov"200Hou,,ofop.,.Honw,th.gVb.tterv

: ~~~~~~~7~~I,~~~v!~~;;:~.~;~~~~~~~~:~'?e':V~;I:~~~~~:;:;~Yte.::;:::it~ ICcur..cy
-Full One yUI v:a"antv.
SPECIFIC4f10NS, lie •••111(S'.I19f>l: 0 Imv Ie l000V. Ac<u'OCY%O~·.''';l!05''.;.t. Inpo, ''''Dod 10t.l.!1.
1.1._ ,~ou'l~V.'<tpl500von~V, •••g.

~~tl~,~~::~":,::~~:~'~;~.:~:~~;,A~~SYic~~::O;.J:~~:.:~.~01~:'::'i;;.~~H'~i~!'iO~m,~;;
.opu, 0'0'"""" ", I20VAC." "~'1o.
OCCu••.." II ""'1••1; 01nA to 1()()o<1A."'O<Y'O<,·;t, 0', '~i;to.S',' •.~';':~':~~:"~~:~Jnt:5·118",l·lI8", I.J.'~".S0'" PO\'lf~ ev""'O" 1"0'"'Cl"~.dl0' H,O'O~AC0'''",,,

LX303 Digital Multimeter $74.95
gESC~IPliON
nsv AC ADAPTER.
PADDED CARRYING CASE, .
XlO DC PROBE ADAPTER rue to 10KI
40kV DC PROBE
10 Amp DC Current Shunt .

J V"41 PHONEameco WOE~~~~SE
(415) 592-8097

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE5-80

- IDEAL FOR ALL VIDEO GAMES OR REMOTE CON·
TROL PROJECTS

- SMALL CASE SIZE: 1-1/2"H X 2-3/S"W X 4-5/16"L
- 2 MINIATURE POTENTIOMETERS-40KOHM EACH
- SPST PUSH BUTTON CONTROL
_ 5-WIRE CONNECTION CABLE - 5 FEET LONG

- RUGGED PLASTIC CASE

JVC-40 .. , ._.,$4.95 each
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TELEPHONE/KEYBOARD CHIPSCromemeo
incorporated

7400 TTL $14.95
14.95
4.95
14.95
'.95
7.95
6.25

susn Button Telephone Dialler
Repertory tnauer
CMOS Clock Generator
Keyboard Encoder 188 keyS!
Keyboard Encoder 16keys
Keyboard Encoder (16 keys
Keyboard Encoder (20 keys

AY-S-9100
AY-5-9200
AY·5-95QO
AY·5·2376
HDOl65
74C922
74C923

SN7470N .29
SN7472N .29

$N7400N.2O SN7473N .35 SN74160N .89
SN7401N.2O SN7474N.35 SN74161N.89
SN7402N.2O SN747SN .49 SN74162N 1.95
SN7403N .20 SN7416N.35 SN74163N .89
SN7404N .25 SN7479N 5.00 SN74164N .89
SNl40SN .20 SN74BON.SO SN74165N .89
SN7406N.29 SN7482N .99 SN74166N 1.25
SN7407N.29 SN7483N .69 SN74167N 1.95
SN7408N .20 SN7485N .89 SN74170N 1.59
SN7409N .20 SN7486N .35 SN74172N 6.00
SN7410N .18 SN74B9N 1.75 5N74173N 1.25
SN14UN.25 SN7490N .45 SN74174N 1.00
SN7412N.25 SN7491N .59 SN74175N 1.00
SN7413N.40 SN7492N.43 SN74175N .79
SN7414N .70 SN7493N.43 SN74177N .79
SN7415N.25 SN7494N .55 SN74179N 1.95
SN7417N.25 SN7495N .55 SN741BON .79
SN7420N.20 SN7495N .55 SN741BIN 1.95
SN7421N.29 SN7497N 3.00 SN741B2N .79
SN7422N .39 SN74100N 1.25 SN74184N 1.95
SN7423N.25 SN74107N .35 SN141BSN 1.95
SN742SN.29 SN74109N .59 SN14186N 9.95
SN7426N.29 SN74116N 1.95 SN741BBN 3.95
SN1427N .25 SN14121N .35 SN74190N 1.25
SN7429N.39 SN74122N.39 SN74191N 1.25
SN7430N .20 SN7412JN.59 SN74192N .79
SN1432N.25 SN74125N.49 SN14193N.79
SN1437N.25 SN74126N.49 SN74194N .B9
SN7438N.40 SN74132N.75 SN74195N .69
SN7439N.25 SN741J6N.75 SN74196N .89
SN7440N.20 SN74141N.79 SN74197N .89
5N7441N.89 SN74142N 2.95 SN74198N 1.49
5N7442N.59 SN74143N 2.95 SN74199N 1.49
SN1443N .75 SN74144N 2.95 SN74S200 4.95
SN7444N .75 SN74145N .79 SN74251N.99

~~~~~:~~~~!t:!~t~ ~~~:~~~2:~ DISPLAY LEDS TV GAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL
5N7447N .59 SN14150N 1.25 SN74284N 3.95 TYPE POLARITY HT PRICE TYPE POLARITY HT PRICE 38500 d 2 01 MHZ C t I (Ch' & C t I

~~~:~ :~~ ~~~:~~~~ .~~ ~~~:~~~ 3.~~ MAN1 ~oXm7m~~t~~~t~e;~~~ .270 !:~ MAN6730 ~~~~~~ ~~~h~e~~~~ed~Dl.D. 550 .~~ i~~I-udes s~~ea~ISPI~Y, 6 gamei~~d sel;~t ang~:, aetc. 7~95 set
~~;::l~:i: ~~;:l::~I::: ~~;:~~ ::: ~~~l 1:~~::1:::::::;::1!l I:;: ~~:1m1:~~::;:~~::;~'d± 'l!! ::: ~~m$t1~ EXA R m~~~cp a~!~;:EZ:~ ~~~:~~~:~~ ~~~:~~~1:~; ~:~ ~~ ~~~~~ :~~~::~~~~: :~~~ l:~~~t7~f780 ~~~~~~ ~~~hdOe~~~~e~1 :~~~ :~~ ~~~~~ t~~ ~~~~~~~:~

••••~C~D~40~00:--=.39:-__ S_N_'_41_57_N_._65_;...~:~:~::~:~3N_I.,~::-..J~~~;!g~~~~~~t~~~;~~d ,i~ l:~~ ~t;~~~~~~~~~~~!d_~~~ed .~~~::: ~~5~~55 1:~~ ~~~~~OKB 1~:~5 ~~~~~ ~j~
g= :~ CD~~OS .89 gg:~~~::; ~~~:~~~~~~~~~oe~:~~I~~w ~~~ ::: ~t~~~~~~~~~~~~ed_~;~d :~~ ~:~ ~~~¥CP:~ ~~~~~1ti~ ~~:~~t~~
CD4006 1.19 CD4029 1.49 CD4076 1.39 MAN3520 CommonAnode-omnge .300 .49 DL746 Common Anooe-rec :t 1 .630 1.49 XR567CT 1.25 XR2208 5.20 XR4202 3.60

CD4007 .25 g~:: ::~ CD4081 .39 ~:~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~:~~~~~e:t I.: :~~t~:~~~~~~~~~~-;~ed ± 1 :: !::~ ~~U~~N~::~ ~~~m~:~~~~:~~2:~~gg:: :: CD4040 1.49 CD4m2 .39 MAN4610 CommonAnode-orange .300 .99 DL150 Common Cathode-red .600 1.49 XR1488 1.95 XR2212 4.35 XR4739 1.15

CD4011 .39 CD4041 lA9 gg:~~ 1:~ MAN4640 g~~~~~~::_~~range ::~ .99 ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~:-red .~~:~ I-.::X::.Rl:;:48:::9~~1,=.9~5=_X:::R::;2:;;24:::0-::::3.;;;45~=.;.,X;::R4:-,,7.;.,41_..;1::.4:::7::-1.
CD4012 .25 CD4042 .99 MCl4409 14.95 ~:~ :;~~ CommonAnode-red :t I .400 :;; FN0358 Common cameue e 1 :357.99 DIODES ~~2 V~~~SplV~ AMP 1~7,I.~~gg:!: ~:~ ggE 1:~ ~g!=!~~::~ MAN4740 ~~~~~ ~~~hdO:~~I~:W ::: :~ ~~g~~g~~~~~ g:~=:{FND500) :~~ :~ TYP!: VOLTS W PRICE Hl4003 200 PIV1 AMP 12/1.00

gg~:~ 1:1: gg:: ::~ ~g:?~I::e ~; lE! ~~~::E'~!ir~::"~~l~:~ :~i~:r:~~::::E::;:tlOIE J~ :~m!l l!: :;:~ m5~~~i~:~~~:%:*
ggl!l! I::; gg:ffi J! ~g::gll;:S ~~~m! !:~~::!:;d:.:£E:.:}:~~l!!:E ~~l:il~::Tii,~;:~r~:g;: li:E WillH :g:~ Ji:~ i~l~i1O~ PlVh~~P:!i:~~~l!~l:~ ~~lmni ~~llli1:5~~;,;:~;,;:~~~=:":c~!:;;~~~~;;;:::-:~;:.~~=~·;.:~;;;::~=~~n;.;.~e;"'-F:~.;;6:":c~AL~~~:~::-LA::T::~!':::-:~-~~T"°_~'_:~_"S;;;n~I_~~..;~:;.;i;~_~t:_:""T~_~)m_"_'_·_~~__ k_5:~-i j~i!!' :i: ~~~ J;:~ i~;!l! 3h lr 12/,*

g~:~~2:;~ gg:: :~ gg:;~~~:~ CA3013T 2.15 CA3082N 2.00 CHIPS/DRIVERS CLOCK CHIPS MOTOROLA ~~~~~~ ~:~ ~~~~ ~~ i~:~~~~:~i: ~~
I-~C,:;;D~40;;:27_.-:;.69:.....:....;C~D_':;:06~'_.;.4;;;S_:....~C,:;;D~'566:::;..~2~.2S!-01 MM5725 $2.95 MM5309 4.95 MC1408L7 4.95 lN5236 7.5 500m 28 lN4742 12 lw 28

~:g~ :~ 74COO ~:g!~ ~::: g~~~~t~ ~:~:~~:~~~:~~~:~~~;~g :::; ~g~:~~~:~;i~;~:~~;;~~~~~i~~;:;~~PIV;~AMP 1.~~

~:gra ::~ ~:g: i::; ~:g~~~3~::~, g:i:~i:~g:i~~~t~ ~~m~I:E ~~~~~: i:~ ~g~2f= ~:~~ m:~ti~~!E ~~tE~~~l!ii~~i~~i~~~H~
~:gt~ 1:~ j:g~~ ~:~ ~:gt~5 ~::9 CA3080T 1:25 g~~~~~1:~ 9374 r-ses. ~~;~; ~:~ ~~~~~~44161~:~ 1N4001 50 PIV1 AMP 12/1.00 IN1188 400 PIV35 AMP 3.00
74C20 .39 74CI07 1.25 74C922 7.95 CAJ081N 2.00 CA3600N 3.50 LED driver 1.50 MM5387/1998a4.95 MC4040P 6.95
74C30 .39 74eI51 2.90 74C92J 6.25 MM5309 4.95 CT 7001 6.95 MC4044P 4.50
74C42 1.95 74Cl54 3.00 74C925 8.95
74C48 2.49 74CIS7 2.15 74C926 8.95
74C73 .89 74C 160 2.49 8OC95 1.50
74C74 .89 74C161 2.49 8OC97 1.50

Z80-4MHz Single Card Computer
ICM CHIPS

CMOS Precision Timer
CMOS LED Stopwatch/Timer
Oscillator Controller
Seven Decade Counter
Clo'de:Generator

c.••••"'e.·,Sifttll Cini CompUI••;.ltGmploaco"'pul ••whichb •••••'lho
p~",,'.llhl Z-IDldlhoft ••;Uityolt ••S.l00bu,lot!ted",icol.dceOl
pul••,noir.nmont

TNn,doU,,,4MHroplfll;oo.IKbyl ••• lon"olnlZ116rRDM.lndlK
by!. of stili, RAM rMmr:IIV. Thi•• lod .•I0•• ,,,d II", p'avill •••• RS·Zl2
(a, 20mA lu,,,ntlcopl I'.i., i.I"I". wit~ pr'lI"mmable .,d "t •• ,.
16.100. waorHi intlnuptl, 24 I~.ol billiroctianllplflliel I/O.lnd Spra·
l"mmlblttimctl.OllfYlpoworwppIYlnd PROM softwan Iflroquired fa,
cptml.". Tho Si••l, ClOd Camputor i•••••rriliid Ind mtld (M.dol See·wl
la' 5450. Th, Manit., Ind Cant,al BASIC itI''''~lbl. in two ROM', (Mad~
MCB·216) 10,$90.

SCC-w IA".mbl.d) $450.00

24.95
·19.95
7.50
19.95
6.95

ICM7045
ICM7205
ICM7207
ICM7208
ICM7209

NMOS READ ONLY MEMORIES
MCM6571 128 X 9 X 7 ASCII Shifted with Greek 13.50
MCM6574 128 X 9 X 7 Math Svmbol & Ptctures 13.50
MCM6575 128 X 9 X 7 Alpha Control OharSen 13.50

~;~~:::~4~.~,'~~ '""'u"'''''' ~~,~:~~:o~~.'232C'2I)m'","".n, loop ~:::; ;:;!7",~~~~;;;;:;;~lri~~::~'Of'W""'.I.1------"M"'IS;;C;;:E'LL"A"N"E:;;O"'U"S---- 2.49
in",uc"on.o',hol!080. B.udA.,.o:l\O,c76.iOOlscf,,,,,•••loo,,bl.1 Vo.:w";fn,."upt< TL074CN Quad Low Noise bi-fet Op Amp
=,~.~;"~~v: 11KIIvt••'""",d f,~modd.... ;~~:I:'~:r~7;~b.n1>0<1"00"0"" ~c.ofl ;o;,.:.:..~::~:o". IZ·gO mod.)· 65,~6 TL494C~ ~~itfhig9 .RhQUlatw I ti~
L':'~M,:.~P,~;,.:i:t:~':.~,',:.','.!" ~:C~~d~:':'U::~~:'~;~:~,u~t'01:.b~~~:~~',::~1~:~~,~v:'O;:!~"Bu"S'I~V"1.4'" 1~~~~C D\~~d: 1~)~~ W~sC~~~ ator 19.95.~ ,.~"'", ~ ~:'m~I,~.:,:::',·.:.2•.",,'.,"rL''''''' ·\8V.,7O""... 95H90 Hi-Speed Divide 10/11 Prescaler 11.95

r---:::==jji~I·-5-iS("·:REiILiEiiiS4°i~i'·i'·i·"~'":~-:":'·:O.~:':d':-"-'~-'l~NK3~240 ~~~tb~?:~~n~~oq~ g~~oe-rl:t61;tor ,~:~

•

DS0026CH 5Mhz 2-phase MOS clock driver 3.75-=- DISCRETE LEOS!: ~~~20 #~:~,~~~yn~s~:::,71:~~ll9logiCChiP 1~~~
XClllR .190" red 5/Sl MM5330 4Yl Digit DPM Logic Block (Special) 3.95_
XCIllG .190" green 4/$1 LDll0t111 3V2 Digit AID Converter Set 25.00Jse1
XCl11Y :HIO" yellow 4/$1 ,..M..:C;,;,14..:":o3P,-__ 3_"'_D..:i9c.i'_N_D,Conr"_rt'_'_-..==;-_1..:3.,,,95,xenic .190" ctear 4/$1 LlTRDNIX ISO-LIT 1 SN 764n

Photo Transistor Opto-lsolator SOUND GENERATOR

(Same as MCT 2 or 4N25) ~~;e~~~~r~~~~~~o~~~~e

4ge each $3,95 each

XC556R .200" red 5/$1
XC556G .200" green 4/$1
XCS56Y .200" yellow 4/$1
XC556C ,200" clear 41Sl
XC22R. .200" red 5/$1
XC22G .200" green 4/$1
XC22Y .200" yellow 4/$1
MVI0B .170" red 4/$1

MV50 .08S"red 6/$1
XC209R .125" red 5/$1
XC209G .125" green 4/$1
XC209Y .125" yellow 4/$1
XC526R .185" red 5/$1
XC526G .185" green 4/$1
XC526Y .185" yellow 4/51
XC526C .185" Clear 4/$1

INFRA-RED LED
!f4"x!f4"xI/16" flat 5/$1

SCR ANO FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
C360 15A@400V SCR(2NI849) Sl.95

•

SOLDERTAIL C36M 3SA@600V SeR 1.95
STANDARD (TIN) 'N2328 1.6A@3OOV sea .50

MOA980·1 12A@50V PH BRIDGEREC. 1.95.~~ ~:9 ~;~t-~MO:::;A~980::::;;:.3_...:'.:;;2A~@p:,~00:rVmm~\'iFW~B:;:RI:::OG::.E.::RE;:;e.~_I:;;.9~'~
.30 .27 .zs 010681 .50 RAN I TORS 'N3904 4/1.00
,35 ,32 .30 MP$A05 30 2N3055 .89 2N3905 4/1,00
.49 .45 .42 MPSA06 5/1,00 MJE3055 1.00 2N391)6 4/1.00
.99 .90 .81 TI$97 6/1.00 2N3392 5/1.00 2N4013 3/1.00
1.39 1.26 1.15 TI$98 5/1.00 2N3398 5/1.00 2N4123 6/1,00
1.59 1.45 1.30 40409 1.75 PN3567 3/1.00 PN4249 4/1.00

40410 1.75 PN3558 4/1.00 PN4250 4/1.00
40673 1.75 PN3559 4/1.00 2N4400 4/1.00
2N918 4/1.00 MPS3638A 5/1.00 2N4401 411,00
2N2219A 2/1.00 MPS3702 5/1.00 2N4402 4/1.00
2N2221A 4/1.00 2N3704 5/1.00 2N4403 4/1.00
2N2222A 5/1.00 MPS3704 5/1.00 2N4409 5/1.00
PN2222 Plastic 7/1.00 2N3705 5/1.00 2N5085 4/1.00
2N2369A 4/1.00 MPS3705 5/1.00 2N5087 4/1.00
MPS2369 5f1.00 2N3705 5/1.00 2N5088 4/1.00
2N2484 4/1.00 MPS3705 5/1.00 2NS089 4/1.00
2N2906 4/1.00 2N3707 5/1,00 2N5129 5/1.00
2N2907 5/1.00 2N3711 5/1.00 PN5134 5/1.00

2N3724A 55 PN5138 5/1.00
5/1.00 2N3725A 1.00 2N5139 5/1.00
1.25 2N3n2 2.25 2N5210 5/1.00

2/1.00 2NJ823 1.00 2N5449 3/1.00
2N3903 5/1.00 2N5951 3/1.00

LOW PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

25·49 50-1001-24
78MG 1.75 LM710N .79
LMI06H .99 LINEAR LM7!lN .39
LM300H .80 LM723N/H .55
LM301C NIH .35 LM340K-IS 1.35 LM133N 1.00
LM302H .75 LM340K-24 1.35 LM739N 1.19
LM304H 1.00 LM340T-5 1.25 LM74ICN/H.35
LM305H ,60 LM340T-6 1.25 LM741-14N .39
LM307CN/H .35 LM340T-8 1.25 LM741N/H .79
LM308CN/H 1.00 LM340T-12 1.25 LM748N/H ,39
LM309H LlO LM340T-15 1.25 LM1310N 1.95
LMJ09K 1.25 LM340T·18 1.25 LM1458CN/H .59
LM310CN 1.95 LM340T-24 1.25 MC1488N 1.95
LM3UNjH .90 LM358N 1.00 MC1489N 1.95
LM312H 1.95 LM370N 1.95 LM1496N .95
LM317K 6.50 LM373N 3.25 LMI556V 1.75
LM318CN/H 1.50 LM377N 4.00 MC1741SCP 3.00
LM319N 1.30 LMJ80N 1.25 LM2111N 1.95
LM320K-5 1.35 LMJ80CN .99 LM2901N 2.95
LM320K-5.2 1.35 LMJ81N 1.79 LM3053N 1.50
LM320K·12}.25 LM382N 1.79 LM306SN 1.49
LM320K-IS 1.35 NE501N 8.00 1.M39OON(3401).59
LM320K-18 1.35 NE510A 6.00 LMJ90SN 1.49
LM320K-24 1.35 NE529A 4.95 LM3909N 1.25
LM320T-5 1.25 NE531H/V 3.95 MC5558V .59
LM320T·5.2 1.25 NE5J6T 6,00 8038B 4.95
LM320T-8 1.25 NE540 6.00 LM1S450N .49
LM320T-12 1.25 NES44N 4.95 75451CN .39
LM320T·15 1.25 NE550N 1.30 75452CN .39
LM320T·18 1.25 NE555V .39 75453CN .39
LM320T-24 1.25 NE556N .99 15454CN .39
LM323K-S 5,95 NE560B 5.00 7S491CN .79
LM324N 1.49 NE562B 5.00 75492CN ,89
LM3J9N .99 NES65N/H 1.25 75493N .89
LM340K-5 1.35 NE566CN 1.75 75494CN .89
LM340K-6 1.35 NE567VjH .99 RC4136 }'25
LM34OK·8 1.35 NE570N 4.95 RC4151 3.95
LM340K-12 1.35 LM703CN/H .69 RC4194 4.95
LM340K-15 1.35 LM709N/H.29 RC4195 4.49

.15

.18

.20

.17

.30

.35

.36

.43

.58

.61

8 pin LP
14 pin LP
16 pin LP
18 pin LP
20 pin LP
22 pin LP
24 pin LP
28 pin LP
J6 pin LP
40 pin LP

.17

.20

.22

.29

.34

.37

.38

.4S

.60

.63

.16

.19

.21

.28

.32

.36

.37

.44

.59

.62

14 pin ST
15 pin ST
IB pin ST
24 pin ST
28 pin ST
36 pin ST
40 pin ST

I' WI RE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL #3•SOLDERTAIL (GOLD)

STANDARD
1-24 25-49 50-100

a c!n WW .59
10plnWW .69
14plnWW .79
16 pin WW .85
18 pin WW .99
20pln WW 1.19
22 pin WW lA9
24 plnWW 1.39
28 plnWW 1.69
J6plnWW 2.19
40 pin WW 2.29

.54

.63

.73

.77

.90
1.08
1.35
1.26
1.53
1.99
2.09

.49

.58

.67

.70

.BI

.99
1.23
1.14
1.38
1.79
1.89

1-24 "4' 50-100
8 pin SG
14 pin SG
16 pin SG
18 pin SG
24 pin SG
28 pin SG
36 pin SG
40 pin SG

.39

.49

.54

.59

.79
LIO
1.65
1.75

.35

.4S

.49

.53

.751.00
1.40
1.59

.31

.41

.44

.48

.ss

.901.26
1.45

2N2925
MJE29S5
2N3053

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS - 5% CAPACI!Ol! ~gp~~:~~~C~~~
10 OHM t2 OHM 15 OHM 18 OHM 22 OHM 10 pi .05.04 03 001~F .05 .04 .035

5 ea 27 OHM J3 OHM 39 OHM 47 OHM 56 OHM 50 pes $1. 75 ~~~: :~~:~ :~~ :~~r '~~:~.~~~
5 ea 1~~ ~~~ 2~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~ ;~66:~ ;~~6:~ 50 pcs 1.75 ~~~~: ~~ :~: .~~ :~~~~~ .~~ :~~ .~

47001 05 .04.035 .1p.F .12 .09.075
100VOLTMYLARfllMCAPAClTORS

,12 .10 .07 .022ml '13 ,11 .08
.12 .10 .07 .047m! .21.17 .13
.12 10 .07 lmf 27 23 .17
.12 10 07 .22ml .33 .27 .22

+20% DIPPEDTANTALUMS(SOLID)CAPACITORS

J~ :~t :~ Jt:~;0 :~t :l~ j~
.39 .31 .25 3.3J25V .53.43.34
.39 .31 .25 4.7125V .63 .51 .41
.39 .31 .25 5.8125V .79 .63 .50
.39 .31 .25 15/25V 1.39 1.12 .89
.39 .31 .25 "22./5V .19 .63 .50

MINIATUREALUMINUMELECTROLYTICCAPACITORS
AllalLead"

.15 .13 .10

.16 .14 .11

.14 .12 .09

.15 .13 .10

.15 .13 .to

.15 .14 .12

.17 .15 .12

.24 .20 .18

.19 .17 ,15
25 .21 .19
.24 .20 .ie
.35 ,30 ,28
.32 .28 .25
45 .41 38
.33 .29 .27
55 .50 .45
.70 .52 .55

ASST. 1

ASST. 2
UO OHM 560 OHM 680 OHM 820 OHM IK

1.75ASST. 3 50 pcsSea. t.2K

3.3K

I.5K 1,8K 2.2K

5.5K

2.7K OOlm!
.0022
0047mf
.01ml

3.9K 5.8K
1.75ASST. 4 s ea 8.2K 50 pcs10<

17<
'2<

33<
82<

'5< '8<
22<74LSOOTTL

74LS51 .29
74LS54 .29
74LSS5 .29
74LS73 .54
74LS74 .54
74LS75 .71
74LS76 .54
74LS78 .49
74LS83 LOS
74LSS5 1.50
74LSS6 .54
74LS90 .71
74LS92 .90
74LS93 .90
74LS95 .99
74LS96 1.15
74LSI07 .54
74LSI09 .54
74LS112 .54
74LS123 1.50
74LSI25 1.05
74LS132 .99
74LSIJ6 .59
74LSIJ8 1.05

39< '"120K
330K

74LSOO .35
74LSOI .35
74LS02 .35
74LS03 .35
74LSew .42
74L5OS .42
74LS08 .35
74LS09 .42
74LSI0 .35
74Lsll .75
74LS13 .59
74LS14 1.25
74LS15 .35
74LS20 .35
74LS21 .35
74LS22 .35
74L52£ .35
74LS27 .35
74LS28 .35
74LS30 _35
74LS32 .42
74LS37 .45
74LS40 .35
74LS42 1.05
74LS47 1.05

74LS139 1.05
74LS151 1.05
74LS155 1.05
74LS157 L05
74LSl60 1.15
74LS161 1.39 tM 1.2M 1.5M 1,8M 2.2M
74LS162 1.25 ASST. 7 5 ea. 2.7M 3.3M 3.9M 4.7M 5.5M 50 res 1_75
""'\L\S"'II",',3Ill..~ t-:~A~SS~T~.:-:8~R,":::,:;ln=cl;.::u,,:de7s,;:,R.:;e;::s=is:::to~r~A~ss;;;o;,:.rt;;.m~e~ni::ts~1:-.i:7~(3::5;;:O;.;P.,;C:;:Si"')~......:$;.;9;';'.;,9;;;5_e;.;a;;,.._•••

".. $10.00 Min. Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 25i~:t~:~i:~ Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax 1980 Catalog Available -Send 41tstamp
74LS191 1.39 Postage-Add5%plus$11nsurance (if desired I
74LSl92 1.39
74LS193 1.39
74LSl94 1.39
74LSl95 1.39
74LS2S3 1.25
74LS257 1.05
74LS:258 1.7S
74LS260 .83
74LS279 ,90
74LS367 .75
74LS368 .75
74LS670 2.49

.1I35V

.15/35V

.22/35V

.33/35V
47JJ5V
68J35V

1.0/35V

1.75ASST. 5 50 res,.. 56< 68< 100K
270K
580K

150K 180K
470K

220K
1.75ASST. 6 Sea. 390K 50 pcs550K 820K

Radial Lead
.15 .13 ,10
.16 .14 .11
.15 .13 .10
,16 .14 .11
.15 .14 .11
.15 .13 .10
.15 .13 .10
.16 .14 .11
.14 .12 .09
.15 .13 10
.15 14 .12
.24 .21 .19
19 .15 .14
.24 .20 .18
.35 ,30 .28
.23 .11 .16
31 28 .2

.4115DV
1.0/50V
3.3/50V
4.7/25V
to/25V
to/SOV
22/25V
22/SOV
47/25V
47t5IJV
100!25V
100/50V
220125V
220/50V
470125V
1000/16V
2200/16V

.47J25V
A7150V
1.0/16V
1.0125V
1.0/50V
4.7/16V
4.7/25V
4.7150V
10116V
10/25V
;0/50V
47{50V
100/16V
100/25V
100/50V
220115V
470125V

Jameco PHONE
ORDERS

WELCOME
(415) 592-8097ELECTRONICS

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE5-80
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DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS .
(214) 494-1505

16K EPROM CARD-S 100 BUSS

$59.95
KIT

8K LOW POWER RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS
SALE p~\ce.

cu1'\

At last, an $-100 Board that unleashes the full power of two
unbelievableGenerallnstrumentsAY3-8910 NMOS computer
sound IC's. Allows you under total computer control to
generate an infinite number of special sound effects for
games or any other program. Sounds can be called in BASIC,
ASSEMBLYLANGUAGE,etc.
KIT FEATURES:

: ;6"~RG~ASR~l~~~L~~M~~~i~6C~SBOARD II BLANK PC
* USESON BOARDAUDIO AMPSORYOURSTEREO. BOARD W/DATA

: ~~LBs~~~;~,opj.,~i;~~g ~~~~WARE ARE INCLUDED $31
* PC BOARD IS SOLDERMASKED.SILK SCREENED.WITHGOLD CONTACTS.
* EASY.QUICK. AND FUNTO BUILD. WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
* USESPROGRAMMED1/0 FORMAXIMUMSYSTEMFLEXIBILITY.
Both Basic and Assembly Language Programming examples are included.

SOFTWARE:
SCL Interpreter coming soon! Our new Sound Command Language interpreter along
with the Register Examine/Modify (REM) routines and Sound Effects Library (SEL) will
be available soon in EPROM. SCL makes sound effects programming generally easier
and quicker than that written in Basic or Assembly Language. An SCL users group will
be formed, and the best new SCL programs submitted will be added to the Sound NEW! G.!. COMPUTER SOUND CHIP

._E_ff_e_ct_s_L_ib_r_ary-'-i_n_E_p_R_O_M_. -----------1 AY3-8910. As featured in July, 1979 BYTE! A fantastically powerful Sound
& Music Generator. Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor.
Contains: 3 Tone Channels, Noise Generator, 3 Channels of Amplitude
Control. 16 Bit Envelope Period Control, 2-8 Bit Parallel 1/0.3 D to A
Converters, plus much more! All in one 40 Pin DIP. Super easy to interface
to the S-100 or other busses.
SPECIAL OFFER: $14.95 each Add $3 for 60 page Data Manual.

FIRST TIME OFFERED!
BLANK PC BOARD - $28

USES 2708's!

Thousands of personal and business systems around the world
use this board with complete satisfaction. Puts 16K of software

on line at ALL TIMES! Kit features a top quality soldermasked and
silk-screened PC board and first run parts and sockets. Any
number of EPROM locations may be disabled to avoid any
memory conflicts. Fully buffered and has WAIT STATE

capabilities.

OUR 450 NS 2708'S
ARE $8.95 EA. WITH
PURCHASE OF KIT

ASSEMBLED
AND FULLY TESTED

ADD $30

21L02

(450 NS RAMS!)

Thousands of computer systems rely on this rugged, work horse,
RAM board. Designed for error-free, NO HASSLE, systems use.

Blank PC Roard w/Documentation
$29.95

Low Profile Socket SeL13.50
ASSEMBLED AND FULLY

BURNED IN ADD $35
Support IC's (TTL & Regulators)

$9.75

Bypass CAP's (Disc & Tantalums)
$4.50

16K STATIC RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

KIT FEATURES:
1. Addressable as four separate 4K Block!:..
•. ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry. (Cro-
memeoStandard'). Allows up to 512Kon line' BLANK PC BOARD W/DATA-$33

; ~~e~~1~~64~~~~~~~:~~ti~~~;~TATES LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET-$12
5. Double sided PCBoard,with soldermaskand SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS-$19.95
silk screened layout. Gold plated contact fingers.
6. All addressand data lines fully buffered ASSEMBLED & TESTED-ADD $35
7. Kit includes ALL parts and sockets.
8. PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67.
9. LOWPOWER:under 1.5ampsTYPICALfrom OUR #1 SELLING
the +8 Volt Buss.
10. Blank PC Board can be populated as any RAM BOARD!
multiple of 4K.

NE\J\I\ STEREO! NEVItt
'S-100 SOUND COMPUTER BOARD'

COMPLETE KIT!

$8495

ALL ASSEMBLED BOARDS
ARE TESTED AT 4MHZ.

PRICE CUT!

FULLY STATIC

AT DYNAMIC

PRICES

KIT FEATURES:
1 Addressable on 16K Boundaries
2. Uses 2114 Static Ram
3. Runs at Full Speed
4. Double sided PC Board. Solder mask
and silk screened layout. Gold fingers.
5. All Parts and Sockets included
6. Low Power: Under 1.5 Amps Typical

BLANK PC BOARD-$26 COMPLETE SOCKET SET -$12
SUPPORT IC'S AND CAPS-$19.95

(WITH DATA MANUAL)

LOW POWER - 300NS
2114 RAM SALE!

8 FOR
$44

S-100 Z80 CPU CARD

WIRED!
NOT A KIT!

14MHZI
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED! READY TO USE! Over 3 years of design
efforts were required to produce a TRUE S-100 Z80 CPU at a genuinely
bargain pricel BRAND NEW!
FEATURES:

~ 2 or 4 MHZ Operation. * Generates MWRITE. so no front panel required.* Jump on reset capability * 8080 Signals emulated for $-100 compatability.* Top Quality PCB. Silk Screened. Solder Masked. Gold Plated Contact Fingers.

TERMS: Add $1.00 postage. we pay balance. Orders under S It> add 75<;:
handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. 90 Day Money Back
Guarantee on all items. Orders over $50. add 85¢ for insurance.

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE.

FOR S~\..E\
4MHZ

4K STATIC RAM'S. MAJOR BRAND, NEW PARTS.
These are the most sought after 2114's, LOW POWER and 300NS FAST.

8 FOR $44

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P,O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 494-1505



The Place To Buy Computers
CROMEMCO Z~2H

HARD DISK

• Full ll-megabyte hard disk system • fast Z80A
4 MHz processor • two floppy disk drives e 64K
RAM memory • RS~.32special interface • print-
er interface •extensive software available
List $9995 .. OUR PRICE ONLY $8489

CROMEMCO HDD
11/22 megabyte hard disk for use with exist-
ing systems. DMA controller, transfer rate of
5.6 megabytes/sec.
HDD-l1,List$6995 .OURPRICE $5,939
HDD-22, List $11 ,995. 10,189

II

i
_ . . 0 CJ. _CJ d-.JI

~~~_':.. M • ~ ~,~ ••,,~_,",. y ••• _"~_;:. ,!!iJ
CROMEMCO SYSTEM 3
- NOW DO(j8LE THE CAPACITY! -

Features 4 MHz CPU, 64K of RAM, dual-sided
PerSci 299B floppy disk drive (provision for in-
stalling a second 299B!, RS232C interface, print-
er interface. All Cromemco systems are assem-
bled and tested, ready to use.
With 64K of RAM, List $6990

OUR PRICE ONL Y $5890

CROMEMCO SYSTEM 2
With 64K of RAM, two minifloppy disk drives,
RS232 interface and printer interface board.
System 2 w/64K RAM, List $3990 . $3390

CROMEMCO Z-2
Can be rack mounted. Z-80 processor, 21
slots, power supply, front cover panel. In·
eludes fan and all edge connectors. Assembled
and tested.
Z-2W, Assem., List $995 $845

NORTH STAR
HORIZON

16K, Double Density, List $1599
32K, Double Density, List $1849
32K, Quad Density, List $2049

HORIZON 2 KITS -
16K, Double Density, List $1999
32K, Double Density, List $2249
32K, Quad Density, List $2629

$1474
1684
1869

$1824
2034
2359.

SUPERBRAIN@
By INTERTEC

Available with 32K, 48K & 64K

Totally self-contained in a single box, 32K,
48K, or 64K Version, Uses two Z-80 CPU's;
Commercial-type terminal with 12" monitor
(like the lnter tube): Dual double-density
minifloppies w/360 Kilobytes of storage
capacity; I/O ports included; Expandable (if
needed! with an external S-l 00 bus interface;
Comes with CP/MTM operating system; ex-
tensive software support; with 32K of RAM,
List $2995 ON LY $2685

DYNABYTE

48K and 64K models, single and double
density, dual mini disk (77 track}. standard
8" and dual-sided 8" systems. Call or write
for prices.

HEATH

WH-89 - All-in-one computer. Features
two Z-80's, 16K to 48K. Call or write for
prices.

10% OFF

Kits incl. 12 edge connectors, 2 serial ports,
parallel port and extra drive cable. (Subject to
availabilitv and price chenqes.} Call or write
for current prices on assembled units.

VECTOR MZ

Now 64K with Bank Select - Complete
Peachtree Business Software Package

also available - Call for details.

INTER SYSTEMS
(formerly ITHACA AUDIO)

S-100 mainframe, features a 4 MHz Z-80A
CPU and a full feature front panel. 20-slot
actively terminated motherboard, with 25-
amp power supply (50/60 Hz operation, incl.
68 cfm fan).
DPS-l, List $1145 $1029

SD SYSTEMS
SDS-l00, List $7995.
SDS-200, List $8995.

ONLY $6795
7645

RADIO
'SHACK
TRS-80™

WRITE FOR FREE CA TALOG

Above prices reflect a 2% cash dis- M -In -I M -ICroM art,count (prepaid prior to shipment).
Add 2% to these prices for credit
cards, C.O.D., etc. Prices are f.o.b. _
shipping point. Prices are subject to

~~::;,~~ :i~~Ouo:~e~~ic~ubject to with- •.•275 1618 James Street, Syracuse NY 13203 (315)422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431



Try to beat our pricesI

Upper case and lower case; 15 baud rates: 75
to 19,000 baud; dual intensity; 24 x 80-char.
display, 12 x 10 resolution. Numeric pad,
Programmable reversible video; aux. port;
self-test mode; protect mode; block mode;
tabbing; addressable cursor. Microprocessor
controlled; programmable underline; line and
character insert/delete.

OUR PRICE ONLY $789

OTHER VIDEO TERMINALS
INTERTUBE II, List $995 ONLY $799
PERKIN-ELMER 550, List $997. $799
with anti-glare screen, $1027 $829

HAZELTINE 1400, List $850 $699
1410,List$900 $749
1420 . $849
1500, List $1225. $989
1500 Kit, List $1125 $799
1510, List $1395. . . $1089
1520, List $1650. $1389

ADDS R·20, List $995 $945
R-l00, List $1325 $1295

LEAR SIEGLER ADM3A Kit $775
ADM3A Assembled $849
ADM31, List $1450 $1295
ADM42, List $1795 $1595

SOROC 120, List $995 $795
10140, List $1495 $1249

PRINTERS
ANADEX 80-col. dot matrix, $995 $895
INTEGRAL DATA IP-125 NOW ONLY $689
IP-125 w/121 0 option, $838 . NOW $724
IP-225 w/1210 & 1250 op., List $988 $834
IP-225 w/tractor , 1210, 1250, 1221
(2K Buffer), 1241 (graphics) NOW $899

IDS-440 PaperTiger, List $995 . $895
w/graphics op., incl. buffer, $1194. $1069

CENTRONICS
730-1 parallel interface, List $995. $849
779-1, Friction Feed, List $1245.. . 949
779-2 w/Tractor, List $1350. 1049
702-2 w/Tractor, VFU, List $2480 1995
703-2 w/Tractor, VFU, List $2975 2395

NORTH STAR HORIZON
NOW DOUBLE & QUAD DENSITY

Complete w/12 edge connectors, 2 SIOs, 1
PIO, and extra drive cable. Assem. & Tested.

HORIZON 1 -
32K, DO, List $2695
32K, 00, List $2995

HORIZON 2-,
32K, DO, List $3095
32K, 00, List $3595
48K, DO, List $3590
48K, QD, List $4090
64K, DO, List $3830
64K, OD,List $4330

$2279
$2539

$2619
$3049
$3039
$3469
$3239
$3669

. CPU BOARDS
NORTH STAR Z80A Processor Board
A& T (ZPB-AI A), List $299 . . . . $254

CROMEMC04MHzCPUCa~
A&T (ZPU-W), List $395 $335

CROMEMCO 4 MHz Single Card Computer
A&T, List $450. . $382

VECTOR GRAPHIC Z-80 CPU Board
A&T, List $247 . . . .. . $210

ITHACA AUDIO Z-80 CPU Board, 4 MHz
A&T, List $205. . $179
2 MHz, A&T, List $175 $155

DELTA Z-80 CPU with I/O, A&T. $239
SD Single Card Computer (SBC·l 00)
Kit, List $295. $250
A&T, List $350 , . . .. $298

MEMORY BOARDS
NORTH STAR 16K Dynamic RAM Board,
A&T (RAM-16-A/A), List $499 . . $420
32K A&T (RAM-32/A), List $739 .. $620

CROMEMCO RAM Card w/bank select, A&t
i6K (16KZ-W), List $595. . $495
64K (64KZ-W), List $1795 . $1485

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS & CONTROLS
Guaranteed performance, incl. labor/parts lvr

DM6400 64K Board w/all 64K, $795 $659
DM4800 with 48K, List $695 $589
DM3200 with 32K, List $595 $509
OM1600 with 16K, List $495 $429
DMOOOOwith no RAM, $395. $349
THE DMB SERIES ~
DMB6400 64K Board w/all 64K
DMB4800 with 48K
DMB3200 with 32K

$859
$789
$709

MORROW SuperRAM, A&T
16K Static Board, 4 MHz or
2.MHz, List $349. . .. .
32K Static Board, 4 MHz, List $699.

VECTOR GRAPHIC, 8K Static, A&T .
48K Dynamic Board, List $799 .

SO ExpandoRAM w/o RAMS,List $220

$299
$629

$239
$679
$187

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
MORROW THINKER TOYS® Discus 2D,
List $1149 OUR PRICE $979
Discus 2D, dual-drive, List $1948 $1658
Discus 2+2, A&T, List $1549 . . .. $1319
Dual Discus 2+2, A&T, List $2748. $2335

MICROMATION Megabox, double-density wi
8" drives, 1-megabyte, List $2295 $1949
2-megabyte, List $3095 $2629

MICROPOLIS 1041 MacroFloppy® in
enclosure (power source & regulator board
required), List $695 . $625
1042 MacroFloppy w/case & AC P.S.. $709
1053 Dual MetaFloppy®, List $1895 . $1695

VIDEO BOARDS
SD COMPUTER VDB-8024 Video
Display Bd, I/O mapped, kit $370 $299
Assembled, List $470 . . . $399

VECTOR GRAPHICS Flashwriter®
FW-64 memory mapped, A&T, $270 $229
f=W-80u/lc SO-char. line, A&T, $368, $313

XITEX SCT-l00K, Kit ONLY $154.95
SCT-l00A Assembled $174.95

SSM VB 1B Memory Mapped Video
Interface, 16x64, Kit, List $155. $132
Assembled & Tested, List $210. . $178

SSM VB2 I/O Mapped Video Interface
Kit,List$169.. . $144
Assembled & Tested, List $234. $199

INTER SYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audio)
Memory Mapped Video Board, 16x64
Assembled & Tested, List $165 .... $149

CONVERT YOUR SELECTRIC
TO A COMPUTER PRINTER!

Power supply & electronics, A& T. You make'
only a simple solenoid installation (or have
the factory do it). Manufactured by ESCON.
S-100 Interface Version, List $496. $445
Universal Types:
Parallel - (Centronics format, for TRS-80,
Sorcerer, Apple, etc.) List $525. .. $469
IEEE-488 (for PET), List $560 . .. $499
RS232 Standard Serial, List $549 . $489
TRS SOCable. . .... $27

INTER SYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audiol
8K Static 250ns, A&T, List $195 $176

FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER BOARDS

MORROW Disk Jockey 1, A&T ($213). $189
Disk Jockey 2D, A&T, List $479. $429

SD Versafloppy I, A& T, List $335 .. $233
Versafloppy II, DD Kit, List $430 . . $360
Versafloppy II, DD, A&T, List $350. $278

DELTA double density A&T ($3851 $345
CONDUCTOR, double density A&T. $269
ITHACA AUDIO, A&T, List $175. $155
MICROMATION Doubler, double density
Controller Board, A&T, List $495 $399

TARBELL Floppy Disk Interface, Kit. $169
double density, Kit, List $325 $295
double density, A& T, List $425 $380

SHIPPING, HANDLING & INSURANCE ~ Add $2 for boards, $5 for Selectric converter, $7.50 for Floppy Disk Systems, $15 for Horizons. Shipped
freight collect: Cromemco Systems, Centronics, DEC, NEC, and T.I. printers. Contact us for shipping information on other terminals and printers.

All prices subject to change and all offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Prices in this ad are for prepaid orders. Slightly higher prices prevail
for other-than-prepaid orders, i.e., C.O.D., credit card, etc.

-WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG -

MiniMicroMart,
1618 James Street, -Svracuse NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431

~
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100% Prime CMOS
And TTL ICs

~Low49¢
IIIn1rrr As Each

CMOS

Type Cat. No. ONLY
4001 276-2401 .69
4011 276-2411 .69
4012 276-2412 .79
4013 276-2413 .99
4017 276-2417 1.69
4020 276-2420 1.69
4021 276-2421 1.69
4023 276-2423 .69
4027 276-2427 .99
4028 276-2428 1.29
4046 276-2446 1.89
4049 276-2449 .79
4050 276-2450 .79
4066 276-2466 1.89
4070 276-2470 .79
4511 276-2447 1.69
4543 276-2491 1.99

TIL

Type Cat. No. ONLY
7400 276-1801 .49
7402 276-1811 .49
7404 276-1802 .49
7441 276-1804 .99
7447 276-1805 .99
7448 276-1816 .99
7473 276-1803 .49
7475 276-1806 .89
7476 276-1813 .59
7490 276-1808 .89
7492 276-1819 .89
74154 276-1834 1.39
74192 276-1831 1.19
74193 276-1820 1.19

Top Octave 699
Synthesizer IC
S50240. Ideal for electronic keyboard instru-
ments' Generatest3 equally timbred notes,
C, to Ca'. CMOS-compatible square wave
outputs. 11 to t6VDC, single supply. 16-pin
DIP.With data. 276·1780 6.99

Rhythm Pattern 599
Generator IC
MM5871. Build your own rhythm box or drum
synthesizer' 6 patterns can be used alone or
in any combination. Trigger outputs for wood
block, brushes, bongo, snare and bass
drums. With data and applications circuits.
16-pin DIP. 276·1785 . . 5.99

SALE! Resistor Packs

Save
30%
Reg.
9.95

695
Each

Lessthan 2Ceach' Precision-made resistors,
popular values: 10n to 10 megs. Stock up!
v,·Watt. 10% tal. 47 or more popuiar values.
271·601 .. Pkg. 01350/(Reg. 9.95) Sale 6.95
y.·Watt. 5% tal. 56 or more popular values.
271·602 . Pkg. 01350/(Reg. 9.95) Sale 6.95

31f2-Digit
LCD

Readout
Multitester

For Fast, Pro-Quality Wiring
Quick·Wrap Tooll® Ideal for daisy chain or point-to-point
wiring. Cuts and strips wire. Easy to load. For 0.025"
square posts. 276-1572 . 12.95
30-Gauge Kynar Wire. For above. 50' spool. Red, 278·
501, White, 278-502. Blue, 278-503 Each 1.99 ·20 Ranges

• 10 Megohm Input
•Big 0,4" Display

~

2102L and 2114L
49 Static RAMsLow2As 2102L Buy 8 2102Ls Save $5

Type 2102L. 100% prime 1024x 1 NMOS RAM. Single
5V supply. ts-pln DIP. Under 450ns. Buy 8 and save!
276-2501 .. J ".: ••••••••••• 2.49 Each 8 for 14,95
Type 2114L. 100&/0 prime 1024x4 NMOS RAM. ts-pln
DIP. Under 450ns. Single 5V supply.
276-2504 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.95

Liquid crystal display is easy to read, even in
Automatic polarity and zero adjust. Over-range
low battery indicators: Voltage: 500V max. AC, 1000V
max. DC. AC/DG Current 2·20-200 mA. Resistance:
200·2k·20k-200k'2M-20Ml1. With test leads, instruc-
tion manual. P/4x33f4x63N' Requires 9V battery or
adapter. 22-198 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79.95
AC Adapter for above. 273-1431 4.95

Engineer'S
Notebook of
IC Circuits

Reg.
4.99 399

Each

Multipurpose, Digital and
Op-Amp Edge-Card PC Boards

Save20%
Top quality! Low loss epoxy glass construction.
All are 4V2x4:'with 1,1,6" grid and dual
22-contact edge. 1368 holes.
Multipurpose. 276·155 .
2·Voltage (Digital). 276·156 .
3·Voltage (Dp·Amp). 276·157 . Sale 3.99
22·Pin Dual·Edge Wire Wrapping Socket. For above.
276·1550 ..... .. .. . . . .... 3.49

You'll constantly use this "must-have" source-
book. Applications and circuit examples lor most
popular linear and digitallCs, truth tables, helpful
tips, more. All circuits have been built and tested.
128 pages 276·5001 . . Only 1.99

NEW'. Project Case
With Panel

Miniature Hobby Motors99¢
•Flip Open Cover
•High Impact Plastic

This deluxemolded case is ideal lor many
projects. Easy-to-work reversible inner panel
accepts switches, meter or readouts. Hinged
lid has snap-lock closure. 5V2x3f8x2:'
270·290 2.99

Pkg.of 2

Ideal for I
motors operate to 8VDCand deliver UQ to
10,000 RPM at no . Motor: 1V2xl!8:'Shaft: o/64XW'
Long leads lor easy hookup. Becreative at a sensible
low price' 273·206 . . .. 2 for 99C

~. 189 Pkg.
~ of2

Built·ln

Long Life Bulb ""'.'

One red, one green. Complements any project where
high visibility is needed. Simple one-piece construction
with snap-in mounting fits 1ft' diameter hole. 4" wire
leads. 272·332 . Pkg. of 2/1.89

~
testers. up to lour 0.6" or eight 0.3" read-
outs. 270·285. Reg. 3.95 . . .. . Sale 2.95
lID Aula Project Case, Mounts in or on dash. Com-
panion enclosure to MAI003 Auto Clock Module.
Accepts 3 push switches (not included). Blue lens.
3V2x2Y8x2:'270·303. Reg. 5.95 Sale 3.95
If] Bezel With Lens. High contrast lens, ideal for
LEOdisplays. 30/16X1"lens opening. With hardware.
270·301. Reg. 3.95 . Sale 2.95

WHY WAIT FOR MAIL ORDER DELIVERY?
IN STOCK NOW AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU! ladlo Ihaeli

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION • FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES
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the FIRoTof the NewGeneration
Our innovative Z-80A CPU board is truly the first of a new generation of S-100 bus equipment ... a

generation that's designed to accomodate multi-user setups and other high level industrial, scientific,
and commercial applications.
This CPU card contains all the good Z-80 features of other boards, but also features full compliance

with the proposed IEEES-100 bus standards, provision for adding two EROMs for 4K to 8K of on-board
ROM (2716 or 2732 - not included with board), power on jump to any of 256 boundaries, on-board ful-
ly maskable interrupts at port FE(hex) for interrupt driven systems, 2 or 4 MHz operation, power on
clear that generates preset and slave clear according to IEEEspecs, selectable automatic wait state inser-
tion for servicing Ml * instructions - MRQ* - I/O RQ* - or the on-board ROM (individually or severally
selectable), non-maskable interrupt on bus pin 12 as per IEEEspecs, and we've also included on-board
IEEEcompatible extended addressing at port FD (hex).
These advanced features give you the power you need for future expansion, as well as the system

flexibility that comes from superior design ... but perhaps best of all, the price is competitive with .
boards that do a whole lot less. The Z-80A CPU board is available for $225 unkit, $295 assembled, and
$395 for units qualified under our Certified System Component program.

Next month: The second new generation CPUboard, featuring our 8085/8088 dual processing technique, aswell as the Spectrum
color graphics board. Please do not call for information on these products; send an SASEand we'll send the information to you.

PASCAL/M™ + MEMORY SPECIAL

THE GODBOUT COMPUTER BOX
$289 desktop, $329 rack mount

Quiet fan, dual AC outlets and fusehold, heavy-duty line filter,
black anodized front panel, and card guide. Ask about our matching
power supply..~---------------------S-100 2708 EROM BOARD $85 unkit
4 independently addressable 4K blocks. Includes all support chips

and manual, but does not include 2708 EROMs.

HIGH PERFORMANCES-100 MOTHERBOARDS
6 slot: $89 unkit, $129 assm

12 slot: $129 unkit, $169 assm 19 slot: $174 unkit, $214 assm

Ideal for use with the above enclosure. Unkits have edge connec-
tors and termination resistors pre-soldered in place for easy
assembly. Meets or exceeds IEEE5-100 specs; includes true active ter-
mination, grounded Faraday shield between all bus signal lines, and
edge connectors for all slots.

LOOKING FOR MEMORY?
Our boards are static, run up to 5 MHz, meet the IEEE5-100 stan-

dards, low in power, and include a 1 year warranty. Choose from
unkit (sockets, bypass caps pre-soldered in place), assembled, and
boards qualified under our high-reliability Certified System Compo-
nent (CSC) program.

S-100 ACTIVE TERMINATOR BOARD $34.50 kit
Plugs into older, unterminated motherboards to improve performance.

Memory Name Buss & NOles Unkit Assm CSC

8K Econoram* IIA 5-100 $169 $189 $239
16K Econoram XIV 5-100 (1) $299 $349 $429
16K Econoram X-16 5-100 $329 $379 $479
16K Econoram XIIIA·16 5-100 (2) $349 $419 $519
16K Econoram XV-16 H8 (3) $339 $399 n/a
16K Econoram IX-16 Dig Grp $319 $379 ri/a
24K Econoram VIIA-24 5-100 $449 $499 $599
24K Econoram XIIIA-24 5-100 (2) $479 $539 $649
32K Econoram X-32 5-100 $599 $689 $789
32K Econoram XIIIA-32 5-100 (2) $649 $729 $849
32K Econoram XV·32 H8 (3) $649 $749 n/a
32K Econoram IX-32 Dig Grp $599 $679 n/a
32K Econoram XI 5BClBLC n/a n/a $1050

S-100 MEMORY MANAGER BOARD
$59 unkit, $85 assrn, $100 CSC

Adds bank select and extended addressing to older 5-100 machines
to dramatically increase the available memory space.

2S"Interfacer I" S-100 I/O BOARD
$199 unkit, $249 assm, $324 CSC

Dual R5-232 ports with full handshake. On-board crystal timebase,
hardware UART5, much more.

3P PLUSS"INTERFACERII" I/O BOARD
$199 unkit, $249 assm, $324 CSC

Includes 1 channel of serial I/O (RS-232 with full handshake), along
with 3 full duplex parallel ports plus a separate status port.

Econoram is <1 trademark of Godbout Electronics.
PASCAL can give a microcomputer with CP/M more power than

many minis. You can buy our totally standard Wirth PASCALiMTM 8"
diskette, with manual and Wirth's definitive book on PASCAL, for
$150 with the purchase of any memory board. Specify Z-80 or
8080/8085 version. PASCALiMTM available separately for $350.

(1) Extended addressing (24 address hnes). Addressable on -IKboundenes.
(1) Compatible WIth all bank select systems (Crornemco. Alpha Micro, Etc.); addressable on 4K

boundaries.
(3) Bank select option ior rmplementing memory systems greater than 64K. I

I
SEECOMPUPRO PRODUCTS IN PE~SON: Many of these products are stocked by finer

computer stores world-wide, or write us if there's no dealer in your area.

GmeuProTM f,::
I

TERMS: Cal res add tax. Allow S',\)for shipping, excess refunded.
VISA "/Mastercharge'" call our 24 hour order desk at
1415) 562-0636.l01) OK With street address for UP). Sale prices
good through cover month of magazine; other prices are subject'
to change without notice.

Bldg. 725, Oakland Airport, CA 94614
I

(415) 562·0636

v' Reader Servtce= see page 258 Microcomputing, May 1980 253



Buy Direct from the Largest
Commodore Dealer in the Country
~ NCEICompuMart.

8K-Keyboard N ..............•.•.... $795
16K-Keyboard B $995
16K-Keyboard N .. $995
32K-Keyboard B $1,295
32K-Keyboard N ... . . . . . . . . . . $1,295
B - large keyboard (graphics not on keys)
N - large keyboard with graphics symbols

SUPER SAVER. Thanks to Commodore
their printer prices have been drastically
reduced:
Commodore Printer (tractor feed)

was $995 NOW $795
Commodore Printer (friction feed) ..

was $849 NOW $695

2 Good reasons for buying
your PErM from CompuMart:
(1) $100 IN FREE ACCESSORIES
WITH 16K or 32K PET.
When you buy a 16K or32K PET, apply $100 toward
PET accessories. FRE::E. Choose from the acces-
sories listed below and indicate on your order that
you have reduced the cost of your accessories by
$100.

(2) FREE WITH PURCHASE
OF ANY PET(Offerextended
until May 15, 1980)
A Texas Instruments' Hex/Octal Calculator
($60 Value), and a set of 6 PET Workbooks
(Worth $36).

PET Accessories
Commodore Dual Floppy Disk Drive .... $1,295.00
Second Cassette-from Commodore. $95.00
Commodore PET Service Kit. $30.00
Beeper-Tells when tape is loaded. $24.95
Petunia-Play music from PET $29.95
Video Buffer-Attach another CRT. $29.95
Combo-Petunia abd Video Buffer. $49.95
TNW Bi-Dir.RS-232 printer S-face $229.00
KIM 1 (A Single Board Computer
from Commodore) .

PET TO IEEE Cable.. $39.95
IEEE TO IEEE Cable. $49.95
KIM1 & Power Supply Package Special .. $200.00

. $179.00

NEW FROM EX!DY
THE SORCERER II 48K COMPUTER
Z-80 Microprocessor, Full-sized keyboard. ROM P
Programs. Microsoft BASIC. Powerful Graphics.
Senal and Parallel 1/0 • Dual Cassette 1/0 Memory
Internally Expandable. 5-100 Expansion Options,
48K Sorcerer II $1,395

CENTRONICS
PRINTERS
The 779-2 is a tractor
feed printer designed

for small business
systems, Uses a 5x7
dot matrix to produce

all 64 upper case
ASCII characters.

Centronics is the big-
gest name in printers
and this Is their most

popular model.
List. $1,245 .

SALE! $1,079

Commodore's 3 for 2 is Back!
SPECIAL OFFER TO EDUCATORS - GET
A FREE PET COMPUTER
For a limited time only, when your school buys any 2
PET's at the regular list (see our PEr'" prices listed
above), Commodore will include another PET in the
deal, absolutely FREE! Call CompuMart TOLL-FREE for
complete details.

The Paper Tiger
Printer From
Integral Data
d --
:AL _
/_~-;:'

include: 4 cha
8.3 to 16.5 cpi •
56 cps at 10 char.
per in .• Selectable
line spacing.
8 switch-selectabl
form sizes.

The IDS Graphics Option for the Paper
Tiger allows full dot pattern control and
includes an expanded 2048-byte buffer
(a 256-byte buffer is standard).
IDS Paper Tiger Printer , $995
IDS Graphics Paper Tiger Printer $1,094

We have a complete inventory of Apple computers, peri-
pherals, & software In-Stock for immediate delivery -

The New 730-1 parallel matrix printer is Ideally suited for
all personal and microcomputer systems, Standard
Features include: 100 cps • 80 char.zline • 3-way paper
handling system. 7x7 dot matrix. 96 character ASCII.
List $995. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . SALE! $839
To meet our Centronics' quotas we are offering these
great specials on their printers!
753-9 9 x 9 Data Processing Printer. List: $2,995 SALE!
$2,395
704-9 9 x 9180 CPS. List: $1,995 SALE! 51.]50
701·9 9 x 9 Matrix. List: 51,595 SALE! $1,395
730·3 Serial 730. List: $895 SALE! $745
Brand New, Centronics Model 737, the first printer in Its
class capable of offering print quality suitable for text
processing. plus the ,performance & application flexi-
bility required lor data processing. Unbelievable quality
of type.
737-3 Serial Word Processor Printer $1,045
737-1 Parallel Word Processor Printer $995

The Perfect Printer for Small Business Systems

SANYO MONITORS

9-inch

reg. $199

SALE! $169

$200 in FREE accessories with the purchase
of a 48K Apple II reg. or Apple II plus.
16K Apple reg. or plus - $1,195 ($100 in free acces.)
32K Apple reg. or plus - $1,395 ($150 in free acces.)
48K Apple reg. or plus - $1,495 ($200 in free acces.)
Apple Accessories
PASCAL. . $495
Micromodem $379
VisiCalc ,"'" $150
The Controller (Business Package) SALE' $550
The Cashier (POS System) SALE! $200
Integer BASIC ROM Card $200
Centronics Printer Interface $225
Disk and Controller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $595
Parallel Printer Card $180
Communications Card $225
Hi-Speed Serial Card. . $195
Firmware Card. . $200
NEW! AppleWriter Text Editor. . . . $75

NOVATION CAr"
ACCOUSTIC MODEM

Looks good, works greaf! $179.00

ZENITH
EXCLUSIVE
FROM
COMPUMART!

Beautiful Display Capabilities. Excellent tor use with
'Apple. Atari, & Sorcerer Computers. This 13-inch
monitor Is Zenith's first color video display
designed specifically for computers. Features
include color and degaussing circuits,
Zenith Color Monitor. . .. $499.00~-----------------,HAZELTINE TERMINALS AT •......J
SPECTACULAR SAVINGS! •••••

Hazelline 1410- TTY-style keyboard. 8 baud rates
from 110 to 9600. 12" screen, 24x80 display, 5x7 dot
Matrix Upper Case ASCII character set, 12-key
numeric keypad. List Price $895 SALE! $779
Hazeiline 1500 - 8 baud rates from 110 to 19.200.
and ANSI Standard Keyboard, EIA RS-232. All 94
Upper/Lower Case characters in a high resolution
7x10 matrix display. Much more.
List Price $1,145 SALE! $995
Hazelline 1520 - Take advantage of this $310
savings while it lasts! The Hazeltine 1520 is a power-
ful multi-processor terminal.
List Price $1,585 SALE! $1,275

THE SINGLE BOARD
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
ROCKWELL AIM 65

6502 Microprocessor· 20-character, alpha-numeric LED
display· Full-size 54-key keyboard with 3 user-defined
functions- Fast, on-board 20-column thermal printer· 8K
Advanced Interactive Monitor program • Dual cassette
interface board· On-board timer· On-board ROM ex·
pansion to 12K· 4K on- board RAM· l",,-board TTY
interface ·16 parallel 110 nnes - One serial 110 port- KIM-
compatible edge connectors for even further memory or
1/0 expansion.
The CompuMart AIM System combines all of our options
for the AIM to give you the capabilities of development
systems costing 5 to 10 times as much. This system
includes a 4K AIM 65 with BASIC and Assembler, an MTU~~~~~;~,ftki~.Sanyo tape recorder and an EGI Enclo-

CompuMart AIM System $785.00
4K AIM-65 .••............................ $450.00
Paper for the AIM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $4.75
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10-DAY FREE TRIAL :;~~~~:A~~~
-' .

Lear Siegler Terminals
& Printers at
Tremendous Savings

ADM-3A. Industries'
favorite dumb terminal for (
some very smart reasons.
12" diaaonal screen. Full
or half duplex operation at
11 selectable data rates.
1,920 easy-to-read char-
acters in 24 rows of 80
letters. RS-232C inter-
face extension port.
Direct cursor addressing.
Reg. Price. $895 .

Sale! $795

$29.95
$69.95
$19.95

$22.95
$44.95

$29.95
$29;95
$19.95
$29.95

300 Series Ballistic
Printers. This application-
oriented matrix printer is
built to last. Features
include: Ballistic Printing
• Positive 180 cps • Bi-
directional Printing. A
character buffer that is
optionally expandable to
2,048 characters. 512
character buffer standard.

ADM-42. The semi-
intelligent terminal
that provides you with
flexibility of format,
security, editing,
interface, and trans-
mission. Two-page
display standard
(0 ptionally expand-
able to eiglit). Blank-
ing. blinking, and
reverse fields. Three
ways to TAB. 16
Function keys do the
work of 32 • Detach-
able keyboard.- -.•..- ... ,.•..

ADM~31. A terminal that's too smart to be considered
dumb. Comes complete with keyboard, control logic,
character generator, refresh memory & interface •
Displays two pages of text instead of one « Field protect
mode. Factory installed selected parameters.
Reg. Price. $1,450. Sale! $1,195

ADM-42 with Keyboard. Reg. Price. $1,795SaI.! $1,595
ADM-42 without keyboard. Reg. Price. $1,595

Sale! $1,450

Model 310 Ballistic Printer (SeriaI/Parallel)
Reg. Price. $2,045.. Sale $1,989

Based on our policy of offering our
customers only the finest in micro·
computers, CompuMart is pleased to
announce that we now carry the new
generation of Personal Computers by
Atari.TM

The remarkable TI-99/4 Home Computer, Compare it.
Doliar for dollar. Feature for feature.
Superior color, music, sound & graphics ~and a powerful
exlended BASIC - all built in. Plus. unlqe new Solid
State Speech ...Synthesizer and TI's special Solid State
Software.· ...
Comes complete with the Features you want:
• Powerful TI-BASIC
• Up to 72K total memory capability - 16K RAM, 26K
ROM plus up to 30K ROM in TI's Solid State Software
Command Modules.

·16 - color graphics capability
• Music & sound effects
• Built-in equation calculator
• High quality 13" color monitor
Call our Sales Dept. for Complete Description & Specs.
TI·99/4 Home Computer w/Monltor $1,050.
TI·99/4 Home Computer w/o Monitor 58.95,
TI User Reference Manual S9.95.

TI CALCULATORS - Three of the finest from the first.
TI Programmable 59 . $245.00
TI-58C Programmable Calculator
(w/continuous memory) 5104.00
TI Programmer. 559.00
Add convenient versatile printing capabilities to your TI
Programmable sac or 59 calculator with the PC:l00C
thermal printer, piotter.
TI PC·l00C 168.00
TI Talking Translator. The translator that actually speaks!
5300.00 Language Modules for the TI Translator $49.95
Ea. Available in : Spanish, French. English & German.
SPEAK & SPELL- - TI's remarkable learning aid with
electronic voice & brain. &69,95 Modules for Speak &
Spell $17.95 Ea: Super Stumpers (grades 4-6), Vowel
Power (Ages 7 & up). Super Stumpers (Grades 7 & 8)

ADDITIONAL TI-99/4 ACCESSORIES
Speech Editor. $99.95
Demonstration 569.95
Diagnostic 529.95
Joysticks 529.95
Speech Box. $149.95
Dual Cassette Cabie $19.95
Math Dictionary $29.95
Beginners Basic. 59.95
SOLID STATE SOFTWARE COMMAND MODULES
Entertainment:
• Footbalt .
• Video Chess
• Video Graphs ,
Home Management/Personal Finance:
• Home Financial Decisions.
• ·Household Budget Mgt.
Education:
• Early Learning .
• Physical Fitness .
• Number Magic , ,
• Beginning Grammar

We Stock Lear Siegler

Accessories -
Call For Details.

)I\.
AlAR!'
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A Calculator, A system, A Whole
New Standard.
The finest calculators available for
Science, Engineering, & Business.

HEWLETT-PACKARD'S HP-41C
INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS
To celebrate our commitment to Atari, we are offering the
following Atari Specials:
(1) Buy additional memory lor your computer, 8K or 16K,
and we will double the amount of memory FREE!
(A potential savings of $200.)
(2) Buy the Atari 800 Computer and take $100 off the
purchase price olthe Atari 810 Disk Drive or the Atari 820

Features over 130 fu
program memory or data storage registers -
expandable to 319 registers or up to 2,000 lines. RPN
Logic. Alpha-nurnertc capabilities let you communicate
with the calculator in Engpsh. Customization features
allow you to totally reassign the keyboard functions.
Continuous memory.. . .. HP-41C Calculator $288.00

The System.
Memory Modules. For storing programs or up to 2,000
lines of program memory. S45.00
"Extra Smart" Card Reader. Records programs and data
back onto blank mag-cards. . $179.00
The Printer. Upper and Lower case. High resolution
plotting. Portable. Thermal operation. . $320,00
Application Modules $45,00 EACH,
Standard pac, Statistics, Math, Financial, & Surveying.

HP SERIES E
CALCULATORS
HP-31E - SCientific.
Trigonometric, exponen-
tial & math functions.
................ 549.95
HP-32E - Advanced
SCientific with Statistics.
All HP-31 E functions plus
hyperbolies and compre-
hensive statistics. $66,95
HP-33E - Programmable
SCientific. A program-
mable science, math and
statistical calculator.
.. . $79.95
Also available with con-
tinuous memory ... 86.40
HP-37E - Business
Management. Best choice
for a business/finance
calculator. . $69.95

HP-38E - Advanced Financial with Programmability. All
the features of the HP-37E plus a lot more power.
. . .. . $108.00
Also available with continuous rnernory.. .. $144.95
THE ALL NEW HP-34C. Advanced Continuous Memory
Scientific Proqrarnrnable With an Impressive array of
programming features $144.95
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Power Supplies! Power Supplies! Power Supplies! SOLID STATE!! (5)
We got 'em! Take your pick ...

These units are ideal for micro computers. They have been removed from equipment, checked out and
guaranteed.
1-5 volts @ 8 amps + 12 volts @ 2 amps + 6 volts @ 75 MA. Power supply has a 3·wire line cord and fused. Dimensions:

10%" x 5%" x 4%". Shipping weight: 16Ibs " 37.50 ea. 2170.00

2- Model 818, 5 volts at 15 amps + 12 volts at 4 amps-tz volts at 2 amps. (with line cord) 35.00 ea. 2165.00
3- + 5 volts at 5 amps :!: 12 vo.ts at 500 ma. + 6 volts at 25 ms. (line cord included) 32.95 ea. 2160.00------------------------------------------4-Elexon, multi output. Input: 120/240 AC, ± 10%,47-63 hz; output: 1) 12V, 1.5A, DC, OVP; 2) 12V,

1.5A, D.C.,OVP. New, in box with operating instructions 31.50
5-Power Design, Model 1210, constant voltage, DC. P.S. input: 105-125 A.C., 55 to 440 hz. Output:

1-12 volts, 0-10 amps, DC. continuously adjustable output voltage and current limiting 139.00

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS ...
4,000 mfd 75 VDC
1,000·mfd 100 VDC
6,800 mfd 100 VDC
4,700 mfd 150 VDC

1.75
1.00
3.50
3.75

11,000 mfd 25 VDC
35,000 mfd 35 VDC
10,000 mfd 50 VDC
22,000 mfd 60 VDC

1.50
3.50
2.50
3.75

18,000 mfd 10 VDC
4,400 mfd 20 VDC

46,000 mfd 20 VDC
3.000 mfd 25 VDC

1.25
1.00
2.50
1.00

WIRE WRAP BOARDS
These boards are pre-wired and removed from equipment. Easy to un-
wrap for setting up your own board, contains mostly 14-pin IC sockets
with individual pin connections. Each board has VCC and ground
planes.

Smaller board measures 6'12" x 6" and has 40 to 50 sockets.
Larger board measures 13'1," x6" and has 75 to 100 sockets.

Reduced prices
$7.50 ea. 2/$14.00
$12.50 ea. 2/$23.00

DIABLO System Disc Drive HEWLETT PACKARD model 200CD/rack
mounted AUDIO OSCILLATOR freq:5hz to
600khz output: 160mw $165.00SERIES 40, MODEL 43

100 tracks per inch, total capacity of 50 rneqa-
bits, w/Model 429 power supply, sector
counter, 24 sectors, 1 fixed disc, 1 removable
disc, average access time 38 ms, PPM: 2600,
dimensions: 10 5/16" high, fits in standard
rack, equipped with full extension slides, ex-
cellent used condition. Shipped freight col-
lect. '

--------------------
HEWLETT PACKARD model 400D
ANALOG VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
freq: 10hz to 4mhz voltmeter range: 1mv to
300vac in 12 ranges $85.00$2495

TRANSFORMERS Clock Crystal Oscillators- ITl, Vectron, type CO·
231T.Crystal Ireq. 4.9152mhz. Input voltage 5 VDC
:t. Output: Drives 10 ITl loads logic "0": OAV
max., sink 16ma. Logic "1" 2.4V min source 2 ma.
(above50 mhz drives 2 Schottky TTl loads). Tuning
adjust. with nominal range 01 :t 30 ppm below 25
mhz and 15 ppm above 25 mhz. R.F.E. 1V," x
l'h" x 'h" $13.95

ROTRON
WHISPER FANS

$8.95

ISOLATION STEP-DOWN TYPE

Unused, Model Rotron MU
3A1, 230V, AC, 14 watts,
50/60 hz, guaranteed,

$13.95
EACH

Primary:230/115V, 50160
CPS,Secondary: 115volts
output 250VA.

TRENDLINE PHONES
Manufactured by I.T.T.

These units have rotary dials. Colors are: white, black, red, and
green. They are packaged and have "6·foot cord and installation
instructions. Used, but in good operating condition.

34.50 WALL TYPE

SG·132 SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR
FREQ: 15 TO 400 MHZ, VHF-UHF

Output: AM & FM: CWo FM deviation: ± 1% to ± 20% at any fre-
quency. Crystal markers every 200Khz, trnhz, 5mhz or:!: 10B. Fre-
quency accuracy ± 1%. Built-in oscilloscope for observing
waveforms. $329

Minimum order $25.00. Items offered subject to prior sale. FOB, Brockton, Mass. Money order or check w/order. Shipments and
handling add 5%. Shipments by parcel post or UPS. No COOs. Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.WALLEN ELECTRONICS CO. INC. Tel: (617) 588-6440-6441 cE5~~6~~~I~S

",.45 108 SAWTELL AVE., BROCKTON, MA. 02402 cci~~1~~~ifs~~iRE
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Featured Next Month-Computers in the Classroom
Don't Miss It!

In June, school is out for the summer, and teachers have to start prepar-
ing for the next academic year. The June issue of Kilobaud Microcomputing
will feature a special section on microcomputers in education, written by
educators and computerists. Articles and programs will provide overviews
and specific applications for educators already using microcomputers as
educational tools, or for those contemplating introducing microcomputers
irito the curriculum.

Topics will include:
• math and science programs
• a computerized gradebook
• a computer suroical-course for kids
• a look at one school's attempt to bring microcomputers into the classroom
• plus other articles relating to the growing use of microcomputers in

education

Whether you're actively involved in the teaching discipline or simply sup-
port your school system with your tax dollars, you won't want to be truant
when Microcomputing takes you to school next month. It promises to be a
learning experience for everyone.

is HARD COpy STORAGE a problem?
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTlNG, as

thick as it is, is more like a floppy
when it comes to standing on the
bookshelf. Try the KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING Library Shelf

Boxes ... sturdy corrugated white

dirt-resistant cardboard boxes
which will keep them from flopping
around. We have self-sticking labels

for the boxes, too, not only for

KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTlNG, but
also for 73 Magazine, 80 MICRO-
COMPUTING ... and for CQ, QST,

Ham Radio, Personal Computing, Radio Electronics, Inter-
face Age, and Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want

with your box order. They hold a full year of KILOBAUD

MICROCOMPUTlNG, 80 MICROCOMPUTING ... or 73
Magazine. Your magazine library is your prime reference;

keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong library

shelf boxes. One box (BX-I 000) is $2.00, 2-7 boxes (BX-

100 I) are $1.50 each, and eight or more boxes (BX-l 002)

are $1.25 each. Be sure to specify which labels we should

send. Have your credit card handy and call our toll-free
order number 800-258-5473, or use the order card in the

back of the magazine and mail to:

kilobaud TM

MICROCOMPUTING
peterborough nh 03458

[C"~ microcomputinglOV DSend me one year 01
80 Microcomputing for

just $15. (I save over 37%.)

D I prefer 2 years for $24. (I save 50%.)

D I prefer 3 years for $36. (I save 50% 011 the newsstand price.)

The magazine for today's
biggest selling computer.

D New subscription D Renewal
D Payment enclosed $.,--__ ----: D Bill me
DVisa DMasterCharge DAm Express

Card #
Interbank # Exp. date _
Signature _

Name -~-----------------
Street ---------------------
City __ ~ State Zip _

Canada" same as US rates. in US funds. ("TRS-BO is a trademark of Tandy Corp.)
Other foreign: $20 one year only. US funds.

30587
8. M'eroeomputln ••POB,8.·".rm'n.".'. NY JJ7J7
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*This advertiser prefers to be contacted directly.
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The Product. Only high quality, prime, burned-in and
tested 4116 16K dynamic RAM s. Don't be caught
unaware! All TRS-80 memory expansion kits are not the
same. UHF Associates' memory expansion gives you high
quality coupled with outstanding performance. And with
. their fast 200 NS minimum access time (less CPU wait
states) UHF's 4116 16K dynamic RAMs provide both
storage and speed that won't disappoint you later down the
road. .

The Price. 16K Memory Expansion Kit for either
computer (pre-programmed DIP shunts included) or
expansion interface, $95. More? 32K Kit for expansion
interface, $180. Most? 48K Kit for computer and expansion
interface, $265.

The Promise. "Thou shalt not wait, worry or fret. "
You'll get immediate post-paid delivery from in-stock
inventory. You'll get a full 12 month warranty. That's about
four times the warranty others offer. And for installation,
you'll get UHF's "goof-proof" instructions. All you'll need is
a screwdriver and about 10 minutes.
TRS-80 is a registered trade mark of Tandy' Corporation.

Dealer Inquiries Invitedr------~-----------------o 16K Kit with shunts (for computer) $ 95 'o 16K Kit (for expansion interface) $ 95o 32K K!t (for expansion. interface) $180o 48K KIt (for computer and expansion interface) $265
California residents please add appropriate sales tax .

Name (print)
Street
City State Zip _
o I've enclosed a check or money order for $

payable to UHF Associates.
We honor: 0 Master Charge 0 VISA/BankAmericard
Account #
Expiration Date _
Signature

L
,.,.. (required for charge card purchases)...... .------------------------~:r;Vrvvj~):JJHF· ]
I ASSOCIATES~ --- - ---

90 Transport Avenue, #4
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Call 707/584·78~4



The Businessman's
Business System

operator's name, inventory item, and the changes which
were made.
• Sales Order Entry! Accounts Receivable Software
displays customer balances and credit standing as new
orders are entered. Correct product prices and descrip-
tions are obtained from inventory files if desired.
• Invoices are generated automatically as orders are
shipped. Customer statements, with aged accounts receiv-
able, are printed on demand.
• Purchase Order Entry! Accounts Payable Software op-
tionally link to inventory program, in order to easily visu-
ualize inventory items which are on order.
• General Ledger programs link to the accounts
receivable and accounts payable modules for easy updates
and posting.
• If your business is expanding and you would like to
know how an MSI Computer System can help you make it
more profitable, call or write Midwest Scientific Instru-
ments, 220 W. Cedar, Olathe, Kansas 66061, (913) 764-
3273, TWX 910 749 6403 (MSI OLAT), TELEX 42525
(MSI A OLAT) •..•144rrnnmL1~t".Small Computers For Big Jobs

U ~ ~ ~Jm'dW1C51SL'en1'f'L ~n51rurnen15

MSI Business Computer Systems offer flexibility and
expand ability unmatched by any other microcomputer
system, large or small. Our SDOS operating system is
totally device independent and supports up to seven users.
This means that you can start with a single user, dual drive
floppy disk system today, and add up to 80 megabytes of
hard disk with additional workstations tomorrow. As
your business grows, your MSI system grows with you-
and your software won't become obsolete.

Perform text processing tasks at one workstation while
entering sales orders on another. Add a third workstation
in inventory control and a fourth in accounting. That's
expandability!! !
• MSI Inventory Software, with complete Bills of Mate-
rial, provides a complete inventory control and manage-
ment system for manufacturers.
• Complete manufacturing forecasting, with production
pick lists, allows automatic adjustment of component in-
ventory levels.
• All transactions resulting in any change to the inventory
data base are written to audit trail files listing date, time,


